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Electronic Culture: Technology and Visual Representation is 
a richly illustrated compilation of texts by some of today 1s 
leading critical thinkers. With its emphasis on the impact of 
the digital revolution in the late twentieth century, this 
important book offers to students, educators, and the public 
at large a series of vital explorations into diverse forms of 
visualization in a cultural environment that is increasingly 
wired into the global network. 

For nearly half a century, technology has been the focal 
point of a series of cultural transformations that affect 
every aspect of the human experience. The most visible of 
these transformations has occurred within the broad field 
of "representation," encompassing artistic, scientific, and
with the advent of computer imaging-extended forms of 
visualization. Technologies of imaging have exposed visible 
realms that crisscross from high-tech warfare to virtual reality 
to the visualization of the atom. Underlying these practices 
has been the recording medium of photography. The visual 
record, the witness, of these phenomena, photography has 
conferred legitimacy to the speculative, and has crystallized 
events for a public inebriated by images. 

And while photography's claim on the "truth" has been 
under attack, its credibility as a carrier of information holds 
stunning power. With the introduction of digital imaging 
the question of technology becomes far more complex 
than one of observation and subjectivity. We are entering 
a new phase, in which immersion and simulation supplant 
conventional models of perception and experience. 

Electronic cities, virtual communitit:�, digital superhighways, 
cyberfactories, and cyberias are among terms making their 
way into the evolving techno-language of the 1990s. As 
language adjusts to technology, the limits of photographic 
representation are revealed, and the potentials of artificially 
generated forms of visualization begin to come into focus. 

From Vannevar Bush's 1945 essay on the future of 
technology, to an interview with French theorist Paul 
Virilio entitled "Cyberwar, God, and Television," from 
filmmaker David Blair's hilarious commentary on immersive 
environments like Disney World and Jurassic Park, to an 
essay by Sherry Turkle on questions of identity in virtual 
reality, Electronic Culture is an eye-opening exploration of 
the state of representation in the late twentieth century. 
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Allucquere R o s a n n e S t o n e 

WELCOME TO THE PRESENT 

Ends of millennia are angst-ridden occasions when reality shifts gears, and it 
appears that the synchromesh doesn't always work properly. We find ourselves in 
the paradoxical situation that the more we call ''that which becomes known'' by 
the name ''reality," the further we distance ourselves from it. Because with tin-ie 
and increasingly sophisticated tools, reality seems more and more intelligible as 
in1ages on screens, images of events that we will never ourselves experience, 
subatomic collisions, the DNA helix, movement of ions within synapses. W hat's 
actually happening is that our understanding of the world and of ''nature'' 
increasingly becomes secondhand, like a story. Part of the shining thread that runs 
through the accounts presented in this book is a story of questioning certain deep 
cultural dreams and growing infatuated with others. 

Scientific practice was based on a kind of rugged, hands-on experimentation -
students learned to pith and dissect frogs, to roll balls down inclined planes. The 
outcon1es of those experiments are maps too; they also describe phenomena we 
can't see; the rolling ball demonstrates something about gravity, the frog demon
strates something about life but we learn to link them tightly with this thing 
called ''the real," to think of them as unbreakable and natural links to an absolute 
experience of physical phenomena. It is against this background of a hard, 
obdurate, understandable real world that we fight the wars over who gets to tell 
the stories about that world. And who gets to tell the stories gets to say what it 
means to think and to exist as thinking beings. 

In his landmark study of scientific discovery, Laboratory Life, sociologist Bruno 
Latour showed that 1nuch of producing scientific facts consists of ''inscription 
machines'' little technologies that convert some process of observation i11to 
1narks on paper. The scientists study the marks, not the objects, and here again 
is the implied link between the event and the story. Son1e of this co11tinual 
process of converting reality into stories is visible to us, bL1t n1ost of it isn't. The 



mechanism for carryTing out that con,7ersion is a kind of thought-virus, erasing the 
evidence of its \.vork as soon as it is finished. 

We still get our idea of a stable, ''real'' �Torld muddled up ,,�ch mechanisms for 
perceiving that ,vorld. Stephen Spielberg's Ji1rassic Park marked another ,vatershed 
in this process, in which the digital artists at George Lucas's Industrial Light and 
Magic mingled images of li,ye actors ,,rich computer-generated dinosaurs, not 
models, like King Kong, but completely derealized objects that ne,rer existed 
outside a computer. It's much the same phenomenon Latour sa,,· happening in 
science ,vork, a loss of boundaI)· disrincnons bet\\·een le,·els of experience, letting 
the machine act as an emissarv from the in\.·isible. The transition from solid models ' 
to digitally generated images has gone to complerion in an astonishingly· short 
time: Douglas Trumbull and ere,\· created the \.1suals for the n1ocion-control ride 
at Luxor in Las Vegas using laser-carved plastic n1odel · photographed b1· a 
motion-controlled camera mo\'ing on an 0\1erhead crane: 1mr11ediatel:· follo,\.'ing 
that, Trumbull sold off all his photographic equ1p111ent a11d thereafter ha des1gi1ed 
exclusivel1· in the digital domain. That \\ Ta in I 99 3. ·1ake, n1e feel old. and it 
certain]1· makes n1,, 197 Alt.1jr cor11pt1cer t-eel old. 

We, the acade111ic re earcher and critics. are a cat1ght up i11 chi� a an)·one 
else. Pri,,ilegi11g \1isior1 has a lo11g hi-tor)' that i11\10l\1e r1ot 011111 photograpl11 but 
text; \.Vitne s that a, a culture \\1e cho e to e111bod\1 ot1r k110\\1ledge i11 the for111 of , 

books and until ,rel)' rece11tl}' book , too, ()O,"essed that i11elt1cral)le qua.Ii�· of� 
existing or1l)' in di)crece locacic>n . \Vith the 011,et of e\rer)'thi11g bei11g e\1er) here. 
\\'e began to que cio11 the authorit)' a11d 111ecl1 11i-111 of tl1e spect1lar gaze 1.e .. 
looki11g at 0111ethi11g fro111 a i11gle ,1ie,,11)oir1r )J"'cct1l, rir:·. it et:111 . l\ te11aciou\, 1f 
11oc precise!:' persiscc11t; a11d i11 co111plex \\'3)'s it· at the heart of deb.1tes O\'er }10\\' 
co11scious11e s ,,,ork .A sir1gle \1ist1al \1ie\\1poi11t -ee111s co reqt1irt:: a si11gle :l\\'arer1e\s 
tl1at docs the vie\vi11g. [ 11 tl1e agt of Xerox a11d TV. tl1e pre e11ce ot- ar1 i11finit)' of 
i11 ta 11tl)' replicable i111a res l1as11 "c (1ret) 111a11aged to ciislocige our stubbor11 se11se 
that \Ve cxi t as ir1di\1ic.iu�1l bei11g5. fixed i11 �1ace a11ci ci111e. A 11d )rec . . . \Ve do 
ch�1r1ge. ilt1t it' the ocher gtt)'" \\rho cret co cake .ad\1ar1tage of ot1r er1ses of sir1b11.1lar 
elfhood. the guy ,vitl1 tl1e crec.iit-cl1ccki11g dat,1ba11ks a11d cor1st1111er profiles. Ot1t 

of the sr1ail track of- t)tlr l)a,sage throt1gl1 a ,,rorld of r11yriad si111ultaneous oppor
tt111jcies for co11st1111ptic>11. tl1e)' bt1ild their O\\'n i111ages of \\1l10 \Ve are, freed fron1 
the co11strai11ts of li11earit)' or se1l e. Ot1r database doppelg.111ger� are already free 
ot-the t)'r.11111y of localized ubjecci, 1it)•: the}' folio\\' the geodesics of capita.I and of 
ic.ieal citize11sl1i1). It· Ottr eJ\,es that haven't )'et caug}1t tip. 

111 t11c vast ir1tef\\.rea\1ir1g of ·caries b)' 111ea11s ot- \\'hich \v·e create and maintain 
ot1r l1t1111a11 ct1ltures. the stOf')' of progre, l1a'i bee11 or1e of the deepest and n1ost 
pO\\'Crtt1l. It a�1pe,1rs a11d reappears ir1 ar1 i11fir1ite \'ariet)• of b11.1ises. Stripped of any 
baggc1ge. it is tl1e i111ple idea that ti111c ha a11 �1rrO\\' and that one end of the arrO\\' 1s 
difTcre11t fro111 the other )tories have begi1111ings a11d ends. actions have conse
c1t1er1ce . The e11tire tructtire ot- 11arrJt1\1e depe11d t1pon this si111ple rel<1t1011sh1p. 



I111plieci i11 tl1is way of thinking about the world is the idea that we are going 
'io 111e,,,11ere, that the end of everything, like the end of a story, is going to be satisfying 
( ot11envise by definition it isn't the end), that it will be in some sense definitive. That's 
,vl1at ''end' ' 111eans, with perhaps the sole exception of personal death; and we don't 
thi 11k about that much anyway. The invention of salvation the idea that we're 
going so111ei11lzere, and that that somewhere has intrinsic value must have been a hell 
of a kick. Among other things, it provided a structure of purpose, intention, reason; 
it's an immensely powerful idea, so powerful that it's become part of the epistemic 
,vallpaper, still driving things along while being more or less invisible. 

SP EAKING OUT OF THE MODERNIST PARADIGM 

So, the linearity of narrative and the singularity of consciousness jacks in ( or smacks 
in, as into a food processor) to electronic culture which, in its current guise, is 
neither linear nor singular. How to generate a useful critique of this moment? 
Unfortunately, the easiest error is to examine it from within the modernist 
paradigm. After all, we're all children of modernism, raised vvithin that mighty 
architecture and so steeped in it that not only is it invisible but we view with deep 
suspicion or outright derision ways of circumventing or fracturing its hegemony. 
This has been the extremely thorny problem for the ''post' ' -foo contingent since 
its inception . If modernism is the only language you know, how do you make a 
statement that isn't modernist and still have it understood? Audre Lorde's acerbic 
comment was that the Master's tools will never dismantle the Master's house or, 
I would add, comment on it. 

Nevertheless, there has been a considerable body of work in ,vhich thoughtful 
critics have attempted to come to grips with the beast while living inside its belly, 
and they haven't done too badly. The real action is where it always is and in all 
probability always will be not within an existing discipline, which by nature has 
already achieved a stability from which it will fight any attempt to tinker with its 
episteme, but out at the margins and in the cracks, the Temporary Autonomous 
Zones and unlicensed areas that several contributors here have playfully and 
provocatively suggested. As long as knowledge systems continue to be born 
and die we will be at war with our own creations dynamic wars of growth and 
change in which we will continually battle to surpass ourselves. 

CYBERSPACE: RESISTANCE, OR SAME-OLD SAME-OLD? 

I'd be remiss if I didn't mention our latest i11stantiation of the co111plex idea of elec
tronic culture, because it seems to be in1.plicated in so n1any of the accounts presented 
here, and perhaps to point beyond them in complex and son1eti111es u·oubling way 
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I t's been my pleasure to study cyberspace as an emergent phenomenon in a 

number of fields, from philosophy to cultural theory to computer science and 

beyond. In  and of itself, the Net, the I nfobahn, the ,vhateve r -you-callit that's 

having its moment of deification/ demonization, is nothing more than a physical 

manifestation of pure opportunit)T, neither liberatOI)' nor restrictive. It's only one 

aspect of cyberspace, but it's come to stand for the entire epistemic enchilada. 

However, the global distributed comrr1unication system ,vithin ,vhich the 

Netfobahn is embedded is an example of the exceeding!)· rare situation i11 ,vhich 

designing to military spec 1 ficat1on turns out to offer a terrific advantage to 

everyone else. This 1s because the ,·e11· th111gs aboL1t the et that 111ake it nearly 

indestructible in e,,ent of ene111)1 ,l ttack also 111ake it 11e.1rl)' u11co11crolla ble by 

a single, central er1tity. 

Ho\Ve\i·er, that s1tuatio11 , \\1 l1ile rich \\1itl1 pro1111'ie. doe-;11 't i 1 1  ar1y ,,ray 

guarantee that \\'hat happe11s ir1 C)'ber"p.ice \\1i l l  l1e l 1l1erator)· 1 11 char.1cter or 

purpose. Our spec1ec; 1c; e11dles'\l\1 i11\1e11 ti\'e i11 co111i11g t1p ,,1itl1 11e,,· .1 11ti exc1tir1g 

vvays to c;l1ooc it elf 111 cl1c foc_)t 011 t)11e l1,l11,1 .1re t l10,e. t.1ki11g .1ftL'r et .1rcl11tect 

Jol1n G1l111orc, \\1 }10 clai111 tl1.1t ''tl1t· L't tre.1t, ct•11sor�l1i�1 ,ls cl.1 111.1ge . •  111c.i rottte 

arou11cl It." (It's tc111�1ti11g to .1tici cl1t' c_·c_)g11.1ce. ·· A111erit·,111 sc)cit.'C)' tre.lt\ 1 11tL·ll1ge11cc 

as da111age, ar1d routes ar()tt11c.i it.") ( 11 tl1c: <)tl1L·r t1.111Li .1rt' tl1c),e ,,, }1c) cl.1i 111 tt1.1t 

c)ever11eSS, rl')igi<>LlS zc.:a}, fe,lr (Jf tile Ill'\\' ,l llli tr.l tlgl'. ,lllli \lll1�1ll' (1(.)\\ llftgJ1t 

perver<ii t)' \\.1ill l1c 111ort.• cl1.111 st1tlicie11c to kill <.1t1· ,111)' tra11 ... for111.1t1\·l· pote11tial 

tl1e Net 111,1)' 11os ess. It '  i1111)()rt.111t. 11(1\\ e\'er, t<.) rt·111e111l1t·r tl1,1t tllL' .1rr 1v.1l ot

cyberspacc as .1 sl)eci fit· cc>11ce11c l>Litil)' i11 stt:l) \\1itl1 tl1t• 111illc11it1111 ,11;, 1t 111ay 

bc - 11eitl1cr 11t1llifies ,111)' <>t- tl1c 1>l1il{Js< 1.,l1it�,,1 i11t1t1iries tl1.1t 111t'll'tit.:c.i 1t 1 1or 

valor1zc\ tl1e lacer \\Ork tl1.1t t·ritit}ttcs it: tl1t)ttgl1 it cert.1i11l)' 11r<.J\' tt1L'" t<>otl1c;c1111t' 

<)11portt111itit•s t-c,r 1etl1 i11ki11g <>11lt' l1tJ,l l'}' 11rlJl1lt·111s c)f ,1isir>11 .111ci fL"J1rest·11t.1ti<)tl. 

Wl,at l 111t>stl}' 11<.>l'lt' is tl1.1c <.�),l1t rs11,1ce cit>e 11 't tt1r11 <)ttt tc1 l1c 111ert·ly .1 

c.i 1\tr,1ct1011, .111 t· 11c.:rJ..,')' <.lr.1 i 11 tl1.1t tt1r11s ()lit' ft>Ct1s ,l\\',l}' ti·c)tll tiL'l'l)l'r cl1.111gcs 111 tl1e 

\\
1orki11g" c1t- car,it.1 1 .  i11t()r111.1til111. ,111<.i tl1<.>t1gl1t tl1t' ki11tis of- isst1cs tl1,1t var1ot1\ 

�1t1tl1c)rs i11 tl1i� l)(){)k ,lllti1es,. ·r11t• Ill<.>st \•isil)lL· {iL·l1.1tL'S llL'rL' 111 till' U.�. ,lfl' OVl'r 

sl1all<)\V, l1ot-l)t1ttc_)11, cl,lss isst1c:s t1cl1 .1 cle.,11 \'l'l'st1s tlirt,' tl1i11k111�. I>L'r,c>11.1l ly, I 

<.1011 't .1grL'l' \\.'itl1 t:itl1t·r till' C}1l1ert1t<.>1-1i,111s t>r tl1cJsL· \\'Ile) l1eltl'vL' tl1.1t frt'cti<.1 1 1 1  of 

,1-1eL·cl1 111t1st 111L·.111 t111l1ritllecl kitl<.iit: 1-1or11 . V.,lttL' 11L'Lttr.1lity .1 t tl1c Jevt:I of tl1c 

111 f-r.1 strt1c_ tttre l1as littlL' t<.> clc> \\'itl, \\1 l1.1t l1.11111L'11s 111 till' 111et.1strt1<. tt1re, vvl11cl1 1s tl1e 

lcvl'I .1t '"'l11c 11 \\'t' .11 1  1-1.1rtici1-1,1tl' i11 st1cl1 elet trc)11ic t t1ltt1re ali 1t cx1\ts. As tlcdgli11g 

soc1.1l tor111atic111s ,crt1gglt: tc) fi11d tl1eir itiL·11t 1t1cs 111 tl1e Net, I tak.e l1eart fro111 .. 
(, 0 Ill l-1 LI� e f\'l' ·, l' ,1 r} }' \\' j t }1 c.i r .l \\ .1} ff() 111 ;l tt L' 111 l-) ts t() C e11 SO r C0111 lllll 11 1 C ,l ti 0115 

bet,vcc11 Its c11cJ.1\·e .111cl tl1c: rL'\t c)f- cyber1;,p.1ce, cl1<)C)s111g 111ste.1d to leave 1ssL1es of 

,l �1pro p 11.1 tl' .1cc t:s\ t11-1 t <) i 11 ci 1 ,, 1 (l t1.1l \ t1 l1sc r 1 l1erc;. 

At tl11, JLt11ctttrL' tl1erl" 1s 1-1le11tv c_1f St)ft\\ ,lrc av,,1lable w1tl1 tl1t' .1l11l1ty to l j 1111t 

arct·ss to tl1e tlt'\\' electrc)t11t· cc>111111t1111t1l's. 1 11 tl1c U.S., ot1r biggest 1)roble111 1 1 1  tl1at 

rc:g.1rd i� still tl1c se�11c11t c)f. tl1c �)0�1t1l.1t1011, 1 1 1 1 1 1t1,ct1le bt1t powerft1l 111 tl1e way 
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t:1r1•1ticis111 can be powerful far beyond its measure, that would rather see abortion 
pro,·iders shot dead than permit individual citizens to make their own decisions 
L1bot1t issues perceived as possessing moral scope. So long as the world contains 
tl1o e "vho would have everyone else step to one tune, the ancient battles over 
co 11trol of both technology and thought will continue to rage as they always have. 

The sin1ple point of all this is that it's up to us. We can pay attention or allow 
ourselves to be di stracted. Questions about whether cyberculture will be 
repressive or liberatory or anything at all ultimately devolve to what each of us, 
i11dividually, is willing to contribute. It is quite possible that the greatest potential 
force for change since movable type is at this very moment at our doorstep, or 
maybe our phone line. In and of itself, that means nothing. W hat do we bring to 
the table? Do we under stand the stakes? Are we willing to risk? Are we willing to 
go beyond that which we know, to accept that which is different, or unintelligible, 
or threatening? Or, should we prove craven as the worst of us would have it, will 
the train of opportunity stop here again? 

A N D  F I N A L LY . . .  

We're back to the basics. I began by saying that part of the thread that runs through 
the accounts presented in this book is a story of questioning certain cultural 
dreams and embracing others. In the narrow view, some folks can't wait to 
demonize the products of our flirtation with the episteme of pure information and 
its ecstasies; some find them an unqualified boon. Some say that any way you tell our 
tribal stories is the right way, but I don't believe all cautionary tales are equal. Does 
rage against the machine mean rage against antibiotics? Can we just rage against parts 
of the machine? W hat, if anything, have we learned from our trip down 01' Man 
Timeriver? In the wider view, perhaps Ursula LeGuin had it right once and for all in 
Always Coming Home if you become ill we can sing you well, but if that doesn't 
cut it you can always hike up to Wakwaha and check into the hospital. Technology 
and culture lying down sweetly together in the green fields of High Irony. 

Regardless of how we tell those stories, what we seem to learn fron1 obser
vation is that human civilization proceeds not by neat, smooth advances but by a 
collection of patches and workarounds. Maybe the fact that this is precisely the way 
the Internet was designed to work tells us something about the blurring of 
boundaries that herald some might say ''pathognomize'' our moment of time. 
Could it be that Technology treats Culture as damage, and routes around it? 0 
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rl T i m o t h y  D r u c k r e y  

R E A S O N I N G  W I T H  T H E  F U T U R E  

Any articulation of the dynamic relationship between scientific visualization, artistic 
imagination, social representation, media history, and technical vision ought to be 
accompanied by a critical archaeology of the very concept of ''representation." This 
entails a critique of the myth of progress, especially in terms of the link between the 
''triumph'' of technical reason and what might be called the anxiety of ''telephobic 
modernity." Also central to this undertaking is a historical examination of the 
shifting means of reproducibility particularly the emergence of the screen as the 
central point of the communicative and aesthetic experience. A crucial goal of 
Electronic Culture is to confront the issues raised by the mapping of technical reality, 
social reality, and psychological reality onto a historical model of technical 
rationality, expressed through the transition from television, cinema, and video to 
hypermedia, virtual reality, and cyberspace. 

Tracking the effects of the technologizing of experience dema11ds a cross
disciplinary approach that undermines the utopian premises of progress and 
reveals reflexive and speculative work done in the fields of art, architecture, 
literature, photography, cinema, ''smart machines," and the culture of everyday life. 
Much of this work has eluded traditional historical approaches to culture and 
to the imagination. Yet cultural life has become the crucial signifier of the bond 
between representation and technology. Over the past five centuries, a vision of 
technology has evolved that extends from attempts at mechanically creating life to 
the ability to decode and map the entire sequence of DNA, from the fantasy of 
space travel to the colonization of cyberspace, fro1n the transmission of messages 
to the establishment of global databases in short, the collapse of the border 
between the material and the immaterial, the real and the possible. 

No longer self-reflexive or analogical, the most cogent expressions of con
temporary culture share and extend the language of technology: entertain1nent, 
education, labor, economics, architecn1re, networks, biology, co1nmL1nication, a11d 
so on often glibly incorporating the prefixes '' tele," ''post," or '' cyber." Plainly, the 



enormous shift from teleological to telematic notions of human desire and expec
tation are the subject of intense historical interest, but no less so than the haunting 
concepts of posthuman, postbiological, or posthistorical culture, or the ''virtualiza
tion'' of matter into the rubric of cyberspace, cybercash, cybercities, and cyborgs. 
More pressing , however, is the need to reflect on the very real implications of a not 
nearly virtual world. Despite a gro\ving number of recent books assailing technology 
for its calamitous disregard for tradition, Electrol'1ic Ci,lti,re is neither socially diagnostic 
nor historically therapeutic. Instead, this book is an attempt to confront the issues in 
terms of their developing mearung across a range of disciplines. 

The passage from the machine to the computer is often seen as the logical -
sometimes inevitable - progression of technology.Yet at each po111t in the history 
of the assimilation and 111in1atur1zatio11 of the n1ach1ne, cultural tranc;forn1ations 
emerge and broaden 1n scope, to the exce11t that cecl1nolog)· ee111s 111tegral to 
concepts of the ''natural'' enviro11111enc. a11d suggest) that 1t t\ 110 lo11ger poc; ible to 
represent or experie11ce the \\'orld \\'ithout cl1e 111ediat1011 of tecl111ology'. The 
evolution frorn r11echa11ical to co111pL1tatio11a) cL1ltt1re, 110\\fe\'l'r, co111pr1,e\ 111ore 
than a series of tecl111iqL1es; it i ,1 fu11d.1r11t11t.1l c}1.111ge i11 tl1e d)'t1.11111c1;, ot- ct1ltt1re, 
represe11tat1o r1. a11d experie11ce. W l1ile tl1e l1C\'elo�)111e11t c>f 111.1cl1 i11e, 11:> ofte11 \eer1 
as rooted i11 i11dt1strializ. tio11. e11ligl1te11111t'11t ,l1t.>11ce, ,111li 111odt.>r111t)', tl1e 
develop111e11t of co111pt1ti11g is li11kl·cl \\1ith tt·c}1110,c1<..'11ce. lJt)sti11cit1,tr1.1l i2�1t1011 , ,1 11d 
''post111oder11i ty." Arid \Vl1ile c}1is k i11ti c)t- l)t: riocl iz,1tio11 111,1)' l)\'l'rlook. tl1e 
tra11sfor111ative i111pact cl1at tccl111olo�' 11 .1 l1.1cl c>11 ct1ltt1re . it 11e\1l'rtl1elt·,, otTcr\ a 
visio11 of ct1ltt1ral i11tcrr>ret,1tior1, est,tl)li }1i11g 1)}1,1sts i11 ,,,}1i �1, s<)l·i,11 cl1._111ge c._111 be  
t111derstc>ocl in ter111s of l)ro.1<.i e�) i  te111olc1gic, I l1ift . It i 110 ex .1gg<..'1-:1t1c)11 to \t1gge\t 
that tl1e CL1111L1lati,1e l'ff�ct� of scier1cc .111<.i tt:cl111t1lt)g)' <>11 t\\1t•11tit·tl1-c<..'tltt1 r}' CL1ltt1re 
have cl1:1lle11gecl. fl'<)ric11tccf, crit1111i)t1eci 0\1t·r. exr>lc1titll, .111li i 11filtr:1tt·ci i11tt) 11c>t1011� 
of the self-, the 111ccl1a11is111s c>t- tl1e l1ic)s1)l1<..·re . .  111d tl1e ,111,1l)1sis of 111.1tter. ·r--11e e11t1re 
co11cc1)t of cc>111111t111 ic.1tio11 11.1, likt:\\ 1i e l1t:t:11 tXtt·11clecl i11tc> J)rt:\1ic>t1sly t111i111agi11eci 
real111s. A11(i, .1s tl1c ce11tur)' closes, tl1t: ci.1t1 11ti11g si�11ific.111ct· of- l.()111�1t1tat1c>11 1, 
cxtc11li111g tl1e 111,ttt•ri,11 scil·11ces i 11t,) s1)ect1l.1ti\'c. gt·11etic, .1rtifici.1l, .111d re11dcred 
territories, i11cc)11ct•i\�1l1lc jt1st .1 ft:\\' clecaties agt). 

A gl:111ce at tl1e (1,1ilv tlt'\\'s 111.t kt·s it 11lai11 tl1at t<..·cl111c>lohry, co111pt1ti11g, 
tclcco111111t111icatit>r1s. ti-cc "l1cc:cl1 .111li cx1)rl',\tt>11, 111ec.lici11e. biology, �111tl 11ol1t1cs all 
are lir1kcd i11 dy11a111ic \\',l) 's. ·1·11c rece11t attt·111�,ts to fit1ll \Va)'S to regL1late free 
co111111L111ic.1tio11 over tl1c l11ter11ct is 011ly a11 i111111t�cliate syr1111t<)111 of .1 ,v1clesprcad 
.111xictv al1ot1t tecl111oct1ltt1re 's effects. Tl1c .1\1Jla11cl1e of 11c\V realities of tl1 e • 
··oi1er.1tir1g S)'Stt:111'' of- J )NA. tl1e ''clc:ctrl>11ic'' 011eratio11 of 11ct1rosy11a1)scs, visual 
111odt·ls ot· objects \\'itl1 110 l1ll)'Sical existe11ce, a11d so C)Il l1ave tl1eir parallels 111 a 
trt•11cl c)f reactio11.1ry �111,i �1cssi111i tic \\1riti11g vvl1at 111ight be c�1llccl tl1t· ''c11d of 
cvcrytl1i11g'' ,1�11>r<>,1cl1. ·r·l,is al.1r111i 11g tre11ci ca11 <)11ly l)e i(ie11tifieci as 11co-Lt1ddite, 
e11co111�)assi11g a l1rt:adtl1 of rcsi>o11ses as liiverse �1s tl1e U11abo111ber1<i 111a111festc>, 
/11,l11stri(1/ )c1citl}' ,111,l lt.{ 1-:,,1i 1rc, a11d K11 k1)atrick S.1le's I�cl,<1ls A.�c1i11st tl,c 1:t,11 ,rc Not 
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coincidentally, this trend comes at the same time as the new frenzy to find cultural 

and historical languages to cope with the sciences and aesthetics of the artificial. 

Indeed, one might ask if the current 1netaphor of '' connectionisn1'' explaining 

everything from cognitive science to the social mechanis1n of disease, high-level 

scientific computing to the use of the Internet, the international economy and the 

appearance of ''digicash'' might not serve as the basis for questioning the 

reinvention of the comforting illusion of social totality . 

We would do well to bear in nund that a reading of works by such figures 

as Lewis Mumford, Siegfried Gidieo11, and even Martin Heidegger (for so many 

reasons) shoL1ld supercede the hollow thinking of an e1nerging class of corporate 

CE Os masquerading as cultural visionaries. And without aestheticiziI1g the digital, we 

might find a way to think through what Mumford called the ''n1agnifice11t bribe'' of 

technology and into the epistemologies of teletechnology. 

In his essay ''Visualization Lost and Regained," Arthur I .  Miller writes, ''There 

is a domain of thinkiI1g, where the distinctions between conceptions in art a11d 

science become meaningless." Increasingly, this concept takes on twin n1eanings: a 

realm of creative thinking in which art and science are undifferentiated, and one i11 

which the core significance of each merges i11 the technological. As 111uch a 

philosophical issue as an aesthetic one, the shifting boL1ndaries betwee11 science, 

technology, and creativity both echo the Re11aissance 11otion of the artist/scientist, 

and extend that idea into a time when technoscience has becon1e the signifier of 

an implosion that collapses the distinctions between discipli11es. As Peter Weibel 

,vrites: ''With machine vision, n1an has lost another a11 thropological 111011opoly.
,, 

This kind of decentering is distributed across 111any do111ai11s. Phrases fro111 

the essays in this volume reflect concerns, speculations, a11d assess111e11ts vvl1ose 



• intentions differ, but in vvhich the denominator resides in ''the entanglement of 
signal and materiality'' (N. Katherine Hayles), in the ability to ''use the role to work 
on the self '' (Sherry Turk.le) , in ''the 'true' reality itself posited as a semblance of 
itself, a pure symbolic construct·' (Slav·oj Zizek), in ''the disappearance of cultural 
diversity in the net\.vork of S)"Stems, in the S)TStem of net\,·orks'' (Florian Retzer), 
and in ''a violent decentering of the place of mastery·' ' Gean-Louis Comolli). 

Positioned criricall1·. the essay·s here suggest that the issues of technoculture are 
not confined to the recepnon of media images. but extend into the \·ery core of our 
concepts of cognition, identity', and biolOg)7

• Positioned creati\·el)', the essays are 
persuasi\rel1· entangled in reasoning about the future \\1ithouc falling into the traps 
of either faux tocalit)' or cliche utopia. Po itioned hi tor1call�·, the e essa)'S offer 
conclusive e\1idence chat considered tud)1 ot- the effect of tech11olom,· con ritutes a 
coherent and e\1olving field in \\rhich in1portar1t \\ ork has bee11 acco111pl1 hed. 

T E L E P H O B I A ,  T E L E T O P I A ,  T E L E A E S T H E T I C S  

�n,c teclz11ologies (lj r,1tio11t1lit)' lzar,e ceaseless!)' dist,111ced ,,s_fro,11 111/1111 ,,·c ·,,e tt1kc11 
,1s tl1c ,1dve11c of a,1 objec1i11e 11,orld. 

-Poul Virilio 

The }1istorical. ae tl1etic. a11(i 111oral co11 eqt1e11ce o ir1 or111at 1c)11 tecl111olog)' did 
11ot c 111e r<re i11 tl1e age of co111putatio11. 1·1,e de\clo11i11g l1i tor)' <.1t- ties bet\\'t'e11 
tee h 11 o log)' a r1ti c rea t ivi t)' 11 ot1 lei real 1g11 , ti 1111) ti o 11s a bc.1t1 t t l1 e rec i p r<.)ci ty 
bet\,reer1 tl1c111. jtt t a tl1at Iii tor exte11ds <)Ur u11der ta11,ii11g c)f tl1e bo11d that 
t1r1ifies the111. l11deed, re 1)rcser1t4 t 1011 . 111tell1gil>ilit)'· a11,i tl1e 111ecl1a11is111s ot- po\ver 
share hi tories r1c1t bot1r1d l))' 11)' pec1fic tecl111c)log)', alcJ1ot1g}1 tl1ey \\'l're for111ed 
i 11 tcchnolc>g)' 111ili t. ·1·11e e l1i tories. tiee1 ly ir1g rai11e(i i11 the idt·olog 1ec; of 
111oc.ier11i C)', clre , t tl1e C<>re o both tl1e ct1lturc; l .111(i tl1e cog11itive cievt·lot1111e11ts 
of electr<.)r1ic 111ecii ..  ·y·11e t1 rge11cy of tl1e 11ee l to co11frc.111t tl1e effects of a11 
i11creasi11gl)' electro11ic e111ste111olo r>' lleco111es C<)11 l1ict1(>t 1s \\'her1 011e co11s1dcrs 
tl1e broad i1111 licatic111 t-or rcr:,re etltc: ti<)tl (li11gt1i tic, ,,i t 1,1l . .  111ci co111pt1tatio11al), the 
i11crea i11gl)' i11\rj il)le c.ii 11cr , I of t:lect r<)11ic cracki11g ,lt al111ost ever)' i111agir1able 
le\1l�I ar1ci lcgisl.1ti,1e .1cte1111 t co rcJ.,111late l1el1.1\ 1ic>r i11 the l1t1blic spl1ere. 

"f'J1e l1isto111 of tl1e lJ011ci bct\\1ee11 111rdin (i11 a broc1c.i se11se). 111odcrr1ity, tech11ology, 
ider1tity, rei1r · t•11t.1tio11. a11d �1()\\ er i fi11all)' e111ergi11g a a 11et\\'C>rk of affiliatio11s \Vlth 
(iecisive i1olitical a11d i1s)1cl1ological co11 ec1t1e11ces. The collapse of Enlightenment 
ratio11alit}', a a S}'ste111 fr .1111e l \\1itl1i11 tl1e cit:\1elop111c11t of posti11dt1strial and eventually 
post111o(ierr1 c}1eOf)' ,111d the e111ergi11g ··sciences of the artificial' ' (after r 945), 1s a 
dystol)ic sigi1i6er of cat1stroJ)hic proportions. T l1is collapse is a, r11uch a recogrution of 
cultt1r;1ll)' de trt1ctive illt1 io11 as it is a realization of the for111ati\re interests of 
111ocler11it)' itself. 111 110 \\ray the ''er1d of ideology,'' the fusion of technology and the far-

v, 



rcacl1i1 1g agenda of postwar media formulated an ''other'' ideology, an ideology as 
()nvellia11 as it is Kafkaesque. Too complex to explore in detail in this essay, the postwar 
l1 ift toward systems theory is a pivot on which ''post-everything'' culture turns. 

Norbert Wiener's Cybernetics, Claude Shannon and Warren Weaver's The 
1,I,1t/1e111atical Theory of Communication, John von Neumann's The Computer and the 
Brni11, James Watson and Francis Crick's recognition (grounded in progranuning) of 
DNA as a genetic code, Vannevar Bush's texts on hypermedia, and Alan Turing's 
essay ''Con1puting Machinery and Intelligence," were all part of the ideology on 
which a transformation of postwar social logic was being constructed. The postwar 
political environment was resoundingly transfixed by the dual compulsions of 
deterrence and technological mastery evidenced in the pathological junction of 
corm11and, control, and communication technologies teeming in the research-and
development labs of the ''military-industrial complex." 

Such approaches to information technologies form the foundation for the 
transformation of the social logic of culture; this shift has been addressed in books 
such as Siegfried Giedion 's Mechanization Takes Command ( 1 948) , Lewis Mumford's 
Art a1id Teclinics (1952) , E.J. Dijksterhuis's The Mechan,ization of the World Picture ( 1959), 
C. P Snow's The Two Cultures ( 1 959), and other works in which the technical 
rationale was being questioned as the basis for social order. This transformation of the 
terms of political and social discourse led inexorably toward a reconceptualization of 
individual agency, reception, and political action limited by the ''exchange'' system of 
broadcast media. Whether broadcast politics, broadcast information, or broadcast 
entertainment, the bully-pulpit of postwar ideology was dispersed as a kind of 
cultural fallout, surrounded by hazy metaphors of the global village . Politics , 
information, entertainment, and technology merged, while a reconfigured subject 
was being constructed from marketing and statistical analysis produced by data 
collection, logistical management, and computation . The crisis culture of the ensuing 
Cold War saturated by secrecy, systems , and spectacle found, in cybernetics, the 
archetype for sustaining power in the midst of metaphors as unwieldy as '' the Iron 
Curtain," '' the military-industrial complex," and the ''Soviet bloc." Beneath the threat 
of annihilation, the agenda of postwar technology was clearly toward information. As 
Friedrich Kittler cogently writes, ''Unconditional surrender meant the transfer of 
technology." 1 And more broadly, ''The project of modernity had essentially been one 
of arms and media technology . . . .  All the better that it was shrouded in a petty 
phraseology of democracy and the communication of consensus."2 Cold War tactics 
of command, control , and communication were obviously more than mere 
metaphors; they stood as stark reminders that technology represented slightly more 
than the spin-off benefit of the war. 

Steven Heims writes: ''Although the world of politics seems removed from 
mathematics, both Wiener and von Neumann based their conceptual fra.rneworks for 
describing society on some mathematical ideas. For von Neumann , game theory was 
the cornerstone; for Wiener, it was cybernetics." And indeed, while von Neun1ann 



and Wiener's work diverged greatly, their collaboration (von Neumann in the military 

boardrooms of Cold War paranoia, and Wiener in the lecture halls of the scientific 

enlightenment) set the agenda for Cold War brinkmanship. Game theory, as Heims 
characterizes it, ''portrays a world of people relentlessly and ruthlessly but with 

intelligence and calculation pursuing what each perceives to be his o,vn interest." 

Cybernetics for Heims, is more deeply inflected by reflexivity and feedback ( clear 

harbingers of interactivity), while it is no less effective as a means for grounding n1edia 

in control, communication, and computation in its theory of biology and 

engineering.3 This bond, only tentatively established at the tin1e, extends into the 

1990s in the intricate link bet\.veen the cyber11etic a11d che biological. 

N. Katherine Hayles, referr111g to Sl1a11no11 ai1d Wea,·er's 111athe111atical theory of 

conununication, states that ' ' Infor1nat1on theof)· .1s ha11no11 developed it has 011ly to 

do with the efficient trar1sn11ss1011 of 111essage throt1gh co111111t1111cat1011 chan11els, 11ot 

with what the 1nessages 111ea11. He e,pec1all) d1ti 11ot \\\ltlt to get 111,·ol"·ed i11 ha"ri11g 

to consider the receiver's 111ir1d-\et as p,1rt of tl1e co111111t1111c,1t1011 5),'Ste111." The leap 

fron1 the ''r1und-set'' to the operac111g s1·sce111 to tl1e ge11etic code 110 lo11ger see111s so 

startl111g. For W1tc;o11 ar1ti C�rick. ''gc11etic,1l 111tor111acio11'' \\ ,l\ ,1 c.�ode or ,111 1 11strt1ct1011. 

Ganie theory, s1g11al-co-r1oist· r,1cios, fet:dl)ack. ,111<.l tl1e ge11ec1c code c;J1.1re ,l 

relationshi}1 \\'1tl1 rcprese11t(1t1<)Il i11 �10,,rcrt'i1l Ill'\\' \\'.l\, Joi11 tl1is \\'1tl1 l·o111pt1t111g .1Ill1 

the r1c;e of televist1al di<.t)l,11•, ,l 11d tilt: ti<:i.11 t1rot,c.)rt1{)11s ot- t10\t\.\1,1r ") \te111\-tl1111k.i11g 

beco111e\ as clear • s tl1L' t''l'.'> ,lgL' fi·c1 111 i11c.it1strial tl) L'IL'Ctrc)11ic ct1ltttrL' Var1eci 111 tl1e1r 

1111plc111e11tatio11s, affiliatio1Js, .111c.l i111.t,licacio11,, cl1t•se 111ec.ii.1 .111<.I tl1e11 l11stor1e\ for111 

tl1e core of tl1e ··artificial sci(·11CL's." 11 ,l}' IL·s trggt·sts tl1,1t i11 tilt' ''tl11rti \\ clVL'.
, 

of 

cyber11ctics, ''tl1e iciea l)t- ,1 \1irtt1.1l \\(.Jrlc.1 l)t. i11tc.1r111.1til111 tl1 .. 1t <.�OL'\.J\t\ witl1 .111d 

i11terpL·11etr.1tl'\ tl1L' 111ateri:1l \\'Oriti c1t- c1l1jcc.,ts is 11c) lt111gt•r ,111 .1l1,tr.1cti<.111. It 11.1\ cc>111t• 

l10111e to roost, ,c1 to ,11t.·.1k, i11 tl1e l1t1111,111 se11sc1rit1111 itsclf�··4 Wl1.1t sec111, (l'rta111 1s tl1at 

tl1c fc)t111clatit)11s st·t i11 t11t• 1 9°'0" l1.1,1L' co11\-'L'rgL·tl i11 tl1L' 1 990s. a11c.i tl1,1t a11 e11t1re ra11ge 

of l1t1111a11 c.i1,c lt)l111cs is tlO\\' t,1r111eci \\'1tl1i11 .111 .1lgl1ritl11111c i11111er ,1t1ve. 

13L1t 111t•t.lia tllL'Or'r', \\•itl1 a fC\\' 11ot,1l1lt exrt'l)tit>11s. l1,1s JJr1111.1r1ly foct1se(i t111 e1tl1er 

tl1e 111et,1pl1or of tl1c c1l1\Cl'\1al)ll' ()r tl1c .1tte111�Jt tc> rest1scit.1CL' tl1t· c.t1ltt1re 111dt1str1es 111 
tl1c: telcbr<.)ac.ic�1st t•r.1 . A11c.i, c.iL·,�11tt' tl1t· CL1rre11t rcle\r.1 11ct' (>f 1�·ra11kft1rt Scl1oc)I 111edia 

tl1eory acrc>ss .1 l1r(1,1d r.111ge ot- discipli11es, tl1e t'\c)lv111g tt·c.·l111olog1cal J11d social 
c11v1ro1111 1t·11t c1f tl1e i)()St\\•:1r J>t·ric>c.i �)re,e11tcc.i ,l sl1;1rp co11cr.1sl to tl1e prOJ)aga11da 

1clec)lc>gy 111flecci11g 1)rL'\V,1r 111ec.ii.1 Wl1.1t e111ergec.i , bolstereci by tl1c A111erica11 

''tr1t111111l1," ""a, .1 111t·cl1a tltL'(>tr 111L•l)r1.1ted \\'itl1 tl1e potc11t1al of 11ew tcch11ology. 

M.1rsl1.1ll McLt1l1a11 '\ rat1011,1le of 111111erial1s111-.1s-glol1aliz.1t1011 1111rrored tl1e 

111t1lti 11�1t1c>11�1l develc>11111e11t tl1at grc>t111<led tl1e 111erg111g 111edia of the 1 960s. Pitl1y 

\loga115 po1sec.i 1dc.1s 011 tl1e tigl1tropt· l)Ct\\.Ce11 111or.1l1ty a11c.i pro1)aga11d.1 aligi1ed 

\-V1tl1 tl1e aclvert1s111g logo� (tl1.1t's /c1(!c>o; 111 l)otli c.,c11c;es of tl1e ter111) tl1at fL1eled the 

g.u.1,-y <>f fi-.1b1111e11t.1t1011. Ne\\ telev1st1al �111cl 111for111at1011.1l tcc.h11olog1es Jo111ed at a 
ti111t: of soc1.1l tra11�for111at1011, \\'l1e11 l1rc).1c.lc.a\t 111ed1a c;ee111i11gly swept across the 

''glc1l),1] village," a11(i \v.1s at tl1c s.1111e ti111c prov1cii11g \vl1at Ha11c; Magi1t1\ E11ze111.,bcrger 



-

rtl'r}1t)\, called a ''reactionary doctrine of salvation'' rooted in the Goebbels' effort in 
b ' 

tl1c 1 930 to ''retribalize'' Germany using the then-new technology of the radio. 
But tl1e ''McLuhanization'' of media did not then (and will not now) salvage 

rl1� collapse of n1odernity, so much as it served as a patch joining utopic dispersions 
of 111edia with the broad corporate and polit ical object ives in wh ich these 
technologies were developing. And of course Herbert Marcuse's One-Dimensional 
.\la,, ( r 964) had already unmasked the potential effects of the superficial culture of 
the medium, and that the tactics of ''repressive tolerance'' shadowing the 
counterculture were evolving as elements in the battle for communication and 
control. It is not surpr ising that the shift from the ''cultural industry '' to the 
''consciousness industry," as Enzensberger articulates it in the essay ''Constituents of 
a Theory of the Media," represents both new technologies and new strateg ies for 
their ut ilization. Against the backdrop of ''res ignation," an understanding of the 
reciprocity between product ion and reception emerges in wh ich technology can 
be used directly as mobilization for better or worse. 

Add to this the development of the imag ing technologies of the postwar 
per iod , and the volcanic importance of the v isual media intensifies. The strateg ies 
of modernity steeped in v isual ization, ''techniques of the observer' ' Oonathan 
Crary's phrase), and ''scopic reg imes'' (as Martin Jay observes)s were being slowly 
transformed by technologies that incorporated the new metaphors of cybernetics 
and telev ision. The assimilat ion of v ision into technology had begun. In this 
env ironment, the reflex ive representat ion systems of modernity were be ing 
gradually outdistanced by forms of recording, render ing, and surveillance in 
which informat ion served as deeply as observation to regulate behav ior. Indeed , 
information and representation were becoming firmly entangled in the discourses 
of advertising , politics, aesthetics, and cultural history. 

In modernity, seeing and being seen empowered the subject, while imaging 
and being imaged involved control mechanisms. As the self was centralized, it was 
also configured within a broad panoptic system. A politics of seeing , recording , and 
accumulation emerged. Exper ience was circumscr ibed by a ser ies of stages in wh ich 
the displacement of v ision by representational systems was both scient ifically 
legitimated and culturally necessary. Photography , cine1na, and scient ific v isual
ization coalesced with systems of illusion recording spectacle information and the ' ' ' ' 
public sphere. In a panoptic culture, the management of v isual ity ident ifies 
consumption as passive and production as empowering essentials in the systen1 of 
capital. But if dialectics and domination suggest the Scylla and Charybdis of 
modernity , it is because representation was always poised between phenomenology 
and mastery . This power dynamic, institutionalized in the author itar ian presump
tions of the Enlightenment , became the constituents of a social ecosystem in which, 
as Michel Foucault has aptly noted, ''the gaze that sees is the gaze that dominates."6 

This gaze was tr iumphantly technological, whether in the architecture of Jere1ny 
Bentham's Panopticon or in the lens of the camera. This disembodied author ity 
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,{)c iol <.1gy of postindustrialization, the discreteness of identity, have been 
,ttF>i1l,1r1ted by a kind of distributed embeddedness or, better, in,zmersion of the 
,elt- 1 11 the n1ediascapes of teleculture, which must generate a communicative 
practice, \vhose boundaries are mapped in virtual, transitory networks, whose hold 
011 111atter is ephemeral, whose position in space is tenuous, and whose agency is 
111easured in acts of implication rather than mere coincidences of location. 

Writing about tl1e catastrophic transformation of the topos, Paul V irilio 
re1narks, ''In spite of all this machinery of transfer, we get no closer to the 
productive unconscious of sight . . . .  Instead, we only get as far as its unconscious
ness, an annihilation of place and appearance the future of which it is still hard to 
iinagine."9 Mediated by the televisual, the issues of memory, consciousness, and 
perception are disassociated from experience, other than the experience of the 
perceiving self. Perception becomes scanning, thinking becomes processing, and 
retention becomes retrieval. And while the model of the mind as a distributed 
parallel processor might be useful in explaining the ability to store, process, and 
retrieve vast amounts of memory, the metaphor is only useful as discourse and not 
as fact. Siegfried Zielinski is right in citing the link between Kant's ''subjective'' 
and Wittgenstein's ''border." Wittgenstein 's proposition, ''The subject does not 
belong to the world, it is a border of the world," is a powerful realization often 
left out of the thinking of technology implying that the subject is more or less 
a system to be adapted rather than an adaptive system. 

Distributed models of cognition have been studied for years, but the studies 
are as yet inconclusive and not fully convincing as  to their efficacy in a scientifi c 
or psychological context. Proving the Turing test in no way legitimates the 
computer as an organism, much less as  a consciousness. The effectiveness of 
destabilizing the human-machine interface by eradicating their difference serves 
primarily to demonstrate a more or less obvious notion that people are gullible.Yet 
the merging of the cybernetic and the cognitive is having remarkable effects on 
human experience and expectation. Norbert Wiener wrote, in TJie Human Use of 
Human Beings, that '' every instrument in the repertory of the scientific-instrument 
maker is a possible sense organ." 10 But instrumental recording and sensing are not 
wholly synonymous, even if the extension of the perceptual field is enlarged by 
technology. The effects of this interfacing with technology have already generated 
a reconfigured subject whose ''border'' is porous and whose autonomy is 
'' enframed'' not by but within technology. 

The complication arises when the experiential field that situates cognition is 
no longer rooted in the affinity between representation and reception, but in a 
more problematic circumstance in which the act of consciousness itself could be 
rendered. In this logic, the interface with technology could suggest n1-uch more 
than the navigation through hyper- or virtual environments. It could suggest the 
programming of the neurological process at the level of the for mation of 
consciousness ( or perhaps unconsciousness) itself. 

• 



V ilem Russer ,,Tites, ''Electronic memories pro,'ide us ,,ith a critical distance 
that \\ill permit us, in the long run, co emancipate oursel,·es from the ideological 
belief that ,,·e are 'spiritual beings: subjeccs that face an objecci,·e ,,·orld . . . .  Our brains 
'""ill thus be freed for ocher tasks, like processing iriformacion." He continues. on the 
benefits of electronic memof")T. chat ''A person ,,ill no longer be a ,,·orker (l1l1111<)_f,1ber) 
but an informacion processor. a pla1·er ,,�ch m.tormacion tl10111t, li,de,z.s) ." and that ··,,,e 
shall enhance our abilit) ·  to obliterate mtorn1acio11 . . .  chis ,,ill ho,,· u chat forgettir1g 
is just as import.ant a function ot-111en1ol)· a.s ren1er11ber1ng.'· 1n1aao11al kno,,·ledge, 
conungent expre sion? Perhap- the afieretfects of the erachcanon ot-legicin1ate cano11S 
of artistic, literary. e,ren political narrati,-e� ha,·e created a c1rcun-ista11ce 111 ,,·hich the 
meaning and usefulness of experience are ,,1holl)r related to 1c e11gage111e11t ,,rich the 
pre ent. In th1 context. electronic 111edia de111and a 111t1ltile,·el partic1pJ0011 i11 the 
£10,,1 of inforn1arior1, i11ce11rior1. a11d cech11olo�1
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R E A S O N I N G  W I T H  H I S T O R Y  

Ir1 the 1930s , critiqtte c> tl1e i ... ucs of reprodt1c1bilit\1 l1111�e<i 011 cl1e · re,1(1lt1tic1r1.1l)1 

�1ote11tial'' of- tech11olo�1
• \'(faltcr l3e11Ja111111 ', 3)' ' l"'l1e \l,.I. )fk ot- Art 111 tl1e A.gt' ot

Mecl1a11ical lle11roc.it1 t1011.'' or tl1e le tcr e \ (rel r111tc i 111 tl1i , <1lt1111e) b) \ 1.1rci11 
Heic.iegger, ·· f l1e .A re of the \�Torld l'iccure·· (or, for tl1,1t 111. ctc::r, H t'ttieg__g<.'r 's · ·Tl1t' 
Q11estion 011ct:r11i11g Tecl111olog) '') ll tte11n 11 011 tl1c l)<)l1t1c,tl r<.'l"C'rt t1,,1<)11s t1f 
rt: prese11tatic.)11 a11(l tccl111 I �')'. l11dee<.i. the rea i111g o d1e,t: "' , ) , 111 ligl1t ot ct1rrt·11t 

de\1el<1J) t11e11t i11 d1g1t.:1l 111ec11a dc111 11 trdte 

bct\\ ec11 111.1teric1li t cr1t1que of tecl111 lo  
··exoge11ic'' tl1cories) a11(i l' tlllc tcr1 l1st Pl 1 , l1c to 1111111er i,t· 111ecli.1 (011e 111i�l1t 
c.111 cl1c· c ''e11dogc111c'' tl1c r1e ). 11 l ,, l11Ie tl1c cx1ge11ci sL11 rc>t111lii11g tilt' critit·.11 
�1ositic)11 ot- licr1j.1111111 c 11d I l ei le  ,er tC'\ c I t l1 at 1 ... st1es t) tt·cl111olt)�")' I1l.1) e(i a 

crt1cial role i,1 tl1t-.. 111aturac1 11 f fa.., 1,111 11d 1tll)Cit"r 111,111, tl1c essa 1s lliti tl<)l le.1tl t<.1 
.1 t .1ciic.1liz.atic)11 of rti,c1c 1>rl li11ctio11 -. 111l1cl1 , tile)' C()t)(i , s • \Sl's,111t·r1ts l1f- till' 

i11111,1ct cecl111olc.1J:.,')' \\,1s 1 1  \1111g 11 tl1e 111c.1r1, cf CC)111111L1111c.1tic)11 .111<.-l l'X�1rt·,,1t)tl. 

W l1.1t is crt1ci.1l IS t l1 t tllt ie111. 11ti, {)r li tril tlClOll , llti rect:i)tl()ll \\Cfl' t() l1e 
recc)11sillereti ,ls lltlli,1111c11t41l to , Il)' fL1rtl1er tl1i11ki11g .1l)l)llt 1e111t•se11t .1tio11. 111 tl1e 
icle.1s ot- rc.:prc1tiucibilit)'. pol1cics � 11ti ' ·t·11fr.1111111g·· l.1i(i t l1e grc>ll llli,,1ork for .1 

fl'COtlfigttf,lt il)ll ()f fCJ)rC,t:llt,1til)ll s i 1ltt•gr,1J tl) tile Cll)ttJ ral COllCefll\ Of

tc�!111olog)r. J'}1c· i, tic, l)t- 111.1s co111111u11ic.1tio11 tl1rL1t1g}1 tecl111c)logy \\l'rl' t<> alter 
cl,e ig11iticc1tio11 ()f tile lll(',lJlS l)t- 1)rotit1cti<)ll irrt.'\1()C.1l1I)'· 

As re�1rl)(it1cil1il 1t)' ,lll<..i tilt' i ll('S ()f 111.1 ...... f1")'Cl1<)10g)' set tl1e dgl'Iltia tor J crititllll' 
t)t- ct1lct1rt tit1ri11g t l1c 1930s, tl1e tecl111c1ll1gies of tr.111,111issic)11 .111c.1 cc111sciot1s11L·,s 
\\Clt1 11ci tl1 ·111 ... t'l\ e i11tL1 t l1t· l-)t"l1,1clcc1,t er.1 .1ftt.:r tl1e 1 95os.Joi11eLi b)' tl1e tele\1�t1Jl .1r1ti 

tl1c c 1l1er11etic. tl1c· i11exor.1l1le clrifc t()\\,lrc.i .111 i11for111atio11 et'<)110111)' .111 c.i tl1e 

e111erge11cc o tl1e ''c()ll ciot1s11e" i11cit1str)' . .  ( 11ze11 ... t,er,er's �1�1r.1se) \\'ere recog,1izec.i .1s 
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�11v·ot� i11 tl1e discot1rse of transformed reproducibility. Enzensberger's term departed 
ti·()lll ,vl1at he saw as the affectation of the cultural, and honed in on the dilemma 
t)t- Mclt1l1an, offering instead a kind of manifesto for the usurpation of the hierarchy 
t)t- �1rodt1ction and consumption. W hile both Benjami n and Enzensberger were 
e111broiled in a dialectic with the circulatory system of information, the next 
ge11eratio 11 was en-ierging with a greater interest in neurocognitive issues than in those 
of perception and ideology. Today, the sphere of immersive and networked media is 
l1eacling to,vard a rendezvous with cognition on several planes. 

The 1 950s also represented a watershed in other ways relevant to 
representation. The first postwar publications concerned with semiotics emerged, 
particularly in the work of Roland Bar thes. Running on parallel tracks, semiotics, 
cybernetics, and genetics laid the foundation for a reckoning, perhaps '' ciphering," 
of con'lmunication. Regis Debray writes: 

Without passing through linguistics at all, Norbert Wiener (inventor of cybernetics) 

had already as early as 1 948 defined man without reference to interiority as a 

communication machine, a machine for exchanging information . . . .  The idea that all 

reality must be broken up in the final analysis into a set of relations between elements 

came together by an entirely different angle with the structural postulate, imputing 

every effect of meaning to a combination of minimal units or pertinent traits of a 

determinate code. While resolutely aware of it, French semio logy was metaphor1zing 

and 'culturalizing' the American mechanist paradigm. From the domains of metaphor to 

immed iate surroundings, all aspects of social l ife soon came under the empire of signs. 

. . .  Thus by the fiction of codes conceived as structural models of possible 

communicative exchange one could deduce here and there what Lacan was calling at 

the moment "realist imbeci lity." 1 2  

R E A S O N I N G W I T H  T H E  P R E S E N T  

Until moderri ti11ies, when technics itself learned to 1t1ake 1tse of symbolis111 of t/1e 
1nost refined order, invention was a sloiv, pic1·emeal process. 

-Lewis Mumford 

''Psychology," wrote a well-known virtual-reality researcher, ''is the physics of 
virtual reality."This rather bold pronouncement signifies a shift i11 the trajectory of 
thinking about the relationship between consciousness a11d representatio 11, if 11ot 
between matter and reception. And yet, by implicatio11, the re111ark is i11creasi11gly 
sustained in the overlapping terrains of cognitive science, neuro-con1puti 11g 
initiatives, the development of genetic progra11mung a 11d i 111agi 11g, a11d tl1e li 11kage 
between parallel processing and the Internet. Witness this asto 11isl1i 11g a11 11ou 11ce
ment by the Max Planck Institute, as reported i 11 the Ne,,, )c>rk Ti111cs: ' 'The 



accomplishment announced Monday (August 2 r .  1995) has thus established a 
signaling channel ben.veen a nen1e cell and a silicon chip that \\'Orks in both 
directions., ,  1, Exchangeable messages bet\,:een carbon and silicon represent a step 
toward the derealization of the border bet\,·een human and computer, e\ 'en tO\\'ard 
the cybernetic organism, the initiation of the model of ··methodological indi
vidualism," as Donna Hara,vay called it. Indeed. the implications ot- the e,·ol,ring 
and alarming application of computation into the managen1e11c of the sciences 
of the artificial (particular!)' artifical life and artificial intelligence . -ugge t chat the 
algorithmic assumptions of progra1111ning repre enc a kind of e·se11c1aL 1n 111 \\1hicl1 
the indistingui habilit)1 of the nact1ral. che arti ficial. and the s1n1ulated i 
outdistanced in the overarchi11g n1etaphor of ir1for111ario11 a11ti code. 

l)1gital n1edia pre uppo e a co111111unicati\1e ) scer11 chat .. 1, i11iil,1ces repre,e11t
ation into the cech110 phere. the 11euro phert.:. a11d che ger1ospl1ere Respo11se, to tl1e 
stin1u]i of experier1cial phe11or11e11a c re bei11g replace I b}' sruti)' of the 11c tiro-ret1exi\ ·e 
acti\1ities of the brai11 as a11 OJ)erao11g � te111. ( 11 tl11, te111. cultural repre ... e11t.1t1011 1, 
le s i6111i fica11t tl1a11 J>sycholo :r1cal reJJre t:11 0011. Ti1e cogi1in\ e .' tc 111 beco111L·s ,1 

111r>re J1erti11er1t subject tl1 11 tl1e co111111u11icaoo11 s. te111. S) ,ce111, ,up�1la11t ct1lrt1re ... . 
Thi 111e� i,l1or goe har1d-i11-l1a11d \'\ 1th tl1e co1111ectio111 c 1110 iel bc.:111g t1rilize(i t<) 

li11k e\1erythi11g fro111 tl1e I 11ter11et to tl1e electr ical 1111i ul e of the 11et11\ 1 "-t·c,, (>1 keci 
co111111t111itie , tl1e e111ergc11ce o b1oco111i,ut111g. 11 I ger1c:ac 111a1 p111g rc11rc:st:11t tiL·lcis 
111 ,vl1ich i11 or111.: t1011 h beco111e es e11t1 11 111. �\Cl) Il Fox Kelltr \\ r ttes c l1.1t, ' 'E\ e11 
\\1}1ile re earc}1ers 111 111olecul r b1 I g) , 11d C) lJcrsc1e11ce d1s1,la)ed little i11tert·,t i11 
e, cl1 <)tl1cr ' c1>1 te111ol gical J>rogra111.111 r111. t1011 , either 111et I �1<)r or . s 111.1terial <>r 
tcc}111ol<>g1c< I 111 cr1 1>t1011. cou)d 11ot be co11ta111ed.''14 �I lie C( 111 1011 <)f cl1e,e ii C1f1l111t·s 
i11 tl1e fa t-grc>\\ 111g 1eld o 11ec,,ork111g. l )N -l cd co1111,uter l ro J'r, J11111i11g .111ci 
11,111c>cecl111cJlog)' u ge tf1e re 011cc J>tll l1zat1011 of tl1e ttl1ject <)f co11111t1ti11g. ll .1tl1er 
tl1a11 tl1e l1l1111 11-c 1111 titer 111terf ce, tl1e tl1 r t1 t o 1c e rc11 1 bi()- <)r 11ct1r<)
i11 or111at1c . tl1e co11 c1tt1t1011 of 1de11t1t) 11ot 111 cer111 <)f cJ1c rclaoor1 11111 l1c:t\vec11 
111acl1111 · a11d lle 11 but ,,ritl1111 tl1e for111at1011 of i(ie 11cl 111ea11j11gs . 

.. T�he e111erger1ce o elect 111c gra111111ar 11d t J1e 111crea i11g gr:a 11 <Jt- tl1e devt lc11)-
111e11t ot- te111 cJ1eor, c :1111c 11e .. rl}' t tl1e c11cl <>f d1c l,io l"l1ere cl ,111 ecc1s)'ste111 
1111111L111e frL>111 tec}111olrJg)'. · 1 h1 de, elo1111e11t c I o <.-c>1 r1 '1c lc: \Vitl1 tl1e co111r1letior1 of 
tl1e 111,1 tCf)' of 11. ture 11111,l1c1t 111 111< der 111t}', ,, l1ccl1er ,, e \\ ,111t t(1 tl1i11k .1bc) Ltt life after 
111r, ler11i 111 ()r tl<>t. E,,e11 111<,re so the 1110\c111e11t fr(>111 ecosvstc111s to 111fc>-svster11s, , , 

C<>cle t<> ,1lgor1tl1111 , 111tl1,r1dL1.1l to c gc11ts. cr1�'1 1it1011 t<) 11eL1rocog,1itic>11, recc,rdi r1g to 
re11,ieri11g. ob en, uo11 to i11tt: ct1011. reflect1011 to bel1a\11or, scie11ce to tecl111oscier1ce, 
l1iolo 'J' t<) 1e11cci ,. ger1et1c to , rt1 fic1.1l Ii fe, c ie111cJ11scr.1ce ti1at tl1e ''11101 .1 I izat1011 of 
c,l1jecti,1tt}''' tl1at ca111e \Vitl1 tl1e 11l1gl1te11111c:11t is l1avir1g f1rotour1d effects (Jil a brc)aci 
r:a11gc <>f l1t1111a r1 act1\1itie . a11d 11 , 111 0111e \\ ,1ys, ex110 ec.i the tr1t1111i1h of tec}1 110Job1Y 
a lrea<i)' tl 11111latecl 111to tl1e ,,,orlti of c}1 e  eco pl1ere and tl1e i11fospl1ere. T}1e  
co11fl.1t1011 c,t- tl1c (>rg.111is111 11c.l tl1e code tl1l1c t)J)erates it is rootccl ir, co11ft1seci 
�1 t1r111>tio11 , bt>tlt botl1 ope11 ar1d clo ed sysce,11 . Tl1e 1lobal I3rai11 and tl1e 11ct\:vork 
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et·olt)g)' are 111etaphors with staggering consequences not rationalized by electronic 
µosiri\ri 111. These ''1nechanisms of planetary metabolism'' reinforce a kind of deter-
111i11i 111 that teeters between biology and ''back to nature mysticism'' (Haraway). 

At Ar Electronica's Wired World symposium in r 99 5, the economic theorist 
askia Sassen gave a talk about the collapse of the Barings Bank in England. She 

opposed t\vo systems the system of judgment and the system of computing. The 
ability of the computer to model vast amounts of information was linked to the 
ability to n1obilize billions of dollars so quickly that human judgment could hardly 
understand what was happening. Upper management, sustained by well-mannered 
and, no doubt, well - meaning leadership, had little grasp of the programs that could 
predict and then be used to transfer the entire resources of the bank at speeds that 
\Vere unimaginable. On the one hand, she identified this as a crisis of centrality. 
And on the other hand, in a transterritorial economy, power was dispersed so 
invisibly that understanding and judgment could not preclude the event before it 
happened. Perhaps more significantly, Sassen concluded her talk by suggesting that 
mobilization and collapse represented the triumph of pure reason. Computation 
destroyed the Barings Bank in an act of programming that is deeply inflected with 
human greed and simultaneously beyond the scope of judgment .  It was not so 
long ago that so-called programmed trading in the New York Stock Exchange 
initiated sell algorithms that caused a near collapse of the American econon1y 
(well, one has to remember that the American economy is almost virtual anyway). 
One might think of this as ''viral trading." 

Couple this with the failed switch in the telephone system on the East Coast 
a few years ago, the switch that initiated a domino effect that effectively shut down 
the communication systems of the banks, the air-traffic-control systen1, police, 
emergency services . . . and one begins to realize that even the most stable systems 
are not necessarily redundant enough to sustain themselves against the law of 
ther modynamics, the one that ' 'synthetic biologist'' Tom Ray suggested is 
inoperative in the digital world ! One can only begin to wonder how autonomous 
agents, DNA computing, and artificial life for ms will learn to behave once they are 
unleashed into the slightly less precise world in which we live. 

If there is a shift represented by these transfor mations in the late twentieth 
century, it is not one effected by an attempt to resolve notions of closed systems 
dialectically, but to confront discursively constituted networks: the biology 
network, the genetic network, the identity network, the culture network ,  the 
political network,  the economic network ,  the technology network, the comn1.uni
cation network, the iinage network. 

W ithin this overarching network metaphor, the ''availability'' of information leads 
to the presumption of empowerment on the one hand, while on the other, in the 
words of Zizek, it is ''paid for by derealization," in which presence is equivalent to the 
absence of desire. In this new order of representation, metaphor and perforn1.ativity are 
intimately connected. To be within the image is to be in a set of circw11Stai1ces that are 



inexhaustible. Every nuance of the image extends the meaning. Seeing, like gesture, is 
provoked by desire. (("What is the desire," asks Lacan, ''which is caught, fixed in the 
picture, but which also urges the artist to put something into operation? The inversion 
of the subject implied in the interactive gesture demands new thinking abot1t the 
position of the subject. For it is a structural fact, if not a structural effect, that when 
man comes to terms \vith the s1rmbolic order, his being is, fron1 the very start, entirely 
absorbed in it, and produced by it, not as man, but as sttbject." ,s 

''The fundamental event of the modern age," ,,Tites Heidegger, ''is the conquest 
of the world as picture." Enveloped b)· a concept of the ,,·orld understood already 
structured as an i1nage, the d)rr1an1ic shifts 1n the 111ak.ing of art i11 the past decade 
make more sense. Characterized b1· deconstruct1011, encod111g. a11d reconceptual
ization, the ''sphere'' of the 1111age l1as J\\L1111eti greater ar1d greater effect, despite 
mounting doubt\ concer11j11g the ,tab1l1t)' ot- the 1 11141ge a\ 111for111ano11. Add to this 
the 1nerg1ng of the cor11pt1ter, teleco111111t1r1 1cat1011 , e11terta111111e11t, a11d c t1ltt1ral 
industries, a11d the potc11tial d1,,olucio11 ot- the i111, gt.• 1, ,, 1e t111der,ta11d 1t see111s 
obv 1ot1s. 1 11 a c t1ltt1re i11 \ \ •}1icl1 the lc)gic c)t-i11for111;1tio11 l1a, ,hattL'red a11) co111forti11g 
notio11 of order, e111ergi11g 1 1c)11li11e41r si�1itier\ l-,ecc)111c cl1e 1deolom-· of- �111 �1lre"1dy 
operatir1g transpo,1t1011 of ci)iste111olc)h")'. 1 1 1  tl1is e11,•ir<.111111l'Jlt, 111t<Jr111.1tio11 co111e, 
as a11 array rather t}lall as a Sl'(}llCllCe ()r llclrfclti\1t.'. l l'l'i l)llL'ri11g tilL' array Or 
prodL1ci11g tl1c array i� 110 lt)11ger :1 sih111 <1f- ''scl1iz<)r,l1re11ic'' exl1l'rie11cL' c1r e,11res
sior1, bttt tl1e rt.•11(ieri11g of txi1erit•11ce \\1itl1i11 ., s()Ci.11 i<)gic <)t. t'<)t1ti11ge11c,·. fro111 tl1e 
point of vie\\' ot- ''111cc.iit)IO�')',. (i11 I )t·l1r,l)''s sL'tl c), till' sl1itt tr()111 ''logc>,pl1crc," 
''gr�1pl1osphere,'' c111c.i '',,ic.ict>si1l1ere '' 11,1 ' 'l1,1cl1<1lt) 7ic.1l tc11c.ie11cit.•s ·· i 11 tl1e \l1 1 lt frc)111 
the ''par�111oic,'' to ''L1l-,sessi\1e'' tc) ''s-l1izt1i1l1rt·11ic'' cxl1crie11ce. 111 11l11lo,c1l1l11c ter111s, 
l )cleL11e a11(l (;t1act.1ri sltl!;gcst i11 Jt �J"/1,ltts,111,I f'/,11t·,111s tl1.1t, ''TllL' \\'l)rltl 11.1, lost its 
i11vot; tl1c st1bject ca11 11<> lt111ger C\'t:11 (iic l1t>t<1 1 11izc. l1t1t :1ccec.il·s tc> .1 l11gl1l'r t1111ty, of 
a11 1 l-,1v.1le11cc or c>,•er-dctt•r111i11,1til)Il. i11 a11 .1l, \ •,1ys st1rli1ll'111e11t,1r1• cli111c11\i()11 to tl1at 
of it, "iul-,jcct. A "}'stt::111 t)t- tl1is ki11Li C<)lll(l l)e c.1llt·(i .1 'rl1iz<.)111e: Tl1e rJ117c)t11l' 1, 

.1 ltogetl1t•r ditTl·re11t, .1 111:t�) ,1r1(l 11<)t ,l tr.1ci11g. J>c:rl1.111s <>Ill' c>t- tl1e 1110\t 111J J)Orta11t 
cl1aracteristics c)f- tl1c rl1 17l)111c is cl1:1t it l1.1s 111t1lti() !e c11tr)'\.vays." 1li 

W l1at ,ce111, \<> i111i)orta11t ,, ,l retl1i11 ki11g c>f- i111 .1gi11g beyo11c.i tl1e l11111tt•cl ter111s 
<) t- c1 e,t 11 l' t1 c ,, 111 e111 o ry, se11 ti 111 t"'t 1 t. <) r 11 l1c 11 <) 111e r1 <)I Ob')'. I 11,te .1 cl, c1 co 11 SI c.ier,1 ti o 11 1111 gl1 t 
l1c 111adc c)f tl1e i111age 11c)t <>111}' �1s .1 sig11itier. bt1t ratl1er as a11 eve11t. 1iet�1111i11g, for 
c,a111plc, pl1c)tograi)l1) ', crt1ci�1] li11k to 1-1L·rcl·ptio11, tl1c idea of tl1e 1111age-as-eve11t 
e-xte11cl, its ll·gitiI11acy a, 111ere tiescri11 rio11 l>y i11trodt1c1 11g It as experie11t1al. 
)t1clde11ly C) 1 1e 111igl1t i111�1gi11e tl1e 11avig.1tt()11 c>f tl1e 1 111,1ge a, 111ore tl1a11 the 
scrL1ti11y C)t its sig 11ifier,. as a cly11a111ic 11rocc:ss 111 wl1icl1 tl1c co11t111ge11t \tability of 
till' 111c>111e11t itself ,, extc:11cictl. W 1tl1 all tl1c l1<><>�1la arot111d si111t1lat1c>11 ,111d tl1e 
artificial, tl1ec>ry 11.1, vet to aCC<)t111t for tl1e effic�1cy c)f tl1e i,11a,{!c-,1s -expe11c11cc. A11d 
\vl1 ile tl1c �take, ot· i111111ersive tecl1 11olog1c\ oftc11 see111 to leapfrog over tl1ic; 
tra11sitio11 , tl1c fact re11141 1 11, tl1at i1 1 1ag111g l1 • .1c; far fro111 exhausted 1ts 11ote11tial, eve11 
as it is assi111ilate(i i11to tl1e eCO\)Ste 1 1 1  of electro11ic 111ed1a. D 
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As  W E  M AY T H I N K  

V a n n e v a r  B u s h  

This has not been a scientist's \\1ar: it has been a \\'ar in \\·h1ch all have had a part. 

The scientists. bur;.:ring their old profe sio11al co111pec1cio11 111 the de111and of a 

common cause, ha\'e shared greatl)' an(i learr1ed 111t1ch. l e  ha� been exh1larat1r1g to 

\vork in effecti\1e partnership �O\V, for 111a1l)'· thi appear, to be approachi11g a11 

end. What are the ciencist co do nexc? 

For the biologist , a11d partict1l.arl)' for the 111edjc,1l scie11cisc . c}1ere ca11 be little 

indecision. for their \\'ar ,vork }1.1 h rdl)' �ec1 t1ired tl1e111 to le.l\'e cl1e ol(i paths. 

Many indeed ha\'(' bt·e11 � ble co carr)' ()11 che1r \\1.1 r rt•se.1rch i11 tl1eir ta1111l1ar 

peacetir11e laboratories. 1·11eir objecti\'t re111ai11 111t1cl1 cl1e .1111e. 

I c is cl1e �)11)' ici t \\1ho h \'e bce11 thro,,'11 1110 t ,1iole11tl)' otT strilie. \\1}10 l1ave 

left ac�1(ie111ic �1t1r tiit fc r tl1c 111aki11 C>f tr 11 e cle crt1cci,1e gac.igcts. \\1110 11,1\'t' l1.1li 

to clevi t tlC\\' 111etl10,l for tJ1eir u11 11tici1) te l ,1 ig11111e11ts. Tl1e)' J1:lve (io11e tl1eir 

p:1rt 011 tl1e de\1ice cl1at 111.11..le it p l il)le t<> tt1r11 b.1-k tl1e t 11e111)'· Tile)' l1a\'t' 

\\'orkecl i11 C<)111l)i11eci t:ffi>rt \\'1tl1 tl1e l l1}'s1c1 t of ot1r allies.'I'l1e)' }1.1\re felt \Vitl1i11 

tl1e111 (• I \'e t 11 e stir of , c }1 i e\1e111 e11t:1·t1 C)' ha,1t: l)ec11 p rt c.1 f ,1 gre, t tc:1111. N t.1\\', a" 

i1e.1ce appr<)acl1es. 011e ks \\'l1ere tllC)' \\'ill fi11d (Jbjecti\res \\'()rtl1y of tl1c·1r be,t. 

I 

Of '"'}1,1t lasti11g l,e11efit 11.1 bee11 111a11' tt e of cie11ce .111li c)t- tl1e Ill'\\' i11strt1111e11ts 

\\
1l1ic}1 }1i, re e.1rcl1 l)rl1t1gl1 t i11ttl e ·i ce11ce? First, tl1e)' 11.t\'e i11crc.1sed 111� co11trol of 

his 111.1teri,1l e11virc,11111e11c. ·1·11e)' 11.1,,e i 111�)f()\'ecl l1i tor>d. l1i clotl1i11g1 J11s c;helter; 

tl1ey l1.1,1c i11crec1se,l l1i ect1rit)' .111,i rele,1st·<i }1i111 11artl)' fro111 tl1e bo11dage of bare 

cxi te11(·c. "I'l1e)' l1.1\1e gi\,e11 l1i111 i 11crea eLi k11c1\\'lt·c.igc of his o,v11 biological 

11rocc· se o tl1.1r lie l1a 11, <i a 11ro Tfe i\1t· frec,io111 fi-0111 liisease a11d a11 i11creased 

i1,1 11 c)f l ife. ·r·11e}' are illt1111i11.1ti11g the i11teracti<>11s of· l1is 1)l1ysiolog1cal a11d 

�., ycl1c)l(1gical fi.111cti()Il , gi,1i11g tl1e �1ro111ise <)f ;111 i111J)fO\rcd 111e11tal healtl1. 

S<·ie11ce 11.1 11ro\'i1..itll rl1L· S\\1it-test C<)111111t111ic. tio11 bet\\'ec11 ir1dividt1,1ls; it has 

11rc..1vi,iccl .1 recorli elf icit·.1 �111<.i 11.1 e11al)le,i 111at1 to 111a11i1)t1lc1te a11d to 111ake 

excr.1ct.s frL) Jll tl1.1t rccclrli o tl1.1t k11c1\,,lc<.ige evol\•cs a11d l:ndt1res throt1gl1ot1t the 

life of a r.1ce r.1tl1c1 tl1.1r1 tl1at of ,111 ir1liiviclt1.1l. 

1·11erc i ,1 gr( \\1i11g 111()l111 t,1 i11 of rcsc·.1 rcl1 . l3tit tl1ere is i11creased evide11ce tl1at 
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\\'t' .\re L1cj 11g bogged down today as specialization extends . The investigator is 
st.1ggl·rcl1 by tl1e findings and conclusions of thousands of other workers 
l'L)i1c 1L1sio 11s whicl1 he cannot find time to grasp, much less to ren1ember, as they 
,1ppear.Yet specialization becomes increasingly necessary for progress, and the effort 
to bridge between disciplines is correspondingly superficial. 

Professionally our n1ethods of transmitting and reviewing the results of 
research are generations old and by 11ow are totally inadequate for their purpose. 
If the aggregate tin1e spent in writing scholarly works and in reading them could 
be evaluated, the ratio between these amounts of time might well be startlin.g. 
Those who conscientiously attempt to keep abreast of current thought, even in 
restricted fields, by close and continuous reading might well shy away from an 
exan iination calculated to show how much of the previous month's efforts could 
be produced on call. Mendel's concept of the laws of genetics was lost to the 
world for a generation because his publication did not reach the few who were 
capable of grasping and extending it; and this sort of catastrophe is undoubtedly 
being repeated all about us, as truly significant attainments become lost in the 
mass of the inconsequential. 

The difficulty seems to be, not so much that we publish unduly in view of the 
extent and variety of present-day interests, but rather that publication has been 
extended far beyond our present ability to make real use of tl1e record. The 
summation of hL1man experience is being expanded at a prodigious rate, and the 
means we use for threading through the consequent maze to the momentarily 
important item is the san1e as was used in the days of square-rigged ships. 

But there are signs of a change as new and powerfL1l instrumentalities come 
into use. Photocells capable of seeing things in a physical sense, adva 11ced photog
raphy which can record what is seen or even what is not, thern1ionic tubes capable 
of controlling potent forces under the guidance of less power than a n1osquito uses 
to vibrate his wings, cathode ray tubes rendering visible an occurrence so brief that 
by comparison a microsecond is a long time, relay co1nbinations which will carry 
out involved sequences of movements more reliably than any hun1-an operator and 
thousands of times as fast tl1ere are plenty of mechani cal aids with which to 
effect a transformation in scientific records . 

Two centuries ago Leibnitz invented a calculating 111achine wl1icl1 e111bodied 
most of the essential features of recent keyboard devices, but it could not then con1e 
into use. The econornics of the sitL1ation were against it: t11e labor involved i 11 
constructing it , before the days of mass production, exceeded the labor to be saved 
by its use, since all it could accomplish could be duplicated by sufficient L1se of 
pencil and paper. Moreover, it would have been subject to freq11ent breakdow11, so 
that it could not have been depended upon ; for at that tin1e and lo 11g after, 
complexity and unreliability were synonymous . 

Babbage, even with re 1narkably generous sL1pport for his ti 111e, coL1ld 11ot 
produce his great arithmetical machi 11e. 1--Iis idea was soL1 11d e 110L1gl1 , bL1t co 11-



struction and maintenance costs were then too heavy. Had a pharaoh been given 

detailed and explicit designs of an automobile, and had he  understood them 

completely, it would have taxed the resources of his kingdom to have fashioned 

the thousands of parts for a single car, and that car would have broken down on 

the first trip to Giza. 

Machines with interchangeable parts can now be constructed with great 

economy of effort. In spite of much complexity, they perform reliably. Witness the 

humble typewriter, or the movie camera, or the automobile. Electrical contacts 

have ceased to stick when thoroughly understood. Note the auton1atic telephone 

exchange, which has hundreds of thousands of such contacts, and yet is reliable. A 

spider web of metal, sealed in a thin glass container. a ""·ire heated to brilliant 

glow, in short, the therm1onic tube of radio ecs. i rnade b)· the hundred 1nillion, 

tossed about in packages, plugged 111to ockecs and 1t \\'Ork ! I t  go a111er parts, 

the precise location and alignn1e11t 1n\1ol,1ed i11 It\ cor1,truct1on, \\'OLtld have 

occupied a n1aster craftsn1an of the gt 1ild for 111011tl1s; 110,v it i, built for tl1irty 

cents. The \Vorld }1as arr1\ed at ,1 11 ,1ge ot- c}1e.1p co111�1lex de\1ces of great 

reliability; ar1d so111ethi11g is bot111ci to cor11e ot- it. 

2 

A rccor(i, if it is to be u t:tl1l to �ci<:r1cc. 111t1,t l)c C()11ti11t1ot1sl,• exte11tied, it 111t15t , 

be storcti, arid ,tl)ovc all it 111t1st l)e t�o,1st1ltt'ti. ·r<.)ti.t)' \\'l' 111. kc· tl1e record co11-

ve11tic>11ally l)y' \\'ritir1g cllltl f)}lC)Ct)gra1)}1y. t<.)]IO\\rt.•(i l))' r1ri11ti11g: l)Llt \\ L' ,ll\O record 

OJl fi J,11. 011 \Vax clisks . •  l ilt! Oil lllclg11etic \\'ires. E\'Cl1 it- llttcrl}r llL'\\ record1r1g 

l)rocetlt1res (io 11ot t1J>�1e.1r. tl1esc 11rt.• e11t c)11e .1re cL·rt.1 i 11 l)1 i11 tl1c �1roce\c; of 

111 O(ii fi cati Cl 11 a 11 cl t.'XtL' 11si c) 11. 

c·ertai11 l)· 111c)f,.';rt: \ i11 11l1c)tc>gra11l1)' is 11c)t �<>i r1g tc1 tc>J). F.1ster 111.1ter1al .111li 

le11ses, 111ort• .lll tt>tllc tic Ccllllt'rcl , fi11cr-gr,1i11e<.i se11sitivc C'0Jll�10ll11(1\ to allow �1n 

extc11sio11 c)t. till' 111i11 ic.1111cr.1 itlt"',l, .1rc ,111 1111111i 11t·11t. l .. ct tis projt·<..·t tl11s tre11cl al1cad 

to �1 lc>gical, if. 11<.>t i11evital1le. c1t1tcc1111e . .. fl1e t�a,11cr.1 l1<.1t111t.i c>t- tl1t.· ft1ture \vears 011 

l1is fi>rcl1c . .1tl .1 lt111111 .1 little l.trg<.!r tl1,111 ,1 \\1,1l11t1t. I t  t.1kes �1 ictt1res J 1111lli111eters 

sc1t1.1rt·. later to be l)rc1jct·tc I <>r e11l.1 rgt•cl, \\']1icJ1 .1ttcr ,111 i11,1olv<..'\ <.) 11ly ,1 factor of 1 o 

l)eyt)tlct f1rCsCtlt J)l .. lCtiCL'. "J�llt' lc11s is <.1t· lltli\1Crs,1l fc>CllS, clO\Vll to a11y t.itsta11ce 

,lC<.'<)111 1 1 1oclatcd l)}' tl1c t111aicic(i eye. si11lJ)I)• l)t'C,1t1,e 1t is <.>f sl1<.)rt ft)Lal le11gth. Tl1ere 

is .i l)ttilt-i11 t)l1c1tc>cell t>ll tl1c \\'c1l11t1t st1cl1 as \\'L' tlO\\' J1,1vc 011 ,lt le.1st 011e ca111era, 

\Vl1icl1 .1ttl<>111,1 tic,1 lly ,1<.lj ttsts t',J1c>,t1rt· f<Jr a \\•iclc: ra11gc of 1llt11111 11at1011. There is 

ftl111 i11 tl1c \Val11t1t ft1r cl l1t111ci1ecl exr><>st1rcs, .111Li tl1c spri11g for operating 1ts c;htttter 

ar1<.i sl1itti11g its til,11 is \\(1ltt1Li c)11ce t"c)r .111 \\1!1e11 tl1c fil111 cltl) is 111sc:rted. I t  JJrodt1ces 

its rt'Sttlt i11 fi.111 <.'olor. It  11l,l)' \\•ell bt· stcrt'c>,L()l1ic, a11<.i record \,Vttl1 spacecl glJss eyes, 

ft>r striki11g i11111ro\'L't11c11t i11 stert'<.>,co111c tccl1111qt1c ;:ire: Jt1,t arot1r1d tl1e corner. 

"J.l1L' (·or(i \\•l1 ic�1, triJJs its sl1 t1ttt•r 111.1y rcac�1 (io\v11 a n1a11 's s leeve w1tl1111 easy 

1t·acl1 C)t� l1is ti 11gt•rs A c1t1it·k  s<.]Lteeze, .111d tl1e 1)1Ctt1re 1s take 11. 011 a pair of 

c_,rcl i11,1ry glc1sses is .1 s<.1t1,1rt• cJl- (i,,c li11l', 11e.1r tl1c tOJ., of 011e le11s, wl1crt: 1t 1� ot1t of 



tilt.' \\ .,1)' ot- ord i11ary vision. W hen an object appears in that square, it is lined up 
tor it pictl1re. As the scientist of the future moves about the laboratory or the 
tield, ev·ery ti1ne he looks at something worthy of the record, he trips the shutter 
a11d in it goes, without even an audible click. Is this all fantastic? The only fantastic 
thi 11g about it is the idea of making as many pictures as would result from its use. 

Will there be dry photography? It is already here in two forms. W hen Brady 
1nade his Civil War pictures, the plate had to be wet at the time of exposure. Now 
it has to be wet during development instead. In the future perhaps it need not be 
\Vetted at all . There have long been films impregnated with diazo dyes which 
form a picture ,vithout development, so that it is already there as soon as the 
camera has been operated. An exposure to ammonia gas destroys the unexposed 
dye, and the picture can then be taken out into the light and examined. The 
process is now slow, but someone may speed it up, and it has no grain difficulties 
such as no"v keep photographic researchers busy. Often it would be advantageous 
to be able to snap the camera and to look at the picture immediately. 

Another process now in t1se is also slow, and more or less clumsy. For f ifty 
years impregnated papers have been used which turn dark at every point where 
an electrical contact touches them, by reason of the chemica l change thus 
produced in an iodine compound included in the paper. They have been used to 
make records, for a pointer moving across them can leave a trail behind. If the 
electrical potential on the pointer is varied as it moves, the line becomes light or 
dark in accordance with the potential. 

This scheme is now used in facsimile transmission. The pointer draws a set of 
closely spaced lines across the paper one after another. As it moves, its potential is  
varied in accordance with a varying current received over wires from a distant 
station, where these variations are produced by a photocell which is similarly scan
ning a picture. At every instant the darkness of the line being drawn is  made equal 
to the darkness of the point on the picture being observed by the photocell. Thus, 
\,Vhen the whole picture has been covered, a replica appears at the receiving end. 

A scene itself can be just as well looked over line by line by the photocell in 
this way as can a photograph of the scene. This whole apparatus constitutes a camera, 
with the added feature, which can be dispensed with if desired, of making its pictt1re 
at a distance. It is slow, and the picture is poor in detail. Still, it does give another 
process of dry photography, in which the picture is finished as soon as it is taken. 

It would be a brave man who could predict that st1ch a process will always 
remain clumsy, slow, and faulty in detail. Television equipment today transmits 
sixteen reasonably good images a second, and it involves only two essential differ
ences from the process described above. For one, the record is made by a n1oving 
beam of electrons rather than a moving pointer, for the reason that an electron 
beam can sweep across the picture very rapidly indeed. Tl1e other difference 
involves merely the use of a screen which glows mon1entarily when the electrons 
hit, rather than a chemically treated paper or film which is pern1anently altered. This 

• 



speed is necessary in television, for motion pictures rather than stills are the object. 
Use chemically treated film in place of the glo'\vmg screen, allow the apparatus 

to transmit one picture rather than a succession, and a rapid camera for dry 
photography results. The treated film needs to be far faster in action than present 
examples, but it probably could be. More ser ious is the objection that this scheme 
\.Vould involve putting the film inside a vacuum chamber. for electron beams behave 
normally only in such a rarefied en\rironment. This difficult)· could be avoided b)1 

allowing the electron beam to play on one side of a partition. and b)· pressing the 
film against the other side, if this partition ,,:ere such as to allo,,,. the electrons to go 
through perpendicular to its surface, and to pre\·ent then1 frotn spreading out 
sideways. Such partitions, in crude form. coLtld certainl)· be co11structed, and the)' ,vill 
hardly hold up the general de,·elopn1ent. 

Like dry photograph)', n1icrophotograph)' till ha a lo11g \\'a)· to go. The basic 
scheme of redL1cing the c;1ze of the record. a11d exa111111111g it b) pr0Ject1011 rather 
than directly, has possibil1 r1e too great t<) be ibrr1ored. Tl1e co111bi11at1011 of optical 
projection and phc)togr.1phic redt1ctio11 is alreaci)' prodL1ci11g \0111e re\ LJlts 1 n  

1nicrofiln1 for cholarl)' �)ttrposes. a11ci che iiote11ti .. litie .1rt: l11gl1l\· \L1gge t1\·e. 
Today, \Vith 111 icrofil111, re(iL1ctior1s by a li11ear factor of 20 c.111 be e111plo1ed a11d 
still prodtice ft1ll cl. r it)1 ,,,J1er1 tl1e 111. cerial is re-e11large,J for exa111ir1.1t1011. The 
li111its are set b)' tl1e gr.1ir1 i11t s ot-tl1t· fi l111, cl1e excelle11ce of tl1e 0�1tic.1l ,\ ,te111, a11d 
the efficicr1c�' of tl1(· light ot1rce t:Il1lllO)'e i. 1\ll o t- tl1e e ,ire r.1pi,il}' i111pro,ri11g. 

As<;t1111e a Ii 11ear ratio of I oo for fL1tt1re tt e. ..011,ilier fil111 {)t- tl1c s,1111e tl1ick11e<;, 
as p,lt)cr, .1lchoL1gl1 cl1i1111c:r fil,11 ,,,ill ccrc< i11l)' bt' Lls,1l,lc. E,1e11 ltlllic:r tl1c:sc C(lt1ci1-
tio11s tl1ere \\'Ot1l,i bt.· .1 total f: ctor of 1 0.000 l e:�t\\'Ce11 tl1e l1t1lk L)t- tl1c ord111ar)' 
rccorcl c>11 l,c>c>k . .. 111(1 1t 111icro fil111 reiil1c . 'fl1c l:1101c/t,JJt1e,Ji,1 [j1it111111ic,1 cot1ld be 
rc:cit1cc(i co c}1e ,,olt1111e c)f-.1 111atcl1l,clx. A l1l c r,, o ,i 111illicl11 \'lllt1111es c<1 t1l<.i be co111-' 
l)rcsst:(i ir1tt) <>tlt erl(i <>f-a cie k. If tl1e l1t1111.111 race: 11. s r1rC>llt1ceti sir1ce tl1e i11\'e11tio11 
c>f 111ov.:1l)le t)'l1e .1 t(lt,11 recc1rcl. i11 tl1t.· for111 c>t- 111.1gL1zi11es. 11C\\'sl1,1l1ers, bcloks, tract,, 
• (iverti ir1g blt1rl) . cc)rre llor1cic·11 c, l1<1,1i11g a \ c>ILt111c corres1)<)tl(i i11g to a b1ll1011 
l1oc)ks, tl1c \\' ll<)IL· .1tT: ir . •  ts e111l.,leci <111ci C()lllJ,rt·sst.' i, C<JttlcJ l1c lt1ggeli c)ff 111 a 111ovi 11g 
\1a11. Ml·re C<Jr11i-,rcs ic>tl, ot� t�<JtJr e, is tl<)l e11ot1gl1: 011e 11eeds 11ot 011J1, tc> 111ake a11d 
store .1 fL'Corcl l1t1c .11 <J tc) l e .1l,le tc1 cc111 tilt it, • 11cl cl1is aspet·t of tl1c 111;1tter co111es 
later. I:.\1e11 tl1e 111c,clcr 11 gre.1t lil)�lf)' i 11clt gc11erall)' C<)11st1lcecl: it i 11i l1l)led by a fe\v. 

( ·o,11�lrL·s ic,11 i, i1111,c1rt. 11t, l1c1,, e,1er, \\•J1c11 it co111cs tc) C<Jsts. Tl1e 111ater1al 
for t}1e 111icrc1fil111 l3rit.tr1 tl iC,l \\ ()lll(i C<>st ,l 11icke], ,111cl it C<JttJd be 111ai ]ed a11y,vhere 
for .1 ct·r1t. W l1at \\'<)ttlci it Cc)st cc1 1)ri11t .1 111illicl11 co�)JC\:> To f)r ir1t .1 <;l1eet of 
11e,vs1),t1)er, i,1 cl l. rgc e<.i iti<)ll, CC),t .l s111.1ll tr.1ctic)ll ()t- ,l Cl'llt. Tl1e e11tire 111ater1a] 
of tl1c l3rit, 1111 ic.1 ir1 re(it1ceci 111 icrc)fil111 t-c.>r111 \\'<>t1ld go 011 a sl1eet 8 Yi by 1 1 ir1cl1es. 

11ce it 1s av,1il.1l1le, ,v1tl1 tl1e 1)l1otogr .1r>hic reprodt1ctio11 111etl1cJds of tl1e futL1re, 
clt11il ic,1tcs i11 l.1rge c.1t1a11tities coL1ld r1robabl,· be tt1r11ed ot1t fc)r .1 cent apiece 
lJeyL)J1<.I tt1e Cl1st cl 111�1teri,11s.1�l,c �)reii.1r.1tio11 of tl1e or igir1al copy? Tl1at i11trodL1ces 
tl1e r1ext .1s1)c·ct c> tl1e L1 l)ject. 
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To 111ake tl1e record , we now push a pencil or tap a typewriter. Then comes the 
process of d�gestion and correction, followed by an intricate process of type
setti 11g, printing, and distribution. To consider the first stage of the procedure, will 
tl1e author of the future cease writing by hand or typewriter and talk directly to 
the record? He does so indirectly, by talking to a stenographer or a wax cylinder; 
but the elements are all present if he wishes to have his talk directly produce a 
typed record. All he needs to do is to take advantage of existing mechanisms and 
to alter his language. 

At a recent World Fair a machine called a Voder was shown. A girl stroked its 
keys and it emitted recognizable speech. No human vocal cords entered in the 
procedure at any point; the keys simply combined some electrically produced 
vibrations and passed these on to a loudspeaker. In the Bell Laboratories there is the 
converse of this machine, called a Vocoder. The loudspeaker is replaced by a 
microphone, which picks up sound. Speak to it, and the corresponding keys move. 
This may be one element of the postulated system. 

The other element is found in the stenotype, that somewhat disconcerting 
device encountered usually at public meetings. A girl strokes its keys languidly 
and looks about the room and sometimes at the speaker with a disquieting gaze. 
From it emerges a typed strip which records in a phonetically simplified language 
a record of what the speaker is supposed to have said. Later this strip is retyped into 
ordinary language, for in its nascent form it is intelligible only to the initiated. 
Combine these two elements, let the Vocoder run the stenotype, and the result is a 
machine which types when talked to. 

Our present languages are not especially adapted to this sort of mechaniza
tion, it is true. It is strange that the inventors of universal languages have not seized 
upon the idea of producing one which better fitted the technique for transmitting and 
recording speech. Mechanization may yet force the issue, especially in the scientific 
field; whereupon scientific jargon would become still less intelligible to the layman. 

One can now picture a future investigator in his laboratory. His hands are 
free, and he is not anchored. As he moves about and observes, he photographs and 
comments. Time is automatically recorded to tie the two records together. If he 
goes into the f ield , he may be connected by radio to his recorder. As he ponders 
over his notes in the evening, he again talks his comments into the record. His 
typed record , as well as his photographs, may both be in miniature, so that he 
projects them for examination. 

Much needs to occur, however, between the collection of data and observa
tions, the extraction of parallel material from the existing record, and the final 
insertion of new material into the general body of the common record. For 
mature thought there is no mechanical substitute. But creative thot1ght and 
essentially repetitive thought are very different things. For the latter there are, and 
may be, powerful mechanical aids. 



Adding a column of figures is a repetitive thought process, and it was long 
ago properly relegated to the machine. True, the machine is sometimes controlled 
by the keyboard, and thought of a sort enters in reading the figures and poking 
the corresponding keys, but even this is avoidable. Machines have been 1nade 
which will read typed figures by photocells and then depress the corresponding 
keys; these are combinations of photocells for scanning the type, electric circuits 
for sorting the consequent variations, and relay circuits for interpreting the result 
into the action of solenoids to pull the keys do\v11 .  

All this complication is needed because of the clumsy· \\'ay in ,vhich \Ve have 
learned to write figures. If \\'e recorded them positionally, si111pl1, by the co11 fig
uration of a set of dots on a card, the auto111atic readi 11g 111echanis111 \\'Ould beco111e 
co111paratively s11nple. !11 fact, 1f the docs are holes, ,ve ha,,e the pL111ched-card 
machine Jong ago prodt1ced by Holloritl1 tor tl1e pt1rposes of tl1e ce11su , a11d 110\v 
used throt1ghot1t bt1si11es� �0111e t) pes of co111plex bt1s111esse� cot1ld l1ardl)' operate 
without these 111acl1i11es. 

Acld1ng is c)11ly 011e operatio11. To i.1erfor111 .1rith111et1c.1l co111pt1t.1tio11 111volves 
also st1btractio11, r11t1lti 11licatior1, ,111d cli\1isio11 . .  1r1ci i11 1Lidit1011 so111t� 111etl1od for 
te illJ.)Orary storage of· ft'SLllts, reI11C)\1,ll ffl)lll St<)r,lgl' t<.1r ft1rt J1er lll�l11 lpltlatiOI1, a11d 

-



rl'Cordi 11g of final results by printing. Machines for these purposes are now of 
t\vo t) 'pe : keyboard machines for accounting and the like, manually controlled 
for tl1e insertion of data, and usually automatically controlled as f ar as the 
sequence of operations is concerned; and punched-card machines in which sepa
rate operations are usually delegated to a series of machines, and the cards then 
tra11sferred bodily from one to another. Both forms are very useful; but as far as 
con1plex computations are concerned, both are still embryo. 

Rapid electrical counting appeared soon after the physicists found it desirable 
to count cosmic rays. For their own purposes the physicists promptly constructed 
thermionic-tube equipment capable of counting electrical impulses at the rate of 
100,000 a second. The advanced arithmetical machines of the future will be  
electrical in nature, and they will perform at roo times present speeds, or more. 

Moreover, they will be far more versatile than present commercial machines, 
so that they may readily be adapted for a wide variety of operations. They will be  
controlled by a control card or film, they will select their own data and manip
ulate it in accordance with the instructions thus inserted , they will p erform 
complex arithmetical computations at exceedingly high speeds, and they will 
record results in such form as to be readily available for distribution or for later 
further manipulation. Such machines will have enormous appetites. One of them 
will take instructions and data from a roomful of girls armed with simple 
keyboard punches, and will deliver sheets of computed results every few minutes. 
There will always be plenty of things to compute in the detailed affairs of 
millions of people doing complicated things . 
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The repet1t1ve processes of thought are not confined ,  however, to matters 
of arithmetic and statistics. In fact, every time one combines and records facts in 
accordance with established logical processes, the creative aspect of thinking is 
concerned only with the selection of the data and the process to be employed, and 
the manipulation thereafter is repetitive in nature and hence a fit matter to be 
relegated to the machines. Not so much has been done along these lines , beyond 
the bounds of arithmetic, as might be done, primarily because of the economics of 
the situation. The needs of business, and the extensive market obviously waiting, 
assured the advent of mass-produced arithmetical machines just as soon as 
production methods were sufficiently advanced. 

With machines for advanced analysis no such situation existed; for there was 
and is no extensive market; the users of advanced methods of manipulating data 
are a very small part of the population. There are, however, machines for solving 
differential equations and functional and integral equations , for that matter. 
There are many special machines, such as the harmonic synthesizer which 
predicts the tides. There will be many more, appearing certairuy first in the ha11ds 
of the scientist and in small numbers. 



If scientific reasoning were limited to the logical processes of arithmetic, we 
should not get far in our understanding of the physical \vorld. One might as well 
attempt to grasp the game of poker entirely by the use of the mathematics of 
probabilit y. The abacus, \vith its beads strung on parallel \vires ,  led the Arabs to 
positional numeration and the concept of zero many centuries before the rest of the 
world; and it '-Vas a useful tool so useful chat it still exists. 

It  i s  a far cry from the abacus to the modern keyboard accounting machine. 
It will be an equal step to the arithmetical machine of the future. But e"\Ten this 
new machine \Vill not take the scientist \\·here he needs to go. Relief must be 
secured from laboriously detailed manipulation of higher mathematics as  ,veil , if 
the users of it are co free their brains for something more than repetitive detailed 
transformations 1n accordance \\1ith established rules. A mathematician is not a 
man who can readily manipulate figure : ofce11 he cannot. He is not e\·en a man 
who can readily· perform the cran�format1on of� equatior1s by the use of calculus. 
He 1s primaril)' an i11di\•idual ,,·ho is killed i11 the u e ot- \ n1bol1c. logic on a high 
plane, and especially }1e is a 111an of i11tuici,,e jt1dg111e11t in the choice of the 
manipulative processe he e111plo)'S. 

All else he shot1ld be able to turr1 O\'er to hi 111ecl1ar1is111. JLl)t l' co11fidently as 
he turns O\'er the propellir1g ot- l1is c r to tl1e ir1tricate 111echa111sn1 t1r1der the hood. 
Only then \\•ill 111ather11acics be i1r, cticall)' efTecti,1e ir1 brir1gi 11g the gro,,·i11g 
kno\vledge ot- ato111i tic co tl1e tJ efuJ olt1cio11 of tl1e ,1ti,,a11ceti proble111s of 
che111istI)', 111etallttrg)', an<.i biolog)'. For cl1i rcaso11 tl1ere \\'ill con1e 111ore 111achines 
to ha11dle adva11ced r11atl1e111aci f<.)r tl1e cie11tist )c.1111e of the111 \\•ill be ufEc1e11tly 
b12.1rre to st1it tl1e 1110 t fa t1<.iiot1 co1111oisset1r c.)f tl1e I-Jre,e11t , rtif:1c� of-civ1l1zatio11. 
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The scie11ti t. ho,,1e\1er, is 11oc tl1e or1l}' persc.111 \\•}1<.) r11.111i1-Jt1lates dat.1 ar1d exa111111es 
the \Vorlc.i ,1bc.Jt1t }1i111 b}' chc ti e o logic.11 processe . altl1ot1gl1 l1e sot11eti 111es 
pre erves thi afJpe.1r.i11ce b)' .1cioptir1 7 111t() the foltl atl)'011e ,vl10 beco111es logical, 
r11L1cl1 ir1 tl1e 111.11111cr i11 \\•}1jc}1 " 13riti 11 l.1l1or leatier is ele\'ated to knighcl1ood. 
Whe11e\'tr logic l r1rtJ-es t: c.>f thl1t1gl1c .ire er11plO)'Cti that is, \vl1er1ever thought 
tor a ti111e rt111� (1]011 .. 7 a11 ,1cce1-1ceci groc)\'e there is a11 opporcu11ity for the 
111,1cl1i11e. For111.1l logic tt eti to be .1 kee11 i11strt1111e11t i11 cl1e l1�111ds of tl1e teacher in 
l1is tryi11g of- tt1(le11ts' sot1l . It i reatlil)' J)O il-Jle to cor1strt1ct a 111acl1ine \Vhich will 
111ar1if1t1l. tt.• prt:111jses ir, accc)rc..ia11ce \Viti, forr11, 1 logic, si111pl1· by the clever ttse of 
rel�1y circt1it . [>tit .1 et ot-r)re111i e i11to t1cl1 a de,•ice a11d tt1rn the crank, a11d it \vill 
readil)' pa s 0L1t co11clt1sior1 ,1 f-ter co11clt1sio11, .111 i11 accordance \vith logical law, and 
\\ritl1 110 r11ore slifJs tha11 \\1ot1ld be expectec..i of a ke)'board addir1g r11achi11e. 

Logic c,111 l1ect)t11e e11or111ot1sl\1 cliffict1lt, a11d it \\'Ot1ld u11(iot1btedly be well to , 
fJrc.lclt1ce 111ore .1 st1rc111ce i11 its ti e:r·11e 111,1cl1i11es for l1igl1er ,111alysis have t1su,1lly been 
C(J t1:1tio11 ()l\rcr . lflt'clS ,1re begi1111i11g to .1f1pear for eqt1ation tr.1r1sforr11crs, \vl1ich \vill 
rt-.1rr;ir1ge the rel.1tio11 l1ip e.xpre�st•(l l1y .111 et1t1atio11 in accordance \Vith strict ar1ti 



r.1tl1cr .1dva 11ced logic. Progress is inhibited by the exceedingly crude way in which 
11 1.1tl1e111aticians express their relationships. They employ a symbolism which grew 
l1ke Topsy a11d has little consistency; a strange fact in that most logical field. 

A 11ew syn1.bolism, probably positional, must apparently precede the 
red t1ction of mathen1atical transformations to machine processes. Then, on 
l1eyo11d the strict logic of the mathematician, lies the application of logic in 
everyday affa irs. We may someday click off arguments on a machine with the 
sa111e assurance that we now enter sales on a cash register. But the machine of 
logic will not look like a cash register, even a streamlined model. 

So much for the manipulation of ideas and their insertion into the record. 
Thus far we seem to be worse off than before for we can enormously extend 
the record; yet even in its present bulk we can hardly consult it. This is a much 
larger matter than merely the extraction of data for the purposes of scientific 
research; it involves the entire process by which man profits by his inheritance of 
acquired knowledge. The prime action of use is selection, and here we are halting 
indeed. There may be millions of fine thoughts, and the account of the experience 
on which they are based, all encased within stone walls of acceptable architectural 
form; but if the scholar can get at only one a week by diligent search, his syntheses 
are not likely to keep up with the current scene. 

Selection, in this broad sense, is a stone adze in the hands of a cabinetmaker. 
Yet ,  in a narrow sense and in other areas, something has already been done 
mechanically on selection. The personnel officer of a factory drops a stack of a few 
thousand employee cards into a selecting machine, sets a code in accordance with 
an established convention, and produces in a short time a list of all employees who 
live in Trenton and know Spanish. Even such devices are much too slow when it 
comes, for example, to matching a set of fingerprints with one of five millions on 
file. Selection devices of this sort will soon be speeded up from their present rate 
of reviewing data at a few hundred a minute. By the use of photocells and 
microfilm they will survey items at the rate of thousands a second, and will print 
out duplicates of those selected. 

This process, however, is simple selection: it proceeds by examining in turn every 
one of a large set of items, and by picking out those which have certain specified char
acteristics. There is another form of selection best illustrated by the automatic 
telephone exchange. You dial a number and the machine selects and connects just 
one of a million possible stations. It does not run over them all. It pays attention only 
to a class given by a first digit, and so on; and thus proceeds rapidly and almost 
unerringly to the selected station. It requires a few seconds to make the selection, 
although the process could be speeded up if increased speed were economically 
warranted. If necessary, it could be made extremely fast by substituting thermionic
tube switching for mechanical switching, so that the full selection could be made in 
one-hundredth of a second. No one would wish to spend the money necessary to 
make this change in the telephone system, but the general idea is applicable elsewhere. 



Take the prosaic problem of the great departn1ent store. Every time a charge 
sale is made, there are a number of things to be done. T he inventory needs to be 
revised, the salesman needs to be given credit for the sale, the general accounts 
need an entry, and, most important, the customer needs to be charged. A central 
records device has been developed in \,\,·hich much of this work is done 
conveniently. The salesman places on a stand the customer's identification card , his 
own card , and the card taken from the article sold all punched cards. W hen he 
pulls a lever, contacts are made through the holes, machinery at a central point 
makes the necessary computat1ons and entries, and the proper receipt is printed 
for the salesman to pass to the customer. 

But there may be ten thousand charge customers doing business with the 
store, and before the full operation can be con1pleted someone has to select the 
right card and insert it at the central office No\,,, rapid selection can slide just the 
proper card into position i11 an instant or t\\'O, a11d rett1rr1 1t aftenvard. Another 
difficulty occurs, hO\Ve\·er <;or11eone 111t1st read a total on the card, so that the 
machine ca11 add its cor11puced iter11 to it Cor1cei\7abl)' the cards nught be of the 
dry photography type I ha,1e <.iescribed. Existir1g coc.11, (Ot1ld the11 be read by 
photocell, and the 11e\v total entered b)' a11 electron bea111. 

The cards n1a)' be i11 n1iniatt1re. so tl1,1t tl1e)' occtIF')' little \pace. They 111ust 
move quickJy. They need 11ot be tr,111sferred t�1r. but 111erel)' ir1to pos1t1on so that the 
photocell a 11d recorcler ca11 c11Jer.1te C)t1 tl1e111. J>o itior1al dots ca11 e11ter tl1e data. At 
the end of the 111011tl1 a 111.1cl1ir1e ca11 re:1<.iily be 111a<.ie to read tl1ese a11d to pr 1 11t an 
orclinat)' bill. Witl1 tt1l1e selccti()J1, ir1 \,,}1icl1 11c) 111ecl1.111ica.J parts are i11volved in the 
S\\1itches, little ti111c 11ee(i be ()CCut1ie<i ir1 bri11gi11g tl1c correct card i11to Lise a 
seco11d sl1ot1lci st1ffice tor tl1e c11tire <liJer.1tio11. Tl1e \,,}1ole recc)rd 011 the card 111ay 
be 111atle b)' 111agi1etic cl{)t 0 11 " steel sl1eet it- clesircd, i11ste�1d of <.ic)tS to be observed 
opticall ;·. follo\\.'i 11g tl1e scl1e111e l)}' \,rl1icl1 f>ot1lse11 lo11g ago p11t speecl1 011 a 
111agi1etic \\'ire. Tl1is 111ecl1t)<.l l1as tl1c ad\1.111t,1ge of i11111licit)' :1 11ci e;1se of erasure. By 
Ltsi11g f)l1otograt)l1)'. l10,ve,1er. c111e ca11 .1rra11ge co project cl1e rL"Cord i11 enlarged 
fc)r111, a11cl �lt .1 dist.111ce l)y tl i11g tl1c i1rocess co111111011 i11 tele\1isio11 eqt11p111ent. 

()r1e ca11 C<->11sider rnr,iti selectic)11 c>f tl1is for111. ,111cl clista11t projectio11 for otl1er 
f)t1rtJoses. 'fo be .1l1le tc) key otlL' sl1et t of .1 111illio11 before a11 011erator in a second 
or t\VC'>, \Vitl1 tl1e IJOssil1ilit)' of tl1e11 .1clcli11g 11otes tl1ereto, is st1ggest1ve 111 111any 
\V,Jys. It 111igl1t C\'L'tl l1e c>t- t1se i11 Jibrc1rics, bt1t cl1at is a11otl1er ;;tory. At a11y rate, there 
�1re 110\.v S()111e i11tert·sti11g C<>111lJi11.1tio11s �Jossil)le ()11e 111igl1t, for exa1nple, speak to 
a 111icro�Jl1011c, i11 tl1c 111�11111er tiL·scribeci ir1 cor111L'Ct1011 with the speech-co11trolled 
t}'PL'\\'riter, a11ci tl1l1 r11.1ke l1is selecti<-)11s. It \VO ttlci certai11ly beat the t1sual file clerk. 
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Tl1� rt•al l1e .1rt c)f� tl1t· 111attcr of- selectio11, l1c)\\'e\1er, goes deeper tl1�1n a lag in the 
;1<l<)r>tic,11 t>f 111(·cl1;111is111s lJ}' lil)r:irie , c)r a lack of <.ievelop111e11t of dL vices for their 
ttse. )t1r i11er1titt1clc i11 getti11g ,1t tl1e record i large!)' caused by the art1fic1al1ty of 
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syste111s of indexi11g. When data of any sort are placed in storage, they are filed 
al�1l1abetically or numerically, and information is found (when it is) by tracing it 
do\,v11 fro111 subclass to subclass. It can be in only one place, unless duplicates are 
u ed; one has to have rules as to which path will locate it, and the rules are 
cL1 111bersome. Having found one item, moreover, one has to emerge from the 
syste111 and re-enter on a new path. 

The human mind does not work that way. It operates by association. With 
one item in its grasp, it snaps instantly to the next that is suggested by the 
association of thoughts, in accordance with some intricate web of trails carried by 
the cells of the brain. It has other characteristics, of course: trails that are not 
frequently followed are prone to fade, items are not fully permanent, memory is 
transitory. Yet the speed of action, the intricacy of trails, the detail of mental 
pictures, is awe-inspiring beyond all else in nature. 

Man cannot hope fully to duplicate this mental process artificially, but he 
certainly ought to be able to learn from it. In minor ways he may even improve, 



for his records have relative permanency. The first idea, ho\vever, to be drawn from 

the analogy concerns selection. Selection by association, rather than by indexing, 

may yet be mechanized. One cannot hope thus to equal the speed and flexibility 

with which the mind follows an associative trail, but it should be possible to beat 

the mind decisively in regard to the permanence and clarity of the items 

resurrected from storage. 

Consider a future device for indi\ridual use, v.·hich is a sort of n1echanized 

private file and library1• I t  needs a name, and to coin one at rando111, ' 'n1e111ex'' ,vill do. 

A memex is a device 1n which an 1ndividual stores all his books, records, and 

communications, and \\1hich 1s mecha111zed so that 1t 111a,· be consulted ,vith • 

exceeding speed and fle;,cibility1• I t  is ar1 er11arged i11ti111ate suppleme11t to his 111er11ory. 

I t  co11sists of a desk, a11d ,vl11 le it can pre'>u111abl) be operated fro111 a dista11ce, 

1t  1s prin1ar1Jy the piece of ft1r11itt1re at ,,,h1ch l1e ,,·ork\. 011 tl1e top are sla11ti11g 

translucent screens. 011 ,,·l1icl1 r11aterial ca11 be projecteli t-or co11,·en1er1t readi11g. 

There is a keyboard, arid sets ot- bt1tto11s ,1 11d le,1crs. )tl1en,·1..,e 1t looks like an 

ordi r1ary desk. 

1 11 011e er1cf is tl1e stort:ti 111cc1tt.: ri.ll. Tl1c.: 111. ttl'r t1f bt1lk. 1.., \\1ell take11 care of by 

i111provecl 111icrofil111. )111)' ,1 s111.1ll 11,1rt <>f cl1c i11tl•rit)r {)t- tl1c 111e111e� I\ devoted to 

storage. tl1e rest to 111ecl1a11is111. Yer if cl1t ti,t�r i11serteti 5 .ooo pagl'\ ()t 111.1teri,1l .1 

d�1y it \\f(>t1lc.i take l1i 111 l1t111clrl·(I ()f )'c,1rs to till till' rei,osi tl)f), \l) l1l' ca11 be 

profligate .111d e11 ter 111:1cerial free I}'· 

Mo t of till' 111c·111e · cc>11tc11r .1re Flttrcl1ase I c>11 1 11icrl1t'il111 rcaliy t-or 111\ert1011. 

13oc>ks c>f :111 sorts, J)icct,rt: • ct1rre11c J>eric>(iic.:1ls, tlt'\\'sr>,l!)l'rs. ,1re tl1t1, t)l)t,l1 11eti .111d 

dr(>l)J)l'tl i11 tc) J)l,l<.'C, l3t1si11es C()l"f'C\J)()Jl(le11ce l,lkl'S till' S,lllll' r>,1tl1. A11d tl1ere is 

i1rc,visic111 h)r cli re<.'t e11tr)'· )11 tlll' t<>J) <>f cl1e 111c111cx i, .1 rr,111s11,1re11t pl.1te11. ()11 tl11s 

are r>lacecl lc>tlgl1 1ll)(i llC'>tes, 1)llc)(<)gr.1r1l1s, l)lt ll ll)f,lll(l.1 . •  111 S()l't (_)f tl1i1l!--,>"\. Wl1e11 011e 

is i11 r>l,l<.'l', till' cleJ)f(' 1011 l)f ,1 le\'CJ' C,lltses it tc> l)l' r>ll <>t(>gr,lJ)lll'<.I ()Jlt() tl1e llCXt 

bla11k s11,1ct i11 .1 st·ccic)11 c,t- cl1c 111e111ex fil111. cir)' r.,J1,>tc>g1-.111l1)' lJl·i11g c1111) loyL·c.i. 

'fl1ere is, c)t� C<>tt rsl·, 1)rc>\1isic)11 t-t)I' C()t1st1lt,1ti{lt1 c) t- tllL' recc>rcl L1y the Ltc;t1.1 l  

scl1c111l' c>f i11(lcxi11g. I f- tl1e ttser \\1isl1c\ t<l Cl>11st1lt .1 Cl'rt.1i11 b,>c>k. l1e t.1p� its cocie 

()11 till' kt)'l)c),lrcl, ,111<.I tilt' titlr 11,1gc {1f till' l1c)()k pr<)llll">ll)' ,l�)l">l'.l[S l1efore 111111, prl)

jt•t'te<.I (}ll t() ()Ill' ()r l1is \1ie\\1i11g l1l) itil)JJS. 1=rl'L]lll'llll>'-llSl'CI C(>tit•s .l fl' lll 11C1)1011JC, liO 

tl1,1t l1e sclclc1111 <.'<>11st1lts 11is <.'<)tll· l1<.><'>k: IJtlt \\•l1l·11 l1t• li<>l'S, a \i11glt: l,lp c>f a k.cy pro

jct'ts it t<>r l1is tlSl' Mc)rC<)Vt'r. l1e 11.1, st1111'>lt·111l'Jlt,1l le,1er,. ()11 tieflect111g 011e c)f- thec;e 

ll'Vt'rs t<> till' rigl1t Ill' rt111s cl1rclt1gl1 tl1e l1c)c>k l->l'fc1rc 111111, l'�1cl1 page 111 tt1r11 bei11g 

JJr<>jt·ctccl ,lt ,1 s11cecl \\1l1icl1 jt1st ,1llc>\\1S .1 rl'C<>g1111111g glai1ce .1t t•acl1. If  lie deflect'> it 

ft1rtl1t·r t<) tilt' rigl1t. Ill' ste11s tl1rc)t1gl1 till' l1<><)k Io  11,1ges at a ti111e; still further at 

1 00 J):tgl·s ,lt .1 ti111t". I )efll·ctic>11 le> tl1t· ll'ft gives l1i111 tl1c sa111c co11 trol batkwards. 

A SJ)c<.· i.1! l)tlll(>ll tl,\l)Sters l1i111 i1llllll'Cii,1tt:l)' l{) tl1c first p.1gc of the 1 11c.iex. Any 

giVl'Jl \)clc}k r,f l,is lil1r.1l')' c�.111 tl1t1s l1l' t',1 IIL·tl LI�) :111ti cc>11i;t1llec.i \V1tl1 f,1r greater 

t:1cility tl1.111 if it \\'erl' t,1kl!11 ti·<)lll :1 sl1clt A, Ill' J1;1s scvera] 1_11ojcc.tio11 pc>sit1c)11s, 

lie ,·,1 11 lt',1\'t: l>11c itt'111 i 1 1 l)<>sitit)tl ,vJ1 ill' l1e c.1lls t111 .111t)ther. l le ca11 ,1tld 111arg1n�ll 



11otes and co11m1ents, taking advantage of one possible type of dry photography, 
a11d it coLild even be arranged so that he can do this by a stylus scheme, such as is 
110,v e1nployed in the telautograph seen in railroad waiting rooms, just as though 
he had the physical page before him. 

7 

All this is conventional, except for the projection forward of present-day mecha
nisms and gadgetry. It affords an immediate step, however, to associative indexing, 
the basic idea of which is a provision whereby any item may be caused at will to 
select immediately and automatically another. This is the essential feature of the 
n1emex. The process of tying two items together is the important thing. 

When the user is building a trail, he names it, inserts the name in his code 
book, and taps it out on his keyboard. Before him are the two items to be joined, 
projected onto adjacent viewing positions. At the bottom of each there are a 
number of blank code spaces, and a pointer is set to indicate one of these on each 
item. The user taps a single key, and the items are permanently joined. In each code 
space appears the code word. Out of view, but also in the code space, is inserted a 
set of dots for photocell viewing; and on each iten1 these dots by their positions 
designate the index number of the other item. 

Thereafter, at any time, when one of these items is in view, the other can be 
instantly recalled merely by tapping a button below the corresponding code 
space. Moreover, when numerous items have been thus joined together to form a 
trail, they can be reviewed in turn, rapidly or slowly, by deflecting a lever like that 
used for turning the pages of a book. It is exactly as though the physical items had 
been gathered together to form a new book . It is more than this, for any item can 
be joined into numerous trails. 

The owner of the memex, let us say, is interested in the origin and properties 
of the bow and arrow. Specifically he is studying why the short Turkish bow was 
apparently superior to the English long bow in the skirmishes of the Crusades. 
He has dozens of possibly pertinent books and articles in his memex . First he runs 
through an encyclopedia, finds an interesting but sketchy article, leaves it 
projected. Next, in a history, he finds anl cher pertinent item, and ties the t\vo 
together. Thus he goes, building a trail of many items. Occasionally he inserts a 
comment of his own, either linking it into the main trail or joining it by a side 
trail to a particular item. W hen it becomes evident that the elastic properties of 
available materials had a great deal to do with the bow, he branches off on a side 
trail which takes him through textbooks on elasticity and tables of physical 
constants. He inserts a page of longhand analysis of his own . Thus he builds a trail 
of his interest through the maze of materials available to him. 

And his trails do not fade. Several years later, his talk with a friend turns to 
the queer ways in which a people resist innovations, even of vita l i11terest. He has 
an example, in the fact that the outranged Europeans still failed to adopt the 



Turkish bo\.v. In fact he has a trail on it. A touch brings up the code book. Tapping 

a few keys projects the head of the trail. A le"-er runs through it at '"'ill, stopping 

at interesting items, going off on side excursions. It is an interesting trail, pertinent 

to the discussion. So he sets a reproducer in action. photographs the ,,·hole trail 

out, and passes it to his friend for insertion in his o,,,n memex. there to be linked 

into the more general trail. 

8 

Wholly ne\.\' forn1s of enc)·clopedias \\'Ill appear. re1d�·-111ade ,,1ith a 111esh ot

assoc1ative trails run111ng throu(rh ther11. read)' co be dropped 1 11to the 111e111ex a11d 

there an1pl1fied. The la\.\')1er ha at l1i cot1ch the 1,,o(·iaced op111io11, ,u1ti dec1�1011""> ot� 

his \.Vhole experier1ce. a11d of the experience ot ti-1e11(is a11d (1ucl1or1ne,. Tl1e �1ace11t 

attorney has or1 cal) the 111illio11 of i, ued r>ater1t,. ,,.ricl1 fa111ili.:1r er 111, co e,1ef) po111c 

of his clier1t's interest.The ph)' icia11. r1uzzle(i b)' its r>atie11t' re.1ccio11,. ,rr1J...e, the tr.1il 

established in stt1clyir1 , ar1 earlier i111ilar ca,e. , 11d rt111s rai)icll)' tl1rot1µl1 .111.1lc)g<.1t1, 

case hi torie�. \\1itl1 icie rcfere11ce to cl1e cl, s ic for cl1e l trr.i11e11c a11.1t<)111,· .111(.i 

histolog)'. The che111j t, trt1ggli11 , ,,ricl1 tl1e )'t1tl1e i of, 11 or(.,ra11ic C()11111()ltt1<J. 111, ;ill 

the chcr11ic�1l J iteratttrc before }11111 i 11 }1 1 l< bor� con'. \\'itl1 cr.1ils ft)llc)\\1i11g tl1e 
i • 

• > ' I 
1 • 

Memex 1n the form of a desk would instantly bring files and send mater·1al on any subJect to the 
operator's fingertips. Slanting translucent v1ew1ng screens magnify superm1crofilm filed by code 
numbers. At left ,s a mechan,srn which avtomat1cally photographs longhand notes. pictures and 
letters. then files them ,n the desk for future reference. 

...... 
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Tl1e historian, ,vith a vast chronological account of a people, parallels it with 

a skip trail ,vhich stops only at the salient items, and can follow at any time 

co 11te1nporary trails ,vhich lead him all over civilization at a particular epoch. 

There is a ne,v profession of trailblazers, those who find delight in the task of 

establishing useful trails through the enormous mass of the common record. The 

i11heritance from the master becomes, not only his additions to the world's record, 

but for his disciples the entire scaffolding by which they were erected. 

Thus science may implement the ways in which man produces, stores, and 

consults the record of the race. It might be striking to outline the instrumen

talities of the future more spectacularly, rather than to stick closely to the methods 

and elements now known and undergoing rapid development, as has been done 

here. Technical difficulties of all sorts have been ignored, certainly, but also ignored 

are means as yet unkno,vn which may come any day to accelerate technical 

progress as violently as did the advent of the thermionic tube. I n  order that the 

picture may not be too commonplace, by reason of sticking to present-day 

patterns, it may be well to mention one such possibility, not to prophesy but 

merely to suggest, for prophecy based on extension of the kno,vn has substance, 

,vhile prophecy founded on the unkno,¥11 is only a doubly involved guess. 

All our steps in creating or absorbing material of the record proceed through 

one of the senses the tactile when ,ve touch keys, the oral when we speak or 

listen, the visual when we read. Is it not possible that someday the path may be 

established more directly? 

We know that when the eye sees, all the consequent information is trans

mitted to the brain by means of electrical vibrations in the channel of the optic 

nerve. This is an exact analogy with the electrical vibrations which occur in the 

cable of a television set: they convey the picture from the photocells which see it 

to the radio transmitter from which it is broadcast. We know further that if we can 

approach that cable with the proper instruments, we do not need to touch it; we 

can pick up those vibrations by electrical induction and thus discover and 

reproduce the scene ,vhich is being transmitted, just as a telephone ,vire may be 

tapped for its message. 

The impulses ,vhich flo,v in the arr:-t nerves of a typist convey to her fingers 

the translated information which reaches her eye or ear, in order that the fingers 

may be caused to strike the proper keys. Might not these currents be intercepted, 

either in the original form in which information is conveyed to the brain, or in 

the marvelously metamorphosed form in which they then proceed to the hand? 

By bone conduction we already introduce sounds into the nerve channels of 

the deaf in order that they may hear. Is it not possible that we may learn to 

introduce them ,vithout the present cumbersomeness of first transforming 

electrical vibrations to mechanical ones, which the human mechanism promptly 

transforms back to the electrical form? With a couple of electrodes on the skull, 

the encephalograph no,v produces pen-and-ir1k traces which bear son1e relation 



to  the electrica l phenomena going on in the brain itself. True, the record is 
unintelligible, except as it points out certain gross misfunctioning of the cerebral 
mechanism; but \\.·ho \\:ould no\v place bounds on \,·here such a thing ma,T lead? 

In the outside \\.·orld . all forms of intelligence. \\·hether of sound or sight, have 
been reduced to the form of \'aI)mg currents in an electric circuit in order that 
they ma)' be transmitted. Inside the human frame exactl)· the san1e sort of process 
occurs. Must \Ve al\\·a)·s transform to n1echa 11ical mo\·ements 1n order to proceed 
from one electrical phenomenon to another? It 1s a uggesn\·e thought , but it 
hardly \\7arrant s prediction \ \'ithout losing couch \\'Ith reaht)1 a r1d 1nunechateness. 

Presumably n1an' spirit hould be ele\1ated if� he can better re\'1e\\" h11;, shady 
past and analyze n1ore con1pletel)1 a11d objecti\1el)1 h1 pre t'.'Ilt problen1s. He ha 
built a civilizacior1 o cornplex that l1e 11 eed co 111echan1ze 11 1, record 111ore full)' 
if he is to pu h hi experi111e11t co it lo ical co11clt1 ior1 a11d 11ot n1erel)1 becor11e 
bogged do\\'n part ,\'3)' there b)' O\'ert A, 11g l1i l1111ited 111e111or)'· His excur,1011 
111� y be 111ore e11jO)' b}e 1f he C 11 reacquire the pr1,ri Jege of forgetti11g cl1 e  111,111 1told 
tl1ir1gs l1e doc 11ot r1eed to 11 \'e 1 r11r11e I tel) t h 11d. \\ 1th 0111e ,,urt111ce tl1 .1t he 
car1 fir1d tl1e111 agai11 1f tile)' JJfl \ e  11111,or� 11t. 

T l1e :1ppJ 1c .. t1011 o c 1c11ce l1a\ t: bt11lt 111. 11 ,,ell-su1 J)l1ed l1ot1se . • 11 1<.i .ire 
teachi11g l1i111 to Ii\ e he ltl1 1I)' tl1 ere111. T l1e 11 , t: e11abled 11 1111 to thro\, 111,1s,c, of 
people g( i11 c 11otl1 er \\ 1t h cruel ,, e po11 . T l1e) 111 ) et l]o\,, l1i111 trul,, to 
e11cor111Ja tl1e grc t record 11 to ro,, 111 tl1e ,,ri do111 o race ex�,t rie11ct•. He 
r11a} ' J>eri 11 i11 co11.fl1ct before l1c le r11 to \\ 1eld th t rt:co� f,Jr 11 1 trt1e gc.1c)<.i.Yet. 
i 11 tl1e l'J>l tc t1 11 of 1e11ce to tl1 e  11ced 11d de ire of 111 11. It \\ otild see111 tt) l1e 
, si r1gt1l rl}' t111fort t111� te ta e t ,, l1 1cl1 to ter1 11111 cc tl1e lJro c . r to lose l1<.)�1c 
c: l<) cl1e outco111e. 

I t11s rt1clc \\ or1 1111 11) publ1 t1ed 111 tt1c Jul 19 1 uc of tl1e t/a,iti Jo,it/,1} 





T H E  A G E  O F  T H E  WO R L D  P I C T U R E  

M a r t i n  H e i d e g g e r  

In n1etaphysics reflection is acco111pl1,l1ed co11cer11i11g the e,,e11ce of ,,·ha t 1s a11d 
a decision takes place regardir1g the c�sence of trltth. l\,1et1ph\· �1c ground an 
age, in that throL1gh a specific i11terprccacion ot· \\1hat 1, 1nd cl1roL1gl1 a ,pec1fic 
con1prehe11sio11 of tr L1 th i t  gi,1cs co cl1, t agt: c}1e b,1sis L1po11 \\1hicl1 i t  1s essentially 
for111ed.2 This basis l1ol(l cor11plctt: ,ic>r11i11i(111 C)\rc r  ::ill tl1e l,)l1e110111e11.1 tl1;.1 t 
distir1gL1ish the age. 011\1er el)r, i11 or<ic r tl1, t cl1ere 111.l}' l,e a11 ,1tit•qL1ace retlect1011 
upor1 these pl1e110111e11,1 cl1e111 cl\'C , the 111ct,1r., i1)1s ic,1l b,1,1 ... 1·or tl1c111 111t1\t let 
itself be ;1p}>rel1e11tied i11 tl1e111 l{t· trlectio11 i tl1e cot1r,tgt' tL) 111.1ke tl1e trt1tl1 of. 
our o,vr1 f>re Lll)i)l>sitio11 11cl 'tl1e re;� 1111 , OL1r C>\\111 gL>,11 ir1t<> tl1e tl1i11�, tl1at 
111ost deserve tc> l>e c.1lle t i11 1t1c ti(lll ( cc Ai,pe11Llix 1 ) . 3  

()11t· clt- tl1c· c c11 t i .1I  l }1c1lCl111c:11 o tile 111olier11 .1ge is its st 1t•11re.  A 
l) ll Cll()l)l('JlOll of 11() It\ i 111 1)l)f t, 11ce i 111,1cl1ir1e {C lltl{)l(>g)r. We lllltst ll() t ,  

l10\\1C\'Cr, 111i i11ter 1)r( t tl1�1t tccl111ol g)f .1 tl1c 111ere ai111l ic,1ticl11 <1f 111<ltier11 111.1tl1-
e111:1tic.1l 11l1y ic�1l cie11ce t Jlrc1 ·i . \,1cl1i11e tecl1r1<llog' is itselt • •  111 .1t1tc>110111()t1s 
tr,111sfor111(1tic)11 c1f 1..,r,1xi , • tyJ e t) tr 11 f l  r111at ic,11 ,,,}it rc.:i11 11r,1xis first dc111;111ds 
tl1c t 11111lo}'Jl1t·11t c1f 111.: tl1e111acic,1I 1111)' ic. I cie11ce. \,1<.'l1i11L' tecl111cll<)g)' re111a111s 
llf> l<1 11c)\V tl1e 111r,st \'isilJle ot1tgrll\\1tl1 �) tl1t> t's,e11CL' l1t- 111otfer11 tt·cl111c)logy, 
,,,}1icl1 is icie11tic.1l \\1itl1 tl1e c e11cc of 111c>tler11 111el,11) il)'sics. 

A tl1ir(i c<1t1.1II)' cs e11ti"1l 11l1c110111e11c>11 t>f tilt.' 111L1tier11 11er il)Ci liL·s i11 the eve11t 
ot- ,1rt' 111<)\'ir1g i11tc1 tl1c l)llf\1iC\'-' ()f .1estl1etics. "l'' l1,1t 111ca11s tl1,1t tl1e ;1r t  work 
l)l"CO 111 t.'S t 11 e l) l1j t.'C t <>I J l lt' J � tt l)j Ct-ti\'(' eX�)C r i (' llCL', a 11 <i t }1 .l t CO 11scq ll C 11 t] y art 1 S 

C<>11sitferetl tr> l1c .111 ex11re it>11 tJf- l1l1111,111 li t-e.4 

A fi>ltrtl1 111(>tier11 11l1t·1lllllll'll<)tl r11.111ifcsts itst"lt-i11 tl1L' t�1 -t tl1at l1 t1111a11 act1v1ty 
is C<)11ct·i,:rt cl .111cl cc)11st1111111.1tt·{l .1 �t,ltt1re. "f'' l1t1s c·L1ltlt l'L' is tl1L' rL·;1lizat1c111 of l11gl1est 
v,1lt1es, tl1rc)t1gl1 tlie 11t1rtt1rl! , 11,i c-t1lti\1,1ti<111 c1t- tl1c.:: l1igl1cst good\ of 111a11. I t  lies 111 

tl1c t .. sse11cc <>f- -l1 ltt1rt: • •  1s st1cl1 11t1rtt1ri11�. t(> 11t1rtt1rL' itself i 11  its tt1r11 Jll<.i tl1L1c; to 
l1cco111c tl1r J)<>litics c1t- ct1l tt1r"'. 

A fittl1 ill1t:11c)111c11<111 c1f tl1t 111c)tit.:·r11 .1gl" is tl1e loss <>f tl1e gods. 1 Tl1is 
cxi,rc<;si<111 cfc>cs tl<>t 111c.111 tl1e 111t•rt' clclit1g ,l\\1,1y \vitl1 tl1c gotis, grc>ss atl1 L1s111. 1�11e 
I<)� <)f- tl1e gclcls is .1 l\'-'<1f<)lci i1r,.,t-ess ()11 tl1e (111c l1a11cl, tl1e wcJrld �11ctt1rc is 



Cl 1ristia11ized i11as111uch as the cause of the world is posited as infinite, uncondi
tio11,u, �1bsolt1te. On tl1e other hand, Christendom transforms Christian doctrine 
i11t<.1 .1 world view (the Christian world view), and in that way makes itself modern 
a11d t1p to date. The loss of the gods is the situation of indecision regarding God 
a11d the gods. Christendom has the greatest share in bringing it about. But the loss 
of the gods is so far from excluding religiosity that rather only through that loss 
is the relation to the gods changed into mere ''religious experience." W hen this 
occurs, then the gods have fled. The resultant void is compensated for by means 
of historiographical and psychological investigation of myth. 

W hat understanding of what is, what incerpretation of truth, lies at the 
foundation of these phenomena? 

We shall limit the question to the phenomenon mentioned first, to science 
[ Wissenschqft]. 

In what does the essence of modern science lie? 
W hat understanding of what is and of truth provides the basis for that 

essence? If we succeed in reaching the metaphysical ground that provides the 
foundation for science as a modern phenomenon, then the entire essence of the 
modern age will have to let itself be apprehended from out of that ground. 

W hen we use the word ''science'' today, it means something essentially different 
00 
"tj- f rom the doctrina and scientia of the Middle Ages, and also from the Greek episteme. 

Greek science was never exact, precisely because, in keeping with its essence, it 
could not be exact and did not need to be exact. Hence, it makes no sense whatever 
to suppose that modern science is more exact than that of antiquity. Neither can we 
say that the Galilean doctrine of freely falling bodies is true and that Aristotle's 
teaching, that light bodies strive upward, is false; for the Greek understanding of the 
essence of body and place and of the relationship between the two rests upon a 
different interpretation of beings and hence conditions a correspondingly different 
kind of seeing and questioning of natural events. No  one would presume to 
maintain that Shakespeare's poetry is more advanced than that of Aeschylus. It is still 
more impossible to say that the modern understanding of whatever is, is more 
correct than that of the Greeks. Therefore, if we want to grasp the essence of 
modern science, we must first free ourselves from the habit of comparing the new 
science with the old solely in terms of degree, from the point of view of progress. 

The essence of what we today call science is research. In what does the 
essence of research consist? 

In the fact that knowing [ das Erkennen] establishes itself as a procedure within 
some realm of what is, in nature or in history, procedure does not n1ean here merely 
method or methodology. For every procedure already requires an open sphere in 
which it moves. And it is precisely in opening up such a sphere that is the 
fundamental event in research. This is accomplished through the projection within 
some realm of what is in nature, for example of a fixed ground plan6of natural 
events. The projection sketches out in advance the manner in which the knowing 



procedure must bind itself and adhere to the sphere opened up. This binding 
adherence is the rigor of research.7 Through the projecting of the ground plan and 
the prescribing of rigor, procedure makes secure for itself its sphere of objects within 
the realm of Being. A look at that earliest science, which is at the same time the 
normative one in the modern age, namely, mathematical physics, will make clear 
what we mean. Inasmuch as modern atomic physics still remains physics, ,vhat is 
essential and only the essential is ain1ed at here ,\ill hold for it also. 

Modern physics 1s called tnathemancal because, 1n a remarkable ,vay, it makes 
use of a quite speci fic 111athen1atics. But 1t can proceed n1athe111atically in this 
way only because, ir1 a deeper sense, 1t 1s alread) ·  itself 111athen1atica l . Ta 111at/1e111 ata 
n1eans for the (;reeks that \\'hich 111a11 k110\\ 111 �1d\·a11ce 111 l11s ob ervano11 of 
whatever is and ir1 l1 i  i11tercot1r e \\' it l1 tl1111g'i : the corporea l1t)' of- bod ies ,  the 
vegetable c l1a racter of p la11t , tlie • 11 i111 .1l it)1 ot- :1 11111111 . t l1 e  hu111a1111ec;\ of 111a11. 
Alo11f,rsidc t l1csc , bclor1gi11g a lso co t l1at \\'l1icl1 i alre.1Li)1-k110\\'11. 1 . e . • to the 111atl1e-
111atical, arc 11 L111 1 lJers. If \VL· co111e t1 �1011 t l1rec ,1i>�)lt:s 011 tl1c table, \\ C recogr11ze 
tl1at tl1 cre ;1re tl1ree <1f t l1t·111. littt c}1e ,1t1111l">er tl1ree, tl1ree11e,'1 , \\'t' .1lrc.1dy· k 110\v. 
1�11 is 111ca11s tl1.1t 11t1111l1er i l>111 et l1 i11g 111 c1t l1c.·111d tic .1 l .  C 11 1) beca t1,e- 11t111 1bers 

fl'l)rt.:Sl' Jlt , clS it \VCfl:, tile 1110 C triki11g t)f cll\\":l) ' S- ,l lft' .1t1)'-kJ1<.)\\ 11\, J J1<.i tll ll\ ofler 
c}1 c  r 11c)st t�1 11 1 ili.1 r i11st,111ce t>f cl1e 111.1c l1c111 .1l ic.1l. is ''111.1tl1L·111.1tic .1l '' 11ro111pt ly 
reSCl"\1l'(I :1 :1 11,l lllt: f()J" t l1c lllllllCric .11. 111 11() \\,l)'. 11<.)\\ ('\rl.•r, is t ilt' t"\\t'lllt' ot- the 
111:1tl1e 111 .1tical clefi 11c<.i l))' 11t1111l)er11e . 1 >11)' ic is, i 11 ge11er.1l .  tl1e k11()\V lclige of 
11at ll re.·. a 11(1, i 11 rl,l rtict1 l.1r. t l1e k ll()\'lle l. 't! c,f 1 llc tt ri .11 C<>fJ)()rt', Ii ty i 11 It\ 111ot1011; 

f c,r tl1e <.·c> l'J)()l'1.::,1l ity 1 11.1111 est t se lf i 111111ecii, tel)' .111<.i t111i\1crs.1ll)' i11 l'\'L'rytl1 1 r1g 
11att1ra l . l:\'C ll if i11 cl \1,1riet)' c> I- \\',l)' . l ,- �)11)' irs t.1kes sl1 .1�)l' exr>li<.·it l}', tllL' ll , a\ li0111t"

t l1i r1g 111atl1c111 .1ticc1I, tl1is 111e.1 11 t ll,l l . i11 ,I ll C l)L•C ic 11) '  J1 f() l10llf1l"l'll \\,ly. tl1rot1gl1 Jt 
a 11cl f c,r it SL) lllCtl1 i11g j til)ltlcllCtl 111 .1<.l,•.111c.·e cl ,,, 11.1t is ,1lrt•,ttiy-k 1l()\\. Jl. Tl1at 
sti Jlltl ,1ti11g 11.1" t<l <.lfl \\ 1tl1 11<>tl1i11g Ir s tl1,111 t l1t· ill.111 c)r i)r<>jectic.>11 <.)f t l1.1t wl11tl1 
lllllSl llC11<.'t:fC>J't J1 . f<>I' t ile  ktl(l\ \' lllg <>f 11,llllrC tlldl is SClltgJ1L ,lftc.·r, /JC' 11att1re: t}1e 
SL·lf-<.'<>lll,1 i11L·ci s,' tc111 <ll. tlt(>ti<>11 l>f t111its llt- 111.1,s rL·l,ltt•<.i ,i,,1ti<)te1111)or.1lly. l 11to tl1 1s 
grot1 11,I r, l. 11 ()i 11.ltll r(· , .ts Sll J)fl l it·(.I i 11 kce1,i 11� \\'itl1 its r,r ic)r StlJ)tll at1011, t l1e 
f<>llcl\\' i11g (lt·fi 11 iti c, 11s . 1 111cl11g r1t l1ers l1 .1ve l1ct•11 i11C<.)rl)O t'.1tc.·cl: 111ot1011 111e._1 11s 
c.'l1a11gt• ()t• r,l .lCl'.' f\.() 111<>ti <Jll t>r <.iirec.·til>ll <>f- lll()tic,11 is Sl!J)L'rit>r to a11y otl1cr. Every 
})l .1cc.· is L'<.Jll,1 1 t<> L'\1L't y t>tl1t·r 1'il> })t>i11l i11 ti111e l1 .1s l'rL·fere11ce over a 1 1y otl1er. 
l�vt·r}' tc>rCt .. is <.ic·f111e<.I ,l 'C()[<.l1 11g t<> i.t'. ,  is () tll)' its ('(.)JlSC'<.lllt'llCe\ 111 111otio11, 

,\lltl tl1at ll ll'.l llS i,1 111 .1g11it lt(lt• c, t· cl1 .111�t· t>f- r>l.1<.·e i,1 tl1t• ll [) lty ()f t1111e. Every cve11t 
1 11t1st l)t' t't: 11 s<> .1s ttl l>c tittc1.I i11l<l t l1is gr(> t1 11(i l1la 11 l>f- 11 at t1rc. ()11ly witl1i11 t l1c 
i'tfSl>L'('li\rl• t>f- t Jlj  gJ()llllCl JJl.111 ll<)CS ,l ll ('\rCtll i11 Jlat ttrC l1L•(()Jlll: Vt\tb}t• .lS SllC.h at1 

t'\1t·r1t. "'J.l1 is F''L�t· �tt•1.I J>l .111 c>t- 11.1tt1rL· 11111.is its gt1a1 a 11tee 111 tl1c fact t l1at l)hysica l 
rcsc .1rcl1. i,1 t•Vt'I') ' l>tlt' <)I- its <.J tlt'st i<)11i11g stL'i)s, is l)c1t111d 111 .1dva11cc to .1dl1crc to 1t. 
"'l"'l1is l, i11<.ii 11g ,1<.ll1e1c11cc. tl1e rig(>r l>f rt"SL',lr<.·11 , J1as its <)w11 cl1aracter at (1 11y give11 
ti111e i11 kt'C}Ji11g \\'it l1 tl1e J)r<)jL·t·te<.i pl.111. ·1·11 c.· rig<)r of 111�1cl1c 111at 1ca l pl1y\1ca l 
sc 1c11cL· i cx.ictit tt<.ic. } lerc .1 1 1  evt·11ts, if t l1ey are tc> c11ter at all 111to re�>rese11tation 
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as eve11ts of nature, must be defined beforehand as spatiotemporal magnitudes 
of 111otio11. Such defining is accomplished through measuring , with the help of 
11un1ber and calculation. But mathematical research into nature is not exact 
because it calculates with precision; rather it must calculate in this way because its 
adherence to its object-sphere has the character of exactitude. The humanistic 
sciences, in contrast, indeed al l  the sciences concerned with life, must necessarily 
be inexact just in order to remain rigorous.A living thing can indeed also be grasped 
as a spatiotemporal magnitude of motion, but then it is no longer apprehended as 
living. The inexactitude of the historical humanistic sciences is not a deficiency, 
but is only the fulfillment of a demand essential to this type of research. It is true, 
also, that the projecting and securing of the object-sphere of the historical 
sciences is not only of another kind, but is much more difficult of execution than 
is the achieving of rigor in the exact sciences. 

Science becomes research through the projected plan and through the 
securing of that plan in the rigor of procedure. Projection and r igor, however, first 
develop into what they are in methodology. The latter constitutes the second 
essential characteristic of research. If the sphere that is projected is to become 
objective, then it is a matter of bringing it to encounter us in the complete 
diversity of its levels and interweavings. Therefore, procedure must b e  free to view 
the changeableness in whatever encounters it. Only within the horizon of the 
incessant-otherness of change does the plenitude of particularity of facts -
show itself. But the facts must become objective [gegenstiindlich]. Hence procedure 
must represent [vorstellen] the changeable in its changing,s must bring it to a stand 
and let the motion be a motion nevertheless. The fixedness of facts and the 
constantness of their change as such is ''rule." The constancy of change in the 
necessity of its course is ''law." It is only within the purview of rule and law that 
facts become clear as the facts that they are. Research into f acts in the realm of 
nature is intr insically the establishing and verify ing of rule and law. Methodology, 
through which a sphere of objects comes into representation , has the character of 
clarify ing on the basis of what is clear of explanation. Explanation is always 
twofold. It accounts for an unknown by means of a known, and at the same time 
it verifies that known by means of the unknown. Explanation takes place in 
investigation. In the physical sciences investigation takes place by means of 
experiment, always according to the kind of field of investigation and according to 
the type of explanation aimed at. But physical science does not first become 
research through experiment; rather, on the contrary, experiment first becomes 
possible where and only where the knowledge of nature has been transformed into 
research. Only because modern physics is a physics that is essentially mathematical 
can it be experimental. Because neither medieval doctrina nor Greek episte1ne is 
science in the sense of research, for these it is never a question of exper iment. To 
be sure, it was Aristotle who first understood what en1peiria (experie,itia) means: the 
observation of things themselves, their qualities and modifications under changing 



conditions, and consequently che kno\ci,,·ledge of the \\'a)" in \\·hich things as a rule 
behave. But an observation that aims at such knO\\·ledge, the exper1111e11tit111 ,  remains 
essentially different from the observation that belongs co science as research, from 
the research experin1ent; ic remains essentially different e,·en \,·hen ancient and 
medieval obsen'ation also \\1ork:> \\,th nun1ber and measure, and even \\'hen that 
observation makes use of specific apparacu� and instruments. For in all this, that 
\vhich is decisive about the experin1enc 1s co111pletel:· nu sing. E:\.rperin1ent begins 
\vith the la}·ing do\,•n ot- a la\\f as a ba�i �. To ,er up an exper1111enr n1eans co 
represent or conceive [ 11orstelle11] the cor1dicior1 u11der \\1hich a pec1fic eries of 
motions can be r11ade �u cepcible ot-bei11g tollo\\·ed i11 1r r1ecc \Jr\' progre ion, 1.e., 
of being controllec:i i11 ad\1a11ce by calct1lario11. 13t1c rl1e t.",t1bl1 l1111g of �1 1.:i,,· is  
accon1plishcd ,vith rcfcre11ce co the grot111ci pla11 of che obJect- phere. Tl1at grot111d 
pla11 ft1 rnisl1e a cricerior1 a11d co11 trai11 tl1e 11tici�),ltOf)' re�1re,e11ti11g of tl1e 
condirio11 . uc}1 repre enri11g i11 a11d tl1rouoh \\1l1ich tl1e experir11e11c beg111, 1, 110 
rar1do111 i111agi11i11 1• l"J1at i \\'h) '  Ne\\'to11 aid, l1)'J'otl1esis 11011 fi,1go. ''rl1t b.1,es cl1ac .ire 
lai<l clo\\111 c: re 11ot arb1trar1Jy i11\1c11ted." ... r·11e)' re de\ elo1 ed ot1c of cl1e grot111d pl,111 
of r1act1re ( 11d arc ketcl1ed 111to it. Ex 1>er1111e11t 1 ch l 111etl1 lolL)�')' \\1l1icl1 , i11 1t, 

pl:i1111i 11g a11cl exccut1or1, 1 tlJ>J)Orted 11d gt11ded 011 tl1e b<l i, of cl1e fi111ti,t111t.•11tal 
la,,• laicl clc>\\ 111, 111 order co � d luce tl1c f: c tl1 c e1t}1er \1er1 )' < 11cl C()11fir111 tl1t• l,l\\' 
or (lerl)' it co11fir111at1011. -r·11c 111ore c • ctl)' tl1e grot111d I la11 of 11.tcttre is 11r<.1jet·recl, 
tl1e 111ore exact l,eco111e tl1c J> 1b1l1t) of e ·1 er1111t:11t. I lc11ce tl1c 111t1cl1-citL'ti 
111eclie\1aJ cl100)111 11 lloger 13, co11 Cc 11 rlc\'Cr be tl1e forert11111er <>i- tl1c 111<1tit•r11 
cx 1.,cri111e11tc: I re e rcl1 c1e11t1 c; rat l1er l1e re111 111 r11erel)' ucc scJr <.1f Aristotll.·. 
�:or 111 tl1e 111e. 11t1111e. tl1e rt:, 1 loct1 f trt1tl1 11. l,ec11 trc: 11 erre{i l, 1 ( .. l1riste11Li<)111 
t<) < itl1 t< t ile 111f: l l 1 t,1l1t\' cl1e ,, r1tte11 ,,ord 11d t tl1c cl<1ctri11e <Jt� tl1e " 
Cl1t1rcl1 . 'J"l1c 111 :rl1e t ·110,\ ledge 11d te. cl1111g 1 tl1col ID' .is tl1e 111terr ret.1ti<.)11 of 
tl1c di,r111c \\'Ord o r<::\t::l, t1011. \\1h1cl1 1 et d \\ 11 111 cr1J>ltrrc 11<i l1r<)Cl,1i111ed l)y 
tl1c l1urcl1. I I ere, to ��110,\ 1 1 1  t to e� r 11 ot1t: racl1er it i tu t111dc-r!ita11<.i rigl1cJ,, 
tJ1e ,1utl101 it:1U\'C \"(!. rd 11d tl1e utl1 r1t1<:: pr c l. 1111 i11g 1t:T�l1erefi1re. tl1e L1isct1ssio11 
c>f t ile ,vord , llll d tfl llc f OJ 1111< 11 0 tl1e \ ,lr llll)S ,llltl1oricie t�lkl.. 11rececle 11ce 
i,1 tl1e ac 1u1r111g of krl0\\1le ge 111 tl1c i\'1 1 I Jc 1\g . �l1e co1111,,>11e1c scriJ>t,1 ct scr111c>11cs, 

tl1c arg11111t111,,,,, c.� ,,crl,o,9 1 cleci i,1c a11cl • t tl1e .1111e ti111e i tl1t re.ts<.)11 \Vl1)' tilt' 
,1cceJ)te,I l'l,1to111c <111d Ari t tcl1 11 lJl11 Jo OJ 11)' cl,. t l1.1cl l ee11 t,1ke11 <)Ver l1ad to 
l)e tr,111 or111cd i11t c l1< I tic cli. lect 1c. I • 110, • l�(>ger l3.1co11 <.lt·111a 11cls tl1e .. 
C.l:J)Cri111c111,,,,, - c:  ll I l1e doc de111. 11(1 Jt l,e doe ll()t lllCclll t ilt: L'X�1cri111e11t of 
c rt:tlce , re e, 1rcl1: r(1tl1er l1c ,,, 11 tl1e a,g11111c11t11111 c:...· re i11ste.1ct c>f tl1e ll�\!tt111<·11t11111 

t'.\,· 11r1/,o, tl1e c. 1reft1l ol) e1,rir1g o t l1i11g; tl1e1l1 t•l\'C . i.e., Aristc1teli.111 c1111,eir1,1, 111\tead 
<>t- tl1e cl1 Clt io11 o dc)ctr111e . 

"l"l1e 111ocler11 re e<1rcl1 expcri111e11t, 11<.1\-\'e,,er. i 11ot c>11l)1 ,111 c)l)servat 1 <)11 111ore 
l rcc 1 c 111 {iegrec c: 11< .l COJJC. l)lJt i ,1 111et l1c1cl<>lc>gy esse11tiall}' difTcre11t iri 
k111cl. rel.1tc I t tl1e \'C l  ific. tl(ll) < t la\\' 111 tl1c ratllC\\Ork, :111<.i at tl1c ser\rice of- ;111 
c .. ·Jc l  11 1.111 ,f 11.1tt11c. So t1r c crit rc i 111 i,1 t }1e 111 t<>rica l l1t1111ar1istic scie11ccs 



corresponds to experiment in physical research. Here the name ''source 

criticis111'' designates the whole gamut of the discovery, examination, verification, 

evaluation, preservation, and interpretation of sources. Historiographical 

explanation, which is based on source criticism, does not, it is true, trace facts 

back to laws and rules. But neither does it confine itself to the mere reporting 

of facts. In the historical sciences, just as in the natural sciences, the method

ology aims at representing what is fixed and stable and at making history an 

object. History can become objective only when it is past. What is stable in what 

is past, that on the basis of which historiographcial explanation reckons up 

the solitary and the diverse in history, is the always-has-been-once-already, 

the comparable. Through the constant comparing of everything with everything, 

what is intelligible is found by calculation and is certified and established as 

the ground plan of history. The sphere of historiographical research extends only 

so far as historiographical explanation reaches. The unique, the rare, the 

simple in short, the great in history is never self -evident and hence remains 

inexplicable. It is not that historical research denies what is great in history; 

rather it explains it as the exception. In this explaining, the great is measured 

against the ordinary and the average. And there is no other historiographical 

explanation so long as explaining means reduction to what is intelligible and so 

long as historiography remains research, i . e . ,  an explaining. Because histori

ography as research projects and obj ectifies the past in the sense of an explicable 

and surveyable nexus of actions and consequences, it requires source criticism 

as its instrument of objectification. The standards of this criticism alter to the 

degree that historiography approaches journalism. 

Every science is, as research, grounded upon the projection of a circum

scribed object-sphere and is therefore necessarily a science of individualized 

character. Every individualized science must, moreover, in the development of its 

projected plan by means of its methodology, particularize itself into specific fields 

of investigation. This particularizing(specialization) is, however, by no means simply 

an irksome concomitant of the increasing unsurveyability of the results of the 

research. It is not a necessary evil , but is rather an essential necessity of science as 

research. Specialization is not the consequence but the foundation of the progress 

of all research. Research does not, through its methodology, become dispersed into 

random investigations, so as to lose itself in them; for modern science is 

determined by a third fundamental event: ongoing activity (Appendix 2) . 10 

By this is to be understood first of all the phenomenon that a science today, 

whether physical or humanistic, attains to the respect due a science only when it 

has become capable of being institutionalized. However, research is not ongoing 

activity because its work is accomplished in institutions, but rather institutions are 

necessary because science, intrinsically as research, has the character of ongoing 

activity. The methodology through which individual object-spheres are conquered 

does not simply amass results. Rather, with the help of its results it adapts [richtet 



sich . . .  ein] itself for a ne,\.· procedure. Within the complex of machinery that is 

necessary to phy·sics 1n order to earl"')· out the smashing of the atom lies hidden the 

\\'hole of physics up to no\,·. Corre ponding!:·· m historiographcal research, funds of 

source materials become usable for explanation onl)· 1f chose sources are themsel,·es 

guaranteed on the basis of historiographical e�-planacion. In the course of these 

processes. the methodolo�')' of the cience become- circumscribed b\' 111eans of 1cs 

results. 1\ttore and n1ore the 111echodolog)r adapt it elf co che po 1bilicie of 

procedure ope11ed up chrot1gh i elf. Thi ha\rir1g-co-adapt-it elf co it 0\\711 re ult, a 

the \vay a11d rnea11 of an ad\1.: 11ci11g r11echodolo '0.' i the e ence ot- re earch 's 

cl1araccer a C>ngo111g act1V1t). nd it I th t ch racter chat i tht: ir1rri11 ic ba 1 for 

the nece It)' o tl1e 111 uruaonal 11 rure of r e rch. 

In 011go111g actJVJt) the JJl 11 of 11 obJect- f here 1 . for tl1e fi t ti111e. built i11to 

\,,l1atevcr re 1 . All adJu t111e11c chac c1l1tate I l 1111 ble co1tjo111i11� l)f t)'�">t:s {)t-

111ethodolog)', c}1 t tirther tl1e rec11, a I check111" , 11 co111111ur11cc c1011 of restilts, 

ar1cl tl1at regulate tl1c e ·ch 11 e o t; le11t re 111e u tl1 c re b, 110 111e.: 11s 0111)' cl1e 

excerr1al cor1 equcr1cc o t11e f: ct th t re e rcl1 \\ rk 1 exp" 11d111 7 11ci lJrolife1.1ti11g. 
JZ..1ther. r rcl1 \\Ork lJeco111e tl1e 1 L< 11t 1 11, 111 r fi 111 be111 u11(iel' to ) l, tl1.1c 

JJ)O(ier11 CICJlCC l be Tlf}()Jll co Cllter UJ 11 d1e dec1 l\ e f 11 e f I 111 tOI)', Ill)' 

r1C>\\ 1 1t be 111111111 to u l"c p · 1011 1cs \\ 11 c 1111 lece e c11cc. 

\V}1 t I t k111 pl ce 111 tl11 e tc11d111g 11 c 11 lid ta 11 f tt1e 111 t1tt1tio11al 

c l1 racter o tie otl1111 le tl1 11 tl1e 111 111g ct1re tl1c 1>re e tie11ce 

of 111etl1odolon O\ r ,\ 11 tc\er 1 (r1 tt1r 11d 111 t 11) .  ,, t11cl1 c Lil)' g1,c11 t1111e 

l)eco111e obJcCtl\ e 111 re c r l1 11 tl1e u11d u 11 tl1e1r ch ctcr s 011gr>111g 

ct1v1 ty. cl1c sc1c11 e re r t111 tl1c111 el\ e the lid r1t a11<I t1111t)' 

L 1>1>r 1,r1 tc to cl1c111. l1ere rt: 111 t r1 I r r 11 I 1c I re ec 1cl1 tl1.1t 1 

c,1rr1cd � n, rd 111 11 111 t1tt1t1 11 laze 11t1 IJ clo er to re earcl1 1 11 

1, l1y 1c tl1 c 1 111111 rl r ,a111zed cl1 11 1t 1 t 11,l111e l clo11 111g tll 1t 0,,,,1 

f c11lt, 111 tl1e l1u111 111 t1 1c11cc tl1 t c1Jl rc:111. 111 1111red 111 111ere crt1 l 1 tic>11. 

I lc11cc tl1e lee, 1,e dc,cl 1>111c11t tl1c 111 dcr11 cl1. cer of 1e11 c .1 011 ,,) 111g 

clCC I\  It) J O r111 lllCll d, CICl) t t Ill} . I l1c cl1ol r d1  J J1t:,lf • I l e  IS 

ucc ed b tl1e re c 1 }1 111 J1 ,, }1 1 c11g g d 111 re Cc: rcl1 JJr LlCCt • ·1�l1e =-. r.1tl1er 

tl1 11 tl1e cult1 ,  t111g o crt1d1t1011. lc11d t 111 \\ ork it t1110 I l1erc l) i11l� J  i\1t::tlt: ss. 

·1 l1c re e. rcl1 111 11 110 lo11gcr 11ce , l1brc I) l }1 >111e. oreover, l1e is C<)ll'-lt.111tly 

)11 tl1e 111 1\c. I le  11eg t1 tc , t 111c t111 !S 11d coll ct 111for1 11.1 t1c111 .1t c:c>11grt· sc:s . l le 

c 11 tr, c for co 1111111 1 11 ,, 1 tl1 I ul,11 l1er . I l1e l tter 110,,l <i0ter111111t· (tlo11g \Vi tl1 

111111 ,, }11 11 b ok Jlllt t lle ,, r 1tte11 ( J l c11d1 · 3) .  

T lie re • rcl1 \\ rkcr 11ece "r1l J>rc e f >f\\ rll < f 111111 elf i11 tc) tl1e sr>l1cr� 

cl1, ra tcr I u , tl1c tccl111ol I t 111 tl1c c cr1t1,1l e11 c. ( >111)' i11 tl11s w,1y is l1e C,lJ),1i)lc 
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i 11tellectual power belonging to an original unification of the sciences and emanat
i1 1g fi-0111 the t1niversity because nourished by it and preserved in it. The university 
is real as an orderly establishment that, in a form still unique because it is admin
istratively self-contained, makes possible and visible the striving apart of the sciences 
i11to the particularization and peculiar unity that belong to ongoing activity. 
Because the forces intrinsic to the essence of modern science come immediately 
and unequivocally to effective working in ongoing activity , therefore, also, it is only 
the spontaneous ongoing activities of research that can sketch out and establish the 
internal unity with other like activities that is commensurate with themselves. 

The real system of science consists in a solidarity of procedure and attitude 
with respect to the objectification of whatever is a solidarity that is brought 
about appropriately at any given time on the basis of planning. The excellence 
demanded of the system is not some contrived and rigid unity of the relationships 
among object-spheres, having to do with content, but is rather the greatest 
possible free, though regulated, flexibility in the shifting about and introducing of 
research apropos of the leading tasks at any given time. The more exclusively 
science individualizes itself with a view to the total carrying on and mastering of 
its work process, and the more realistically these ongoing activities are shifted into 
separate research institutes and professional schools, the more irresistibly do the 
sciences achieve the consummation of their modern essence. But the more 
unconditionally science and the man of research take seriously the modern form 
of their essence, the more unequivocally and the more immediately will they be 
able to off er themselves for the common good, and the more unreservedly too 
will they have to return to the public anonymity of all work usef ul to society. 

Modern science simultaneously establishes itself and differentiates itself in its 
projections of specific object-spheres. These projection-plans are developed by 
means of a corresponding methodology, which is made secure through rigor. 
Methodology adapts and establishes itself at any given time in ongoing activity. 
Projection and rigor, methodology and ongoing activity, mutually requiring one 
another, constitute the essence of modern science, transform science into research. 

We are reflecting on the essence of modern science in order that we may 
apprehend in it its metaphysical ground. W hat understanding of what is and what 
concept of truth provide the basis for the fact that science is being transformed 
into research? 

Knowing, as research , calls whatever is to account with regard to the way in 
which and the extent to which it lets itself be put at the disposal of repre
sentation. Research has disposal over anything that is when it can either calculate 
it in its future course in advance or verify a calculation about it as past. Nature, in 
being calculated in advance, and history, in being historiographically verified 
as past, become, as it were, ''set in place'' fgestellt] . 1 1 Nature and history become the 
objects of a representing that explains. Such representing counts on natu1·e a11d 
takes account of history. Only that which becomes object in this way is is 



considered to be in being. We first arrive at science as research \vhen the Being of 
whatever it is, is sought 1n such objecti\1eness. 

T his objectifying of ,vhatever is, is accomplished in a setting-before, a 
representing, that aims at bringing each particular being before it in such a \Vay that 
man ,vho calculates can be sure, and that means be certain, of that being. We first 
arrive at science as research \\,·hen and onJ,, \'-'hen truth has been transformed into ' 
the certainty of representation. \Vhac it 1s to be 1 for the first cin1e defined as the 
objectiveness of represe11ting. ar1d trl1th 1s first defi11ed as the certainty 
of representi11g, che 111ecaphysics ot- l)e.,carce�. Tl1e title ot- Descartes·, principal 
work reads: 1\·!ecfi1,ztio,1es ,le ,,,i,11t1 1,l1iloso1,J1i,1 l \ 1cdit,1ri,1 11s t111 First PJ11/c,s,1p/1y]. 
Prote pl1il(>so1,l1i,1 i� the de ig11atio11 coi11e,i b)' Ari totle for ,,rl1at 1s later called 
111etaph)•sics. "[he \\1 }1ole of r11oder11 111er. pl1)1sics take11 to�etl1er, 1etzsche 
incll1de(i, 111air1c,1i 11 it elf \\1itl1i11 tl1t: i11tt:rpret.1tio11 C>t� \\1l1at it 1, to be .111d of truth 
that \\'as f)reparecl i))' IJe c rte (AJ)pe11tlix 4). 

I o,v if scie11ce a re earcl1 i ,111 e e11tial 1>l1e110111e11t"1r1 <) tl1t· 111<)(ter 11 .1ge, 1t 
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relie t-over agai11st the n1edieval and the ancient world pictures. But why do we ask 
co11ccr11i11g a world picture in our interpreting of a historical age? Does every 
period of history have its world picture, and indeed in such a way as to concern 
itself fro111 tii11e to time about that world picture? Or is this , after all , only a modern 
ki11d of representing, this asking concerning a world picture? 

What is a world picture? Obviously a picture of the world. But what does 
'',vorld' ' 1nean here? W hat does ''picture'' mean? ''World' ' serves here as a name for 
what is , in its entirety. The name is not limited to the cosmos , to nature. History 
also belongs to the world. Yet even nature and history, and both interpenetrating 
i11 their underlying and transcending of one another, do not exhaust the world. In 
this designation the ground of the world is meant also, no matter how its relation 
to the world is thought (Appendix 5). 

W ith the word ''picture'' we think first of all of a copy of something. Accord
ingly, the world picture would be a painting, so to speak , of what is as a whole. But 
''world picture'' means more than this. We mean by it the world itself, the world 
as such , what is , in its entirety, just as it is normative and binding for us. ''Picture ' ' 
here does not mean some imitation, but rather what sounds forth in the colloquial 
expression , ''We get the picture' '  [literally , we are in the picture] concerning some
thing. This means the matter stands before us exactly as it stands with it for us. ''To 
get into the picture ' ' [literally, to put oneself into the picture] with respect to 
something means to set whatever it is , itself, in place before oneself just in the way 
that it stands with it , and to have it fixedly before oneself as set up in this way. 
But a decisive deter1ninant in the essence of the picture is still missing. ''We get the 
picture'' concerning something does not mean only that what is , is set before us , is 
represented to us, in general, but that what is stands before us in all that belongs 
to it and all that stands together in it as a system. ''To get the picture'' throbs with 
being acquainted with something , with being equipped and prepared for it. W here 
the world becomes picture,  what is , in its entirety, is juxtaposed as that for which 
man is prepared and which, correspondingly, he therefore intends to bring before 
himself and have before himself , and consequently intends in a decisive sense to set 
in place before himself (Appendix 6). Hence world picture,  when understood 
essentially , does not mean a picture of the world but the world conceived and 
grasped as picture. W hat is , in its entirety, is now taken in such a way that it first is 
in being and only is in being to the extent that it is set up by man, who represents 
and sets forth. 13 W herever we have the world picture,  an essential decision takes 
place regarding what is, in its entirety. The Being of whatever is , is sought and found 
in the representedness of the latter. 

However, everywhere that whatever is, is not interpreted in this way, the 
world also cannot enter into a picture; there can be no world picture. The fact that 
whatever is comes into being in and through representedness transforms the age 
in which this occurs into a new age in contrast with the preceding one. Tl1e 
expressions ''world picture of the modern  age'' and ''modern world picture ' ' both 



mean the same thing and both assume something that never could have been 
before, namely, a medieval and an ancient \\70rld picture. The ,,,orld picture does 
not change from an earlier mediev·al one into a modern one, but rather the fact 
that the world becomes picture at all is ,vhat distinguishes the essence of the 
modern age [ der J\re,,zeit] _ 1 4 For the Middle Age , in contrast, that ,vhich is, is the 
ens creati�t'l'l, that ,vhich 1s created b}· the personal Creator-God as the highest 
cause. Here, to be in being means to belong \\'lth_in a specific rank of the order of 
what has been created a rank appointed fror11 che beginning and as tht1s 
caused, to correspond to the cause of creac1011 (,111t1!(1 ... '<1,1 e,,r,s) (Apper1di., 7) . But 
never does the Being of chat \\'h1ch is co11\1..;c here 1n the t:1ct that 1t 1 brought 
before man as che objecti\1e, ir1 ch� f.1cc chat 1 t  1, placed 111 the re,l1111 of 111an 's 
knowing and of his ha\'ing c.ii posal, ar1ti that it J\ 111 be111g 011 l)r 111 tl11s \\'.1)'· 

The 111odcrr1 interprct.1tit1 11 c>f. cl1,1c \\1l1ich is. is e\1e11 ti.1rcl1er fro111 the 
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(,1/crl,c11ci,1) tc> .ill i t1r1 ler111 , c 11 tl\t '>ll • ( ,reek 1 11.111 is ,ts tl1c <l11e ,,,J1c, ,lJ)11rt·l1c.:11lls 
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ca1111<>t 1,ec >111t· J)icttire. Yet, l>ll tl1c <.Jtl1cr 11� 11cl. tl1.1t tl1e l1c i 11g11es" of \Vl1att'Vl'r is, 
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�)Llt' lu111 elf. into the scene, i.e. ,  into the open sphere of that which is general ly and 
pL 1bl1cly represented. Therewith man sets himself up as the setting in which 
\\·l1ate\ ,er is n1L1st henceforth set itself forth, must present itself [sich . . .  prasentieren] , 
i.e., be picture. Man becomes the representative [der Reprasentant] of that which is, 
in the sense of that which has the character of object. 

But the newness in this event by no means consists in the fact that now the 
position of n1an in the midst of what is , is an entirely different one in contrast to 
that of n1edieval and ancient man. W hat is decisive is that man himself  expressly 
takes up this position as one constituted by himself, that he intentionally 
maintains it as that taken up by himself, and that he makes it secure as the solid 
footing for a possible development of humanity. Now for the first time is there 
any such thing as a ''position'' of man. Man makes depend upon himself the way 
in \vhich he must take his stand in relation to whatever is as the objective. There 
begins that way of being human which mans the realm of human capability as a 
domain given over to measuring and executing, for the purpose of gaining 
mastery over that which is as a whole. The age that is determined from out of this 
event is ,  when viewed in retrospect , not only a new one in contrast with the one 
that is past , but it settles itself firmly in place expressly as the new. To be new is 
peculiar to the world that has become picture. 

W hen , accordingly, the picture character of the world is made clear as the 
representedness of that which is, then in order fully to grasp the modern essence 
of representedness we must track out and expose the original naming power of 
the worn-out word and concept ''to represent'' [vorstellen] : to set out before  
oneself and to set forth in relation to oneself. Through this, whatever is comes to 
a stand as object and in that way alone receives the seal of Being. That the ,vorld 
becomes picture is one and the same event with the event of man's becoming 
sitbiectum in the midst of that which is (Appendix 9). 

Only because and insofar as man actually and essentially has become subject 
is it necessary for him, as a consequence, to confront the explicit questio11: is it as 
an ' 'I' ' confined to its own preferences and freed into its own arbitrary choosing 
or as the ''we'' of society ; is it as an individual or as a community; is it as a person
ality within the community or as a mere group member in the corporate body ; 
is it as a state and nation and as a people or as the common humanity of modern 
man, that man will and ought to be the subject that in his modern essence he 
already is? Only where man is essentially already subject does there exist the 
possibility of his slipping into the aberration of subjectivism in the sense of 
individualism. But also, only where man remains subject does the positive struggle 
against individualism and for the community as the sphere of those goals that 
govern all achievement and usefulness have any meaning. 

The interweaving of these two events, which for the modern age is 
decisive that the world is transfor med into picture and man into si1biect i1111 -
throws light at the same time on the grounding event of modern history, an event 



that at fi rst glance seems almost absurd. Namel)\ the more extensi\·el1· and 
the more effectuall1· the \\·orld stands at man's disposal as conquered, and the more 
objectively the object appears, all the more subjecti,·el1·, i .e . .  the more impor
tunate!)·, does the s1,biectzttl1 rise up. and al l  the more impetuously, too, do 
observation of and teaching about the ,\·orld change into a doctrine of man, into 
anthropology·. It is no \\�onder that human1�m first arise, ,,·here the \,·orld becomes 
picture. It \\rould ha,·e been just as i111pO'°l'>1ble for a hun1an1sn1 to ha,·e ga1ned 
currency in the great age of the Greek, a it \\10t1ld ha,·e been 1n1po ible to ha,·e 
had anything like a \ \ 'Orld picttire ir1 chat age. Hu111a11i�111. theretore. 10 the 1nore 
strict historiographica l ser1 e. i r1ochir1g bur a 111or,1l-,1e tl1ecic anchropolog\·. The 
na111e · ·a11thropolog)1 '' a u ed here doe 11 ot 111e, 11 just ,0111e i 11\ e,c 1ga c1011 
of n1an by a natt1ra l cience. 1or <.ioe it 111t.:a11 tl1e doccri11e C\tabl1,l1e<.i \\'ithi11 
( hrist ia11 chec>IOg)' of r11a11 created , fa lle11.  a11ci redee111ec.i. Ir tie,1gr1.1te\ cl1.1t 
l)hilcJ oph ical i11ter1>retatio11 of 111a11 ,, hicl1 e>-1>1 i11 11ci e,, 1L1ace, \\'l1ate\·er 1,. 1n 
it c11tiret}', fro11 1  tl1e L< 11d 1)0111t of 111 11 11d 111 re]aoo11 co 111, 11 ( f)pt·11 li.x 10). 

The i 11cre ir1gl)' exclu 1\·e root111g o tl1e 111ter1 retc: cio11 t1f cl1e \\'Oriti ir1 
a11tl1�01)c>logy, \\1l1icl1 }1 et 111 111ce ct1e e11d f cl1e ei l1tee11tt1 ce11tt 1r '. tir1<.i, 1r, 
exp re ior1 i11 tl1e f: ct c}1 c tl1e t111da111e11t I l" 11ce o 111 11 111 rt I cior1 co \\'l1.1c is. 111 
i c11tiret)1• i defiried \\l rid \1e\, ( 1 4  elta,1scl,a,,,,,,'!) . 111ce tl1� t ri,11e cl11 \\'l)fli 

l 1a bt:e11 (l1111tted 111to c 111111011 u gc. 0011 tl1e ,,orld beco111e, p1 lttit·. till' 

f)c, iti()Il o 111c: 11 1 co11ce 1\'ed , \\ orld \ ie,, .1b be t1I1e, the IJl1ra e ··,,, )rlti ,,it•\\' · · 
is or1e11 co 111i u11dcr c 11d111g , tl1ot1,, 11 1t ,,ere 111crel ' 111., tter l1ere ) �,.1 i,,t· 
C<>11te111J>lc: tt lll o tl1e \\Ori i. • r ct11 re, 011. , Ire, d ,  111 tl1e 11111etce11tl1 ce11tt1 r ) '  it 
,,r:1 e1111,l1 izc I ,,11tl1 Jll t1 1cat1 11 tl1. t 11

\\ rl l , JC\\ ··  • I o r11c 11t , 11d C\1C11 111e.111t 
J>ri111aril)' '1

\1ic,,1 o 11 c." l1c t tl1 t. de J lt(� tl1 1 , tile I l1ra c '',\orl I \1 JC\\' • .  a,,ercs 
itself-c tl1c Ile Ille or t 11c p ltlOll O 111 11 Ill t ile 111 1 l f � II tl1. t 1 , j f r()O l)f 11()\\' 
,lcci i,1cl)' tile ,, rid be 111e 1>1Ctt 1rc , o 11 111� 1 1  brot1gl1t f1is 11 e , s,,l,icct11t11 
i11t<) �)rccedc11cc <J\'Cr tl1cr c11tcr o rel(! t 1011 11 11 . 111 111e.111 : ,,,11atc\1t.:r ts, is 
CC)Il 1clcre I to l c 111 l,e 111g 0111 co tl1c degice 11d to tl1e cxte11l tl1. t it is t.1kc11 i11tt1 
,111,l referre I l> cl� t tl1 1 11 e, 1 .e • • 1 11\ cd Ot1t. 11 I l c 11 1e Ii c-cx 1>crie11ce. Jt 1st .1s 
t111 t11tecl to cl1c ,reek J'tr at , e,er , l1t1111( 111 111 l1acl ti) l e,Jlt t s(> 1111 1,t1s il1lt· \\',ts a 
111ecl1c\,, I \\( rid \'ie,, . .  a11d JllSt , • l ur I a ,_ ... tl1ol1c \\'orl<I \11e,v. Jt 1 t .is 11ecc:ss.1rily 
,111 I legit 1111.1tel}' , c,1cr·),tl1 1r1g r11u t cl1 11ge 111to 11 c-c ·J t:r ie11ce t-c_>r 111<>1.ic:r11 111a11 
cl1e 111 c  re t111l 11111 ccdl l1c t.ke 11. r e o tl1c l1a1>111g of Iii t• e11 c. jttst st1 cert.1i11 ly 
cotilcl tl1c ,reek ,ll tile C )) 111 1> 1 11 fe tl\', l IlC\'Cr l1c \'C 11:.icl life-cx1,er it·11ces. 

•J"}1e fttll(l.�JllClll< l C\'Clll f t }lC Ill Cl 11 , re i tile COtll)llCsl O t l1e \\'l)J l(i as 

J)l tt1rc:1·11 c  \\ ( rel ''1> 1Ctt 1rc' '  r Ji,ltlj 110\\1 lllC,lll tl1c ll tlCllllCli i111.1gt• [ ( ,c/,il,I] t l1at is 
t l1c c re.,t trre ,f 111, 11 ' I r duci11g \\1l1 1cl1 re�,re e11t .111,f ets l1efc)re. 1s 111 �t1cl1 
f)roclt1c 111g, 111<111 co11tc11cis for tl1e J o it i 111 111 \\'l1 i 11 l1e c.11 1  l)t' tl1at J),lrt ictilar l)ei11g 
\\'ll(l gi\'C tl1c 111c·. tire .  11,l clr,I\\ t11> tl1c gt 11,leli11es <Jr e,,er)'ll1 i11g ll1al is. lil:<.at1se 
tl1 1s I' 1t1tl11 ecl1 rc • org. 11 1 1zc ! .1 11cl .1rt j t1l.1te I lse! .1 .1 \Vorlcl vic\V, tl1c 111oclcr 11 
rcl.1t1011 l1i1 to tl1at \ \ 'l1 1cl1 1s, 1s <.111c tlldt l1e 0 111e ,  ir1 its tiet�isi,1e t111fc>l(ii11g, a 
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c..·o 1itro11tatio 11 of world views; and indeed not of random world views, but only of 
tl1ose tl1at have already taken up the fundamental position of man that is most 
extre111e, and have done so with the utmost resoluteness. For the sake of this 
str L1ggle of world views and in keeping with its meaning, man brings into play his 
L111li11uted power for the calculating, planning, and molding of all things. Science 
as research is an absolutely necessary form of this establishing of self in the world; 
it is one of the pat11ways upon which the modern age rages toward fulfillment of 
its essence, with a velocity unknown to the participants. W ith this struggle of 
world view the moder n age first enters into the part of its history that is the most 
decisive and probably the most capable of enduring (Appendix I I) .  

A sign of this event is that everywhere and in the most varied forms and 
disguises the gigantic is making its appearance. In so doing, it evidences itself 
simultaneously in the tendency toward the increasingly small. We have only to 
think of numbers in atomic physics. The gigantic presses forward in the form that 
actually seems to make it disappear in the annihilation of great distances by 
the airplane, in the setting before us of foreign and remote worlds in their 
everydayness , which is produced at random through radio by a flick of the hand. 
Yet we think too superficially if we suppose that the gigantic is only the endlessly 
extended emptiness of the purely quantitative. We think too little if we find that 
the gigantic, in the form of continual not-ever-having-been-here-yet, originates 
only in a blind mania for exaggerating and excelling. We do not think at al l  if we 
believe we have explained this phenomenon of the gigantic with the catchword 
''Americanism'' (Appendix 1 2) .  

The gigantic is rather that through which the quantitative becomes a special 
quality and thus a remarkable kind of greatness. Each historical age is not only great 
in a distinctive way in contrast to others ; it also has, in each instance, its own concept 
of greatness. But as soon as the gigantic in planning and calculating and adjusting 
and making secure shifts over out of the quantitative and becomes a special quality, 
then what is gigantic, and what can seemingly always be calculated completely, 
becomes, precisely through this , incalculable. This becoming incalculable remains 
the invisible shadow that is cast around all things everywhere when man has been 
transformed into subiectum and the world into picture (Appendix I 3). 

By means of this shadow the modern world extends itself out into a space 
withdrawn from representation and so lends to the incalculable the determinate
ness peculiar to it, as well as a historical uniqueness. This shadow, however, points to 
something else, which is denied to us of today to know (Appendix r 4) . But man 
will never be able to experience and ponder this that is denied so long as he 
dawdles about in the mere negating of the age. The flight into tradition, out of a 
combination of humility and presumption, can bring about nothing in itself other 
than self-deception and blindness in relation to the historical moment. 

Man will know, i . e. ,  carefully safeguard into its truth , 1 9  that which is 
incalculable, only in creative questioni ng and shaping out of the power of genuine 
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reflection. Reflection transports the man of the future into chat '·between'' in 

which he belongs to Being and yet remains a stranger amid that \'-·hich is 

(Appendix I 5). Holderlin kne\'-. of chis. His poem, ''-·hich bears the superscrition 

''To the Germans," closes: 

Holli 11arrOll'ly boi,,zded is <.1tlr lijeti111e, 

We see a11d co1111c tlze 11,1111ber of 01,r }'Cc1rs. 

Bitt l,a,,c tl1e }1c,1rs of 1i,1tio11s 

Bee,, see,z b}' 111ort,1l eye? 

ff )101,r so11l tl1robs i,1 lo,1gi11g 

(), , r its 011111 1i111e, 111011r,1i11._4<, tlze,i 

)o,, li11ger 011 1/,e cold sl,ore 

1'l 111011g }'Ottr Ol�lll a,,d llCllCT k,10111 1l1e111 . 2 0 

Re(cre,ice.s to .r1p11e,,d,xe.s aud add1t10,1al so,,r t.S u,1/,,,, 11,r • ott. rr to � 01111d ,,, \ 1art1,1 1-lr,drg�r,, I he 

Quesuor1 Cor1ccr111r1 Tcchnol and her I u," (I-I '1 er .. R u� 19 7) 

-
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C O N  T l T U E N T S  O F  A 

T H E O RY O F  T H E  M E D I A  

• H a n s  M a g n u s  E n z e n s b e r g e r  

If yo u slio uld think this is Utopian, then I 
would ask you to consider why i t  is Utopian. 

-Berthold Brecht, I11eory of Radio 

With the development of the electronic media , the industry that shapes 
consciousness has become the pace setter for the social and economic devel
opment of societies in the late industrial age. It infiltrates all other sectors of 
production, takes over more and more directional and control ft1nctions, and 
determines the standard of the prevailing technology. 

In lieu of normative definitions, here is an incomplete list of new developments that 

have emerged in the last twenty years: news satellites, color television, cable-relay 

television, cassettes, videotape, videotape recorders, videophones, stereophony, laser 

techniques, electrostatic reproduction processes, electronic high-speed printing, 

composing and learning machines, microfiches with electronic access, printing by radio, 

time-sharing computers, data banks. All these new forms of media are constantly 

forming new connections both with each other and with older media such as printing, 

radio, film, television, telephone, teletype, radar; and so on. They are clearly coming 

together to form a universal system. 

r .  The general contradiction between productive forces and productive relationships 
emerges most sharply, however, when they are most advanced. By contrast, 
protracted structural crises, as in coal mining, can be solved merely by updating and 
modernizing, that is to say, essentially they can be solved within the terms of their 
own system, and a revolutionary strategy that relied on them would be shortsighted. 

Monopoly capitalism develops the consciousness-shaping industry more 
quickly and more extensively than other sectors of production; it must at the same 

• 



time fetter it. A socialist media cheon· has co \vork at this contradiction, demon-, 

strate that it cannot be solved \\'l.thin the gi\·en producti\·e relationships rapidly 
increasing discrepancies, potential explos1\·e forces. ·· Certain demands of a 
prognostic nature must be made'' of an)· such theory (Walter Benjamin 

A. "critical" in ,entory of the s-..atus cuo 1s not enougn. T nere 1s danger of under

estJmattng the gr0'111ng confhci.S rn tne media field, of ne�uahz ng them, of 1nterpret1ng 

them merely 1n terms of trade union sm or hberahsm, on tne hnes of traditional labor 
struggles or as the clasn of special interests (program heacs/execuuve producers, 

publ1shers/avtnors, monopolies/med um-s zed bus nesses, pubhc corporattons/pm�te 

companies, etc.). fa.n apprec a on of this kind does not go far enough and remains 

bogged dov,n ,n tactJcal arguments 

So far there is no 1arxi t theOl)' o the 111edia. There i therefore 110 ,crate J)' 

one can • pply in thi rea. U11certair1t)', l ter11at1011 bet\\1ee11 fear r1d surre11der. 

rnarks the attitude of the ocial1 t le Ct to tl1e 11e\\1 product1, e force of tl1e 111e,ii.1 

i 11dustry. '[he a111bi\1aler1ce of thi attitude r11erel}1 1111rro the 111b1\ le11ce of tl1e 

111edi, tl1e111 el\1e \\rithout rna terir1 1t. It could on] , be O\ erco111e b}' rele, i11g 

tl1e e111a11ci patOr)' JJOter1t1 I th t 1 111here11t 111 tl1e Ile\\ prodt1ct1\'C orce 

poter1tial tl1at capitali 111 111u t bo e JU t urel)' 0\11et re\11 10111 111 . becau e 

i t  \Vc>uld e11da11ger tl1e rule o both te111 . 

2 .  ·r·11e 01,e11 ecret o tl1e electro111c 111ed1 , tl1e de I I\'e I ol1t1c, I f, ctor, \\1l1icl1 

l1a beer1 \\1a1ti11g, llJ>J>rc ed or cr 11>1>led, or 1 1110111e11t to c 111e, 1 tl1e1r 111obi

l i zi 11g JJO\ver. 

\\1}1e 11 I y ,,,ob,l,ze I 111e, 11 ,11obz/1 ze. 1 11 cou11tr)1 tl1 t 11 11, cl direct 

cx1>erie11ce o fa ci 111 ( 11d t 11111 111) 1t 1 peril p t1l] r1ecc ')' to c �p), 111, or tc> 

cxplc i11 ,1gai 11 . \\111 l tl1 t J)lC Jl 11 Jllel ', to Ill ke lllCll r11ore 111ob1]e t ll,111 tllt'Y 

.ire. A f:ree , da11cer , c: ,,, re ootb 11 J>lc: er • c: ur1,r1 111g uerrillas. 

A11yo11c \Vl10 tl1i11k of cl1e 111 e 0111)1 tl1e obJeCt of 1>ol1nc c 1111ot 111obilize 

tl1e111. l le  ,,ra,1 to J>U 11 t l1e111 rou11d. I' reel 1 11ot 111ob1le; it Cc: 11 0111)' lJt: 

pt1 l1ed lo 11 fro. 1, rcl1e • c lu11111 JJar de • 1111111obil1:ze 1,eople. l'rop.1ga11ci.1 . 
\Vl1 1cl1 doe 11ot rele e el -r;cl1 11ce bt:1t )11111 it, fi t  1r1to tl1e a111e patcer11. f t  

Jc-= cl to deJJol1 ticiz< t1011. 

re 111 l�i11g po ible 111. 
• • • 

JJart1c1 pa t1011 

i11 a oci 1 • 11d oc1. li:zed 1>rodl1cti\1e 1>roce • tl1e 1,ractic I 111e 11 of \\1}1ict1 • re i11 

c}1c l1a11d of tl1c 111, e t l1e111 el\1c . ucl1 u e of tl1e111 \\'Oul,i bri11g the: 

C<J111111Lt111c tio11 111ecl1., \\1}11cl1 UJ to 110\\' l1.:\1e 11ot cle erve{i tl1e r1a111e. i11t<.> tl1eir 

<.1\\1 11. 1 11 i t 1,re e11t for,11. equi1>111e11t like telc\1 i io11 or fil 111 ci<)es r1c)t er\'t 

co111111u111c t1011 l)ut J>rC\1e11 1t. I t  llo\v 110 reciJ>rocal � ctio11 bet\\1ce11 tr:1 11s111ittt•r 

, 11d rccei,1cr: tech11ic 11}1 I e ki,1 ,, i t  rcdtice feedback to cl1e lo\vest JJc)int 

co,111> t1blc \:\'ltl1 tl1c y te111. 
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Tl1is state of affairs, however, cannot be justified technically. On the contrary. 

Electro11ic techniques recognize no contradiction in principle between 

tr.111sr11itter a11d receiver. Every transistor radio is, by the nature of its construction, 

•1t the sa111e tin1e a potential transmitter; it can interact with other receivers by 

circuit reversal .  The development from a mere distribution medium to a 

co111111unications medium is technically not a problem. I t  is consciously prevented 

for understandable political reasons. The technical distinction between receivers 

a11d transmitters reflects the social division of labor into producers and consumers, 

which in the consciousness industry becomes of particular political importance. It 

is based, in the last analysis, on the basic contradiction between the ruling class 

and the ruled class that is to say, between monopoly capital or monopolistic 

bureaucracy on the one hand and the dependent masses on the other. 

This structural analogy can be worked out in detail. To the programs offered by the 

broadcasting cartels there correspond the politics offered by a power cartel consisting 

of parties constituted along authoritarian lines. In both cases marginal differences in 

their platforms reflect a competitive relationship that, on essential questions, is 

nonexistent. Min imal independent activity on the part of the voter/viewer is desired. 

As is the case with parliamentary elections under the two-party system, the feedback 

is reduced to indices. "Training in decision-making" is reduced to the response to a 

single, three-point switching process: Program I ;  Program 2; Switch off (abstention). 

''Radio must be changed from a means of distribution to a means of 

communication. Radio would be the most wonderful means of communication 

imaginable in public life, a huge linked system that is to say, it would be such 

if it were capable not only of transmitting but of receiving, of allowing the listener 

not only to hear but to speak, and did not isolate him but brought him into 

contact. Unrealizable in this social system, realizable in another, these proposals, 

which are, after all, only the natural consequences of technical development, help 

towards the propagation and shaping of that other system." 1 

3 .  George Orwell 's bogey of a monolithic consciousness industry derives from 

a view of the media that is undialectical and obsolete. The possibility of total 

control of such a system at a central point belongs not to the future but to 

the past. With the aid of systems theory, a discipline that is part of bourgeois 

science using, that is to say, categories that are irmnanent in the system it can 

be demonstrated that a linked series of communications or, to use the technical 

term, a switchable network, to the degree that it exceeds a certain critical size, 

can no longer be centrally controlled but only dealt with statistically. This basic 

''leakiness'' of stochastic systems admittedly allows the calculation of probabilities 

based on sampling and extrapolations; but blanket supervision would den1and a 

monitor bigger than the system itself. The monitoring of all telephone conver-



sations, for instance, postulates an apparatus chat ,,..-ould need co be ,, times more 
extensive and more complicated than chat of the present telephone S)'Stem. A 
censor,s office, \.vhich carried out i ts ,,:ork extensi\·el)·, ,,·ould of necessit)· become 
the largest branch of indust1y1 in its soc1et�.:. 

But supervision on the basis of approximation can onl)• otTer inadequate 
instruments for the self-regulac1on of the ,,·hole S)'')ten1 in accordance ,,·ich the 
concepts of those \\•ho go\·ern ic. I c po ... culace ... a high degree ot-ir1cernal cabiht)·. If
th1s precarious balance is LIP et. then cr isis 1nea,ure, bJ,ed on ,cat1,c1cal 111ethod 
of control are useless. I r1terferer1ce ca11 pe11etrate tl1� le.1k)1 r1e�tl\ ot- 111ed1a. 
spreading and mt1lcipl)1ing there ,,,ic}1 cl1e t1tn10 c ,peed re 011.111ce. Tl1e reg1111e ... o 
threater1 cd \viii i11 st1ch ca e . i11 ofar a it i rill capal1le of ,1ccio11. tist' torce .111d 
adopt police or rnilicar;l 111t cl1o(i . 

A st:itc of t:r11er<ze11c�1 is cl1erc ore tl1e 0111}' altt rr1 ti\1c: Cl) le.1k.1e;e i11 cl1t' 

cor1sciotls11e ir1(it1Stl)'� but i t  ca1111ot l>e 111. i11tai11e i i11 tl1e lo11g rt111 \l)1.:it>tit·� i11 

tl1c l�1cc i r1clt1slri;1l .1ge re)), 011 the free excl1 11ge f 111f4 r111. t1 111; tl1c · ·0l1_jecti\1c 

f)rc st1rc • · tr> ,vl1 icl1 t}1e1r co11troller co11 t.11tl) , JJJJeal .1re tl1t1, tt1r11ed .1g.1 i11st 

tl1e111. Every .1tte1111>t to tJJ>J>rc tf1e ra11d 111 , ctor • (:'. cl1 l11 11 1 11t1t1{,11 l)t- tilt' 

• 1ver.1gc fl<>\\' ,111cl c. cl1 di tort1011 o tl1e 111 or111 t1011 trt1ctt1rc 111t1 c .  i11 cl1t• lc)tlp: 

rt111, le,1cl tc> .. 11 c111b 1 1  111. 

"l�l1e clectro111c 111c 1 }1, ,,c 11 t 0111)' built LlJ tl1c 111for111 t1 11 11et,, ork 111te11-

si\1cly, tile}' 11. \'C 1 > J>rc d at cxte11 t\CI  . t1c ra 1 ,, r tl1e fift1e lc111{ 11st1.1ce I 

tl1.1t ,  i11 tl,e re, 1111 of co111111t1111c t1011 . 11. t a  11. I , ere1g11t 1 11de11111e I tl> 

,vi tl1er ,1\Vc )'. '"l.l1e ft1rtl1cr dc, elo1>111c11t • tell1te ,, all de· 1 1t t}1e c >ti} le 7r.1l·e. 

( t1,1 r.1 11ti 11e rcgt1l" t1011� or 111 or111� t1or1. 

St .. 1li11i 111 • •  11c 0111,, 1> 1l}lc tod., t tl1c I I 

tl }1 • \\t·re I 1-0111t1lg .. tc l, , . c1 111 .111(.I 

o t lcl1l er� tc 111 lt1str1. l regrcs,t{-111. 

EXAMP E The SOVI t burc ucracy. th s o say thn most w d sp ad and compli

cated bureaucracy 1n the world mu t most ntJ ty d ny rts If an elem ntary piece 

of organ1zat1onal qu1pm nt th dupl cat ng machine. becaus this instrument 

potentially ma s veryon a pnn r. Th pol cal rs 1nvol d. th .. poss1b1lrty of a 

lealt�ge 1n th 1nforma ion n twori. ,s cc p d only at the highest levels. at e posed 

sw,tchpo1nts ,n pol t1cal. mil tary. and sc rit 1c areas It 1s clear that Soviet society has to 

pay n ,mm nse pnce for th suppression of rts own produetJve resources clumsy 

procedures. m1s1nform t1on. (au (ro s Th phenomenon 1nc1dcntally has rts analogue 

1n th caprtc lrst West. 1f 1n a d lut d form Th echn1cally most dvanced electrostatic 

copying machtn , vvt,1ch op ra es wnh ordinary paper which cannot. that ,s to say. 

b supervised and ,s ind pend nt of suppliers is the property of a monopoly 

(Xero ). on pnnc1pl rl is not sold but rented The ra cs themselves ensure that rt does 

no g 1n o th wrong h nds 1 h equipment crops up as ,f by magic where economic 

and polrt1c I power c re concentra d PolrtJcc1I control of the equipment goes hand 1n 

hand wrtt, m 1m1zat1on of profits for the manufacturer. Admrttedly. this contr"ol, unlike 

Sovz m hods. 1s by no m ans "watertight" for the reasons 1nd1cated. 

....... 
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The problem of censorship thus enters a new historical stage. T he struggle 
tor the freedom of the press and freedom of ideas has, up till now, been mainly 
ar1 argun1ent within the bourgeoisie itself; for the masses, freedom to express 
opinions was a fiction since they were, from the beginning, barred from the 
111eans of production above all from the press and thus were unable to join 
in freedom of expression from the start. Today censorship is threatened by the 
productive forces of the consciousness industry which are already, to some extent, 
gaining the upper hand over the prevailing relations of production. Long before 
the latter are overthrown, the contradiction between what is possible and what 
actually exists will become acute. 

4. The New Left of the sixties has reduced the development of the media to a 
single concept that of manipulation. This concept was originally extremely useful 
for heuristic purposes and has made possible a great many individual analytical 
investigations; but now it threatens to degenerate into a mere slogan that conceals 
more than it is able to illuminate, and therefore itself requires analysis. 

The current theory of manipulation on the left is essentially defensive; its 
effects can lead the movement into defeatism. Subjectively speaking, behind the 
tendency to go on the defensive lies a sense of impotence. Objectively, it 
corresponds to the absolutely correct view that the decisive means of production 
are in enemy hands. But to react to this state of affairs with moral indignation is 
naive. There is in general an undertone of lamentation when people speak of 
manipulation that points to idealistic expectations as if the class enemy had ever 
stuck to the promises of fair play it occasionally utters. The liberal superstition that 
in political and social questions there is such a thing as pure, unmanipulated truth 
seems to enjoy remarkable currency within the socialist left. It is the unspoken basic 
premise of the manipulation thesis. 

Thi s thesis provides no incentive to push ahead. A socialist perspective that 
does not go beyond attacking existing property relationships is  limited. The 
expropriation of Springer is a desirable goal, but it would be good to know to 
whom the media should be handed over. The party? To judge by all experience 
of that solution, it is not a possible alternative. It i s  perhaps no accident that the 
left has not yet produced an analysis of the pattern of manipulation in countries 
with socialist regimes. 

The manipulation thesis also serves to exculpate oneself. To cast the enemy 
in the role of the devil is to conceal the weakness and lack of perspective in one's 
own agitation. If the latter leads to self -isolation instead of a mobilization of the 
masses, then it's attributed holus-bolus to the overwhelming power of the media. 

The theory of repressive tolerance has also permeated discussion of the 
media by the left. This concept, which was formulated by its author with the 
utrnost care, has also, when whittled away in an undialectical manner, become a 
vehicle for resignation. Admittedly, when an office-equipment firm can attempt 



to recruit sales staff with the picture of Che Gue,·ara and the slogan. ''We ''-·ould 
have hired him," the temptation to '"rithdraw is great. But fear of handling shit is 
a luxury a sewerman cannot necessarily afford. 

The electronic media do  a\\'ay \\'ith cleanliness; they· are b,· their nature 
'' dirty." That is part of their productive po,\'er. In terms of structure, they are 
ant1sectarian a further reason \\'h,· the left ,  insofar  a s  it is not prepared to 
reexamine its traditions, has little idea \\•hat to do \\rich them. The desire for a 
cleanly defined ''line'' and for the uppre \lOn of ''de\riacion ·· 1 an;ichroniscic a11d 
nO\V serves only one's O\\'n need for ecurtt)'. l e  \\reaker1, one 0\ 0\\111 po,1t1or1 by 
1rrat1onal purges. exclusior1 . and fragi11e11tacior1. 111�te;1d ot- stre11gche111 11g it b)· 
rational disct1ssior1. 

These re istar1ces a11d fe.1r are trer1gtl1e11e,i b)' a series ot-ct1lrt1r.1l t-actor ... th.1c. 
for the n1ost part, oper.1te l111cc>r1 ciou l)'. 11<.i c l1at .. rt· to bt· ex�il. i11t? i b ' cl1t• ,ocial 
h1story of the fJarcicip.111 i11 t(> lay' le ti t 1110,1e111t 11t 11.:1111el)' cl1eir l)ot1rgeo1, 
class backg rot111d. I c ofte11 ee111 .1 if 1c \\'ere 11rcci el}' bee.: t1,e ot- t l1t·ir r,ro�rt'\\l\ t' 

pote11tial t l1:1t tl1e 111ecli, are felt co l>e , 11 1111111e11,e t l1rec te11ir1 J1()\\er: l1c.·c.1L1�e 
fc>r tl1c first ti111e c l1ey 1>re e11t b 1c cl1. lle11ge t l> lttrgeoi ct1lct1re ,1r1tl tl1t'rc t">)' t<.) 
tl1e privilt:ges c)t- cl1c l,ourgeo1 111lellige11�1. cl1, l le11ge f: r lll\)ft' r,1<.iic.1 1 cl1.111 
a11y clf-(i<)t ll)t rl1i l>C1al grottl) c 11 i 1,la '. 111 tlie Ne\\' I .. eft ' 1JJ>J.,<.),iti<.>11 t<.) tl1e 
111e(ii.t, ()lei lJc.>t1rgcl>i ,-cc . t1cl1 cl1e e r o ''cl1e 111. e ." !!lt·e111 c > l e re.1 1'J'e.1ri11g 
�1lo11g \Vit l1 ec1l1,1IJ�, lei b t:i rgc 1 r J)1c111clt1 trial t1111c ires cci tlJ' i11 
prc>gre i\'C cl<.)tl1i11g. 

At the very b g1nn1ng of he stud nt revo during the Fre Sp ch Movement at 

Berkeley. the compu er was a f. vorr e targ for aggr ess1on Interest 1n the Third 

World 1s no always fi e from mo iv s b s d on antagonism toward c1v,l1zat1on v,1h1ch 

has rts sourc ,n conservativ cut ure cnt1qu During th May e� nts 1n Paris the 

reversion to archaic forms of productJon we s p rt,cularly character1st1c Instead of 

carrying out agrtat,on among th wor rs wr h a modem offse press . the students 

pnnted their posters on th hand presses of the Ecole des Beau Arts The poht1cal 
slogans w re handpa,nted. stencils would certainly hav made rt possible to pr-odl1ce 

them en mosse. bvt r would hav offended the creative 1mag1nat1on of the authors. 
Th ab,lrty to make proper strat gac use of the most advanced media was lacking. It 
was not th radio h adquar-t rs tha were se,zed by the rebels. but the Odeon 

Theatre. ste p d 1n tradrt1on 

'"f'l1c c>l)\'Cr c c t- Ll11� fc.:. r (> Cl 11t,1ct \\1itl1 tl1c 1 1 1elli.1 i ll1c t:1sc.'ir1.1tic)tl tl1ey 
e ·er l < >11 lctt-\ 111 .., 11lllVc111c11ts 111 tl1e grt',ll -itics. )11 tl1c < >11e l1.111cl, tl1e cc>111r:1c.lcs 
t.1kc 1cft1�e i11 ot1t l . 1tcli r,1111s c,f- cc1111111l111ic.1tic111 .111<.i t'sc1t<.·ric .1r ts a11cl cr:1fts 
i11st<.·,1cl c,f- <) Cl l J)}'i11g t l1e111selvt· \\•itl1 tl1t· Cl111tr,1<.ii �ti<ltl l)t·tv..1ee11 tl1c J)l't'St..'tlt 

"'l)l)St itlltlllll l>f tl,c Ille 1,.1 ,111 I tl1cir lC\'(>ltttic>llcll y J1c>tc.:11ti.1l: l)ll tl1e otl1er l1;111cl, 
tllC)' 4 .11111 lt cs<. .1� e fro111 tl1c cc111 rit>t 1s11c i11<.it1 try' J'lrc,gr.1111 or fi·c>111 its c:stl1etic. 



'I'l1i\ 1�.1lis, 'itibJe(·tively, to a split between a puritanical view of political action and 
rlit' .1rec1 ot-private ''leisure' '; objectively, it leads to a split between politically active 
gr<.)tlf)S a11ti st1bct1ltural groups. 

1 11 Western Europe the socialist movement mainly addresses itself to a public 
of- co11verts through newspapers and journals that are exclusive in terms of 
l .. 111gt1age, content , and form. These news sheets presuppose a structure of party 
111e111bers and syinpathizers and a situation, where the media are concerned, that 
roughly corresponds to the historical situation in I 900; they are obviously fixated 
on the Iskra model. Presumably, the people who produce them listen to the 
Rolling Stones, watch occupations and strikes on television, and go to the cinema 
to see a Western or a Godard movie ; only in their capacity as producers do they 
make an exception, and, in their analyses, the whole media sector is reduced to 
the slogan of ''manipulation." Every foray into this terr itory is regarded from the 
start ,vith suspicion as a step toward integration. This suspicion is not unjustified; 
it can, hovvever, also mark one's own ambivalence and insecur ity. Fear of being 
swallowed up by the system is a sign of weakness; it presupposes that capitalism 
could overcome any contradiction a conviction that can easily  be refuted 
historically and is theoretically untenable. 

If the socialist movement writes off the new productive forces of the 
consciousness industry and relegates work on the media to a subculture, then we 
have a vicious circle. For the underground may be increasingly aware of the 
technical and esthetic possibilities of the disk, of videotape, of the electronic 
camera, and so on, and systematically exploring the terrain;  but it has no political 
viewpoint of its own and therefore mostly f alls a helpless victim to 
commercialism. The politically active groups then point to such cases with smug 
maliciousness. A process of unlearning is the result and both sides are the losers. 
Capitalism alone benefits from the left's antagonism to the media, as it does from 
the depoliticization of the counterculture. 

5 .  Manipulation literally, ''handling'' means technical treatment of a given 
material with a particular goal in mind. When the technical intervention is of 
immediate social relevance, then manipulation is a political act. In the case of the 
media industry, that is by definition the case. 

Thus, every use of the media presupposes manipulation. The most elementary 
processes in media production, from the choice of the medium itself to shooting, 
cutting, synchronization, dubbing, right up to distribution, are all operations carried 
out on the raw material. There is no such thing as unmanipulated writing, filming, 
or broadcasting. The question is there-fore not whether the media are manipulated, 
but who manipulates them. A revolutionary plan should not require the manip
ulators to disappear ; on the contrary, it must make everyone a manipulator. 

All technical manipulations are potentially dangerous; the manipulation of the 
media cannot be countered, however, by old or new forms of censorship, but only 



by direct social control, that is to say, by the mass of the people, \\."ho \vill have 
become productive. To this end, the elimination of capitalistic propert)· relationships 
is a necessary but by no means sufficient condition. There ha\'e been no historical 
examples up until now of the mass, self-regulating learning process that is made 
possible by the electronic media. The Communists' fear of releasing this potential, of 
the mobilizing capabilities of the media. of the mteraction of free producers, is one 
of the main reasons \\'h)· e\·en in the socialist countries the old bourgeois culture, 
greatly disguISed and distorted but srructurall)r intact, connnues to hold S\.\.·a)'· 

As an h1stor1cal explanation, rt may be pointed out that the consciousness industry in 

Russia at 'L'"ie tJme of the October RevolutJon was extraord1nar1ly back\Nard; their 

productive capacny has grown enormously since then. but the proouct1ve 

relat1onsh1ps ha ,e been art1fic1ally preserved. often by force. Then, as now. a 
pr1mrtive�1 edrted press, boo�. and theater were the key media ,n the Soviet Union. 

The development of radio, film, and television has been polrt1cally arrested. Foreign 

stations It�� the BBC. the Voice of Amenca. and the Deutsche \Nelle, therefore. not 

only find listeners, but are recewed with almost bound ess f arth Archaic media hke the 

handwrrtten pamphlet and poems orally transmrtted play an important role. 

6. ·rhc 11e\.V 111eciia are egalitariar1 i11 tructt1re. ll)'011e c .. 11 t4 ke 1,art i11 tl1c111 b)' 
a si111ple '"'itchi11g })roce . "he f)fO r, 111 tl1e111 el\1e re.:: 11ot 111 .. teri.11 rl1i r1gs 
ar1d c;1r1 lJe reJ>roduced t \\r1Il. 1 11 tl1 i e11 e cl1e electro11ic 111e(lia .ire c11tircl}' 

differ-er1t fro111 tl1e older 111ed1 like tl1e boo�: r e el p, 111t111g. tl1e excltt ive 
clc1ss cl1aracter of \Vl1 icl1 1 ob\rrou . "Jele\11 io11 lJr gr, 111 for 1)r1\1iJegecl grl>llf) .ire 
crrtair1ly tecl111icaJly co11ce1\1alJle - clo e,l-c1rcu1t tele\11 io,1 - l)tll rl111 C(Jt111ter to 
the strt1ctt1re. t>otent1 11)'. tl1c llC\\' 111ecl1 do \\"'d}' \\r1tl1 all t:Cll1catio11,1l 1-,ri,,ilcgcs 
�1 r1d tl1ereby ,vitl1 tl1e cultur I 11101101>01)' o tl1e lJ<.lt1rgeo1s i11lell ige11t ic1. "I"l1is 
is c> 11 e <) ,- t l1 e rc._1 < > 11 for tl1 e 111 eel l1ge11 1, • re er1 t111<.:: 11 t .1 ga i 11 t t l1e 11 e,,, i 11 d tis tr)'· 
A for t�1e '' pirit'' tl1.1t tile}' . re e11cle. ,•or111g to defe11d ag.1i11 t '',lcJ)Cr t>11aliz,1ti<.>11 • • 
:111(1 ''111.1 ct1ltt1 re," tl1c .., > 11er tllC}' ba11 011 1t tl1e better. 

7 . ..-J"l1e 11e,v 111ecli, .. re or1c11teci to,,,. rd • ctior1, 11ot Cl1r1ce111J>l;iLio11: t(l\\',lr<.l tl1e 
preser1r, 11ot tr.1<.litit,11 . ..  l1cir .;l ttllt1cie t0\\',1rd ti111e is co111r)letel)1 l>J)f)l>se<.i tc) tl1at of 
l,c..,L1rgct>i CL1ltt1 rc, ,,,}1 icl1 , 1)1re to 1,0 e io11, tl1 t 1 co tXtc11 ic.,11 ir1 ti111e, best of 
.._1}1, tC.l eterfll t)'. ·r�}1c IllCdt�l J>r<) lu e t10 (lbjects t}1at Call lJe }1<.>,l r<.it•<.i ,111 <.i :lLICtior1ed. 

l1ey clo .1,,'.l}' co111�>letel)1 ,,, it}1 ' ' i r1tellectu .1l l)ro11ert)' 1
' .111cl li<.1 t1i<.iatc tl1e 

''}1erit.1ge,' ' tl1.1t i to • }', tll{' cl.l - J)eci fic l)a si11g-c..>11 of ll(J11111.1terial cai1ital . 
.. I l1.1t cic>e 11ot 111e. 11 tc..> •')' tl1.._1c tile)' l1a\1C Jlll l1i tClf)' c)r tl1at t11ey co11triht1te to 

tl1e lc1ss <>1- 111 tllI tc. l co,1 i<..l ll 11e,s. ()11 tl1e co11tr,1r)'· tl1ey 111.1ke it pc,ssible f<>r tl1e 
first ti111e tc, rt'Cl>r(l 111 t('>ric.,l 111�1teri. I c, tl1at it ca11 be re1Jrodt1cecl ;1t ,vi]J. By 
111aki11, tl1is 111ateri.1l a\r,11 l,1l)le fc,r pre e11t-d,1)' p11r1>0 es, tlle}' 111:1ke it <>b\1iot1s t<) 
:1r1yo11e tt i11g it tl1.1t t}1c \\'riti11g {>f Iii t<)r)7 is .1l\ .1y 111a11ipt1latio11. Bt1t the r11e111ory 
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tll(') l1olc.i i11 readiness is not the preserve of a scholarly caste. It is social. The banked 
111tor 111atio11 is accessible to anyone, and this accessibility is as instantaneous as its 
record ing. It stiffices to compare the model of a private library with that of a 
socialized data bank to recognize the structural difference between the two systems. 

8. It is wrong to regard media equipment as mere means of consumption. It is always, 
in principle, also means of production and, indeed, since it is in the hands of the 
111asses, socialized means of production. The contradiction between producers and 
consw11ers is not inherent in the electronic media; on the contrary, it has to be 
artificially reinforced by economic and administrative measures. 

An early examp le of this is provided by the difference between te legraph and 

telephone. Whereas the former; to th is day. has remained in the hands of a bureaucratic 

institution that can scan and fi le every text transm itted, the telephone is d irectly 

accessible to a l l users. With the aid of conference circuits, it can even make possible 

col lective intervention in a d iscussion by physical ly remote groups. On the other hand, 

those aud itory and visua l means of communication that rely on "w ireless" are sti l l  

subject to state control (leg is lation on wire less instal lations). In the face of technical 

developments, wh ich long ago made local and international rad io-telephony. possible, 

and which constantly opened up new wave bands for television - in the UHF band 

alone, the dissemination of numerous programs in one local ity is poss ible without 

interference, not to mention the poss ibi l ities offered by wired and satell ite television -

the prevail ing laws for control of the air are anachronistic. They recall the time when 

the operation of a printing press was dependent on an imperia l license . The soc ia list 

movements take up the struggle for their own wave lengths and must, within the 

foreseeable future, build their own transmitters and relay stations. 

9 . One immediate consequence of the structural nature of the new media is 
that none of the regimes at present in power can release their potential. Only 
a free socialist society will be able to make them fully productive. A further 
characteristic of the most advanced media probably the decisive one -
confirms this thesis : their collective structure. 

For the prospect that in the future, with the aid of the media, anyone can 
become a producer, would remain apolitical and limited were this productive effort 
to find an outlet in individual tinkering. Work on the media is possible for an 
individual only insofar as it remains socially and therefore esthetically irrelevant. 
The collection of transparencies from the last holiday trip provides a model of this. 

That is naturally what the prevailing market mechanisms have aimed at. It has 
long been clear from apparatus like miniature and 8-mm movie cameras, as well 
as the tape recorder, which are in actual fact already in the hands of the masses, 
that the individual, so long as he remains isolated, can become with their help at 
best an amateur but not a producer. Even so potent a means of production as the 



short-wave transmitter has been tamed in this way and reduced to a harmless and 
inconsequential hobby in the hands of scattered radio hams. The programs that 
the isolated amateur mounts are always only bad, outdated copies of \vhat he in 
any case receives. 

Private production for the media is no more than licensed cottage industry. Even 
when it is made public It remains pure comprorruse. To this end, the men ,vho own 
the media have developed special programs that are usually called ' 'Democratic 
Forum'' or something of the kmd. There. tucked a\\"a}' m the corner, ''the reader 
(listener, viewer) has his say," ,,·hich can naturall)· be cut hort at an1· cime. As in the 
case of public-op1IDon polling, he i onl}· asked que oons ·o that he n1ay have a 
chance to confirm his o�rn dependence. It' a control c1rct11t ,,,here \\'hat IS fed 1n has 
already made complete allo\,rance for the feedback. 

The concept of a licen e car1 al o be u ed ir1 a11other er1 e - in a11 eco110111Ic 
one: the sy5tem atcer11pc to 111, ke each participa11c i11co .1 cor1c.e,,1011aire ot� che 
monopoly that de\•elops �1is fil111s or pl, )'s b, ck his c.1 settt's. �flit• ,11111 1, to 111p 111 
the bud in this \Va)' tl1at ir1cle1>er1de11ce cJ1at ,,i,ieo eqL1i�,111e11t, for i11st�111ce. 111.1ke, 
possible N.1ct1rall)', �Ltcl1 te11denci C> , ga111 t tl1e gra111 l)f tl1e strt1ctt1re . . 111li cl1e 
new p rodt1 ctive f orcc r1ot 011 1)' per1111 t l>ll t 1 11,ieecl clc111c111ci tl1ei r re.: \'l'f\.11 

The poor. feeble, ar1d rcc1t1e11tl)' l1u111il1aci11 re t1lcs <)f cl1is lil·e11 t'li .1cti\ 1 t\ 
are oftcr1 refcrrc(i to \\'itl1 Cc)11 te111iJt b)' cl1e I rofe i )11 J 111e li prc)lit1cer\ <. )11 top 
of tl1c d:1 111.1gc Sltfferecl l>>' cl1e Ille C C()ll1e trillll1( Ile 11( JllCJCker ' l)t.'C,lllSt: tllt')' 
clearly cl<> 11ot k110\\' l10\\1 to u e t}1e 111ed1 l fOJ erl '. PI�l1c L)ft Cl c}1i11g tl1.1t goes 
011 i11 ccrtai11 J>e.>J1t1l.1r celevis1or1 110\\1 i t ke11 , J>ro<J tl1 t tile)' .1re t.'l>t111)lt.•tt.·11• 
ir1c:1pablc of' artict1l.1ti 11, <)11 tl1c1r 0\\111. 

Nc>t 0 11ly cl<>e tl1i rt111 cc1l111tcr t l tl1e re.sl1lt <J tl1c I.ice t J)syc.·l1c)lc>gic,1l .111c.i 
pt!dag<>gic.11 rc.::sc.1 rcl1 , l lll 1t c 11 c.1 11 , be ee11 to l,c a re.1ctio11.1 r '  J>rc.)tC<.'tivt· 
for111ltl.1tie.>11: tl1e ''giftc<i'' J>C<JJ le .ire 1t11te 1 1111>1 ' efe11 l111g tl1eir territories. I Irr� 
\VC �1:1vc a Cl1ltt1r.1l .111.1lc.) 1t1c to tl1e fa 111ili.1r J>t)litic.11 Jtt lg111e11t C<>11c.·er11i11g a 
\Vorki11g cl. s t}1at 1s JJre t1111ccl t<1 l,e '' tttltifiect·• .1,1ll i11c.11"l,1l1lc ,,[ :111>' ki11cl of st .. lf
dt!tcr111i11atior1. ttri<)tt�·dy, 011e 111. }' }1c r tl1e vie,\' tl1.1t tl1c 111.tsst.•s cot1lci 11cvcr 
go\1cr11 tl1e111 c..· l,res <)llt <> tl1e tlll t1tl1s of �>C(>J>le ,,,}1<> c )Jl icier tl1e111sel\'l'S �oci,1!1\ts 
lr1 tl1c best <>f c,1se • tl1ese c1re ec,111c)111i t \\'llt) c.11111c1t C<>Ilt't•ivc of s<)Cia.lis111 as 
a11ytl1ir1g t>tl1cr tl1. 11 11.1ti<)t1,1liz 1tit111. 

ro. Ar1y st1ci. list st1.1tCb')' t<>r tl1e 111e lia 111t1st. <>11 tl1c..· cc>11tr:1ry, strive tc1 c11ci tl1e isola
tio11 ot� tl1c i11clividt1,1l 1>articiJ),1t1ts fr<J111 tl1t· soci.11 l<..·.1 r 11i11g .111ci 1>roc.it1ctio11 11rocc\s 
'fhi� is i111J'l<>S\il,ll" t1r1lcs� tl1c1,e C<)11cer11t. .. li c1r :1,111izc tl1t·111sclves. 1'l1is is tl1c J>olit,cal 
core ,,f tl1e c.1 t1t.•stio11 <>f tl1c 111e,1i.1. I t  is O\'Cr tl1is 11c.1i11t tl1:1t �c>ciali�l cc>11cept� l)art 

COJllJ),lllY \\'itl1 tl1e 11colil,crc1l clllll tccl111l>Cr,1lic l)l1l!S. A11yo11c \\111() CXf>ects to be 
c1tt.111ci�1.,tcc.l 1> , tecl1 11(>lc1gic.1l l1,1r<.1\\'ar •. <,r l1)' a S)'Stt.·111 c)f l1ar(f\\,.l rt! l1owever 
strt1Ctt1rcll, is tl1e vi �ti111 c1f- ,111 ol, cttrc l1elief i,1 J)rc.1gre s. A11,,011e \Vl1<) 1111.1g111es tl1at 
frcc(iOJll ft>r tile Jllt.•c.iitl \\riJI l1c C �1l1)isl1eci if c.111Jy ever )'Oile j� bttsy, tr�l l1.Slllitti11g a11(i 

....J 
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r<.'1. t'J\ 1 11g. ,, t ilt' LiLt �)C c)t� .1 liberalisn1 tl1at, decked out in contemporary colors, 

il lt't t•I, �)t'titilt·, tl1t· t:1LieLi co 11cepts of a preordained harmony of social interests. 

I 11 tl1 t' t:1L't' <)f. sL1cl1 illL1sio11s, what 111ust be firmly held onto is that the proper 

tt,t' t)f. tilt' 11 1e<ii.1 <ie111a 11ds orga 1uzation and makes it possible. Every production that 

<.it-.11, ,, 1tl1 tl1e 1 11terests of the producers postulates a collective method of produc

ttt) tl. It i. it elt. �1lready a forn1 of self-organization of social needs. Tape recorders, 

t)rti111.1r,, c.1111er.1 , J11d 111ovie ca111eras are already extensively owned by wage earners . 
• 

Tl1e t1L1estio11 i ,,·hy these means of production do not turn up at factories, in schools, 
111 tl1e office of the bureaucracy, in short, everywhere where there is social conflict. 
By prod11ci11g aggressive forms of publicity that were their own, the masses could 
ecure e,;de11ce of their daily experiences and draw effective lessons from them. 

Naturally, bourgeois society defends itseif against such prospects with a 
ba ttery of legal measures. It bases itself on the law of trespass, on commercial and 
officia l secrecy. While its secret services penetrate everywhere and plug into the 
111ost inti111ate conversations, it pleads a touching concern for confidentiality and 
n1akes a sensitive display of worrying about the question of privacy when all that 
is private is the interest of the exploiters. Only a collective, organized effort can 
tear down these paper walls. 

Communication networks that are constructed for such purposes can, over and 
above their primary function, provide politically interesting organizational models. 
In the socialist movements the dialectic of discipline and spontaneity, centralism and 
decentralization, authoritarian leadership and antiauthoritarian disintegration has 
long ago reached deadlock. Network-like communications models built on the 
principle of reversibility of circuits might give indications of how to overcome this 
situation: a mass newspaper, written and distributed by its readers, a v ideo network 
of politically active groups. 

More radically than any good intention, more lastingly than existential flight 
from one's own class, the media, once they have come into their own, destroy the 
private production methods of bourgeois intellectuals. Only in productive work and 
learning processes can their individualism be broken down in such a way that it is 
transformed f rom morally based (that is to say, as individual as ever) self-sacrifice to a 
new kind of political self- understanding and behavior. 

I r .  An all-too-widely disseminated thesis maintains that present-day capitalism 
lives by the exploitation of unreal needs. That is at best a half-truth. The results 
obtained by popular American sociologists such as Vance Packard are not unuseful 
but limited. W hat they have to say about the stimulation of needs through 
advertising and artificial obsolescence can in any case not be adequately explained 
by the hypnotic pull exerted on the wage earners by mass consumption. The 
hypothesis of '' consumer terror'' corresponds to the prejudices of a middle class, 
which considers itself politically enlightened, against the allegedly integrated 
proletariat, which has become petty bourgeois and corrupt. The attractive power 



of 111Jss co11sL1111ptio11 1c; b.1<;cd 11ot ()11 tl1c cl1c. tJte, c>f �1 lsc 11ceds, l)llt <>11 tl1e 
fal. ificatior1 a11d cxploitatio11 of c1 L1ite real ,111ci lcg1t1111atc 011es w1tl1<)llt wJ1icl1 
the para itic proces of advert is111g ,vot1ld l)c i11cffcct1vc. A socialist 111ovc111c11t 
ot1ght 11ot to de11ou11ce these 11eeds, bttt take then1 seriously, i11vestigate tl1c111, 
and n1ake the111 politically product ive. 

That is also valid for the consciousness industry. The electronic n1edia do 
not o,ve their irresistible power to any sleight-of-hand but to the ele1nental 
power of deep social needs that come through even in the present depraved 
forn1 of these n1edia. 

Precisely because no one bothers about them, the interests of the masses have 
remained a relatively unknown field, at least insofar as they are historically 
ne,v. They certainly extend far beyond those goals that the traditional working
class movement represented. Just as in the field of production, the industry 
that produces goods and the consciousness industry merge more and more, 
so too, subjectively, where needs are concer ned, material and nonmaterial 
factors are closely interwoven. In  the process, old psychosocial themes are firmly 
embedded social prestige, identificat ion patterns but powerful new themes 
emerge that are utopian in nature. From a materialistic point of view, neither the 
one nor the other must be suppressed. 

Henri Lefebvre has proposed the concept of the ''spectacle'' the exhi-
bition, the  show - to fit the present form of mass consumption. Goods and 
shop windows, traffic and advertisements, stores and the world of commun
ications, news and packaging, architecture and media production come together 
to form a totality, a permanent theater, which dominates not only the public city 
centers but also private i nteriors. The expression ''beautiful living'' makes the  
most commonplace objects of general use into props for this universal fest ival, 
in which the fetishistic nature of the commodities triumphs completely over 
their use value. The swindle these festivals perpetrate is, and remains, a swindle 
within the present social structure. But it is the harbinger of something else. 
Consumption as  spectacle contains the promise that want will disappear. The 
deceptive, brutal, and obscene features of this festival derive from the fact that 
there can be no question of a real fulfillment of its promise. But so long as 
scarcity holds sway, use value remains a decisive cat egory that can only be 
abolished by trickery. Yet trickery on such a scale is only conceivable if it is 
based on mass need. This need it is a utopian one is there. It is the desire 
for a new ecology, for a break ing down of environmental barriers, for an esthetic 
not limited to the sphere of ''the art istic." These desires are not or are not 
primarily internalized rules of the game as played by the capitalist system. 
They have physiolog ical roots and can no longer be suppressed. Consumption as 
spectacle is i n  parody form the anticipation of a utopian situation. 

The promises of the media demonstrate the same ambivalence. They are an  
answer to the mass need for nonmaterial variety and mobility which at present 



t111c.is its r11aterial realization in private-car ownership and tourism and they 
L',plo1t it. Other collective wishes, which capitalism often recognizes more quickly 
a11d evalt1ates 111ore correctly than its opponents, but naturally only so as to trap 
tl1e111 a11d rob them of their explosive force, are just as powerful, just as unequiv
ocally e111a11cipatory: the need to take part in the social process on a local, national, 
and international scale; the need for new forms of interaction, for release from 
ignorance and tutelage; the need for self-determination. ''Be everywhere!'' is one of 
the n1ost successful slogans of the media industry. The readers' parliament of Bild
Zeit,�,,g ,vas direct democracy used against the interests of the demos. ''Open spaces'' 
and ''free time'' are concepts that corral and neutralize the urgent wishes of the masses. 

There is corresponding acceptance by the media of utopian stories: e.g., the 
story of the young Italian-American who hijacked a passenger plane from 
California to get home to Rome was taken up without protest even by the 
reactionary mass press and undoubtedly correctly understood by its readers. The 
identification is based on what has become a general need. Nobody can 
understand why such journeys should be reserved for politicians, functionaries, and 
businessmen. The role of the pop star could be analyzed from a similar angle; in it 
the authoritarian and emancipatory factors are mingled in an extraordinary way. It 
is perhaps not unimportant that beat music offers groups, not individuals, as 
identification models. In the productions of the Rolling Stones (and in the manner 
of their production) the utopian content is apparent. Events like the Woodstock 
Festival, the concerts in Hyde Park, on the Isle of Wight, and at Altamont, 
California, develop a mobilizing power that the political left can only envy. 

It is absolutely clear that, within the present social forms, the consciousness 
industry can satisfy none of the needs on which it lives and which it must fan, 
except in the illusory form of games. The point, however, is not to demolish its 
promises but to take them literally and to show that they can be met only through 
a cultural revolution. Socialists and socialist regimes which multiply the frustration 
of the masses by declaring their needs to be false, become the accomplices of the 
system they have undertaken to fight. 

I 2. Summary. 

R E P R E S S I V E  U S E  O F  M E D I A  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Centrally controlled program 

One transmitter; many receivers 

Immobilization of isolated individuals 

Passive consumer behavior 

Depoliticization 

Production by specialists 

Control by property owners or 
bureaucracy 

E M A N C I PATORY U S E  O F  M E D I A  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Decentralized program 

Each receiver a potential transmitter 

Mobil ization of the masses 

Interaction of those involved, feedback 

A political learning process 

Collective production 

Social control by self-organization 



r 3 . As far as the objectively SLJ bvers1ve pote11t1alit1es of the electronic 111edia are 
concerned , both sides i11 the i11ternational class struggJe except for the fatalistic. 
adherents of the thesis of 111anipulation in the metropoles are of one r11 jnd. 
Frantz Fanon \,Vas the first to draw attention to the fact that the transistor rece1ver 
'\Vas one of the most in1portant weapons in the Third World 's fight for freedom. 
Albert Hertzog, ex-Minister of the South African Republic and the mouthpiece 
of the right wing of the r t1ling party, is of the opinion that ''television will l ead to 
the ruin of the white man in South Africa."2 American imper ialism has recog
nized the situation. It attempts to meet the ' 'revolution of rising expectations'' 
in Latin America that is what its ideologues call it by scattering its own 
transmitter s all over the continent and into the remotest regi ons of the Amazon 
basin, and by distributing singl e-frequency transistors to the native population. 
The attacks of the Nix on administration on the capitalist media in the United 
States reveal its understanding that their reporting, however one-sided and 
distorted , had become a decisive factor in mobilizing peopl e  against the war in 
Vietnam. Whereas only twenty-five years ago the French massacres in Madagascar, 
with almost one hundred thousand dead, became known only to the readers of 
Le Monde under the heading of ''Other News' '  and therefore remained unnoticed 
and without follow-up in the  capital city, today the medi a  drag colonial wars 
into the centers of imperi alism. 

The direct mobilizing potentialities of the media become still clearer when 
they are consciously used for subversive ends. Their presence is a factor that 
inunensely increases the dem onstrative nature of any political act. The student 
movements in the Uni ted States, in Japan, and in Western Europe soon recognized 
this and, to begin with, achieved considerable momentary success with the aid of 
the  m edi a. These effects have worn off. Naive trust in the magical p ower of 
reproduction cannot replace organizational work; only active and coherent groups 
can force the m edia to comply with the logic of their actions. That can be 
demonstrated from the exampl e  of the Tupamaros in Uruguay, whose revolution
ary practice has implicit in it publicity for their actions. Thus the actors become 
authors. The abduction of the American ambassador in Rio de Janeiro was planned 
with a view to its impact on the media. It was a television production. The Arab 
guerr illas proceed in the same way. The first to experiment with these techniques 
internationally were the Cubans. Fidel appreciated the revolutionary potential of 
the media correctly from the first (Moncada, 1953). Today, illegal political action 
demands at one and the same time maximum secrecy and maximum publicity. 

14. Revolutionary situations always bring with them discontinuous, spontaneous 
changes brought about by the masses in the existing aggregate of the media. How 
far the changes thus brought about take root and how permanent they are demon
strates the extent to which a cultural revolution is successful. The situation in the 
media is the most accurate and sensitive barometer for the rise of bureaucratic or 



L3t)tt.111.11 t1st .111t1c:yclo11es. So lo11g as the cultural revolution has the initiative, the 
,t)<: t .1 1 1111.1g111.1t1011 of- tl1e r11asses overcomes even technical backwardness and 
tr.111o;tc)r111s tl1c ft111ctio11 of the old media so that their str uctures are exploded. 

With our work the Revo lution has achieved a colossal labor of propaganda and 

enlightenment. We ripped up the traditional book into single pages, magnified these a 

hundred times. printed them in color and stuck them up as posters in the streets. Our 

lack of pr1nt1ng equipment and the necessity for speed meant that, though the best 

work was hand-printed, the most rewarding was standardized, lapidary and adapted 

to the simplest mechanical form of reproduction. Thus State Decrees were printed as 

rolled-up illustrated leaflets. and Army Orders as illustrated pamphlets.3 

In the twenties, the Russian film reached a standard that was far in advance of 
the available productive forces. Pudovkin's Kinoglas and Dziga Vertov 's Kinopravda 
,vere no ''newsreels'' but political television-magazine programs avant l'ecran. 
The campaign against illiteracy in Cuba broke through the linear, exclusive, and 
isolating structure of the medium of the book. In the China of the cultural 
revolution, wall newspapers functioned like an electronic mass medium at least in 
the big towns. The resistance of the Czechoslovak population to the Soviet invasion 

gave rise to spontaneous productivity on the part of the masses, who ignored the 
institutional barriers of the media. (To be developed in detail.) Such situations are 
exceptional. It is precisely their utopian nature, which reaches out beyond the 
existing productive forces (it follows that the productive relationships are not to be 
permanently overthrown), that makes them precarious, leads to reversals and defeats. 
They demonstrate all the more clearly what enormous political and cultural energies 
are hidden in the enchained masses and with what imagination they are able, at the 
moment of liberation, to realize all the opportunities offered by the new media. 

r 5. That the Marxist left should argue theoretically and act practically from the 
standpoint of the most advanced productive forces in their society, that they 
should develop in depth all the liberating factors immanent in these forces and 
use them strategically, is no academic expectation but a political necessity. 
However, with a single great exception, that of Walter B enjamin (and in his 
footsteps, Berthold Brecht), Marxists hc1ve not understood the consciousness 
industry and have been aware only of its bourgeois-capitalist dark side and not of 
its socialist possibilities. Georg Lukacs is a perfect example of this theoretical and 
practical backwardness. Nor are the works of Horkheimer and Adorno free of a 
nostalgia that clings to early bourgeois media. 

Their view of the cultural industry cannot be discussed here. Much more typical of 

Marxism between the two wars is the position of Lukacs, which can be seen very 

clearly from an early essay on "Old Culture and New Culture."4 "Anything that culture 



produces" can, according to Lukacs, "have real cultura l value only 1( tl is 1n 1lscl( valuable, 

1f the creation of each individua l product is from the standpo int of its maker a single, 

finite process. It must, moreover. be a process cond itioned by the human potentialities 

and capabi lities of the creator. The most typical example of such a process ,s the work 

of art, where the entire genesis of the work is exclusively the result of the artist's 

labor and each detai l of the work that emerges is determined by the individual qual ities 

of the artist. In highly developed mechanical industry. on the other hand, any connection 

between the product and the creator is abolished. The human being serves the machine, 

he adopts to it Production becomes completely independent of the human poten
tialities and capabi l ities of the worker."These "forces which destroy culture" impair the 

work's "truth to the material," its " leve l," and deal the final blow to the "work as an end 

in itself" There is no more question of "the organic unity of the products of culture, 

its harmonious, joy-giving being." Capitalist culture must lack "the simple and natural 

harmony and beauty of the old culture - cu lture in the true, literal sense of the word." 

Fortunately things need not remain so. The "culture of proletarian society," although "in 

the context of such scientific research as is possible at this time" nothing more can be 

said about it, wi ll certain ly remedy these i lls. Lukacs asks himself "which are the cultural 

values which, in accordance with the nature of this context, con be taken over from the 

old society by the new and further developed! ' Answer: not the inhuman machines but 

"the idea of mankind as an end in itself, the basic idea of the new culture:· for it is "the 

inheritance of the classical ideal ism of the nineteenth century." Quite right. "This is 

where the phi listine concept of art turns up with all its deadly obtuseness - an idea to 

which all technical considerations are foreign and which feels that with the provocative 

appearance of the new technology its end has come." s 

These nosta lgic backward glances at the landscape of the last century. these 

reactionary ideals, are already the forerunners of social ist real ism, which merci less ly 

galvanized and then buried those very "cu ltural values" that Lukacs rode out to 

rescue. Unfortunately. in the process, the Soviet cultural revolution was thrown to the 

wolves; but this esthete can in any case hardly have thought any more high ly of it 

than did J .  V. Stal in. 

The inadequate understanding Marxists have shown of the media and the 
questionable use they have made of them has produced a vacuum in Western 
industrialized countries into which a stream of non-Marxist hypotheses and 
practices has consequently flowed. From the Cabaret Voltaire of the Dadaists to 
Andy Warhol 's Factory, from the silent film comedians to the Beatles, from the 
first comic-strip artists to the present managers of the underground, the apolitical 
have made much more radical progress in dealing with the media than any 
grouping of the left ( exception : Miinzenberg) .  Innocents have put themselves 
in the forefront of the new productive forces on the basis of mere intuitions with 
which communism to its detriment has not wished to concern itself. Today 
this apolitical avant-garde has found its ventriloquist and prophet in Marshall 
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tv\ t· l L1l1,1 11, a 11 .1 L1 tl1or wl10 adn 1ittedly lacks any analytical categor ies for the 

L111tiL·r�t.1 11ti111g of . ocial processes, but whose confused books serve as a quar ry of 

t1 i1ci 1gt?stL'c.1 observations for the media industry. Certainly, his little finger has 
... 

c,i1er iL' t1ced 111ore of the productive power of the new media than all ideological 
L·c.1111111is io11s of the CPSU and their endless resolutions and directives put together. 

I 11c.1pable of any theoretical construction, McLuhan does not present 
l1is 111ater ial as a concept but as the common denominator of a reactionary 
doctrine of salvation. He admittedly did not invent but was the first to formulate 
explicitly a mystique of the media that dissolves all political problems in smoke -
the sa111e s1noke that gets in the eyes of his followers. It promises the salvation 
of 111an through the technology of television and indeed of television as it is 
practiced today. Now McLuhan's attempt to stand Marx on his head is not exactly 
ne'\v. He shares with his numerous predecessors the determination to suppress 
all problems of the economic base, their idealistic tendencies, and their belittling 
of the class struggle in the naive terms of a vague humanism. A new Rousseau -
like all copies, only a pale version of the old he preaches the gospel of the new 
primitive man who, naturally on a higher level, must return to prehistoric tribal 
existence in the ''global village." 

It is scarcely worthwhile to deal with such concepts. This charlatan's most 
famous saying ''the medium is the message'' perhaps deserves more 
attention. In spite of its provocative idiocy, it betrays more than its author knows. 
It reveals in the most accurate way the tautological nature of the mystique of the 
media. The one remarkable thing about the television set, according to him, is that 
it moves - a thesis that in view of the nature of Amer ican programs has, 
admittedly, something attractive about it. 

The complementary mistake consists in the widespread i l lusion that media are neutral 

instruments by which any "messages" one pleases can be transm itted without regard 

for their structure or for the structure of the medium . In the Eastern European 

countries , the television newsreaders read fifteen-m inute-long conference commu

niques and Central Comm ittee resolutions that are not even suitable for printing in a 

newspaper. clearly under the delusion that they m ight fascinate a publ ic of mi l l ions. 

''The medium is the message'' transnuts yet another message, however, and a 
much more important one. It tells us that the bourgeoisie does indeed have all 
possible means at its disposal to communicate something to us, but that it has 
nothing more to say. It is ideologically ster ile. Its intention to hold onto the 
control of the means of production at any price, while being incapable of making 
the socially necessary use of them, is here expressed with complete frankness in 
the superstructure. It wants the media as such and to no purpose. 

This wish has been shared for decades and given symbolic expression by an 
artistic avant-garde whose program logically admits only the alternative of 



negative signals and an1orphot1s noise. Exa111ple: the already outdated ''litcratLirc of 
silence,"Warhol's ft l1ns in which everyth111g can happen at once or nothing at all, 
and John Cage's forty- five-minute-long '' Lecture on Nothing'' (1 959). 

16 .  The revolution in the conditions of production in the superstructure has made 
the traditional esthetic theory unusable, completely unhinging its fundamental 
categories and destroying its ''standards.'1The theory of knowledge on which it was 
based is outmoded. In the electronic media, a radically altered relationship between 
subject and object emerges with which the old critical concepts cannot deal. The 
idea of the self-sufficient work of art collapsed long ago. The long drawn-out 
discussion over the death of art proceeds in a circle so long as it does not examine 
critically the esthetic concept on which it is based, so long as it employs criteria 
that no longer correspond to the state of the productive forces. When constructing 
an esthetic adapted to the changed situation, one must take as a starting point the 
work of the only Marxist theoretician who recognized the liberating potential of 
the new media. Thirty-five years ago, that is to say, at a time when che conscious

ness industry was relatively undeveloped, Benjamin subjected this phenomenon to 
a penetrating dialectical-materialist analysis. His approach has not been matched by 
any theory since then, much less further developed. 

One might generalize by saying: the technique of reproduction detaches the 

reproduced object from the domain of tradition. By making many reproductions, it 

subst itutes a plurality of copies for a unique existence and in permitting the 

reproduction to meet the beholder or listener in his own particular situation, it 

reactivates the object reproduced. These two processes lead to a tremendous 

shattering of tradition which is the obverse of the contemporary crisis and renewal of 

mankind. Both processes are intimately connected with the contemporary mass 

movements. Their most powerful agent is the fi lm. Its social significance, particularly ,n 

its most positive form, is inconceivable without its destructive, cathartic aspect, that is, 

the liquidation of the traditional value of the cultural heritage. 

For the first time in world history; mechanical reproduction emancipates the 

work of art from its parasitic dependence on ritual. To an ever greater degree the 

work of art reproduced becomes the work of art designed for reproducibility . . . .  But 

the instant the criterion of authenticity ceases to be applicable to artistic production, 

the total function of art is reversed. Instead of being based on rrtual, it begins to be 

based on another practice politics . . . .  Today, by the absolute emphasis on its 

exhibition value, the work of art becomes a creation with entirely new functions, 

among which the one we are conscious of, the artistic function, later may be 

recognized as incidental.6 

The trends that Benjamin recognized in his day in the film, and the true 
import of which he grasped theoretically, have become patent today with the rapid 
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tiL'\'L'l<.)�) lllL't1 t <)f� tl1e co11scioL1s11ess industry. What used to be called art has now, in 
tllL' "trict Hegelia11 se11se, been dialectically surpassed by and in the media. The 
L}Ltarrcl .1l1o t1t tl1e end o·f art is otiose so long as this end is not understood 
c.1i .1lectic�1Uy. Artistic productivity reveals itself to be the extreme marginal case of a 
111t1cl1 111ore vvidespread productivity, and it is socially important only insofar as it 
"t1rre11ders all pretensions to autonomy and recognizes itself to be a marginal case. 
Wl1erever the professional producers make a virtue out of the necessity of their 
specialist skills and even derive a privileged status from them, their experience and 
k110,vledge have become useless. This means that as far as an esthetic theory is 
concerned, a radical change in perspectives is needed. Instead of looking at the 
productions of the new media from the point of view of the older modes of 
production we must, on the contrary, analyze the products of the traditional 
''artistic'' media from the standpoint of modern conditions of production. 

Earlier much futile thought had been devoted to the question of whether 

photography is an art. The primary question- whether the very invention of 

photography had not transformed the entire nature of art was not raised. Soon the 

film theoreticians asked the same ill-considered question with regard to the film. But 

the difficulties which photography caused traditional esthetics were mere child's play 

as compared to those raised by the film.7 

The panic aroused by such a shift in perspectives is understandable. The process 
not only changes the old, carefully guarded craft secrets in the superstructure into 
white elephants , it also conceals a genuinely destructive element. It is, in a word, 
risky. But the only chance for the esthetic tradition lies in its dialectical supersession. 
In the same way, classical physics has survived as a marginal special case within the 
framework of a much more comprehensive theory. 

This state of affairs can be identified in individual cases in all the traditional 
artistic disciplines. Their present-day developments remain incomprehensible so 
long as one attempts to deduce them from their own prehistory. On the other hand, 
their usefulness or uselessness can be judged as soon as one regards them as special 
cases in a general esthetic of the media. Some indications of the possible critical 
approaches that stem from this will be made below, taking literature as an example. 

1 7. Written literature has, historically speaking, played a dominant role for only a 
few centuries. Even today, the predominance of the book has an episodic air. An 
incomparably longer time preceded it in which literature was oral. Now it is 
being succeeded by the age of the electronic media, which tend once more to 
make people speak. At its period of fullest development, the book to some extent 
usurped the place of the more primitive but generally more accessible methods of 
production of the past; on the other hand, it was a stand-in for future methods 
that make it possible for everyone to become a producer. 



Tl1e revolL1tio11ary role of tl1c pr 111tec.i b<)c>k l1as bcc11 clc,cribcd c)ftc11 cr1C.>L1gl1 
a11d it wo11ld be abst1rd to de11y it. Fro111 tl1e poi11t of view of its struc.turc as a 
111ediu111, writte11 literatt1re, like tl1e boL1rgeoisie who pro<lL1ccd it and who1n it 
served, was progressive (see the Cotr11t1ut1ist Ma11ifesto). On the a11alogy of the 
econo1nic developn1ent of capitalis1n, which was indispensable for the development 
of the industrial revolution, the nonn1aterial productive forces could not have 
developed without their own capital accumulation. ('vie also owe the accumulation 
of Das Kapital and its teachings to the medium of the book.) 

N evertheless, almost everybody speaks better than he writes. (This also 
applies to authors.) Wr iting is a highly formalized technique that, in purely 
physiological terms, demands a peculiarly rigid bodily posture. To this there 
corresponds the high degree of social specialization that it demands. Professional 
writers have always tended to think in caste terms. The class character of their 
work is unq uestionable, even in the age of  universal compulsory education. The 
whole process is extraordinarily beset with taboos. Spelling mistakes, which are 
completely immaterial in terms of communication, are punished by the social 
disqualification of  the writer. The rules that govern this technique have a 
normative power attributed to them for which there is no rational basis. 
Intimidation through the written word has remained a widespread and class
specific phenomenon even in advanced industrial societies. 

These alienating factors cannot be eradicated from written literature. They 
are reinforced by the methods by which society transmits its writing techniques. 
W hile people learn to speak very early, and mostly in psychologically favorable 
conditions, learning to write forms an impor tant part of authoritarian social
ization by the school (''good writing'' as a kind of breaking-in). This sets its stamp 
forever on written communication on its tone, its syntax, and its whole style. 
(This also applies to the text on this page.) 

The formalization of written language permits and encourages the repression 
of opposition. In speech, unresolved contradictions betray themselves by pauses, 
hesitations, slips of the tongue, repetitions, anacoluthons, quite apart from phrasing, 
mimicry , gesticulation, pace, and volume. The esthetic of written literature scorns 
such involuntary factors as ''mistakes." It demands, explicitly or implicitly, the 
smoothing out of contradictions, rationalization, regularization of the spoken form 
irrespective of content. Even as a child, the writer is urged to hide his unsolved 
problems behind a protective screen of correctness. 

Structurally, the printed book is a medium that operates as a monologue, 
isolating producer and reader. Feedback and interaction are extremely limited, 
demand elaborate procedures, and only in the rarest cases lead to corrections. 
Once an edition has been printed it cannot be corrected; at best it can be pulped. 
The control circuit in the case of literary criticism is extremely cumbersome and 
elitist. It excludes the public on principle. 

None of the characteristics that distinguish written and printed literature 
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.1�1�)ly tc) tllL' e lectro 11ic 1nedia. Microp hone and camera abolish the class character 

l)t� t11t' 111oc.ie ot- productio11 (not of the production itself) . The normative rules 

l)t.'<.'<) 111e Lt11i111portant. Ora l interviews, arguments, demonstrations, neither 

cie111n11c.i 11or allow orthograp hy or ''good writing." The television screen exposes 

tl1e estl1etic s111oothing out of contradictions as camouflage. Admittedly, swarms of 

liar appear on it; but anyone can see from a long way off that they are peddling 

son1ething. As presently constituted, radio, film, and television are burdened to 

exces witl1 authoritarian characteristics, the c haracteristics of the monologue, 

which they have inherited from older methods of production and that is no 

accident. These outworn elements in today's media esthetics are demanded by the 

social relations. They do not follow from the structure of the media. On the 

contrary, they go against it, for the structure demands interaction. 

It is extremely improbable, however, that writing as a special technique will 

disappear in the foreseeable future. That goes for the book as well, the practical 

advantages of whic h for many purposes remain obvious. It is admittedly less 

handy and takes up more room than other storage systems , but up to now it offers 

simpler methods of access than, for example, the microfilm or the tape bank. It 

ought to be integrated into the system as a marginal case and thereby forfeit its 

aura of cult and ritual. 

This can be deduced from technological developments. Electronics are noticeably 

taking over writing: teleprinters, reading machines, high-speed transmissions, automatic 

photographic and electronic composition, automatic writing devices, typesetters, 

electrostatic processes, ampex l ibraries, cassette encyclopedias, photocopiers and 

magnetic copiers, speedprinters. 

The outstanding Russian media expert El Lissitsky incidentally, demanded an 

"electro-library" as far back as 1 923 - a request that, given the technical conditions 

of the time, must have seemed ridiculous or at lea.st incomprehensible. This is how far 

this man's imagination reached into the future. 

I draw the fallowing analogy: 

INVENTIONS IN THE FIELD 
OF VERBAL TRAFFIC 
. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 

Articulated language 

Writing 

. . . . . . 

Gutenberg's printing press 
7 
7 

INVENTIONS IN THE FIELD 
OF GENERAL TRAFFIC 
. . . . . . . . 

Upright gait 

The wheel 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 

Carts drawn by an imal power 

The automobile 

The airplane 

"I have produced this analogy to prove that so long as the book remains a palpable 

object; i .e., so long as it is not replaced by auto-vocalizing and kino-vocalizing 



representations, we must look to the field of the manufacture of boov..s for br1s1c 

1nnovat1ons in the near future. 

"There are signs at hand suggesting that this basic innovation 1s likely to come 

from the neighborhood of the collotype."8 

Today. writing has in  many cases already become a secondary technique, a means 

of transcribing orally recorded speech: tape-recorded proceed-1ngs, attempts at 

speech-pattern recognition, and the conversion of speech into writing. 

r 8. The ineffectiveness of literary criticism when faced with so-called docu
mentary literature is an indication of how far the critics' thinking has lagged 
behind the stage of the productive forces. It stems from the fact that the media 
have eliminated one of the most fundamental categories of esthetics up to now -
fiction. The fiction/ nonfiction argument has been laid to rest just as was the 
nineteenth century's favorite dialectic of ''art'' and ''life." In his day, Benjamin 
demonstrated that the ''apparatus'' (the concept of the medium was not yet 
available to him) abolishes authenticity. In the productions of the consciousness 
industry, the difference between the ''genuine'' original and the reproduction 
disappears ''that aspect of reality which is not dependent on the apparatus has 
now become its most artificial aspect." The process of reproduction reacts on the 
object reproduced and alters it fundamentally. The effects of this have not yet been 
adequately explained epistemologically. The categorical uncertainties to which it 
gives rise also affect the concept of the documentary. Strictly speaking , it has 
shrunk to its legal dimensions. A document is something the ''forging'' i.e. , the 
reproduction of which is punishable by imprisonment. This definition naturally 
has no theoretical meaning. The reason is that a reproduction , to the extent that 
its technical quality is good enough, cannot be distinguished any way from the 
original , irrespective of whether it is a painting, a passport ,  or a bank note. The 
legal concept of the documentary record is only pragmatically useful; it serves 
only to protect economic interests. 

The productions of the electronic media , by their nature , evade such 
distinctions as those between documentary and feature films. They are in every 
case explicitly determined by the given situation. The producer can never pretend, 
like the traditional novelist, ''to stand above things." He is therefore partisan from 
the start. This fact finds formal expression in his techniques. Cutting , dubbing 
these are techniques for conscious manipulation without which the use of the 
new media is inconceivable. It is precisely in these work processes that their 
productive power reveals itself and here it is completely immaterial whether 
one is dealing with the production of a reportage or a play. The material , whether 
'' documentary'' or ''fiction ," is in each case only a prototype , a half-finished article , 
and the more closely one examines its origins, the more blurred the difference 
becomes. (Develop more precisely. The reality in which a camera turns up is 
always ''posed," e.g., the moon landing.) 
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1 9. ·1 ill' 111eLi1.1 a]so c.io a\vay vvith the old category of works, of art that can only be 
cc)tl,1Lil'rl'ti �1s a separate object, not as independent of material infrastructure. 
l l1t' 111eLi1a do 11ot prodL1ce such objects. They create programs. Their production 
t\ 111 tl1e 11att1re of a process. That does not mean only ( or not primarily) that there 
l\ 110 tore eeable er1d to the program a fact that, in view of what we are now 
1-1rese11ted ,vith, adnuttedly makes a certain hostility to the media understandable. 
It 111ea11s, above all, that the media program is open to its own consequences 
\\'itl1out structural linutations. (This is not an empirical description but a demand, 
a de111a11d that admittedly is  not made of the medium from without; it is a 
co11sequence of its nature, from which the much-vaunted open for m can be 
derived and not as a modification of it from an old esthetic.) The programs 
of the consciousness industry must subsume their own results, the reactions, and 
the corrections that they call forth, otherwise they are already out-of-date. They 
are therefore to be thought of not as means of consumption but as means of their 
o,vn production. 

20. It is characteristic of artistic avant-gardes that they have, so to speak, a 
presentiment of the potentiality of media that still lie in the future. 

It has always been one of the most important tasks of art to give rise to a demand, 

the time for the complete satisfaction of which has not yet come.The history of every 

art form has critical periods when that form strives towards effects which can only be 

easily achieved if the technical norm is changed, that is to say. in a new art form . The 

artistic extravagances and crudities which arise in this way. for instance in the so-cal led 

decadent period, really stem from art's richest historical source of power. Dadaism in 

the end teemed with such barbarisms. We can only now recognize the nature of its 

striving. Dadaism was attempting to achieve those effects which the publ ic today seeks 

in fi lm with the means of painting ( or of literature).9 

This is where the prognostic value of otherwise inessential productions, such 
as happenings, flux, and mixed-media shows, is to be found. There are writers who 
in their work show an awareness of the fact that media with the characteristics of 
the monologue today have only a residual use value. Many of them admittedly 
draw fairly shortsighted conclusions from chis glimpse of the truth. For example, 
they off er the user the opportunity to arrange the mater ial provided by arbitrary 
permutations. Every reader, as it were, should write his own book. W hen carried 
to extremes, such attempts to produce interaction even when it goes against the 
structure of the medium employed, are nothing more than invitations to 
freewheel. Mere noise permits no articulated interactions. Short cuts, of the kind 
that Concept Art peddles, are based on the banal and false conclusion that the 
development of the productive forces renders all work superfluous. W ith the same 
justification, one could leave a computer to its own devices on the assumption that 



a ra11do111 generator \.\'111 orga111ze 111ater1al �1rodt1ct1011 by itself. f (>rtt111atl·ly, 

cyber11et1cs experts are 11ot g1vc11 to suc�1 cl11ld1sl1 bra111c\. 

2 1 .  For the old-fashio11ed '·artist'' let us call h1111 the author it follows fror11 
these reflectio11s that he must see it as his goal to make hirnse]f redunda11t as a 
specialist in much the sai11e 'vvay as a teacher of literacy only fulfills his task when 
he is no longer necessary. Like every learning process, this process, too, is reciprocal. 
The specialist will learn as much or more nonspecialists as the other way round. 
Only then can he contrive to make himself dispensable. 

Meanwhile, his social usefulness can best be measured by the degree to which 
he is capable of using the liberating factors in the media and bringing them to 
fruition. The tactical contradictions in which he must become involved in the 
process can neither be denied nor covered up in any way. But strategically his role 
is clear. The author has to work as the agent of the masses. He can lose himself in 
them only when they themselves become authors, the authors of history. 

22. ' ' Pessimism of the intelligence, optimism of the will'' (Antonio Gramsci). D 

T R A N S LAT E D  F R O M  G E R M A N  B Y  S T U A RT H O O D. 
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The Genesis of the Quantum Theory 

in the Period 1 9 1 3- 1 92 1  

• A r t h u r  I .  M i l l e r  

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

Tl1crc is a do111ai11 of thi11king where dist inctions between conceptions in art and 
science becon1e meaningless. For here is manifest the efficacy of visual thinking, 
a11d a criterion for selection between alternatives that resists reduction to logic and 
is best referred to as aesthetics. To demonstrate ttus doma in we can exami ne a case 
study in the history of science the ge11esis of quantum theory in the years 
1 9 1 3- r 927. The 11otions of aesthetics held by the drama tis personae of this period 
w il J not always be associated with the choice of a pleasing visual ization, but 
so 111etin1es w ith a choice of representation, st1ch as continu ity or discontinuity, 
with combinations of these criter ia. And sometin1es their aesthetic will change. 

In 1 929, Niels Bohr could write that the orderly progress of research culmi-
11ating in a consistent theory of atonuc pheno111ena was n1ade possible becau se of 
the ''conscious resignation of ot1r usual den1a11ds for visualization." 1 Wolfgang Pauli, 
another pioneer of the qt1antu 111 theory, hi nted i11 I 95 5 at ''a brief period of spirituaJ 
and hun1an confusion caused by a provisional restriction to Ansc/1aulich,keit'' 2 whicl1 
ended about 1 929. The German Ansc/1aulichkeit n1eans visualization tl1rot1gl1 pictures 
or 1nechanicaJ ,nodels. It was used n1uch less frequently in tl1e Ger n1an scientific 
literature of the 1 920s than Anscha1 ,11,1ng for which there is 110 equivale11t ter111 i11 the 
English lang11age. UnJess specified otl1erwise, Anscl,a,�un� will refer to the intuition 
through tl1c pictures constructed from previoL1s visualizations of pl1ysicaJ processes 
in the world of perceptions ; th is best fits its inte11ded 111ea11 ing in tl1e per iod 
1 925-1 927 by Bohr and Paul i, a111ong others. For convenie11ce I shall so 111eti111cs 
designate this kind of intu ition with the ter1n ''ordinary intu itio11." 1 

A n1east1re of how dran1atic was the search for a co11siste11t ato111ic theory, and 
of the ambiguities lurk ing at every tur11, is tl1e disagree111e11t betwcc11 the accoL111ts 
of Boin and Pauli. The path to tl1e quantun1 theory of 1 927 was 11ot a11 orderly 
progressio11 fron1 visualizable n1odels to a 111atl1c1natical for111alis111 wl1ose descriptio11 
of 111atter and phe11on1ena i11 the ato111ic do1nain defied visL1aJiz:1tio11 in the ordi11ary 



sense of this word. Rather, the situanon was closer to the one recalled by Werner 
Heisenberg where the physicists experienced despair and helplessness because of 
their loss of visualization and their distrust in ordinary intuition. It was a period when 
such time-honored concepts as space, time, causality, substance, and the continuity of 
motion were separated painfully from their classical basis . The rejection, one by one, 
of the tenets of classical physics was distressing because classical physics had become 
so commonsensical ,  so reflective of the world in which we live. Since it was a causal 
theory, a particle's motion was continuous and its position could be predicted with, 
in principle, perfect accuracy. There was no reason to doubt that our intuition could 
also be extended to phenomena involving the microscopic electron. So it was hoped 
with confidence that the discontinuities which emerged from Max Planck's theory of 
1900 for the continuous spectrum of the radiation emitted from a hot substance 
could be removed somehow in a more fine-grained theory. But in 1913 ,  the twenty
eight-year-old Niels Bohr proposed a new kind of theory for the free atom . It was 
predicated openly upon discontinuities and gross violations of classical physics . Yet 
despite its transgressions, Bohr's theory retained the pleasing picture of Rutherford's 
atom as a miniature Copernican system . But Bohr did not consider the theory 
complete because it conflicted with classical physics. However, by 1918,  the break 
between Bohr's theory and the classical physics became more striking when Bohr 
folded into his theory a kind of mathematical description for the unvisualizable 
quantum jump that was forbidden by the accepted view of the classical physics of 
particles; namely, a priori probabilities which renounce from the start any knowledge 
of the cause for phenomena. By 1923 , the limitations of the picture of the atom as a 
miniature solar system had become forcefully apparent. The basic problem was that it 
could not treat quantitatively atoms more complex than the miniature solar system 
with one planet the hydrogen atom. 

So atomic physics began to slip into an abyss where the planetary electron 
went from a tiny sphere to an unvisualizable entity. What is so remarkable is that 
this surrender of visualization was precipitated only in part by empirical data, that 
is, problems with complex atoms, but more as a result of Bohr's aesthetic choice 
between the opposing notions of continuity versus discontinuity. Bohr's decision 
was to reject the light quantum in order to retain the traditional dichotomy 
between the continuous radiation field and discrete matter. This limited duality was 
his aesthetic in 1923-1925 and it was not linked to visualization. Heisenberg, at age 
twenty-three a contemporary of Pauli, spent late 1 924 to early 192 5 at Bohr's 
institute for Theoretical Physics at Copenhagen; he was already making his mark in 
physics. Whereas for Bohr the loss of visualization was painful, Heisenberg found it 
to be congenial to his nonvisual mode of thinking. In  late r 924, Heisenberg's 
analysis of the data ofWood and Ellett for the scattering of polarized light from 
mercury and sodium vapors convinced him and Bohr that the loss of visualization 
might very well be permanent and that since mechanical models had failed, the 
existing mathematical formalism of quantum theory must be the guide. In mid-
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1 92.5 ,  J--Ie1sc 11berg for1nulated the new quantum 1nechanics based upon an 
LJ J1\'isL1alizable particle and essential discontinuities and expressed in a mathematical 
for111alis111 L111fa11uliar to 111ost physicists. But the desire for visual thinking and for 
tl1e i11tuition associated with the world of perceptions, or with classical geometrical 
co11cepts, n1anifested itself repeatedly in the papers of those most closely associated 
\Vitl1 the new quantum mechanics Bohr, Heisenberg, and Max Born who, at age 
forty-three, ,vas Bohr's counterpart at Gottingen. Of great concern to Heisenberg 
\\'as that due to the loss of visualization and ordinary intuition the new theory was 
risking internal contradictions. 

Even more remarkable than the loss of visualization was how it was regained 
in the period 1926-1927, when empirical data played almost no role. Rather, the 
path to regaining visualization is characterized by the high drama of the intense 
personal struggles among the dramatis personae over their choices of how to 
represent nature continually versus discontinuity, the usefulness of mathemat
ical models versus mechanistic-materialistic models, and whether to maintain 
causality.-+ A scientist's criteria for choice between representa tions cannot be reduced 
either to logic or to a suggestion from experimental data. Rather it is based upon 
the individual scientist's aesthetic. What is so fascinating about the genesis of 
quantum theory is that not only does the personal nature of the struggle b etween 
representations or aesthetic choices emerge from the scientific papers of  the 
period, but the clash is  sharper than ever before in the history of scientific thought. 
The stakes were high in 1926-1927 because the outcome could determine the 
course of physical theory. 

A new figure enters in 1926. Erwin Schrodinger at for ty-three was a professor 
in Zurich and an outsider both geographically in thinking from the small band of 
physicists concentrated mainly in Copenhagen and Gottingen who were almost 
entirely responsible for the development of the quantum mechanics. Schrodinger's 
sentiments were closer to those of the continuum-oriented physicists at Berlin, in 
particular Einstein and Planck. Schrodinger felt so ''repelled'' both by the lack of 
visualization and the mathematics used in the quantum mechani cs that he 
formulated the wave mechanics. His aesthetic was linked to a continuum-based 
physics which visualized that atomic entities were composed of packets of waves. 
Nevertheless, he clalmed that this was better than no picture at all. 

Although Born had been godfather to the quantum mechanics, his desire for 
visualization led him to enlarge his aesthetic from the one held currently by Bohr 
and Heisenberg to a viewpoint in r 926 in which particles are guided by waves 
from Schrodinger's theory. Born considered these waves as transporting only 
probabili ty. His theory permitted the use of pictures for scattering processes but 
distinguished between the notion of causality as it referred to scattering processes 
and to phenomena within the atom, for example, transitions. 

Heisenberg, from the beginning, had found the wave mechanics ''disgusting'' 
and was further enraged at Born's desertion of the cause of quantum mechanics. 



Tl1is situ a tio11 a 11d conversations with Bohr ir, late r 926 rc111 forced lJcJt}1 
Hei e11berg's aesthetic and his 11011visual 111odes of tl1ink1ng, leading h1111 to bc)ldly 
de111,1rcate bet11Jee11 i11tuition and visualization. The results i11 early 1 927 were tl1e 
uncertainty relations and the rejection of the only causal law that this viewpoint 
coL1ld consider classical causality. 

To Heisenberg's consternation and eventual distress, Bohr pressed him 
relentlessly not to publish his results. For Bohr had realized that only the complete 
wave-particle duality for matter and lig,ht could lead to a consistent interpretation 
of the quantum mechanics containing visualization. However, the causal laws could 
no longer be associated with space-time pictures but with the conservation laws of 
energy and momentum. This viewpoint is embodied in Bohr's complementarity 
principle of 1927. The analysis leading to the complementar ity principle plumbed 
the very depths of knowledge down to the formation of ideas themselves. Bohr 
emphasized that the necessary prerequisite to this analysis was the discovery that 
visual thinking preceded verbal thinking, and linked to visual thinking could only 
be the aesthetic of the symmetry offered by the complete wave- par ticle duality. 

The roots of complementar ity are as varied and deep as its ramifications into 
other disciplines and so I believe it is apropos here to mention Bohr's lifelong 
interest in ar t, especially in cubism. The Danish artist Mogens Anderson, a friend 
of Bohr, recollected what most impressed Bohr in cubism: ''face and limbs 
depicted simultaneously from several angles . . . . That an object could be several 
things, could change, could be seen as a face, a limb and a fruitbowl."s We shall see 
that this motif has striking parallels to that offered by complementar ity where the 
atomic entity has two sides wave and particle and depending on how you 
look at it (that is, what experimental arrangement is used), that is what it is. 

So in late r 92 7, Bohr raised physics from the darkness of the abyss and the drama 
was completed. We are reminded here of one of Bohr's favorite sayings from Schiller: 

Only fullness leads to clarity 

And truth lies in the abyss. 

V I S U A L I Z A T I O N  L O S T  ( 1 9 2 3 - 1 9 2 5 )  

By the first decade of the twentieth century, it was taken for granted that physical 
theory should be a reflection of the continuity that we observe in the ,vorld of 
our perceptions. Lack of continuity would mean breaking the connection 
between cause and effect, that is, violating the law of causality. The law of causality 
in classical physics states that given a par ticle's initial position and momentum, its 
continuous path can be predicted with absolute accuracy, a t  least in principle. The 
classical physics is also deterministic because there is no reason for a par ticle to be 
unable to occupy any point on the path deduced from the equations of motion; 
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eqt11valentl)', s ince the continuity of the equations of motion ensures determinism, 
there is no difference in classical physics between causality and determ inism . 
Gi\'er1 the particle's initial momentum and energy, the values of these quantities 
can be deter mined for any point on the particle 's path from the conservation laws 
for n101nentum and energy; in classical physics these laws are linked to the picture 
of- a particle moving through space. 

The newly discovered electron was visualized as having a definite shape, and 
\vhen accelerated it becomes the source of electromagnetic waves (light) 
spreading out like the circular ripples caused by a stone thrown into water. This 
dichotomy between discrete matter and the continuous or wave picture of light 
,vas acceptable in classical physics. Even though the electron introduced a 
discontinuity into the substratum of nature, the l aws gover ning physical theory 
were required to be continuous . 

But in 1900, Max Planck discovered, to his horror, that he m ight have opened 
a Pandora's box .6 The issue concer ned his radiation l aw describing the continuous 
spectrum of the light emitted from a cavity within a hot substance. This is a most 
interesting spectrum because it is independent of the substance's constitution; such 
phenomena fascinate physicists and until 1900 a formula describing this spectrum 
had eluded them , despite intense efforts . Since the spectrum is independent of the 
constitution of the cavity  walls, it matters not at all what model is used for the 
source of radiation . Planck decided to  use a currently accepted model that is both 
easily \risualizable and whose equations of motion are easily soluble; namely, the 
electrons comprising the cavity walls are charged spheres on springs or charged 
oscillators. According to Planck's theory of 1900, the continuous spectrum of 
radiation from the cavity results from the charged oscillators emitting and 
absorbing light energy discontinuously in bursts or energy quant a . This gross 
violation of continuity caused Planck to devote many years of his life seeking other 
theories for the radiation law consistent with classical physics. 

Planck's reputation notwithstanding, his theory of 1 900 was politely ignored 
until it was resurrected twice over by an unknown patent clerk third class in Ber n. 
Albert Einstein proposed in r 90 5 that certain phenomena could be described 
easily if light were considered as having a granular structure, thereby flying 
through space like a hail of shot or light quanta .7 Sensitive to the mood of the 
times, Einstein in I 90 5 did not use Planck's radiation law in calculations 
supporting this viewpoint . Nevertheless, it is clear from the light quantum paper 
of 1905 and his later writings that he knew of it and that he was boldly extending 
its consequences beyond the quantization of energy. Among the critics of the 
hypothesis of light quanta was Planck who could not construct a visualizable 
model in which light quant a  produced interference, s whereas almost three 
hundred years previously Christian Huygens had proposed a visualizable con
struction for light waves interfering. Einstein in 1 907 used Planck's law of 
radiation (without light quant a) toward a quantum theory of solids.9 This research 



was d1scL1ssec.i at the first su111111it 111eeti11g of pl1ys1cs the )olvay C:011gr<.:!)S <>f 
1 9 1  r .  The the111e \Vas the theory of radiat1011 ar1d f)lanck

,s e 11ergy gua11ta; for by 
this time the special relativity theory, a11other product of Einstein ,s a,-1rzt-1s 1't1irabilis 

of r 90 5, was considered well understood. This congress provides us with a gli111pse 
into the accepted view of vvhat a physical theory should be. 

Perhaps the best survey of the Solvay Congress was written by Henri 
Poincare, to who placed a high premium upon visual thinking and those physical 
theories whose mathematical framework exhibited the highest degree of 
symmetry. 1 1  Poincare focused upon his recent proof that a physically meaningful 
description of cavity radiation can be obtained only if the energies of the charged 
oscillators were restricted. T his result deeply disturbed Poincare because it meant 
that any law for cavity radiation, for example, Planck's, must possess discon
tinuities. But, Poincare lamented, should ''discontinuity reign over the physical 
universe," 12 then determinism would be invalid since all positions of the charged 
oscillators would not be per mitted (the charged oscillator's energy is dependent 
upon how much the spring is extended from its equilibrium position). Funda
mental changes in the laws of mechanics would be necessary because they could 
no longer be considered as describing continuous motion. Poincare, as did most 
others including Planck, preferred a wait-and-see attitude. W ith confidence they 
believed in the possibility of extending our customary intuition into the domain 
of the atom, and of finding there the mechanism or cause for the emission of 
radiation by the atoms lining the cavity wall; as expected, there would be a 
continuous causal chain. The search for causes, with the optimism that they would 
be found, was a hallmark of classical physics; for this was necessary in order to 
maintain both causality and visualization of physical process. 

Should this search fail, a dramatic change in world view would be necessary 
because it could very well signal the need for statistical laws denying knowledge of 
the cause for phenomena a priori probabilities. For example, Ernest Rutherford's 
law for how many of a large number of atoms will undergo radioactive decay in a 
certain time period is a statistical law, but not a priori probabilistic. Poincare 
emphasized that the laws governing the behavior in individual atoms would turn out 
to be causal laws, and this faith would be realized by future analyses of Rutherford's 
recently proposed model of the atom as a miniature Copernican system. 13 

I n  contrast to the continuous spectrum of cavity radiation stood the discrete 
spectrum of free atoms. For if a gas of, for example, hydrogen is heated, it emits 
light whose spectrum is a series of unequally spaced lines differing in brightness 
and frequency. The spectral lines of hydrogen were especially well known, and by 
the end of the first decade of the twentieth century there were formulae \.vithout 
theoretical foundation that served to classify them. In r 9 r 3, Bohr offered a theory 
from which these series could be deduced. 14 

Bohr 's theory was predicted explicitly upon discontinuities in nature and in its 
laws, as well as violating both classical mechanics and electrodynamics. The theory is 
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l1.1,t't1 ttp<.)11 t,,,o postt1lates : first, in order to account for the stability of matter and to 
\t't .1 ,t·.1lt• for tl1e size of the ato1n, Bohr asserts that contrary to classical mechanics 
11<.)t e, er, ()rl11t is pcr11ussible for the planetary electron. Bohr refers to the permitted 
t1r l11ts .1s ''statior1ary states'' 1s which can be calculated from classical mechanics 
,t1 1t.1l1l} altereti to i11clude Planck's constant h from his theory of  the continuous 
spct·trt1111 of· cavity radiation. In particular, there is a ground state below which the 
electro11 c,uu1ot descend. While in a stationary state an electron does not radiate as it 
·hot1ld accordi11g to classical electrodynamics. Metaphorically, Bohr describes the 
stationary states as ''waiting places'' 16 where the electron resides before making a 
trar1sition to another stationary state. Neither classical mechanics no1· electrodynamics 
can discuss the transition process. So Bohr proposed a second postulate: the transition 
do\vnward of the electron is accompanied by the emission of radiation of energy hv, 
"vhere v is the frequency of the emitted radiation. For Bohr the quantum jump is an 
''essential discontinuity'' 17 because it is demanded by the two postulates of  the 
theory. Moreover, the quantum jump is unvisualizable. Consider, for example, the 
simplest element hydrogen, which the Bohr theory regards as a solar system with one 
planet the electron. The electron makes a quantum jump by disappearing from 
one stationary state and reappearing in another one, somewhat like the Cheshire cat. 

Despite Bohr's bold departures from classical physics , a picture survived of the 
atom as a miniature Copernican system, so familiar and so  easy to visualize 
because, as Rudolf Ar nheim observed of corpuscular models, there is a sharp 
difference between ''figure'' and ''ground."1s Bohr's theory achieved astonishing 
successes. For example, it could discuss quantitatively many of the chemical and 
physical characteristics of hydrogen as well as off er a means to relate the atomic 
structure and chemical properties of the more complex elements. By I 920, it had 
also disposed of the classical theory of the scattering of light by atoms , that is, 
dispersion. The classical theory of dispersion uses a model of the atom analogous 
to that of Planck: an atom reacting to light is represented by the easily visuahzable 
model of charged oscillators. The charged oscillators are set into motion by the 
incident radiation thereby becoming sources of coherent secondary waves; and 
the frequencies of the spectral lines are closely approximated by the frequencies of 
the oscillators. On the other hand, according to Bohr's atomic theory, atoms are 
not charged oscillators but miniature planetary systems, and the frequency of  a 
spectral line is not the frequency of an electron in a stationary state. By r 920, the 
matter had gone beyond the competition between two theoretical viewpoints 
because certain patter ns of spectral lines from dispersion experiments could be 
accounted for only by the quantum theory (as Bohr's theory of the atom was 
referred to by then) . 19 However, in r 920 the quantum theory could offer no 
detailed description of dispersion ; this would have to await further development 
of an idea proposed in detail by Bohr two years earlier. 

In 1 9 1 8 ,  Bohr extended the quantum theory by proposing a method to 
discuss the brightness, that is, intensity, of  spectral lines.20 It is based upon a 



li111iti 11g process wl1icl1 wot1 ld be a gt1idi11g tl1e 111c 1 11 tl1e year, al1ca<.l , a11cl wl1 1cl1 
in 1 920 lie na111ed tl1e ' 'correspo11de11cc pri 11ciple.'21 Tl1e corrcspo 11cic11ce pri11c..11)lc 
is based upo 11 tl1e fo llowing observation. Tl1e spectral li111cs of l1ydrc>gc11 arc 
u11equally spaced, beconung ever closer with the lines' decreasing freqt1enc1cs , 
until, to the naked eye, the spectrt1m becomes a blu r of white. The white blur is 
the case expected from the viewpoint of classical electrodynamics according to 
which the planetary electron radiates continually and eventually spirals into the 
nucleus, but matter is stable and hence Bohr's first postulate. The low-frequency 
spectral lines are the result of transitions downward between stationary states far 
from the nucleus . The correspondence principle asserts that in this region the 
classical and quantum predictions for the characteristics of the emitted radiatio1 1  
approach each other asymptotically. Thus, in this region , to a high degree of 
accuracy, the well-known results of classical electrodynamics, suitably altered to 
contain quantum instead of classical frequencies , could be equated to the 
expressions offered by the quantum theory. Then, these equalities are assumed to 
hold reasonably well in the regions close to the nucleus. Bohr's problem was to 
find a quantum-theoretical description of the unvisualizable quantum jump. He 
found it in the A and B coefficients of Einstein's quantum theory of 19 1 6- 1 9 1 7  

for the case of atoms in equilibrium with cavity radiation. 22 The A and B coeffi
cients are the probabilities for an atom to make transitions that are spontaneous 
or induced by external radiation, respectively. Although Einstein's researches in 
the years 1 905-1916 is too often looked upon as revolutionary, he viewed it as 
extending classical physics . So it is not surprising that like Poincare , Einstein 
considered the appearance of probabilities to be a ''weakness''23 of his quantum 
theory of radiation. Bohr, on the other hand, took them over into his quantum 
theory of the atom as a priori probabilities in order to provide a mathematical 
description for the unvisualizable  quantum jump. This was a courageous step for 
it widened the gap between the quantum theory and classical physics where there 
is no room for a priori probabilities. 

In a major monograph of 1923,  Bohr presented a scientific and epistemo
logical analysis of the problems confronting the ''possibility of forming a consistent 
picture [ Bild] of phenomena'' with which the principles of the quantum theory 
'' can be brought into conformity."24 Although Bohr's reason for writing it almost 
certainly concerned the withering away in 1 92 1-1923 of the picture of the atom 
as a miniature Copernican system, he does not consider of fundamental importance 
problems concerning the constitution of complex atoms . He emphasizes that 
despite the ''good service'' offered by the classical theory of radiation through the 
correspondence principle, ''we must always keep clearly before us the far-reaching 
character of the departure from our customary ideas [ Vorstellungen vor Augen] 
which is effected by the introduction of discontinuities ." Among the immediate 
departures were the two postulates of Bohr's theory of 1 9 1 3  and introduction of 
a priori  probability to discuss the unvisualizable  quantum jump in 1 9 1 8 ;  in 1 923,  
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c)tl1 L'r, \\ ot1lt1 tollo\v. 111 taci11g these problen1s, Bohr warns the reader of the 
Li1tlic.·t1lt1�, ot- exte11di11g 0L1r ordinary intuition into the microscopic domain: ''we 
}1,1\ c 1 1 1  111i11d tl1e fi.111da111ental difficulties which stand in the way of the effort to 
rt't'<J11c.·ile tl1e appeara11ce of discontinuities in atomic processes with conceptions 
t1t- t· la,s ic ,11 e lectrody11a111ics." 

A 1 11ethod Bohr proposes for removing the ''fundamen tal difficulties'' 
co11cer11s strictl1, 1naintaining the conservation laws of energy and momentum in 
''i11di\·idL1al proces("es'' using light quanta, that is, in the scattering of light by 
i11di\•idual aton1s. Ho\vever, Bohr continues, this method cannot be '' considered as 
a atisfactory· solution'' because the ''picture [Bild]'' of light quanta excludes the 
possibility of discussing interference. The success of the hypothesis of light quanta 
in accounting for certain experimental results led him to conclude that no matter 
\vhich hypothesis on the nature of light ,vould prove ultimately to be satisfactory, 
a space and time description of atomic processes could not ''be carried through in 
a manner free from contradiction by the use of conceptions borrowed from 
classical electrodynamics." Since classical physics links the conservation laws of 
energy and momentum with the picture of particles moving continuously in 
space and time, then ''\ve must be prepared for the fact that deduction from these 
la\v s will not possess unlimited validity."The correspondence principle rather than 
the conservation laws would be a guide to a consistent quantum theory. 

Bohr's other method for removing fundamental difficulties concerns a new 
approach to the problem of dispersion that will dramatically alter the course 
of quantum theory. Toward using the correspondence pr inciple to extend the 
classical theory of dispersion into the quantum theory, Bohr w rites that the 
atom responds to external radiation like a ''number of classical oscillators'' whose 
frequencies are those of the observed spectral lines. He refers to this response as the 
'' coupling mechanism," and cites recent work by Rudolf Ladenburg \vho inde
pendently had a similar ''train of thought' ' in 1 9 2 1 .2s Then, in 1923 , Ladenburg 
applied the correspondence principle to the classical theory of dispersion in order 
to formulate a mathematical version of the coupling mechanism.26 In summary, 
the new theory of dispersion was not based upon the picture of the atom as a 
miniature Copernican system . 

By 1924, Arthur Compton's interpretation for the change of wavelength of 
very high-frequency radiation (X rays) scattered from metal foils furnished fur ther 
evidence for the reality of the light quantum .21 Among the physicists who 
disagreed "\Vith Compton was Bohr, for whom the tension between the two 
conceptions of light would have to be resolved on the basis of a wave theory. For 
although there may be essential discontinuities in individual processes, our 
ordinary intuition demands that light be a continuous phenomenon . 

Bohr's viewpoint appeared in a paper of r 924 co-authored with H. A .  
Kramers and John C. Slater, but almost certainly written entirely by Bohr.28 They 
consider this paper to be a ''supplement' ' to Bohr's monograph of 1923,  and the 
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solution to the ''fur1da111ental d1ffict1lties'' wh1cl1 sta11d 111 the way of rcco11c ili11g 
classical electrodynanucs \,Vith the essential d1scont1nt1tties of atoinic.. pl1ys1cs. '"fheir 
solution is based upon Bohr's couphng mechan1sn1 wruch asserts that the aton1 
reacts to incident radiation like a ''set of 'virtual oscillators' '' with the proper 
quantum frequencies, and ''such a Picture [ BilaJ was used by Ladenburg." Bohr's 
use here of the notion of a ''picture'' is in the sense of the interpretation offered 
by Ladenburg's mathematical framework, and this differs from the notion of 
''picture'' in the essay of 1923 where it was meant as visualization. Indeed, one 
cannot visualize the planetary electron in a stationary state in the hydrogen atom 
represented by as many oscillators as there are transitions from this state. The set of 
virtual oscillators replacing the image of the planetary electron in a stationary state 
continually emits a virtual radiation field transporting only the probabil ity for an 
electron to make a transition; a priori probability is introduced into the theory 
through the correspondence principle which contains the A and B coefficients. 
Thus, for example, since the virtual radiation field of one atom can induce a 
transition upward in another atom without undergoing the corresponding 
downward transition, Bohr, K.ramers, and Slater abandon ''any attempt at a causal 
connexion between transitions in distant atoms," as well as energy and 
momentum conservation in the individual interactions ''so characteristic of the 
classical theories." Nevertheless, they continue, energy and momentum are 
conserved statistically that is, for many scattering processes (this contrasts with 
Poincare's assessment of laws like that of radioactive decay). 

In contrast to Compton's ''formal interpretation'' using light quanta, and 
hence energy and momentum conservation, Bohr, K.ramers, and Slater consider 
the Compton effect as a continuous process. Each illuminated electron in the 
target emits coherent secondary wavelets which can be understood as light 
scattered from a virtual oscillator. This description displaced physical reality further 
from the ''classical conceptions'' because the scattered electron and virtual 
oscillator need not have the same velocity or position. Additionally, since the 
virtual radiation field transports probability, they predicted that the scattered 
electron possesses the probability of having momenta in any direction. 

Thus, in order to maintain the wave concept of radiation, Bohr was willing to 
pay a high price namely, relinquishing the picture of an electron as a localized 
quantity, the laws of energy and momentum conservation and causality. This was a 
desperate time for Bohr because he could very well have believed that the 
hypothesis of the virtual oscillators was the last gasp of his program for a description 
of the interpretation of light with matter that was macroscopically continuous. He 
as much as admits that this is a physics of desperation in the Bohr, Kramers, and 
Slater paper of 1924, where he writes that ''it seems at the present state of science 
hardly justifiable to reject a formal interpretation as that under consideration as 
inadequate."The violation of energy and momentum conservation \.Vas treated \vith 
caution by most physicists; Born, Heisenberg, and Kramers omitted it from their 



-;t1bs�Llt1e 11t re-;e .1rcl1 based t1pon the virn1al oscillators.29 The experimentalist E. N. 

ti,1 (�. A11tir<1de cat1ght tl1e n1ood of the times in the third edition of his book The 

St,11(t11rc <1/.tl1e At(>111 which appeared in late 1926.There he considered the suggestion 
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of 11011co11 ervation of energy as ''repugnant."30 
Altl1 ougl1 it is not my goal here to discuss the nature of Heisenberg's 

di. covery of the new quantum mechanics in mid- 1925 ,  a few words are necessary 
11evertheless on the thinking that led him to it. The reason is that to Heisenberg 
dt1ri 11g period fro1n rnid- 1924 to mid- 1925 the virtual oscillators went from being 
n1erely appealing to becoming a guiding theme.31 But we must keep in mind that 
the hypothesis of virtual oscillators was treated purely for mally in the paper of 
Bohr, Kra1ners, and Slater, and then in subsequent elaborations using the Bohr, 
Kramers, and Slater theory of Ladenburg's preliminary theory of dispersion by 
Bohr and Kramers. Furthermore, Born and Kramers had been unable to extract 
from their f orn1alisms assertions concerning empirical data. 

My research has led me to a missing piece in the jigsaw of Heisenberg's 
discovery his paper of I 92 5 ,  '' On an Application of the Correspondence 
Principle to Problems Concerning the Polarization of Fluorescent Light''32 and its 
analysis of the dispersion experiment of the eminent American physicist R. W 
Wood with A. Ellett , 33 which in retrospect must be considered as a turning point 
in the genesis of the quantum theory. In the paper of 1925, Heisenberg used the 
virtual oscillators to free himself from the notion of electrons in stationary states 
that are planetary orbits, for the ''virtual oscillators are connected only in a very 
symbolic manner'' with electrons in such states. Of great importance to Heisenberg 
was that he could use the virtual oscillators to make certain predictions that agreed 
adequately with the data of Wood and Ellett. He recollected that this paper showed 
the ''necessity for detachment from intuitive models."34 It was clear that the set of 
virtual oscillators were ''more real than the orbit'' ;3s indeed, although particle 
tracks had been observed in cloud chambers, an electron in a planetary orbit had 
never been observed. The virtual oscillator representation would be Heisenberg's 
starting point in the seminal paper on the new quantum mechanics.36 There the 
unvisualizable electron is characterized by relations among observable quantities, 
for example, the frequency of the atom's spectral lines. W hen Pauli, early in 1926, 
deduced the Balmer for mula from Heisenberg's theory ( that is, one of the spectral 
line series for the hydrogen atom), he en1phasized at the outset in words conflicting 
with hi s reminiscence of 1955  (see introduction) that ''Heisenberg's for m of the 
quantum theory completely avoids a mechanical-kinematical demonstration 
[ Veranschaulichung] of the notion of electrons in the stationary states of the atom."37 
Although the renunciation of a picture of the bound electron was a necessary 
prerequisite to the discovery of the new quantum mechanics, nevertheless, the lack 
of Veranschaulichung or Anschaulichkeit or an intuitive [ anscl1aulic/1e] interpretation 
was of great concern to Bohr, Born, and Heisenberg, and this concern emerges 
from their scientific papers of the period r 92 5-r 927. For example, in the important 
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p.1per ot� 13or11, Jord�111 .111ti I le1se11l)erg t)f l.1t<: 1 92.) ,  I IL·ist·11l1erg \\.r ilL's i11 tl1c 
i11troc.iL1ctio11 tl1.1t till' �1re\c11t tl1cc1ry l.1l1c)r\ ''t111cler till' clisatlva11tag<: <>f 11c>t lJL·i 11g 
directly .1111e11al1le tcJ a geo111etric.1lly i11 tL1it1ve i 11ter 1,retat1c>11 j c111sc/1,1 1 1! 1fl1c 
i11terpr£•ticrt] si11ce tl1e 111otio11 of electro11s ca1111ot be c.lcscribecl 111 ter111s c>f tl1c 
fa 111iliar concepts of space a11d ti111e."Jx I Ieise11berg co11 ti11 L1cs, '' 1 11 tl1e fL1rtJ1cr 
de\·elop111e11t of tl1e theory ,  a11 i111porta11t task \vill lie in the closer i11vestigat1011 of 
the 11ature of this corresponde11ce betvveen classical and qL1antL1111 111ecl1a111cs and 111 

the n1anner in ,vhich syn1bolic geo111et1·y goes over into intuitive classical geometry 
[ a11scl1a11/icl1 klassiscl,e Geo111etrie] ."39 In the section on the Zee111an effect, probably 
also ,vritten by Heisenberg, the notion of planetary stationary states arises when he 
\-VTites of the inability of the new qt1antum mechanics to resolve the problem of the 
anomalous Zeeman effect as perhaps due to the result of an ''intimate co11nection 
between the innern1ost and outermost orbits . . . .  " However, Heisenberg hoped that 
the recent hypothesis of an electron spin by Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit might 
provide an al ternate route. 40 Yet this four th degree of freedom for the electron 
could not be visualized because a point on a spinning electron of finite extent 
could move faster than light. 

Born also felt uncomfortable without a means to visualize the concepts in the 
n1athematical formalism of the new quantum mechanics. In late I 92 5, Born \-VTites 
that ''we have the right to use the terms 'orbit' or 'ellipse,' hyberbola,' etc. in the 
new theory . . . .  Our new imagin ation is restricted to a limiting case of possible 
physical processes."41 

Andrade, in his book published in late 1 926, tempered his praise of the new 
quantum mechanics by pointing out that ''its weakness is that we have no 
geometrical or mechanical picture'' of the physical processes to which it is applied 
of the type to which we are accustomed."42 

In the latter part of 1925, Bohr acknowledged the empirical disproof of the 
prediction of Bohr, Kramers, and Slater for the nonconservation of energy and 
momentum in the Compton effect. 43 The experim ental data44 showed that if the 
initial energy and momentum of the light quantum is known, then the final values 
of these quantities for the scattered light quantum and electron could be predicted 
(initially the target electron is at rest). Nevertheless, Bohr steadfastly maintained his 
traditionally dualistic viewpoint by asserting that the data did not decide definitely 
between ''two well-defined conceptions of light propagation in empty space." 
Rather the identification of a '' coupling of individual processes . . .  forced upon the 
picture a corpuscular transmission of light.' ' In Bohr's view, accompanying the 
inclusion of light quanta are ''unavoidable fluctuations in time'' for systems in small 
volumes, making it  even more difficult to use'' intuitive pictures [ a11scl1ai,1licl1er 
Bilder] ''45 to discuss collision process and the structure of the atoms. Of impor tance 
to Bohr was recent theoretical work offering fur ther evidence for the renunciation 
of pictures in space and time the research of L. de Broglie of 1924 and of 
Einstein in 1924-1925.46 De Broglie proposed a ,vave- p article duality· for matter.A 
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rcst1lt ot· Ei1 1steir 1 's theory of the ideal quantum gas was the indistinguishability of 
its �).lrtic.·les. Tl1is was a dran1atic event for, in addition to the bound electron being 
t111vist1.1lizable, free particles have now lost their individuality. 

Ack11owledging Heisenberg's new quantum mechanics, Bohr writes that 
it 11 1ay at first ''seem, deplorable'' that in atomic physics ''we have apparently met 
vvitl1 t1ch a limitation in our usual means of visualization'' ; nevertheless, 
·· 111a tl1e111atics in this field too, presents us with tools to prepare the way for 
further progress."47 Thus, where visualization has been lost, mathematics must be 
the guide toward ''further progress." In summary, by the latter part of I 92 5, 
empirical data and theoretical results caused Bohr to demarcate between the 
conservation laws and pictures in space and time. 

V I S U A L I Z A T I O N  R E G A I N E D  ( 1 9 2 6 - 1 9 2 7 )  

Erwin Schrodinger , in the third of the four '' communications'' of I 926, left no room 
for doubt that a sense of aesthetics inspired him to formulate the wave mechanics. 48 

My theory was inspired by L. de Broglie, Ann. de Physique ( I 0) 3, p. 22, 1 925 (Theses, 

Paris, 1 924) and by short but incomplete remarks by A. Einstein, Berl. Ber. ( 1 925) 

pp. 9 ff. No genetic relationship whatever with Heisenberg is known to me. I knew of 

his theory, of course, but felt discouraged, not to say repelled, by the methods of 

transcendental algebra, which appeared very difficult to me and by the lack of 

visualizabil ity [Anschaulichkeit] . 

In a more objective tone, one of his principal criticisms against the quantum 
mechanics is that it appeared to him '' extraordinarily difficult'' to approach such 
processes as collision phenomena from the viewpoint of a ''theory of knowledge'' 
in which we ''suppress intuition [Anschauung] and operate only with abstract 
concepts such as transition probabilities, energy levels, and the like." For although, 
he continues, there may exist ''things'' which cannot be comprehended by our 
''forms of thought," and hence do not have a space and time descr iption, ' 'from 
the philosophic point of view'' Schrodinger was sure that ''the structure of the 
atom'' does not belong to this set of thi11gs. 

Another of Schrodinger's reasons for preferring a wave-theoretical approach 
is his preference for a continuum-based theory in which he claimed there are no 
quantum jumps, over the ''true discontinuum theory'' of Heisenberg. In addition, 
Schrodinger pushed his proof of the mathematical equivalence of the wave and 
quantum mechanics to the conclusion natural to his viewpoint when discussing 
atomic theories he '' could properly also use the singular." 

But what sort of picture did Schrodinger offer? He maintains that no picture 
at all is preferable to the miniature Copernican atom, and in this sense the purely 



�1 ()"1tiv1sti<.· st(111 (i�1()i 1 1t  () f- t l 1c (Jtt.1 1 1tt1 111 t ll l'cl1�1 1 1 1cs is 11rcft·1 al)le l-><.:( ;it1sc c)f ''ils 
co111pletc lack of- vist1alizatio11'' ; l1()wcver, tl1is co11f11cts w1tl1 �cl1 1c)d 111gcr's 
pl1ilosopl1ic vie,vpoi11t. S<.·l1ro(ii11gcr bases l1is vist1al rcprcsc11tal1011 c)f l)C)t111cl ,111cl 
tree eJectro11s 011 tl1e co111pariso11 witl1 classical clcctrody11a1111cs of tl1c so1utic)11 t<> 
the ft111da 111e11tal wave eqL1atio11 of the wave 111echanics that ic;, the w�1vc 
ft111ctio11. The electron in a hydroger1 ato111 is represe11ted as a distribution of 
electricity arou11d the nt1cleus. However, Schrodinger's proof of the localization of 
a free electron represented as a packet of waves49 was shown by Heisenberg to be 
invalid;so rather, the pa cket of waves does not ren1ain localized. In addition, 
Schrodinger does en1phasize that his visual representation is unsuitable for systems 
containing two or more electrons because the wave function must be represented 
in a space of 3 N-dimensions, where N is the number of particles. 

To sununarize the state of quantum physics in the first half of 1925 :  while no 
adequate atomic theory existed as of July I 92 5, by mid-I 926 there were two 
seemingly dissimilar theories. Quantum mechanics was purported to be a ''true 
discontinuum theory."si Although a corpuscular-based theory, it renounced any 
visualization of the bound corpuscle itself (at this time quantum mechanics could 
discuss only bound state problems). However, its mathematical apparatus was 
unfamiliar to physicists and also difficult to apply. On the other hand, there was 
Schrodinger's wave mechanics which was a continuum theory focusing entirely 
upon matter as waves, offering a visual representation of atomic phenomena and 
accounting for discrete spectral lines. Its more familiar mathematical apparatus set 
the stage for a calculational breakthrough. The wave mechanics delighted the more 
continuum-based portion of the physics community, particularly Einstein and 
Planck. s2 Although the final experimental verification of the complete wave- particle 
duality of matter would not appear until 1927, many already subscribed to it. 

To the best of my knowledge Heisenberg's first published response to 
Schrodinger's wave mechanics is the paper of 1926, ''Many-Body Problem and 
Resonance in Quantum Mechanics."53 There Heisenberg explains that although 
the physical interpretation of the two theories differ, their mathematical 
equivalence allows this difference to be put aside; for ''expediency'' in calculations 
he will utilize the Schrodinger wave functions, with the caveat that one must not 
impose upon the quantum theory Schrodinger's ''intuitive pictures [ anschaulichen 
Bilder]." In fact, Heisenberg points out that such an attitude would prevent treating 
the many-body problem. To make this clear, he refers to Schrodinger's viewpoint 
concerning the principal difficulty confronting either the quantum or wave 
mechanics in treating many-body systems; namely both theories use formulae 
from classical mechanics which discuss these interactions as if the atomic objects 
were point particles, but this ''is no longer permissible'' because point charges are 
''actually extended states of v ibration which penetrate into one another."54 

Heisenberg's rebuttal in his paper treating the many-body problem is that ,ve must 
set limitations ''upon the discussion of the intuition-problem [Ansclzai,ungifrage] ," 
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t<.)r tl1t•rc .1re c.1ses i11 ,vl1ich the ''wave representation is more constrained'' for 

t',.11111-1lc, ''tl1e 11otio11 of the spinning electron''ss which resists perception or 

i11tt1 1t1()11 cl1rot1gl1 pictures. Heisenberg also objects that Schrodinger's method is 

11ot c1 co11siste11t wave theory of matter in the sense of de Broglie whose waves are 

i11 .1 vist1.1lizable space of three dimensions. 

Tl1e te11sion between the quantum and wave mechanics increased with the 

appeara11ce of Born's quantum theory of scattering in the latter part of 1926.56 

Born's a11alysis of data from the scattering of electrons from hydrogen atoms 

convinced him of the need for a quantum-theoretical description of scattering 

consistent with the conservation of energy and momentum; yet, Born writes, 

11either scattering problems nor transitions in atoms can be ''understood by the 

quantum mechanics in its present form''57 here, under quantum mechanics, 

Born includes both Heisenberg's and Schrodinger's mechanics. His reasons are: 

Heisenberg's quantum mechanics denies an '' exact representation of the processes 

in space and time''ss; Schrodinger's wave mechanics denies visualization of 

phenomena with more than one particle. In Born's view, treating problems 

concerning scattering and transitions requires the '' construction of new concepts," 

and his vehicle would be Schrodinger's version because it allows the use of the 

'' conventional ideas of space and time in which events take place in a completely 

normal manner'' that is, the possibility of visualization. 

One new concept that Born proposes is rooted in some unpublished 

speculations of Einstein; namely, that light quanta are guided by a wave field that 

carries only probability, providing a means to discuss interference and diffraction 

using light quanta. Born boldly assumes the '' complete analogy'' between a light 

quantum and an electron in order to postulate the interpretation that the '' de 

Broglie-Schrodinger waves," that is, the wave fttnction in a three-dimensional 

space, is the '' guiding field'' for the electron. From this wave function can be found 

the probability for the electron to be in a certain region of space. Thus, Born's 

quantum theory of scattering combines the de Broglie-Schrodinger waves with 

corpuscles. This view led Born ''to be prepared to give up determinism in the 

world of atoms." 59 For although the carrier of probability develops causally; that 

is, according to Schrodinger's equation, all final states are probable (although in 

general not equally probable) that are consistent with the conservation laws of 

energy and momentum. So, in Born's view, quantum mechanics distinguishes 

between causality and determinism (compare this with Poincare's statement of 

indeterminism in the previous section). 

But Born had to go even further, for since the quantum ''jump itself'' in an 

atom ' 'def[ies] all attempts to visualize it," then for transition processes, as they 

occur in atoms, the notion of causality is meaningless , and one is left only with 

the ' ' quantum mechanically determinate."60 

Heisenberg was enraged over Born's use of the Schrodinger theory and his 

assessment of the quantum mechanics . In fact, from the beginning Heisenberg 



l1ad bee11 110 less OL1tspoken tl1a11 Scl1 roc.ii11gcr, for <;0011 after tl1e t1J)j)Cc.tra11cc.: c,f 
\vave 111echa11ics l1e referred to it as ''disgL1sti1Jg'

, 
111 a letter to ()aL1 li.<,1 I l cisc.:11l)erg 

re111arked tl1at ''Scl1rodi11gcr tried to pt1sJ1 LIS back 111to a la11gL1age 111 wl1 1cl1 we 

had to describe 11ature by 'a11scl1at1Licl1e Metl1ode1i
, 
. . . .  Tl1crefore I was so Ltpsct 

about the Schrodinger development in spite of its enorn1ous succcsses.'
,
<,2 1 hen 

can1e Born's paper in which ''he we11t over to the Schrodinger theory." 
Heisenberg described these developments as very disturbing to his ''actual 

psychological situation at that time
,
' ;  namely, that quantum mechanics was a 

complete and thus closed system. Born, on the other hand, had assessed it as 
incomplete and introduced a new hypothesis using Schrodinger's wave mechanics. 
It was in response to this highly charged emotional atmosphere that Heisenberg 
wrote his 1 926 paper ''Fluctuation Phenomena and Quantum Mechanics."63 
He remembered that although this paper received very little attention, ''For 
myself it was a very important paper."64 Indeed, it is a paper written by an angry 
man in which Born's theory of scattering is not cited and Schrodinger is sharply 
criticized. There Heisenberg demonstrated that a probability interpretation 
emerges naturally from the quantum mechanics and can be understood only if 
there are quantum jumps. At the conclusion he comes down firmly in favor only 
of a corpuscular viewpoint. This becomes crystal clear in Heisenberg's important 
review paper of 1 926 ' 'Quantum Mechanics''6s where once again Born is not 
mentioned and Schrodinger is soundly criticized. 

''Our ordinary intuition [Anschauung]," Heisenberg begins, is contradicted by 
the phenomena occurring in  small volumes where there is the ''typically 
discontinuous element," and where a concept such as that of the light quantum has 
proven fertile. He continues with a statement carrying an implicit rebuke of Born's 
theory of scattering: ''Nevertheless, in contrast to material particles, we have never 
before attributed the kind of reality to light quanta which befits objects of the 
everyday world." His reason is that the light quantum contradicts the ''known laws 
of optics," for example, interference phenomena. On the other hand, Heisenberg 
continues, perhaps it is as Einstein has emphasized that '' conversely the electron is due 
a similar degree of reality as the light quantum." Heisenberg considers this point as 
symptomatic of the fundamental problem of atomic physics namely, ''the 
investigation of that typically discontinuous element and of that 'kind of reality.' '' 

Heisenberg's ''first decisive restriction in the discussion of the reality of particles'' 
is the renunciation of the notion of the electron's position in an atom because 
this was necessary in  order to formulate the quantum mechanics in terms 
of relationships among observable quantities. Heisenberg cites as a ''further 
restriction'' on the reality of the corpuscle a result from Einstein's theory of 
the ideal quantum gas ''the individuality of a corpuscle is lost." 

Whereas Heisenberg began this essay by demonstrating how nature in the 
small contradicts our customary intuition, he concludes with emphasis upon the 
fact that the existing scheme of quantum mechanics contains contradictions of the 
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' ' 111tlt tt1vc inter pretations [ a11scl1aulichen Deutungen] '' of different phenomena, and 
tl1is is 11ot satisfactory. For the quantum theory places restrictions on the reality of 
tilt' c.�<.)rpL1scle and tl1ere lurks the notion of the light corpuscle. Heisenberg's essay 
e11ds witl1 a 111ost interesting and curious passage. Despite repeated warnings 
tl1roughoL1t this paper and in the many-body paper against intuitive inter
pretatio11s of the quantum mechanics, Heisenberg reports from Copenhagen 
,vhere he and Bohr are in the midst of their intense struggle toward a physical 
i 11terpretation of the quantum mechanics (late fall 1 926-spring 1 927): ''Hitherto 
there is missing in our picture [Bild] of the structure of matter any substantial 
progress toward a contradiction-free intuitive [ anschaulichen] interpretation of 
experiments which in themselves are contradiction-free." 

It was on this note that Heisenberg began his publication of 1927 on the 
fundamental problems of the quantum mechanics, ''On the Intuitive [anschaulichen] 
Content of the Quantum-Theoretical Kinematics and Mechanics,"66 where he 
brings to a conclusion the analysis begun in ''Quantum Mechanics." But what kind 
of ''intuitive content'' can a physicist offer who denies visualization of physical 
processes? In  the very first sentence Heisenberg begins his bold reply to this 
question by stating two criteria for a theory ''to be understood intuitively'': in all 
simple cases, the theory's experimental consequences can be thought of in  a 
qualitative manner ; and its application should lead to no internal contradictions. 
Although the mathematical scheme of quantum mechanics requires no revisions, 
Heisenberg continues, ''Heretofore, the intuitive [ anschauliche] interpretation of 
the quantum mechanics is full of internal contradictions which become apparent 
in the struggle of the opinions concerning discontinuum and continuum -
theory, waves and corpuscles." Thus, the quantum mechanics satisfies only one of 
Heisenberg's criteria ''to be understood intuitively." Heisenberg writes that just as 
in the general relativity theory, where the extension of our usual conceptions of 
space and time to very large volumes follows from the mathematics of the theory, 
a revision of our usual kinematical and 1nechanical concepts ''appears to follow 
directly from the fundamental equations of the quantum mechanics." Heisenberg 
deduced from these equations the result that, unlike in classical physics, in the 
atomic domain the uncertainties in measuring the position and momentum of an 
atomic particle cannot be simultaneously reduced ( even in principle) to zero. 
Rather, the product of the uncertainties is a small but nonzero number Planck's 
constant. For example, the more precisely the particle's position is measured, the 
less precisely can its momentum be ascertained. Heisenberg attributed the cause of 
this uncertainty relation to be the ''typical discontinuities'' which contradict our 
customary intuition. He concludes that the mathematical formalism of quantum 
mechanics determines the restriction in the atomic domain of such classical 
concepts as position and momentum. Clearly, in order to maintain his aesthetic of 
a limited wave- particle duality which is not linked to visualization, Heisenberg has 
boldly demarcated the notion of ''to be understood intuitively'' from the 



vis t1alizatio11 of ator11ic processes. I-le l1ac; cl1osc11 to resolve tl1e ''str L1gglc c)( tl1e 
opinio11s'' ,vith a corpt1scL1lar-based theory tl1at lac.ks vist1al1zc1t1011 of tl1e cc)rJ)Ll!.ic.le 
and severely restrict visL1alization of pl1ysical processes. 

This vie"vpoint led hi111 to assert that in the case of ''the strong for111ulatio11 
of the causal law : 'if ,ve know the present exactly, then we can calculate the fL1ture,' 
it is not the consequent that is false but the presupposition." The ''strong 
forn1ulation of the causal law'' is the one from classical physics, and it is dependent 
upon visualization and the absence of discontinuities. However, the uncertainty 
relation between position and momentum places limits upon the precision with 
which the initial conditions of an atomic particle can be specified; its path cannot 
be traced to any arbitrary degree of accuracy as in classical physics. Heisenberg's 
rejection of the causal law from classical physics is therefore not unexpected. 

W ith these results, Heisenberg concludes with a remarkable passage, ''one 
will not have to any longer regard the quantum mechanics as unintuitive 
[ unanschaulich] and abstract." 

Heisenberg's strong predisposition to his successful quantum mechanics 
predicated upon a lack of visualizability is a reflection of his preference at this time 
for nonvisual thinking, and is undoubtedly the root of his redefinition of 
intuition. His lack of trust in visual thinking to understand quantum mechanics 
could very well have been further reinforced by discussions with Bohr during the 
period of their intense struggle to understand the r iddles of the quantum theory. 
For imagine using visual representations, as Heisenberg writes in the uncertainty 
principle paper, to think qualitatively of the experimental results in all simple 
cases-for example, the determination of the slit through which an electron passes 
in the diffraction of a low-intensity beam of electrons by a double slit grating, or 
what it means for a light quantum to be polarized. 67 Heisenberg recalled that ''we 
couldn't doubt that this [i.e., quantum mechanics] was the correct scheme but 
even then we didn't know how to talk about it' ' ;  these discussions left them in ''a 
state of almost complete despair."68 The loss of visualization must have been 
especially difficult for Bohr whose essays are filled with visual words for 
example, picture [Bild], visual ideas [ Vorstellungen var Augen] , mechanical models. 
Arnheim, in an essay on the psychology of art, wr ites of the ''apprehension'' that 
develops in a scientist during a transition from a corpuscular theory with 
''determined contour line'' to more complex models.69 The states of mind of both 
Bohr and Heisenberg fit this description , for they were set adr ift, Bohr lacking 
visualization and both Bohr and Heisenberg distrusting their intuitions. 

Heisenberg recalled that their approaches to gedanken experiments differed. 
Bohr, by late 1926, had accepted the duality in the quantum theory and its reflection 
in nature as the complete wave-particle duality, even though the wave aspect of 
matter had not yet been definitively established experimentally. For Bohr the "vave 
particle duality was the '' central point in the whole story,"70 because it permitted him 
to use visual thinking once again; that is, to play with pictures of waves and particles. 
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l- l L·isc1 1l1erg relied solely upon the mathematical scheme of quantum 

111ccl1.111ic.·s t111til l )ece1 11ber of I 926 when he became aware of the Dirac and 

Jt)r<.i,111 tra11sfor111ation theories, proving to his satisfaction the equivalence 
• 

l1et\,,ee11 the wave a11d quantum mechanics.7 1 Then Heisenberg could understand 
Bol1r '· i11tercha1 1geable use of wave and quantum mechanics because he could 
111.1tl1e111atize Bohr's visL1al arguments. Nevertheless, Heisenberg steadfastly refused 
to believe that there was a complete dualism in quantum theory, rather the 
tr�111sfor111ation theory showed how ''very flexible''72 was the quantum mechanics. 

In the light of their different viewpoints, Bohr's dissatisfaction with Heisenberg's 
t111certainty principle paper should come as no surprise. Bohr insisted that one 
ca1111ot allow the mathematical formalism to restrict words like position and 
n1on1entum because, despite the uncertainty relation, you have to use them ''just 
because you haven't got anything else."73 An unpleasant atmosphere developed in 
which Heisenberg refused to change the content of the paper but did acquiesce 
to add a '' Nachtrag bei Korrectur'' (Postscript with Corrections). 74 There Heisenberg 
writes that Bohr's recent investigations led him to conclude that uncertainty in 
observation is not rooted '' exclusively upon the presence of discontinuities," but 
in the wave-particle duality of matter. 

On r6 September 1927 at the International Congress of Physics at Como, Italy, 
Bohr presented a viewpoint which he hoped would ''be helpful'' to ''harmonize the 
apparently conflicting views taken by different scientists."7s He realized that the 
'' classical mode of description must be generalized'' because our customary 
intuition cannot be extended into the atomic domain. There Planck's constant links 
the measuring apparatus to the physical system under investigation in a way that is 
'' completely foreign to the classical theories," and this is the root of the unavoidable 
statistics of the quantum theory. W hile in the classical theories this interaction can 
be neglected, in the atonuc do1nain it cannot. Then, in the atonuc domain, the 
notion of an undisturbed system developing in space and time is an abstraction and 
''there can be no question of causality in the ordinary sense of the word'' ;  that is, 
strong causality. Bohr's viewpoint on this situation is the complementarity principle: 

The very nature of the quantum theory thus forces us to regard the space-time 

coordination and the claim of causality. the union of which characterizes the classical 

physical theories, as complementary but exclusive features of the description, 

symbolizing the ideal ization of observation and definition respectively. 

Bohr's response is to separate the causal law from a space-time description; 
the union of the two was the classical or strong causality. The causal law and 
space-time pictures are complementary because they are both necessary for a 
complete description of phenomena. 

Bohr next emphasizes that his deliberations upon the relationship between 
visual thinking and the wave-particle duality of light were central to the genesis 



of tl1e co111l1le111e11t,1rity vie,vpo111t. L1gl1t .1s a ,vave 1, ll\Cfl1l fc,1 cit·scril)i11g 
i11terfere11ce  pl1e110111e11.1. Bl1t tl1e co11scrvatio11 of c11erb'Y .111<.i 111c) t l l l'J)tl1111 i 1 1  Ll1e 
i11dividl1al i 11teractio11s of ligl1t witl1 ato111s, for exa111ple, tl1c (:0111ptc>11 effect, 
''finds its adequate expressio11'' i11 the l1gJ1t qua11tL1111 (recall that i 11 classic,11 
pl1ysics also tl1ese co11servation laws were li11ked to particles). Since a dcscript1011 
of tl1e characteristics of a light qua11tt1111 i11volves Planck's constant, trac1 11g its 
path 111eans an interaction with a n1easuri11g apparatus and so we are ''confined to 
statistical co11siderations." Bohr contint1es: ''This situation would seen1 clearly to 
indicate tl1e impossibility of a space-time description of light phenomena." This 
was Bohr's vie,:v of light quanta in 1923  and in the face of experin1ental data in 
I 92 5 as well. Here, however, Bohr associates causality with the predictive powers 
of the conservation laws of energy and momentum, rather than with space-ti1ne 
pictures that illustrate predictions for the position of the light quantum. Since the 
,:vave-particle duality holds also for atomic entities, for example, the electron, 
then space-time pictures cannot be associated with a causal description of the 
interactions among these particles. In the atomic domain the quantiti es that 
characterize a particle (energy and momentum) are connected through Planck's 
constant with the quantities that characterize a wave (frequency and wavelength). 
Hovvever, in the physics of macroscopic bodies this connection h as been 
neglected because of the insensitivity of our perceptions to the effects of a 
physical constant as small as Planck's constant; for this reason the wave and 
particle pictures seem contradictory. According to the viewpoint of comple
mentarity, the pictures of light and matter as waves and particles are not 
contradictory , as had been thought previously , but are '' complementary pictures'' 
because they are both necessary for a complete description of atomic phenom
ena; they are mutually exclusive because in a given experimental arrangement 
atomic entities can exhibit only one of their two sides. The scheme of comple
mentarity permits a self-consistent description of how the quantum theory 
relates to the simple experiments that had driven Bohr and Heisenberg to 
despair. For in the complementarity paper Bohr emphasizes that '' every word in 
the language refers to our ordinary perception," and according to our ordinary 
perception there are only two kinds of phenomena corpuscular and 
undulatory just as our intuition tells us that ''things'' are either discontinuous 
or continuous. The failure of our ordinary intuition in the atomic domain, Bohr 
writes, is rooted in the ''general difficulty in the formation of human ideas, 
inherent in the distinction between subject and object." 

This completes Bohr's analysis of 1927, which contains the vie\-vpoint soon to 
be referred to as the Kopenhagener Geist der Qi,tanteritlieorie. 76 It is an extraordinary 
analysis because Bohr's method to arrive at a contradiction-free interpretation of 
the quantum theory led him to ever-deeper levels of analysis: from a purely· 
scientific analysis, to an epistemological analysis, to an analysis of perceptions, and 
then to the origins of scientific concepts. A necessary prerequisite to this analysis 
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\\:as tllt' a<.'ccpta 11ce of the co1nplete wave-particle duality in nature. This per-
1111tted Bol1r to L1se the syn1D1etry of the pictures of waves and particles which are 
t:1 111iliar fro111 our customary intuition. He could then discuss all simple 
experi 111e 11ts. VisL1al thinking preceded verbal thinking, and linked with visual 
tl1i 11king \Vas Bohr's new aesthetic of the symmetry of pictures afforded 
by accepting the complete wave-particle duality. Bohr's viewpoint stands in 
co 11trast to the views of Heisenberg and Bor n. Although Heisenberg's viewpoint 
111aintained the validity of the conservation of energy and momentum, i t  was 
corpuscular-based and severely restricted visualization as well as the use of words 
such as position and momentum. Heisenberg considered the classical law of 
causality which is linked to pictures to be invalid in the atomic domain. Bor n's 
viewpoint of 1926 contained energy and momentum conservation, visualization, 
waves and particles, but the waves were not observable quantities. Furthermore, 
defining causality according to Schrodinger's equation as the development in 
space and time of the probability waves led Born to accept the validity of causality 
in scattering processes and its lack of meaning in atomic transition processes. 
However, Bohr realized that only the choice of a complete dualism, vis-a-vis the 
holistic view of Heisenberg and the incomplete dualism of Born could offer the 
visualization associated with the ordinary intuition rejected by Heisenberg's 
holistic view. In addition, this choice led Bohr to a new causal law that is separated 
from visualization: Space-time pictures of atomic processes can be constructed 
using concepts from our customary intuition, but one must understand that they 
are not causal descriptions. There is one point, however, shared by the views of 
Born and Bohr ; namely, that contrary to the classical physics, the quantum theory 
is causal but not deterministic. 

A study of Heisenberg's writings in the period 1928-1929 in conjunction 
with his reminiscences reveals, not unexpectedly, that he understood the 
symmetry of the ''complementary picture'' from the mathematical statements of 
the complementarity principle the methods of the quantization of wave fields 
formulated for the electromagnetic field by Dirac in 1 927 and then extended to 
particles with mass by Jordan, Klein, and W igner in 1 927-1928.77 This is a form of 
the quantum theory in which the wave and particle aspects of matter can be 
transformed mathematically into one another and yet remain mutually exclusive. 
A fine illustration of the different modes of thinking of Heisenberg and Bohr is  
in Heisenberg's recollection of a conversation they had in the period just after the 
appearance of the papers of Jordan, Klein, and Wigner.78 

So the symmetry was complete only after these papers. Well Bohr perhaps in the first 

moment did not feel exactly that way, but I think later on he saw quite well that this 

was an i l lustration that he wanted. 



1 11 co r1clt1s1011, t l1 e  i 111porta11ce for cre,lt1\·t· tl1i11ki11g c)f tl1t• clo 111ai11 wl1t·rc a1  t 
and c1e11ce 111erge has bee11 c111p l1as1zed by great p l11lc)SC)pl1cr-scic 11tists <>f t l1e  
t\.vent1eth ce11tury-Bohr, Eir1ste111, Heise11berg, a11d [>0111care. ro1 111 tl1eir rescarc·l1 
the bou11darie bet\veen disciplines are often dissolved a 11d tl1ey proceed 11eit l1cr 
deductively throL1gh logic nor i 11ductive ly tl1rough the exclusive use of e111pirica] 
data, but by visual thinking and aesthetics.79 O 
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M AC H I N E S  O F  T H E  V I S I B LE 

J e a n - L o u i s  C o m o / I i  

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

One of the hypotheses tried out in some of the fragments gathered together here 
would be on the one hand that the cinema the historically constitutable cinematic 
statements functions with and in the set of apparatuses of representation at work 
in a society. There are not only the representations produced by the representative 
apparatuses as such (painting, theater, cinema, etc.); there are also, participating in the 
movement of the whole, the systems of the delegation of power (political 
representation), the ceaseless working- up of social imaginaries (historical, ideological 
representations) and a large part, even, of the modes of relational behavior (balances 
of power, confrontations, maneuvers of seduction, strategies of defense, marking of 
differences or affiliations). On the other hand, but at the same time, the hypothesis 
would be that a society is only such in that it is driven by representation. If the social 
machine manufactures representations, it also manufactures itself from represen-
tations the latter operative at once as means, matter, and condition of sociality. 

Thus the historical variation of cinematic techniques, their appearance
disappearance, their phases of convergence, their periods of dominance and decline 
seem to me to depend not on a rational-linear order of technological perfectibility 
nor an autonomous instance of scientific ''progress," but much rather on the 
offsettings, adjustments, arrangements carried out by a social configuration in order 
to represent itself, that is, at once to grasp itself, identify itself, and itself produce 
itself in its representation. 

What happened with the invention of cinema? It was not sufficient that it be  
technically feasible, it was not sufficient that a camera, a projector, a strip of images 
be technically ready. 1 Moreover, they were already there, more or less ready, more 
or less invented, a long time already before the formal invention of cinema, 5 o 
years before Edison and the Lumiere brothers. It was necessary that something else 
be constituted, that something else be formed: the cinema machine, which is not 
essentially the camera, the film, the projector, which is not merely a combination 
of instruments, apparatuses, techniques. W hich is a machine: a dispositif articulat
ing between different sets technological certainly, but also economic and 
ideological. A dispostif was required which implicates its motivations, which is the 
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arra 11ge111e11t of de111a11ds, desires, fa11tasics, specL1lat jo11s ( 1 11 the tW() \c11sc<; <>f 
co 111111erce a 11d the i111agi11ary) :  a11 arra 11ge111e11t wl1icJ1 gives a 1,11aratt1<; a11d 
tech11iques a social status and functio11. 

The cine111a is born inu11ediately as a social 111achine, and tht1s not fron1 the sole 
i 11ventio11 of its equip111ent but rather from the experimental supposition and 
verification, from the anticipation and confir 1nation of its social profitability: economic, 
ideological, and syn1bolic. One could just as well propose that it is the spectators who 
iI1vent cinema: the chain that knots together the waiting queues, the money paid, and 
the spectators' looks filled with admiration. ''Never," say Gilles Deleuze and Claire 
Parnet, ''is an arrangement combination technological, indeed it is always the 
contrary. The tools always presuppose a 1nachine, and the machine is always social 
before it is technical. There is always a social machine which selects or assigns the 
technical elements used. A tool, an instrument, remams marginal or little used for as 
long as the social machine or the collective arrangement-combination capable of 
taking it in its phylum does not exist."2 The hundreds of little machines in the 
nineteenth century destined for a more or less clumsy reproduction of the image and 
the movement of life are picked up in this ''phylum'' of the great representative 
machine, in that zone of attraction, lineage, influences that is created by the 
displacement of the social coordinates of analogical representation. 

The second half of the nineteenth century lives in a sort of frenzy of the visible. 
It is, of course, the effect of the social multiplication of images: ever wider 
distribution of illustrated papers, waves of prints, caricatures, etc. The effect also, 
however, of something of a geographical extension of the field of the visible and the 
representable: by journeys, explorations, colonizations, the whole world becomes 
visible at the same time that it becomes appropriable. Siinilarly, there is a visibility of 
the expansion of industrialism, of the transformations of the landscape, of the 
production of towns and metropolises. There is, again, the development of the 
mechanical manufacture of objects which determines by a faultless force of 
repetition their ever identical reproduction, thus standardizing the idea of the 
(artisanal) copy into that of the (industrial) series. Thanks to the same principles of 
mechanical repetition, the movements of men and animals become in some sort 
more visible than they had been: movement becomes a visible mechanics. The 
mechanical opens out and multiplies the visible, and between them is established a 
complicity all the stronger in that the codes of analogical figuration slip irresistibly 
from painting to photography and then from the latter to cinematography. 

At the very same time that it is thus fascinated and gratified by the multiplicity 
of scopic instruments which lay a thousand views beneath its gaze, the human eye 
loses its immen1orial privilege; the mechanical eye of the photographic machine 
now sees in its place, and in certain aspects with more sureness. The photograph 
stands as at once the triumph and the grave of the eye. There is a violent 
decentering of the place of mastery in which since the Renaissance the look had 
come to reign ; to which testifies, in my opinion, the return, synchronous \Vith the 
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r i')c of pl1otography, of everything that the legislation of the classic optics that 
geo111e trical ratio wl1ich made of the eye the point of convergence and centering of 
tl 1e fJerspective rays of the v isible had long repressed and which hardly remained 
otl1er tha11 i1 1  the controlled form of anamorphoses : the massive return to the front 
of- the stage of the optical aberrations, allusions, dissolutions. Light becomes less 
obv ioL1s, sets itself as problem and challenge to sight. A whole host of inventors, 
lecturers, and image showmen experiment and exploit in every way the optical 
phenomena which appear irrational from the standpoint of the established science 
(refraction, mirages, spectrum, diffraction, interferences , retinal persistence, etc.). 
Precisely, a new co11ception of l ight is put together, in which the notion of wave 
replaces that of ray and puts an end to the schema of rectilinear propagation, in 
which optics thus overturned is now coupled with a chemistry of l ight. 

Decentered, in panic, thrown into confus ion by all this new magic of the v isible, 
the human eye finds itself affected with a series of limits and doubts. The mechanical 
eye, the photographic lens, while it intrigues and fascinates , functions also as a guarantor 

of the identity of the visible with the normality of vision. If the photographic illusion, 
as later the cinematographic illusion, fully gratifies the spectator's taste for delusion, it 
also reassures him or her in that the delusion is in conformity with the norm of v isual 

o perception. The mechanical magic of the analogical representation of the v isible is 
H accomplished and articulated from a doubt as to the fidelity of huma11 vision, and 

more widely as to the truth of sensory impressions. 
I wonder if it is not from this, from this lack to be filled , that could have come the 

extreme eagerness of the first spectators to recognize in the images of the first films -
devoid of color, nuance, fluidity the identical image, the double of life itself. If there 
is not, in the very principle of representation, a force of disavowal which gives free 
rein to an analogical illusion that is yet only weakly manifested by the iconic signifiers 
themselves? If it was not necessary at these first shows to forcefully deny the manifest 
difference between the filmic image and the retinal image in order to be assured of 
a new hold on the v isible, subject in turn to the law of mechanical reproduction. 

THE CA M E RA S E EN 

The camera, then. 
For it is here indeed, on this camera-site, that a confrontation occurs between two 

discourses : one which locates cinematic technology in ideology, the other which 
locates it in science. Note that whether we are told that what is essential in the technical 
equipment which serves to produce a film has its founding origin in a network of 
scientific knowledge or whether we are told that that equipment is governed by the 
ideological representations and demands dominant at the time it was perfected, in both 
cases discourse of technicians on the one hand, attempts to elaborate a 1naterialist 
theory of the cinema on the other the example given is always that which produces 



the ci11e111atic i111a.�e, ai1d tt a/c)11e, co11c;1dcrec.i fro111 tl1c 5ole poi11t <)f view of optics. 1 

Tht1s wl1at is in questio11 is a certai11 i111a,Re of tl1c car11cra: 111eto11y1111calJy, it 
represe11ts tl1e whole of ci11e111a technology, it is the part for the whole. It is brougl1t 
fof\vard as the visible part for the wl1ole of tl1e technics. This sy111ptomat1c displacc111cnt 
1nt1st be  exanu11ed in the very 1nanner of posing the articulation of the couple 
Technology /Ideology. 

To elect the camera as ''delegated'' representative of the whole of cinematic 
equipment is not merely synecdocrucal (the part for the whole) . It is above all an 
operation of reduction ( of the whole to the part), to be questioned in that, theoretically, 

it reproduces and confirms the split which is ceaselessly marked in the technical 
practice of cinema (not only in the practice of film-makers and technicians and in the 
spontaneous ideology of that practice; but also in the ''idea," the ideological 
representation that spectators have of work in cinema: concentration on shooting and 
studio, occultation of laboratory and editing) between the visible part of the 
technology of cinema (camera, shooting, crew, lighting, screen) and its ''invisible '' part 
(black between frames, chemical processing, baths and laboratory work, negative film, 
cuts and joins of editing, sound track, projector, etc.), the latter repressed by the 
for mer, generally relegated to the realm of the unthought, the ''unconscious'' of 
cinema. It is symptomatic, for example, that Lebel, so concerned to assert the scientific 
regulation of cinema, thinks to deduce it only from geometrical optics, mentioning 
only once retinal persistence which nevertheless is what brings into play the specific 
difference between cinema and photography, the synthesis of movement (and 
the scientific work wruch made it possible); at the same time that he quite simply 
forgets the other patron science of cinema and photography, photochemistry, 
without which the camera would be no more precisely than a camera obscura . As for 
Pleynet's remarks, they apply indiscriminately to the quattrocento camera obscura, the 
seventeenth-century magic lantern, the various projection apparatus ancestors of the 
cinematographe and the photograpruc apparatus. Their interest is evidently to indicate 
the links that relate these diverse perspective mechanisms and the camera, but in so 
doing they r isk not seeing exactly what the camera hides (it does not hide its lens): 
the film and its feed systems, the emulsion, the frame lines, things which are essential 
(not just the lens) to cinema, without which there would be no cinema. 

Hence it is not certain that what is habitually the case in practice should be 
reproduced in theory : the reduction of the rudden part of technics to its visible part 
br ings with it the r isk renewing the domination of the v isible, that ideology of the 
visible (and what it implies: masking, effacement of work) defined by Serge Daney: 

Cinema postulated that from the 'real' to the visual and from the visual to its filmed 

reproduction a same truth was infinitely reflected, without distortion or loss. In a world 

where 'I see' is readily used for ' I  understand/ one conceives that such a dream had nothing 

fortuitous about it, the dominant ideology-that which equates the real with the 

visible - having every interest in encouraging it . . . .  But why not. going further 
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back sti ll. call ,nto question what both serves and precedes the camera: a truly blind 

confidence 1n the v1s1ble, the hegemony. gradually acquired, of the eye over the other 

senses. the taste and need a society has to put rtself 1n spectacle, etc . . . .  The cinema 

is thus bound up with the Western metaphysical tradrtion of seeing and v1s1on whose 

photolog1cal vocation rt realizes. What is photology. what could be the discourse of ltght? 

Assuredly a teleological discourse 1f rt 1s true, as Derrida says. that teleology 'consists 1n 

neutral zing duration and force ,n favor of the illusion of simultanerty and form.'4 

U 11deriiabl)T, it ,vas this ''hegen1onl· of the ey'e," this secularization, this ideology 
of tl1e ,,isible linked to Western logocentrism that Pleynet "va s  aiming at "vhen 
tressing the pregnancy of the quattrocento perspective code in the basic apparatus: 

the in1age produced by the camera cannot do othenvise than confirm and 
reduplicate ('the code of specular vision such as it i s  defined by the renaissant 
hun1a1usm," such that the human eye is at the center of the system of representation, 
,,ith that centrality at once excluding any other representative system, assuring the 
e1-e's domination o,�er an11 other organ of the senses and putting the eye in a strictly 
di,me place (Humanism's critique of Christianit,1) .  

Thus is constituted this situation of t/1eoretical paradox: that it is by identifying 
the domination of the camera ( of the visible) O\'er the \\1hole of the techn ology of 
cinema ,,:hich it i s  supposed to represent, inforn1, and program (its function as 
111ode0 that the attempt is made to denounce the submission of that camera, in its 
conception and its construction, to the dominant ideology of the visible. 

If the gesture privileging the camera in order to set out from it the ideological 
chain in \\�hich cinema is inscribed is  theoretically grounded b)r everything that is  
implied in that apparatus, as in any, case b)' the determining and principal role of the 
camera in the production of the film, it too \\.rill ne\·ertheless remain caught in the 
same chain unless taken further. It is therefore necessary to change perspective, that 
is, to take into account ,,·hat the gesture picking out the camera sets aside in its 
mo,·ement, in order to avoid that the stress on the camera necessary and 
producti,·e is  not reinscribed in the ,·e1y1 ideology to ,,,hich it poin ts. 

It seems to me that a materiali st theory of the cinema 1nust at once disengage the 
ideological ' 'heritage'' of the camera Gust as much as its ''scientific heritage," for the t\vo, 
contral")T to ,v hat seems to be stated by Lebel, are in no \\'a)' exclusive of one another) 
and the ideological investn1ents in that camera, since neither in the production of fihns 
nor in the hi storyr of the invention of cine1na is the camera alone at issue; if it is the 
fact that ,vhat the camera brings into play of technology, of science and/ or ideology 
is determining, this i s  so only in relation to other determining elen1ents ,vhich 
n1a1' certainl1T be secondary relative co the camera but the seco11dari11ess of ,vliich 1nust 
then be questioned: the status and the function of ,vhat is covered over b), the camera. 

To underline again the risk entailed in making cinerna function theoretically 
entirel1, on the red11ced 111odel of the camera,  it i s  enough to note the ahnost total 
lack of theoretical \'\'Ork on the sound track or on 1aborato�, techniques (as if the 



s1gl1t of light gec.>111etr 1c,1l optics l1acl bl(>cked 1ts wc>rk: tl1c cl1e1 1 1 1�try c)f ligl1t) , 
a lack \\1hicl1 ca11 011ly be cxpl,1i11ec.i by tl1c do111j11a11cc of the visible at tl1c l1eart <>f 
botl1 c1r1e111at1c practice a11d reflectio11. Is it 11ot ti111e, for exa111ple, to br 1 11g 0L1t the 
ideological f L111ctio11 of two techniques (instru111ents + processes + kr1owledgcs + 
practice - interdependent)? Together to realize an ai,n, an objective which 
hencefortl1 cor1stitutes that technique, founds, and authorizes it both of which are 
on the side of the hidden, the cinematic unthought (except by very few 
ftl111111akers: Godard, Rivette, Straub): grading and mixing? 

COV E R I N G  O V E R  A N D  L OSS O F  D E PTH O F  F I E L D  

No more than in the case of the ''close-up'' is it possible to postulate a continuous 
chain (a filiation) of ''depth-of-field shots'' running through the ''history of cinema." 
No  more than in the case of the ''close-up'' (or of any other term of cinematic 
practice and technical metalanguage) is the history of this technical disposition 
possible \vithout considering determinations that are not exactly technical but 
economic and ideological: determinations which thus go beyond the simple reahn of 
the cinemat ic, working it over with series of supplements , grasping it on other scenes, 
having other scenes inscribe themselves on that of cinema. Which shatter the fiction 
of an autonomous history of cinema ( of its ''styles and techni ques''). W hich affect the 
complex articulation of this field and this history with other fields, other histories. 
W hich thus allow the taking into account, here for the particular technical procedure 
of depth of field, of the regulation of the functions it assumes that is to say, of the 
n1eanings it assumes in filmic signify ing production through codes that are not 
necessarily cinematic (in this instance: pictorial, theatr ical, photographic), and allow 
the taking into account of the ( economic/ideological) forces which put pressure for 
or against the inscription of this regulation and these codes. 

For historian-aestheticians like Mitry and theoreticians like Bazin to have let 
themselves fall for a determination of filmic writing and of the evolution of cinematic 
language by the advances of technology (development and improvement of means) ,  to 
fall, that is, for the idea of a ''treasure house'' of techniques into which fihnmakers 
could ' 'freely'' dip according to the effects of writing sought, or, again, for an ''avail
ability'' of technical processes which located them in some region outside of systems 
of meaning (histories, codes, ideologies) and ''ready'' to enter into the signifying 
production, it was necessary that the whole technical apparatus of cinema seem so 
''natural'' to them, so ''self-evident," that the question of its utility and its purpose 
(what is it used for) be totally obscured by that of its utilizat ion (how to use it). 

It is indeed of ' 'strength of conviction,"''naturalness'' and, as a corollary, of the 
blindness on the part of the theoreticians that we must talk. Mitry, for example, 
who notes the fact that deep focus ,  almost constantly used in the early years of 
cinema, disappears from the scene of filmic signifiers for some 20 years (with a few 



odd exceptions: cer tain films by Renoir), offers strictly technical reasons as sole 
explanatio11 for this abandonment, hence establishing technology as the last instance, 
co11stituti11g a closed and autonomous circuit within which technical fluctuations 
are taken as deternuned only by other technical fluctuations. 

Fro1n the very first films, the cinematic image was ''naturally'' an image in 
deep focus; the majority of the films of Lumiere and his cameramen bear witness 
to that depth which appears as constituent of these images. It is in fact most often 
in out-of-doors shooting that depth in the period finds its field. The reason is 
indisputably of a technical nature: the lenses used before I 9 I 5 were, Mi try stresses, 
''solely f3 5 and f50," ''medium'' focal lengths which had to be stopped down in 
order to produce an image in depth, thus necessitating a great deal of light, 
something to be found more easily and cheaply outside than in the studio. 

One must then ask why, precisely, these ''medium'' focal lengths were only in use 
during the first 20 years of cinema. I can see no more pertinent reason than the fact 
that they restore the spatial proportions corresponding to ''normal vision'' and that 
they thereby play their role in the production of the impression of reality to which the 
cinematographe owed its success. These lenses themselves are thus dictated by the codes 
of analogy and realism ( other codes corresponding to other social demands would 

� have produced other types of lenses). The depth of field that they permit is thus also 
1-1 that which permits them, that which lays the ground for their utilization and their 

existence. The deep focus in question is not a supplementary '' effect'' which might just 
as well have been done without; on the contrary, it is what had to be obtained and 
what it was necessary to strive to produce. Set up to put its money on, and putting its 
money wholeheartedly on, the identification the desire to identify, to duplicate, to 
recognize specularly of the cinematic image with ''life itself '' (consider the fantastic 
efforts expended over decades by hundreds of inventors in search of ''total cinema," of 
complete illusion, the reproduction of life with sound and color and relief included), 
the ideological apparatus cinema could not, in default of realizing in practice the 
technical patent for relief, neglect the production of effects of relief, of effects of depth. 
Effects which are due on the one hand to the inscription within the image of a 
vanishing perspective and on the other to the movements of people or other mobile 
elements (the La  Ciotat train) along vanishing lines (something which a photograph 
cannot provide, nor a fortiori a painting; which is why the most perfect trompe l1oeil 
minutely constructed in conformity with the laws of perspective is powerless to trick 
the eye). The two are linked: in order that people can move about ''perpendicularly'' 
on the screen, the light must be able to go and take them there, it requires a depth, 
planes spaced out, in short, the code of artificial perspective. Moreover in studio 
filming, where space was relatively tight and lighting not always adequate, tile 
backgrounds were often precisely painted trompe l1 oeil canvases which, while unable to 
inscribe the movement in depth of the characters, at least inscribed its perspective. 

We know what perspective brings with it and thus what deep focus brings into 
the cinematic image as its constitutive codes: the codes of classic Western representation, 



pictor1.1l a11d tl1eatr 1c.1l. Melies, ,pec1al1st 111 ''il1L1s1011'' a11{i i11 ter ic>r sl1oc>ti11g, sait! :1s early 
.1, r 897 of l11s Mor1treL11] ''stL1d10' ' :  ''111 l)r1ef, 1t l\ tl1e co111i11g togctl1er c>f a gig,111tic 
photographic \v'orksl1op a11d a tl1eatrical stage." No 111ore exact i11dic.1t1c>11 cc>L1lcl be 
give11 of tl1e doL1blc backgrou11d on v\ l1icl1 the c111e111atic i111age is raised , a11d 11<>t 
forn1itot1sly bt1t explicitly, deliberately. Not only is deep focus in tl1e ear ly c1ne111at1c 
i111age the 111ark of its sub111ission to these codes of representaaon and to the histories 
and ideologies \Vruch necessarily determine and operate them, but n1ore generally it 
signals that the ideological apparatus cinema is itself produced by these codes and by 
these  systems of representation, as at once their complement, their perfectionment, and 
the surpassing of them. There is nothing accidental , therefore, or specifically technical in 
the cinematic in1age immediately claiming depth , since it is just this depth which 
governs and informs it; the var ious optical instruments are regulated according to the 
possibility of restoring depth . Contrary to what the technicians seem to believe, the 
restoration of movement and depth are not effects of the camera; it is the camera which 
is the effect, the solution to the problem of that restoration. 

Deep focus was not ''in fashion'' in 1 986, it was one of the f actors of credibil ity 
in the cinematic image (like,  even if not quite with the same grounds, the faithful 
reproduction of m ovement and figurative analogy). And it is by the transformation 
of the conditions of this credibility, by the displacement of the codes of cinematic 
ver is imili tude from the plane of the impr ession of reality alone to the more 
complex planes of fictional logic (narrative codes), of psychological ver isimilitude, 
of the impression of homogeneity and continuity (the coherent space-time classical 
drama) that one can account for the effacement of dep th . I t  will not then be a 
question merely of technical ''delays'': such ''delays'' are themselves caught up in 
and effects of the displacement , of this replacement of codes. 

It seems surprising indeed (at leas t  if one remains at the level of ''technical 
causes'') that a process which ''naturally'' dominated a large propor tion of the films 
made between 1895 and 1 925  could disappear or drop into oblivion for so long 
wi thou t l eaving aside a few exceptions , Renoir being one filmmakers 
showing the  slightest concern (so it seems) .  

Everything, Mitry assures us, stems from ''the generalization of panchromatic 
s tock round about 1 925  ." Agreed. But to say that offered with the \.veigh t of 
the obvious and to pass on quickly to the unsuitability of the lighting systems to the 
spectrum of this emulsion is exactly not to say what necessity attaches to this ''general
ization," what (new) function the new film comes to fulfill that the old was unable to 
serve. It is to avoid the question as to what demands the replacement of an emulsion 
in universal use and which (if we follow Mitry) did not seem so mediocre by another 
which (still according to Mitry) was far from its immediate equal. As far as , ·,te kno\.\�, 
it is not exactly within the logic of technology, nor within that of the economics of 
the film industry (in the mid-twenties already highly structured and well eqmpped) to 
adopt (or impose) a ne\.v product which in an initial moment poses more problems 
than the old and hence incurs the expense of adaptation (modification of lightrng 
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�, \tt'r11s, le11ses, etc.) ,, ,itlzoi,t so111ei,,/ 1ere fi1zdi11g so11'tethi11g to its advantage and profit. , 
1 11 t:1ct ,  it is a 111atter 11ot simply of a gain in the sensitivity of the film but also 

ot� .1 gai 11 in faitl1fi 1/1 1ess ''to natural colors," a gain in realism. The cinematic image 
.... - -

beco 111es 111ore refined, perfects its ''rendering," competes once again with the 
qL1.1lit)' of the photographic image which had long been using the panchromatic 
e111ulsio11. The reason for this ''technical progress'' is not merely technical, it is 
ideological :  it is not so much greater sensitivity to light which counts as  ''being 
r11ore tr ue." The haid, contrasty image of the early cinema no longer satisfied the 
codes of photographic realism developed and sharpened by the spread of photog
raphy. In my view, depth (perspective) loses its importance in the production of 
''reality effects'' in favor of shade, range, color. But this is not all. 

A further advantage, that is, that the film industry could find ''round about 
r 92) ''  in imposing on itself despite the practical difficulties and the cost of the 
operation the replacement of orthochromatic by panchromatic stock depends 
again on the greater sensitivity of the latter. Not only did the gain in sensitivity 
permit the realignment of the ''realism'' of the cinematic image with that of the 
photographic image, s it also compensated for the loss of light due to the change 
from a shutter speed of r 6 or I 8 frames per second to the speed of 24 frames per 

"° second necessitated by sound. This ''better' '  technical explanation, however, can only 
� serve here to re-mark the coincidence of the coming of the talkie and the setting 

., 
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aside of depth, not to provide the reason for it. Although certain of its effect s  are, 
that reason is not technical. More than one sound film before Citize11 Kane works 
vvith depth; the generalization of large aperture lenses even does not exclude its 
possibility: with the sensitivity of emulsions increasing and the quantity of light 
affordable, there was nothing to prevent technically the stopping down of 
these lenses (if indeed, as Renoir did, one could not find any others). So it is not as 
final ''technical cause'' that the talking picture must be brought into the argument ; 
it is in that in a precise location of production distribution (Hollywood) it re
models not just the systems of filmic writing but, also the ideological function of 
the cinema and the economic fact s  of its functioning. 

It is not unimportant that it be  in Hollywood at the moment when the 
rendering of the cinematic image becomes subtle, opens up to the shades of grays 
(monochrome translation of the range of colors), thus drawing nearer to a more 
faithful imitation of photographic images promoted (fetished) as the very norms of 
realism, that Speech and the speaking Subject come onto the scene. As soon as they 
are produced, sound and speech are plebiscited as the 'truth' which was lacki11g in the 
silent film the truth which is all of a sudden noticed, not without alarm and 
resistance, as having been lacking in the silent film. And at once this truth renders no 
longer valid all films which do not possess it, which do not produce it. The decisive 
supplement, the ''ballast of reality' '  (Bazin) constituted by sound and speech inter
venes straightaway, therefore, as pe,fectio11n1e11t and redefinitio11 of tlze i1npressiot1 of reality. 

It is at the cost of a series of blindnesses (of disavowals) that the silent image 



\v,1, .1l1lc: to l1c t.1kc11 for tl1t· rl�fll·ct1c)11, till' <)l)jl'(ttve cl<)t1l)le c)( '1l1(l· 1t,(·lr' ' : ciis:1vc>\.V.1I 
of <.-olor, rL'l1et� sot111c.i. Fot111tit•t1 C)tl tl1c<;c lack, (.1c; a11y re11rl''i<:11t<1t1c>11 1\ f<>l111clccl cJ11 a 
lack \\1l1icl1 go\rer11s it, a l,1ck wl1icl1 is tl1e very pr111c1plc of a11y <;1111t1l.1crt1111: tl1c s�)e<.:
tator is a11yl10\v \v·ell a,varc of tl1e arnficc bttt l1e/sl1e prefers all tl1e ,a111c to l1clievc i11 
it), fil11i.ic represe11tatio11 cot1ld fi11d it<; prodt1ction 011ly by work 111g to cl1111i11isl1 its 
effects, to 111ask its very reality. Othen.vise it would l1ave been rejected as t<><> visibly 
factitious: it was absolutely necessary that it facili tate the disavowal of tl1e ver i table 
sensory castrations ,vh.ich founded its specificity and that it not, by ren1arking the1n, 
prevent such disavowal. Co111pro1nises were necessary in order that the cinen1a cot11d 
function as ideological apparatus, in order that its delusion could take place. 

The work of suffering, of filling in, of patching up the lacks which ceaselessly 
recalled the radical difference of the cinematic image was not done all at one go 
but piece by piece, by the patient accumulation of technical processes. Directly and 
totally programmed by the ideology of resemblance, of the ''objective'' duplication 
of a ''real'' i tself conceived as specular reflection, cinema technology occupied itself 
in improving and refining the initial imperfect dispotif, always imperfect by virtue of 
the ideological delusion produced by the film as ''impression of reality."The  lack of 
relief had been immediately compensated for (this is the original impression of 
reality) by movement and the depth of the image, inscribing the perspective code 
which in Western cultures stands as principal emblem of spatial relief. The lack of 
color had to make do with panchromatic stock, pending the commercialization of 
three-color processes (193 5- 1 940). Neither the pianos nor the orchestras of the 
silent film could really substitute for ''realistic sound'' : synchronized speech and 
sound in spite of their imperfections, in truth of little weight at a time when i t  
is  the whole of sound reproduction, records, radios, which is affected by 
background noise and interference thus considerably displace the site and the 
means (until then strictly iconic) of the production of the impression of reality. 

Because the ideological conditions of production-consumption of the initial 
impression of reality (figurative analogy + movement + perspective) were changing (if 
only in function of the very dissemination of photo and film), i t  was necessary to tinker 
with its technical modalities in order that the act of disavowal renewing the deception 
could continue to be accomplished ''automatically," in a reflex manner, without any 
disturbance of the spectacle, above all without any work or effort on the part of the 
spectator. The succession of technical advances cannot be read, in the manner of Bazin, 
as the progress towards a ''realism plus'' other than in that they accumulate realistic 
supplements which all aim at reproducing in strengthening, diversifying, rendering 
more subtle the impression of reality; which aim, that is, to reduce as much as 
possible, to minimize the gap which the ''yes- I-know/but- all- the-same' ' has to fill. 

What is at stake in deep focus, what is at stake in the historicity of the tech
nique, are the codes and the modes of production of ''realism/' the transmission, 
renewal, or transformation of the ideological systems of recognition, specularit,.', 
and truth-to-li feness. D 
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The cornputer is 111ore than an object : it is also an icon and a metaphor that 

uggests ne\v \Vays of thinking about ourselves and our environment, ne\v ways of 

co11struc ting images of ,vhat it means to be human and to live in a hun1anoid 

\\·orld. Cybernetic systems include an entire array of machines and apparatuses 

that exhibit computational power. Such systems contain a dynamic, even if limited, 

quotient of intelligence. Telephone networks, communication satellites, radar 

systems, programmable laser video disks, robots, biogenetically engineered cells, 

rocket guidance systems, videotex networks all exhibit a capacity to process 

information and execute actions. They are all ' 'cybernetic'' in that they are self

regulating mechanisms or systems within predefined limits and in relation to 

predefined tasks . Just as the camera has come to symbolize the entirety of the 

photographic and cinematic processes, the computer has come to symbolize the 

entire spectrum of net\vorks, systems, and devices that exemplify cybernetic or 

''automated but intelligent'' behavior. 

This article traverses a field of inquiry that Walter Benjamin has crossed before, 

most notably in his 1 93 6 essay, ''The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical 

Reproduction." My intention, in fact, is to carry Benjamin's inquiry fonvard and to 

ask ho\v cybernetic systems, symbolized by the computer, represent a set of 

transformations in our conception of and relation to self and reality of a niagnicude 

commensurate with the transformations in the conception of and relation to self 

and reality wrought by mechanical reproduction and symbolized by the camera. 

This intention necessarily encounters the dilemma of a profound ambi\·alence 

directed to,vard that \Vhich constitutes our imaginary Other, in this case not a 

mothering parent but those systems of artificial intelligence I ha,:e sec out to 

examine here. Such ambivalence certainly permeates Benjamin 's essay· and is at best 

dialectical, and at vvorst, simply contradictory. Put more positi\·el)·. chose ,-scenis 

against which vve test and measure the boundaries of our o\,·n 1dentit)· require 

subjection to a double hermeneutic of suspicion and re\·elation in \,·h1ch \\·e must 



,lt'k11t),,,lec.ige tl1e 11egative, curre11tly dominant, tendency toward control, and the 
�1t),itive, 111ore 1�1te11t pote 11tial toward collectivity. 1 It will be in terms of law that the 
dc.)11 1i11a11ce of co11trol over collectivity can be most vividly analyzed. 

Ir1 st1111111ary, what I want to do is recall a few of the salient points in Benjamin's 
or igi11al essay, co11trast characteristics of cybernetic systems with those of me
cl1.1 11ical reproduction, establish a central metaphor with which to understand these 
cyber 11etic systems, and then ask how this metaphor acquires the force of the 
real l1ow differe11t institutions legitimate their practices, recalibrate their ratio
nale, and n1odulate their image in light of this metaphor. In particular, I want to ask 
how the preoccupations of a cybernetic imagination have gained institutional 
legitimacy in areas such as the law. In this case, like others, a tension can be seen to 
exist between the liberating potential of the cybernetic imagination and the 
ideological tendency to preserve the existing form of social relations. I will focus 
on the ivork of culture its processes, operations, and procedures and I will 
assume that culture is of the essence: I include within it text and practices, art and 
actions that give concrete embodiment to the relation we have to existing 
conditions to a dominant mode of production, and the various relations of 
production it sustains. Language, discourse, and messages are central. Their style and 
rhetoric are basic. Around each ''fact'' and every '' datum," all realities and evidence, 
everything '' out there," a persuasive, affective tissue of discourse accrues. It is in and 
through this signifying tissue, arranged in discursive formations and institutional 
arenas, that struggle takes place and semiosis occurs. 

M E C H A N I C A L  R E P R O D U C T I O N  A N D  F I L M C U LT U R E  

Benjamin argues for correspondences among three types of changes: in the eco
nomic mode of production, in the nature of art, and in categories of perception. At 
the base of industrial society lies the assembly line and mass production. 
Technological innovation allows these processes to extend into the domain of art, 
separating off from its traditional ritual (or '' cult'') value a new and distinct market ( or 
''exhibition'') value. The transformation also strips art of its 'aura' by which Benjamin 
means its authenticity, its attachment to the domain of tradition: 

The authenticity of a thing is the essence of all that is transmissible from its beginning, 

ranging from its substantive duration to its testimony to the history which it has 

experienced. 2 

The aura of an object compels attention. W hether a work of art or natural 
landscape, we confront it in one place and only one place. We discover its use value 
in the exercise of ritual, in that place, with that object, or in the contemplation of 
the object for its uniqueness . The object in possession of aura, natural or historical , 



i11a111111.1te or l1L1111l111, e11gages LIS ,l\ 1f 1t l1.1c.l 1'tl1t· !)<)\.Vet le> l<.>(>k l):1c.·k i11 tl'll1r 11.'' ' 
011e tl1i11g 111eclltl l) ICtll rCJ)r()Cl ttCll() J l  C.clllll()l, l)y clef1111ti()ll, ICJ)l{)(ILICl" is 

a L1tl1 e11ticity. Tl1is is at tl1e heart of tl1e cl1.111ge J l  efTc.:c.ts i11 tl1c: wc>rk <>f :1rt. 

' 'Mecl1a11ical reprodL1ctio11 e111a11cipatc.:s tl1c work of clrt frc>111 its J)t1rasitic�1l 
depe11dence on ritual'' (p. 224). The for111er basis i,1 ritual yielcls to a 11ew l)asis f<>r tlrt 
i11 politics, particL1larly, for Benja11u11, tl1e politics of the 111asc;es a11d 111ass 111c>ve111e11t'i, 
,vhere fascism represents an ever-present danger. Tl1e possibilities for thorc>t1gl1gc>111g 
e111ancipation are held in check by the econo11uc systen1 surrounding the n1ea11s of 
111echanical reproduction, especially in film where ''illusion-pro1noting spectacles a11d 
dubious speculations'' (p. 232) deflect us from the camera's ability to introdL1ce L1s to 
''unconscious optics'' that reveal those forms of interaction our eyes neglect: 

The act of reaching for a lighter or a spoon is familiar routine, yet we hardly know 
what goes on between hand and metal, not to mention how this fiuctuates with our 
moods. Here the camera intervenes with the resources of its lowerings and liftrngs, its 
interpretations and isolations, its extensions and accelerations, its enlargements and 
reductions. (p. 237) 

Objects without aura substitute mystique. In a remarkable, prescient passage, 
relegated to a footnote, Benjamin elaborates how political practice opens the way 
for a strange transformation of the actor when democracies encounter the crisis 
of fascism. Mechanical reproduction allows the actor an unlimited public rather 
than the delimited one of the stage or, for the politician, parliament. ''Though 
their tasks may be different, the change affects equally the actor and the ruler . . . .  
This results in a new selection, a selection before the equipment ( of mechanical 
reproduction) from which the star and the dictator emerge victoriously'' (p. 24 7). 

Alterations like the replacement of aura with mystique coincide with the third 
major change posited by Benjamin, change in categories of perception. The question 
of whether film or photography is an art is here secondary to the question of whether 
art itself has not been radically transformed in form and function. A radical change in 
the nature of art implies that our very ways of seeing the world have also changed: 
''During long periods of history, the mode of human sense perception changes with 
humanity's entire mode of existence'' (p. 222). 

Mechanical reproduction makes copies of visible objects, like paintings, moun
tain ranges, even human beings, which until then had been thought of as unique 
and irreplaceable. It brings the upheavals of the industrial revolution to a culmi
nation. The ubiquitous copy also serves as an externalized manifestation of the 
work of industrial capitalism itself. It paves the way for seeing, and recognizing, the 
nature and extent of the very changes mechanical reproduction itself produces. 

What element of film most strongly testifies to this new form of machine-age 
perception? For Benjamin it is that element which best achieves what Dadaism has 
aspired to : ''changes of place and focus which periodically assail the spectator." Film 
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.1c.·l1il'ves tl1ese changes through montage, or editing. Montage r ips things from 
tl1eir origi11al place i11 an assigned sequence and reassembles them in everchanging 
co111bi 11atio11s that make the contemplation invited by a painting impossible. 
Mo11tage 111L1ltiplies the potential of collage to couple two realities on a single plane 
cl1at apparently does not suit them into the juxtaposition of an infinite ser ies of 
realities. As George Bataille proclaimed, ''Transgression does not negate an 
i11terdiction, it transcends and completes it." In this spirit, montage transc ends and 
completes the project of the Dadaists in their conscious deter mination to strip aura 
fro1n the work of art and of the early French ethnographers who delighted in the 
strange juxtapositions of artifacts from different cultures. 

Montage has a liberating potential, prying art away from r itual and toward 
the arena of political engagement. Montage gives back to the worker a view of 
the world as malleable. Benjamin writes: 

Man's need to expose himself to shock effects is his adjustment to the changes 

threatening him. The fi lm corresponds to profound changes in  the apperceptive 

apparatus-changes that are experienced on an individual scale by the man in the 

street in big-city traffic, on a historical scale by every present-day citizen. (p. 250) 

By close-ups of the things around us, by focusing on hidden details of 

familiar objects, by exploring commonplace milieus under the ingenious guidance of 

the camera. the film, on the one hand, extends our comprehension of the necessities 

which rule our l ives; on the other hand, it manages to assure us of an immense and 

unexpected field of action. Our taverns and our metropolitan streets, our offices and 

furnished rooms, our railroad stations and our factories appeared to have us locked 

up hopelessly.Then came the film and burst this prison-world asunder by the dynamite 

of the tenth of a second, so that now, in the midst of its far-fiung ruins and debris, we 

calmly and adventurously go traveling (p. 236). 

Mechanical reproduction involves the appropriation of an original, although with 
film even the notion of an original fades: that which is filmed has been organized 
in order to be f ilmed. This process of appropriation engenders a vocabulary: the 
''take'' or ''camera shot'' used to ''shoot'' a scene where both stopping a take and 
editing are called a '' cut." The v iolent reordering of the physical world and its 
meanings provides the shock effects BenJamin finds necessary if we are to come to 
terms with the age of mechanical reproduction. The explosive, violent potential 
described by Benjamin and celebrated by Brecht is what the dominant cinema 
must muffle, defuse, and contain. And what explosive potential can be located in 
the computer and its cybernetic systems for the elimination of drudgery and toil, 
for the promotion of collectivity and affinity, for interconnectedness, systemic 
networking and shared decision-making, this, too, must be defused and contained 
by the industries of information which localize, condense, and consolidate this 
potential democratization of power into hierarchies of control. 



' 'Mo11t.1gt' tl1t' t'() 1 1 11t•tt11 1g ()f ti1,, 1 1 1 1ilar� tel ,l1t>tk a,1 :tl1c.l i t·11t·c  i 1 1t<> 
111�igl1t- l1t'c.·c) 1 1 1t·, for l3t·11Ja111 1 1 1  .1 111,lJ<)r �) 111 1c. t�)lt• tc) .1rtistic �1r<><l t1ctic>11 i,1 �1 
tec.�l111c)log1c,1l .igt·."4 

l)e,1elo11111g 1 1e,v ,vay-; of see111g t<.) tl1c 1)0111t wl1cre tl1cy l)L'to111c l1al)itt1:1l is 
11ot ideologic,11 for 13e11ja111i11 bt1t tra11sfor111ativc. They are 11ot tl1e l1abits of <>lei 
,v(_1ys bt1t 11e,v; tl1ey ,ire skills \vl1ich are difficL1lt to acqL11rc precisely becat1se tl1cy 
are i11 oppositio11 to ideology. The tasks before us ''at tl1e tt1rni11g po111ts of l11stc)ry'' 
ca1111ot be 111et by co11te111plation. ''They are 111astered gradually by habit, tinder the 
gt.1ida11ce of tactile appropriation'' (p. 240) . The shocks needed in order to adjust to 
threate11ing changes 1nay be coopted by the spectacles a culture industry provides. 
For Benjanun the only recourse is to use those skills he himself adopted: the new 
habits of a sensibility trained to disassen1ble and reconstruct reality, of a writing 
style intended to relieve idlers of their convictions, of a working class trained not 
only to produce and reproduce the existing relations of production but to repro
duce those very relations in a new, liberating form. ''To see culture and its 
norms beauty, truth, reality as artificial arrangements, susceptible to detached 
analysis and comparison with other possible dispositions'' becomes the vantage 
point not only of the surrealist but the revolutionary. s 

The process of adopting new ways of seeing that consequently propose new 
forms of social organization becomes a paradoxical, or dialectical, process when 
the transformations that spawn new habits, new vision, are themselves endan
gered and substantially recuperated by the existing form of social organization 
which they contain the potential to overcome. But the process goes forward all 
the same. It does so less in terms of a culture of mechanical reproduction, which 
has reached a point similar to that of a tradition rooted in Benjamin's time, than 
in terms of a culture of electronic dissemination and computation. 

We might then ask in what ways is our ''sense of reality'' being adjusted by new 
means of electronic computation and digital communication? Do these techno
logical changes introduce new forms of culture into the relations of production at the 
same time as the ''shock of the new'' helps emancipate us from the acceptance of 
social relations and cultural forms as natural, obvious, or timeless? The distinction 
between an industrial capitalism, even in its ''late'' phase of monopoly concentration, 
and an information society that does not ''produce'' so much as ''process'' its basic 
forms of economic resource has become an increasingly familiar distinction for us. 
Have cybernetic systems brought about changes in our perception of the \vorld that 
hold liberating potential? Is it conceivable, for example, that contemporary 
transformations in the economic structure of capitalism, attended by technological 
change, institute a less individuated, more communal form of perception similar to 
that which was attendant upon face-to-face ritual and aura but ,vhich 1 s  OO\\' 

mediated by anonymous circuitry and the simulation of direct encounter? Does 
montage now have its equivalent in interactive sin1ulations and simulated interactions 
experienced according to predefined constraints? Does the \vork of art m the age of 
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poso11oder11is111 lead, at least potentially, to apperceptions of the 'deep structure' of 
posti11dustrial society comparable to the apperceptive discoveries occasioned by 
111echariical reproduction in the age of industrial capitalism? 

C Y B E R N E T I C  S Y S T E M S  A N D  E L E C T R O N I C  C U LT U R E  

We can put Benjamin's arguments, summarized cursorily here, in another perspective 
by highlighting some of the characteristics associated with early, entrepreneurial 
capitalism, monopoly capitalism, and multinational or postindustrial capitalism: 

E N T R E P R E N E U R I A L  
capitalism 

steam and locomotive 
power 

property rights 

nature as Other/conquest 
of nature 

nationalism 

working-class vanguard 

Tuberculosis 
contamination by nature 

isolation of self from 
threatening environment 

vulnerability to 
invasive agents 

heightened individuation 

realism 

film 

mechanical reproduction 

reproducible instances 

the copy 

subtext of possession 

image and representation 

M O N O P O LY 
capitalism 
. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 

electricity and petro
chemical power 

corporate rights 

aliens as Other/conquest 
ofThird World 

imperialism 

consumer-group vanguard 

Cancer 
contamination by an 
aberrant self 

isolation of aberrant tissue 
from self 

vulnerability to 
self-consumption 

heightened schizophrenia 

modernism 

television 

instantaneous broadcast 

ubiquitous occurrences 

the event 

subtext of mediation 

collage and juxtaposition 

M U LT I N AT I O N A L  
capitalism 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 

microelectronics and 
nuclear energy 

copyright and patents 

knowledge as Other/ 
conquest of intelligence 

multinational ism 

affi nity-group vanguard 

AIDS 
deficiency of self ( collapse of 
system that distinguishes 
self from environment) 

isolation of self by 
artificial life support 

vulnerability to systemic 
collapse 

heightened sense of 
paranoia 

postmodern ism 

computer 

logico-iconic simu lations 

processes of absorption 
and feedback 

the chip (and VDT display) 

subtext of control 

simulacra 

Simulacra introduce the key question of how the control of information n1oves 
towards control of sensory experience, interpretation, intelligence, and knowledge. 
The power of the simulation moves to the heart of the cybernetic 1natter. It posits 



tl1L' si111t1latio11 .,s .111 i111.1gi11.1ry Otl1c..·r wl11ll1 SL'rvc<, .is tl1c 111c,l'it1rc {>f c>t1r <>w11 
itic..'11t lty .1 11c..i, i11 do111g so, prt)111�)ts tl1c s.1111e for111 of i11tc11se �1111biv.1le11c<.: tl1.1t tl1c: 
111otheri11g pare11t 011ce did: a gt1ara11tec of ic.ie11tity bascc.i 011 wl1c1t ca11 1 1cv<.:r l)<.: 111aclc 
part of 011eself. 111 early capitaJ1s111, tl1c l1 t1111a11 was <.iefi11ed 111 rclat1011 to a11 ar1j111al 
,vorld that evoked fasci11atio11 and attraction, rept1lsio11 a11d rese11tn1c11t. 'fhe ht1111a11 
ani11 1al was si11ular to but different fron1 all other anin 1als. In n1onopoly cap1tal1s111, the 
l1u111a11 was defined in relation to a 111achine world that evoked its own distinctive 
ble11d of an1bivalence. The hun1an machi11e was similar to but different from all other 
111achines. In postindustrial capitalism, the hun1an is defi11ed in relation to cybernetic 
systen1s computers, biogenetically engineered orga nisms, ecosystems, expert 
systems, robots, androids, and cyborgs all of which evoke those forms o: 
ambivalence reserved for tl1e Other that is the measure of ourselves. The human 
cyborg is similar but different from all other cyborgs. Through these transformations 
questions of difference persist. Human identity remains at stake, subject to change, 
vulnerable to challenge and modification as the very metaphors prompted by the 
imaginary Others that give it form themselves change. The metaphor that's meant 
(that's taken as real) becomes the simulation. The simulation displaces any antecedent 
reality, any aura, any referent to history. Frames collapse. What had been fixed comes 
unhinged. New identities, ambivalently adopted, prevail. 

The very concept of a text, whether unique or one of myriad copies, for 
example, underpins almost all discussion of cultural forms including film, 
photography, and their analogue in an age of electronic communication, television 
(where the idea of ''flow' ' becomes an important amendment). But in  cybernetic 
systems, the concept of ''text'' itself undergoes substantial slippage. Although a 
textual element can still be isolated, computer-based systems are primarily 
interactive rather than one-way, open-ended rather than fixed. Dialogue, regulated 
and disseminated by digital computation, de-emphasizes authorship in  favor of 
''messages-in-circuit'' 6 that take fixed but effervescent, continually variable form. 
The link between message and substrate is loosened: words on a printed page are 
irradicable; text on a video display terminal (VDT) is readily altered . The text 
conveys the sense of being addressed to us. The message-in-circuit is both addressed 
to and addressable by us; the mode is fundamentally interactive, or dialogic. That 
which is most textual i n  nature the fixed, read-only-memory (ROM), and 
software programs no longer addresses us. Such texts are machine addressable. 
They direct those operational procedures that ultimately give the impression that 
the computer responds personally to us, simulating the processes of conversation or 
of interaction with another intelligence to effect a desired outcome. Like face-to
face encounter, cybernetic systems offer (and demand) almost immediate response. 
This is a major part of their hazard in the workplace and their fascination outside 
it. The temporal flow and once-only quality of face-to-face encounter becomes 
embedded within a system ready to restore, alter, modify or transform any given 
moment to us at any time. Cybernetic interactions can become intensely demand-



ing, 1nore so than we nlight imagine from our experience with texts, even power
fully engaging ones. Reactions must be almost instantaneous, grooved into eye and 
fi nger reflexes until they are automatic. This is the bane of the ''automated 
workplace'' and the joy of the video game. Experienced v ideo-game players describe 
their play as an interactive ritual that becomes totally self-absorbing. As David, a 
lawyer in his mid thirties interviewed by Sherry Turkle, puts it, 

At the risk of c;ounding, uh, ridiculous, if you will, it's almost a Zen type of thing . . . .  

When I can direct myself totally but not feel directed at all.You're totally absorbed and 

it's al l happening there . . . .  You either get through this little maze so that the creature 

doesn't swallow you up or you don't. And if you can focus your attention on that, and 

if you can really learn what you're supposed to do, then you really are in relationship 

with the game.7 

The enhanced ability to test the environment, which Benjamin celebrated in 
film (''The camera director in the studio occupies a place identical with that of the 
examiner during aptitude tests," p. 246) certainly continues with cybernetic commu
nication. s The computer's dialogic mode carries the art of the ''what if'' even f urther 
than the camera eye has done, extending beyond the ''what if I could see more than 
the human eye can see'' to ''what if I can render palpable those possible transfor
mations of existing states that the individual mind can scarcely contemplate?'' 

If mechanical reproduction centers on the question of reproducibility and 
renders authenticity and the original problematic, cybernetic simulation renders 
experience, and the real itself, problematic. Instead of reproducing, and altering, 
our relation to an original work, cyber netic communication simulates, and alters, 
our relation to our environment and mind. As Jean Baudrillard argues, ''Instead of 
facilitating communication, it (information, the message-in-circuit) exhausts itself 
in the staging of communication . . .  this is the gigantic sin1ulation process with 
which we are familiar."9 

Instead of a representation of social practices recoded into the conventions and 
signs of another language or sign-system, like the cinema, we encounter simulacra 
that represent a new form of soc ial practice in their own right and represent 
nothing. The photographic image, as Roland Barthes proposed, suggests ''having 
been there'' of what it represents ,  of what is present-in-absentia. The computer 
simulation suggests only a ''being here'' and ''having con1.e from nowhere'' of what 
it presents ,  drawing on those genetic-like algorithms that allow it to br ing its 
simulation into existence , sui generis. Among other things, computer systems 
simulate the dialogical and other qualities of life  itself . The individual becomes 
nothing but an ahistorical position within a chain of discourse marked exhaustively 
by those shifters that place him or her within speech acts (''I," ''here ," ''now," ''you," 
''there," ''then''). In face-to-face encounter this ''I'' all speakers share can be inflected 
to represent some part of the self not caught by words. To respo11d to the que1·y, 



' ' } Io,v are yot1?'' by sayi11g ''Not /c>c> b,tci ," ratl1cr tl1.111 '' F=i11c," ,t1ggc\l\ \c,111etl11 11g 
abot1t a particul�1r state of 111i11ti or style of cxpresc;io11 a1 Jcl 0�1e11, c) 11tc) tl1c c.l<> 111a i 11s 
of feeling a11d e 111patl1y. W l1at ca11 11ot be rcprcse11tcd i 11 la 11gu,1ge <.i11cctly (tl1c: 
bodily, Living ''111e'' that writes or utters words) can significa 11tly i 11flect spcccl1 ,  a11c.l 
dialogt1e, despite its enforced exclusion fron1 any literal reprcsc11 tat ion. 

1 11 cybernetic syste 111s, though, '' I'' and ''yot1 '' are strictly relational propositio11\ 
attached to no substantive body, no living individuality. In place of hun1an intcr
subjectivity we discover a systems interface, a bot1 ndary between cyborgs that 
selectively passes information but without introducing questions of consciousness or 
the unconscious, desire or will, empathy or conscience,  saved in simulated forms. 

Even exceptions like EL IZA, a program des igned to simulate a therapeutic 
encounter, prove the rule. '' I'' and ''you'' fu nction as partners in therapy only as 
long as the predefined boundaries are observed. As Sherry Turkle notes, if you 
introduce the word ''mother'' into your exchange, and then say, ''Let's discuss paths 
toward nuclear disarmament," ELIZA might well off er the nonsense reply, ''W hy 
are you telling me that your mother makes paths toward nuclear disarmament?''10 

S imulations l ike these may bring with them the shock of recognizing the 
re ification of a fundamental social process, but they also pos ition us squarely 
within the realm of communication and exchange cleanly evacuated of the 
intersubjective complexities of direct encounter. Cybernetic  systems g ive form, 
external expression, to processes of the mind (through messages- in-circuit) such 
that the very ground of social cohesion and consciousness becomes mediated 
through a computational apparatus. Cybernetic interaction ach ieves with an other 
(an intelligent apparatus) the s imulation of social process itself. 

Cybernetic d ialogue may offer freedom from many of the apparent risks 
inherent in direct encounter; it offers the illusion of control. This use of 
intelligence provides a lure that seems to be much more attractive to men than 
women. At first there may seem to be a gain, particularly regarding the question 
of the look or gaze. Looking is an intensely charged act, one s ignifi cantly 
neglected by Benjamin, but stressed in recent feminist critiques of dominant 
Hollywood cinema. There looking is posed as a primarily masculine act and ''to
be-looked-at-ness' ' a feminine state, reinforced, in the cinema , by the camera's 
own voyeuristic gaze, edit ing patterns that prompt identification with masculine 
activism and feminine passivity, and a star system that institutionalizes these uses of 
the look through an iconog raphy of the physical body. 1 1  Th is entire issue 
becomes circumvented in cybernetic systems that simulate dialog ic interaction, or 
face-to-face encounter, but exclude not only the physical self or its visual 
representation but also the cinematic apparatus that may place the representation 
of sexual difference within a male-dominant hierarchy. 

Correct in so far as it goes, the case for the circumvention of the sexist coding 
of the gaze overlooks another form of hierarchical sexual coding that revolves around 
the quest ion of whether a fascination with cybernetic systems is not itself a gender-
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related (i.e., a primarily 1nasculine) phenon1enon (excluding from consideration an 
eve11 n1ore obvious gender coding that gives almost all video games, for example a 
strong aura of aggressive militaristic activity). The questions that we pose about the 
sexist nature of the gaze within the cinematic text and the implications this has for 
the position we occupy in relation to such texts, may not be wholly excluded so 
much as displaced. A (predominantly masculine) fascination with the control of 
simulated interactions replaces a (predominantly masculine) fascination with the to
be-looked-at-ness of a projected image. Simulated intersubjectivity as a product 
of automated but intelligent systems invokes its own peculiar psycho-dynamic. 
Mechanical reproduction issues an invitation to the fetishist a special relationship 
to the images of actors or politicians in place of any more direct association. The 
fetish objed the image of the other that takes the place of the other becomes the 
center of attention while fetishistic viewers look on from their anonymous and 
voyeuristic, seeing-but-unseen sanctuary in the audience. But the output of compu
tational systems stresses simulation, interaction, and process itself. Engagement with 
this process becomes the object of fetishization rather than representations whose own 
status as produced objects has been masked. Cybernetic interaction emphasizes the 
fetishist rather than the fetish object: instead of a taxonomy of stars we find a galaxy 
of computer freaks. The consequence of systems without aura, systems that replace 
direct encounter and realize otherwise inconceivable projections and possibilities, is 
a fetishism of such systems and processes of control themselves. Fascination resides in 
the subordination of human volition to the operating constraints of the larger system . 
We can talk to a system whose responsiveness grants us an awesome feeling of power. 
But as Paul Edwards observes, ''Though individuals . . .  certainly make decisions and 
set goals, as links in the chain of command they are allowed no choices regarding 
the ultimate purposes and values of the systen1. Their 'choices' are . . .  always the 
permutations and combinations of a predefined set."1 2 

The desire to exercise a sense of control over a complex but predefined logical 
universe replaces the desire to view the image of another over which the viewer 
can imagine himself to have a measure of control. The explosive power of the 
dynamite of the tenth of a second extolled by Benjamin is contained within the 
channels of a psychopathology that leaves exempt from apperception, or control , 
the mechanisms that place ultimate control on the side of the cinematic apparatus 
or cybernetic system. These mechanisms the relay of gazes between the can1era, 
characters and viewer, the absorption into a simulacrum with complex problen1S 
and eloquent solutions are the groL1nd upon which engagement occurs and are 
not addressable within the constraints of the system itself. It is here, at this point, 
that dynamite must be applied. 

This is even more difficult with computers and cybernetics than with cameras 
and the cinema.  Benjamin himself noted how strenuous a task it is in fi.1111 to mask 
the means of production, to keep the camera and its supporting parapher11alia a11d 
crew fro 1n intruding upon the fiction. Exposure of this other scene, the one behi11d 
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the ct1 111cra, is a C()nsta 11t J1,1zarc.i a11cl c ,1rr 1cs tl1c r isk ()f sl1atter111g tl1e st1si)cr1<;1<> 11 <J[ 
disbelief. 0 11ly tl1ose alig11111e11ts bctweer1 ca111cra a 11c.i SJ)Cc.tat()r tl1at preserve tl1e 
illL1sion of a fictio 11al vvorld "vitl1out ca111era, ligl1ts, directors, stuc.i1c> <;cts, ar1d c;c> c>11 
are acceptable. Be 11ja 111i 11 co 111 111ents, perhaps with 111ore of a surrealic;t'<; del 1gl1t 1 11 
strange jt1xtapositions than a Marxist's, ''The equipment-free aspect of reality here 
(in filn1s) has becon1e the height of artifice; the sight of i 1n1nediate reality hac; 
beco1ne a11 orchid in the land of technology'' (p. 23 3). 

With the contemporary prison-house of language, in Frederic Jameson's apt 
phrase, the orchid of immediate reality, like the mechanical bird seen at the end of 
Blue Velvet, appears to have been placed permanently under glass; but for Benjamin, 
neither the process by which an illusionistic world is produced nor the narrative 
strategies associated with it receive extended consideration. For him, the reminders 
of the productive process were readily apparent, not least through the strenuous 
efforts needed to mask them . The '' other scene'' where fantasies and fictions actually 
become conceptually and m echanically produced may be repressed but is not 
obliterated. If not inunediately visible, it lurks just out of sight in the offscreen 
space where the extension of a fictional world somewhere collides with the world 
of the cam era apparatus in one dimension and the world of the v iewer in another. 
It retains the potential to intrude at every cut or edit; it threatens to reveal itself 
in every lurch of implausibility or sleight of hand with which a narrative attempt s  
to achieve the sense of an ending. 

W ith cybernetic systems, this other scene from which complex rule-governed 
universes actually get produced recedes further from sight. The governing pro
cedures no longer address us in  order to elicit a suspension of belief; they address 
the cybernetic system, the microprocessor of the computer, in  order to absorb us 
into their operation. The other scene has vanished into logic circuits and memory 
chips, into ''machine language'' and interface cards. The chip replaces the copy. Just 
as the mechanical reproduction of copies revealed the power of industrial 
capitalism t o  reorganize and reassemble the world around us, rendering it as 
commodity art, the automated intelligence of chips reveals the power of postin
dustrial capitalism to simulate and replace the world around us, rendering not 
only its exterior realm but also its interior ones of consciousness, intelligence, 
thought and intersubjectivity as commodity experience. 

The chip is pure surface, pure simulation of thought. Its material surface is its 
meaning without history, without depth, without aura, affect, or feeling. The copy 
reproduces the world, the chip simulates it. It is the difference between being able 
to remake the world and being able to efface it. The micro-electronic chip dra\vs 
us into a realm, a design for living, that fosters a fetishized relationship ,vith the 
simulation as a new reality all its own based on the capacity to control, within the 
domain of the simulation, what had once eluded control beyond it. The orchids 
of immediate reality that Benjamin was wont to admire have become the paper 
flowers of the cybernetic simulation. 

-



Electro11ic si111ulatio11 instead of mechanical reproduction. Fetishistic addic
tio11 to a process of logical sin1ulation rather than a fascination with a fetishized 
object of desire. Desire for the dialogic or interactive and the illusion of control 
versus desire for the fixed but unattainable and the illusion of possession. Narrative 
a11d realism draw us into relations of identification with the actions and qualities 
of characters. Emulation is possible, as well as self-enhancement. Aesthetic pleasure 
allows for a revision of the world from which a work of art arises. Reinforcing 
what is or propo·ing what might be, the work of art remains susceptible to a 
double hermeneutic of suspicion and revelation. Mechanical reproduction 
changes the terms decidedly, but the metonymic or indexical relationship 
between representational art and the social world to which it refers remains a 
fundamental consideration. 

By contrast, cybernetic simulations offer the possibility of completely replac
ing any direct connection with the experiential realm beyond their bounds. Like the 
cinema, this project, too, has its origins in the expansion of nineteenth-century 
industrialism. The emblematic precursors of the cyborg the machine as self-
regulating systen1 were those animate, self-regulating systems that offered a source - -
of enchantment even museums could not equal : the zoo and the botanical garden. 

At the opening of the first large-scale fair or exhibition, the Great Exhibition 
of 1 8 5 1 ,  Queen Victoria spoke of ''the greatest day in our history (when] the whole 
world of nature and art was collected at the call of the queen of cities." Those 
permanent exhibitions - the zoo and botanical garden - introduced a new form 
of vicarious experience quite distinct fro111 the aesthetic experience of original art 
or mechanically reproduced copies. The zoo brings back alive evidence of a world 
we could not otherwise know, now under apparent control. It offers experience at 
a remove that is fundamentally different as a result of having been t1prooted fro1n 
its original context. The indi fferent, unthreatened, and u11threatening gaze of 
captive animals provides eloquent testin1ony to the difference between the zoo a11d 
the natural habitat to which it refers .  The difference in the significance of what 
appears to be the same thing, the gaze, indicates that the change in context has 
introduced a new system of meanings , a new discourse or language. 

Instead of the shocks of 1nontage that offer a ''true means of exercise'' appropri
ate to the ''profound changes in the apperceptive apparatus'' under industrial 
capitalism, the zoo and botanical garden exhibit a predefined, self-regulating world 
with no reality outside of its own boundaries. These worlds 111ay ther1 become the 
limit of our understanding of those worlds to which they refer bL1t of which ,ve 
seldom have direct knowledge. ''Wildlife'' or ''the African sava 11nah'' is its si 1111tlatio11 
inside the zoo or garden or diorama. Absorption with these si111ulacra and the sens_e 
of control they afford may be an alternative 111eans of exercise appropriate to the 
apperceptive changes required by a service and inforn1atio 11 eco110111y. 

Computer-based systems extend the possibilities i 11here 11t i11 the zoo a 11d 

garden much further. The ideal sin1ulation vvould be a perfect replica, 11ov,, 



CcJ11trc>llcd by wl10111ever co11trols tl1t' algoritl1111� <>f si111L1lat1<>r1 a state i111agi11:1-
tively re11dered i11 fil111s like 'D,e Ste1?fc>rcl l¥i11cs or I3lc1(/c R 1,,11ter a11(i ap1),lrc11tly 
already acl1ieved ir1 relatio11 to ccrtai11 bioge11etically e11g111cered 111icrc)-<>rg:i11is111c... 
Who designs a11d controls these greater syste111s a11d for wl1at pl1rposc beco111es a 
question of central i111portance. 

T H E  C Y B E R N E T I C  M E T A P H O R :  

T R A N S F O R M A T I O N S  O F  S E L F A N D  R E A L I T Y  

The problems of tracking antiaircraft weapons against extremely fast targets 
prompted the research and development of intelligent mechanisms capable of 
predicting future states or positions far f aster than the hu1nan brain could do. The 
main priorities were speed, efficiency and reliability; i.e. , fast-acting, error-free 
systems. ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer), the first high
powered digital computer, was designed to address precisely this problem by 
performing ballistic computations at enormous speed and allowing the outcome 
to be translated into adjustments in the firing trajectory of antiaircraft guns. 

''The men [sic] who assembled to solve problems of this order and who 
formalized their approach into the research paradigms of information theory and 
cognitive psychology through the Macy Foundation Conferences , represent a 
who's who of cybernetics: John von Neuman, Oswald Weblen, Vannevar Bush, 
Norbert W iener, Warren McCulloch , Gregory Bateson and Claude Shannon, 
among others." Such research ushers in  the central metaphors of the cybernetic 
imagination: not only the human as an automated but intelligent system, but also 
automated, intelligent systems as human, not only the simulation of reality but the 
reality of the simulation. These metaphors take form around the question, the still 
unanswered question, put by John Stroud at the S ixth Macy Conference: 

We know as much as possible about how the associated gear bringing the information 

to the tracker [ of an anti-aircraft gun J operates and how all the gear from the tracker 

to the gun operates. So we have the human operator surrounded on both sides by 

very precise ly known mechanisms and the question comes up, "What kind of machine 

have we placed in the middle?" 1 4  

This question of ''the machine in the middle'' and the simulation as reality 
dovetails with Jean Baudrillard's recent suggestion that the staging po\vers of 
simulation establish a hyperreality we only half accept but seldom refute: 
''Hyperreality of communication of meaning: by dint of being more real than the 
real itself , reality is destroyed." 1s 

Such metaphors, then, becom e more than a discovery of similarity, they 
ultimately propose an identity. Norbert W iener's term '' cyborg'' ( cybernetic 
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organism) encapsulates the new identity which, instead of seeing humans reduced 
to automata, sees simulacra which encompass the human elevated to the organic. 
Consequently, the human cognitive apparatus (itself a hypothetical construct 
patterned after the cybernetic model of automated intelligence) is expected to 
negotiate the world by means of simulation. 

Our cognitive apparatus treats the real as though it consisted of those 
properties exhibited by simulacra. The real becomes simulation. Simulacra, in turn, 
serve as the mythopoeic impetus for that sense of the real we posit beyond the 
simulation. A sobering example of what is at stake follows from the Reagonomic 
conceptualization of war. The Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) represents a vast 
Battle of the Cyborgs video game where players compete to save the world from 
nuclear holocaust. Reagan's simulated warfare would turn the electromagnetic 
force fields of fifties science-fiction films that shielded monsters and creatures from 
the arsenal of human destructive power into ploughshares beyond the ozone. Star 
Wars would be the safe-sex version of international conflict: not one drop of our 
enemy's perilous bodily fluids, none of their nuclear ejaculations, will come into 
contact with the free world. 

Reagan's simulation of war as a replacement for the reality of war does not 
'tj- depend entirely on SDI. We have already seen it at work in the invasion of 

Grenada and the raid on Libya. Each time, we have had the evocation of the 
reality of war :  the iconography of heroic fighters, embattled leaders, brave deci
sions, powerful technology, and concerted effort rolled into the image of military 
victory, an image of quick, decisive action that defines the ''American will." 

These simulacra of war, though, are fought with an imaginary enemy, in the 
Lacanian sense, and in the commonsense meaning of an enemy posited within 
those permutations allowed by a predefined set of assumptions and foreign-policy 
options: a Grenadian or Libyan ''threat'' appears on the video screens of America's 
political leadership. Long experience with the Communist menace leads to 
prompt and sure recognition. Ronny pulls the trigger. T hese simulations lack the 
full-blown, catastrophic consequences of real war, but this does not diminish the 
reality of this particular simulation nor the force with which it is mapped onto a 
historical ''reality'' it simultaneously effaces. Individuals find their lives irreversibly 
altered, people are wounded, many die. These indelible punctuation marks across 
the face of the real, however, fall into place according to a discourse empowered 
to make the metaphoric reality of the simulation a basic fact of existence. 

A more complex example of what it means to live not only in the society 
of the spectacle but also in the society of the simulacrum involves the 
preser vation/simulation of life via artificial life-support systems. In such an 
environment, the presence of life hinges on the presence of ''vital signs." Their 
manifestation serves as testimony to the otherwise inaccessible presence of life 
itself, even though life in this state stands in relation to the ''immediate reality'' of 
life as the zoo stands in relation to nature. The important issue here is that the 



po,ver of- cyber11<..·tic si111t1latio 11s pro111pts ,J reciefi 11 1t1c>11 c>f st1cl1 ft111c.la111cr1 t;1 J ll'r 111s 
,1, life a11d reality, j t1st as, for Ber1Ja111i11 , 111ccl1a111cal rcprocl t1c.tion alters tl1 c very 
co11ception of art and the ta11dards by wl1ich we k11ow it. Casting the 1sst1c i11 
tern1 of whether existence wi thin the lin1its of an artificial l1fe-st1pport syste111 
should be considered ''life '' obscures the issue in the sa1ne way that ask1r1g whetl1er 
fil111 a11d photography are ''art'' does . I n  each case a presumption is made about a 
fixed, or ontologically given, nature of life or art, rather than recognizing how that 
very presumption has been radically overturned . 

And from preserving life artificially, it is a small step to creating life by the 
same means . There is, for example, the case of Baby M. Surrogate mothering, as a 
term, already demonstrates the reality of the simulation: the actual motherir..g 
agent the woman who bears the child becomes a surrogate, thought of, not as 
a mother, but as an incubator or ''rented uterus," as one of the trial 's medical 
'' experts' ' called Mary Beth Whitehead. The real surrogate mother, the woman who 
will assume the role of mother for a child not borne of her own flesh, becomes the 
real mother, legally and familiarly. The law upholds the priority of the simulation 
and the power of those who can control this system of surrogacy measured by 
class and gender, for it is clearly upper-class males Gudge Harvey Sorkow and the 
father, William Stem) who mob ilized and sanctioned thi s  particular p iece of 
simulation, largely, it would seem, given the alternative of adoption, to preserve a 
very real, albeit fantastic preoccupation with a patriarchal blood line. 

Here we have the simulation of a nuclear family a denucleated, artificial 
simulation made and sanctioned as real, bona fide. The trial evoked the reality of 
the prototypical bourgeois family: well-educated, socially responsible, emotionally 
stable, and economically solvent, in contrast to the lower middle-class Whi tehead 
household. The trial judgment renders as legal verdict the same moral lesson that 
Cecil Hepworth's 1905 film, Rescued by Rover, presents as artistic theme: the 
propriety of the dominant class, the menace of an unprincipled, jealous and 
possessive lower class , the crucial importance of narrative donors like the faithful 
Rover and of social agents like the patronizing Sorkow, and the central role of the 
husband as the patriarch able to preside over the constitution and re-constitution 
of his family. Now replayed as simulation, the morality play takes on a reality of its 
own. People suffer, wounds are inflicted . Lives are irreversibly altered, or even 
created. Baby M is a child conceived as a product to be sold to fill a position 
within the signifying discourse of patriarchy. 

The role of the judge in this case was, of course, crucial to its outcome. His 
centrality signals the importance of the material, discursive struggles being vvaged 
within the realm of the law. Nicos Poulantzas argues that the juridical-political is 
the dominant or articulating region in ideological struggle today. Law establishes 
and upholds the conceptual frame in which subjects, ''free and equal'' with 
''rights ' ' and ''duties ," engage on a playing field made level by legal recourse and 
due process . These fundamental concepts of individz,tals with the right to enter into 
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and withdraw fron1 relations and obligations to others underpin, he argues, the 
work of other ideologically important regions in civil society. 16  

W hether the juridical-political is truly the fulcrum of ideological contestation 
or not, it is clearly a central area of conflict and one in which some of the basic 
changes in our conception of the human/ computer, reality I simulation metaphors 
get fought out. Reconceptualizations of copyright and patent law, brought on by 
computer chip design, computer software, and biogenetic engineer ing, give 
evidence of the process by which a dominant ideology seeks to preserve itself in 
the face of historical change. 

Conceptual metaphors take on tangible embodiment through discursive 
practices and institutional apparatuses. Such practices give a metaphor historical 
weight and ideological power. Tangible embodiment has always been a conscious 
goal of the cybernetic imagination where abstract concepts become embedded in 
the logic and circuitry of a material substrate deployed to achieve specific forms 
of result such as a computer, an antiaircraft tracking system or an assembly-line 
robot. These material objects, endowed with automated but intelligent capacities, 
enter our culture as , among other things, commodities. As a peculiar category of 
object these cyborgs require clarification of their legal status. W hat proprietary 
rights pertain to them ?  Can they be copyr ighted , patented, protected by trade 
secrets acts ; can they themselves as automated but intelligent entities, claim legal 
rights that had previously been reserved for humans or other living things on a 
model akin to that which has been applied to animal research? 

The answers to such questions do not fall from the sky. They are the result of 
struggle, of a clash of forces, and of the efforts, faltering or eloquent, of those 
whose task it is to make and adjudicate the law. New categories of objects do not 
necessarily gain the protection of patent or copyright law. One reason for this is 
that federal law in the United States (where most of my research on this question 
took place) and the Constitution both enshrine the right of individuals to private 
ownership of the means of production while also enjoining against undue forms 
of monopoly control. The Constitution states, ''The Congress shall have power . . .  
to promote the progress of science and useful arts, by securing for limited times 
to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings and 
discover ies ." Hence the protection of intellectual property (copyright and 
trademark registration) or industrial and technological property (patents) carves 
out a proprietary niche within the broader principle of a ''free flow' ' of ideas and 
open access to ''natural '' sources of wealth. 

The cybernetic organism, of course , confounds the distinction between 
intellectual and technological property. Both a computer and a biogenetically 
designed cell ''may be temporarily or permanently programmed to perform many 
different unrelated tasks." 11 The cybernetic metaphor, of course, allows us to treat 
the cell and the computer as sources of the same problen1. As the author of one legal 
article observed, ''A ribosome, like a computer, can carry out any sequence of 



a,se111bl\ 111,trt1ct1011, a11c.l ca11 .1s,e 111l)le virtt1ally t111li11 1itccl 11t1111l)ers <Jf clifTere11t 
orga111c co111pou11ds, 1 11clt1c.1111g tl10,e csse11tial to life ,  as \veil as 111;1terials tl1at l1avc 
11ot )'et bee11 1nve11ted." " W l1at legal debates l1ave cl1aracter1,cd tl1c strt1gglc fc,r 
proprietary control of these cyborgs? 

l,legarding patents, only clearly original, tinobvious, practical applications of 
the ''la,vs of nature'' are eligible for protection, a principle firn11y established jn the 
Telephone Cases of I 88 ,vhere the Supreme Court dre,v a sharp distinction 
bet\veen electricity itself as 11onpatentable since it ,vas a ''force of nature'' and the 
telephone where electricity \.Vas found, ''A new, specif ic condition not found 1n 
nature and suited to the trans1nission of vocal or other sounds.'' 

Recent cases have carried the issue further, asking whether ''intelligent 
systems'' can be protected by patent and, if so, what specific elements of such a 
system are eligible for protection. Generally, and perhaps ironically, the United 
States Supreme Court has been more prone to grant protection for the fabrication 
of ne,v life forms, via recombinant DNA experiments, than for the development 
of computer software. In Diamond v. Chakrabatry ( 1 980), the Supreme Court ruled 
in favor of patent protection for Chakrabatry who had developed a new bacterial 
form capable of degrading petroleum compounds for projected use in oil-spill 
clean-ups. In other, earlier cases, the Supreme Court withheld patent protection 
for computer software. In Gottschalk v. Benson ( 1972) and in Parker v. Flook ( 1 979) , 
the Court held that computer programs were merely algorithms, i.e., simple, 
step-by-step mathematical procedures, and as such were closer to basic principles 
or concepts than to original and unobvious applications. These decisions helped 
prompt recourse to a legislative remedy for an untenable situation (for those with 
a vested interest in the marketability of computer programs); in I 980 Congress 
passed the Software Act, granting some of the protection the judicial branch had 
been reluctant to offer but still leaving many issues unsettled. A Semiconductor 
Chip Protection Act followed in 1984 with a new sui generis form of protection for 
chip masks (the templates from which chips are made). Neither copyright nor 
patent, this protection applies for ten years Oess than copyright) and demands less 
originality of design than does patent law. In this case, the law itself replicates the 
''having come from nowhere'' quality of the simulation. The 1.vlinnesota Law Review 
70 (December 1 98 5) is devoted to a symposium on this new form of legal 
protection for intellectual but also industrial property. 

The Software Act began the erosion of a basic distinction bet\.veen cop)Tight 
and patent by suggesting that useful objects were eligible for copyright. In judicial 
cases such as Diamond v. Diehr ( 198 1 ) ,  the court held that ''\vhen a claim contain
ing a mathematical formula implements or applies that formula in a structure or 
process which, ,vhen considered as a \vhole, is performing a function ,,,hich the 
patent laws were designed to protect (for example, transforming or reducing an 
article to a different state of things), then the claim satisfies the requiren1encs of 
[ the copyright law] ." 
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This finding ran against the grain of the long-standing White-Smith Music 
P11l1/is/1i11g Co v. Apollo Co decision of 1908 where the Supreme Court ruled that a 
player-piano roll was ineligible for the copyright protection accorded to the sheet 
music it duplicated. The roll was considered part of a machine rather than the 
expression of an idea. The distinction was for mulated according to the code of the 
visible: a copyrightable text must be visually perceptible to the human eye and must 
''give to every person seeing it the idea created by the original." 19 

Copyright had the purpose of providing economic incentive to bring new 
ideas to the marketplace. Copyright does not protect ideas, processes, procedures, 
systems or methods, only a specific embodiment of such things. (A book on 
embroidery could receive copyright but the process of embroidery itself could 
not.) Similarly, copyright cannot protect useful objects or inventions. If an object 
has an intrinsically utilitarian function, it cannot receive copyright. Useful objects 
can be patented, if they are original enough, or protected by trade secrets acts. For 
example, a fabric design could receive copyright as a specific, concrete rendition of 
form. It would be an '' original work of authorship'' fixed in the tangible medium 
of cloth and the ''author'' would have the r ight to display it as an ornamental or 
artistic object without fear of imitation. But the same fabric design, once embodied 

oo in a dress, can no longer be copyrighted since it is now prin1arily a utilitarian 
.... object. Neither the dress, nor any part of it, can receive copyright. Others would 

be free to imitate its appearance since the basic goal (according to a somewhat 
non-fashion-conscious law) is to produce a utilitarian object meant to provide 
protection from the elements and a degree of privacy for the body inside it. 

W hat then of a video game? Is this an original work of authorship? Is it 
utilitarian in essence? And if it is eligible for copyright, what element or aspect of 
it, exactly, shall receive this copyright? The process of mechanical reproduction 
had assured that the copyright registration of one particular copy of a work would 
automatically insure protection for all its duplicates. Even traditional ga1nes like 
Monopoly, which might produce different outcomes at each playing, were identical 
to one another in their physical and visible parts. But the only visible part of a 
video game is its video display. The display is highly ephemeral and varies in detail 
with each play of the game. For a game like Pac-Man, the notion of pursuit or 
pursuit through a maze would be too general. Like the notion of the western or 
the soap opera, it is too broad for copyright eligibility. Instead the key question is 
whether a general idea, like pursuit, is given concrete, distinctive, expressiorz. The 
working out of this distinction, though, lends insight into the degree of difference 
between mechanical reproduction and cybernetic systems perceived by the 
United States judicial system. 

For video games like Pac-Man, a copyright procedure has developed that 
gives protection to the outward manifestation of the underlying software programs. 
Registration of a copyright does not involve depositing the algorithms structuring 
the software of the ROM (read-only memory) chip in which it is stored. Instead, 



registratio11 reqL1ircs tl1e (ieposit of a videotape <>f tl1e gt1111l' 111 tl1e JJlay 111c,cle.20 
lleferri11g to reqL1i rl't11e11ts tl1at copyrigl1t is for ''or1g111al wc>rks <>f at1tl1c>rsl1ii) 

fixed i 11 a11y tangible n1cdiu111," Federal l )istr 1ct C:0L1rts l1avc foL1 11(i t�1at creativity 
di rected to tl1e  end of prese11ting a video display constitutes rccog111,al')lc 
authorship and ''fixation'' occurs in the repetitio11 of specific aspects of the visual 
scenes fro1n one playing of a game to the next . But fixing precisely what con
stitutes repetition when subtle variations are also in play is not a simple matter. For 
example, in A tari v. Nortli American Phillips Consumer Electronics Corp ( 1 98 1 ), one 
District Court denied infringement of Atari 's Pac-Man by the defendant's K. C 
Munchkin. The decision rested on a series of particular differences between the 
games despite  overall similarities. In elaboration, the court noted that the 
Munchkin character, unli ke Pac-Man, ''initially faces the viewer rather than 
showing a profile." K.C. Munchkin moves in profile but when he stops, ''he turns 
around to face the viewer with another smile." Thus the central character is made 
to have a personality which the central character in Pac-Man does not have. K.C. 
Munchkin has munchers which are ''spookier'' than the goblins in Pac-Man. 
Their legs are longer and move m ore dramatically, their eyes are vacant all 
features absent from Pac-Man. 

This opinion, however, was overturned in Atari vs North American Phillips 
(1982). The Seventh Circuit Court found Pac-Man's expressive distinctiveness to 
lie in the articulation of a particular kind of pursuit by means of ''gobbler' ' and 
'' ghost-fi gures," thereby granting broad protection to the game by likening it to a 
film genre or subgenre. Th e Circuit Court found the Munchkin's actions of 
gobbling and disappearing to be ''blatantly similar," and went on to cut through to 
the basic source of the game's appeal and marketability: 

Video-games, un l ike an artist's painting or even other audio visual works, appeal to an 

audience that is fairly und iscrim inating insofar as their concern about more subtle 

differences in artistic expression. The main attraction of a game such as Pac-Man lies 

in the stimulation prov ided by the intensity of the competition. A person who is 

entranced by the play of the game, "would be disposed to overlook" many of the 

m inor differences in detail and "regard their aesthetic appeal as the same."21 

In this decision, the Court stresses the process of absorption and feedback 
sustained by an automated but intelligent system that can simulate the reality of 
pursuit. The decision represents quite a remarkable set of observations. The 
fetishization of the image as object of desire transforms into a fetishization of a 
process as object of desire. This throws as much emphasis on the mental state of 
the participant as on the exact visual qualities of the representation (''A person 
who is entranced by the play of the game'' ). 

In these cases the courts have clearly recognized the need to guarantee the 
exclusive rights of authors and inventors (and of the corporations that employ 
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tl1e111) to tl1e fruits of their discoveries. Simultaneously, this recognition has served 
to legitimate the cybernetic metaphor and to renormalize the political-legal 
apparatus in relation to the question: who shall have the right to control the cyber
netic system of which we are a part? On the whole, the decisions have funneled 
that control back to a discrete proprietor, making what is potentially disruptive 
once again consonant with the social formation it threatens to disrupt. 

Such decisions may require recasting the legal fram ework itself and its 
legitimizing discourse. Paula Samuelson identifi es the magnitude of the transfor
mation at work quite tellingly: ''It [is] necessary to reconceptualize copyright and 
patent in ways that would free the systems from the historical subjects to which 
they have been applied. It [is] necessary to rethink the legal. forms, pare them 
down to a more essential base, and adjust their rules accordingly. It [is] necessary 
to reconceive the social bargain they now reflect."22 

If  efforts to gain proprietary control of computer chip masks, soft-ware and 
video games have prompted little radical challenge from the left, the same cannot 
be said for bacteria and babies, for, that is, the issues of proprietorship that are 
raised by new forms of artificial life and artificial procreation where the ''social 
bargain'' woven into our discursive formations undergoes massive transformation. 

The hidden agenda of mastery and control, the masculinist bias at work in 
video games, in Star Wars, in the reality of the simulation ( of invasions, raids and 
wars), in the masculine need for autonomy and control as it corresponds to the 
logic of a capitalist marketplace becomes dramatically obvious when we look at 
the artificial reproduction of human life. The human as a metaphorical, auto
mated, but intelligent system becomes quite literal when the human organism is 
itself a product of planned engineering. 

Gametes, embryos, and fetuses become, like other for ms of engineered 
intelligence that have gained legal status, babies-to-be, subject now to the rules 
and procedures of commodity exchange. Human life, like Baby M herself, 
becomes in every sense a commodity to b e  contracted for, subject to the 
proprietary control of those who rent the uterus, or the test tube, where such 
entities undergo gestation. 

As one expert in the engineering of human prototypes put it, reproduction 
in the laboratory is willed, chosen, purposed, and controlled, and is, therefore, 
more human than coitus with all its vagaries and elements of chance.23 Such 
engineering affirms the ''contractor's'' rights to ''take positive steps to enhance the 
possibility that offspring will have desired characteristics, as well as the converse 
right to abort or terminate offspring with undesired or undesirable charac
teristics."24 But what is most fundamentally at stake does not seem to be personal 
choice, but power and economics. These opportunities shift reproduction from 
family life, private space, and, domestic relations to the realm of production itself 
by means of the medical expert, clinical space, and commodity relations. The shift 
allows men who previously enjoyed the privilege of paying for their sexual 
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S t t c 11 • • e 11 g 1 11 c er l' ti t"'c t t t � e, ' ' a 1 1  <. i l) ( 1 l) i L' \ l 1 L' c c > 1 1 1  c , C> , 1 1  t 1 c.· I 1 I i k e I ea I I 1 Lt 111 a 11 
be1 11gs tl1 c1t tl1e1r or 1gi 11 as co111 1 11oci1tie,, l)ot 1gl1 t  ;111<.I sc)lcl, 11 1 .1y l)e rca <.iily 
ob · ct1red. Tl1ey bcco111e tl1e perfect cyborg. As w1tl1 otl1er 111st�111ces i11 wl1icl1 ,1 
111et�1pl1or beco111es operative a11d exte11ds across tJ1e face of a ct1ltt1re, we J1 �1vc tc> 
a k ,vl10 be11efits a11d ,vl10 s t1ffers? We l1ave to ask vvhat is at stake and l1ow 
111ight trt1ggle a11d co11testation occt1r? W hat tools are at ot1r disposal and to wl1at 
co1 1ceptio11 of the l1u111a 11 do we adhere that can call into question tl1e re1fication, 
tl1e co111 111odificat ion, the patterns of 111astery, and control that the hu111a 11 as 
cyborg, the cyborg as hu111an, the simulation of reality, and the reality of the 
si111ulatio11 n1ake evident? 

Like the normalizat io11 of the cybernetic metaphor as scientific paradigm or 
the judicial legiti1111zation of the pr ivate ownership of cybernetic systems ( even 
when the ir substrate happens to be a living organism), the just ifi cation for 
hierarchical control of the cybernetic apparatus takes a rhetorical form because it 
is, in essence, an ideological argument .  Dissent arises largely from those who 
appear destined to be controlled by the ''liberating force' ' of new cybernet ic 
technologies. But in no arena will the technologies themselves be determining. In 
each instance of ideo logical contestation , what we discover is that the 
ambivalences regarding cybernet ic technology require resolution on more 
fundamental ground: that domain devoted to a social theory of power. 

P U R P O S E , S Y S T E M ,  P O W E R : T R A N S F O R M A T I V E 

P O T E N T I A L V E R S U S C O N S E R V A T I V E P R A C T I C E 

Liberation from any literal referent beyond the simulation, like liberation from a 
cultural tradition bound to aura and r itual, brings the actual process of constructing 
meaning, and social reality, into sharper focus. This liberation also undercuts the 
Renaissance concept of the individual. ''Clear and distinct'' people may be a 
prerequisite for an industr ial economy based on the sale of labor power, but mutually 
dependent cyborgs may be a higher priority for a postindustrial postmodern 
economy. In an age of cybernetic systems, the very foundation of western culture 
and the very heart of its metaphysical tradition, the individual, \Vith his or her 
inherent dilenunas of free will versus determinism, autonomy versus dependence. 
and so on, may very well be destined to stand as a vestigial trace of concepts and 
traditions which are no longer pertinent 

The testing Benj amin found possible with mechamcal reproduction the 
ability to take tlungs apart and reassemble them, using, in film, n1ontage, the 
'' dynamite of the tenth of a second' ' extends yet further \i\1ith C)Tbernetic S)·ste1ns : 
what had been mere possibilities or probabilities manifest then,selves in the 
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sin1ulation. The dynamite of nanoseconds explodes the limits of our own mental 
landscape. W hat falls open to apperception is not just the relativism of social order 
and how, through recombination, liberation from imposed order is possible, but also 
the set of systemic principles governing order itself, its dependence on messages- in
circuit, regulated at higher levels to conform to predefined constraints. We discover 
how, by redefining those constraints, liberation from them is possible. Cybernetic 
systems and the cyborg as human metaphor refute a heritage that celebrates 
individual free will and subjectivity. 

If there is liberating potential in this, it clearly is not in seeing ourselves as  
cogs in a machine or elements of a vast simulation, but rather in seeing ourselves 
as part of a larger whole that is self-regulating and capable of long-term survival. 
At present this larger whole remains dominated by parts that achieve hegemony. 
But the very apperception of the cybernetic connection, where system governs 
parts, where the social collectivity of mind governs the autonomous ego of 
individualism, may also provide the adaptive concepts needed to decenter control 
and overturn hierarchy. 

Conscious purpose guides the invention and legitimization of cybernetic 
systems. For the most part, this purpose has served the logic of capitalism, commod
ity exchange, control and hierarchy. Desire for short-term gain or immediate results 
gives priority to the criteria of predictability, reliability, and quantifiability. Ironically, 
the survival of the system as a whole (the sum total of system plus e11vironment on 
a global scale) takes a subordinate position to more immediate concerns. We remain 
largely unconscious of that total system that conscious purpose obscures. Our 
consciousness of something indicates the presence of a problem in need of solution, 
and cybernetic systems theory has mainly solved the problem of capitalist systems 
that exploit and deplete their human and natural environment, rather than 
conserving both themselves and their environment. 

Anthony Wilden makes a highly germane observation about the zero-sum 
game, Monopoly. The goal of the game is to win by controlling the relevant 
environment, the properties, and the capital they generate. But Monopoly and its 
intensification of rational, conscious purpose masks a logic in the form of being 
''merely a game'' that is deadly when applied to the open ecosystem. Wilden 
writes, ''We usually fail to see that Monopoly s11pports the ideology of con1petition 
by basing itself on a logical and ecological absurdity. It is assumed that tl1e winning 
player, having consumed all the resources of all the opponents, can actually survive 
the end of the game. In fact this is impossible . . . .  The Monopoly winner [must] die 
because in the context of the resources provided by the game, the winner has 
consumed them all, leaving no environment (no other players) to feed on."2s 

''There is the discovery," Gregory Bateson writes in one of his n1ore 
apocalyptic essays, ''that man is only a part of larger systems and that the part ca11 
never control the whole."26 The cybernetic metaphor invites the testing of the 
purpose and logic of any given syste1n against the goals of the larger ecosyste111 
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' ',v hole."27 ''Tra11sgrcssio11 dc)CS 11ot 11egatc a11 i11tcrcl1ctic)11; 1 t t 1�111\cc11cls .1 11ci 
co1 11pletcs it." Tl1e tra11sgrcssive a11d libcrati11g potc11tial wl1icl1 JJat,11lle fc)t111c.l i11 
the violatior1 of taboos and prohibitions, a11d which 13e11ja111i11 foL111 ci i11 tl1c 
pote11tial of 111ecl1anically reprodL1ced works of art, persists in yet anotl1cr for111. 
Tl1e cybernetic n1etaphor co11tains the gern1 of an enhanced fL1tL1 re inside a 
prevailing n1odel that substitutes part for whole, si1nulation for real, cyborg for 
l1t1n1an, conscious purpose for the decentered goal-seeking of the totality -
systen1 plt1s environment. The task is not to overthrow the prevailing cybernetic 
n1odel but to transgress its predefined interdictions and limits, using the dynamite 
of tl1e apperceptive powers it has itself brought into being. D 





F RO M  T H E  P H O T O G R A I) H  T O  

P O S T P H O T O G R A P H I C  P R A C T I C E :  

Toward a Postoptical Ecology of the Eye 

• D a v i d  T o m a s  

Since I 8 3 9, the constituents ofWestern cultures and, to an increasing degree, those 
of other cultures, have been conditioned to see their world and the worlds of 
other peoples through the medium of photographic images. That conditioning, 
however, has not been homogeneous. One has only to examine the discourses 
informing photographic activity to become aware of the tensions that govern 
photography's various practices. Perhaps one of the most persistent and influential 
of these tensions concerns photography's '' objective'' versus its '' subjective'' 
foundations. Are photographs fundamentally factual? are they the sites of 
privileged truths? or are they in essence particularly complex fictions? As the 
history of debates on photography's exact cultural status reveals, the most 
interesting answers to such questions tend to be localized and coupled with the 
practical uses and the discursive formations that define particular zones of 
photographic activity. There is, however, another position that can be explored in 
relation to photography's historical-epistemological identity that has not yet been 
surveyed. This position is connected to an alternative culture that can be 
discovered to exist in relation to photography's modes of production. A culture of 
photography does not necessarily have to be defined in terms of the images that 
have come to embody much of its current historical and social value. 
Photography's historical-epistemological identity can also be defined in terms of 
the cultural dimensions of its processes of production after all, photographs do 
not simply appear; they are produced by a complex transformational process that 
might also be impregnated with a range of symbolic values. 

In the following pages, an alternative postphotographic practice will be described, 
and its strategic and practical consequences will be presented. This photographic 
''counter- practice'' is an illegitimate offspring of a correspondence established 
between the visual classification system governing image formation in photographs 
and the cultural priorities and authorial logic embodied in the Judeo-Christian myth 
of origins as presented in the first ten verses of Genesis. This correspondence ,vill 
provide a point of departure for exposing the authorial and deterministic foundations 
of all photographic images. Of particular interest in this light is the relationship 



l)et\vce11 tl1e pl1otograpl1's authorial and deterministic foundations and the principal 
l1ist()ricJl priority SL1staining a c1tlt1tre of pliotographic iniages namely, a historical
episte111ological .fi.,atio11 011 the photograph as the most valued product of 
pl1otograpluc activity. It is on the basis of a critical re-evaluation of this relationship 
tl1at a cou11ter practice will be proposed. This counter practice is based on a critique 
of tl1e cLtltural priorities that operate in the case of all photographic activity whose 
objective is the production of photographs. I will suggest that such a counter practice 
can 011ly be the product of a strategic inversion in the hierarchic binary classification 
syste1n product/ process. In contrast to a haunting cultural fixation on images and the 
transcendental determinism of current photographic practices, I will argue that there 
exists another set of possibilities connected to an ecologically based postphotographic 
culture whose distinguishing characteristics are located in a continuun1. of processes 
of prodL1ction. In this alternative culture's terms ,  a postphotographic practice can be 
proposed in the context of an immanent postoptical and plural ecology of the eye. 
The two key references in the development of this alternative to current 
photographic activity are Friedrich Nietzsche's theory of the use value of history and 
Gregory Bateson's critique of a transcendent nonecological epistemology of Mind. 

G O D , P H O T O G R A P H Y , A N D  H I S T O R I C A L  D E T E R M I N I S M  

Photog1·apluc subject/in1ages are fixed in tern1.S of tonal gradations that range between 
white and black, light and dark, or over- and underexposL1re.1 SL1ch subject/images are 
therefore governed by a binary classification system co111posed of the elements light 
(white) and darkness (black) with their i nferential correlates of presence and 
absence. As in the case of the Judeo-Christian n1.yth of creation, photography's 
progenitive logic is governed by a fundan1.ental opposition between darkness and 
light absence and presence, the two other terms, ocly becoming marked in 
disjunctive association with their contrary terms (light in the case of absence, and 
darkness in the case of presence). However, the correspondences between the two 
processes of creatio11 the one optical, n1echanical, and photochemical, the other 
mytruc go beyond an initial cognitive dualism. For example, both the photographic 
and the creation processes emphasize the primacy of ocular perception at the expense 
of the other four senses; botl1 are 1nediated by a perceiving entity, n1.an in the for1ner 
and God in the latter instance; in each case, a process of naming is of particular 
importance; and finally, both eschew the question of the origin or nature of 111atter.2 

Since the second quarter of the nineteenth century, photographic n1.edia have 
used this dualistic principle of ordering and have been the prin1.ary cultural 
techniques for celebrating an ocular process of cognitive differentiation. Further
more, the progressive social and cultural diffusion of these media, since their initial 
public unveiling in August I 8 3 9 and their current omnipresence and the 
omniscience of their products, has been achieved under the governing authority 
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1� 11 o togra p 11 i c tee h 11 o logy is ll scd le.) sc:i)a r .1 tl' a i>l1 c ar�111 ces <> J)ti c.·a 11 y fr <> 1 1 1  
st1 bsta 11tive co11 texts a11 d per111 a11c11tJy litabi I 1ze tl1 c rcslt I t 1 1 1  g ''\Lt l)J cc t/ 1111a ges '' l>y 
1 11ecl1a11ical a11d chc111ical operatio11s. Tl1e pl1otograpl1\ wl1ich c111crgc frc>111 t J1 is 
process were 111ediated by a perceiving entity ''tl1 c photographer'' - c1 11c.i 
e111body a11other funda111e11tal ct1ltural disti11ctio11. They replicate tl1c d1choto111y 
bet\veen the word and its ''referent'' i 1 1  their differe11tiatio11 betweer1 tl1e 
subject/in1age and the subject photographed. 

The simi larities that can be traced between photography and the Judeo
Christian myth of creation suggest com1non symbolic contents and cultural 
functions. Although there is no direct historical connection to be drawn between 
the two processes of creation, the similarities that do exist point to a common 
cultural theme pertaining to the existence and normative functions of a perpetual 
''trans-historical'' collective mythic social presence at the very least, a mediative 
authorial slot sustaining an optical apparatus an eye. 

The basic physiological structure of the biological eye, a photosensitive surface 
encased by a darkened chamber with an opening for med of a lens, is replicated by 
the camera. Both systems are able to detect and translate a similar range of 
electromagnetic material. In each case, the construction of synthetic vision involves 
an extremely complicated process from a physiological and a cultural point of 
view and this complexity is compounded by the common cultural relations that 
have been forged between these two types of optical instruments. 3 These systems are 
not only sophisticated photochemical receptors for selected electromagnetic waves; 
the light they respond to is also su ffused with cultural value and is intimately 
intertwined in their material/ symbolic fabric. 

The information contained in a photograph is defined by optical and perceptual 
hierarchies of difference. Photographs are produced by the action of light on 
darkness : information emerges by way of luminiferous actions the effects of which 
have been mediated by photographic lenses that are designed to control light rather 
than its absence (darkness) . Light is also the precondition of vision and as a 
consequence it is culturally valor ized over darkness. Light thus becomes the 
unmarked ( contextual) cultural field in which darkness becomes marked. 4 

Light is accorded an unmarked value because it is a constructive agent, as well 
as the common substantive medium that unites the biological eye of the particular 
psychohistorical individual and the mechanical eye a collective cultural artifact. 
Light is also the active and unmarked element in the hierarchic binary system 
delimiting the possibilities of visual representation. Insofar as cultural forms 
emerge from a light-sensitive material to be continuously and differentially fixed 
in the form of photographs, light is the medium of action in terms of \vhich the 
history of photography was and continues to be ''created." Given the intunate role 
of light in the process of biological vision and the cultural production of 

• 
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pl1otographs, it is 11ot surprising to discover that the dominant history of photog
rapl1y is the 011e defined in terms of pl1otograpl1s and their autliors, since both are 
co11tig11ous 1n ediun1s of cultural enlightenm ent . 

P H O T O G R A P H Y :  A T  T H E  S E R V I C E  O F  H I S T O R Y 

The special position of photography in our culture is predicated on a unique form 
of contiguous , causal link that unites the photograph with its referent. That link is 
formed of light. It is wor th recalling the words of Joseph Nicephore Niepce, in this 
connection: ''The discovery I have made and which I call Heliograpl1y, consists in 
reproducing spontaneously, by the action of light, with gradations of tints from black 
to white, the images received in the camera obscura."s The phrase ''spo1ztarzeoi1sly, by 
the action of light' '  stands as a worthy antecedent to a widespread belief in the 
unmediated nature of a subject/image's photographic process of optical and chemical 
inscription. 6 Light both natural and artificial can thus be perceived as a custo
dian of truth. As the medium for the transmission as well as the inscription of ''fact' '  
in the guise of an enligh tened presence, light seems to act as its own guarantor -
seeing has becon1e  a cultural form of believing. Light also provides the connection 
that allows for the ct 1ltural ascr iption of an iconic corresponde11ce between the 
photograph and i ts referent, and as this luminous mediation precipitates the cultural 
bias of a photograph's factually real nature, the history of photography e1nerges as the 
produc t of the chemical f ixing of light in1ages. In contrast to n1irror images, 
photographs are also hi storical because they are fixed slices out of tit11e. Such images 
can therefore escape the chaos of an undifferentiated te111poral reality and enter the 
differentiated (chronological) realm of historical tin1e.7 This explains one facet of 
the widespread c1.tltural value that photographs have acquired in time : the 
displacement of an appearance from a substantive context and its per1na11ent fixation 
on a two-dimensional surface severs  it from its ecosystem, which , if it were a n1irror 
image, would define its spatial and te111poral qualities. Photographs therefore have the 
capacity to enter the service of histor y at the expense of the prephotographic 
substantive context which ini tially served to coordinate the social and ct1ltural 
conditions of their prodt1ction. But the cultural connotatio11s of light also rest1r1·ect 
the spectral presence of a n1ythic author. In fact, photography is 111ediated by a double 
authorial presence: a collective mythic figure a11d the individual photographer. 

Photography represents a secularization and de111ocratization of the creation 
myth what Lady Elizabeth Eastlake referred to as ''tl1e craving, or ratl1er necessity, 
for cheap, prompt , and correct facts'' was satisfied by photographic processes tl1at 
valorized product over mode of productio11 as the 1 888 Eastma11 Kodak slogan 
unequivocally stated : ''You press the bt1tto11 a11d we do tl1e rest."8 Divii1e i11Spiratio11 
and i ts hand111aiden, divine labor, became a11tiquated after the rise of 111echarucal 
reproduction and artistic labor was relegated to a cl1oice of subject (a qt1estion of 
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the l)o la ro 1d proce<;, ( �111d be)·o11 (i tc> i 11s t�111 t (ii gi t�1 l-i 111�1gi 11 g syste111s). 1� tit ti 1 is 
11arrative has preserved the <;igi1s (pl1otograi)l1ic i111agcs) <>f a tr,111sce11cle11t crc:1tive act 
(tl1e differentiat1011 bet\\ een dark.tie s a11c.1 ligl1t) a11d tht1s co11ti11t1es to �1t1tl1or 11t tl1e 
n1ythic act of differentiation that inaugt1rated the privilegi11g c>f ligl1t over dark11css. 

The cul turally sanc tio11ed, pl1otograpl1icalJy fixed relatio r1sl11p between ligl1t 
a11d dark provides an authoritative si te for the co11de11sat1on of a11 or1gi11ative 111ythic 
presence and 1nyth.ic va lue.Wi th the developme11t of each photograph , the syn1bolic 
posi tion and authority of a transcendent Mind is resurrected : clothed in difference, 
each individual photograph is an authorial function with a par ticular iconic inflec
tion. Poised bet\veen darkness and light, myth and science , the figure of the ''author '' 
takes the form of a transcendent being, and the product of ''his'' photographic 
acti,,icy fixes a my thic creation process ''And God said . . .  , and God saw . . . .  and 
God called . . .  " (my emphases) in terms of a fundamental classification systen1. 
Given this ID)'thic phantom presence, all the histor ical uses of photography are 
excessively antiquarian in Nietzsche's sense of a celebration of preservation (stasis) 
as opposed to creativity (change) because subject/images are defined (fixed) in terms 
of a fundamental perceptual/mythic opposition dominated by light and the hand 
of a distant father figure. 

The photographic process therefore represents a rational, technologicall1r 

oriented model for a my thic creation process its hegemonic role in the symbolic 
and materia l  consciousness of the Occident is the resul t  of the articulation of a 
classification system that mediates such fundamental questions as the transcendent 
origins of light and darkness, day and night, and the presence and absence of earthly 
things. Given these connections, photography represents the astonishing triumph of 
an industrial cul ture precisely because i t presents in each of its products a singular 
instance of the mechanization and hence the recreation of creation , and it does so 
on the basis of an extraordinary technological feat: the operational transmutation of 
a mythi c  figure into a material/  symbolic production process. 

Any attempt to subvert the remarkable cultural authority of photograph)T's 
mythic pov.rer and produce another practice dislodged and rerouted from this origin 
\vill be reflexively confronted by a grammar of seeing governed by principles echoing 
a transcendent authorial presence. If ,ve no\v function under the historical illusion 
that \Ve have replaced this mythic presence, ,vTe must not forget that \:\;e collecti,�el;· 
take, make and read photographs, and therefore, in the \\Tords of Nietzsche, ''We are 
not getting rid of God because ,ve still believe in [his/ our] grammar . . . .  "9 
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T O W A R D  A P O S T P H O T O G R A P H I C  P R A C T I C E  

At the root of the cultural epistemology governing our relationship to the natural 
environment are the fundamental hierarchic birull')' oppositions of Mind, Bod)· and 
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Culture/Nature. Gregory Bateson has pointed out that the espousal of a 
subject/ object dichotomy through which we can adopt a transcendent position 
""rith regard to the natural world and which also is enshrined in the Cartesian 
separation of Mind and Body has resulted in an understanding of Mind as being 
synonymous with an individual consciousness. This cultural dichotomy, which 
incidentally also echoes the distinction God/Man, is projected into space and is then 
formalized in Man/Nature and Culture/Nature. 10 Technology can then be used 
to control an independently conceived and often hostilely perceived ecosystem 
(Nature) and, in this role, technology inevitably becomes the representation of 
a historical, progressive, and competitive spirit that reproduces the alienation 
and potentially fatal consequences of the origi�al subject/ object, Mind/Body 
dichotomies. This pathological condition can only be neutralized by redefining the 
boundaries of Mind in order that it corresponds to the movement and circulation 
of information or ideas across the classical boundaries of a biological body (a 
perceiving consciousness) and throughout a social and environmental context. The 
concept of Mind that emerges as  a result of this redefinition is ecologically 
immanent rather than transcendent, and the Cartesian opposition between Mind 
and Body evaporates as traditional material and cultural boundaries are dissolved 

o into a broad ecological network of ''pathways of information." 1 1  
..,.. Photography, as previously noted, is also governed by a number of binary 

oppositions such as photograph/subject photographed, light/ dark, product/process 
which tend to (re)produce the dichotomy between Mind (a mythic authorial 
position signified by the photograph) and Body (a substantive prephotographic 
context the context of photographic production). But the hierarchic nature 
of these oppositions suggests a possibility of change should one choose to subvert 
an existing hierarchy by inverting the relationship between its elements. In 
fact, radical change can be inaugurated through an inversion in one of the 
principal binary oppositions governing a photographic culture: the fundamental, 
traditional, hierarchic opposition bet\N'een the product of photographic activity 
and the process of its production. A different field of possibilities appears as a 
consequence of this inversion, a new context for a radically differing post
photographic practice that is predicated upon an ecological approach to the 
production of images in a culture. 

P O S T P H O T O G R A P H I C  P R A C T I C E  A N D  A 

P O S T O P T I C A L  E C O L O G Y  O F  T H E  E Y E  

Postphotography is based on the premise that critical and strategic transformations in 
the cultural dimensions of photographic modes of production lead to the 
development of alternative representational practices. Unlike a practice that valorizes 
a culture of images, postphotography critically explores and transforms the historical 
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i11 tl1e tr.1ditio11a] figure/groL111cl rel�1t1011\l11p cJf J)r<Jcess/J)r<>tlt1ct i11 tl1e l1istc,1·)' c)f 
J1l1otograpl1). Tl1e operatio11aJ logic tl1�1t cc)11,,eys tl1is \l11f t is l)ased <>11 a Nietzst·l1ea 11 
strategy of historical a11d cultt1ral a11 111esia, 111as111t1cl1 as tl1is strateb')' ca11 l)e Ltseci t<> 
st1b,,ert tl1e ttaditio11al valt1es tl1at are associated \\'ith the protit1cts of c<>11vc11tic>11al 
photographic acti\•ity. The possibility of a postphotograpl11c practice is tl1erefc)re 
predicated on tl1e strategic de11ial of the subject/i.t 11age's conve11tional ct1ltt1ra] value. 

Nietzsche argued that any atten1pt to effect change had to be linked tc) ''the 
po\ver of forgetting'' or ''the capacity of feeling i,111/1istoricall)1'' (r11y en1phasis). Tl1is 
''unhistorical preconscious'' was a condition without conscience and kno\vledge 
precipitated by the ability to forget. It lay at the roots of a happiness that Nietzsche 
identified "vith ''the will to live," and, hence, it fu nctioned in the service of l1fe. 1 2  
In  that the unhistorical vvas a pretext for change, Nietzsche maintained that ''\\'e 
must kno,v the right time to forget as well as the right time to remember, and 
instinctively see \vhen it is necessary to feel historically and when unhistorically." 
Thus, he suggested, the historical and the unhistorical were ''equally necessary to 
the health of  an individual, a community, and a system of culture."13 As a product 
of this Nietzschean s trategy, postphotography operates under the guidance of an art 
of forgetf ulness, and i ni tially and continuously oscillates between the historical 
(postpl1otograpl1y) and the unhistorical (postphotography). 

A strategic inversion in the process/product hierarchy that governs current 
photographic practices clears the way for the development of an ecological approach 
to the ''production of images in a culture." This approach results in a considerable 
broadening of the boundaries that have traditionally served to define photography. 
Instead of seeking legitimization in terms of a narrow, institutionally sanctioned 
history of photography a history of subject/images, chemical processes, lens 
designs, or camera forms postphotographic practice seeks to trace the net\vorks of 
its cultures and operational logics throughout broadly conceived spatial, ten1poral, 
social, and environmental contexts. Thus through the photographic process , one can 
now enter the various worlds of its contexts of production. The result of this strategic 
inversion is the emergence of different and plural cultures of representation, ,,:here 
images are considered in terms of ecological systems and extended patterns of 
information. 

The cultural ecology of postpho tographic practice is composed of three 
formerly distinct cultural contexts an environmental context (Nature) , a social 
context (Culture), and an individual biological context (an individual ps)rcho
historical biological entity). The ecosystem governing these pre,,iousl)· distinct 
contexts defines the metacontextual characteris tics of a poscphotographic 
practice the cultures of its technology conceived be1,.ond the limitations of 
its particular material forms. These metacontextual characterisnc\ are not onl) r 

ecological from the viewpoints of the plurality of contexts that simulcaneousl) r 
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define the1n (an intersystem of spatial axes), but they are ecological along an inter
systemic network of temporal axes (a plurality of spatial contexts across time). 

As previously noted, this ecosystemic approach to photography emerges as a 
consequence of a choice: a denial (the forgetting) of the grand narrative of a given 
subject/in1age culture (a culture of images). This denial creates the possibility of 
engaging a neglected zone of contextual and metacontextual image production. Access 
to this zone is based on a strategy of denial that is coupled with an inversion in the 
traditional oppositional hierarchy of product over process through which a 
photographic culture of images has achieved sovereignty in the Occident. In 
Nietzschean terms, postphotographic practice is simultaneously historical and 
unhistorical inasmuch as the cultural context of photographs (the narrative history of 
subject/images) is absorbed by the ecosystem of contextually current processes of 
production. Postphotographic practice operates through strategic oscillations of ever
present contexts of production. This perpetual recontextualization of its productive 
processes ensures that postphotography continuously reproduces and redefines its 
culture(s) hence, the dissimilitude in its cultural practice. 

This counter practice produces a number of important changes in  the relative 
values that have been granted to the traditional constituents of photography. For 

N example, conventional photographs can have no hegemonic role or position in a 
.... postphotographic culture because they no longer serve any of their traditional 

functions. In a recontextualized ecosystemic postphotographic practice, there is no 
need to escape a present so as to engage a future in order to serve a past. Pho
tographs are no longer the necessary decontextualized and transcendent signifiers of 
photography. An eclipse of the transcendent functions of conventional photographs 
also precipitates the collapse of their authors' sovereign power. In this ecosystemic 
context, with its shattering of point of view by ever present oscillations between the 
historical and the unhistorical, the traditional photographic author and eye are 
reduced to epiphenomena! effects continuously differing, contextually defined 
iconic inflections that reverberate like distant echoes throughout the networks and 
intersystems of postphotographic cultures. 

The primary sense organ of photography is a mobile camera/ eye which 
mimics the structure and instrumental functions of the human biological eye. Its 
lens, however, is made of glass, its retina is a photosensitive surface and its optic nerve 
is a perceiving authorial consciousness. In contrast to this all-seeing cultural artifact, 
the postphotographic eye has no need of a lens and its darkened chamber, the 
mediums for the differentiation, focusing, and fixation of point of view. Postphotog
raphy is no longer modeled on an  optical consciousness operating independently of 
its material and symbolic contexts. Its mirror-like surfaces, which correspond to raw 
retinas, prov ide pretexts to continuously contextualize and metacontextualize 
systemic visual processes of production . 



C O N C L U S I O N :  P O S T P H O T O G R A P H I C  P R A C T I C E  

A N D  T H E  E N D  O F  H I S T O R Y 

The ecological absor ption of the photograph and the obsolescence of tJ1e 
photographer precipitate tl1e cultL1ral dissolL1tio11 of the photographic eye. A 
postphotographic culture has no need for a witness, a transcendent and discrim
inating eye, to testify to the significance of events by organizing and fixing then1 
according to a chronological code of before and after. With postphotography there 
is no longer a point of view, but visual contexts; no longer an eye, but a continuous 
contextually interactive, visually educative process in which b jolog1ca1 eyes 
reflexively commune with the fragments and possibilities of their cultures. With this 
negation of perspective and chronological codification, postphotographic practice 
calls into question the sovereignty of history. The inauguration of this postoptical 
practice will signal the beginning of the end of history as postphotography liberates 
the fixed ''superhistorical'' aspects of a culture of images and communicates the 
eternal as the continuing. 14 Images will now take the form of ecologically imma
nent processes that unfold in a perceptual present, the continuous product of 
contextual oscillations between the unhistorical and the historical. 

If photographic history was the product of a sovereign teleological perspective 
in which a visual event or an aggregate of events were optically and chemically 
fixed from a chronological point of view, postphotography is that illusory and 
postocular nowhere where everything is becoming and already is. It is the eternal 
(superhistorical) present of Nietzsche's ''life and action'': the pulse of the unhis
torical in the context of the use value of the historical. Postphotographic practice 
thus precipitates the dusk inaugurating the posthistorical an era that has no 
need of a point of view and its optical products, visual facts or witnesses, and thus 
no need of light. D 
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T H E V I RT UA L U N C O N S C I O U S 

I N P O S T P H O T O G R A P H Y  

I11 our world we sleep and ea t tlze image 
a 11d pray to it and wear it too. 

-Don DeLillo, .vlao II 

K e v i n  R o b i n s  

I want to raise some preliminary questions about images, and, particularly I have 
some questions about the ways in which new image technologies are inserting them
selves into our culture. Not to consider these technologies in technological terms , but 
rather to explore what might be described as their unconscious n1otivations. In ''A 
Small History of Photography," Walter Benjamin describes the ''magical value'' of 
new photography in the r 84os : ' 'For it is another nature that speaks to the camera 
than to the eye : other in the sense that a space inf or 111ed by hu1nan conscious 11ess 
gives way to a space inforn1ed by the tmconscious." ''It is," he continues, ''through 
photography that we first discover the existence of this optical unconscious, just as ,ve 
discover the instinctual unconscious through psychoanalysis ." 1 Now, r 50 years later, 
what speaks to the cai11era? W hat has happened to this unconscious of the i1nage? 

C H E M I C A L P H O T O G R A P H Y T O E L E C T R O N I C I M A G E 

' 'I can see it's the end of chemical photography," says David Hock11ey : 

We had th is be lief in photography, but that is about to d isappear because of the 

computer. It can re-create someth ing that looks l ike the photographs we've known . But 

it's unreal. What's that going to do to all photographs? Eh? It's go ing to make people say: 

that's not real -that's JUSt another 1nvent1on . And I can see there's a side of 1t that's 

disturbing for us all. It's l ike the ground be ing pu lled from underneath us.2 

For a century and a half , chen lical photography l1eld �1 special positio1 1  as a repre
sentation of reality, and now, it woL1ld see111 ,  that standing is bei11g called i11to qL1estio11. 



With the explosion of new 1 111age and i11forr11atiot1 tec.l1 11olc,g1cc,, a \Vh<Jlc.: 11ew 

cultural, political, and philosophical agenda 1s opening up around postphotography. 
What is this disturbing new ''unreality''? In its sin1plest for111 it does 11ot scer11 

too problematical. At the cheaper, consumer, end of the range we can see the shape 
of things to come in the new Photo CD system codeveloped by Kodak and 
Phil ips, or the new DAT image recorders proposed by Aiwa and Casio, heralding 
the convergence of still and moving image technologies and the emergence of a 
generalized image product and market. In more sophisticated forms, however, these 
new electronic image technologies are becoming subsumed within computer 
systems and networks, constituting part of an embracing information industry and 
market. The image-information product, in the new form of digital electronic 
signals, is then opened up to whole new possibilities of processing, manipulation, 
storage, and transmission. The photographic image becomes increasingly malleable: 

It is possible to change any element in a photograph no matter how small or large, 

undetectably using digital manipulation techniques. One simply scans in a photograph 

or negative so that it appears on a computer screen, and employs one of a large 

variety of tools to add or subtract elements, or change color or focus. One can 

change one's filter or f-stop after the fact as well as making more major modifications 

such as the adding or subtracting of people or things. 3 

At the same time, i t  has also become increasingly possible to expand the 
range of ''photographic vision'' through the remote sensing and processing of 
microwave, infrared, ultraviolet, and even short-wave radar imagery. These vision 
technologies make it possible to open up new and once ''secret'' dimensions 
of reality to electronic scrutiny, analysis, and manipulation. 

But postphotography is more than this. For, once it becomes possible to 
capture photographs or other visual images in the form of digital information, 
then it also becomes feasible to reverse this process and to generate information 
that will produce or simulate an image ex nihilo, as it were. Timothy Binkley 
describes a new ''meta-visual world'' accessible only to the computer, ·'The 
computer not only proffers us an imaginary piece of film (the image memory) ," 
he says, ''but also an imaginary camera and a rich phantasmagoria of computed 
chimera just waiting to be photographed." ''A new technology has been born," 
Binkley argues, ''which disinherits photography from its legacy of truth and severs 
its umbil ical cord to the body of past reality."4 

This capacity to generate a ''realistic'' image on the basis of mathematical 
applications that model reality is the most dramatic and significant development 
of postphotography. At research centers like MIT's Media Lab and NASA's Ames 
Research Center in Mountain View, California, more sophisticated and futuristic 
developments of these technological principles are centered around creating the 
virtual reality of an artificial computer universe. I n  I 99 5 ,  the \vorld's first \'lrtual 
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reality then1e park opened in the Japanese city of Osaka. This postphotography 
pro111ises a ne,\' image v?orld where the real and unreal intermingle. 

Photography has no\v become something we can call image-information: it 
can be deconstructed into its component bits in order to reveal more information, 
and it can be reconstructed and recomposed to generate new meanings. Think of 
the scene in Blade Run,ier where Deckard digitally scans and enhances, and almost 
enters, a photographic information space to capture the image of a fugitive 
replicant. Contrast th.is instrumental approach with the forlorn and anachronistic 
attempt by the replicant, Rachael, to hang on to the idea of a (fake) photograph as 
the thread of memory and identity. The complex new mechanisms through which 
visual data can be captured, processed, and manipulated clearly have profound 
implications for the ways in  \vhich we kno,v and apprehend and thereby 
control the world. The most thoughtful critics have endeavored to explore the 
philosophical consequences and ramifications of these developments, the 
epistemological and ontological questions thrown up by this new postphotography. 

Digital technologies put into doubt the nature and function of the 
photograph/image as representation. The essence of digital information is that it is 
inherently malleable: ''The unique computer tools available to the artist, such as those 
of image processing, visualization, simulation, and network communication are tools 
for clia1iging, movi11g, and transfor111i11g, not for _fixing, digital information."s Through 
techniques of electronic montage and manipulation, ,vhat ,ve once trusted as pictures 
of reality can now be edited and altered seamlessly and undetectably. The February 
1982 issue of National Geograplzic has become the classic exan1.ple: in a photograph of 
the pyramids at Giza, the pyramids \Vere digitally moved closer to each other in order 
to fit the layout of the front cover. The status of the photographic document as 
evidence is thus called into doubt. Whole new vistas are opened up for the 
manufacture of fakes, fabrications and misinformation. The relationship between the 
photographic image and the ''real world'' is subverted, ''leaving the entire problematic 
concept of representation pulverized . . .  and destabilizing the bond the image has 
with time, memory or history." What it represents is ''a fundamental transformation 
in the epistemological structure of our visual culture."u 

The crisis of the relation between photograph and ''reality'' not only raises 
questions abot1t representation, knowledge, and the truth of the image, but also 
profound ontological questions concerning the status, the alter-reality, of the rmage 
realm. By superseding any indexical or referential relation to reality, the new image 
space assumes increasing autonomy. What is the nature of this space? How and 
where does it exist? While computer images ''exist informally in an intuitive space 
with other visual objects, they derive from a formal space in the computer's 
memory." What we perceive as a photographic duplication exists in fact as a 
mathematical algorithm si1nulating or modeling the geometrical form of the 
image it generates. This dislocation of image and referent ''reinforces its perception 
as an object in its own right . . . .  I t  presents itself as a new source of knowledge."7 
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Tl1ese pl1ilosopl1ic.1l perspective<i raise cr1t1cal 1sst1L'S �1l1c)ttt c.1t1r t111cc>111 fc>r t.1l1lc 
relatio11sl1ip to tl1is 11e,,· \Vorld of i111agcs. ()f cot1rsc, pl1otogr.1phy 11.1<; �1l\\lays l1:1c.i 
a di tt1rbi11g relatio11sl1ip \,Vitl1 wl1at \Ve l1avc t111derstooti to be tl1e rea l ,vc>rlti: it 
l1as expo ed tis to the t111real a11d t111ca1111y di111e11sio11s of tl1at reality, a11d it l1as 
e11cot1raged LIS to see the captured i111age as so1neho\v 111ore real. Tl1e pl1otograpl1 
has also al,vays pro111ised to take t1s beyo11d vision, as with V ictor1a11 spirit photog
raphy, for exa111ple, ,vhicl1 aspired to reveal secret realities, to afford tis access to 
''the Invisible, the U11seen and the Unla1own."8 

N o,v, l1owever, the i111age see111s to have asst1n1ed a ne,v a11d bou11dless 
a t1thori ty. The transfor1nation of photography opens onto a bigger agenda about 
the cultural significance of in1.age, inf orn1.ation, and technology in conten1porary 
society. W hat seerns significant abou t our ti1ne is the growing power of the i111age, 
and the idea that new technologies may actually have inverted the primacy of 
reality over the in1.age. We seen1 to live in a ,vorld w here images proliferate 
independently fi·om n1eaning and from referents in the real world. Modern life 
appears to be increasingly a matter of interaction and negotiation with i1nages and 
sin1.ulations which no longer serve to mediate reality. This sin1ulation culture 
promises to open up ,vhole new di1n ensions of existence ai1d experience. 

F ROM TELE - PRESENCE . . .  

As Susan Sontag argues in her seniinal book O,z PlzotograplrJ', the photographic 
image has been n1obilized to achieve syi11bolic or in1.aginary possession over reality: 
it has been at once a ''tool of power'' and a ''defe11se against a11.xiety."9 Sin1ulation 
technologies have also been driven by this sa111e desire or need for co11tainn1e11t and 
control. In one sense, they can act11ally turn syn1bolic control into literal co11trol. 

A fundan1ental application of sin1.11latio11 technologies has i11volved the 
developn1ent of what has been called tele-prese,zce or tele-rou{>tics, developed ,, rith 
the objective of controlling, or pote11tially controlling, operatio11s o,rer distance or 
at hazardous sites (space and deep-sea exploration; battlefield situations ; n11clear 
and toxic environ111ents) .  Thro11gh the t1se of a ra11ge of input devices (a l1eh11et-
1not1nted display pa11el, data-gloves , data-st1it), it beco111es poss ible to si111t1late 
a three-di111ensional world in ,v hich the operato1· is an acti, ,e a11d i11,,ol, ,ed 
participa11.t. I t is as if he or she ,vere i11side the in1age, i11u11ersed i11 tl1e 11e,,, 
syi11bolic envirorn11ent, ,vith the ''111eans of interacting ,,rith tl1at ,rirtu,11 \\ orld ot
literally reachi11g i11 and touchi11g tl1e vir tt1al objects . picki11g the111 t1p, i11ceractir1g 
v.rith virtual co11trol pa11els, etc." 111 Tl1e virtual e11,riron111e11t is 011e i11 ,,·hich 
cyber netic feedback and co11trol syste111s 11rinuc the i11teractio11 ,,·1 tl1 re.11 objects , 
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sucl1 that the environment appears to be real and can be used as if it were real. In 
the projected United States space station, for example, it is envisaged that the 
astro11aut will be able to control a robot outside the station with ''the robot's 
can1era system providing stereo images to the operator's head-mounted display 
while precisely miming his head movements, and the robot's dexterous end
effectors would be controlled by data-glove gestures." 1 1  If the means is to create 
tl1e illusion of presence at such a site, the clear objective is to manage or transform 
real situations and events. 

The most developed example of this logic of simulation and control is in 
military applications, and it is here that we can most clearly see the disturbing 
consequences. As we saw in the Gulf War, combat is increasingly mediated and 
simulated through the screen. 1 2 T his creates a derealization effect, which makes it 
seem as if the war is being conducted in some imaginary space. Thus, the scale and 
speed of contemporary war become associated with an intensification of what 
Paul Virilio calls the ''logistics of perception." ''The bunkered commander of total 
war suffers," he argues, ''a loss of real time, a sudden cutting-off of any 
involvement in the ordinary world."13 Simulation is the form in which military 
activities are represented, and, for the commander, involvement in those activities 
is a question of interaction with the simulated image. For the unbunkered fighter, 
too, the experience of combat becomes similarly derealized : the United States Air 
Force is reported to be currently developing a virtual reality helmet ''that projects 
a cartoonlike image of the battlefield for the pilot, with flashing symbols for 
enemy planes, and a yellow-brick road leading right to the target." 1 4 It is as if the 
si1nulation has effaced the reality it modeled as if commander and fighter were 
engaged in mastering a game logic, a computer game, rather than being involved 
in a bloody, destructive combat. 

The power of the simulation should not be allowed to seduce us into 
believing that war is now only a ''virtual'' occurrence, however. If military 
simulation reminds us of a video game, we should recognize that its objectives go 
far beyond symbolic mastery of the screen. We should remember that the 
simulation is a model of the real world, and that the ultimate objective is to use 
the model to intervene in that world. It is precisely the functions of tele-presence 
and tele-operation that are crucial in this context. T he computer simulation 
technology is part of a cyber netic syste1n, which includes sensors and weapon 
systems, to monitor remotely, and then to control remotely (that is, ''strike'') real
world situations and events. The new systems of surveillance, simulation , and strike 
technologies operate across, and through, two different levels of reality, the virtual 
and the material. It is right to observe that there has been a kind of derealization 
of military engagement : postmodern warfare is, indeed, increasingly a mediated 
affair, characterized by simulation, tele-presence and remote control. But this 
insubstantial and synthetic reality has an interface with another reality that we are 
still right to call our real world : the world of real targets . 



. . .  T O  V I R T U A L  R E A L I T Y  

If-tl1L' ai111 l1.1s l)ce11 tt) co11trol reality tl1rt>t1gl1 tl1c i11st1 t1111e11t <>f 1IJt1sic>11, i t  11.,s .1lsc> 
l">eco111e .1ppare11t tl1at it ic; possible t(> t1se ill t1,1c)11 i11 its c>w11 rigl1t. I t  is tl1r 
exploitatio11 of''pt1re'1 si111L1l,1tio11 tl1at cl1aracterizes virtt1al reality systc111s prc)J)er. 
The sy te111 of i111ages, sclf-co11tai11ed a11ci at1to-refere11tial, C<)111es t<) asst1111e its 
O\,Vl1 at1to110111y a11d authority. T l1 e  spectacL1lar ct1l111i11atio11 of tl1is te11cle11cy t<> 
replace tl1e world arot111d 11s wit11 an alter11ative space of si111 L1lat1011 is 11ow 
co111ing \Vith the ''virt11al reali ty environ111e11ts'' develop111ent of virtt1a1 reality 
fa11tasy ga111es a11d the111e parks. In these virtual reality syste111s a 111ultisensory a11d 
i11teractive display environment sin1ulates the experience of ''being tl1ere'' : ''We 
car1 have a co111pletely synthesized i1nage [ and] we can beco1ne part of it." is These 
heroic endeavors are inspired by the desire or compulsion to create a new and 
better reality: a simulated reality more real than the reality of which it is a 
si11111lation. This is to be a higher order of rea lity: a world that kn ows no limits and 
that can be shaped by human creativity and imagination . 

To understand this great dream about virtual reali ty technologies, we need to 
understand how they implicate their dreamer-users .  W hat of themselves are these 
users investing in the virtual reality? W hat is that particular combination of rational 
and pre-rational pleasures that the technologies speak to? Discussions of these 
technologies have tended to place greatest emphasis on the seductive realism of the 
virtt1al reali ty iinage. So realistic is it that it seems to be an alter11ative, and better, 
world of its own. But, if the fascination of the reality effect is in1portant, perhaps 
more so is the question of il'zteractivity, and it is through this dimension, I think, that 
we can gain a better insight into conscious and unconscious investments in the nevv 
technologies. Virtual reality environments, we are told, depend on the ''ability to 
interact with an alter ego' ' :  

Interfaces form bridges between the real and the virtual and back again. We cross them 

to inhabit a strange place that is both concrete and abstract. A human hand grasping a 

real sensor holds, at the same time, a virtual paint brush or the controls of a virtual 

space veh icle. 1 6  

Interactivity is fundamental to simulation . W hat is exciting about the virtual 
reality experience, says Gene Youngblood, is that it involves ''interaction not ,vith 
machines but with people mediated through machines: it's interaction \\:ith 
intelligence, with mind." With this high level of interactivity, '' the environ111ent 
changes as a result of the user's interaction with it, so that possibilities are generated 
that the author didn't think of."11 

The objective (still a long way from being realized) is to n1ake the interface 
as direct and irmnediate as possible: ''With a little imaginatio11. 011e ca11 e11\·ision 
human-machine interaction beyond a keyboard and 1nouse to tl1e 11atural a11d 
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kinesthetic ,,ra)' ,ve encounter the real ,vorld. Input devices for our hands, arms, 
heads, eyes, body, and feet can sense positions, gesture, touch, movement, and 
balance.'' is The challenge is to create a direct connection between the technology 
and the human nervous system. The dream of eliminating the interface ' 'the 
mind-machine information barrier'' reflects the desire to create a perfect 
symbiosis bet\veen the technology and its user. 

What it ,vill afford are nevv possibilities of control, the capacity to control, 
,vithin the domain of the simulation, vvhat had once eluded control beyond it. It is 
a fantasy powerful because it is both rational and irrational that entails the 
redefinition of self and identity in terms of the virtual microworld. But it is a 
regressive fantasy. The virtual world is a container in which ' 'reality'' is made 
tractable and composable. The real vvorld that was once beyond is no,v effaced: 
there is no longer any need to negotiate that messy and intractable reality. The 
( disembodied) user of virtual reality is reconceived as an aspect of, and operates 
entirely in terms of, the logical universe of the simulation. 

This idea of entering a new reality appears to have enormous imaginative 
resonance (reflected in a stream of newspaper articles and television programs) . 
The ideologues of virtual reality are already creating the m1rths, pontificating on 
the enormous ''philosophical'' implications of this ''technological revolution.'' 
There is the expectant sense that this new image technology is changing the 
nature of reality or identity, or humanity, or existence or something. In this 
domain, says Youngblood, the mundane la,vs of reality are suspended and 
transcended and all phenomena exist virtually. The techno-philosopher can only 
feel exhilaration and intoxication : 

On ly a tradition bound to the precious object as commodity would find problematic 

the replacement of"real ity" by "simulacrum of simulations." For those who conspire 1n 

electronic visual ization the issue 1s not a return to some "authentic" real ity but the 

power to control the context of simulation. The fear of · 'losing touch with reality.'' of 

living in an artificial domain that is somehow "unnatural,'' is for us simply not an issue, 

and we have long since elected to l ive accordingly What matters is the technical ability 

to generate s1mu lat1ons and the pol itical power to contro l the context of their 

presentation. Moralistic critics of the simulacrum accuse us of living in a dream world. 

We respond with Montaigne that to abandon l ife for a dream 1s to price rt exactly at 

its worth. And anyway. when l ife 1s a dream there's no need for sleeping. 1 9 

There is excitement about the possibility of immersing one's disembodied 
self in artificially constructed symbolic, visual, sonorous, and tactile spaces. 

This hype is epic. John Perry Barlovv plays the visionary: ''There seems to be 
a flavor of longing here which I associate ,vith the desire to converse ,vith aliens 
or dolphins or the discarnate . . . . Or maybe this is just another expression of ,vhat 
may be the third oldest human urge, the desire to have visions."20 Ho,vard Rheingold 
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l\ tl1e pl11lo"io �1 }1er. )pl'Ct1l�lti11g <)11 till" J1<>ssil1ili tit·s <>f�'' tt·lt:-clil clc>t1ics'' a11<.I virtt1al 
\t:X, l1L� cc.>11te111pl,1te\ \\1l1at cl1is 111igl 1 t  e11tail f<.>r tl1e 111c·�1 11i11g <>f life: ''W l1cre tic>es 
1(ie11t1t)' lie? W1,at 11e\\ 111e,111i11g, \\•ill 'i11ti1 11;1cy' :111c.l ' 111c>r�1li ty' :iccretc? Will <)t1r 
[ tele-d1ldo111c] co111111t111icatio11s de\ ices be reg:1rde(i �1s ·its' c>r will tl1ey be i1art <)f 
t1s?'' 2 A11d tech110-gt1rL1 Jaro11 Lar1ier pl�1ys the se11si tive Ill)'Stic: ''Wl1at J' 111 l1(>pi 11g 
tl1e \'irtt1,1l real 1 t) '  ,,,ill do is se11 \itize people co tl1e st1bjeccive or experien ti�1l 
a pects of life a11d l1elp the111 11ot1ce \Vhat a 111arvelous, 111y'stical tl1i 11g it  is to 
co1111nu11icate \\'ith another person.''22 

T H E  V I R T U A L  U N C O N S C I O U S  

The Western political project , as Anne- Marie W illis argues, in1plies that the more 
clearly ,ve can see> the more ,ve ,vill kno,v: 

The means to grasp. categorize, store and access the Norld of appeararce has been 

relentlessly pursued. This desire to grasp the physical "real,' to dup11cate 1t 1r order to 

know and control 1t, has been the impetus behind the mo .;e towards greater 

naturalism, speed and ease of production of the v1sua mage. From st I I  to mov rig. s ent 

to talking, black and white to color. there has been a double mo ,ement- on the one 

hand to be subservient to a truth assumed to be pre-existent in �ne 11s1b1e Nor d and 

on the other to create a duplicate rea rty that •1111 be more ntensely compe ng than 

"the real wor d."23 

Tele-presence no,v is about kno,ving and controlling the physical '' real''; and 
virtual reality is the duplicate reality that is more compelling than ''the real ,vorld." 
Through the ne,v image and vision technologies our po\.vers of seeing have been 
dramatically expanded> and so it seems that rational kno\.\7ledge and control hav·e 
made a great leap fon,rard in their inevitable progress. The ne,\· image ,vorld is a 
''mind-space," and in it ''minds of tomorro,v ,,rill mirror themselves> meet each other, 
enter the uni,terse of information and kno,vledge."?4 Closer to the rational utopia? 

Well> maybe. But rational utopias have al,va)�S been marred by a fear of the 
technological power that makes them possible, b)7 a profound arLxiet) T about ,,·hat 
that po,ver can create and at ,,That cost. Walter Benjamin believed that another nature 
spoke to the camera than to the eye: other in the sense that a space informed b·�t 
human consciousness gave ,,·ay to a space informed by the unconscious. He 
described it  as the optical unconscious. We can, perhaps, develop this 111etaphor. We 
can consider ,vhat has happened to this unconscious no,,r that optics has gi,ren ,,·a1· 
to virtual seeing. And ,ve can also suggest ho,\1 this virtual unconscious relates to the 
instinctual unconscious. In our culture, i t  has seemed that vision is associated ,vi.th the 
project of reason and the logic of kno,,·ledge and control. But \'1Sion also n1obilizes 
unconscious forces, prirniti,�e and prerational desires. an.._x.ieties and fantasies. 
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1 11 the space of sin1ttl.ation and virtual reality, the ''user'' is immersed in a 
de111aterialized and sur rogate reality that has no apparent relation to the ''real 
,vorld." He ft1nctions as a component of a microworld, operating at a purely 
cognitive level within a closed world of reason and logic (although it seems to 
hin1 that it is n1ore than this). His existence in this alternative space is 
disembodied, and any engagement with the real world (that is, tele-operation) is 
indirect, mediated through a screen or some other imaging technology. It is as if 
there is a '' desire to escape both the human body and the human world," as if the 
obsolete human body no longer has any place in the new '' datascape."2s In this 
derealized state of being, anything and everything becomes possible, whether it is 
fantasy adventure in a virtual environment or pushing buttons and watching 
screened simulations of slaughter in real, so-called Nintendo wars. 

The real world is screened out. The possibilities of the image space overpower 
the principles of reality. As Jean Baudrillard suggests, ''Simulation pushes us close to 
the sphere of psychosis."?6 W ithin this space, the disembodied user assumes 
what Gerard Raulet calls the ''floating identity' ' of a kind of schizophrenia or 
neonarcissism. It is, he says, a kind of ''autism," ,v hich involves the drawing in of 
object-cathexes and the dissociation of social bonds.?7 But, of course, this disem
bodied user is always also another person. The user of virtual reality is like the 
video-game player : ''Apparently a double or a split subject since the game is 
simultaneously in the first person (you in the real world pressing keys) and the third 
person (a character on the screen, such as a knight, who represents you in the world 
of fiction) ."2s The military game player is, siinilarly, a double or a split subject, a first 
person pushing buttons and a third person involved in the con1bat on the screen. 

Thus the user is a split person. James Grotstein describes a kind of psychotic 
behavior, in which the psychotic ''n1ay protectively identify a split-off, disembodied 
twin self who is free to move about at will, leaving the body self abandoned." 
This, he argues, is a defense mechanism which, at its most benign, postpones 
confrontation with some experience that cannot be tolerated, but which, at its 
worst, can negate, destroy , and literally obliterate the sense of reality.29 This is highly 
suggestive. The psychoanalyst, Hanna Segal, also observes this psychotic tendency. In 
contemporary military activity, she co11m1ents , ''There is a kind of prevailing 
depersonalization and de-realization. Pushing a button to annihilate parts of the 
world we have never seen is a mechanized split-off activity.'' ''This obliteration of 
boundaries between reality and fantasy," she says, ' 'characterizes psychosis."3o 

There has always been a n1.onster to haunt the drea111 of technological power 
and technological order. The Enlightenn1ent project has sought to 111.ake the 
human world into a closed space. Within the 011tological clost1re of this ratio11a l 
universe, the human world has becon1e increasingly transpare11t to co11 scious 
knowledge and control. But this closed space, as Manuel Aguirre ( 1990) stresses, 
has always also been the scene of horror t-antasies, of dran1as of the L1nco11scious 
processes. The closed space of si1nulation can qt1ickly turn into a frigl1te11ing 



space. W hat n1ight happen to us ''inside'' tl1e fantasy space of virtt1aJ adve11tt1rc:? 
Virtual reality could be ttsed as a ''terrifying instru1ne11t of torture' ' ;  according to 
the representative of one virtual reality con1pany, W Industries, '' }Jeople are 
already talking about virtual rape and murder."3 1 

And what happens to us if the ''outside'' world, the ''real world," loses its 
reality? Now, after the ''Nintendo war'' in the Gulf, we are beginning to see the 
consequences of screen and simulation killing for the killers. Psychologists are 
saying that high-tech killing is creating more mental disorders than the more direct 
and bloody slaughter of earlier warfare. After the Gulf War, we are seeing the 
casualties of simulation, soldiers who are suffering from ''zombie-like'' withdrawal 
or from ''Rambo-like paranoia," soldiers who can no longer relate to real life.32 

That distancing from reality, encouraged by the Gulf War, characterizes virtual 
reality in general, which likewise cannot escape disturbing consequences for the 
human psyche. In the name of enhancing sensuous experience, virtual reality 
promotes unconscious processes which treat that experience as reified things, 
disembodied from social relations. Although Youngblood presents virtual reality as 
liberating us from the tradition of ''the precious object as commodity,"33 this 
technical advance in fact serves to extend a commodity-like reification to the 
unconscious: ''W hen life is a dream, there's no need for sleeping," he says. As I have 
argued, this cynical substitution of simulation for reality can only superficially 
overcome the alienation of our social existence; our pain will return to haunt us as 
nightmares the more we seek refuge in the '' dream'' of virtual reality. D 
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P H O TO G R A P H Y  

AT T H E  I N T E R FA C E  

R o y  A s c o t t  

There has been a long-running debate about the relationship between photog

raphy and the real, which for many has meant faking faith in its power to 

represent adequately, or even at all, the true nature of things seen, or the reality of 

surf aces encountered, while for others it has meant a faith in fakes photo

graphic deception in the service of power. Some have argued that photography 

has used the alias of truth to impose its fictions. It is now more than ten years 

since Stewart Brand saw the Giza pyramid move. 1  To that generation of 

photographers, contemplating the sins of digital retouching, it meant endless (and 

for some, wearisome) self-questioning, moralizing, and fretting about truth to 

appearance, and confusion about truth and reality. But now, who cares? Did the 

pyramids move for you, darling? We don't care because our virtual worlds allow us 

to construct pyramids in all kinds of dataspace, because we have no trust 

whatsoever in either journalism or art as purveyors of reality, because we've had, 

like Blonsky, close encounters with semiotics of the third kind, ''not the 

representation, or meaning, but the way the meaning is announced."2 

Now this disbelief, directed toward the media whenever corruption and 

dissimulation are its editorial intent, is not a reproach to art. It is rather a recogni

tion that art has grown to embrace, in addition to its continuing critical concern 

with representation and on-again, off-again flirtations with simulation, a computer

mediated virtualization. (From the light and shade of the mimetic, through the 

trough of deconstruction, toward the radiance of a radical constructivism, 3 might be 

one way to put it.) Undeveloped as this view may be, we are sufficiently self-aware 

to know that reality is built by us, to fit our psychic and sensory specifications and 

to satisfy our conceptual longings. It's all tied up with the role of the viewing 

subject (in the world, in the laboratory, in art) on the one hand, and with the 

technology of cognition on the other. The field of digital photography plays its 

part in this prospectus, and the artists here play a leading role within this field. 

The golden age of the electronic, post-biological culture may be far ahead, 

but the world of digital photography is opening up, just as the world of analog 

photography as it has been practiced is, if not closing down, then being absorbed 

within the digital discourse. This is not a debate about the relative merits of gold 



Esther Parada, Native Fruits, I 992 

and silver. It's a matter of attitude, both of the artist and of the viewer. We are at 
the beginning of the era of postphotographic practice. The work presented here 
by Paul Berger, Carol Flax, Manual, and Esther Parada testifies vigorously to this 
overture. It's not that these artists are no longer focused on things seen, or that 
they no longer want to make images which fix our attention into a composite 
moment. Although it is true that their various interests are evidently and potently 
invested more in what cannot be seen at the surface level of reality, in what is 
invisible, fluid, and transient: human relationships, systems , forces and fields as they 
are at work in nature, politics , and culture. It's that photography as a stable 
medium is giving way to a practice which celebrates instability, uncertainty, 
incompleteness, and transformation. And I don't just mean semantically. What 
these artists have taken on board is the radical change in the technology of image
emergence, not only how the meaning is announced but how it comes on stage; 
not only how the world is pictured, or how it is framed, but how frameworks are 
constructed from which image-worlds can emerge, in open-ended process. 

This postphotographic technology captures images (''seen'' images from still 
video and other cameras), constructs images (''unseen'' data from remote sensors 
and databanks) ,  and generates images (from raw numbers); it treats them, stores 
them, associates them , disburses them , transmits them, into a n1edia-flow which 
is, in every serious sense, unending and ubiquitous. Or , to put it more 
comfortably for those still chemically connected to image production, and for 
the present anyway, it is a technology which allows us to do so, if we wish. W hat 
has changed, though , from the old economy of the image, is that the processes of 
transformation I have described are now in the hands of the viewer as much as 



the ar tist. Or are i111plicitly so. A11c.t, jL1st aro L111d tl1e cor11cr, 11<)t yet play111g �)cek
a-boo but close to doi11g so, is  tl1c artificial observer, tl1e eye of tl1e 11eL1ral 11ct, 
that artificial intellige11ce whicl1 will st1rely beco111e a part of the obscrv i11g 
syste111. But that's for the fu ture. 

Here and now, in the popular culture (of 1 992), the world takes its 
photographic 11egatives to the neighborhood photo shop, slips them the 3 5mm 
roll, and later collects a compact disc ready to view . . .  on the TV screen. ''CD 
killed the video star'' is likely to be the refrain for this decade. And the CD ROM ,  
compact discs with read-only memory, will, of course, eventually give way in the 
mass market to interactive discs, CD-I, allowing the public not only to interact 
with the (ph o to) data a t  their disposal, to travel through i t  with their own 
connective patterns of viewing, but to interfere with the images themselves, to 
distort, collage, dismember, fractionalize, and in every way transform the image at 
will. Coupled with the easier availability of scanners, no photographic images -
from Walker Evans to Playboy centerfold will be  immune to violation or 
domestication. This ''opening'' of the image and the distribution ,  across time, of 
authorship, at the public level, will doubtless have unprecedented effects both on 
the perceived legitimacy of  the photograph and on the perceived authenticity and 
cultural status of the photographic artist. 

The combination of  complexity in capturing, constructing, storing and 
accessing data, combining that data at various levels of resolution, in a variety of 
sensory and semantic modes image, text, sound places digital photography in 
a kind of vir tual space, on the road to hypermedia.4 I t  is an important component 
of  the complex ensembles that these new media sustain. This route, actually 
consisting of many personal pathways, is being opened up by artists to whom silver 
is no longer precious, significant among them the artists presented in this exhibition. 
For them, dataspace is infinitely layered, and data images exist always and at all times 
in a sea of interdata, just as the hypertext exists within the boundless domain of the 
intertext, where Ted N elsons meets Roland Barth es, or where Apple6 makes a 
nonintuitive, natural bid to be regrafted onto the tree of knowledge. 

''The computer has provided the technology to facilitate the representation of 
the multi-dimensional and layered aspects of my ideas," writes Carol Flax. It is this 
need, to model, reflect, contain, and distribute complexity (in life, in personal 
experience, in politics) that leads her, as with the other artists here, to employ the 
complex systems of new technology ''never thinking of them," as she says, ''simply 
as painting tools, but always as cormnunications devices." Similarly, as Esther Parada 
shows, these mixtures of text and image, layering and montage, can serve distinctly 
critical ends, allowing for the revisioning, reworking, and reconstructing of racial , 
political, and cultural myths and mendacity found in earlier photographic practices. 

For the viewer it's the difference between absorption and immersion. In 
classical photography, we wanted to absorb as much as we could of  the beauty of 
the image, of its content, its politics, its culture. The pho tograph alvvays lingered 



l1t't\, cL'tJ · · c.1oct1111e11tt1111 '' a11d ''111ont1111e11tt1 111," bet\veen the official piece of 
e,,ic.ic11ce ,111<.i tl1e legiti111ized record; bet\veen sigl1ting and re11unding, between 
<.'()ll ect1 11g �111d stori11g. Th�1t is, bet\vee11 process a11d st1bsta11ce, activity and object. 
It is s�tlt1tary to re11iind ot1rselves that the provenance of docun1entun1 lies in doccre, 
''to teach," ''to give proof," bt1t also touches on dccere, ''to be fitting and dece11t," 
.111d, it� cl<Jcere is ''to work," '' docile." There is a sense tl1at 111uch photography has 
t111der,vritten, ii- not official reality, then an ideologically coherent 011e, set very 
111t1ch, as if, i11 the l1ere a11d now . 

The1·e has al,\7ays beer1 a pull in photography to,vard ''norn1al'' vie,ving, the 
''real' ' la11guage of seeing : photographic reality is after all the synonyn1 for 
ordinary reality, cot1ched in ordinar)r la11gL1age. 

''Trus pull to\vard ordinai·)r language \\7as often, is ofte11, a pull to,,,ard current 
co11sciousness: a fra1rung of ideas ,vi thin cert,1in polite bl1t defi11ite li11uts ."- N eil 
Post111a11 has pointed out that ''by itself photograpl1y cannot deal \\'ith the unseen, 
tl1e ren1ote, the internal, tl1e abstract, it does not speak ot- ''Ma11," onlyT of ''a 111a11' ' ; 
not of ''Tree," onl)r of ''a tree."You can only' photograph a fragn1ent of here arid 
now. The photograph presents the ,vorld as object: language, the ,,,orld as idea. 
There is no such thi11g in nature as ''Man'' or ·'Tree." Tl1e u 11ive1·se offers 110 such 
categories or sin1.plifications; only fllLX and i 1ifu1ite variety.'' ).; 

Absorptio11 in the here a11d no,,, is re-e11acted i11 a 111ore toct1sed, con1pact, 
bounded, and therefore n1ore intense v\7a)' by 111ea11s of tl1e photograph. Tl1e co11.text 
is one of e111pathy. The tra11sfer of feeli11g. But pl1otography easily lulls us i11to a false 
sense of reality, a reality reaffir 111ed by its faniiliarity'. Tl1e rot1tir1es ot� seeir1g. 

''Life see1115 clear enough as lo11g �ls it is roL1tine; i .e., as long as people re111ain 
docile, read texts in a sta11dard 111anner, �1 11d are not challenged i11 a tu11da111e11tal 
\vay. The clarity dissol,res, strange ideas, pe1·ception<;, feeli11gs raise their head \vhe11 
routine breaks do\vn."9 

Just as ot1r interest 11owadays is less i11 ,,·hat pl1otograpl1s 11 1ea11, as i11 ''110,, '' 
they 111ea11, so en1patl1y \Vitl1 a11 art\vork's evocation of a gi\ 'e11 state, or a gi,re11 
fragine11t of the here a11d 110\v, is of less u11portc111ce to llS tl1a11 a \1i,,id i11\1ol,,e-
111ent , through our interaction ,,,ith the pl1otodata i111age, i11 the co11strt1ctio11 of- a 
reality, of n1ultiple realities. In postphotograpl1ic practice, tl1e lust for ,rerisi11ul
itude gives ,vay to the lo,re of co11structio11. 

1 11 postphotog1·aphic practice, tl1e rot1ti11e to ,vlucl1 Feyeral1e11d refe1·s breaks 
dow 11. The 1n etaphor for tl1is practice is e111pl1atically aquatic, 11ot\\;'itl1sta11di11g its 
necessary arrays of con1pt1ters, i111agi11g peripl1er .1ls, ;.111(1 optic:11 '-111d 111c1g11etic 
storage devices. The l1)'per111edi�1 syste111s in \Vl1icl1 photodata tloat (-all tor se11sor)' 
immersion and conceptt1.1l na,,igatio11 011 tl1e part ot- tl1 e  vie\\'i11g subject. 
I1nmersion in the in1ages \Vhicl1 are brot1gl1t t1p fi-01 11 tl1 e  dat .1base i11to ot1r re:11111 
of seeing, a11d navigatio11 tl11·ot1gl1 the layers of- data, tl1e 111t1ltiplicit")' of roL1tes a11d 
passages, ,vithi11 \\'hicl 1 tl1e i111ages are e11foldecl. 

Thus the 11e\v photograpl1 ic discot1rse, botl1 ,,,1tl1111 its stereogrc1 i1l1ic ,·irtt1,1lity· 



,lllli its ll)'i)t'l" l l lt'lli,1 J)<.)t1.:•11li.1li l)', ll lllsl 11t1t ,ls 11 1 t 1 c 1 1  t· 1 1 1 1)l1.1sis < > J l  tilt' l1t·l1,1Vl<>I l>I tl 1 e  
\1it'\\1i 11g sttl)jt•t-t .  l1t"r i11tt·r.1L-ti(>t1 ,,1 itl1 t i le ,l J)11,11-.1tt1s .111<.I tl1e 1111 . 1ge, .1s <> J l  lier 
i11tr<.>Sl-) t'l·ti\7t' J't'-,ll·ti()ll. rl''l1t• \\1i11<.i()\\' ()Ill() ,\ \\ ()I It! <>f. ,\ l l ,ll<>g .t('t ll,tlitit.:s gives \V,ty 

t<> tl1t• ti<.><.)r,\ ',1)' i11t<1 ,l \\ <>rltl <>I- tiigit.1l 11t>te11ti .1litit·s. It is a JJr<>c.·c.·ss <>f cre.1ti<>11 tl1.1t 
i 11, 1itt!', <.<1ll.1l1c>r.1ti<>11 a11c.i l-<><1pcr.1tic111 l1l>tl1 l>)' tll<>st· ,vl1c>, as artists, i11stig.1te tl1e 
1-1roce,, ,111< .i tl1c>se ,, l1c1. �ls ,1il'\Vers, res11(>11c.i to tl1e 1-1r<>ct·ss i11 tl1c l-1t1lJ]ic �1rt·11:1. 1 11 
tilt' 1-1r.1ctice of tvla11t1.1l, Ll>llal>l>r;1tic>11 .111c.i particiiJ:1tio11 i11 tl1c co11strt1ctio11 <>f tl1c 
d1git.1l pl1c>tc>grapl1 is j11itiatecl at tl1e very poi11t c>f co11ceptio11. Tl1cir work is 
111 <;1 "i te11 tl)' a11  d 1-1a r .1di g111aticall)· co Ila bora ti ve, l>t1 t ,v 11 ere as tl1 is part11 c rsl1 if> is 
'iea111les1., i11 its process of prodt1ct1011, it is co11cer11ed \vith reve .. 1li11g tl1e divisio11s 
of· digital �111d a 11�1log 111ed1.1 e111plo,1ed, a11d to 111ake transpare11t their cc)111positc 
,tr t1ctt1res, as a strategy i11 prese11ting tl1e overall problen1s which the \vork poses. 
Pa t1l Berger, si111ilar ly, seeks to vist1alize so111etl1i11g of the co11flict that exists 
be�v·ee11 tl1e co111peti11g infor111ation vehicles of co111puter i 11terface, 111echanical 
l1and-dra\\1ing, and ca1nera-based 1111aging systems. 

Bt1t it ,vould be false to set up the different aspects of photography, digital or 
a11alog, i 11 co111plete and total opposition. And these artists are certainly not doing 
that. It's a case of both/and ,111d either/or. All strategies are open to deployment. 
Photography both affir 111s gravity and gravitates around inm1.ateriality. As for its 
relationship to the real, and to trt1th, it is as relativistic, and ca11 be as pragmatic, as 
those ct1rrent discourses ,vhich have replaced philosophy as the guide to artistic 
practice. ' 'Co11tingency, irony, and solidarity'' 1 1, play tl1eir part in its formation, 
despite Manual's ,vitty allusion to An1ericans being ''irony bored." Just as, in his 
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Paul Berger; detail of Face-03, 1 993 

contributions to Radical Constructivism, Paul Watzlawick asks how we know 
what we believe we know, so photography has the potential to ask how realities 
are constructed, and with digital photography, to admit us, as participating 
viewers, into the process of construction. 

Hypermedia, which provides the layered space for digital photography, is a 
site of interactivity and connectivity, in which the viewer can play an active part 
in the transformation or affir 111ation of the images the photographer provides. But 
once -flowing in dataspace, stand-alone meanings and conceptual linearities 
disappear. A world of fuzzy ambiguities, darting associations, shifting contexts, and 
semantic leaps opens up. This is the second order of Reproduction, a stage beyond 
Benjamin's ''work of art in the age of mechanical reproduction." This is the stage 
of co-production. First, we understood a co-production between the photog
rapher and the viewer in the creation of meaning, now we see a technology of 
co-production extending to transformation of the image itself. 

W here there was once a photography which always ended up with its back to 
the wall, or pressed between the covers of a book, impe11etrable by other media, 
now we are seeing the emergence in digital photography of a permeable datafield, 
whose sources may well be photographic, focused on a photonic given, but whose 
image is a lightly woven structure, open to other image sources, other insertions into 
the purity of the photographic field. Esther Parada sees it as ''an electronic loom . . .  
into which I can weave other material . . .  an equivalent to Guatemalan textiles, in 
which elaborate embroider y plays against the woven pattern of the cloth." 

As photography moves along the path to hypermedia, to a place on the CD
Interactive disc, so to speak, it can be seen that the permeability of the photographic 



image is not due solely to the obliterating of silver grains by digital pixels, and not 
just to the expansion from the single frame to a multiplicity of layers, nor fron1 
image frozen in rime to image flowing in time, but also to the repositioning of the 
viewer, to her empowerment as a manipulator of that image, as the one in whose 
hands the destiny of the image may lie. ''Once digitized," writes Paul Berger, ''the 
image, which on the screen resembles a very clean video freeze-frame, can be 
endlessly manipulated, recombined with other elements, and transformed." 

So to the question, naively but frequently asked: ''What is the difference 
between digital photography and regular photography other than the fact that lies 
and dissimulations may be inserted more seamlessly into the veridical space of its 
image?'' we can answer: ''Its object lies in a virtual space, and in an implicit world 
which evolves within the flow of hypermedia layered, relational, and constantly 
shifting in content and context, depending on the behavior and consciousness of 
the viewer.''The answer cannot be simply that it lies in the difference between the 
material image on paper and the immaterial apparition at the computer interface, 
nor that the one depends upon perception by the physical and organic machine, 
and the other on perception by the technological machine. It lies finally in the 
opportunity for its further transformation by the viewing subject. 

As digital photography moves toward the scene of hypermediated transactions, 
the ink-jet printer is as much a metaphor as an instrument. All contradictions, it is 
the very precision of the printing process that allows the artist to postulate a 
semantic uncertainty, and it is the crisp certainty of its defined images that allow the 
photo image to reveal its fuzzy shifts in meaning. Visions, dreams, and illusions, 
however tenuous and jmprecise, are given a clarity of form and a critical density of 
image. Due to their digital provenance, the destiny of these images, apparently 
anchored on a surface in real space, is as likely to be realized in the evanescence of 
a television screen, the embrace of a stereographic display, embedded in an LCD 
screen, projected, holographed, or illuminated, as on a wall or in a book. 

These artists have opened the door into dataspace, and stepped into the future. 
Althoug.h they have closed the shutters on the picture-window view of reality, they 
are very grounded in the present. Their themes of family ecology, political 
oppression, and cultural discontinuity are made more vivid rather than diminished 
by the high technology they have employed. They confound those critics of the 
electronic age who see only a technoculture of progressive dehumanization. 
Photography is now at the interface, and these artists have taken up the challenge 
which the new complexity of technological systems and diversity of media present. 
They bring us images and issues of a subtle sensibility, and the assurance that the 
computerization of photographic practice is profoundly human at base. D 
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T H E  D O U B L E  H E L I X  

R a y m o n d  B e / l o u r  

'' I still s111ile it 's t1ot u1ort/1 tl1 e troi,1b/e at1y 1,1 ore 
for a lo11g ci111e 110111 it's 11ot bee 1 1  i�1ortlz tl1e troiible 
tl1 e to11ii1e spri11g goes i11to tl1 e 111 i,d I stay like 
tlzis ,zot tl i irst}' a1 1 y 111ore tl1 e to11giie  goes back i11to 
tl,e t11oi1tl1 it closes it has to ,nake a straigl1t line 
1 1 o iv it 1s do,ze I 've 111ade tl1 e i111age. '' 

-Beckett, 711e linage 

''Fro111 011e n-1 ist to 01 1 e fles/1, passages are infinite 
i11 tl1e land 1ne idosen1 . . .  '' 

-Michaux. LA Vie dans Les p/1s 

No doubt we know less and less about the nature of tl1e image , an image , or tlze 
images. Not that it is easy, today, to say \vhat they meant in other times, for other 
people. The investigations that have (more or less recently) been appearing in ever 
greater numbers on one turning point or another in the history and consciousness 
of images (the inexhaustible Renaissance, the iconoclastic crisis, the inventions of 
photography, cinema in its early stages, etc.) sho\.v very clearly that ,  by borro\.ving 
from others, we are trying to mitigate the panic that has gathered in our expression. 
The striking thing about such works is not so much the individual vie\\�points that 
emerge, each corresponding to its respective phase, as the accumulation of those 
vie\.vpoints, like so many conceivable potentialities of an impracticable history ... of 
images - made up of firm links and hesitant ,vaverings - that has become an 
indication of our own history, a sign of the impressive accumulation of images. So, 
strictly speaking , it is not saturation that ,ve are concerned \vith here. ''Whether ,,·e 
are flooded with pictures or not, we don't kno,v anything about them and \\'e never 
will. We vveren't back in the caves, \vhere blokes \Vere probably flooded ,,Tith 
pictures because they had their faces glued on their scr ibblings and it ,vas a lot ,,·orse 
than T.V'' l Our problem is really the variety of different kinds of image. And ir also 
lies in the fact that there are fe\.ver Image(s), as a result of the \11rtuall1.r infinite 



proliferation of images, ,vhich are characterized by the fissures and combinations 
(the vagueness) betvveen their different forms rather than by their intrinsic 
fecundity ,,,hich must always be inf erred. 

This is what , in their ,vay, the words passages of the image refer to. First of all, 
the ambiguous word of includes the sense of between. It is between images that 
passages and contaminations of beings and systems occur more and more often, 
and such passages are sometimes clear but sometimes hard to define and, above all, 
to give a name to. But the reason vvhy so many new things are happening among 
images is that vve also pass it1 front of images more and more and they pass just as 
often in front of us , according to a movement with certain effects that we might 
try to define. Finally, the vvord '' of ' '  can imply what is missing in the image, in the 
sense that it would steadily become more inappropriate to turn the image into 
something that is really appropriate, a truly namabl e  entity. So there are passages 
from the image to ,vhat contains it ,vithout being reduced to it, from it to what 
it is made from it is not surprising that this is the obscure, indeter minable spot 
which is suggested rather than stated by the words. 

� A N A L O G Y , O N C E  M O R E  
['-.. 

I . We could almost start again from anY'vhere. From the ''tavoletta'' of Brunelleschi 
or the computer image: the latter could be given as a program to calculate the 
former; and the purpose of the Italian master's construction could have been to 
open painting up to the fiction of a first (pre-computer) synthesis capable of 
ensuring that the subject of the view would have a balanced mastery of reality. 

But why put the computer im age on one side and the ''tavoletta'' on the 
other in order to define the ''passages of the image' ' that we are t rying to come to 
grips with? Because the computer im age not only requires us to question vvhat it 
produces or could produce as art, but, above all , to evaluate as Benjamin did for 
photography what becomes of art vvhen it is confronted with vvhat it embodies 
(or disembodies), represents (or de-represents) and constructs (or destroys). W hat 
the present state of the computer image has to show is nothing compared with 
the potentialities it displays. In particular, both in principle and in depth, it affects 
t\vo of the most important forms of passage that have long presided over the fate 
of images, and that today form a part of a crisis and junction vvhere they have 
together acquired new strength, the kind of force that has to do vvith the 
relationship between mobility and immobility, and the sort that depends on the 
(above all, variable) amount of analogy that the im age can sustain its power to 
resemble and to represent. 

As for the tavoletta, there are three reasons to include it in an evaluation. 
First, as Hubert Damisch has shown quite clearly, it is the ''prototype' ' through 
which the modern space of visibility was instituted, both historically and 
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1 ege 11c.i.,1 r t l), at tl1 L' cc) 11 t1 ti L'I 1 c e t) f .1 r t a 11 c.i \(' 1L'11 Cl', () t. 11sycl 1 c >I()!:,')' a 11 c.i sct• 11 <)gra }) l1y: 
�lt tl1e ' 'orig111 of per,pect1\·e."2 Tl1 i\ ''111stallat i()Jl ' '  �1]sc) l1a c.i tl1c 111er 1t of fc >rc.:sl1a,i
o,,• 111g tl1e procedt1re of 1111x111g 1111ages. We k110\v tl1 ,1t t,\o l1eterc)ge11cc)t1s levels 
are co111b 111ed i11 tl1e 111ir ror that the 5ubject held 111 Br t111ellesch 1's exper 1111er1t : a 
pa111nng of a 111ont1111ent co11ce1ved accord111g to tl1e for 111s of perspective that is 
i11ve11ted; a11d a polished silver surface, ''so that the air and natural sky are reflected 
i 11 it, a ,veil as the clouds that can be see 11, dr iven by the ,,rind when it is 
blo,vi11g." W hat Danusch retains, first in Tlzeorie di, 11 1Jage and then in his book 011 
perspective, is the index value of the clouds, which are ''shown' ' rather than 
''de1nonstrated," and elude perspectivist rationality thanks to their natural fluidity 
(so the theory is built on an exclusion that the prototype and, through it, the 
painting recognizes but moderates by br inging together the two levels so that 
it can be valid for all nature).J W hat I find particularly attract ive is the conception 
of a picture making allowances for movement, or for its potentiality, and thus 
for a very modern midpoint : if the sky remains stationary, the situation recalls 
painting or photography; if clouds pass by, it would be the cinema or video. 
Manett i's account puts special emphasis on the fact that, in this arrangement 
''what people sa\,V seemed to be reality itself .' ' 4 W ithout going into the details of 
what Damisch sees in this conclusion, we can reduce it to two object ives that have 
paralleled the long adventure that has reached a point of reversal today: a demand 
for science and truth, the history of which is aided by paint ing as a form of 
construction; and the recognit ion of an analogy between the results of th is 
construction and the real world whose image it holds up. 

This impression of analogy will, of course, only seem natural because it is 
constructed, even though it may be based on the physiology of vision. But it is 
precisely because no doubt, for the first time in history the impression of 
analogy has been the object of such a deliberate construction (at the level of the 
perspective itself as well as of the subject ,vho perceives it) that it has been able to 
stand out as such and to put an emphasis, in the perception of art, on the question 
of an identity (which, though partial and relative, is constitutive and constituent) 
between the work and the natural world. To be more precise, perception itself, as 
the source of art, comes to the fore, either through the assertion of a common 
viewpoint shared by art and science or in the result ing demand that art should 
have a certain amount of autonomy (from the first to the second phase of the 
Renaissance). But the main point here (at least in my opinion) is that the r ise of 
visual ity is more fundamentally conceived according to a thought and certain 
techniques to the extent that such techniques become the guarantee of a capacity 
for analogies, the problems of which are posed by the techniques themsel,res. 

As an example, we can take the subject, which is well-known among historians 
but nevertheless crucial, of the comparison bet\veen the arts, the paragone. If \v·e take 
a look at da Vinci's notebooks (sect ion XXVIII), we' ll see that the first thing to be 
done is to ra ise painting to the level of poetry or even higher, thus turning this 
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' ' 1 1 1ecl1�11 1ical'' art i11to or1e of tl1e liberal arts par excelle11ce: ''granddaughter of nature 
.111ti rel.1tive of- God hi11 1self."s While poetry ''describes the actions of the spir it," 
11.1i1 1ti 11g · ·co 11siders tl1e spirit through the 1novements of the body' ' ;  and this is how, 
i11 tJ1e 11a111e of botl1 pleasure and truth, it acquires a privilege the core of which is 
rese111bla11ce (''Haven 't vve see11 pictures that offer a striking resen1.blance with the 
real object, to the point that 111en and beasts have been deceived?''). The privilege 
gra11ted to the in1age over the word leads to a second debate, within the realm of 
visuality, on the comparative merits of sculpture and painting, where da Vinci con
clt1des with great forcefulness in favor of the latter . The famous survey by Benedetto 
Varchi ( r 547 - r 549), inquiring into the matter a half a century after da Vinci wrote 
his notes, leaves no doubt that, as far as painters are concerned, painting is super ior. 
Like da Vinci, they maintain that, in view of the relationships it shares with nature, 
painting brings many n1ore qualities into play than sculpture (ten instead of five, 
according to da Vinci's calculation) .  If, in one sense, it is less directly connected with 
nature, because of the material and relief , in another, it has all it needs to become its 
equivalent at a higher l evel . ''Painting demands greater speculative and more 
speculative capacities than sculpture, and it is more amazing in that the painter's 
spirit has to change according to the spir it of nature itself in order to become an 
interpreter between nature and art. By referr ing itself to nature, painting justifies the 
reasons for the picture that agrees with its laws (those of vision and perspective).6 
The collection by Robert Klein and Henri Zerner, from which I have borrowed 
these references, mentions a perverse example (referred to by the painter Paolo 
Pino, in his Dialogo di pitt 1tra, 1 548) : a lost picture by Giorgione in which an armed 
Saint George could be seen at a single glance from every side, ''to the everlasting 
shame of sculptors'' (thanks to a spr ing and tvvo cleverly placed mirrors). 

The question, of course, is not sin1ply to know whether da Vinci was right 
when he asserted the sensual, abstract triu 111ph of painting as an in1age, or 
Michelangelo, wl1en he dis111issed him to llis daydrea1ns and praised sculpture. But 
such debates have highligl1ted the idea of a variable q11a11tity of tl1e i111pressio11 o_f 
analogy, in connection with the different 1neans capabl e  of formi11g such an 
impression a11d thus, singly and together, making a sy1 1thesis of tl1e world. In the 
visual arts, besides painting and sculpture (and the bas-relief halfvvay bet'-.veen the 
one and the other), this especially involves drawing, a 11d the abw1da11ce of prints 
that have appeared along with the development of book publishing. Here, too, 
what we call the ''reality'' of tl1e world has to do with the proliferatio11 of pictures . 
They seem to en1anate fron1 it, since the reference point the11 is a nat L1ral and 
divine world that we think we see directly. Bt1t the eye enst1res the con11ection 
between the world and its iI11ages, since it perceives them. In this vvay, it co 1ilir 111s 
their distinction as soon as they becon1e sufficiently detached fron1 it a11d sl1ovv 
that they are attractive enough for tl1e question of their nature to be raised ( or 
raised again in ne\v ter 111s). Perceptive action focuses all tl1e 1 1 1ore clearly on tl,e 
irripressiorz of analogy fron1 the mo 11 1e 11t (botl1 real a11d sy 111bolic, though 111agi1ified 
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1�111, 1, ,,, J1.1r I \\1<.>ttlLI li kt• t<.> J,.?;l> c,,1er t}ttickl11, l)Ltt tl1c>r<>t1gl1ly, frc,111 tl1c 

co cl1e co11111t1ter 1111.1gt', ,,,I1icl1 goes 011 its 0,,111 patl1 l)ttt 111ai11tai11s :111 :1111l1igt1<Jt1s 
rel .. 1c1011\l1ip ,,,icl1 tl1e1r represt·11tatio11al ,l\pect. Tl1is ,,1o t1ld r1c.>t accot111t for 
e,·er)1tl11r1g cl1at h,1s 11ot1r1sl1ed a11d 111od1fied tl1e i111pressio11 of �111alob1Y fro111 tl1e 
b1rtl1 of per pecri,1e to tl1e 111,·e11t1or1 of photograph)'. But, 011 the other hand. it 
111u t be 11oted that , i11ce tl1e11, it l1as been caught up i11 a spiral 111ove111ent that ,,·e 
ca11 111ake a1 1  arte111pt to pi11 do,v11, tip to the extre111e lir11its that gi,1e it such strong 
qt1alit)' of ,·ertigo: 011 the one ha11d, n1ore and more differentiations, and, on the 
other, a ,,irtt1al i11differe11tiation. 

Taking the analog)' as a guide does not amount to displa,.1ing blind faith in 
the po,,·ers of ,,·hat it designates. The analogue is not the real thing, even if, once 
,,·as or thought it ,,Tas. But, as part of a history broadly speaking , the histof)T of 
rese1nbla.J.1ce - idea or in1pression of analogy contributes , first of all. to situate the 
periods and forms of an evolution. Furthermore, if '"Te use the concept of nature, 
in keeping ,vith its religious origin , to designate the relationship of dependence 
bet\,·een t\,·o terms ,  the ,vorld and the image, the ''analog):'' also leads us to 
presuppose such a relationship bet\veen the images themselves, in other ,vords , 
bet\,,een forms of image as ,,·ell as bet\veen forms and \\'Orld (s). But, in spite of 
this, ,,·hen the relationships of interdependence split and crumble, the images ,,rill 
ha,·e supplanted the ,vorld and ,,·ill create ,vorlds themselves ad infinitum. In a 
fe,"· ,,·ords, by resorting to analog}' ,�te can continue evaluating according to a 
divergence, despite the alterations of the standard, and even almost up its 
disappearance ,vhich ,,·e are often too ready fear or to rejoice at. A realit )· in 
arc, or at least the idea of the realit")· if ,ve believe it ,,·ill, and. above all, if ,,·e 
,vant it to go on being useful in son1e ,,,ay still depends on such a di,·ergence. 
no n1atter ho,,, hard it may seem co def ine sometimes. I f  the reality or its idea is 
no longer of any use, ,ve can thro,v a vague, cumbersome notion o,Terboard. 
especially since it is so transferable. That's ,,,hy it's so interesting. 

I I . There is something spiritually satisfying about Peter Galassi's h1rpothesis on che 
origins of photograph,.·. It emerges naturall)' from the transformations of painting. 
especially from the ne,,· speed ,,·ith ,,·hich, at the rurn of the century.- the e) 'e 
started stud;,ring nature. The e)'e, ,,·hich ,,·as central and perspecti,:e in classical 
perspective, has become n1obile in front of a nature that is no,,· fragmentaf) '  and 
contingent, concerning v:hich photog raph;· seems to ha,re been called to perform 
a justifiable task. q Thus photograph)', remo,·ed from the histor:· of tech1iiques , 
returns co the history of art, and it becomes 1nuch easier to den)· that, corrung from 
the outside, it could have usurped the functions of painting and ht1rled it do,,·n 
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into the adventures of abstraction. Well and good. But this way of looking at things 
has the inconvenience of immediately relativizing the fantastic supplement that was 
and would be inherent in photography: its supplementary analogy. As has been said 
over and over, this has to do, first of all, with the act itself, its index value, the ''that 
has been'' of the instant and the shot. The degree of reality that the lens , which is 
very aptly called the ''objective'' as well, gives to the picture is, moreover, apparent 
in the picture itself. There will be no need to come back to this degree of reality, 
no matter what divergences (precise, and at the same time wavering) there are 
between optics (the different optics) , natural vision (natural visions) and the signs 
of de-reality ( or of less reality) that photography has never stopped producing, at 
random or with an ulterior motive, as an art does. A careful look at the rubrics in 
the catalog of the recent exhibition titled ' ' !' invention d'un regard'' at Orsay would 
be enough to make it clear that the impression of analogy involves not only 
degrees but also levels, styles and elements (they can be evaluated, if necessary, more 
or less precisely, as could already be done though without the complexity and 
confusion introduced by photography with painting, drawing, engraving . . .  ).9 

It is also clear that the supplementary analogy inherent in photography has 
enabled it alone to respond, throughout the age, to the extraordinary extension of 
nature, of the world which has become at the same time always more visible and 
,invisible. Nature is extended through the analogies and is also (re)defined according 
to whatever can become analogical. The example of the scientific photograph 
shows how perception , thanks to the optical prostheses that are given to natural 
vision (microscope, telescope, etc. ) ,  acquires an endless number of new images , 
including even representations that could be described as abstract or fictitious if 
they didn't belong to the depths of a nature that had never been seen before. It 
is in relation to its boundaries ( concrete realism, abstract realism) ,  which mark 
the amount of analogy that photography gives to a new spectrum, that a liberation 
of painting by photography begins, which the latter, in turn ,  is influenced by 
(pictorialism , art photography) . 1 0  So, in this way , painting opens the field of vision 
up to a level of experience that photography is less capable of grasping (and 
a ''model'' of which is also offered to painting by science , through its theories of 
light and color). Thus painting will make an analogy of impression, which, at one and 
the same time, expands , concentrates, unfocuses, and abstracts the vision reduced to 
a canvas , culminating in the analogy of perception. The remarkable thing here 
is that impressionism tended (among other things) to i 1nmobilize what , in 
the tavoletta , had been mobile and evanescent clouds and, in broader ter1ns, the 
atmosphere at the very moment when the cinema was turning such volatile 
material into the rather guileless supplement of an invention which gave it access , 
both at the end of a long evolution and after a sudden turning point , to the analogy 
of movement (the famous leaves shaking in the views by the Lumiere brothers ,  
which no painter ever would have dreamt of). But the most amazing thing of all is 
that , precisely while this cinematographic movement was developing (through 
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the divis 1011 of space ar1d the first expcr1e 11cl'S w1tl1 fil111 ec.i1ti11g), i1a1r1tir1g was 
111ov 1ng, with Ceza11ne, towards the l111alc>,(!y of feeli,1;1, a11cl was 011 it� way, as we 
k11ow, towards cubis111 a11d the varioL1s abstractions tl1at c 11ha11ccd 1t or cont111L1<.:cl 
on fron1 it (all the 111ove1nents wl1ich photography, in its turn, wac; to en1bracc on 
the fringes of its activity) . 1 1  It was as if perceptive analogy, whjch had first been 
pushed to the fore by photography, could not burrow into itself and hollow itc;elf 
out to the point of eliminating itself in favor of a sort of mental analogy, until it had, 
on the contrary, expanded spectacularly by winning the analogy of movement over 
to its side. Thus the ontological analogy underlying the perceptive analogy became 
divided in a way that had never occurred before. 

Starting from here, we can briefly make four comments. 
I .  It is by joining ranks as a single mass that the various arts of the image expand 

and transform the reality of the world (nature) they form part of, while maintaining 
a divergence in that world between its seizure as such and its seizure as an image 
(through the common test of ''natural'' vision). Art, in particular, exemplifies and 
gives form and voice to divergence by opening itself up to the seizure. T he 
extension of the amount and capacity of the analogy first threatens art in so much 
as it constantly seems to reduce the divergence in which art recognizes itself. But it 
seizes it again and incorporates it into its principle, while, at the same time 
diversifying the analogical qualities (styles, movements, works, etc., which prove to 
be so many particular treatments of the new quantity), thus more clearly raising the 
question of the variable quantity of analogy peculiar to e ach art as that of a 
concomitant variation between arts. 

2 .  Each art in itself, within its material limits, though it also exerts a pressure 
on them, is tempted to cover the entire spectrum of the community it forms with 
other arts, of the amount of analogy that they can assume and ruin severally and 
jointly. Thus the cinema, at first in a straightforward, bluntly analogical way, 
extended this quantity ,  made of corresponding qualities, to the maximum, when 
it discovered itself as an art (a little like the way painting, a mental thing, extended 
its possibilities on the basis of perspective). But this quantity was very soon 
divided and, precisely because of that, it was heightened and relativized. On the 
one hand, there was the invention (in the second decade of this century) of 
cartoon films, which shifted the analogy of movement by recomposing it 
according to a representational vision that replaced the photographic analogy with 
the old forms of drawing and caricature, in other words, with an idea of vision 
centering around schematism rather than tangible presence. On the other, ten or 
fifteen years later came the birth of a movement which was partial but essential, 
and has never stopped haunting the great representational cinema as the reverse 
side of itself: abstract cinema, or more or less abstract (it has also been called 
concrete, ''integral," conceptual, structural), which, in its many forms, constantly 
turned to the preoccupations of painting ( of what has become, to some extent -
but, in a way, permanently of painting). 
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3 .  Thus, in the gradation that goes from one to two arts founded on mechan
ical reproduction and set beside the visual arts that preceded them, a pattern of 
possibilities is established, formed by the overlappings and passages that are capable 
of operating (technically, logically, and historically) between the different arts. If 
the twenties still exert great pressure today, it is because that was when the 
accomplishments that performed the levels of indeterminacy that have become 
essential for us first crystallized. For instance: Malevich challenging Eisenstein 
vvith the need for a }iigher analogy that goes beyond any visible recognition; the 
photodynamism of the Bragaglia brothers as they try to extract movement from 
the cinema and incorporate it into the denseness of photographic material; the 
cinema, starting, with Vertov and a few others, to wonder about the naturalness 
and validity of the movement it has just achieved.12 

4. This is how what we could metaphorically call the double helix is set in place. 
It does homage to the extension of nature foreseen by science (which always exerts 
a certain amount of pressure). Above all, it underscores the extent of the 
connection between the two important forms according to which the analogy is 
constantly threatened and refashioned. The first form has to do with photographic 
analogy, the way in which the world, objects, and bodies seem to be defined (always 
partially, and just roughly) in reference to natural vision, a certain fixed state of 
natural vision, which implies resemblance and recognition. The second form 
concerns the analogy peculiar to the reproduction of movement. Those are the two 
forces which, separately and together, are at stake and are misused in a fi lm 
whenever the image has a tendency towards distortion and the loss of recognition, 
or its movement is diverted, congealed, interrupted, or paralyzed by the brutal 
intrusion of photography (the photo-effect: this goes fron1 the snapshot to the 
freeze frame, and includes the fictions of fixedness and the still shot) . 

This requires reference to two more points. 
- A similar question is posed regarding photography, in many very subtle 

forms (which I will not dwell upon): either in a very obvious way, through series, 
montages, collages, etc., as ifby means of the floi-t, botJge,file, etc.; or, more profoundly 
and, above all, more enigmatically, through the condensation of movement which, 
strictly speaking, consists of the photographic descent of reality in large images. Each 
time, in fact, it is time itself, the presence or lack of time, that is aimed at (beyond or 
through the historical and anthropological tin1e of the ''that has been''). 

- If the cinema is more involved than photography in the functioning of the 
''double helix," it's simply because it's more vast and its access to movement and 
time is more general, direct, and complex. And, the more the analogy spreads and 
goes towards its limits, the more clearly its forms appear in all their variety and 
force. It's because it alone the seventh art has en1-erged with the capacity to 
take the place of the previous great arts, if not also, as has been thought, to per111it 
their synthesis. 13 Of course there are other forn1s, often n1ore refined, than the 
photographic one, by means of which 1novement is taken beyond itself i11 the 



cine111a. The only real privilege of the f)l1otogra1)l11c 111oclc 1s tl1;1t it cc,r1stitt1tcs a 
1naterial intrusion of ti111e, wl1ich 111arks ar1d c.or1dc11ses r11a11y otl1crs, th Lis attcsti11g 
the passages between two d1111ensio11s a11d two arts of the i111agc, like tl1osc tl1at 
operate between two forms of in1age 1n a single art. Also, 1n c1ncr11a there arc 
n1any imperceptible spaces on the vague scale of degrees of representation and 
distortion. But if there is a particular power in the moments and forms that visibly 
ensure the passage between those degrees, it is because they attest to the peculiar 
tension that links the cinema with several intermixed ages of painting and the arts 
of the figure whose fields it has partly taken over. 

In short, the two forms of passage combined here in the double-helix image are 
the edges, or the present virtual anchorage points through which we can imagine 
what is happening today among images. They have been closely connected since the 
cinema of the twenties, which brought them closer together and altered their course 
with the invention of unheard of configurations of images. But it is in modern 
cinema and the video age that the link has tightened, exploded, and accelerated with 
extremely violent intersections video has expanded cinema even to the point of 
dissolving it in a generality with neither name nor number among the arts. 

In a fine article on L' avventura, Pascal Bonitzer pointed out the specific instant 
when the hero, with a sort of deliberate torpor, knocks over an inkpot on a fine 
architectural drawing, one of those p erspectives whose p erfection is a secret of 
Italian art, making another design both over it and beyond it, ''a sin gular figure, 
though shapeless and nameless." ''Aesthetic vertigo," ''stain vertigo' ' : an example of 
photographic analogy drawn, in this case by very simple, natural means, towards 
something that cor rupts it. 1 4 In the same way the freeze frame, like any too 
sudden intrusion of photography or photographic elements into the movement of 
the film, introduces a comparable vertigo and makes a stain. 

Video is such a stain. And it is certainly often too glaring. But it is indelible, 
and already rich in a range of capacities thanks to which a technique has very 
quickly turned into an art. Its paradox would be that it has gripped analogy in a 
pair of pincer s: on the one hand, it increases its power tenfold, and on the other, 
it ruins it. In effect, video extends the analogy directly from movement to time: 
instantaneous, real time, which redoubles and goes farther than the prerecorded 
time of films, and shows its purest and most atrocious face in video surveillance. 
Invisible  because it is everywhere; blind by dint of seeing everything, it crosses the 
ages to represent the neutral and negative version of Christ Pantocrator, visible 
and all-seeing. Thus the capacity of analogy that has been extended to a universal 
range is led to its destruction by video: for the first time, the bodies and objects in 
the world become virtually disfigurable (and hence refigurable) according to a 
power which, in real time or barely prerecorded time (and not only, as in the 
cinema, by means of a slow elaboration based on special effects), transforms the 
representations that the mechanical eye captures. This explains \vhy the video 
image, which was the last reproduction picture to be created, can appear born as 
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a new image that cannot be reduced to the one that preceded it, and also as an 

image that is capable of attracting, absorbing, and blending all the previous images 

of painting, photography, and the cinema. Thus it reduces all the passages that had 

functioned until then among arts and turns the passage capacity both into what 

characterizes it in relation with each one of them and what defines it (positively 

and negatively) with respect to the concept of art. And this is done starting from 

its double position. On the one hand, it is by nature related to television, in other 

words, to the case of broadcasting all images; on the other, it is related with video 

art as a new form of utopia or, at least, of the difference of art. But the video 

image is still connected, even in its digital transformations, with the analogy of the 

world that it drives '' out of its mind with rage." 

This is the ''last analog' ' that Jean-Paul Fargier wanted to exorcise by playing 

on the two senses of the word analogical: its technical sense (we speak in video of 

' 'analogical signals' '  or ''analog data ' ') , in which it is opposed to digital or numerical 

(in computer technology) , and its common sense, which implies representation 

and resemblance.) lS To the ''demon of analogy'' that obsessed Mallarme, as Fargier 

reminds us, he opposes the '' digital angel," which he sees descending today from 

the intelligible sky of images. This implies that, when it was written, Un coup de 
des would have enabled Mallarme to transmute the demon into an angel; and , 

from there, it can be deduced that video does the same when it goes from 

analogical to digital. Fargier clearly states: ''You don't digitize what you have 

already analogized . But here 's the hitch : while you digitize you are de

analogizing." And he mentions the process through which every image, since 

then, has tended to be treated as an object and , through self-implication, to 

become its own sole referent. So the direct effect '' in the new space of numerical 

television' ' operates among images rather than with the world; and in many of the 

most powerful works in video art one can no longer distinguish between shot and 

shots,  image and images, to the point that any reference seems to have dissolved 

to the advantage of a generalized relativity. Even so, the demon of analogy is not 

definitively exorcised any more than it was for Mallarme . It is referred to, with the 

gesture itself, in the first words in the poem U11 coup de des (A Toss of tlie Dice) , 
throughout which fiction, though it is scattered ''in the prismatic divisions of the 

idea ," comes to the surface, as Mallarme says,  and becomes an image. In the same 

sense, the voice that announces (in Le De,,ion de l'anologie) that ' 'The Penultimate 

is dead'' cannot free itself from the association that it implied at that time for 

Mallarme (scraping a palm leaf on a violin) or, even worse, from the sight of the 

very object which bad ''luck'' set in front of his eyes in a shop window. The same 

can be said of the digital image, and all the more so because it is an image. It is 

not because, in his Mo1,1nt Fuji (in three versions, in order to emphasize the value 

of the act) , Ko Nakajima subjected the image of the famous mountain to every 

conceivable perceptive-perspective fluctuation, that its referential value is really 

obliterated. The image floats, is destroyed, becomes objectivized, and reproduces 



itself�, like tl1C' \Vorld \Vl1l'rL' 1t l1as l1l'l' t1 �1r()dt1cecl ; .111c..i tl1is is tl<)l t111i111J)< >1 ta11 t. lltt t 
111 eacl1 i111.1ge or fragi11e11t of .111 i 1 1 1age tl1ere i., a 111ot111 L  l·t1ji tl1al is l'tl·r1 1 t/l'(l, :111 
i111agc of tl1e real 111ot111 t Ft1ji tl1a t y<)tl ca11 see i11 Jap.111, evc11 if 1t 1s vc1lcci i11 a 
pletl1ora of i 111ages of all sorts tha t are prolo11ged 011 Naka_Ji111a 's tape J., 1kcwisc, 
there is a Sai11te-Victoire tha t can still be fil111ed (S tra L1b-Huillet have JLtst dc)11e s<> 
i11 their superb Ce::::a1111e, even if the trees were burn t) ,  wl1 ose i111age has bee11 both 
reduced to triteness and eleva ted to subli111ity by tl1e numerous reproductions tha t 
have n1ade Cezan11e's views of it known all over the world. Its very clear : ei ther 
the image is transported and immedia tely reaches the level of a 111ental a11alogy, i11 

the shape tha t it finally took in  Kandi nsky and Malevich, or of a sensual 
abstraction, as in other painters; or the digital carries the analogical inside itself, 
even if it is as the divergence between what the image designates and what it 
becomes, in front of the fiction that it establishes in this way, and cannot avoid 
es tablishing. Can the same be said of the compu ter image? Everyone who 
describes it stresses its insurmountable di fference: strictly speaking, the rigorously 
numerical , calculated computer image would not really be an image, but an object 
that eludes the predominance of representation and opens up towards what breaks 
off from i t: a simulation. 16 The first thing we notice is that the difficulties involved 
in defining it have to do with the waverings between two distinctions on the one 
hand, between the nature of the image and its use; on the other, between its reality 
(what it is today) and its poten tiality (what it may be tomorrow or the next day) . 

As we can see, the very idea of a calculated iinage obtained not through record
ing but through models, according to a form of expression which, over and above 
language, has dispelled the doubts about meaning and resemblance, does away with 
the questions of analogy. If the only analogy of the language machine is the human 
brain, the bounds stretch far beyond what it can handle. But, on the other hand, 
there is still the eye: there are images, quasi images, what ones sees, and wha t one 
foresees. The computer image is always connected with what it represents ,  no matter 
what the conditions for the formation and appearance of the representation are (in 
the form of interactivity or of sight, since it is connected with both, and with all the 
oscillations that may take place between them). If we take things up where we left 
them off, we will see that the computer image reduces the power of analogy out of 
all propor tion, while absorbing it and making it disappear by removing the image 
from recording and time. It is all the more ''represented'' in  that it reduces all 
representation to zero and, for both the eye and the spirit, can claim of everything 
it calculates and represents that such things are and are not representations. The 
computer image is the final, paradoxical expression of the double helix: by itself, 
without resorting to any precondition, it can virtually modulate the four sides that 
make it up, and, above all, vary their tensions at will, ad infinitum. In a sense, the 
pixel is (or will be or would like to be) capable of doing everytliing. But the extent of 
this everything suffocates it, and leaves the computer image with doubts about itself, 
in the grips of its own myth, so to speak, and of what it gives to us. 
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Tl1e co111puter in1age ,,,ants the whole of an overreal reality: the replica of 
life as it ca11 be i111agi11ed from the confusion of the cinema and hologra111, but 
tl1rot1gh tl1e vastly 111agnified po,ver of a program. Thus it becomes the At1alog in 
pe1·son, a11d its tricky reverse side. It is not an in1age that follo,vs the long
neglected paths that lead fron1 the natural to the supernatural, from the visible to 
the invisible, fro1n the empirical to the ontological, in an atte1npt to bear ,vitness, 
through sig11s taken fro1n nature, to the  Creator ,vhose existence it takes for 
granted or to the Creation as a living frame a11d an enigma. The con1puter i111age, 
in ainung at a reality beyond life, involves both an iI11itated creation and a creation 
that has begun ane,v. Total An alogy and the absolute 11on-Analog. Since "'ye are 
well aware that we are not i11utating God, n1uch less pretending to be God , this 
would explain why the con1puter image is s uddenly at such a loss ,vhe11 
confronted with what it could produce as an art .  

It is an1azing that ,  after a fair number of years in existe11ce, it has not yet 
prodt1ced anything resen1bling a \vork, or even a real act, of art, despite the fantastic 
visions it has conferred on ot1r comprehension of iI11ages (u1ilike video art, ,vhich 
soon found appropriate lines of "vork to situate itself in relatio11 ,,rith television a11d 
then acquire increasing autonomy ; or the cine111a, ,vrucl1 tra11sfor 111ed ''a11 inve11tion 
with no future'' by liniiting it to its basic acquisitions, then redeployed 111ost of the 
previous arts in an uns t1spected range of t1ses). It seen1S tl1at, as soo11 clS it te11ded to 
go beyond the stage of a pt1rely local process or the attain1ne11t of an isolated 
technological feature and to becon1e engaged i 11 a co1n 1nitted prodt1ction and 
sketch the outlines of a world or the draft for a "vork of fiction , tl1e co111puter 
i111age has basically acco111plished four thii1gs (if ,ve stick to ,,1hat ,ve l1ave see11). 
The alteration and recycling of earlier i 111ages (tl1e ci11e111a a11d , above all , painti11g, 
with a significant en1phasis on key periods , styles, a11d ,vorks Re11aissa11ce, 
tron1pe-l' oeil, Picasso, Magritte, etc.). A dubiot1s coexiste11ce v,·itl1 cartoo11 fil111s, 
bet\vee11 t\vo extren1es : pt1re nu 1nicry, \\1luch 01ily goes to �ho,v but tl1is is qt1ite 
a lot that synthesis can catch up "vith dra,vi11g and the eye 111ay 11ot be able to 
tell them apart in the ft1tl1re (tl1e astonisl1i11g cartoo11 by John Lasseter, L11.'l:o Jc111ivr) ;  
the creation of 11ew co111poner1ts, l1alhvay bet\vee11 ci11e111a a11d pai11ti11g, ,,,J1icl1 
leads to ne,v possibilities in the fiction,11 treat111e11t of bodies (as i11 tl1e exqL1isite 
Particle Drea111s, by Karl Sin1S , i11 w ruch a s,var111 of ,va11deri11g ato111s co111es togetl1er , 
for1ning a solid bt1t tl1reatened head tl1at e111pties it�elf by breatlii11g i11 a11d ot1t). 
More direct , ' 'realistic'' atte111pts tho t1gl1 they ,lre 11ai,rely l1eld t1p 0 11 the 
threshold of fictio11 to 111odel nature, tl1e  body, a11d tl1e fc1ce. Fi 11ally, ,ve l1ave see11 
a nun1ber of co111positions that are l1ard to defi11e : for 111s , textL1res, 111,1teri�11�. 
wavering betwee11 representation and �1bstractio11, vagL1e, ra11do111 i111ages. It i · i11 
r11inor ventures , on tl1e fri11ges , tl1at we fi J1d rare atte111pts tl1,1t re,·eal a '"·orld .111ti 
give evidence of a vision of their ovv11, tl1t1s provi11g to be \\·orks i11 tl1eir o,\· 11 
right like Pict11rcs or Is Tl,crc A11y Rc}()tt1 _{c1r 1\Ie Herc? by Ta111.1s w�tliczh.")'. 

This is all , 110 doubt, inflt1e11ced by tl1e  diffict1ltie<; 111l1ere11t 1 11 co1111-1 t1ter 
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ft1tt1re of its 0\\111, or 111erely i11 proportion to its as )'et unsuspected co111binatio11s 
\\

1ith the tecl111iqL1es a11d arts that preceded it. 13)' progra1n111i11g li111ited segi11e11ts of 
11�1t11re, thus ope11ing an access to the i11vis1ble, and by recording this invisibility in 
the collected ti111e of natLtral \�sion, sL1ch i111ages sho,\' that the co111puter image 
proposes the follO\\'ing paradox: a virt11al a11alog}'· In other \\'ords, an in1age that 
beco111es actt1al and therefore real for ey'esight to the extent that it is, above all , real 
for the spirit , in an optics \\'hich, in the long run, is fairl)' close to \\'hat happened 
\\·hen perspective \\'as ir1vented, unless it is precisely the optics that is relativized. 
The eye beco111es secondary ,,rith respect to the spirit that conte1nplates it and asks 
the eye to belie\·e it. But it is also because. in order for the image to be simulated , 
as ,,·ell as to be seen (that is its function as a spectacle, ,,,hich re1nains) , it has to be 
touched and handled (that is its properly interactive feature). 

If Bill Viola, a superb video artist ,,lho is 1nore open than anybody else to 
,riolences of the body and the tangible \Vorld, \Vas so filled ,,·ith ,vonder. a fe\\' 
years ago. at the idea of an ''end of the carr1era," 1 - it is because he sa,"- the mutation 
as the end of a privilege that had centered (since the can-iera obscura) around light 
as the precondition for the forn1ation of images and ,vas destined to evol\·e in t\,·o 
complementary dimensions: a conceptual space and a tactile space. The forrner 
goes beyond the overly pure visual impression to permit an approach to a more 
con1plete relationship ,vith space, insofar as it rr1akes it possible to reco,·er the 
relationship bet\veen sensations and cerebral sirnulations ''according to a pre,cess 
that goes from the inside to the outside, rather tha11 the other ,,·ay· round' ' 1 (in 
Freud, this is the situation of the drean1 image). Here the irnage is concei\1ed as a 
diagran1 , a mental projection, rather than a seizure of light-tin1e. The second space 
is that of manipulating the con1puter that creates the images: such manipulation 
is, of course. skillful , but, above all , instrL1mental , corporeal and gestural. These are 
the t\vo conditions to '' go fonvard tO\\'ards the past.' ' 1 c1 to buckle the buckle 
\vhich, from Brunelleschi to \1ideo, as the last panoptic e)·e, has concentrated the 
power to make in1ages around a god \\'ho has becon1e n1ore and more absent but 
al\vays has remained invisibly fruitfLtl. This also in1plies thro\,�ng the spectator out 
of his allotted seat and bringing hin1 in as an actor. producer. and coproducer of a 
potentiality. This is the objective that continual references to interacti,,ry· in so 
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Chris Marker, Sons Sole,!, 1 982 

many writings on the computer, image aim at and, along with it, a supplement 
that is strong and vague at the same time. 

There is clearly great power in interactivity (beyond the computer image but 
also through it). Having played Pac-Man \vould be enough to convince one of 
this or having manipulated a videodisk, ( Tlzc Erl Kir1 .. r?, by Roberto Friedman 
and Grahame Weinbren, for instance, which is the n1ost accomplished one I know 
of to date) .  As the traveler in Sa11s Soleil, by Chris Marker, says, this power partakes 
of the ''machine aid plan to help mankind , the only plan that has a future in it for 
intelligence." If it takes the place of the ''unsurpassable philosophy of our ti1nes," 
then it is the only social and political utopia we have left . But , as the traveler also 
says, spinning out the Pac-Man metaphor, ''if there is any honor in launching the 
greatest number of attacks, in the long run , they will always end in disaster." So the 
question could be formulated as follows : is interactivity, as a necessary, inevitable 
function with the future i11 its hands, to be added to the credit of a 11ew utopia , one 
that is more sensible than McLuhan's ''Global Village''? On the one ha11d ,  television 
has changed society neither for the better nor for the worse ; 011 the other, with the 
symbolic reply of Paik and his Global Groove an i111plicit manifesto of video 
art it has opened new grounds in tl1e difference of art. This suggests that 
interactivity could be much more profou11d. On the orbit of a circle that is just as 
fertile as it is vicious, which we have gone over but 111ay have to look at agai11 , 
interactivity would be the new din1ension of experience which is capable, this ti111e 
thanks to science combined ,vith technique, of reconcili11g art vvith society and 
life while reducing their difference by n1ea11s of a larger access adjusted for 
everybody to new standards. The dream of a 11ew ''la11gt1age ' '  apt1roacl1i11g a 
n1ediate space, between the transparency ''of speech relation hips'' a11d ''tl1ose of
social relationships."20 We 111ight c1lso expect , rather 111ore sadly ,  that , bel1i11d vvl1at it 
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betokens of ''conversation'' and access to new forms of subjective do-it-yourself 
operation, interactivity, as myth and reality, may finally work in favor of an even 
greater dispersion of the social community, and also of art, which, once again, will 
only be able to survive by endowing itself with new instruments. 

This tension could be expressed through three images. The first is the ''quick 
dip,, that all images would finish in. If Who Framed Roger Rabbit? is a solid film , it is 
not because, like others before it, it combined cartoons (schematism) with traditional 
shots (the photographic analog); it is because it did so with such quickness and 
confidence in the procedure. 21 Thanks to the rapidity that prevails in mixing the 
figures (the computer's contribution), the image reaches a level of blending that had 
been unimaginable before, with a ''naturalness'' that is immediately accepted anct 
establishes a new wavering between levels of representation. But, above all, as in 
typical great Hollywood fihns, the power of the entangled screenplay lies in its having 
turned the wavering into its subject: can we distinguish between one image and 
another? Toontown and Hollywood? A toon and a man? Can we still conceive the 
function of a show that serves as a catharsis for the community? Or does it run the 
risk of dissolving, along with the images, in the '' quick dip," the acid in which the 
true-false judge, a symbol of disorderly law, wants to plunge all the cartoon creatures 
that have been conceived in the history of (American) cinema? 

The second image emerges from the teletransport machine in The Fly or the 
television in Videodrome. If David Cronenberg is an important director, it is 
because he was the first to show so clearly and overwhelmingly that the 
transformation of bodies through pharmacology, genetics, and surgery is 
contemporary and comparable to the fashioning and broadcasting of images and, 
in broader terms, to the data of television, video, telephone, and computer 
communication. Against an obsessively genealogical, sexual background, a mortal 
duel begins around the image and reality of bodies, between man and machine, 
between imaginary components that have become hyperreal and a subject that 
has been left to the pangs of its own psychic and physiological mutation. 

The last image is that of L) Eve future. A century ago, barely ten years after the 
invention of cinema, Villiers de l 'Isle Adam imagined having the inventor of the 
gramophone and electric light bulb be the creator of a sublime creation: Hadaly 
(the Ideal), a robot, the first computer-woman, programmed as a woman-version 
work of the utopia of the Book, a writing machine as well as the ''supreme vision 
machine." In short, interactivity itself, since Edison has promised it to only one 
person, the lover thirsting for an ideal, who is destined, in solitude, to go to the 
very end of his desire. The story has a sad ending, like romantic love affairs and 
exaggerated utopias. But not before Villiers has made his point through the 
substance that is necessary to the conception of his machine as well as to the art 
that starts taking shape in connection with it. The writer took care to have the 
scientist enhance the beauty of the model that allows Hadaly to be endowed with 
an appearance and the genius of the inventor who turns his fabulous Andreide 
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into a crossroads of sciences and techniques with the element without which 
there would be neither woman, machine, nor work. The substance that he 
borrows from one woman to give to another : a soul. 

F R A G M E N T S  O F  A N  A R C H I P E L A G O  

''Between'' 

There is a famous sequence in Blade Runner (Ridley Scott, 1983) where the hero 
analyzes a photograph with the help of an '' electronic magnifier." This is the 
moment that reveals the core of a film based on the idea of the double and the 
transition between the mechanical and the living, in which sweet automatons add 
something more to the opposition between superior androids the ''replicants''
and human beings. The heroine is one of the five creatures whom Deckard, the 
''blade runner," has been ordered to exterminate after their intrusion on Earth, in 
Los Angeles, 2019. Rachel has a unique status that enables her to survive and justifies 
the fact that the hero finally falls in love with her once his mission has been 
accomplished. She has memories, but they are false and, based on photographs ,  they 
belong to someone else's past. (''She clung to a snapshot of a mother she had never 
had, of a little girl she had never been.") The film is full of these static pictures, the 
erroneous tokens of an identity, the obligatory passage-ways through which the 
replicants, who have been programmed to ''imitate human beings in every aspect 
except their emotions," nevertheless become too human and fall into the grips of 
emotions in their search for a genealogy and in their tormented fear of death. 

The sequence where Deckard looks about in a snapshot (a snapshot that he 
has put on his piano among his family photographs) in search of a tiny clue is 
paradoxical in that it treats the still picture as a space that has two or three 
dimensions (unlike the sequence with a similar theme in Bloiv Up, by Antonioni 
( 1 966), where a ''stain," lost in the frame, finally became the clue to a crime). Here 
the machine obeys Deckard's voice and enters the picture, which reduces itself 
from the whole piece to its details. But the series of forward-backward and lateral 
movements that the '' camera'' perfor ms presupposes an improbable space where it 
would have turned inside the picture or crossed it upon discovering its depth 
( even, symbolically, crossed a mirror, to find the concealed body of a woman 
stretched out on a bed, with the scale he had been looking for on her ear) . Thus 
the fiction of a space that has been prephotographed from different angles is 
constructed, a sort of synthetic space with data that have all been programmed 
and a finite number of frames that will be brought into sight as the investigation 
unfolds. This is a way of combining the analogical and the digital, of going from 
one into the other. Two things must be added to this. Movement inside the 
photograph takes place through a series of decompositions, of focusing on static 



details belo11gi11g to 111ot 1c)11less 111,1te r1al (tl1ey ,1rc �)reclr,1w11 <:letlr<>r1 1cally l1y :t 
series of �ls yet virtL1al fra111es fittcc1 i 11to 011c a11otl1er a11<.l l· 11c. 1rclccl by a l)ILrc li11c); 
so vve J L1111p, togetl1er witl1 tl1e 111acl1i 11e, fro1 11 011e still sl1c)t t c) a11<)tl1er a11cl, l1e11cc:, 
fi-0111 011c level of represe11tatio11 a11d recognition to a11otl1cr (or1e 1 111ag1ncc; a si11glc 
photo fro111 La Jctee worked upo11 as tl1e space i11 Sai1ve q11i peut la vie). 13Ltt the 
phases of n1ove1nent, of false-111ove111ent, of passage fro1n one fran1c to the nl'Xt, 
which are very sudden and punctuated with a blue flash, a1nount to so 1nany 
outbursts of distortion whose effect spreads beyond their own duration; they 
damage the i 1nage we discover, the resemblance that is being created to the point 
that we are hardly surprised at what is most surprising, and look at it twice before 
we watch out: the Polaroid Deckard asks the machine for when the operation 1s  
over shows an image that is a little different from the simple close-up of a face that 
we had just come to. Thanks to the angle Deckard's hand gives to the photo, the 
var iation of light in a more condensed frame lets us catch a glimpse, on the left, 
of a fleeting reflection of the inclined face; as though the mir ror we had just 
crossed were invisibly represented. These are phantom effects of photography, 
which are sometimes close to painting or the way video is used. This is how the 
midpoints between mobility and immobility, between the identity of 
representation and its loss, on the borderline between life and death, subject and 
simulacrum, are very closely adjusted to the image of the whole f ilm. 

In Granny's Is, by David Larches ( 1989, 5omn) 1 there is a moment that con
denses the disturbing effects of a radical work, the title of which clearly announces 
a unique capacity to interweave and overlap its elements. In it, the author recall s  the 
figure of his grandmother (he spent ten years filming it up until her death), some
times falling back (in a voice off) on what Proust wrote about the death of his own 
grandmother the deceptive image he gets from the photograph and the one he 
has as he remembers her. In a very unstable material, built on a v ibrant fusion of 
painting (representational and ''abstract''), photography, cinema, and v ideo (Larcher 
was mainly a director of experimental films and had just recently started working 
with video), the moment I mentioned is of interest because, in a well-nigh 
theoretical way, it fixes the intensity of passages that sometimes function on the 
limits of what is recognizable. 

In a room where he is both actor and director, in a real house, Larcher goes about 
his business, leads his life, shoots the film and talks ( off) with his grandmother. W hen 
he gets up and the camera goes back, the picture goes along with him into the picture 
box (a photographic chamber inlaid so as to make a monitor), which is now situated 
in the room itself, and an innerscreen appears in relation to which and in which the 
scene takes place. Larcher, who is now outside this picture, adjusts the lights and 
modulates rich, arbitrary color effects. Then he goes in front of the screen (from right 
to left), and his body blots out the picture, thus giving rise to another picture : a boat 
tilted among waves and thick clouds, reminiscent of an improbably blue Turner. And 
at that very moment (likewise the moment when a distant bass voice starts :-eading 
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the text by Proust) a formless form, green and yellow trimmed with black, a sort of 
streamer, enters on the upper right-hand side, as though following the course of the 
body, comes forward in the frame and, slowly unfolding, covers the screen: it is a very 
large close-up of the face of his grandmother, lying down, entirely motionless, one 
eye closed, the other invisible. Then an identical image, this time coming from the 
lower left-hand corner, rises , and presses, in its turn, against the first one, causing a 
movement at the point where the two images come together : his grandmother turns 
her head and speaks (we never see her mouth , so it is never clear whether the voice 
is off or not) , her eyes alight with a very delicate pulsation. Then her head falls back 
in exactly the same position as the first image, and a slight tremor runs over it. 

What can we infer from this moment that goes on under the increasingly 
precise pressure of the text by Proust, of the representation of the boat (it returns 
three times) , of the images of the grandmother, amounting to so many variations on 
the same theme (until her image, overflowing the borders of the inner screen, 
occupies the entire frame, and disperses in a number of still shots that slide under 
one another)? First we notice that the painting, photograph , still shot, and 
videogram form part of a single chain (they are distinct and, at the same time, 
indiscernible : we can 't tell whether the boat belongs to the painting or the 
photograph; and the entire work wavers between two supports, film and video). 
Next, our attention is caught by the fact that the passage from the unrepresented to 
the representation (and the potential reverse movement) is a dimension peculiar to 
this chain , its condition as well as its effect. Finally, all this is in accordance with the 
need to maintain a tenuous vacillation, which has rarely been mastered so perfectly, 
between the mobile and the immobile image: an intermediate element made up of 
what, in each one, tends towards and returns to the other. The theme, of course, is 
conducive to this. But it is never more than the representation par excellence of 
everything that incessantly hesitates and moves from death to life. 

Sans Soleil, by Chris Marker ( r 982 , r oo mn) , is inspired by a similar desire of 
intellection, between a vision of a future society and the relentless search for 
personal existence . How can we speak of what we love, say what moves us, what 
inspires us , the pregnant instant experienced as a succession of threatened, but 
nevertheless intangible, images? 

In Marker's film there are three characters, three forms of image, and three 
urgent questions . The first character is Sandor Krasna, the ' ' cameraman ," who 
gathers documentary pictures and draws up a state of the world (this is Cape 
Verde, Guinea- Bissou , Iceland, France and, above all,Japan). The second is Hayao 
Yamoneko, the ' 'video artist ' ' :  he handles some of his own images and other 
pictures by introducing them into a synthesizer. The third is the ' 'film director'' 
and master of heteronyms ; we have to live in all the images and others as well in 
a film that is a block of space-time worth all space and all time . The first type of 
image is the cinema-picture, which is shown in the rough in the documentary, 
flashing by with nothing to alter its analogical value ( even if, depending on its 



111ot1f" C\'t'r)1tl1111g tl1�\t tt•11tis to\v,1rtis still life, fc)r exa 1 111)le it fi)stcrs C<J11fL1sic>11 
,v1tl1 pl1otc.)gr.1pl1}). Tl1e seco11(i k111ti 111nt1<.·11ces tl1e 111c)vc111e11t i11 several ways, 
111,1rked by three fairly st1dde11 freeze fra111es: three sl1arp i111age<;, st1stai11eci by ci,c 
key ter111s i11 a co111111e11tary-11arrative \vl1ich, 111 a wo111an's voice, relates lor1g bits 
of letter that andor Krasna sent to her during his travels (thus he questio11s, 
tl1rot1gl1 the e tl1ree shots the possibility of ren1embering, the democracy of <;1ght, 
and the prohibition that has been affixed to sight in the camera for so long). But 
tl1e suspension of movement spreads much farther, as though contagious: the 
n1ultiple, suddenly frozen shots of Japanese television (some of which, swept away 
by the n1otion of succession, throw the effect of immobilization into relief all the 
n1ore clearly ; others are tracked down by a camera that scans them as though they 
belonged to supplementary titles); numerous photographs, strip cartoons, the 
proliferation of tableaux vivants, stuffed animals, paintings, and sculptures in 
short, everything in past and present culture that bears the stamp of the frozen 
instant. There is also something to be said of the more or less constant immobility 
of sleepers, dreamers, and the dead. The third sort of image has to do with 
distortion. It varies from the mere supplement (inflation of color, as  in old tinted 
films) to persistent transformation and nearly to unrecognizability. All this is 
handled by Hayao Yamaneko, in his retreat in Tokyo, on his synthesizer, as well as 
virtually all the images. Thus the three questions that haunt Sans Soleil take shape. 
First, the power of the instant: how can one keep the instant; in other words, how 
can one have access to it? How can one remember at the very moment when the 
instant occurs, at one and the same time ideal, decisive, and fruitful?  Second 
question: how can one exist in time and in space? In other words, how can the 
simultaneity of points i n  space (that of the subject who t ravels, records and 
witnesses, but also, beyond that, the space of the occurrence that takes place every
where) be turned into an experience with memory and time? Third question: 
how can the two questions be turned into a single question? 

In a sense, the whole film, caught up in the tension between impatience and 
indolence that modulates its circular composition, never stops giving the answer, 
according to a text that keeps coming back to the question. But the anS\ver emerges 
more precisely from the conflict, from the passage between three forms of image. The 
moment of the freeze, for example, is the instant that makes it possible to fix ''the real 
sight, looking straight forward, which lasted one twenty-fifth of a second; the time of 
an image."That's the photo time, the duration of the still. But, at the other extreme, 
the only time capable of dilating the instant and working on it by incorporating it 
into all the others in order to make it enter real time is the one that comes out of 
Hayao's machine: a machine to go back in time, in which he transforms the images 
of the past in order to give them over to their contemporary present, to their destiny 
as new images. ''Hayao calls the world of his machine the Zone in homage to 
Tarkovsky . . . .  He asserts that electronic material is the only kind that can deal \v;th 
sentiment, memory, and imagination." Through ''non-images'' images that are 
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dealt \vith tl1a11ks to the forgetfulness of which this new memory is still capable 
(''vvhile awaiting the year 400 1 and its total n-iemory'') - the image-instant retains 
its vividness a111ong the surrounding images and, all together, they for1n a time 
block this film thus affecting the three sorts of time in all the images . 

. 

This is apparent in a symbolic way twice. First, in the long seqL1ence devoted 
to Vertigo, the only film that has been capable of saying ''impossible memory, mad 
n1en1ory." W ith the necessary tact, Marker immobilizes the instants i n  Vertigo that 
grip him, among scenes chosen in the film, and makes them enter into the sphere 
of his f orn1s of image. Furthermore, he isolates the famous spiral of the credit titles 
and uses it as the en-ibl em of the new time by treating it as it is , as though in 
anticipation: the very image of the Zone, almost a computer image already, bearing 
the ''time figure'' i nside it. Then there is the next-to-last shot of Sa11s Soleil: ''the real 
sight, looking straight forward, which lasted one twenty-fifth of a second," the time 
of an idea, decisive, fruitful instant, had at first (in the first third of the f ihn) been 
on enchanting glimpse of a woman; there had been no reason to freeze it then, as 
there had been with the three precedi ng images, since the text fulfilled the 
function of the image, while reserving its mystery. But at the end of the film we 
find this shot, this photo, this still, both immobilized and, at the same time, fallen 
into the Zone. Perceptible and, at the san1e titne, ren1ote. Thus it has become a sort 
of weft that condenses, in itself , the passage that continually operates between the 
three questions, the three forms of image and the three characters. 

''In front of'' 

The most important difference between the cinen1a and television is, no doubt, that 
we keep passing in front of our set, even when we choose  to stare at it as though we 
were in a seat in a movie theater. And this goes l1and in ha11d with the fact that 
everything, absolutely everythi ng, happens on television (i11discri1ni 11ately and 
simultaneously). This is the situation that the video installation in the an1bigL1ot1s 
gallery and n-iuseum spaces invites us to conceive ane,v, condensing certain gestures, 
postures, and 1noments in a story that carmot be controlled: the spectator's ow 11 
story.22 Here he is, a viewer - visitor, who does 11ot know if his vision is a look at 
sculpture, if he is discovering part of a church (the stra11ge effect, in a chapel in 
Cologne, of the Christ with five n1-01utor� Crt tx , by Gary Hill, or of St.j(J/11 1 o_f t/,e 
Cross, by Bill Viola beneath a st1bterranea11 vault it1 the Charterho t1se i11 Avigno11), 
or if he is a stroller don-iesticating the stained glass windows nearly of tl1e twenty
first century in  new ''passages ," a con1posite being trying to bring the fixed visio11 
peculiar to the cinema and the 1nultiple visions that have taken their place i11 fro11t 
of canvases in the history of painting together in a single view. So the i11stallatio11 is 
a place where there are passages. But it is also a place of worsl1ip. Restricted by its 
own space, it is paradoxically 11ot very suited to reprodt1ction (it is ofte11 fi·agile, 
costly, and hard to photograph), whil e  it has recoL1rse to the 111ost sophisticated 



ele111e11ts of� re1-1rtlti l1t·ti(111 tt•t·l111itlllL'\. l·t)t tl1c:\c: re.1\c>11s .1, \vt·II .1, l1y cl1<>ic'e, t l1c.: 
1 1 1stall,1t1011, 111 tl1e best of� c.1se\, 1-1r(1vitlt·, .1 \Ll�1JJle111t·11l, wJ1 1c.l1 J\ very c1car tl1<>l1gl1 
d1fficL1lt to 11.1111e, for tl1L' tioL1blc l1clix t1f tl1e i111age. 

Let's take Etc - DcJttble l1,e, by Thierry KL111tzel. The co11trast betwce11 fixccl11css 
and 111oven1er1t is i111n1ediately taken to the extre111e. A11d it 1s 1 11te11�1ficd by tl1e 
co11tra t betvvee11 the screens a11d wl1at tl1ey represent. 011 the 011e l1a11d, tl1ere is a 
tir1y picture, \Vhere a scene takes place, as in very early films, i11 a single shot- tab/eat, 

\vhere the sn1allest actions are arrayed. On the other, there is a gigantic picture, 
hypothetically taken from a detail of the first one, made of a single, large close-up, 
and animated by a movement on a body. The cruel, programmed hypercontinuity 
of the movement is heightened by the somber clearness of an im age that may seerrJ. 
less candid than that of the little image f acing it, with i ts hyperreality, merely 
because of the enlargement due to the projection. But what interests me here, 
without stressing the fact that painting is brought into play again as an important 
par t  of the operation (Ete, the picture by Poussin, the art book in which the 
spectator looks at it, the perspective discovery in the small picture, its implication 
in the large one), is the effect that comes from the spectator's view. He cannot, of 
course, see both pictures at the same time. So he can only remember one while he's 
looking at the other, since the time of passage from one to the other is so brief. But 
what happens in that instant? Simply a jamming effect, a blot. A dim ming. A 
fixedness that checks movement. A sliding that disturbs the static shot. In the instant 
of transition when the two images are combined, as in the contemplation of each 
one of the two images invaded by the other, blending perception and recollection, 
the mental operation introduces a distor tion that is characteristic of the mental 
image i tself as soon as it enters into a perception, and thus makes i t  take part in a 
hallucination. And it is all the more apparent because the vision of the thing that i t  
perceived displays a total clarity. I t  quivers with clarity, like a mirage in summer 
sunlight. A double view: the supplement of vision disturbs it and produces a fragile 
anamorphosis or the dividing line between mobility and imm obility. 

A similar effect is produced by Eviction Struggle, by Jeff Wall, though with 
a greater gap between the materials and mechanisms. This time, a course is fallowed 
on both sides of a single enormous rectangle that has to do wi th more than a simple 
reversion in a mirror. The contrast between the materials is radical. On one side, the 
sublunar brilliance of the cibachrome illuminates a huge photograph of a cityscape. 
On the other, nine video-film images extract nine actions in motion from the static 
action of the large image. T hey become more and more complicated ,vhile 
alternately showing the shot and reverse shot of each action, repeated and varied ten 
times over, linked in a chain for an indefinite length of time, and more or less slo\\·ed 
down and chained to themselves in a sort of locked progression. As a result, \\'e have 
a very strange feeling when we go from one side of the block to another and receive 
the global effect in front of each one of its sides. The overly static image seems 
animated by all the milling about that takes place in its depths and spreads v irtuall,· 
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to its slightest motifs. Meanwhile, we try in vain to recapture a complete scene which 
has been destroyed by the black holes between the monitors and punctured, like a 
canvas, or shattered, like a mirror, by the outburst of actions that seem to acqulre a 
real death, a density that has entered the third dimension. All this also takes place in 
the box, in the dark, which becomes an image of the brain crushed by its own 
visions. And, once more, one can imagine to what extent the confused-impressions 
combine two levels of analogy that grip the image the images in a vice. 

The passage leading to the image is long and narrow. But when you reach the 
image, it's too large, too high, and too close. We can only remain standing or sit 
down on the floor, overwhelmed, also having to face the idea that, this time, the 
show lasts six and a half hours, since the original twenty-six minute film has been 
slowed down sixteen times by Bil l  Viola in order to obtain such an extraordinary 
result. Passage aims, in a more direct way than most installations, at playing with the 
situation of the typical cinema spectator stockstill in front of the film. Kuntzel had 
tried to do this in another way in Nostos II, by bringing the divergence to bear on 
a tumultuous perception of space, through twenty minutes of images scattered at 
random over a screen reconstructed with nine monitors (in other words, eighty 
condensed minutes) whereas Viola bases his disjunction of space on an excessive 
expansion of time. This means that the spectator is invited simply to pass by, 
unrestrained by time, but that he is, nevertheless, constrained to take position in a 
procession, in conditions that confront him with a screen as though with a place 
that is so disturbingly close that he can fondle the illusion of touching, piercing, 
intruding. W hat happens in it could have been trite a child's birthday, the 
American rite par excellence if the image were not located very precisely at a 
midpoint, habitually surrounded by a combination of n1ore acute differences 
heightened by a multitude of ' postures. W hat we see is no longer mobile or 
motionless, representational or abstract. It never stops flowing like an organic 
matter that rocks you because it is swinging along with the slightest possible gaps 
between the four extreme sides that form it. With nothing more than a red, yellow, 
purple ball, a blinding light bulb, a blue window, the four candles on the birthday 
cake in the dark, a quick zoom, a close-up of a child illuminated by a flash of light 
or suddenly plunged in sl1adows, we go from one side to the other; but so 
imperceptibly that we think we're touching a n1ental form, while the screen is very 
close, very material. And the sound, treated in a similar way, 1nakes our speculative 
activity, like an enveloping wave fro1n the depths, surge up in the two installations 
by Wall and Kuntzel and reverberate in the purest silence. 

' 'A'' 

Writing about Lettre de Siberie ( 1958),Andre Bazin pointed out that Chris Marker 
had invented an entirely new for111 of montage: ' 'Here, instead of se11ding you back 
to what preceded it or forward to what follows it, the i111age goes sideways, so to 
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<;1)cc1k, to \i\'l1 c1t is sai(i ab()llt it.":> ,  W 1tl1 )1 1\ l1.ll) 1tL1al JL1c 1cl 1ty, 13,\1 1 11 a11t 1< t J'>�1tc(I :t11 
e11tire aspect of 1 1 1oder11 c111c111.1 tl1at lie cc)L1lcl 11c>t l1avc k11c>w11, a c 111c111�1 tl1at was 
to beco11 1e 1 11ore "111d 111ore spoke11, or vocal, fust1io11cc.i witl1 co1111)lc111c11t� a11(i c1isas
sociatio11s ste111111i11g fro11 1 voices, texts, a11d speecl1. Tl1c cinc111a of Iles11ais, J ) L1r �1s, 
Straub, Syberberg, a11d Godard. This is tl1e ci11e 111a that video and alJ 11ew for111s of 
pictL1res are endowing with a supplernent, which Marker uses and interprets 1 11 

a11s oleil, leaving us with a pren1011ition that there is 111ore i11 what he says than 
meets the eye by putting the stamp of what he says on what he shows. 

Here we come to a cr itical point. The question is no longer n1erely to speak 
of the image, or of the implication between the soundtrack and filmstrip, between 
the text-language and the picture, but rather to speak of alterations that affect 
both image and language, directly conceived in relation to each other as mater ials. 
As I said, this implies taking the of in '' Passages of the Image'' to mean not only 
the recently discussed between and in front of, but also, with and through them, it 
involves going from the image to what, having been formed along with it, goes 
beyond it, or at least shifts the idea we have acquired of it enough so that it 
becomes hard to define: beyond the image, an analogy that surpasses it, since 
language also has a role to play led by its demon (which, like the image's, will 
never turn into a pure digital angel). This rounds out the diagram of the double 
helix. As we see in science books, it is dominated by two ''risings'' that inter twine 
and spiral upwards. Here the two risings have been used as  metaphorical 
prefi gurations of the two fundamental forms of the image. But between the 
risings, in and adjoined to them, are the ''rungs'' that contain a genetic code . 

Such as the language which, for us, is lodged in the image. It should be 
understood that the point here is only to bring the matter up as an object of 
perspective. Its materialization basically involves two names, with Chris Marker as 
a mediator : Gary Hill and Jean-Luc Godard. 

For a long time now Hill has been looking for a way to see language in 
images, to pour both of them into the depths of a single material. He has tried to 
extract it from sound, the first experimental terrain related with the image, and 
has gone deeper and deeper into the enigma of sound that makes sense and, as it 
makes an image, is capable of making images and embedding itself as something 
utterable in a that it partakes of . Hill has also frequently made use of the power of 
the voice, of the text, of the pressure that is thus exerted on an image that would 
be inconceivable if it weren't saturated by the flood of words. But he has to find 
the voice he needs to make it resound through its visibility, with words that 
become the warp and woof of an image that they contribute to a11d in which they 
tend to live the life of an image. Bear in mind the extent to which they are caught 
up in the sense that existed before, just as the in1.age is taken fi·om the preexisting 
body of the world (no matter how disembodied this world may become). A single 
example : the end of Happenstance. A tree conceived as a phantas1nal tree-pattern, 
halfway between diagram, painting, and photograph (were not trees predestined 



for such a midpoint, since they have been used as models for machines and 
speech?) sheds thin white layers of f ilm; we naturally associate them with leaves or 
birds, but when they fall on the ground they turn into letters and words. Words 
that undulate and shimmer like substantial things, and give us their message 
''N OTH I N G  TAL K I N G ,  S I L E N C E  T H E R E ." Meanwhi le, the voice, as in the 
utterance in Un Coup de des, restates what the words do in order to confirm what 
they become: ''The words are arriving listen to them. T hey are speaking of  
nothing nothing but themselves with a self-confident logicality. I speak I 
speak to them . . . .  " They speak as images . 

If  Disturbance (after the installati on, In s;tu, and the tape, Incidence o
f 

Catastrophe) opens such broad horizons, it is not only because this installation, 
with its seven monitors, has developed all the effects of the double helix, with its 
dual language : speech and images . The theme and the range of views it involves 
reach to the foundations of our culture by entering the image through the book, by 
reexamining it on the basis of the book. Kuntzel had already touched upon this, from 
Nostos I (tape) to Nostos II (installation), pouring a book that had been skimmed 
through in the form of  images, multiplying it with a screen made of nine screens and 
then taking the cinema-mechanism that had been conceived anew by means of 
video back to its psychic-poetic (Freud, .Mallarme) origins. Gary Hill adds nature 
rocks, water, fruit, animals and the words to express it, for which he finds a sort of 
substance in the Acts ofThomas (apocryphal Gnostic Gospel). He has to be able to 
establish himself :fully in the world all over again, amid the shock and disturbance that 
are involved in the search for a new contract between words and images. 

This is the same question that Godard has brought out with renewed precision 
in a marginal film, which is his most important work in recent years and the one that 
comes closest to the venture he achieved with Histoire(s) du ci11ema : Puissance de la 
parole. From the very first words the o nly ones that Godard himself wrote in this 
case the purpose is to go fron1 cinema to video: ''Within the entrails of the dead 
planet, a tired old mechanism quivers'' (film comes and goes in the reel containers on 
the editing table). ' 'Tubes radiating a pale, vibrant glow awoke'' (this refers to video). 
''Slowly, as though reluctantly, a switch, in neutral, changed position'' (this difficult 
passage from cinema to video enables the image-sound to gain new positions). Fron1 
there the intrigue unfolds, with two actions alternating:  a broken, resumed, halting 
telephone conversation between two lovers (this hypostasis of Godard's don1estic 
scene is taken word for word from Tl1e Postman Always Rings Twice by James M. Cain) ; 
a metaphysical dialogue between a man and a young woman, two angels (it is taken 
from the tale by Poe to which the f ilm owes its title). Everything has to do with the 
relationship that is established, in images and words, between the two actions and 
inside each of them. During the exchange between the two lovers, their bodies n1elt 
into  the landscapes that the voices evoke and cross, to the rhythm of an acceleration
superimposition of images harmonized by the nun1erical 111ontage. Thus there is a 
representation (in a realistic-poetic style, with cables and satellites) of the voice's trip 



tl1ro t1gl1 sp.1c.·e, so111L't1111cs 111c)tit1l.1tL'cl \V ttl1 l'(ll<)<:S (I·ra11k's fir,t ''l1cllc>!' ' is rCJ)catccl 
eight ti111es). Tl1c first t1ttcra11cc tl1,1t gc)cs , ,c>lc11111ly a11d s�)lc11cl1clly, frc)11 1 tl1c 11 1:111 L<> 
tl1e \V0111,111, ,vitl1 the tree-birc.i, .1t tl1c c11c.i of tl1e rot ttc, altcr11ated st1pcri111po\ecl c,11 
tl1e l1eroi11e 's body, see111s like a11 A1111t111ciatio11. 1 11 tl11s way, tl1e 1 11i111etic \wift11ess of 
tl1e in1age st1stai11s a 111eta111orphosis : words t t 1r11 into i111ages , which beco111e the 
e 111bodu11e11t, V1bratio11, and ecl10 of the words that presttppose then1 . 

All the work prepared since lei et aillei,rs and Nz,1mero Deux to put words on the 
scree11, to 111ake then1 work in in1ages, cubninates in this magnificent mutation effect: 
\vords identified with the material spaces they cross, thought forming one body with 
the earth, everything in the universe opening double and single fires of emotion. 
Amorous transports passion become transport for word-images between 
united and separated bodies in a sort of essence of (impossible) Communication -
''above and below conununication," in search of a new form of expression. 
The power of the following dialogue, forming part of the first one, lies in its 
intensification, in the words themselves, of the sensitive division in the conversation 
between the lovers. ''Did there not (says Mr.Agathos to Miss Oines) cross your mind 
some thought of the physical power of words? Is not every word an impulse on the air?'' 
In other words, an image doubled: the sound image of the vibration of the word as 
well as the visual image of the fragments of landscape and matter mixed together, in 
the conversation between the lovers and the dialog of the angels. Images of nature, 
elementary and cosmic. Images of painting (Bacon, Ernst, Picasso, etc.) jnvolve the 
passions of bodies and the earth again through the question of their representation . 
Pictures in slow motion, frozen, shattered ; or reconstructed, transformed, represented 
anew thanks to the swiftness of the montage and the potency of the special effects. 
In  short, images in search of a new speed, which Godard has been looking for since 
France Tour Detour Deux Enfants, but this time really  capable of changing speed, for 
instance, of going from a ''photographic'' representation to (more or less emphatic) 
sketches of distortion. So here all the elements speak among one another and 
represent one another as , I think, had never before been seen or heard in a fiction 
film. So what is the achievement shared by Puissance de la parole and Disturbance? For 
each author, it must be situated according to what completes it and adds something 
to its sense: for Hill, the force that has been compelling him for several years now to 
explore Blanchot's Thomas l'obscur (In Situ, Incidence of Catastrophe, and recently the 
installation And Sat Down Beside Her) ;  for Godard, the evangelical screenplay of ]e vous 
salue Marie. The idea is to return to the origins of the world, of our world, the world 
of the law the book, in order to understand how it turned into a book of images, and 
what the consequences are. 

When St. Augustine stated his famous proposition ''Though man worries in 
vain, he walks in the image,"24 and when the iconodule Nicephorus based his defense 
of images on this extraordinary assertion, ''Not only Christ, but the entire uruverse 
will disappear if there is no more circumscription or icon,"2s it was only possible to 
place such trust in the image and the incarnation it implies insofar as the image "\Vas 



dependent 011 a Word on which its visibility depended. This dependence imper
ceptibly cru1nbled, starting with the '' crisis' ' of the Renaissance, and gradually, over 
the centuries, led to the autonomization of the visual image. This, in connection, as 
we know, with the autonomization and diffusion of the book, endowed the image 
with a power of its own, regardless of the discourses around it or the verbal 
background from which it emerged. W hile the prototype of Brunelleschi was the 
symbolic starting point for such an autonomy, the invention of the cinema was 
certainly its culmination and turning point. It is not irrelevant that, at the very 
moment when cinema appeared, a theory of the unconscious was being elaborated 
in which a division was formulated: in Freud's thought it opposes the representation 
of things with that of words, conferring on the former, the additional attributes of an 
image and originality, of being irreducible and having body, which one must break 
away from in order to have access to the latter, and from there to the language that 
will be able to utter them. All French reflection for half a century has thus been 
drawn between the pincers of the word and the image ( of the figure and the 
discourse): from Lacan restoring a privilege to the Word, reversing Freud, to Lyotard 
trying to switch the deal around and reshuffle the cards; from Barthes, short of words, 
concentrating on the ineffability of the image, to Foucault and Deleuze, refining new 

oo strategies (in Foucat1lt the ''visible'' and ''utterable," which have been given such °' 
.-1 prominence by Deleuze) in an attempt to go further than the antinomies, 

autonomies, and dependencies of a long history. This, I think, is what Hill and 
Godard accomplish, in turn, by giving the question a special turn of the screw, 
perhaps an additional aspect, when they try, not to rediscover God, but to envisage a 
new foundation of the word in the image (or through the image). A word that is 
both consistent and dissolved, with no more privileges than the image to which it 
gives itself and which it thus tears away all the more clearly from the sphere of a 
groundless divinity that has no grounds for existing. 

This is not, to be sure, an appeal to a decline or even to a substitution of the 
visual image (though it is clear, as history and ideals show, that there has been a 
tendency in Benjamin, for example as there still too often is, to identify it 
with ''art ' ') . In a certain sense, nothing is more important than the silence of great 
images. The kind that remains attached to real photographs. Or the less comn1on 
kind that emerges, for instance, fron1 the works of Kuntzel and Wall , which is so 
different from that of silent films (wluch had not been sought and, above all, was 
less thorough than has been thought) , and, on the contrary, so close to the silence 
that has been diffused through experimental f ilms up to the time of video art. So 
the point would rather be (and the entire In1age Passages exhibition, on the whole, 
bears witness to this) to make this commonplace but necessary observation : there 
is no visual image that is not n1-ore and more tightly gripped, even in its essential, 
radical withdrawal, inside an audiovisual or scriptovisual (what horrid words) 
image that envelops it, and it is in this context that the existence of something that 
still resembles art is at stake today. We are well aware, as Barthes and then Eco have 



bec:11 i101 11t111g OLtt for ,t)11 1c ti111e 110\V, ,111cl as wa� sc> c1c.l111 ir:1l)ly rcfc,r 111 L1l�1tccl l)y 
l )ele t1ze \Vitl 1 a11 extraord 1 11ary e11 1pl 1a,1, 011 tl1c 1 111�1gc, )(, tl1.1t wt· arc 11ot really 
l1v1 11g 1 11 11 a c1viliz.1tio11 of the i111age'' evc11 thot1gh pcss 1 1nist1c prop}1cts have 
tr ied to 111ake LIS believe that it l1as beco111e ot1r evil spir it JJar excclle,zre, r1c> dc)ttbt 
beca t1se it l1ad bee11 111istake11 for ar1 angel for st1cl1 a long t1111c. ?.7 We have gor1e 
beyo11d the i 111age, to a 11a1neless mixture, a discourse-i 1nage, if you like, or a sound
i1nage (''Son-l111age," Godard calls it), whose first side 1s occupied by television and 
second side by the computer, in our all-purpose n1achine society. This is clearly 
where we can observe all the potentialities anticipated by the computer image, over 
and above the image itself, since it is produced by the same machine which, better 
than any other, can combine and relate interplays with images and with language 
to any conceivable extent. Bt1t this discourse-image is also a murmur that rever
berates like a larger and larger voice that becomes more and more alien (the alien 
voice that was evoked so splendidly by Blanchet in its always potentially close 
relationship with dictare, dictatorship).28 And, as he says, it is in front of this murmur, 
but as close to it as possible, that art (''art or nearly art," as Mallarme said of Un 

Coup de des) finds its duty and its chance. ''Harmony parallel to nature," as Straub
Huillet have Cezanne say, so aptly, in a film that was made, precisely, in our time. 
No  matter what the new nature is, or what remains of the old. In the long run, 
we'l l  have to invent a name for this new art, or why not? simply go on calling 
it ''cinematography." On condition that graphein embraces the power of the voice 
as well as the physical quality of words , and that kinema includes the touch of the 
hand and all kinds of time. D 
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V I D E O ,  N E T WO R K S ,  

A N D  A R C H I T E C T U R E  

Some Physical Realities of Electronic Space 

II K a t h y  R a e  H u f f m a n  

A form of architecture can now be located within video and computer technology. 
It is electronic volume, a phenomenon that also provides cohesion for radical artistic 
communication practices. This is intelligent space! It defines information as site, 
especially as it informs the influence of experimental art and the fundamental 
discourse relevant to the reality of data space. The expanded redefinition of the virtual 
as real has been reconstructed by traditional communication practices such as radio, 
telephone, and television, and their manifest contemporary forms in electronic 
network environments and their evolving multimedia network applications. These 
spatial expressions employ electronics not only to decode the transparencies inherent 
in the video and computer images we normally observe, but in this case they are also 
used to define the physical, navigable properties of electronic data space itself. In an 
obvious contradiction, these spaces are conceptually embedded in the intelligent 
mechanisms that exist independently of what is visible on the surface of an electronic 
screen. This spatial transparency, which as Virilio notes has long supplanted 
appearances, 1 takes on physical din1ensions of a new order at this point because the 
representation of overlapping physical and electronic realities can now be readily 
constructed, observed, and experienced in convenient formats. 

Equally important in a discussion of an electronically created terrain and virtual 
architecture is the consideration of the critical and theoretical discourse that connects 
video, informatics, and the geography of space.2 These concerns, which have evolved 
during the past three decades of practical experience, research, and observation by 
artists using the new media of their era, are the direct consequence of the exploration 
of the media's potential , including the investigation of the altered and elaborated 
electronic image. Likewise, the rapid advancement of the understanding of 
information networks underscores a completely new phenomena: the traceable grid 
that exists in electronic space. A revolt1tionary new understanding of this volu1ne is a 
result of what once seemed to be an impossibility: the representation of depth in the 
electronic frame. But, according to Deleuze, impossible ideas from one 1nediu 111 often 
translate to another, because a creator who is not seized at the throat by a set of 
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t111dcrstood as tl1c trajcctc)ry of 111ovc111e11t i 11to ex11er1e11tial tra ils ,,f elcct1c,111c 
1 1 1c1 1 1ory. Tl1e radical sl 1ift of t111dersta11ding towards the idea of 1 1 1cdia volt1111c i<; a 
revised t1 11dersta 11di11g of sp,1cc. 

The experiences of artists a1Jd tecl1 11icians, tl1roughout the history of video a1Jd 
111ulti111edia technology, has adva 11ced the understa 11ding of how the viewing of 
son1ethi11g progresses fron1 the 1netaphysical, or psychological act, toward a perceptual 
understandi11g co 111plete with physical experience and comprehension .  This 
experiential phenon1ena tra 11slates into an awareness of how images function on 
various levels of the communication scale. The online real-time exercise in the 
si 1nultaneous transmission of ideas functions as an example of the numerous 
conununication energies and impulses crowding earth's airwaves, outerspace, and the 
universe. In our real-world environment, we participate i11 the network of intense 
frequencies that intrude into and upon the rhythm of the human body. Both 
tangible and intangible effects of this information bombardm ent are physically 
evidenced. As invisible phenomena, this is media information portrayed by way of 
digital decoding, and analogue visualization processes. In a selection of video for the 
exhibition ''Intelligente Ambiente/Intelligent Environments,"4 an attempt is made to 
create a new awareness of these mysterious communication media as a new episte
mological space: a real space that combines video and computer technology with 
theoretical and practical issues of architecture and appearances. s 

A R C H I T E C T U R E  A N D C O M M U N I C A T I O N 

The intrusion of media in today's urban environment is overwhelmingly apparent 
as a system of electronic space mapping. These abstract functions range from real 
surveillance mechanism s, to the analysis of how tra ffic moves, or how design 

Left: Merce Cunningham in Nam June Paik's "Good Morning Mr: Orwe ll," 1 984. Center Ponton 
European Med ia Art Lab - Arts Project. Piazza Virtuale: a. i. Rrght: LIVE AID-from TY. 
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functions in physical space. We have grown accustomed to these systems, which 
are ongoing, and are always quietly at work. The next generation of communi
cation technologies will require more advanced, conceptual ability to receive and 
perceive abbreviated language, as bits of images from commercial and authori
tative sources�. This information w ill involve the physical and psychological 
immersion into electronic advertising, official regulations, and state propaganda. 
Therefore, the necessity to expand the creative expressions of environmental 
electronic architecture is a developing concern of designer s. The alternative, 
unrestricted exploration of multimedia artists is of real value to urban planners, 
architects who are socially concerned with the numerous electronic augmen
tations and configurations of natural space. 

This cinematic phenomena, previously known and visually translated as the 
genre of architecture on film dates back to the beginning of exper imental filmmak
ing at the turn of the century. By tradition, this activity was primarily an interpretive 
look into spaces and structures, and the early films made by architects, sometimes in 
collaboration with filmmakers, primarily analyzed architectural forms. As a geme of 
documents, these films preserve valuable images of structures threatened or lost 
through time, war, or renovation. As conceptual statements and observational 
practices, the favorite filmed subjects included cities, housing projects, highway 
systems, landscapes, and workplaces. The effect of these film studies on contemporary 
architecture has been strong, and the relationship between the two is a powerful 
precedent for today's new media concerns. In fact, in an interaction between film 
and architecture, it has been noted that architecture does not merely put forward 
prospects for viewing. Rather it creates energy spaces with which the cinematic 
interfere, so as to gain its own topology in loco. The cinema will grow so enormo1isly 
that the architectural itself will begin to charge itself with cinematic forces . . . . 6 

E L E CTRON I C  M E MOR I E S  

The consumer video boom of the 1980s propelled ordinary folks to purchase Super 8 
home movie cameras or, a little later, VHS video recorders. These home recorders 
made it possible to discover how to see and experience space differently, and began 
the accumulation of an entirely distinct set of memories that were experienced 
differently from the preceding generations' memories in large part because of the 
ability to replay recordings of personal events instantaneously. With the endless 
opportunities to document life around them during the past decade, individuals 
have become so familiar with the act of observing space and time in electronic 
form that the medium has become infused with new meanings and oppor
tunities to understand the self and others. Video, which portrays these moments 
without judgment, or the filter of emotion, reflects them as ordinary memories in a 
continuously moving, and thoroughly integrated, picture of reality. Created from an 



t'lt•ctro11ic l1gl1c sottrCl' tl1at C)Vt'r].1�1s .1J1cl jt1xt.1�)<>Sl'\ tl11..:.· 11c,,v-f:1111iliar 111t·111<,ry-
1111ages 111 t1e\\ COillbtll,ltl()ll\ - Llllllattlf,l} 1 11 �1J1ys1c.1J life l)tlt n1111ili;ir ill till' state <>f 
video tl1e e11cot111ter111g of tl1e clectrc>11 1c 1 1 1c:111c)ry as reality 11as l)cC<>111c 
co111111011place. Tl1e rest1lt111g co111111erc1al 111a,s co11,t1111pt1on of 111cga-i 11fi>r 111atic)11, 
,vl1ich is supposed to be by everyo11e a11d for everyo11e 1�, 111 reaJ1ty, tl1e art of hci11g 
every,,,here ,,,I11le really bei11g 110,vhere. A qt1cstio11 1s the degree to \vhicl1 
i11dividuals ,vill co11tinue to affect a11d establish the real space of 11etwork 
e11viro1m1e11ts, neighborhoods, and conrmunities. A witness and trans111utation of 
representation, the en1ergence of forn1S as volu111es desti11ed to persist as long as their 
n1aterials \.vould allow has given way to images whose duration is purely retinal. 7 

V I D E O ,  I N S T A L L AT I O N ,  A N D  P S Y C H O L O G I C A L  S P A C E  

Videotape provided a breakthrough in the understanding of the relationship between 
artistic image making, space, and perception of oneself. In the mid- 197os, when video 
first began to be used widely by the first generation of video pioneers, these artists, 
coming from various creative fields, explored new ways to examine the technology 
and to observe themselves simultaneously in personal and public space. s Video was a 
rejection of the frozen moments in time most familiar to artists, in which temporal 
space was painted atmosphere or a mood captured in a photograph. The video 
medium was a statement against consumerism, against the art market, and toward a 
communication practice that involved community and consciousness. In the earliest 
actual practice, video was used in the same way as survei11ance devices are today, it was 
employed to keep watch over and to observe reality. Much of this video research 
material remains unedited and unwatched. It was, however, a valuable experience 
that facili tated artists ' understanding of electronic space, memory, and video's ability 
to document experience in real time. Towards these goals, many artists created 
sophisticated settings in which a prepared physical environment was integral to the 

Left: Russel Connor interviewing Rainbow Video at WGBH-TV's first-ever live, on-the-air. half-inch 
video festival, 1 972. Center: Douglas Davis, Documenta 6 Satellrte Telecast. 1 977. Right: K,t Galloway 
and Sherrie Rabinowitz, documentation of Hole ,n Space commun,catrons sculpture, 1 980. 
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Left: WGBH-1V: Lulu, or the chicken who ate Columbus. Interactive 1V a la 1 980. Center: Michael 
Smith and Mike Kelley in The Arts for Telev1s1on, 1 982. Right: First moon landing, 1 969. 

understanding of the electronic space being created ,vith video technology. This 
act creating electronic territory and involving the viewer in it as a physical 
entity is a direct predecessor to contemporary, interactive multin-iedia art, and 
immersive technology. Installation artists introduced strong concepts of both 
psychological and physiological territory, and advanced an awareness of extended 
boundaries, and an electronic ability to define space, time, and energy. 

L I V E  T E L E V I S I ON E X P E R I M E NTS-

B E I N G  TO G E TH E R  I N  E L E CTRON I C  S PA C E  

Television experience has extended the territory of the home and the sensibilities 
of its inhabitants. Like radio and the telephone, its direct-indirect capabilities were, 
on the one hand, all-pervasive yet for the most part uncontrollable. As a 
private/ public space, television was often ref erred to as a vvindow on the vvorld 
a phrase now understood more clearly for its political-conunercial context and as a 
control mechanism for the public than as a method to gain cultural inforn1ation. In 
television terms, infor 1nation, cultural standards, and trend setting is big business, 
and the subject of culture is generally connected with research into its effective 
control. The explorations of television space by artists fron1 the r96os include live 
and interactive experimental events that allude to a real space, but were actually 
created as an alternative television space that connected, or allowed co11m1L1nication , 
between sites. Live television and satellite performances were designed to co111bine 
two or more places. Spaces were first attempted by artists under the concept of event 
and spectacle. Interactive and live broadcasts were, however, usually closed circuit, or 
broadcast to a limited number of homes or fu1uted 1narket, as broadcasters norn1ally 
refer to the viewers. The earliest telev ision experiments were possible only becau e 
they were not considered to be important, because broadcasters considered art to be 
a neutral subject, and for public and cable television, the artist held a special positio11, 
much like that of a researcher. 9 
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For tc-leco111111t111icatio11s, c 0111111g t(>gctl1c1 111 ti 111c 111c,111s, 111vl·rsc ly, clista1 ici 11g 
011eself i11 sp,1ce. 10 

Mc.111y of tl1e early telev1s1011 prc>jects were at tl1e ti111e c,1llccl i11 tcract1vc; bt1t 

,vere actt1ally perfor111anccs 11eld i11 111ore tl1a11 011c locatio11 to attc111i)t 111t1tual1ty 

of ti111e a11d space fro111 differe11t locatio11s. Tl1ese con11ectio11c; between spacec; were 
often accompanied by theoretical subtexts on n1ass con1111unicatio11, and tl1e 
political issue surrounding the control of information by broadcasters. Even now, 
in the context of advanced co1nputer technology, some of the early live historic 
televisio11 transmissions stand up as seminal works, integral to the communication 
industry's acceptance of art and technology. Douglas Davis,Allen Kaprow, and Nam 
June Paik vvere three primary artists who experimented by creating the first live 
and interactive television events, first dating from 1968, and continuing into the 
early 1970s, on WGBH television, Boston's public television station and on PBS 
WNET 1 3 ,  in New York City. Other experiments were conducted on the West 
Coast at KQED, the San Francisco public television station. The archeology of 
artist's broadcast work, including radio, television, telephone, and various commu
nication networks, continues to be compiled and examined. Important keys to an 
interrelated history of the cultural and individual vitality of seeing electronic 
images and spaces will be revealed in the analysis of this history. 

The I 99os introduced a relatively new concept of the interactive/ digital
television environment. The first of the artistic experimental electronic networks 
featured direct access to the communication system from home by way of the 
common communication interface: the telephone. The capabilities exist for 
multimedia exploration of the television and information networks, the specific 
architectural forms and realities created by electronics. As physical places, three 
contemporary references include: Piazza Virtuale the Ponton European Media Art 
Labs interactive computer environment for live television (broadcast for I oo 
continuous days from the Documenta IX), which featured Picturephone ISDN 
connections, telephone keypad-controlled games and activities, and chat programs 
using modems, FAX, telephone and live entry-points; the interactive television space 
Yorb World, an interactive community cable television program developed at New 
York University, in which a little world can be explored by viewers using the 
telephone keypad; and the Electronic Cafe, a real site that connects participants in 
point- to -point communication from various sites around the world in conversations, 
poetry, and communication art. In these examples it is important to recognize that 
place is still a necessary space, but architecture can no longer be bound by the static 
conditions of locally defined place, here or there, but as architecture in data space. 1 1  

In the mediated virtual world, there are no longer fixed places in the sense that 
we once knew them. Architecture must now address the problem of the event, and 
even rock concerts may be considered the archetypal form for an architectural 
event. 12 If, as Peter Eisenman states, the new architecture is a rock concert, then 
the ultimate skyscraper of the recent past is the example by U2, ,vith their concert 
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Left: Nam June Paik, Picturephone performance between Los Angeles and New York, 1 979. 
Center: Pier Marton meditates on the world situation in The Arts for Television, 1 982. Right: Bill Viola, 
a lot of young people at WGBH-TV's first-ever live, o n -the-air. half- inch video festival, 1 972. 

tour of ZOO TV, a mobile live satellite spectacle connecting their concert with the 
broadcast of regular television programs, and the viewers to the concert, by satellite 
dish and by telephone. And, as a finale and sign-off at the end of each concert, a 
call is placed to the W hite House, asking the president for peace, with the 
background roar of applause and agreement from the thousands of spectators in  
the live audience. Another example is of course the m-Bone transmission of the 
Rolling Stones concert, as a full Internet experience over broad-band systems. 

C H E C K I N G  O U T  D A T A  S P A C E  F O R  P H Y S I C A L  

R E A L I T I E S  A N D  S O C I A L  P R A C T I C E S  

The new electronic territory is media information. This is an invisible archi
tecture without the interface of technology, and it faces new challenges in the 
public domain. But, it is not a fictional nor simply a virtual environn1ent. Artists, 
for expressive and theoretical intent, have discovered in1portant lessons about the 
image and its relationship to this created space, especially as it relates to the vast 
worldwide Internet territory of seenungly unlimited and con1pounding inforn1a
tion. This space, a potential new shared platforn1 for collaborative artmaking and 
communication, demands an entirely new use of language, space, a11d tin1e. Ai1d, 
if we believe W ittgenstein that language is also a fundan1ental technology, and 
not merely a vehicle for expressing thought but the driver of thot1ght the11 the 
new information technologies are doubly in1portant for our future understandi 11g 
of space and i nformation . Very ser iously we n1ust judge how they affect our 
culture, our lives, our living. As a working space, electronic architectt1re in1pacts 
our creative practices and physical reality which certainly will bri11g about new 
social practices and observed realities. 

There are collapsing boundaries and new case histories for represe 11tation : 
''boundary," or ''limiting surface'' has tt1r ned i11to an os111otic 111e111bra 11e, like a 



blotti11g pad. Even tl11s defi111t1011 1<; 111c)rc r1gc>roL1s tl1a11 earlier c)11cs, clll(i yc..:t it still 
s igi1als a cl1ange i11 the r1otio11 of l1 111i tat1011. 1 '  Tl1ec;e 1dcac; are urgc,1 t cl1r1l lc11gc\ fc)r 
architects and co111111L111icatio11s experts, wl10 togetl1er with tl1c desigi1crs of new 
for111ats for i11forn1ation syste1ns should be collectively recognized as tl1c j11flucn
tial 111edia artists of the late I 99os. The growing public interest in electronic data 
space, interactive television, and the v irtt1al experience has been compounded by 
the news media, by its excitement and enthusiastic journalism regarding the large 
financial investments being made by computer companies, entertainment, television, 
and public utility systems. It is a crisis of physical dimensions in the mediated world 
that the practical and theoretical interests, and the information technology itself, 
have shifted toward multimedia, v irtual reality, and cyber-connected networks: all 
new terr itor ies created to explore and to understand spatial realms. 0 
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E L E C T R () N I C  M E I ) I A :  

The Rebirth of Perspective and the 

Fragmentation of Illusion 

• K i m  H .  V e l t m a n  

In the first decades of the twentieth century a number of famous artists abandoned 
traditional spatial techniques and experimented with new forms of art: cubism, 
expressionism, abstract expressionism. Some critics believed that these experiments 
heralded a new period of nonfigurative art. For instance, Novotny claimed that scien
tific perspective had ended with Cezanne1 . Arnason, in his standard history of modern 
art2 , spread this view that perspective had died in the early twentieth century. 3 

In retrospect it is clear that nonfigurative art has become a new alternative rather 
than a replacement for all the earlier goals of art. Realism has not died: it has taken 
on new forms, including surrealism, hyperrealism, and superrealism. As a result, a 
significant drop in the publications on perspective from I 9 I 4 to I 94 5 ( during and 
between the two great wars), the number of books on perspective has risen steadily 
ever since. Indeed more books have been published on the subject in this century 
than during the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries combined (Fig. I) . 

There are a number of reasons for this rebirth of perspective particularly in 
the second half of the twentieth century. The enormous rise in world population 
has brought a hitherto unprecedented emphasis on the built environment, with a 
corresponding rise in publications on architectural perspective and technical 
drawing. 4 Related to this has been a dramatic rise in the fields of surveying and 
mapping, culminating in the emergence of Geographical Information Systems 
(GIS) and Area/Facilities Management (AM/FM) in the context of public 
administration at the town, municipal, and provincial levels, concerns with law 
and order (police departments), and security (insurance companies) . 

New technologies have played an integral role in these developments. In the 
course of World War I ,  the introduction of aerial photography brought new 
challenges of relating terrestrial maps with aerial photographs often taken at an 
angle, and led to the new field of photogrammetry. The rise of satellite photog
raphy added an unprecedented quantity of raster images such that even today only 
an estimated 10 percent of all satellite images are ever examined. 

Integrally connected with this quest for recording the world has been a quest for 
reconstructing it electronically in terms of vector images. The discovery of basic 
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algorithms for perspective in electronic form led to computer graphics and the 
emergence of the so-called four C's, namely, Computer Aided Design (CAD) , 
Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) , Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) ,  and 
Computer Integrated Manufacturing ( CIM) , each of which assumes the use of 
systematic spatial coordinates in the rendering of objects and contexts.5 This has 
expanded greatly the use of linear and other forms of perspective because once an 
image has been rendered in vector form it can be rotated, tilted, and viewed from any 
direction either in its true dimensions (e.g. ,  ground plan, elevation) or perspectivally. 

Analog cameras are increasingly being replaced by both digital cameras and by 
virtual cameras; i.e., where computers reproduce the effects of a photographic image 
through graphics software. 6 This is leading to ever greater links between analog and 
digital methods in terms of vector and raster images . 

Cinema, as an application of photography, has also implicitly broadened the 
scope of perspective. New explicit uses for perspective have been introduced by 
movie set designers who replace actual cityscapes with illusionistic painted facades 
in order to save money, adapting accelerated perspective used in stage scenery in 
the theater. Some of these dramatic effects have become permanent fixtures in 
theme parks such as Disneyworld and Universal Studios (Orlando) . 

The emergence of virtual reality is a further stimulus for this resurgence of 
perspective, because it entails a combination of different viewpoints (see Inside
Outside below) . For the purposes of this essay, developments since 1950 will be 
referred to as modern perspective and will be compared and contras ted to 
Renaissance perspective where appropriate. 

R E N A I SSANCE TH E M E S 

It is well known that Renaissance artists made copies of paintings. They also copied 
individual elements of paintings such that a hand from Leonardo's 1..Ast Supper was 
used in a painting of a Virgin and Child. In modern terms, they introduced the 
equivalent of clip art long before the notion was formally introduced. 

One aspect of the rebirth of interest in Renaissance perspective in the 
twentieth century has been the adaptation of particular objects and motifs in new 
contexts. For instance, :fifteenth-century artists such as Piero della Francesca and 
Leonardo da Vinci revived an interest in regular and semiregular solids. Modern 
artists use these shapes in holographic art . Euclid, in his Elements, described the 
construction of a seventy-two-sided figure. Leonardo da Vinci, included this figure 
in his illustrations for Pacioli's Divine Proportion ( 1496--1499, printed 1509) . It was 
taken up by Fra Giovanni da Verona in his inlaid wood panels (intarsia) in Santa 
Maria in Organo. It was a symbol for perfection in the Renaissance and became a 
recurrent theme in perspective treatises by Jamni tzer, Sirigatti, Dubreuil , and others. 
In modern perspective, Salvador Dali adapts a variant of this seventy-two-sided 



figure i11 a pai11ti11g of a vvo111�111 's l1ead. ()tl1e1 sc111i-regt1lar sol1<-1<; fc>L111cl i11 Ja111111tzcr 
rect1r ,1s garde11 or11ar11e11ts i11 a book by Nie1se11 ( 1 8 1 2) a11d i11 var1a11t for111 111 
T Vate[fiz/1, Escher's fa111ous e11gravi11g. Si111ilarly, a cylindr ical <;hape or toroid, k11ow11 
i11 tl1e Re11aissance as a tt1azzocc/1io, a11d a leit 111otif jn Barbaro's Practice of Perspective 
( 1 568), rect1rs in variant for111 i11 a woodcut by Escher. While the shapes are similar, 
their function changes. During the Renaissance, color and shading were used to 
distinguish clearly between different sides and layers of a solid or series of nested 
solids. In  modern perspective, artists such as Escher deliberately use color and 
shading to introduce ambiguities in our reading of such shapes. 

This continuity of images extends to other objects such as stair s, which are an 
important theme in the treatises of Jan Vredeman De Vries, and are said to have 
inspired at least one of the staircases in a painting by Rembrandt. In the twentieth 
century, this theme of stairs continues in the famous staircases of Escher. Individual 
elements also recur in new contexts, as with the perspectival dragon in Uccello's 
Saint George and the Dragon (London, National Gallery) that also appears in one of 
David Hockney's stage sets. Or individual elements are substituted, as with the 
protagonist in Botticelli's Birth of Venus (Florence, Uffuzi), who is replaced by Elvis 
Presley in  Richard W Maile's adaptation (SIGGRAPH, 1990). Sometimes the 
adaptation is merely a small part of the original as with the hands in Michelangelo's 
Creation of Man (Vatican, Sistine Chapel), which recur in variant form in E. T 
Hence, while there is a continuity of objects and motifs, a two-way process 
transforms  the Renaissance examples into modern ones. Objects which were 
originally isolated figures during the Renaissance become integrated into complex 
scenes in modern perspective. Alternatively, objects originally integrated in a scene 
during the Renaissance recur either as isolated objects or in new contexts in the 
twentieth century. This is one of the sources of the fragmentation of illusion 
considered below and is important because it means that the problems associated 
with electronic image-editing packages were prefigured by Renaissance artists. 

T R A N S F O R M A T I O N S  

During the Renaissance, artists devised a number of means of recording 
perspectival views. The two chief means were instruments and constructions. 
Instruments included the perspectival window, camera obscura, and various 
surveying instruments such as Jacob's staff, the astrolabe, the pantograph, and the 
proportional compass. By the nineteenth century there were other instruments 
such as  the camera lucida (or Claude glass). Constructions included the legitimate 
construction (costruzione legittima) and distance-point construction, although there 
is evidence that a great number of other makeshift constructions were in use. The 
twentieth century has seen many developments in both physical instruments, such 
as pantographs, and electronic equivalents through CAD programs (from high-



end packages, such as Softimage and Al ias, to Autodesk products and lower-level 
products, such as Turbo CAD, and illustration programs such as Corel Draw) . 

In terms of perspective, the rise of photogrammetry focused attention on 
problems of _translating anamorphic images into regular linear perspective and 
conversely. With the advent of high-altitude photography, and subsequently satellite 
photography, there were new problems of translating spherical perspective to linear 
perspective. This greatly increased experience in both alternative projection 
methods and translation from these alternative methods to linear perspective. 

The quest to record and reproduce systematically the physical and the built 
environment led to algor ithms for the construction of linear perspectival space, its 
translation into alternative forms, and vice versa . These algorithms are gradually 
being incorporated into software programs . For instance, Aldus Photo Styler 
includes a function for changing a regular perspectival scene to a fish-eye view, 
spherical perspective or cylindrical perspective. Image Ware includes a whole range 
of painterly effects including a volume devoted to brushstroke techniques and 
another to motion and time sequences . More recently, such algorithms are 
being incorporated directly into hardware chips . For instance , the Genesis Acuity 
gm8 3 3:x2 chip permits one to take a regular video image and transform it into 
its anamorphic equivalents (through translation) , spherical perspective, and other 
transformations . A construction that would have taken days to do manually is 
now performed almost instantaneously with software and hardware: a globe is 
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Fig. I . Graph of publications on perspective in the twentieth century. 



tra11sfor111ed to a fl.1t 111ap of tl1c eartl1 vvl11c.l1 , 111 t t1r11, bcc.0111cs a t}1rcc-(li111c11s1c>11c1l 
la11dscape.As a result operatio11s that \VO ttld 011cc l1avc rcqt1ircd tl1e l1a11d <>fa 111�tstcr 
artist ca11 no\v be executed in a few sir 11ple steps by a11yo11e 111 a 111atter c)f , r1i11t1tes. 

W hile there is no doubt that the rise of new technologies st1ch as satellites 
and ne\v software packages has played an enormous role i 11 this new en1phasis on 
transformational geometries, it is in1portant to note that this process was initiated 
in large part by twenti eth-century artists. While some aspects of their contribution 
have been examined elsewhere, a comprehensive history thereof has yet to be 
written.7 Such a history would need to begin with the transformations in the 
function of the window. One might, for instance, begin with cubist paintings such 
as Juan Gris's Still Life with a Landscape (Philadelphia, 19 I 5) showing the Place 
Ravi gnan in Paris. In Renaissance perspective, there was a fundamental assump
tion that windows were transparent and that walls occluded. In cubist perspective 
this assumption is challenged. Hence we find ourselves looking through walls. 
Artists such as Magritte and Dali take these experiments much further and make 
them the basis of a new movement in art :  surrealism. For instance, Magritte, in his 
Promenades of Euclid (New York, Iolas Gallery, r 9 5 5), creates deliberate ambiguities 
between a window that reveals a scene beyond it and an easel painting based 
thereon which occludes the scene beyond it. In the same painting he also creates 
deliberate ambiguities between a pyramidal tower and the pyramidal diminution 
of a street. Dali takes these ideas even further in  a painting that shows the 
posterior view of a nude woman framed by a cross-shaped transparent window in 
one focus, which is reduced to the occluding portrait of Abraham Lincoln when 
viewed in another focus. More complex transformations of the window principle 
are found in the context of holography. 

Another of the underlying assumptions of Renaissance linear perspective was 
that the window would be plane or flat. Some artists experimented with 
alter natives: Jan van Eyck in his Arnoifini Wedding (London, National Gallery) or 
Parmigianino in his Self-Portrait (Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum), which are 
famous precisely because they were exceptions to the rule. Modern perspective, 
by contrast, makes much greater use of spherical and other alternative methods of 
perspective. It also combines these methods to create new hybrids. For instance, 
Escher depicts spaces which begin as spherical perspective and recede into linear 
perspective. Dick Termes (Spearfish, North Dakota) adapts this theme and renders 
it more complex by depicting on a spherical surface which can then be vie,ved 
from all points of the compass. I n  Pieces of the W hole, one of his most intriguing 
paintings , Termes paints on a large sphere, this time depicting several individual 
boys in the act of painting their own canvases, some of which use linear per
spective while others use curvilinear perspective. Termes also experiments with a 
number of other variations by combining two or more spheres as the surface of 
his painting or using regular solids as his projection planes. 

In addition to experimenting with alter native picture planes, modern 
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perspective also explores alternative directions in the projection process. For 
i11sta11ce, in the Renaissance, anamorphosis entailed taking a regular object which 
\,Vas projected onto a picture plane in an elongated or distorted form which, when 
viewed fi.-0 111  a proper angle, appeared in its original shape. The skull in Holbein's 
A 11 1bassadors is a classic case in point. As Baltrusaitis has shown these themes 
continue in the twentieth century.8 But there has also been a trend to reverse the 
process. Hence a contemporary Swiss artist, Bourset, builds anamorphic chairs, 
the projections of which are regular shapes.9 This approach also has unexpected 
applications in the realm of stage design . The walls of stages in theaters are often 
curved or irregular in shape. As a result, when a regular image was projected onto 
such a wall, it appeared in distorted for m (keystoning). To resolve this problem, 
Julie O' B. Dorsey (of Cornell University), came up with an ingenious solution. 
She studied the irregular shape of the wall, then predistorted the original image 
in such a way that, when it was projected onto the curved wall, the image 
appeared in undistorted for m. In other words, whereas Renaissance perspective 
used anamorphosis to create deliberate distortions in images , modern perspective 
uses anamorphosis delib erately to hide the distortions of images. Simil ar 
techniques are being adopted in the case of virtual-reality glasses. 

I N S I D E - O U T S I D E  

The early practitioners of protoperspective and linear perspective explored the 
uses of these new techniques in the context of both exteriors and interiors. The 
development of these new genres typically went hand in hand, such that 
perspectival views of rooms contained windows which revealed exterior views.  
Only gradually did these new genres emerge as independent for ms of expression 
such that landscapes and i11teriors were treated separately. Hence the window 
became a window in a room and then a window in an interior which gave a view 
of an exterior in the for m of a landscape. 

Modern perspective continues these themes but is also transfor ming the 
nature of inside-outside, inner and outer. Video shows interiors and exteriors 
in ways that remove the distinctions between them. Two-dimensional virtual 
reality as developed by Myron Krueger i11creases this ambiguity. Son1e modern 
paintings based on photography continue distinctions between the inner 
and outer. Others blur these distinctions, as in the case of a painting by Robert 
Gonsalves (Toronto) showing bookshelves as seen from the inside looking outside 
onto a lawn. A young American student has painted a puzzle showing the 
man depicted in the puzzle also constructing the puzzle. A young English 
artist, photographed a house, which was then cut up in puzzle for111 and re
photographed such that what was inside and outside was difficult to discern. A 
painting by Gonsalves pursues these then1es. We are shown a pai11ti11g of a puzzle 
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Figs. 2-3.Two examples of perspectival pnnciples being applied to contemporary ray tracing. From 
Robert Lansdale, Texture Mopping and Resampl,ng for Computer Graphics ( 1 99 1 .  p. 1 4). 

in which a boy is inside a house making a puzzle showing a bo)' outside a house. 
Some examples of spherical perspective take these ambiguities of inner and 

outer even further. For instance, Dick Termes's painting entitled God's E1,e Vie11, 
sho\vs Brunelleschi's interior of San Spirito in Florence, which is said co hav·e been 
the first church constructed with a view coordinating perspectival effects into 
architecture. Termes depicts this interior on the exterior of a sphere. In the case of 
his Order in Disorder, this interplay of inter ior and exterior is rendered the more 
extreme when we recognize that the artist painted these exteriors from inside the 
sphere. In Termes's Pieces of the Whole, we have a vie\vpoint from the outside 
showing boys painting the scenes in which they are painting. 

The introduction of var ious alternative mapping techniques has increased these 
paradoxical treatments of inner and outer. Cartographers have eA-plored ne,v ,,·a}'S of 
morphing planes such that satellite images can be ''draped ,, over contour maps to 
transform two-dimensional photographs into three-dimensional spatial images. For 
instance, Brandenberger shows how a map of the Uni\.Tersity of Zurich can be 
warped to fit different curved planes.10 It is intr iguing co note that artist, such as 
Escher have been pursuing analogous experiments in spatial transformanon. 11  One of 
his early woodcuts , Seng lea, shows a ship outside this Maltese island ( 19 � 5). Son1e ten 
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Fig. 4. An examp le of anamorphic principles of perspective being used in contemporary ray 
tracing. From Robert Lansdale ( 1 99 1 ,  p. 33). 

years later, in the lithograph The Balcot1y ( 1945), he introduces the equivalent of 
spherical perspective into the central portion of this view. A later lithograph, Pict,ire 
Gallery ( I 9 5 6), further transforms the same scene. The view of Senglea is now a 
picture in the inside of a gallery in the upper left of the lithograph and spills out to 
the right in such a way that the awning of one of the houses becomes the roof of the 
gallery, and we find ourselves simultaneously outside the gallery looking in at the 
viewer looking at the picture \.Vhich also functions as if it were a window. In short, 
inner and outer are fully ambiguous. More importantly for our theme, the 
transformations and alterations of images \vhich we now associate with electronic 
tools were introduced by artists. The difference, of course, is that artists' transform
ations required a great deal of effort and had built into the1n a personal signature, 
whereas their electronic equivalents require hardly any effort and lack a personal 
signature. For this reason, it makes sense to distinguish a spectrum of possibilities 
ranging from direct correspondence to non-correspondence. 

C O R R E S P O N D E N C E  A N D  N O N C O R R E S P O N D E N C E  

Renaissance perspective assumed a one-to-one correspondence between each 
point on an original object and an image. Modern perspective someti111es entails 
a one-to-one correspondence, but the nature thereof varies greatly: son1eti111es 
it is theoretical ,  assumed, possible, transposed, or deliberately not a direct 
correspondence. These new kinds of corresponde11ce have greatly expanded the 
scope of perspective. 



T H E O R E T I C A L  C O R R E S P O N D E N C E  

Tecl1nically peakir1g, a 011e-to-one corrcspo11c.ie 11cc is 011ly pc>'>\1l.,Je i11 tl1c case ()f 
vector graphics, wl1ere e11t1re lines are copied. Ir1 tl1e case of raster graphics tl1c 
copyi11g of points presents proble1ns of aliasi11g especially in tl1e case of distant 
objects. 12 Even so it is noteworthy that the underlying assu111pt1ons gover11ing 
perspective apply equally to pixel projection used in ray tracing.As Mitchell noted 
in T/,e Reconfig,ired Eye: ' 'The basic strategy implemented by ray-tracing 
algorithms is to consider the picture plane as a fine grid of pixels placed between 
the viewer's eye and the screen and to send a ray from the eye through each pixel 
to the scene."13 Scholars such as Mitchell have also emphasized differences 
between the continuous lines of analogue methods and the discrete pixels of 
digital methods, suggesting that perspective applies only to the former. 14 

By contrast, Lansdale, in a fundamental dissertation on the subject, has 
demonstrated lucidly how the principles of linear perspective can be extended to 
discrete pixels in ray tracing and radiosity programs. ts In traditional Renaissance 
perspective, one often begins with a square tile parallel or at right angles to the 
picture plane and records its projected size. In Lansdale's approach this procedure is 
reversed; i.e., a square pixel is treated in the manner of a projected square tile on the 
picture plane or screen and is then projected back onto the textured three
dimensional object. In this way, the specific texels (unprojected pixels of the textured 
three-dimensional object) occluded by the projected pixel can be calculated. 
Although the direction is reversed, the projection of this pixel from a screen onto a 
textured object in modern perspective corresponds precisely to the projection of 
a square from a wall or pavement onto a perspectival window in Renaissance 
perspective. Seen in this way the recording of electronic pixels is analogous to a 
microscopic approach in recording tiles of a wall or pavement perspectivally (Figs . 
2-3) .  In other examples, a spherical shape on the picture plane or screen is projected 
as an oval shape onto the pavement positioned at an angle relative to the plane (Fig. 
4). This is precisely the reverse of an anamorphic form which is projected as a regular 
sphere on a tilted projection plane (Fig. 4). Hence, perspective remains a valuable tool 
in understanding the frontiers of aliasing problems in image processing. 16 

Until recently these operations were difficult and often not feasible from a 
sheer computational point of view. For example, a screen of I ooo x I ooo pixels 
requires one million rays which means that even a single object required hours and 
sometimes days to render. As computing power becomes ever more efficient and 
affordable, more complex perspectival effects involving light and shade, color, and 
even aerial perspective are becoming increasingly popular. 

Fractals pose one of the most complex examples with respect to theoretical 
correspondence between original and image. According to Benoit Mandelbrot, the 
rectilinear properties of Euclidean geometry imposed serious restrictions on 
attempts to analyze the curvilinear complexities of ( organic and inorganic) nature. 1.., 
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As an exa111ple he gave the coast of England, pointing out that if one chose smaller 
n1east1ring sticks, the nt1mber of sides and length of the coastline would increase 
greatly. Perspective had assumed that only size changed with distance or scale. In 
Mandelbrot's example, shape was also a function of scale or distance. He proposed 
that fractals offered a way of getting beyond these restrictions. Unfortunately 
because fractals involve iterations, changes in scale affect only their size but not their 
shape. Hence, strictly speaking, discussions concerning fractals have brought into 
focus an important problem which fractals are not able to solve. 

Needed is a new approach to perspective which defines the scales within 
which the traditional laws of size as a function of distance are maintained, and 
identifies those changes of scale where both shape and size becon1e a function of 
distance. Interestingly enough, this is a case where we have been familiar with the 
underlying problem for centuries in a quite different context. Anyone who has used 
a microscope knows perfectly well that increasing the scale changes the shape as 
well as the size of the insect or specimen which we are examining and yet within a 
certain range of scales shape remains effectively constant while size changes. It is this 
phenomenon to which fractals have drawn attention and which a future scaled 
approach to perspective will need to solve. 

The limitations of present-day fractals have not prevented enthusiasts such as 
Barnsley from claiming that fractals can in fact reproduce nature efficiently. 1s 
Paradoxically, as compression ratios increase, fractal landscapes look increasingly 
plausible as illustrated by software programs such as VistaPro. W hen combined with 
ancillary programs one can create impressive perspectival fly-bys. As a result, 
fractals, which seem to contradict the principles of perspective, have become a new 
source of perspectival experiences. 

A S S U M E D  C O R R E S P O N D E N C E 

In Europe there has been tendency to use experience of present objects to visualize 
past objects. Among the most striking examples to date are IBM's elaborate 
reconstruction of the for n1er Abbey at Cluny and of the Frauenkirche in Dresden 
whi ch was bombed in World War II. 19 Also impressive is the reconstruction to scale 
by Chimenti and Menci (Arezzo) of r r ,ooo houses and buildings in Florence at the 
time of Lorenzo the Magnificent. 

In these cases, there is an assumed correspondence between i1nage and the 
original object which is sometimes no longer extant. This applies equally to persons 
and animals. For example, in the case of Terrr,inator II ( 199 1), the animated robot is 
so impressive largely because it is a perfect clone of a real figure. Simi larly, the 
animated di11osaurs in Ju rassic Park ( 1 993) are assu1ned to correspond to how they 
actually looked in real life according to the latest theories. 



P O S S I B L E  C O R R E S P O N D E N C E  

111 tl1c U111tcc.1 St.ices, tl1c L',�1lt>ralit>11 <.> f  11<.1ss1l1 IL· c <> l' t'l'Sl1<)1ltll·t1cc is 111L1c·l1 111c>rc.· 
111<1rkc<.1 tl1ar1 elsc,vl1crc. l11c.icL' c.1 1t 11,l<; l')ee11 Ll1e ,ltl1JL'Ct c>f �t 11< .·w ficlc.l c:,llccl 
sc1e11tific vist1.1lizatio11 , cl1a111pi<.)11cc.i by cc11tcr, st1cl1 as till' Natic,11al (,LJlter fcJr 

t1pcrco111pt1ti11g Applicatio11s (NC:SA) at Urbc111a-Cl1a11 1p;1ig11, Jll111c>1c;;.�T l1 is c11tails 
,1 \vl1ole ra11ge of applicatio11s i11c lt1di11g <..iy11a111ic s1111t1lat1<>11<, c>f cl1e111ic�1I 
bo11di11g , visualizatio11s of shock patterns, and 111odels of co111plcx weaLl1er 
phe110111e11a st1ch as s111og and v iolent stor111s. Mucl1 of this v ist1alization is 
concer ned with the frontiers of qt1a11titative science and frequently requires tJ1e 
use of Cray con1puters. At the same ti1ne there are other contexts whereby suc.h 
possible correspo11dence serves as a startjng point in very different directions as 1n 
the follo\ving quote: 

Image Capture is where the image actually begins its trip into reality If you can call it 

reality. Often our ideas are conceived with reality as the basis, but they depend on our 

audience's abil ity to suspend disbelief and play along with you as you toy with their 

perception of what is real and what is fantastic. The fun comes when we can make a 
seamless transition into a world we know is not real but into which we gladly enter:20 

What makes this striking is not so much the statement itself as its context , 
namely, the introduction to a recent booklet by Kodak. There is of course 
considerable interest in realism in the United States: witness the amount of 
attention paid to news.Yet , increasingly the approach to news as a documentary of 
what actually happened is being undermined by a notion of news as a combi nation 
of real and imaginary. Information is combined with entertainm ent to pose as info
tainment; education is combined with entertainment to pose as edu-tairunent such 
that the event in itself is considered somehow to be suspect because it lacks the 
( enter-) tainment side of things. Individuals watch the CNN version of the Iraq 
war , conscious that they are witnessing a staged event reported from one side, and 
yet there is no framework for making visible other versions of the reality. 

In the United States there has also been a deliberate strategy of using 
experience of real places and things to visua lize unexperienced ones. For instance, 
members of NASA study rocky places in Nevada and California deserts in 
preparing for explorations on the moon , Mars and other planets.2 1  While this has 
obvious pragmatic advantages , it introduces a danger philosophically that persons 
lose their sense of di fference and the other. Is the American tourist abroad "\vho is 
continually saying that there is something bigger , better or very simi lar back ho1ne 
in the United States merely a stereotype or actually a direct consequence of this 
mentality?22 Klotz has recently suggested that this marks a rejectio11 of 
Renaissance perspective, which deserves further analysis :  
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Simu lation is a further step away from the vanishing point of Renaissance perspective 

towards a world of appearances which is virtually real for the subject. A person can get 

so wrapped up in this apparent world, as if they could live in it, as if they themselves as 

a three-dimensional being existed in an artistically produced three-dimensional space. 

This is a new theme that one should study.23 

On the positive side, there have been a number of famous applications of this 
principle in the case of the cinema. For instance, Steven Spielberg has explored 
this in films such as E. T (1982) and Gremlins (1984, 1990). Equally, if not more 
famous, is George Lucas, whose special effects facility, Industrial Light and Magic 
(ILM), has produced movies such as Star Wars ( 1977), Raiders o

f 
the Lost Ark ( I 98 I), 

Willow ( 1988), and worked with the great Japanese filmmaker Kurosawa in 
prodt1cing Dreams (1990).24 

TRANS POSE D CORRES P O N D ENCE 

Sometimes one may deliberately choose to have no direct correspondence 
between or iginal and image and yet use an external v isible experience as  a 
metaphor for some otherwise invisible experience. For example, some investment 
firms have begun using images of grain fields as a metaphor for fluctuations in the 
stock market.25 Is this insistence on visualizing situations of transposed corre
spondence (where no direct correspondence is possible) one of the reasons why 
metaphors have become so common in the United States and why they are 
treated with such unexpected seriousness? To a European, Metaphors We Live By 
could readily sound more like a parody than the title of a scholarly tome. 

I t  should be noted that some individuals take this metaphorical treatment 
seriously. A Toronto-based fir m, Visible Decisions, has copyrighted the term 
''information animation'' and sees in these new techni ques a new methodology 
for understanding statistics in a space-time continuum. Interestingly enough a 
Singapore scholar working in the realm of knowledge nav igation has reached 
similar conclusions independently. 26 

N O  D I RECT CORRES PON D ENCE 

Sometimes there is no direct correspondence at all as in cases when the external 
world is used as a point of departure for images of the internal world. In the case of 
films such as Fantastic Voyage ( 1966), this reconstruction can be remarkably realistic. In 
others such as Tron (1982), the spaces are much more idealized. 

Renaissance perspective assumed a strict one-to-one correspondence and led to 
a limited number of perspective applications. By contrast, twentieth-century per-
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V I R T U A L R E A L I T Y I N  E X T E R N A L  A N D  

I N T E R N A L W O R L D S  

Dt1ring the Renaissa11ce, ar tists used linear perspective to represent a s tatic 
space i11 a picture as deter111ined by the positio11 of a viewer looking at the sce 11e 
fron1 a given viewpoint. 111 vir tual reality 1nuch n1ore is involved. First, ar tjsts use 
perspective dy11a111ically to create different spaces of the picture such that one can 
see how the relative sizes and positions of objects change as one travels through this 
space. Second, as one's viewpoint in this space changes, one can move different 
persons and/ or objects at will. Third, one can move through the space from the 
viewpoint of a person or an object such as an automobile moving through trus 
space. Four th, one can move through this space at a set distance from such a 
moving person or object. For ins tance, the World Edi tor in Dimension Inter 
national's software includes a plan view, perspective view, and a North, South, East, 
and West view. 21 Hence, whereas Renaissance perspective was concerned mainly 
with the static space of the picture, recent developments in vir tual reality integrate 
dynamic views of observers in their picture space, which is one of the reasons why 
virtual reality has also played a major role  in expanding the scope of perspective. 

Europe Integration of historical and projected objects with 
real landscapes 

Japan Development of futur istic scenarios independent 
of present 

Canada Development of future scenarios building on 
the present 

United States Development of fictive scenarios blurring present 
and future 

Fig. 5. 

C U L T U R A L  D I F F E R E N C E S I N 

A P P R O A C H E S T O V I R T U A L R E A L I T Y 

The possible uses of vir tual reality vary with different cultures ( cf. Fig. 5). In 
Japan, the trend of cartoon films such as Akira (1 987) and Sega games in\·olve 
highly imaginative futur is tic cityscapes with little reference to actual buildings in 
everyday exper ience. In Europe there has been a trend to use vir tual reality· as a 
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111eans of linking imaginary images \.v ith physical reality. A project by Renault 
superimposes a computer image of a prototype car, the Racoon, onto a real 
landscape.2s A project at the ETH in Zurich uses virtual reality to visualize real 
Ron1an ruins such as Aventicum, or the underlying structures of medieval 
monasteries.29 An Italian project called the City of Giotto uses virtual reality to 
reconstruct the Upper Church of Saint Francis at Assisi such that one can go down 
( or up) its aisles, enter the space of any of the frescoes on the walls and explore 
their features.30 A virtual reality project of the Gesellschaft fur Matehematik und 
Datenverarbeitung (GMD) at Schloss Birlinghoven reconstructs the interior of 
the castle, but "\Varns: ' 'What you see is never what you get."31 Another project of 
the GMD reconstructs a pulsating human heart and allows one to change one's 
views of sections in real tim e. 

This European concern with visualizing hidden elements of existing physical 
structures is paralleled in Canada by a concern with visualizing potentially 
physical structures : hence, more concern ,vith design of future buildings than 
with the study of past buildings ( often for purposes of conservation). In this 
respect Canada is closer to traditions of Europe than to those of the United States. 
The software of companies such as Alias and Softlmage typically serves as a tool 
for heightening our understanding of planned, existing, and possible objects rather 
than in creating visions "vith no (possible) basis in physical reality.32 

Whereas Europeans and Canadians often focus on visualizing external 
objects ,  there is a trend in the United States to,,rards visualizing processes that 
would othenvise be invisible.33 Some, such as Robinett,34 see virtual reality as an 
electronic expansion of human perception. More often, virtual reality is treated as 
an environment in which one can be immersed such that it can be seen as a direct 
extension of illusionistic worlds such as Back to tl1e Fitti,re at the Universal Studios 
theme park and more generally of the celluloid recreations of Holly-.vood. 
Opinions differ concerning the extent to ,vhich this can im itate physical reality. 
For instance, Aukstakalnis and Blatner are convinced that it will not: 

be possible to create realities so clear and complex that we won't be able to perceive 

the difference between our everyday reality and a computer-generated one . . . .  But 

the worlds that we use computers to create may eventually be so realistic, so ent1c1ng, 

and so interesting that we may intensely want to believe 1n them and they will 

become like mirages 1n the desert.35 

Others, such as Pimentel and Teixeira, are more optinustic concerning the 
po\.ver of computers to simulate realistic effects: 

Virtual reality is all about 11lus1on. It's about computer graphics 1n the theater of the 

mind. It's about the use of high technology to convince yourself that you're 1n another 

reality. exper1enc1ng some event that doesn't physically exist in the world 1n front of 



you . . . .  Simply, virtual reality. like wrrt1ng and m,1themat1cs is tt wt1y to repr escnt and 

communicate what you can imagine with your m1r1d . . .  and rt can be shared with other 

people.36 

In th1 vie\v, v1rtt1al reality 1 tl1e best 111eat1s of exterr1al1zir1g the cor1tc11ts of the 

11und, a11 ultin1ate tool for ex teriorization, for perfecti11g tl1e extrovert. Ironically i11 

a culture \vhere the passive tendencies of television are a donunant n1ode, there 1s a 
dar1ger that this tool for externalizing the interior becomes a weapon for unpos1ng 
011to the i11ternal minds of most the carefully crafted external views of some few. This 
is a n1ajor problem. Of interest for the purposes of this paper is that the European, 
Canadian, Japanese, and American interpretations of virtual reality all en tail 
extensions of perspective. Hence virtual reality is yet another reason for the rebirth 
of perspective in the later twentieth century. 

F R A G M E N T A T I O N  O F  I L L U S I O N  

During the Renaissance, perspective aimed at a representation that potentially 
copied an image of the physical world such that it created a coherent illusion of 
that physical world. Initially this quest involved mainly the medium of paint. By 
the Baroque period sculpture and architecture had been integrated within this 
framework, and one could argue that the next centuries saw an extension of these 
principles culminating in Gesamtkunstwerk1 the V iennese concept of the compre
hensive work of art. 

Not all art followed this ideal. Already in the sixteenth century there was a 
practice of combining elements of a series of ruins in a single composite picture. 
By the seventeenth century this had become the fashion in the art form known 
as the capriccio. Even so, these fanciful combinations remained within carefully 
defined limi ts. For instance, Pannini combined a series of Roman ruins in one 
painting and a series of modern Roman buildings in another.37 Capriccios shifted 
the physical locations of buildings. They questioned neither the principles of 
creating coherent illusionistic views of buildings nor of revealing the source of the 
original image. Even when it was hidden, the visual equivalent of a footnote or 
reference was always in place. 

The electronic versions of perspectival space have brought fundamental changes 
to this process. They entail a fragmentation in the process of creating illusion and 
amount to removing this implicit footnote to the original object in the physical 
world. In its simplest version, an image of a location in the physical world may have 
superimposed on it an image from the world of animation as in TVlzo Frattied Roger 
Rabbit? or Terminator 2. Conversely, a computer-animated space may· have superim
posed upon it the figure of a live person from the physical world as also happens in 
Roger Rabbit and more dramatically in Kurosawa's Drean1s, \.vhere a modern spectator 
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in a n1.useum walks into two paintings of van Gogh. In both of these cases the illusion 
of the context is quite separate from and provides no hint concerning the source of 
the isolated figures within them. Traditionally there was a challenge of making 
classical quotations which could and would be recognized. Notwithstanding, isolated 
den1.onstrations in the Hitchcock pavilion at Universal Studios, and occasional 
studies on the subject, the modern art appears to be in hiding the soU1·ce (ars est celare 
artis, in a new sense). Indeed, special effects have become the main theme of movie 
series such as FX ( 1986, 199 1 )  and play a serious role in other movies such as 
Darkman ( l 99 r ) ,  Lawnmower Man ( I 992) , and Ghost in the Machine ( I 994) . 

In the case of multimedia contexts, this process of fragmentation becomes more 
marked. For instance, in the preparation of the first full-length feature computer
animated film, an adaptation of Jules Verne's Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea 
( 1995), Channels software of Softimage is used to copy information from sensors 
attached to the face of a live actor onto the face of a computer-generated figure. As a 
result, the facial expressions of this computer-animated version of Captain N emo are 
perfectly ''realistic'' but there is no way of knowing the source of this realism, namely 
the facial expressions of a given live actor. 

In the case of virtual reality, this fragmentation process is even more complex. 
Hence turning the head in the physical world leads to a corresponding turning of 
the head in the virtual world. Turning the hand within a data-glove leads to a 
corresponding movement of the virtual body. Other systems use a hand-controlled 
space-ball to introduce six degrees of freedom with respect to movement. In  the 
case of other parts of the body there is no correspondence between motions in the 
physical and virtual worlds. As a result, a beginner experiences considerable 
confusion because correlations are neither intuitive nor systematic. 

P R O C E S S  P H YS I C A L  W O R L D  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Channels Software Sensors on Face 

Virtual Reality Turning Head 
. . I I  

" I I  

V I RT U A L  WO R L D  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Movements on Face 
of Model Figure 

Turning Head 

Moving Glove 
Moving Body 

Moving Other Parts 
No Effect 

Fig. 6. Some examples of correspondences and noncorrespondences between actions in the 
physical and the virtual world. 

N E W V E R A C I T Y  T E S T S  A N D  S O U R C E  C R I T E R I A  

In the case of books and articles, scholars have developed the use of footnotes and 
references to document these sources and as a 1neans of checking the reliability of 
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Electro111c 111edia are tra11stor111i11g ot1r abilities to edit c.ol]cct1011s of wc>rcls 
.111<..i i111.1ge . A11 article or book \vrittc11 i11 a word process ing package sucl1 as 
Microsoft Word or Word l)erfect can all too easily be a111e11ded. If SL1cl1 texts arc 
011li11e hO\\' are ,ve to k11ow ,vl1ich versio11 is being cited? At present, backups are 
dated bt1t this i11for111ation does not usually appear in printouts. We 11eed 11ew 
tech11iqt1es that docu1ne11t the tin1e of cha11ges and new ways of archiving earlier 
\rersions of texts. We need electronic equivalents for revised versions and new 
editio11s. Work-flow software such as Digital

,s Linkworks version manager allows 
one to see \Vho n1odified which details when. ThL1s, software also provides a 
series of seven different levels of  access to materials. These standards being 
introduced to the corporate ,vorld need to be adapted by the scholarly world. 

I . Standard 

2. Personal 

3. Internal Use 

4. For Information 

5 . Internal Use Info 

6. For Notification 

7. For Feedback 

Fig. 7. Seven d ifferent levels of access used in Digital's Linkworks software. 

Similar problems obtain in the case of Computer Aided Design packages which 
presently enable users to edit and transform images. Parts of a scene can readily be 
taken and integrated elsewhere to form new composite pictures and hence these 
ne,v tools have contributed considerably to the fragmentation of illusion noted 
above. At present, image-editing software such as PhotoShop, PhotoStyler or TBase 
offer choices in terms of image resolution (e.g., 1024 x 768 or 640 x 480), dithering, 
filtering, resampling, and scaling. However, once an image has gone through these 
transformations, the changes are not recorded on the image. Needed is a set of 
captions, which might usually be invisible, that documents technical characteristics 
of the original image and changes that it has undergone. 

Some of the attendant difficulties these image editing progran1s introduce 
,vith respect to certifying the veracity of images have been the subject of- an 
important recent study by Mitchell38 and are currently a subject of discussion on 
the Internet. 39 Meanwhile, fir ms such as Kodak4° have been in\.·esting considerable 
energies to introduce hidden methods for determining "vhether or not an in1age 
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that began as a photograph has been altered. Without such precautions the uses of 
photography in legal evidence would soon disappear. 

If images are to retain their scholarly as well as their legal respectability, it will 
prove useful to adapt other techniques that have been developed in the case of 
textual studies. For ins tance, scholars of manuscripts ( codicologists and paleo
graphers) have devised subtle tools for determining which manuscript was copied 
from another manuscript in order to arrive at the equivalent of family trees (stemma) 
of tradition. Corresponding pedigrees of images are needed such that one can 
determine, where possible, the number of generations they are removed from the 
original, analogous to the way that one dis tinguishes among different states of 
engravings (Fig. 8). In addition to this we need to know who owns ( or owned) 
the copyright to each of these generations. Only then will we be able to write 
cap tions that serve as equivalents to footnotes in the realm of images. 

I .  Original I . Original I . Original I . Original 

2. Digital Image 2. Photograph 2. Photograph 2. Photograph 

3. Digital Image 3. Sl ide 3. Photograph in Book 

4. Digital Image 4. Sl ide 

5. Digital Image 

Fig. 8. Pedigree of an image defined 1n terms of numbers of generations between the 
original and its digital version. 

Using such a system for determining the pedigree of an image, n1.useums and 
galleries might decide that o nly second-and third-generation images fall within 
their purview and are subject to copyright controls with respect to reproduction. 
Hence images beyond three generations would no t be acceptable as ''official'' 
images. In the future, it might be decided that new scholarly claims should only 
be made on the basis of such official images. 

In a penetrating study on Renaissance wall paintings, S andstrom distin
guished between different levels of unreality. 4 1 An electronic equivalent is needed 
such that a user can see how many levels an image on the screen is removed from 
the physical world (Fig. 9). 

Some of these levels, geometrical figures, for ins tance, would be fur ther 
divided in to different modes, such that one could distinguish between those 
which were drawn by hand, by instrument, and electronically. The introduction of 
such levels would have a further advantage of providing a new sense of contex t for 
various images and versions of objects. 

In the case of in1.age 1nanipula tion, we probably need to make a number of 
fur ther distinctions, namely whether reality was subtracted or added. Professional 
photographers are all too familiar with photographs of Mr. or Mrs .  X in ,vhich 
the light on a pimple or blemish was uriflattering . With the aid of finishi11g tech-
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\\ 1tl1 checking ar1 at1thor'<; sources. 

I .  Original Physical Object 
2. Model of . . I I  

3. Photograph of I I  . . 

4. Drawing of . . I I  

5. Geometrical Figure of . . . .  

6. Algebraic Formula of .. . . 

Fig. 9. Levels of abstraction seen 1 n  relation to the media used to record kno..vledge of 
the physical world. 

C O N C L U S I O N S  

Following a temporary decline during the period 19 14-1945, the second half of the 
twentieth century has witnessed a dramatic rebirth in the uses of perspective. A 
number of reasons for this rebirth are : a radical increase in population which has led 
to new concern with recording and reconstructing the built environment in 
particular and the physical world generally; and new developments in aerial 
photography, cinema, computer graphics, and virtual reality. 

The second part of the paper compares and contrasts Renaissance and modern 
perspective. Whereas Renaissance artists favored static, one-point, linear perspective, 
modern perspective has focused ever more attention to dynamic transformations. 
W hereas Renaissance perspective assumed a strict one-to-one correspondence 
between original object and image, modern perspective entails a \vhole range of 
alternatives including theoretical, assumed, possible, transposed, and deliberate 
noncorrespondence. These new kinds of correspondence have greatly expanded the 
scope of perspective, as have recent developments in virtual reality. Among the more 
complex ancillary effects of modern perspective has been a ne,v fragmentation of 
illusion. To counter these developments new veracity tests are proposed. 0 
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T H E A U  T () M A T  I ( )  N ( )  I� S I ( ;  1-1 .. I .. : 

From Photography to Computer Vision 

• L e v  M a n o v i c h  

P R O L O G U E  

Nothing perhaps sy1nbolizes mechanization as dramatically as the first asse1nbly 
lines installed by Henry Ford in United States f actor ies in I 9 r 3 .  It seemed that 
mechanical modernity was at its peak. Yet, in the same year the Spanish inventor 
Leonardo Torres y Quevedo had already advocated the industr ial use of pro
grammed machines. 1 He pointed out that although automatons had previously 
existed, they had never before been used to perform useful work: 

The ancient automatons . . .  imitate the appearance and movement of living beings. but 

this has not much practical interest, and what is wanted is a class of apparatus which 

leaves out the mere visible gestures of man and attempts to accomplish the results 

which a living person obtains, thus replacing a man by a machine.2 

W ith mechanization, work is performed by a human but his or her physical 
labor is augmented by a machine. Automation takes mechanization one step 
further: the machine is programmed to replace the functions of human organs of 
observation, effort, and decision. 

Mass automation was made possible by the development of digital computers 
dur ing World War I I  and thus became synonymous with computerization. The 
term ''automation'' was coined in 194 7; and in 1 949 Ford began the construction 
of the first automated factories. 

Barely a decade later, automation of imaging and of v ision were well under 
way. By the early r 96os, construction of static and moving two-dimensional and 
perspectival images, correction of artifacts in photographs, the identification of 
objects from their images, and many other v isual tasks were already handled b)· 
computers. A number of new disciplines were emerging as well computer image 
processing, computer v ision, computer graphics, computer-aided design. 

What these new disciplines all had in  common is that they en1plo,,ed 
perspectival images. In other words, automation of imaging and \'is1on \Vas first of 
all directed at perspectival sight. 
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The reasons for this are twofold. On the one hand, by the time digital computers 
became available, modern society was already heavily invested in lens-based methods 
of image gathering (photography, film, television) which all produced perspectival 
images. Therefore, it is not surprising that modern society would want first of all to 
automate various uses of such images in order to obtain a new return from its 
investment. On the other hand, the automation of perspectival sight has already 
begun well before this century with the development of perspective machines, 
descriptive and perspective geometry, and, of course, photography. Computers 
certainly proved to be very fast perspectival machines, but they were hardly the first. 

P E R S P E C T I V E ,  P E R S P E C T I V A L  M A C H I N E S ,  

P H O T O G R A P H Y  

From the moment of adaptation of perspective, artists and draftsmen have 
attempted to aid the laborious manual process of creating perspectival images. 3 

Between the sixteenth and the nineteenth centuries various ' 'perspectival 
machines'' were constructed. They were used to construct particularly challenging 
perspectival images, to illustrate the principles of perspective, to help students learn 
how to draw in perspective, to impress artists' clients, or to serve as intellectual toys. 
Already in the first decades of the sixteenth century, Diirer described a number of 
such machines. 4 One device is a net in the form of a rectangular grid, stretched 
between the artist and the subject. Another uses a string representing a line of 
sight. The string is fixed on one end, while the other end is moved successively to 
key points on the subject. The point where the string crosses the projection plane, 
defined by a wooden frame, is recorded by two crossed strings. For each position, 
a hinged board attached to the frame is moved and the point of intersection is 
marked on its surface. It is hard to claim that such a device, which gave rise to 
many variations, made the creation of perspectival images 1nore efficient; however, 
the images it helped to produce had reassuring mechanical precision. Other major 
types of perspectival machines that appeared subsequently included the per
spectograph, pantograph, physionotrace, and optigraph. 

Why manually move the string imitating the ray of light from point to point? 
Along with perspectival machines, a whole range of optical apparatuses wa� in use, 
particularly for depicting landscapes and in conducting topographic surveys. They 
included versions of camera obscura from large tents to smaller, easily transportable 
boxes. After r 800, the artist's ammunition was strengthened by camera lucida, 
patented in r 806.s Camera lucida utilized a prism with two reflecting surfaces at 
1 3 5° . The draftsman carefully positioned his eye to see both the image and the 
drawing surface below and traced the outline of the image with a pencil. 

Optical apparatuses came closer than previous perspectival devices to the 
automation of perspectival imaging. However, the i1nages produced by ca111era 
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objects, \Va 11ow J Lt to111atcd. Not st1rprisi11gly, photogra pl1y was 1111 11 1ec.1 1 a tely 
e11 1ployed i11 a variety of fields, fro111 aerial photographic surveillance to cri111inal 
detectio11 .  W henever the real had to be captured, identified, classified, and stored, 
photography was pt1t to work. 

Photography auton1ated one use of perspectival representation - but not 
others. According to Bruno Latour, the greatest advantage of perspective over other 
kinds of representations is that it establishes a ''four-lane freeway'' between physical 
reality and its representation.6 We can combine real and imagined objects in a single 
geometric model and go back and forth between reality and the model. By the 
twentieth century, the creation of a geometric model of both existing and imagined 
real ity still remained a time-consuming manual process, requiring the techniques of 
perspectival and analytical geometry, pencil, ruler, and eraser. Similarly, if one wanted 
to visualize the model in perspective, hours of drafting were required. And to view 
the model from another angle, one had to start all over again. The automation of 
geometr ical modeling and display had to wai t  the arrival of digital computers. 

3 - D  C O M P U T E R  G R A P H I C S :  

A U T O M A T I O N  O F  P E R S P E C T I V A L  I M A G I N G  

Digital computers were developed toward t he end of World War II . The automa
tion of the process of constructing perspectival images of both existent and 
nonexistent objects and scenes followed quite soon. 7 By the early 1960s Boeing 
designers already relied on 3-D computer graphics for the simulation of landings 
on the runway and of pilot movement in the cockpit. s 

By automating perspectival imaging, digital computers completed the process 
which began in the Renaissance. This automation became possible because 
perspectival drawing has always been a step-by-step procedure, an algori thm 
involving a ser ies of steps required to project coordinates of points in 3-D space 
onto a plane. Before computers, the steps of the algorithm were executed by 
hum an dr aftsmen and artists. W ith a computer, these steps can be executed 
automatically and, t herefore, much more efficiently. 

The details of the actual perspective-generating algorithm which could be 
executed by a computer were published in 1963 by Lawrence G. Roberts, then a 
graduate student at M IT.9 The perspective-generating algorithm constructs 
perspectival images in a manner quite similar to traditional perspectival techniques. 
In fact, Roberts had to refer to German textbooks on perspectival geometry from 
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the early I 8oos to get the mathematics of perspective. 10 The algorithm reduces reality 
to solid objects, and the objects are further reduced to planes defined by straight lines. 
The coordinates of the endpoint of each line are stored in a computer. Also stored 
are the parameters of a v irtual camera the coordinates of a point of view, the 
direction of sight, and the position of a projection plane. Given this information, the 
algorithm generates a perspectival image of an object, point by point. 

The subsequent development of computer graphics can be seen as the 
struggle to automate other operations involved in producing perspectival stills and 
moving images. The computerization of perspectival construction made possible 
the automatic generation of a perspectival image of a geometric model as seen 
from an arbitrary point of view a picture of a virtual world recorded by a 
virtual camera. But, just like with the early perspectival machines described by 
Diirer, early computer graphics systems did not really save much time over 
traditional methods. To produce a film of a s imulated landing, Boeing had to 
supplement computer technology with manual labor. As in traditional animation, 
twenty-four plots were re quired for each second of film. These plots were 
computer-generated and c onsisted of simple lines. Each plot was then hand
colored by an artist. Finished plots were filmed, again manually, on an animation 
stand. 1 1 Gradually, throughout the 1970s and the 1980s, the coloring stage was 
automated as well . Many algorithms were developed to add the full set of depth 
cues to a synthetic image hidden line and hidden surface removal, shading, 
texture, atmospheric perspective, shadows, reflections, and so on. 12 

At the same time, to achieve interactive perspectival display, special hardware 
was built. Each step in the process of 3-D image synthesis was delegated to a 
special electronic circuit :  a clipping divider, a matrix 1nultiplier, a vector generator. 
Later on, such circuits became specialized computer chips, connected together to 
achieve real-time , high resolution, photorealistic 3-D graphics. Silicon Graphics 
Inc., one of the major manufacturers of co1nputer graphics hardware, labeled such 

' '  . '' a system geometry engine. 
The term appropriately symbolizes the second stage of the automation of 

perspectival imaging . At the first stage, the photographic ca1nera, with perspective 
physically built into its lens, automated the process of creating perspectival in1.ages of 
existing objects . N ow, with the perspectival algorithm and other necessary 
geometric operations embedded in silicon , it becomes possible to display and 
interactively manipulate models of nonexistent objects as well . 

C O M P U T E R  V I S I O N :  A U T O M A T I O N  O F  S I G H T  

In his papers, published between 1 963 and 1 965, Roberts for 1nalized tl1e 
mathematics necessary for generating and modifying perspective views of geo
metric models on the computer. This, writes Wil liai11 J. Mitchell, was ''a 11 event a 
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Tl1e field of co111pL1 ter v1s1on can be see11 as the culr11ir1at1on of at least two 
l1istor1es, each a ce 11tury lor1g. The first is the history of mecha11ical devices 
desig11ed to aid hun1an perception, such as Renaissance pe rspectival 1nach1nes. 
This history reaches i ts final stage with computer vision, which aims to replace 
human sight altoge ther. The second is the history of automata, whose con
struction \,Vas especially popular in the seventeenth and eighteenth centurie s. 
Yet, despite si11ularity in appearance, there is a fundamental difference between 
Enlightenment automata, which imitated humans, or animals , bodily functions, and 
the modern-day robots equipped with computer vision systems, artificial legs, and 
arms. As noted by Leonardo Torres, old automata, while successfully copying the 
appearance and movement of living beings, had no economic value. Indeed, such 
voice-synthesis machines as Wolgang von Kempelen's 1778 device, which directly 
imitated the functioning of the oral cavity, or Abbe Mical's Tetes parlantes (1 783 ), 
operated by a technician hiding offstage and pressing a key on a keyboard, were 
used only for enter tainment. is W hen in 191 3 Torres called for automata that would 
''accomplish the results which a living person obtains, thus replacing a man by a 
machine," he was expre ssing a fundamentally new idea of using automata for 
productive labor. A few years later, the brother of the Czech writer Karel Capek 
coined the word robot from the Czech word robota, which means ''forced labor." 1 6  

Capek's play R. U.R. (192 1) and Fritz Lang's Metropolis (1927) clearly demonstrate 
this new association of automata with physical industrial labor. 

Therefore, i t  would be erroneous to conclude that, with computer vision, 
twentieth-century technology simply added the sense of sight to eighteenth-century 
mechanical statues. But even to see computer vision as the continuation ofTorres 's, 
Capek's, or Lang's ideas about industrial automation as the replacement for manual 
labor would not be fully accurate. The idea of computer vision became possible and 
the economic means to realize this idea became available only with the shift from 
industrial to postindustrial society after World War II. The attention turned from the 
automation of the body to the automation of the mind, from physical to mental 
labor. This new concern with the automation of mental functions such as vision, 
hearing, reasoning, and problem solving is exemplified by the very names of the t\,To 
new fields that emerged during the 1950s and 1960s artificial intelligence and 
cognitive psychology. The latter g radually replacing behaviorism, the donunant 
psychology of the ''Fordism'' era. The emergence of the field of computer ,,s1on is a 
part of this cognitive revolution, a revolution which was financed b)T the militar)· 
escalation of the Cold War. 11 This connect ion is solidified in the ver,T term ·'artificial 
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intelligence," which may refer simultaneously to two 1neanings of ''intelligence'' :  ( 1) 
reason, the ability to learn or understand ; and (2) information concerning an enemy 
or a possible enemy or an area. Artificial intelligence artificial reason to analyze 
collected information, collected intelligence. 

In the 1950s, faced with the enormous task of gathering and analyzing written, 
photographic, and radar information about the enemy, the CIA and the NSA 
(National Security Agency) b egan to fund the first artificial intelligence projects. 
One of the earliest projects was a Program for Mechanical Translation, initiated in the 
early 1950s in the attempt to automate the monitoring of Soviet communications 
and media. is The work on mechanical translation was probably the major cause of 
many subsequent developments in modern linguistics, especially its move towards 
formalization; it can be discerned in Noam Chomsky's early theor y which, by 
postulating the existence of language universals in the domain of grammar, implied 
that translation between arbitrary human languages could be automated. The same 
work on mechanical translation was also one of the catalysts in the development 
of the field of pattern recognition, the precursor to co1nputer vision. Pattern 
recognition is concerned with automatically detecting and identifying pre
determined patterns in the flow of information. A typical example is character 
recognition, the first stage in the process of automating translation. Pattern 
recognition was also used in the United States for the monitoring of Soviet radio and 
telephone communication. Instead of listening to every transnussion, an operator 
would be alerted if the computer picked up certain words in the conversation. 

As a ''logistics of perception'' came to dominate modern warfare and surveil
lance and as the space race began, image processing became another n1aj or new field 
of research. 19 Image processing comprises techniques to improve images for human 
or computer interpretation. In 1964, the space program for the first time used image 
processing to correct distortions in the pictures of the moon introduced by an on-
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't.1te, 111tt:ll1gt·11cL' co11111 1t1111ty .111cl, .1, M.111t1,tl I )c: L:111cla l)<>i11t'i <>Lit, l1y tl1t· e11cl ,,f tl1c 
11t·,t dec .1cit· co111i>t1ter, ''\\ ere rot1t111ely tic;eci to cc>rrect for cli�t<>rt1011s 111ac)e l>y 
satellite·� 1111ag111g ,e11,orc; a11d by at1110,phcr1c cffectc;, sl1arpc11 <>tit c>f-fc>ct1s i111�1gcs, 
br111g 111ulticolored sir1gle i111age out of several p1ctt1re\ taker, 111 d1fferc11t spectral 
bJ11d , extract partict1lar fearurec; vvhtle di11u1ush1ng or eh111111at111g their backgrou11ds 
altogetl1er . . . .  " De La11da also notes that con1puter analyc;is of photographic in1agcry 
becan1e the only \Vay to deal with the pure volun1e of intelligence being gathered : ''It 
became apparent during the 1970s that there is no hope of keeping up with the 
1nillions of images that poured into NPIC . . .  by si1nply looking at them the way they 
had been looked at in World War I I. The computers therefore also had to be taught to 
compare new in1.agery of a given scene with old imagery, ignoring what had not 
changed and calling the interpreter's attention to what had."21 

The techniques of image processing, which can automatically increase an 
image's contrast, remove the effects of blur, extract edges, record differences between 
two images, and so on, greatly eased the job of human photoanalysts. And the 
combining of image processing with pattern recognition made it possible in some 
cases to delegate the analysis of photographs to a computer. For instance, the 
technique of pattern matching used to recognize printed characters can also be used 
to recognize  objects in a satellite photograph. In both cases, the image is treated as 
consisting of two-dimensional forms. The contours of the forms are extracted from the 
image and are then compared to templates stored in computer memory. If a contour 
found in the image matches a particular template, the computer signals that a 
corresponding object is present in a photograph. 

A general-purpose computer vision program has to be able to recognize not 
just two-dimensional but three-dimensional objects in a scene taken from an 
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arbitrary angle.22 Only then it can be used to recognize an enemy's tank, to guide 
an automatic missile toward its target or to control a robotic arm on the factory floor. 
The problem with using simple template matching is that ''a two-dimensional 
representation of a two-dimensional object is substantially like the object, but a two
dimensional representation of a three-dimensional object introduces a perspective 
projection that makes the representation ambiguous with respect to the object."23 

W hile pattern recognition was working for images of two-dimensional objects, such 
as letters or chromosomes, a different approach was required to ''see'' in 3-D. 

Roberts's 1965 paper, ''Machine Recognition ofThree-dimensional Solids," is 
considered to be the first attempt at solving the general task of automatically 
recognizing three-dimensional objects.24 His program was designed to understand 
the artificial world composed solely of polyhedral blocks a reduction of reality to 
geometry that would have pleased Cezanne. Using image-processing techniques, a 
photograph of a scene was first converted into a line drawing. Next, the techniques 
of  3-D computer graphics were used: 

Roberts's program had access to three-d imensional models of objects: a cube, a 

rectangu lar sol id, a wedge, and a hexagonal prism. They were rep resented by 

coord inates (x, y, z) of their vertices. A program recognized these objects in a line 

drawing of the scene.  A candidate model was selected on the basis of simple features 

such as a number of vertices. Then the selected model was rotated, scaled, projected, 

and matched with the input line drawing. If the match was good, the object was 

recogn ized, as were its position and size. Roberts's program cou ld hand le even a 

composite object made of multiple prim itive shapes; 1t subtracted parts of a line 

drawing from the drawing as they were recognized, and the rema ining portions were 

analyzed further:25 

Was this enough to automate human vision completely? This depends upon 
how we define vision. The chapter on computer vision in The Handbook of Artificial 
Intelligence (1982) opens with the following definition: ''Vision is the infor mation
processing task of understanding a scene f rom its projected images."26 But what does 
''understanding a scene'' 1nean? W ith computer vision research financed by the 
military-industrial complex, the definition of understanding becomes highly 
pragmatic. In the best tradition of the pragn-iatism of James and Pierce, cognition is 
equated with action. The computer can be said to ''understand'' a scene if it can act 
on it move objects, assemble details, destroy targets. Thus, in the field of computer 
vision ''understanding a scene'' implies two goals. First, it means the identification of 
various objects represented in an image. Second, it means reconstruction of three
dimensional space f rom the image. A robot, for instance, need not only recognize 
particular objects, but it has to construct a representation of the surrounding 
e11vironment to plan its movements. Similarly, a missi le not only has to identify a 
target but also to determine the position of this target in three-din1ensiona l space. 
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tl1e objL'Ct, \\1l1ilc si111L1lta11eo t1c;ly recorc.ii11g its l)<>,it1c>11. 

A co111pt1ter visio11 progra111 tl1L1s acts l1kc a l1li11c.i l)erc.,011 wl1c> ''sees'' <>i)Jecls 
(i.e., ide11tifics tl1e111) by readi11g tl1eir sl1apcc; tl1rot1gl1 tot1cl1. As for a bli11cl persc>11, 
t111c.iersta11di11g tl1e world and tl1e recog11 itio11 t)f shapes are locked togetl1e.r; tl1ey 
ca1111o c  be acco111plished indepe11de11tly of 011e a11otl1er. 

1 11 SL1 111 111ary, early co 111p11ter vision was li111ited to recognitio11 of two
di111e11sional for111s. Later, researchers began to tackle the task of recogi1izi11g 3-I ) 
objects, wluch involves reconstr L1ction of shapes from their perspectival represen
tations (a photograph or a v ideo i111age). Fro111 this point on, the subsequent 
history of computer v ision research can be seen as a struggle against perspective 
inherent to  the photographic optics. 

T H E  R E T R E A T O F  P E R S P E C T I V E  

W ith the emergence of the field of computer v ision, perspectival sight reaches its 
apotheosis and at the san1e time begins its retreat. At first computer v ision 
researchers believed that they could invert the perspective and reconstruct the 
represented scene from a single perspectival image. Eventually, they realized that it 
is often easier to bypass perspectival images altogether and use other means as a 
source of three-dimensional information. 

Latour points out that with the invention of perspective it became possible to 
represent absent things and plan our movement through space by working on 
representations. To quote him again, ' '  one caru1ot smell or hear or touch Sakhalin 
island, but you can look at the map and determine at which bear ing you will see the 
land when you send the next :fleet."27 Roberts's program extended these abilities e,Ten 
further. Now the computer could acquire full knowledge of the three-dimensional 
world from a single perspectival image ! And because the program determined the 
exact position and orientation of objects in a scene, it became possible to see the 
reconstructed scene from another v iewpoint. It also became possible to predict ho,,� 
the scene would look from an arbitrary v iewpoint. 2s Finally, it also becai11e possible 
to guide the movement of a robot automatically through the scene. 

Roberts's program worked using only a single photograph but onl)y because it 
was presented with a highly artificial scene and because it ''kne\v'' \\,·hat it could 
expect to see. Roberts funited the vvorld which his program could recognize to sirnple 
polyhedral blocks. The shapes of possible blocks \Vere stored in a con1pt1ter. Ocher'.'> 
simplified the task even further by painting all objects in a scene the san1e color. 
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However, given an arbitrary scene, composed from arbitrary surfaces of 
arbitrary color and lighted in an arbitrary way, it is very difficult to reconstruct the 
scene correctly form a single perspectival image. The image is ''underdetermined." 
First, numerous spatial layouts can give rise to the same two-dimensional image. 
Second, ''the appearance of an object is influenced by its surface material, the 
at1r1ospheric conditions, the angle of the light source, the ambient light, the camera 
angle and characteristics, and so on," and all of these different factors are collapsed 
together in the image.29Third, perspective, as any other type of projection, does not 
preserve many geometric properties of a scene. Parallel lines turn into convergent 
lines; all angles change; equal lines appear unequal. All this makes it very difficult 
for a computer to determine which lines belong to a single object. 

Thus, perspective, ,vhich until now served as a model of visual automation, 
becomes the drawback "vhich needs to be overcome. Perspective, this first step 
towards the rationalization of sight (Ivins), has eventually become a limit to its 
total rationalization the development of computer vision . 

The realization of the ambiguities inherent in a perspectival image itself came 
after years of vision research. In try ing to compensate for these ambiguities, 
laboratories began to scrutinize the formal structure of a perspectival image vvith a 

oo degree of attention unprecedented in the history of perspective. For instance, in 
N 1968 Adolpho Guzman classified the types of junctions that appear in line repre-

sentations after he realized that a junction type can be used to deduce whether 
regions of either side of a junction line \Vere part of the same object.30 In 1986 
David Lovve presented a method to calculate the probability that a particular 
regularity in an image (for instance, parallel lines) reflects the physical layout of the 
scene rather than being an accident due to a particular vie"vpoint .31 All other 
sources of depth information such as shading, shado,vs, or texture gradients \,Vere 
also systematically studied and described mathematically. 

Despite these advances, a single perspectival image remained too ambiguous a 
source of information for practical computer vision systems. An alternative has been 
to use more than one image at a time. Computer stereo systen1S employ two 
cameras which, like human eyes, are positioned a distance apart. If the comn1on 
feature can be identified in both images, then the position of an object can be 
determined simply through geometric calculations. Other systems use a series of 
continuous images recorded by a video camera . 

But why struggle ,vith the ambiguity of perspectival images at all? Instead of 
inferring three-dimensional structure from a two-dimensional representation, it is 
possible to measure depth directly by employing various remote sensing technolo
gies. In addition to video cameras, modern vision systems also utilize a whole range 
of different ra11ge Ji11ders such as lasers or ultrasound .32 Range finders are devices 
which can directly produce a three-dimensional map of an object . The san1e basic 
principle employed in radar is used : the time required for an. electron1-agnetic v.rave 
to reach an object and reflect back is proportional to the distance to the object. But 
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ol1Ject,, .1 r.111gl' f111<.IL't tll1e1,1te, ,lt s111.tll tl1,t.1 11c L',. l�y systt·111atic::1lly scar111ir1g tl1L· 
,t1 1f.1c(· ot· a11 t)t>JL'c.· t, 1t c.ltrt·c tl} prc>c.it1<.es a ' ' tll'llll1 111a11," a rec<>rc.l <>f �111 <">bjcct' sl1;1i1c 
\\ l1ich c,111 be tl1e11 111.1tcl1eci to geo111etr1c 111odels st<.)re<.i i11 cc.>111J)ltter 111e111c> ry, tl1 t1s 
l)yp,1ss111g tl1t' perspectival 1111age .1ltogetl1cr. 

E P I L O G U E  

The Renaissance adaptation of perspective represented the first c;tep 1n the 
aL1tomation of sight. While other cultures used sophisticated methods of space 
n-iapping, the in1portance of perspective lies not in its representational superiority but 
in its algorithmic character. This algorithmic character enabled the gradual 
development of visual languages of perspective and descriptive geometry and, in 
parallel, of perspectival machines and technologies, from a simple net described by 
Diirer to photography and radar. And when digital computers made possible mass 
automation in general, automation of perspectival vision and imaging followed soon. 

The use of computers allowed to extend perspective, utilizing to the extreme 
its inherent qualities such as the algorithmic character and the reciprocal relation
ship it establishes between reality and representation. The perspective algorithm, a 
foundation of both computer graphics and computer vision, is used to generate 
perspectival views given a geometric model and to deduce the model given a 
perspectival view.Yet, while giving rise to new technologies of''geometric vision," 
perspective also becomes a limit to the final automation of sight recognition of 
objects by a computer. Finally, it is displaced from its privileged role, becoming just 
one among other techniques of space mapping and visualization. D 

Seattle-Tacoma airport by Boeing one of the earliest 3-0 computer-graph c mages. 
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D I G I TA L  A P PA R I T I O N  

B V i / e m  F l u s s e r  

Before our doubting eyes, alternative worlds begin to emerge from the computers: 
lines, surfaces, and soon also bodies and moving bodies, made up of point elements. 
These worlds are colorful and emit sounds, and in the near future they will probably 
also be touched, smelled, and tasted. But that isn't all, because the moving bodies that 
will soon be reali zed through calculation and which are beginning to emerge from 
computation, will be equipped with the artificial intelligence of Turing's man, so that 
we will be able to enter into dialogical relationships with them. W hy is it that we 
distrust these synthetic images, sounds, and holograms? W hy do we disparage them 
as ''apparitions'' ?  W hy are they not real for us? The precipitous answer is: because 
these alternative worlds are nothing but computed point elements, because they are 
hazy figments hovering in nothingness. 

This answer is precipitous because it measures reality by the density of distri
bution, and because we can rely on the fact that, in the future, technology will be 
able to distribute the point elements as densely as is the case with objects in the 
given world. The table on which I am writing this is nothing but a swarm of points. 
W hen the elements can be distributed as densely in the hologram of the table, our 
senses will no longer be able to distinguish between the two. The problem therefore 
can be posed as follows: either the alternative worlds are as real as the given one, or 
the given reality is as ghostly as the alternative ones. 

There is, however, also a completely different answer to the question about our 
distrust regarding alternative worlds. It is based on the fact that they are vvorlds that 
we ourselves have designed, rather than something that has been given to us, like the 
surrounding world. The alternative worlds are not givens (data), but artificially 
produced (facts). We distrust these worlds because we distrust all things artificial, all 
art. ''Art'' is beautiful, but a lie, something that is implied in the term ''apparition." 
However this answer also leads to a f urther question: why does the apparition 
deceive? Is there anything that does not deceive? This is the decisive question, the 
epistemological question, which the alternative worlds pose for us. If we talk about 
the '' digital apparition," this and no other question has to be addressed. 

Obviously it is not a new question, because it has been worrying us ever since our 
eyes became doubting, i.e., at least since the pre-Socratic philosophers, even if it achieved 
its full radicality only at the beginning of the modern period. The alternative worlds with 
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11c1i,>d, ,1rtisc111s ,111d t/1cc>rists dei1clc>JJCd <I /111ear, JJrc>ccss11al, lo,S!tc,1/, a,,,J /1istoric,1/ 111c>,lc ,if 
tl1l>t1'"el1t tl1t1f 111£15 OJJpc>sed fc> tl1c t1ss11111ptio11 �f fixed, ideal c,1tities a11<l i1al11cs. J le· talks alJ0111 
,11(>der1t, _fc.>r111t1l, t/1clJrctical t/101,glrt, ,,,J,ic/1 1 at least si,zce J\/icolas C11sa1111s, (Jalilco, a,,cl 
Descartes, !,as beetL recoded frot1z bei,t<? letter-based to bei,z.e _fig,,re-lJased, a11d lzoLl' t/1is l1,1s 
created tl1c prc>ble,11 of ':fitli11g t/1e gaps 1

' of tl1e i11tervals. Tl,is 1,11ay of tl1i11ki11g /,as also C!f!ordecf 
tire i11creasi11g proJ·ectio11 �f tlze calcr,latory n1odel 01zto tzotio11s of reality, tl1/1iclz l1as cat,sc<l 
co11tit11101,s fn,stratio11 u1it/1 tl1e elite of scie11tists a11d tl1i11kers ivlzo, i,z trying to get co11trol over 
tl1e LL'orld, lzave cot1siste11tly been let dowrz by the i111possibility of sl1api11g it accord111g to tlzeir 
11tat/1e11iatical projectio,1s.Accordi11g  to FliJsser, the cort1p1-1ter 1t1igl1t cl1a11ge tlzis becatise it is 11ot 
,,,erely a 111ac/1ir1e tlzat car1 calci,late at an extre,nel)' higlz speed. It can 11ot only arialyze, b11t 
also sy1ztJ1esize, a11d tlius actually create artificial spaces arid beings. 

At this point in the dizzying considerations of'' digital apparitions," it is apt to pause in 
order to review the path we have taken. The vie\v can be described as follo\vs: people 
have thought in a formal manner at least since the Bronze Age, e.g., by designing se\1v-age 
systems on clay tablets. In the course of history, formal thought has been subjected to 
developing processual thought and only returned to the foreground at the beginning of 
the modem period in the form of''analytical geometry,'' i.e., as geometrical forms that 
are recoded into figures. Having been disciplined in such a way, formal thought affected 
the emergence of modem science and technology. Eventually, it ended in a blind alley. In 
order to alleviate the practical obstacles, the computer \-Vas invented, \vhich in turn 
radicalized the theoretical problems.At the beginning of the modem period, people \\:ere 
searching for something that would not deceive, and they were certain to have found this 
in the clear, precise, and disciplined thinking in figures. Then they began to suspect that 
science was only projecting the figure-code out\vards, so that for instance natural la,\·s 
were equations that had been imposed on nature. Even later, the far-reaching suspicion 
emerged that perhaps the entire universe, with all its fields and relations, from Big Bang 
to heat death, might be a projection which calculatory thought attempts to retrie,·e 
('experimentally.'' Ultimately, computers demonstrate that \\.'e can not onl)· project and 
win back this one universe, but that we can do the same with as many as \\'e \\'ant. In 
short: our epistemological problem, and therefore also our existential problem, is \\·hether 
everything, including ourselves, may have to be understood as a digital apparition. 

Here the bull of the alternative \vorlds can be grabbed b,· its horns. If e,rer:-thing 
is delusive, if everything is a digital apparition not onl1· the s1nthetic ima;e on rhe 
computer screen, but also this type\vriter, these typing fingers a11d these thoughts 
being expressed by the typing fingers then the \Vord ··apparition'' itself has becon1e 



meaningless. What remains is that everything is digital, i.e., that everything has to be 
looked at as a more or less dense distribution of point elements, of bits. Hence, it 
becomes possible to relativize the term ''real'' in the sense that something is more real 
the denser the distribution is, and more potential the more scattered it is. What we 
call ''real," and also perceive and experience as such, are those areas, those curvatures 
and convexities, in which the particles are distributed more densely and in which 
potentialities realize themselves. This is the digital world picture as it is being 
suggested to us by the sciences and presented to our eyes by computers. We will have 
to live with this from now on, whether we like it or not. 

This imposes on us not only a new ontology, but also a new anthropology. We 
have to understand ourselves our ''self '' as such a '' digital distribution," as a 
realization of possibilities thanks to dense distribution. We have to understand 
ourselves as curvatures and convexities in the field of criss-crossing, especially human, 
relations. We are ''digital computations'' of swirling point-potentialities. This new 
anthropology, going back to Judeo-Christianity, where humans were conceived of 
as mere dust, not only has to be worked through episten1ologically, e.g., psycho
analytically or neuro-physiologically, but also put into practice. It is not enough to 
acknowledge that the ''self '' is a node of criss-crossing virtualities, an iceberg 

� swimming in the sea of the unconscious, or a computation that leaps across neuro-
N synapses: we also have to act accordingly. The alternative worlds emerging from the 

computers are a transformation of this understanding into agency. 
What do those do who sit in front of the con1puters, ,vho are pressing keys and 

who produce lines, surfaces, and bodies? W hat do they really do? They realize 
possibilities. They gather points according to precisely forn1t1lated programs. What 
they thus realize is an outside as well as an inside: they realize alternative worlds and 
thereby themselves. Fron1 possibilities they ''design'' realities ,vhich a1-e 1nore effective 
the more densely they are structured. Thus, the new anthropology is put i11to 
practice: ''we'' is a node of possibilities that increasingly realizes itself as it gathers 
more and more densely the possibilities swirling in itself and around itself, i.e., as it 
creatively shapes them . Con1puters are apparatt1ses for the realization of i11ner
human, inter-human, and trans-human possibilities, tl1anks to exact calculatory 
thought. This forn1ulation can be understood as a possible definition of '' con1puter." 

We are no longer the objects of a given objective world, but projects of 
alternative worlds. From the sub1nissive position of su bjection we l1ave arisen i11to 
projection. We grow up. We know that ,ve drea1n. 

The existential transfor1nation fro1n subject into project is clearly 11ot the result of 
a ''free decision." We are forced into it, just as our distant ancestors found tl1e11iselves 
forced to stand up on two legs because the ecological catastrophe of the period 
compelled them son1ehow to cross the spaces between the n1ore widely scattered trees. 
We, on the other hand, have to lear11 to perceive tl1e objects arot111d Lts, as ,veil as our 
own ''self," which was forn1erly called ''1nind," ''sot1l," or si111ply ''ide11tity," as co111pu
tations of points. We ca11 no longer be st1bjects, because tl1ere are 110 111ore objects 



wl1ose Sl1bjects we 1 1 1igl1t be, a11(i 11() l1arci kL·r11L·l wl11c I, 11 1igl1t l)c tl1c: \lll)Jl'C t <>f \< >111c· 
object. Tl1r sL1bjcctivc attitt1cie �111d tl1ercfore also a11y \ltl)JCct1vc 111sigl1t l1avc l)L'l<J111L 
t111te11.1ble. We l1ave to leave aJl tl1at bel1i11ci .1s a c l1ild1<;}1 1llL1s1011 a11cl ci�1re tc) )t<:JJ i11tc> 
the \vide-ope11 field of possibi lities. Witl1 tis, tJ1e acive11tl1re of l,ccc)111i11g l1t1111a11 l1as 
entered a 11ew phase. This beco111es 111ost appare11t in tl1c i11 clistinb1t115}1ab11ity bctwcc11 
truth a11d apparitio11, or between science a11d art .We are ''give11'' notl1ing bLtt realizable 
possibilities, which are ''nothing yet." What we call ''the wor ld," what our se11scs, by 
11ot entirely clear methods, have co1nputed into perceptions, into en1otions, desires, 
insights, even the senses themselves, are rei:fied processes of computation. Scie11ce 
calculates the world as it has already been conceived. It deals with facts, with thin� 
n1ade, not with data. The scientists are computer artists avant la lettre, and the results of 
science are not some ''objective insights," but models for handling the computed. 
Understanding that science is a form of art does not debase it. 

Quite the contrary :  science has become a paradigm for all other arts. Indeed, all 
forms of art only become truly real, i.e., they only construct realities, when they strip 
themselves of their empiricism and reach the theoretical precision of science. This is 
the '' digital apparition'' that we talk about here: through digitization all art forms 
becom e exact scientific disciplines and can no longer be distinguished from science . 

The German word Schein (apparition) has the same root as the word schon 
(beautiful), and will become of prime importance in the future. When the childish 
desire for ''objective insight' '  is abandoned, then insights will be judged according 
to aesthetical criteria. T his is also nothing new: Copernicus is better than Ptol emy, 
and Einstein is better than Newton, because they offer more elegant models. W hat 
is really new, however, is that from now on we will have to embrace beauty as the 
only acceptable criterion of truth: ''art is better than truth." This is already observ
able in relation to computer art: the more beautiful the digital apparition, the more 
real and truthful the projected alternative worlds. Man, as a project, this formally 
thinking systems analyst and synthesist , is an artist. 

This insight returns us to the starting point of the train of thought developed 
here. We began with the notion that we are distrustful of the emerging alternative 
worlds because  they are artificial and because  we have designed them ourselves. This 
distrust can now be placed in context: it is our old, subjective, linear-thinking, and 
historically conscious distrust of the new that expresses itself in the alternative worlds, 
and that cannot be grasped by the received categories like ''objectively real'' or 
''simulation." This distrust is based on a formal, calculatory, structural consciousness 
for which ''real' '  is everything that is experienced concretely (aisthestai = experience). 
Insofar as the alternative worlds are felt to be beautiful, they are realities inside which 
we live. The '' digital apparition'' is the light that illuminates for us the night of the 
yawning emptiness around and in us.We ourselves, then, are the spotlights that project 
the alternative worlds against the nothingness and into the nothingness. D 

T R A N S L ATE D  F R O M  G E R M A N  B Y  A N D R E A S  B R O E C K M A N N .  
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Rem Koolhaas, detai l from Zentum fur Kunst und Medientechnologie, 
compet ition design development. 1 989- 1 992 

Karlsruhe is a city in denial . Whi le, with the imm inence of a united Europe , each city positions itself 
by claim ing maximum central ity, Karlsruhe 1s Europe's geographical middle , a cond 1t1on it can 
therefore afford to ignore. It prefers the oblivious pose of "typ ical West German c ity at tl1e end of 
the century' '  Its c itizens serenely inhabit the baroque idyl l  of the11� reconst 1·ucted townscape , united 
in their determ ination to resist unp leasantness from wherever rt may come . . . .  
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I . What will the intelligent houses and cities of the digital age be like? Ho\v will 
the life within them be organized? How will McLuhan's global electronic village 
integrate itself in the cities and villages? 

There are the known horror scenarios of the electronic globetrotter, otaku , or 
the data dandy who holes up, lonely but in a teleorgiastic mood, in his media 
center, which is connected to the rest of the world via networks. At the same time, 
the environment does not interest him at all, and his home has becon1e a mere 
housing, the interior walls and facades of which are decorated with images and 
symbols. Life between the intelligent housings in which artificial nature settles dies 
out for the most part, reduced to specific areas for transportation of goods and 
physical sports, social encounters, stag ed events, or the aesthetic perception of 
nature. Even the shrinking of the body, which has been prophesied by some 
technophiles who are not afraid of this eventuality. 

W ith the help of the media of immersion, journeys, adventures, and encounters 
with other people are possible without having to leave the house. We could also 
move robots outside of the space built around us, which contains our bodies by 
means of telepresence and telemechanics, should our v irtual face appearing on some 
type of surface not suffice. An American company is planning to send a remote
controlled vehicle to the moon which can be piloted by anyone who is willing to 
pay, either from an amusement park or his or her private home. Furthermore, 
remote-controlled robots can be sent into wars and violent upr isings, contaminated 
areas, distant workplaces, or just to the store, and one will be able to listen, speak, 
move, touch, and feel at long-distance. Although one's presence in this \.vorld \Vas 
formerly dependent on the body's location, teletechnology splits the experience of 
presence: one can be two places at the same time. 

Body developments are progressing rapidly. Assuming that commerc ial 
interests are presently concentrated on making it possible for people co be 
connected to the networks at all times and by means of even sn1aller battery
operated devices, wherever they might be, thereby filling in the gaps in ,·irtual 
space, then the first steps are being made to replace the body in its function as an 



i11stru111ent of control. Cybersex with data suits and all the equipment for sim
ulating and stimulating the body's surfaces seems even now to be the nostalgic 
n1echarucs of teleintimacy, comparable to a novel of chivalrous romance. The next 
step is directed to,vard the most important part of the body, the brain, and is 
intended to stimulate it directly, thereby dispensing vvith cumbersome apparatuses, 
and possibly even to enable its replacement. 

Up until now, neural prostheses, the coupling of natural and artificial data
processing systems, have been designed solely to replace damaged brain functions. 
However, they simultaneously increase the k no,vledge of ho,v to influence and 
change the brain in other ,vays, thereby clearing the path for neurohacking. 
Screens vv ill no longer be needed. A laser will draw the in1.ages into the retina. 
Headphones will no longer be needed. A cochlea implant will stimulate our 
auditory center. Hands and body movements are no longer needed to control 
computer programs: eye movements, speaking EEG signals f rom brain waves 
will perform the same function. At present, direct st imulation of the visual center 
by means of signals from video can1eras is b eing made possible. The direct 
coupling of neural tissue to computer systen1s and the in1plantation of chips in the 
brain is no"\v the hot, ne\v subject of research projects. Finally, we ,v ill no longer 
need our bodies for telemechanics; picking up the signals to the n1otor systems 
and directing them to machines ,vill be suffic ient. 

At the same time, we are trying to lock biological life into easily grasped and 
controllable cells which are independent of their environment. Biosphere II has 
failed, but the project points the ,vay frorn the ruined earth to the future of self
sufficient systems, of ''singles'' that have freed then1selves from local conditions, 
from the intelligent houses to an intelligent biotope. W hat is left of nature, 
pern1anently monitored by sensors, retreats to the innern1ost part of the space 
constructed around us, ,vhich is connected to other spaces olely by means of tele
communications. The organization of the static space around us, between the cells 
of ,vhich the data packets circulate, ,vill always be necessary. The important thing at 
present is not favoring an existence in the nenvorks over the body's existence in 
''real'' space, to say nothing of praising the for111er as bei11g essentially superior, but 
designing the body's housing and its conditions for self-preservation. At present, of 
course, coupling the brain to con1puter systems directly and enabli 11g the re111ote 
control of robots by means of telepresence and telen1echa1ucs is being worked on. 
Ambivalence concerning whether con1puter systen1s are being coupled to the 
brain or v ice versa characterizes this project, ,vhich could lead i11 the lo 11g ter1n to 
the detachn1ent of cognition from the body and the i111plied here-a11d-no\v 
restrictions in a postbiological age. The near fi.1ture, ho,vever, ,vill bri 11g different 
problems , the core of which ,vill be the coordi 11ation of the various areas of tele
existence in the global network architectures , ,vhich are slo,vly dr ifti 11g apart, a11d 
life at fixed locations. The i111porta nt issues are therefore ho,v cyberspace vvill be 
embedded in the real vvorld and the retroactive effects it vv ill have 011 the ,vorld. 
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strt1ctt1rL' ot· <.)t1r t·itil's, i11 tl1L·i r arcl1itL'Clt1rc .111cl c�11cL·1:1lly 111 tl1c <.lct;11l, c>f. till' t 1111:111 
for111s of.l1fe.Tl1crefore, 011e ca11 011ly spcc:t1latc 011 tl1c cl1a11gcli wJ11cl1 will re\ttlt frc>111 
tl1e bro�1dba11d cJl1le 11etvvorks jt1st 110\,v bei11g i11\tallcd. TJ1c tclcgrapl1 a11cl tcle1-Jl1c>r1c 
l1ave already exte11sively tra11sfor111ed tl1e city i11to a11 i11stru111cnt of spatial cc)11de11sa
rio11, a11d therefore of acceleratio11, i11te11si6catio11, and tl1e coupli 11g of co111111t1r1icatic)11s 
a11d decisior1-111aki11g processes. Wl1en the difference betwec11 local a11d long-dic;ta 11ce 
co111111t1 11ication has been reduced, spatial condensation , which cl1aracterizes tl1e 
cities, \Vill becorne dispensable. In addition to the expansion of the global 111edia, thic; 
process is, of course, driven by the acceleration of tra11sportation and traffic. 

Cities have always fulfilled the function of networking through condensation for 
tl1e areas surrounding the1n; they are the focus of power, capital, the movement of 
goods, labor, knowledge and culture. Since the birth of the f irst cities, they have 
dominated history. Cities have not only been characterized by the fact that they are 
centers or main allures in their regions; they have also connected the various regions 
and, with their traffic routes , have represented a material network. Internally ,  the short 
distan ces have made it possible for all the different areas to interact quickly with one 
another and with the areas surrounding other centers; coordination and escalating 
competition have been made possible; their dynamism has led them to use their 
elbows against one another. The collision of heterogeneous cultures and sharp social 
contrasts has contributed to the cities' dynamism, just as with the urban lifestyle, in 
the anonymity of which subcultures can develop. These subcultures have torn down 
the reigning social convention and enabled new ways of dealing with foreignness. 

The public sphere determined by the spatial nearness is migrating more and 
more to the realm of the media and networks. S till , as was already the case when 
telephone lines were laid, large conglomerations are the first to be connected to the 
information highways, which means that the cities are again more privileged than 
the countryside at f irst glance. However, this is a temporary process which aids the 
urban periphery in its growth and , as a whole, further undermines the importance 
of location. Information which travels through the networks replaces the paths 
along which objects, people, and information pass from one place to another, and 
uses a new kind of simultaneity to connect locations far removed from one another 
in a virtual space which can no longer be localized. The telephone gave birth to the 
dimension of tele-existence in cyberspace, which is beyond real space and changes 
its coupling function. The telephone, the prototype for the networked media, made 
spatial distortion and coordination of actions and decisions possible. This has 
affected not only comm erce, politics, and administration , but also private life. 
Meetings can be arranged quickly; close relationships develop at long distance. The 
private sphere and its opportunity for chance encounter loses importance. 

In the past few decades in Europe, the trend of turning the old urban centers 
into open-air museums has begun. They are to be pro tected as monume11ts and 
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exhibits, \vhile e\'ef)rthing behind the facades is changed. On the other hand, the 
Kornission Zukunfi: Stadt 2000 (Urban Future Commission 2000) called into being 
by the German federal government determined the follo,ving : ''City planning on 
the peripher,· is no longer characterized by a consensus, or by a code of regulations 
and rules of behavior. In the past I 5 to 20 years, city planning on the periphery has 
pursued ad hoc solutions leading to arbitrary results for the structural shapes and 
designs of the investor s." In spite of the regionalistic attitude, which emerged in the 
posanoder n period, this caprice is not very ""-idespread in the rest of the ,vorld : 
more than ever, construction makes use of an international style, which brings 
peripheries into conformi ty with one another just as the rest of the culture has 
conformed ,vith popular cultur e. Multinational companies and the increasing 
concentration of capital per meate regional centers vvith their branch offices, \vhich 
are identical ,vherever they are found. If the public sph ere is in any case too 
dangerous or too barren and therefore to be avoided as much as possible or only 
trans,Ter sed quick!)', the old cit,1 center s are transformed into urban museums and 
shopping zones ; these areas are per ,1aded ,vith the cathedrals of inter national 
concer ns \,\7hile the net\,·orks permit the commercialization of ever y  step taken in 
their ''public' ' spaces: the pedestrian pa1·s for ever ything that he or she sees or is 
bombarded \\ith advertising to vvhich he or she must submit ,vhen merely passing 
from one place to the next . Ad,-ertising, ho\\'e,-er is no longer diffusely directed at 
everyone and is therefore directed at no one ; no,,·, every step taken is tracked and 
the offerings are tailored to the indi\idual pedestrian. 

The influence of the mass media and the opportunity to come into contact 
\\ith others at an)' tin1e is possibly an important reason ,,,hy many people live in 
the suburbs, holed up in their priv•ate spheres, and '"·hy traditional familial struc
tures are disintegrating. Spatial closeness develops into mere coexistence and 
interaction from \,-ithin the private caves takes place only "vith distant partners. At 
present, urban space is occupied b11 the media. In contrast to streets, paths, doors 
and ,,lindo,vs, information high,,·a1·s and net \\-orks, the doors to cyber space are 
not immediate elen1ents of architectural design even if they must lead into and 
out of its structures. 

We probably still underestimate the meaning of cities because they exist at 
present as relics. In the last decades, the most in1portant changes have taken place 
behind the distracting theatrical architecture in the urban periphery and in rural 
areas and al,vays outside of the ''great'' architecture and urban planning. After 
net\vorks ,,ith broadband cable and satellites have rnade many of those functions 
of the cities ,,·hich are based on the concentration of heterogeneous institutions 
and superfluous cultures , a ruralization of the infor1nation society 11 1.ight begin. 

Concentration through condensation ,vould no longer be i111portant ; 
dispersion and nenvorking over great di tances ,,·ould set the star1dards for the sizes 
of orientation. That v'\ ... ould correspond to the transition fron1 the serial proces i11g. 
centralized von N eun1.ann co1nputer to decentralized co111puter architecture 
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1 1 11lic.i le cl.1,, 1� ,, itJ1<.ira,\i 111g frc)111 tl1e ctt)' ce 11ters, a11 cl tl1is trer1ci is cs i.,t·cially 
ob,·ioL1s i 11 tl1e U11ited tates. Tl1 e  11e,v cities leave tl1 e  <.iifTerl'Jlti:lti<.) 11 l1et,vee11 
ce11ter, per 1pl1ery .111d cot111tryside be}1i 11d a11d destroy tl1e traditio 11al l1ierarcl1)' 
tl1roL1gh ,,,}11ch regio11s are orga11ized, co11trolled, a11d represe 11ted by a ce11tt.:r, or �1 

central accoL111ti1 1g u11it, so to speak. Even no,v, the conto11rs of the ne\,\' Et1ropea11 
1 1 1etropolises can be seen; tl1ey begin in Mila11 ,  run through S\\1itzerla11d a11d alo11g 
the Rhine into the Be11 elt1x countries a11d end in Lo11don. 

I I I . The body's material envirorunent, as sho,vn by the value no\v placed 011 the 
bod)' and nature, \vill not become unimportant in the society of digital 1 1et\\'Orks, 
though it ,vill be organized and directed strictly according to functional criteria, a11d 
at the same time, more and more of the external world's functions v,rill be assumed 
by the constructed spaces of the internal world. The informatization of ecological 
systems, the permanent monitoring by means of al l kinds of sensors, serves the 
primary· purpose of providing warning and security systems designed to enable the 
protection of the foundations of human life; the resulting kno'\vledge, ho,'\'"ever, is 
directed toward the ability to control the complex ecological machine and, should 
this be impossible, to construct autonomous microcosms ,vhich are isolated from 
the environment, which are completely monitored, and which can be run in the 
same '\vay as other extensive technical systems. The external world is used for the 
transportation of goods and people; nature serves as the place of food production 
and that of certain recreational needs, to which the aesthetic perception of ''staged'' 
nature in parks, nature preserves, and biotopes belongs. The environment co11tin11es 
to be a resource one must protect in order to maintain life in the constructed areas, 
,vhich, however, tend to become more independent and autonomous becat1se of
their ''intelligence." The homebodies in their bunkers ,vill replace spatial close11ess 
with an intimate telepresence; the encounters in cyberspace ,vill supersede those 1n 
the public space, ,vhich ,vill become more and more inhospitable. 

If Biosphere II is the ultimate model for digital urbanism. then che intel11ge11t 
box is its predecessor. One of the first steps in this direction, less in1porta11t but still 
spectacular, ,vas the creation of ''media facades," ,v,.hich ,,·ill co,,er the ,,Talls ot
certain buildings of the future. Architecture, v.rhich stands irru11obile, 1s d:·na11uzed 
not only in its form; its interior and exterior ,\ill be transfor 111ed to 1nake it a 
vehicle ,vhich navigates through the virtual spaces. 

When the Center for Art and Media Technolog)' in Karlsr t1he, Ger 111a11)1
• 
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invited architects to make entries in a contest for a new building (which was never 
constructed due to a lack of funds), Rem Koolhaas's design won the first prize. 
The main body, a symbol of the media culture which would exist within it, was 
to be simple and monumental. A ''media facade'' was planned, and the visual 
spectacle would have delighted those persons arriving on the highway rather than 
the passersby on the street. Surely, the mythos of functionalism has been shattered 
just as that of being able to read a book by its cover. Media facades are only sequels 
to the decorated boxes of which Venturi had spoken the vehicles of advertising 
messages, residue from the public sphere which lives within its housing. Toyo Ito's 
''Tower of the W inds," on the other hand, controls the facade according to 
ecological data. A computer program translates the random audio-visual impulses 
into a constantly changing light installation. Here, too, however, facts are only 
transformed into a monumental aesthetic event in that the intelligent facades of 
the future will use sensors to scan the events taking place in the environment in 
order to maintain the stability of the interior climate. The box planned by Koolhaas 
not only shows that the architecture of the digital age will reduce buildings to mere 
housings, he also expresses the form in which the digital technology is embedded. 
It is the form which continues to serve a function solely for the multifunctional 

01 and mutable in ternal spaces, specifically those functions of providing protection 
01 with the necessary interface ports. 

I V .  Sweeping promises accompany the future network of the so-called 
information superhighways through which it will be  possible to send d.ata packets 
around the world. Many thin gs are supposed to change, and these changes will 
exercise considerable influence on the nature of urban life a11d its architecture, 
assuming that it will be possible for everyone to afford ( or that everyone will be 
forced to acquire for reasons of survival) access to the networks everywhere and all 
the time, and therefore be able to communicate with everyone in the world, who 
are all connected to the network as well. The pillars of this change would be tele-
homework, teleshoppin g, tele-education, etc., and the resulting decentralization of 
organizations, the slimming down of companies and administrations to the point of 
their becoming virtual enterprises, and the increase in freelance labor without any 
job security. The latter is a factor which makes the necessity of spatial condensation 
largely superfluous and could reduce the vol11me of traffic while the transport of 
goods will certai nly continue to increase as a result of the growing dislocation and 
decentralization. The media stations in private apartrnents and houses will be in the 
center of the upheaval. One will no longer travel to work by car or public 
transportation, but by modem. Telecommuting will sustain a new form of labor. At 
least, this is the goal of telecommunication enthusiasts: ''The standard apartment or 
house will not only have a living room, bedroom, kitchen and bathroo1n a new 
room which we could call the ' comn1unications room,' will becon1e the focus. The 
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L11111et·e,,.1r\. Tl11, tre.1te, tl1e po\<;1l11l1ty of relaxi11g <>Lttsic.ie  a11cl still l1ci11g c,r1 
<;t.111 c.1l1,. 13y rt·loc.1t111g cl1e \\'Orkplacc to tl1e .1rea \\' l1icl1 \\'as for111crly exclt1 ivt.:ly 
t1r1\·,1ce, cl1e .1p.1r c111e11t '" 111 beco111e a liv111g space to a co11siderably larger degree. 
A co11c;eqL1er1ce of tl1is developr11e11t: the ar11ot111t of office space \vill decrease, 
a11d tl1e 1ze of apart111e11ts and residential hou�es will grow. The ren1ai11ing 
·111du trial ad111i11istration space' \vill also have a different appearance. The archi
tecture \\ill be forced to adapt to the status of a 'meeting-place.' This means the 
i tie of li,ring and \Vorki11g space must be redefined and discussed ane\v.'' 1 

That ,,·hich sounds so inviting (and which will probably be reality only for a 
certain class) \vill not really be, in the final analysis, so very attractive, especially as 
e, 1eI)1thing depends on ,vhether the utilization of information superhigh\vays 
makes economic sense in the first place. IBM Deutschland has apparently already 
halted the further increase in the number of tele-workstations in the face of the 
immense costs involved. On the other hand, residents of the Third World are 
already being hired to perform simple telework tasks, of course without any job 
security and at extremely low wages, because the location of the \vorkplace is no 
longer important and the multinational companies can easily divert operations to 
other locations which promise to provide higher profits. 

At present, the decentralization of production, made possible by telecom
munications and the opportunity for s,vift transportation, is leading to an increase 
in inexpensive labor in the service sectors of wealthy countries, in other words, in 
that sector which fills the gaps created by automation and telecommunications. In 
spite of the renewed upswing of and increase in these lo\v-paid jobs, the process of 
pauperization has increased by leaps and bounds in the United States in recent years 
and can also be observed in Europe. As long as the world is organized into nation
states, the various countries and communities will be hostages of the multinational 
companies, and vvherever the population density and concentration of problems are 
greatest, dreams of the rea\vakening of cities vvill also founder on the mone)· that 
these cities no longer have. 

V. If this diagnosis is correct, further erosion in the border bet \,·een ci� 1 and 
country vvill be the result for urban areas. As the need for li\·ing space rises. 
complete utilization \vill increase, as will the ecological problems of uncontrolled 
development, even if there are no considerable changes in  the area, ,,· 1 ch 
intensive agricultural industries or artificial ecotopes are created co replace the 
landscape ,vhich has disappeared.W ith the exception of  a fe,,· global cities. ,,,hich 
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,,rill continue to exist (as Saskia Sassen has argt1ed) and which will be the places 
"'"here n1anagen1ent and certain special services provided by the multinational 
co111pa11ies are concentrated, the urban areas will decline in importance, as can be 
seen in the doV1.1nfall of the once great and powerful industrial bases. 

Of course, the pathways to work and those to meetings will be shortened, but 
passenger-car traffic vvill not decrease considerably because the construction of 
public transportation netvvorks which service large areas of the periphery and the 
countryside is im possible. Public-transport networks are usually star-shaped in 

ali gnment ,vith the urban center and adapted to the currents of conventional cities 
from the exterior to the interior and vice versa. As more and more working and 
living spaces are moved out of the center, traffic between it and the periphery or 
the country will increase, and the tr ips which have been saved by teleshopping will 
be 1nade up for through delivery. 

The ne,v world of telework is intended to turn the private donucile into a 
,vorkplace. With the exception of a few jobs in production, distribution, and 
customer service, many processes could be controlled by remote control via the 
networks and ,vith the aid of the technologies of telepresence and telemechanics. 
This would include custom mass production of consumer goods within certain 

"tj- standards by means of Computer-Integrated Manufacturing (CIM), combined with 
N just-in-time production. The customer, in addition to choosing and ordering 

prefabricated goods at a distance, \.vould be able to deternune and control the design 
of the desired product. Life in the electronic cave, ,vhich increasingly combines 
work and leisure time, ,vill also promote isolation, at least in that one will no longer 
be forced to leave the private sphere every working day and spend a relatively large 
amount of time with strangers in the same room. This nught not be a problen1 only 
for singles but also for small families, which presum ably are able to keep functioning 
more or less because they are not forced to be together constantly and because fixed 
working hours provide them ,vith time apart. Telework, on the other hand, could 
lead to personal conflicts in the process of balancing interests vvhich, in turn, may 
cause psychological stress, thereby possibly making relationships with a quantum of 
distance, telesocial relationships, more attractive. In any case, the consequences of a 
society net\vorking via telecommunications ,vill extend into the private sphere and 
require a change in the organization of the private life which will, in turn, be 
re.fleeted in architecture and urban spatial structure. 

V I . The brave new \.vorld of the networks and the life forms developing in them 
contain huge areas ,vhich remain unexplored and lag behind. These areas can be 
found not in rural areas but in the cities. After it seemed for a tinie that the 
attraction of the cities in Et1rope had disappeared, as if their death, proclaimed b)' 
many, had finally taken place, they have begun to gro,v in the recent past, above 
all because of the im migration and in.flt1x of foreigners. At same time, the citie of 
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gl1ctto, arc repl.1c1 11g tl1e vil lage\ , .1 11c.i t l1cir gro\vtl1 is c: .'<JJ(> 11c11ti�1l . f r1 111a11y 

111t•tro11ol1,t·, 111 dcvelop111g CO L111tr 1es, al111o�t l1alf of tl1e rcsidcr1ts will oo r1 live i11 
�lL1111\ or on cl1e streets 111 tl1e city, or at leac;t 111 .1n area to1111cctcd to the ci ty, 
but strictly \eparated for111 urba11 life, caught 1n the trap of new social structt1res 
,vich their O\v11 rules, and aln10 t always Jjving with the fact that they will have to 
resign then1sel\1es to remaining outsiders. 

Terr1tor1al closeness in this case does not only provide the chance to integrate 
011eself into the established urban life at some point . Suburbs, ghettos, and slums are 
characterized by poverty and unemployment, by ethnic minorities, refugees and 
inunigrants, by crime, drugs and alcohol, by warring youth gangs and an 
underground economy, by a more or less lawless area which evades the political 
authorities and urban administration. Many other characteristics of urban life are 
also missing in the European suburbs; only boredom is in abundance. There are few 
businesses and fewer jobs. Leisure-time facilities are just as rare as those of the public 
transportation system . Instead, radio and television form a link between the people 
and urban life, which is often further removed from the suburbs and slums in a 
social sense than from the vi llages and small towns, although the standards of the 
popular culture, which in principle promise par ticipation, are omnipresent thanks to 
telecommunications technology. To a great extent, they have drowned out and 
destroyed the social culture and neighborhood control of even the earlier worker 
settlements. One constantly sees that which one can neither be nor have. Interactive 
media such as computer games reinforce this trend of promising participation, 
though even television has, of course, already undermined social ties, which are, of 
course, always constraints. Media do not always force themselves onto their 
consumers; they do not always attempt to draw them in by constantly showing the 
crossing of borders and making the intimate public. They also have a tendency to 
invade every niche of everyday life, thereby blurring the conventional borders 
between the private and public spheres. 

This process of ''mediatization'' began after the end of the World War I I .  The 
cumbersome tabletop radios were replaced by portable and ever cheaper transistor 
models. Television established itself as an instrument of mass media in the six.ties. 
Since then, we have approached a situation in which everyone has his or her O\.'\TI 

set and several hours or more of leisure time are spent connected to the electronic 
world. This process is accompanied by the decay of broadcasting in programs vvhich 
cater to ever smaller social groups with ever more specialized programs . The 
withdrawal from the streets and the squares, the urban public media, 1s accompanied 
by a withdrawal from social ties. Coupling to the media, \.vhich is especially e\.rident 
in the case of Walkman headsets and interactive media, leads to an uncoupling trom 
the immediate surroundings. This last uncoupling involves considerable conse-

" 



qt1ences in the urban areas characterized by unemployment, although it may be 
possible that this will occur only in a time of transition from industr ial to 
i11f or111ation society. Because the street, the public space, is becoming more and 
1nore dangerous: one no longer knows one's neighbors; fluctuation is great and 
unemployment hinders the formation of a common social identity; the apartment 
becomes a place of retreat; a person's close, personal sphere is being replaced by the 
1nedia's public sphere, which is becoming more and more fragmented.  The wii1dows 
no longer open to the outside; the screen brings the distant reality into the room: an 
immediate spatial coupling at long distance and herald of a telexistence, which is 
being ushered in by the expansion of the networks. 

The real contact with the '' other'' world which takes place in the impover ished 
suburbs is often maintained only by the school, social workers, and police officers. 
Some people hardly ever leave their neighborhoods, wh ile the residents of the rest 
of the city avoid those areas and close themselves off more and more from public life 
in social niches and barr icaded homes, workplaces and shopping centers rolled into 
one. In a social regard, these enclaves g ive birth to the autonomous systems of which 
Biosphere II  is the forerunner in an ecolog ical sense. ''Security is one of the most 
important features of an apartment or an office, and furnishing it with the 
appropriate technology has already become a status symbol: armed response. The 
formerly open city is being equipped with doors, gratings, and observation 
can1.eras." Increasingly, public places are being monitored, if not transformed, into 
fortresses :  ''The new architecture is or iented entirely toward creating bunkers, 
towards strict separation of the public and pr ivate . . . .  More and more activities -
traveling, theater-going, dining, shopping must take place indoors; mingling with 
unmonitored groups is to be avoided."2 

The division of the cities and their gentrification make networks seem to be 
bridges which span the growing urban black holes and, in  so doing, they intensify 
the exclusion. In their report on the black holes of the French suburbs, Dubet and 
Lapeyronnie present an exemplary character ization of the dire situation of young 
people brought about by the lack of an organic everyday culture and the failure 
of social integration : ''The galore [French slang for suburbs ] is bor ne of the 
destruction of a certain  way of life. It consists of the ruins of the old world, and its 
pieced-together nature prohibits understanding it as  a subculture . . . .  Youths who 
grow up in the galore are uprooted. W hether their parents are native French or 
immigrants has no bearing ; there are no cultural contrasts between these two 
groups . The experiences of both are based in an unstabl e world of assorted props 
in which local ties are n1.ore vital than national or ethnic roots. In the world of the 
galore, interpersonal relationships are burde11ed by distrust, hostility, and fear. Racial 
conflict expresses itself there in social and economic co111petition a11d not in 
irreconcilable cultural differences. The result is not confrontation between various 
cultures and communities, but a war free-for-all."J 

Although when examined from a superficial perspective, racis111 and ethnicity 



\l't..'111 co tl1.1r.1Lter1ZL' tllt..''IL' Ill'\\' \V,t1•s of lift.·. till' clisi11tcgr.1 ti<>t1 <.>f ct1ltt1r,1l icler1Lit:y 
.1\ .1 rt..'\ltlt of .1 levclcli glol)al ct1ltttrl· is revcalt..·cl i,1 t�1c l)<><>k /1 1,s clcr (1vrst,1,ltc. 
Ecl1111t prop\, etl1111c c.i1,cr1111111at1c)11 a11c.i etl111ic allia11ct..·s 1-1l;1y a certai11 rc>lc ir1 tl1is 

cultt1re, but 011ly as a,1 erstaz for the expected p,1rt1c1patio11 i11 tl1e glc,l)al ct1ltt Jrc 
\•1,1ble e\.'ef)\Vl1ere 111 tl1e 111ed1a ir11ages. A� a11 exa111plc, a type c,f trar 1sitic)11al 
ct1ltt1re develop 111 the t1rbar1 st1burbs, which could, of cot1rse, also be located ir1 
the center. Tl11s tra11s1t1onal culture, showing here 1ts desperate and brutal side, 
participates in those processes \vhich serve a standard for the networked global 
culture and all its racist reJections: dissolutions of t rad1t1ons and the bonds to  
localities and regions through increasing mobility and global t elecom1nun ications 
leading to the creation of new ways of life and a future telexistence which uses 
and radicalizes the free areas established in conventional urban life. Reg1onal 
bonds and identities are preventing the transition to the age of the networks. The 
p resent flare-up of national and ethnic ambit ions is only one last desperate 
struggle before the disappearance of cultural diversity in the network of systems, 
in the system of the networks. 0 
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c1S t/1e L1l'r)1 CSS(?JJCC t11J d raiSllll d 'etre o_f 

Ct)t111111111 ic,1ti<Jt1 . . .  Ct)t111111111 icatit111 is tl1e 

crc,1ti,J11 o_f red 1,11da11c)1 o r  pat ter11i11g. 

In this last decade of the t\ventieth century, infor mation circulates as the currenc1· 
of the realm. Genetics, ,varfare, entertainment, communications, grain production, 
and financial markets number among the sectors of society revolutionized b)' the 
shift to an infor mation paradigm. The shift has also profoundly affected con
temporary fiction. If the effects on literature are not \\'idely recognized,  perhaps it 
is because the,· are at once pervasive and elusive. A book produced b,· t)·pesetcing 
may look very similar to one generated by a computerized program , but the 
technological processes involved in this transfor mation are not neutral. Different 
technologies of text production suggest different models of signification ; changes 
in signification are linked ,vith shifts in consumption; shifting patterns of 
consumption initiate ne,,· exper iences of embodiment; and embodied e:\."Per ience 
interacts ,,rith codes of representation to generate ne,,1 kinds of textual ,,·orlds. 1 In 
fact, each category production, signification, consumption, bodily· e:\."Perience, 
and representation is in constant feedback and feedfonvard loops ,,·i ch the 
others. Pull any thread in the skein, and the others pro,re to be enta 11gled in it. 

The clue that I ,vant to pursue through these lab) ·rinthian passages i · 
provided by the follo\.ving proposition: eve11 tl1oi1glz i1!for111at1011 prvi1ides tl,e b(zsis .fi.1r 
1111Jc/1 of co11te111porar21 society, it is ,zever prese11t i11 itself The site ,,·here I ,,�11 pick up 
this thread is the development of information the of') · in the ')·ears tollo,,·ing \\.orld 
War II. In information-theoretic terms, information is concepcua ll,· disc111ct tron1 
the markers that embody it, for example, ne,,·sprint or electromagnec1c ,,·a,·e,. le 
is a pattern rather than a presence, def ined b')· the probabilit)· distribut1or1 ot- the 
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l,. 11k-. n1cl1er tit. 11 tl1e 1,resc·11 t.: l f c.1 11: i11 t11 rtlg, -), • 11(1 ;,, ,,i,,o fert1l 1:1"'" tJ011 c. c , 

i11fc)r111.ttjo11, I �t·11t·tir 1),ltter11s C{)l111,ete \\'itl1 � It)' i(�. I l)re c11cc or tltt• rigl1t LC> 
liet t'r111i11e cl1L: ··teµ1ti111.1te ·· �).1re11r: ,1Lttf)111. te(i ,lt'l<>rics .ire C<)11trollecl l,), 1,rograr11 
cl1,1c C<>11,t1ttttt' cl1c: �)11)T,ic.1) r<..·,1lities (>t- \\<)rk .1s,igi1111t�11ts ,111ci 1>r<><lt1ctio11 cl1e<it1lc a 
tlL)\\, ()t lJltOrlll,l(lt)Jl t}1rot1g}1 tllL \\ \(l'lll6: Cri111i11,l}s ,lfC tieci t() Crittle." CC J1CS tllrC>llgll 

l )  "\. A. 11,1crer11, r.1tl1�r tl1a11 t') t.'\\ 1t11e-.., .1ccot111t ,1erit\1i11g tl1eir �)rese11cc; r igl1t of 
.11..·<..·e , to co111pt1ter 11et\,1orl\ rather cl1a11 pl1\ \lea.I pos'>eo.,s1011 ot- tl1e data deter111i11es 
11111e-te11tl1, ot- L0111pt1ter la,\·-; exual relario11sh1ps are pur\t1ed throt1gl1 tl1c virtt1al 
,pJce, ot-co111pt1ter r1et\,·ork� rather than cl1rough 111eeti11gs at \\•hich the participa11ts 
Jre ph,·s1call,· pre e11t.' Tl1e effect of these tra11sfor n1atio11s 1s to create a high I}• 
l1ererogeneotl5 a11d fis ured space 1n \\•ruch discursi,·e for rnaoons based on pattern 
ar1d ru1do11u1ess Jostle and co111pete \vith for n1ations based on pre ence and abse11ce. 
G1\·e11 the long tradition ot-donunar1ce that presence and absence have enjo1·ed in the 
\,·escern rraditio11. the surprise is not that formations based on them continue co ex:ist 
but that the)· are being displaced so rapidly across such a \vide range of cultural sites. 

Cr1ncal theo�· has also been marked by this displacement. At the same time 
chat absence \\'as reconceptualized in postsrrucruralist theory so that it is not mere 
nothingness but a productive force seminal to discourse and psycholinguisncs, so 
rando1nness ,,·as reconceptualized in  scientific fi elds so t hat it i s  not n1ere 
gibberish but a productive force essential to the evolution of complex S)rstems. 
The parallel suggests that the dialectic bet\,veen absence and presence came clearly 
into focus because it "'·as already being displaced as a cultural presupposition by 
randomness and pattern. Presence and absence ,vere forced into visibilit)·, so to 
speak, because the)' ,vere already losing their constituti\re po,ver co form the 
ground for discourse, b ecoming instead discourse's subject . In this sense 
deconstruction is the child of an information age, formulating its theories from 
strata pushed up,,·ard b1• the emerging substrata beneath. 

The displacement of presence/ absence hints at ho,\· central pattern/  
randomness ma)· be in  informi ng contemporary ideas of language, narrati,·e, and 
subjectivit)·. The ne\,. technologies of virtual reality illustrate the kind of phenom
ena that foreground pattern and randomness. and make presence and absence 
seem irrele,·ant. AlreadJ· an industr) · \\·ort h  hundreds of millions, virtual realic�; 
puts the user's sensory sy·stem into a direct feedback loop ,,ri ch a con1puter.9 In 
one ,·ersion, the user ,,·ears a stereov'ision helmet and a bod)· suit \\'1th sensors at 
joint positions. The user's movements are reproduced b,· a simulacrun1 on the 
computer screen called a puppet. W hen the user turns her head, the computer 
displa>· changes in  a corresponding fashion. At the saine ti111e, audiophones create 
a three-dimensional sound field. Kinesthetic sensations, such as G-loads for ilighc ..... 

simulat ors ,  can be supplied b1r the bod1r suit. The result is a r11ulc ise11sor1· 
interaction t hat creates the illusion that the user is 111s1de the con1pucer. Fro11. ITI)' 

exper ience ,v-ith the ,nrual reality simulations at the Hu111an Incert-ace Tech.r1olog)· 
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Laboratory and elsewhere, I can attest to the disorienting, exhilarating effect of 
feeling that subjectivity is dispersed throughout the cybernetic circuit. The user 
lear11s kinesthetically and proprioceptively in these systems that the boundaries of 
self are defined less by the skin than by the feedback loops connecting body and 
sin1ulation in a techno-bio-integrated circuit. 

Questions aboL1t presence and absence do not yield much leverage in this 
situation, for the puppet both is and is not present , just as the user both is and is 
not in side the screen. In stead, the focus shifts to questions about pattern and 
randomness . What transfor1nations govern the connections between user and 
puppet? What parameters control the construction of the screen world? What 
patterns can the user discover through interaction with the system? Where do 
these patterns fade into randomness? What stimuli cannot be encoded within the 
system and therefore exist only as extraneous noise? W hen and how does this 
noise coalesce into pattern? 

The example, taken from technology, illustrates concerns that are also 
appropriate to literary texts. It may seen1 strange to connect postmodern bodies 
with print rather than electronic media, but bodies and books share a crucially 
important character istic not presen t in electronic media. Unlike radio and 
television, which receive and tran sn1it signals but do not permanently store 
messages, books carry their in for 111ation in their bodies. Like the  hu 1nan body, the 
book is a form of information tran smission and storage that incorporates its 
encodings in a durable material substrate. Once encoding i11 the 1nater ial base has 
taken place, it cannot easily be changed. Print and proteins in this sense have more 
in common with each other than with any magnetic or electronic encodings, 
which can be erased and rewritten simply by changing the magnetic polarities. 
Tl1e metaphors of books , alphabets, and prin ting pervasive in the discoL1rse of 
genetics are constituted through and by this similarity of corporeal e11coding. 

The e11tanglement of signal and n1ateriality in bodies and books confers 011 
the1n a parallel doubleness . Just as the hu1nan body is understood i11 111olecL1lar 
biology as sim ultaneously a physical structure and an expression of genetic 
information, so the li terary corpu s is at once a physical object a11d a space of 
representation, a body and a 1nessage. BecaL1se they have bodies, books and people 
have something to lose if they are regarded solely as infor1national patterns, na111ely 
the resistan t n1ater iality that has traditionally 111arked the experience of reading 
no less than it has marked the experience of livi11g as e111bodied creatures. Fro 111 this 
affinity emerge complex feedback loops between co 11te111porary literature, the 
technologies that produce it, and the embodied readers who prod L1cc a11d are 
produced by books and technologies. Tl1e result is a network of cha11ges that arc 
mov ing in con1plex syncopation witl1 one another. Changes i11 l,odies as tl1ey are 
represented within literary texts have deep con11ections wit11 cha11gcs i 11 textL1al 
bodies as they are encoded within infor 111atio11 111edia, a11d botl1 sta11d i11 co111plcx 
relation to changes i11 the constr t1ctio 11 of l1t1111a11 bodies as tl1cy i11terfacc \rv itl1 
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t,,c.) lc,,el · �,t 011ce. �,, ,1 c l1.111ge i11 tl1e botiy (tl1e 111att•rial st1l1strate) ,111<.i a c l1.111gt· 
111 tl1e 111essage (tl1e code ot· represe11tatio11). To explore tl1e'ie tra11sfor111at1011s, I 
,v.111t to t1 11ta11gle ,111d the11 e11 tL111gle agai11 tl1e 11etvvorks co1111ect111g tecl111olog1c,1l 
111ode� of· prodt1ctio11 to tl1e objects prodticed a11d co11st1111ed, e111bo c.i1ell 
experie11ce to literary representation. Tl1e co1111ectivity betwee11 these parts �1 r1d 
ports is ,  a they say i11 the co111p t1ter indt1stry, 111assively parallel a11d highly 
interdigitated. My 11arrative vvill tl1erefore weave back a11d forth bct,,,ee11 tl1e 
represe11ted ,vorlds of contemporary fictio11s, 111odels of sigi1ification i111pljcit i11 
\vord processing, e111bodied experie11ce as it is co11structed by i11teractio11s ,,·itl1 
i11for111atio11 technologies, and the tech11ologies then1selves. 

The next thread I will pull fron1 this tar1gled skein concer11s tl1e 111odels of 
significatio11 suggested and instantiated by i11forn1ation tech11ologies. l 11for111atio11 
technologies do 111ore than change n1.odes of text productio11, storage, a11d disser11i-
11.ation. They funda1nentally alter the relatior1 of sigrtified to sigi1ifier. c�1rryi 11g the 
instabilities in1plicit in Lacanian floating sigi1ifiers one step further, i11for111atio11 
technologies create what I will call jlickerit1g sigtt{ficrs, characterized by their te11de11cy 
to,vard unexpected metan1orphoses, attenuations, and dispersio11s. Flickering 
signifiers signal an in1portant shift in the plate tectonics of langt1age. Mt1ch of 
conte1nporary fiction is directly influenced by inforrnation technologies; cyberpu11k, 
for example, takes infor111atics as its central the111e. Even narratives without tl1is 
focus can hardly avoid the rippling effects of inforn1atics, for the cl1ai1ging 111odes of· 
signification affect the codes as well as the subjects of represe11tatio11. 

S I G N I F Y I N G  T H E  P R O C E S S E S  O F  P R O D U C T I O N  

''Language is not a code," Lacan asserted, because he wished to der1y any 011e-to
one correspondence between the sigi1ifier and the sig11ified. 1 1  I11 word processi11g, 
however, language is a code. The relation between asse111bly a11d co111piler languages 
is specified by a coding arrange1nent, as is the relation of the co111piler la11guage to 
the prograrm1u11g co1nn1ands that the Ltser 111a11ip Luates. Througl1 tl1e e 111ultiple 
transformations some qua11tity is conserved, but it is 11ot the 111echarucal e11ergy 
implicit in a system of levers or the molecular e11ergy of a ther111od)·11.1111ical S\\te111. 
Rather it is the informational strt1cture that e111erges fron1 the i11terpla)' bet\,:ee11 
pattern and randonmess. The i111.n1ateriality of the text, derivi11g fi-0111 a trar1 lano11 



of mechanical leverage into informational patterns, allows transformations to take 
place that would be unthinkable if matter or energy were the pr imary basis for the 
systemic exchanges. This textual fluidity, which the user learns in her body as she 
interacts with the system, implies that signifiers flicker rather than float. 

To explain what I mean by flickering signifiers, I will find it useful briefly to 
review Lacan 's not ion of floating signifiers. Lacan, operating within a view of 
language that was primarily print-based rather than electronically mediated, not 
surprisingly focused on presence and absence as the dialectic of interest. 12 W hen he 
formulated the concept of floating signifiers, he drew on Saussure's idea that 
signifiers are defined by networks of relat ional differences between themselves 
rather than by their relat ion to signifieds. He complicated this picture by 
maintaining that signifieds do not exist in themselves, except insofar as they are 
produced by signifiers. He imagined them as an ungraspable flow floating beneath 
a network of signifiers that itself is constituted through continual slippages and 
displacements. Thus for him a doubly reinforced absence is at the core of 
signification absence of signifieds as things-in-themselves as well as absence of 
stable correspondences between signifiers. The catastrophe in psycholinguistic 
development corresponding to this absence in signification is castration, the 

� moment when the (male) subject symbolically confronts the realization that 
N subjectivity, like language, is founded on absence . 

How does this scenar io  change when float ing signifiers g ive way to 
flicker ing signifiers? Foregrounding pattern and randomness, informat ion 
technologies operate within a realm in which the signifier is opened to a rich 
internal play of difference. In informatics the signifier can no  longer be 
understood as a single marker, for example an ink mark on a page. Rather it 
exists as a flexible chain of markers bound together by the arbitrary relations 
specified by the re levant codes. As I ,vrite these words on my computer, I see the 
lights on the video screen, but for the computer the relevant signifiers are 
magnetic tracks on disks. Intervening between what I see and what the computer 
reads are the machine code that correlates alphanumeric symbols with binary 
digits , the compiler language that correlates these symbols with higher-level 
instructions determining how the symbols are to be manipulated, the processing 
program that mediates between these instructions and the commands I give the 
computer, and so forth. A signifier on one level becomes a signified on the next 
higher level . Precisely because the relationship between signifier and signified at 
each of these levels is arbitrary, it can be changed with a s ingle global command. 
If I am producing ink marks by manipulating movable type, changing the font 
requires changing each line of type. By contrast, if I am producing flickering 
signifiers on a video screen, changing the font is as easy as giving the system a 
single command. The longer the chain of codes, the more radical the 
transformations that can be effected. Acting as linguistic levers, the coding chains 
impart astonishing power to even very small changes. 
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fi-0111 <;ter1ltt)'· If t l1erc 1s 011ly ra11clo11111ess, tl1c  resL1lt 1s gibberish rat l1er tl1an 
co111111L1111c.1t1011. l11for111at1or1 is prodt1ced by a co111plex dar1ce betwcc11 prc
d1ct,1b1l1ty a11d L111predictab1l1lty, repet1t1011 and var1at1011 . We have seen that the 
pos ibilities for 111L1tatio11 are enha11ced and l1eighte11ed by long coding chajns. 
We car1 no\v understand n1utation in more funda1nental terms. Mutation is crucial 
becatt e it names the bifurcation point at which the interplay between pattern 
and rar1don111ess causes the system to evolve in a new direction. 13 Mutation 
i111plies both the replication of pattern the morphological standard against 
\vhich it can be measured and understood as a mutation - and the interjection of 
randomness the variations that mark it as a deviation so decisive it can no 
longer be assimilated into the same. 

Mutation is the catastrophe in the pattern/randomness dialectic analogous to 
castration in presence/ absence. It marks the opening of pattern to randomness so 
extreme that the expectation of continuous replication can no longer be sustained. 
But as with castration, this only appears to be a disruption located at a specific 
moment. The randomness to which mutation testifies is always already interwoven 
into pattern. One way to understand this ''always already'' is through the probability 
function that mathematically defines information in Claude Shannon's classic 
equations in information theory. 1 "' Were randomness not always already immanent, 
we would be in the Newtonian world of strict causality rather than the 
information-theoretic realm of probability. More generally, randomness is involved 
because it is only against the background or possibility of nonpattern t hat pattern 
can emerge. W herever pattern exists, randomness is implicit as the contrasting term 
that allows pattern to be understood as such. The crisis named by mutation is as 
wide-ranging and pervasive in its import within the pattern/randomness dialectic as 
castration is within the tradition of presence/ absence, for it is the visible mark that 
testifies to the continuing interplay of the dialectical terms. 

Shifting the emphasis from presence/absence to pattern/randomness suggests 
different choices for tutor texts. Rather than Freud's discussion of ''fort/ da' '  (a 
short passage whose replication in hundreds of commentaries \Vould no doubt 
astonish its creator), theorists interested in pattern and randonu1ess might point to 
somet hing like David Cronenberg's film The Fly. At a certain point the protag
onist's penis does fall off (he quaintly puts it in his medicine chest as a memento 
to times past), but the loss scarcely registers in the larger metamorphosis he is 
undergoing. The operative transition is not from male to female-as-castrated-male. 
but from human to something radically other than human. Flickering signi f ication 
brings together language with a psychodynamics based on the S)'Illbolic moment 
when the human confronts the posthuman. 
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I understand ''human'' and ''posthuman'' to be historically specific construc
tions that emerge from different configurations of embodiment, technology, and 
culture. A convenient point of reference for the human is the picture constructed 
by nineteenth-century American and British anthropologists of ''man'' as a tool
user. is Using tools may shape the body (some anthropologists made this 
argument), but the tool nevertheless is envisioned as an object, apart from the 
body, that can be picked up and put down at will. W hen the claim could not be 
sustained that man's unique nature was defined by tool use (because other animals 
were shown also to use tools), the focus shifted during the early twentieth century 
to man the tool-maker. Typical is Kenneth P Oakley's 1 949 Man the Tool-Maker, a 
magister ial work with the authority of the British Museum behind it. 16 Oakley, in 
charge of the Anthropological Section of the museum's N atural History division, 
wrote in his introduction, ''Employment of tools appears to be [man's] chief bio
logical characteristic, for considered functionally they are detachable extensions of 
the forelimb." The kind of tool he envisioned was mechanical rather than 
informational; it goes with the hand, not on the head. Significantly, he imagined 
the tool to be at once '' detachable'' and an'' extension," separate from yet partaking 
of the hand. If the placement and kind of tool marks his affinity with the epoch 
of the human, its construction as a prosthesis points forward to the posthuman. 
S imilar ambiguities informed the Macy Conference discussions taking place 
during the same period ( 1 946- I 9 5 3), as participants wavered between a vision 
of man as a homeostatic self -regulating mechanism whose boundar ies were clearly 
delineated from the environment, 11 and a more threatening, reflexive vision of a 
man spliced into an informational circuit that could change him in unpredictable 
ways. By the 1960s, the consensus within cyber netics had shifted dramatically 
toward reflexivity. By the r 98os, the inertial pull of homeostasis as a constitutive 
concept had largely given way to theories of self-organization that implied radical 
changes were possible within certain kinds of complex systems .  is Through these 
discussions, the ''posthuman'' future of ''humanity'' began increasingly to be 
evoked. Examples range from Hans Moravec 's invocation of a ''postbiological' '  
future in which human consciousness is downloaded into a computer, to the more 
sedate (and in part already realized) prospect of a symbiotic union between human 
and intelligent machine that Howard Rheingold calls ''intelligence augmen
tation." 19 Although these visions differ in the degree and kind of interfaces they 
imagine, they concur that the posthuman implies a coupling so intense and 
multifaceted that it is no longer possible to distinguish meaningfully between the 
biological organism and the informational circuits in which it is enmeshed. 
Accompanying this change, I have argued, is a corresponding shift in how 
signification is understood and corporeally exper ienced. In contrast to Lacanian 
psycholinguistics, derived from the generative coupling of linguistics and sexuality, 
flickering signification is the progeny of the f ascinating and troubling coupling of 
language and machine. 
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tl'Xt to \L1c·l 1 st.11)les <)f- litcrary i11terprctatio11 a'.-1 cl1ara<.'tcr, plot, ,1L1tl1c>r, a11cl rcacler. "' f"11<: 
t�t·vclot1111e11t is by 110 111ca11s cve11; so111e texts testify dr�1111atjcally a11c1 cxpl1c.1tly t<> tl1c 
. l1itt, "''l1cre.1s otl1ers 111a11ifest it only i11directly. I will call tl1e texts wl1ere tl1e 
displ,1ce111e11t is 111ost appare11t i11for 111atio11 narratives. lnforn1ation 11arrativcs sl1ow 111 
ex.1ggerated for 111 cl1ai1ges tl1at are 111ore subtly present in other texts as well. Whether 
i11 i11for 111atio11 11arratives or conte111porary fiction generally, the dyna11uc of displace-
111e11t is crt1ciaJ. One could focus on pattern in any era , but the peculiarity of pattern 
i11 these texts is its interpenetration with randomness and its implicit challenge to 
physicality. Patter,, terzds to overwhelm presence, marking a new kind of immater iality 
which does not depend on spirituality or even consciousness, only on inforn1ation. 

I begin my exploration with William Gibson's Nei,1romancer ( 1 984), the novel that 
sparked tl1e cyberpunk movement and motivated Autodesk, a software company, to 
launch a major initiative in developing virtual reality technology. Hard on the heels 
of Nei,romancer came two more volumes, Count Zero ( 1986) and Mona Lisa Overdrive 
( 1988). The Neuromancer trilogy gave a local habitation and a name to the disparate 
spaces of computer simulations ,  networks , and hypertext windows that prior to 
Gibson's intervention had been discussed as separate phenomena. Gibson's novels 
acted like seed crystals thrown into a supersaturated solution; the time was ripe for 
the technology known as cyberspace to precipitate into public consciousness. The 
narrator defines cyberspace as a ''consensual illusion' ' accessed when a user ''jacks 
into'' a computer. Here the wr iter's imagination outstr ips existing technologies, for 
Gibson imagines a direct neural l ink between the brain and computer through 
electrodes. Another version of this link is a socket implanted behii1d the ear which 
accepts computer chips, allowing direct neural access to computer memory. Network 
users collaborate in creating the r ichly textured landscape of cyberspace, a '' graphic 
representation of data abstracted from the banks of every computer in the hun1an 
system. Unthinkable complexity. Lines of light ranged in the nonspace of the mind, 
clusters and constellations of data. Like city lights, receding . . ." Existing in the 
nonmaterial space of computer simulation, cyberspace defines a perimeter \.vithin 
which pattern is the essence of the reality, presence an optical illusion. 

Like the landscapes they negotiate, the subjectivities who operate within 
cyberspace also become patterns rather than physical entities. Case, the computer 
cowboy who is the novel's protagonist, still has a physical presence, although he 
regards his body as so much ''meat'' that exists primarily to sustain his conscious
ness until the next t ime he can enter cyberspace. Others have completed the 
transition that Case's values imply. Dixie Flatline, a cowboy who encountered 
something in cyberspace that flattened his EEG, ceased to exist as a ph1,sical body 
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and lives now as a personality construct within the computer, defined by the 
1nagnetic patterns that store his identity. 

The contrast between the body's limitations and cyberspace's power highlights 
the advantages of pattern over presence. As long as the pattern endures, one has 
attained a kind of immortality. Such views are authorized by cultural conditions that 
make physicality seem a better state to be from than to inhabit. In a world despoiled 
by overdevelopment, overpopulation, and time-release environmental poisons, it is 
comforting to think that physical forms can recover their pristine purity by being 
reconstituted as informational patterns in a multidimensional computer space. A 
cyberspace body, like a cyberspace landscape, is immune to blight and corruption. It 
is no accident that the vaguely apocalyptic landscapes of films like The Terminator, 
Blade Runner, and Hardware occur in narratives focusing on cybernetic life-forms. 
The sense that the world is rapidly becoming uninhabitable by human beings is part 
of the impetus toward the displacement of presence by pattern. 

These connections lie close to the surface in Neuromancer: 

''Get just wasted enough, find yourself in some desperate but strangely arbitrary kind 

of trouble, and it was possible to see Ninsei as a field of data, the way the matrix had 

once reminded him of proteins linking to distinguish cell specialities. Then you could 

throw yourself into a high-speed drift and skid, totally engaged but set apart from it all, 

and all around you the dance of biz, information interacting, data made flesh in the 

mazes of the black market . .  .'' 

T he metaphoric slippages betvveen urban sprawl, computer matrix, and 
biological protein culminate in the final elliptical phrase, '' data made flesh." 
Information is the putative origin, physicality the derivative manifestation. Body 
parts sold in black market clinics, body neurochemistry manipulated by synthetic 
drugs, body of the world overlaid by urban sprawl testify to the precariousness of 
physical existence . If flesh is data incarnate, why not go back to the source and 
leave the perils of physicality behind? 

The reasoning presupposes that subjectivity and computer progra1ns have a 
common arena in which to interact. Historically, that arena was first defined in 
cybernetics by the creation of a conceptual framework that constituted humans, 
animals, and machines as information-processing devices receiving and transmitting 
signals to effect goal-directed behavior. 20 Gibson n1.atches this technical achievement 
with two literary innovations that al low subjectivity, with its connotations of 
consciousness and self-awareness, to be articulated together with abstract data. The 
first is a subtle modification in point of view, abbreviated in the text as ''pov." More 
than an acronym , pov is a substantive noun that constitutes the character's 
subjectivity by serving as a positional marker substituting for his absent body. 

In its usual Jamesian sense, point of view presumes the fiction of a person 
who observes the action from a particular angle and tells what he sees. 1 11. the 

-
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(46). For Ja111es the observer is an embodied creature, and the speci fici ty of l1is 
location deter nunes what he can see as he looks out on a scene that itself is 
physically specific. W hen an omniscient viewpoint is used, the limitations of the 
narrator's corporeality begin to f all away, but the suggestion of embodiment 
lingers in the idea of focus, the ''scene'' created by the eye's movement. 

Even  for James, vision is not unmediated technologically. Significantly, he 
hovers between eye and field glass as the receptor constituting vision. Cyberspace 
represents a quantum leap forward into the technological construction of vision. 
Instead of an embodied consciousness looking through the window at a scene, 
consciousness moves through the screen to become the pov, leaving behind the 
body as an unoccupied shell. In cyberspace, point of view does not emanate from 
the character; rather, the pov literally is the character. If a pov is annihilated, the 
character disappears with it, ceasing to exist as a consciousness in and out of 
cyberspace. The realistic fiction of a narrator who observes but does not create is 
thus unmasked in cyberspace. The effect is not primarily metafictional, however, 
but in  a literal sense metaphysical, above and beyond physicality. The crucial 
difference between the Jamesian point of view and cyberspace pov is that the 
former implies physical presence, whereas the latter does not. 

Gibson's technique recalls Robbe-Gr illet's novels, which were among the first 
information narratives to exploit the formal consequences of combining subjectivity 
with data. In Robbe-Gr illet, however, the effect of interfacing narrative voice with 
objective description was paradoxically to heighten the narrator's subjectivity, for 
certain objects, like the jalousied windows or the centipede in  Jealousy, are 
inventoried with obsessive interest, indicating a mindset that is anything but 
objective. In Gibson, the space in which subjectivity moves lacks this personalized 
stamp. Cyberspace is the domain of postmoder n collectivity, constituted as the 
resultant of millions of vectors representing the diverse and often conflicting interests 
of human and artificial intelligences linked together through computer networks. 

To make this space work as a level playing field on which humans and 
computers can meet on equal terms, Gibson introduces his second innovation. 
Cyberspace is created by transforming a data matrix into a landscape in which 
narratives can happen. In mathematics, matr ix is a technical term denoting data 
that have been arranged into an n-dimensional array. Expressed in this form, data 
seem as far removed from the fascinations of story as random number tables are 
from the National Inquirer. Because the array is already conceptualized in spatial 
terms, however, it is a small step to imagining it as a three-dimensional landscape. 
Narrative becomes possible when this spatiality is given a temporal dimension by 



the pov's movement through it. The pov is located in space, but it exists in time. 
Through the track it weaves, the desires, repressions, and obsessions of subjectivity 
can be expressed. The genius of Neuromancer lies in its explicit recognition that the 
categories Kant considered fundamental to human experience, space and time, can 
be used as a conjunction to join awareness with data. Reduced to a point, the pov 
is abstracted into a purely temporal entity with no spatial extension; metaphorized 
into an interactive space, the datascape is narrativized by the pov's movement 
through it. Data are thus humanized, and subjectivity computerized, allowing 
them to join in a symbiotic union w hose result is narrative. 

Such innovations carry the implications of informatics beyond the textual 
surface into the signifying processes that constitute theme and character. I suspect 
that Gibson's novels have been so influential not only because they present a 
vision of the posthuman future that is already upon us in this they are no more 
prescient than many other science fiction novels but also because they embody 
within their techniques the assumptions expressed explicitly in the novels' themes. 
This kind of move is possible or inev itable w hen the cultural conditions 
authorizing the assumptions are pervasive enough so that the posthuman is 
experienced as an everyday lived reality as well as an intellectual proposition. 

In The Condition of Postmodernity, David Harvey characterizes the economic 
aspects of the shift to an informatted society as a transition from a Fordist regime to 
a regime of flexible accumulation. 22 As Harvey along with many others have 
pointed out, in late capitalism durable goods yield pride of place to information. 23 

A significant difference between information and durable goods is replicability. 
Information is not a conserved quantity. If I give you information, you have it and 
I do too. W ith information, the constraining factor separating the haves from the 
have-nots is not so much possession as access. The shift of emphasis from ownership 
to access is another manifestation of the underlying transition from presence/ 
absence to pattern/ randomness. Presence precedes and makes possible the idea of 
possession, for one can possess something only if it already exists . By contrast, access 
implies pattern recognition, whether the access is to a piece of land (recognized as 
such through the boundary pattern defining that land as different from adjoining 
parcels), confidential information (constituted as confidential through the con1.
parison of its informational patterns with less sect1re documents), or a bank vault 
(associated with knowing the correct pattern of tumbler combinations). In general, 
access differs from possession because it tracks patterns rather than presences . W hen 
someone breaks into a con1puter system, it is not her physical prese 11ce that is 
detected but the informational traces her entry has created.24 

When the emphasis falls on access rather than ownership, the private/ pt 1blic 
distinction that was so important in the forn1ation of the novel is radically 
reconfigured. W hereas possession implies the existence of private life based on 
physical exclusion or inclusion, access i111plies the existence of credentialing practices 
that use patterns rather than presences to distinguish between those who do and do 
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Altl1ot1gh the Glad11ey fa 111 ily still operates as a social unit (albeit with the 
geographica -1 dispersion ende111ic to postn1oder n life) ,  their conversati o11s are 
pu 11ctt1ated by rando111 bits of infor 11 1ation emanating from the radio and TV The 
punctt1atio11 points toward a mutation in subjectiv ity that comes from joining the 
focused attention of traditional novelistic consciousness with the digitized 
ra ndon1ness of 111.iscellaneous bits. The n1.utation reaches incarnation in W illie 
Mink , whose brain has become so addled by a desigr1er drug that h is consciousness 
is fi11ally indistinguishable from the white noise that surrounds him. Through a 
different route than that used by Gibson, DeLillo arrives at a similar destination: a 
vis ion of subjectivity constitu ted through the interplay of pattern and randomness 
rather than presence and absence. 

The bodies of texts are also implicated in these changes. The displacement of 
presence by pattern thins the tissue of textuality, mak ing it a semipermeable 
membrane that allows awareness of the text as an informational pattern to infuse 
into the space of representation. W hen the fiction of presence gives way to the 
recognition of pattern, passages are opened between the text-as-object and 
representations within the text that are characteristically postmodern. Consider the 
play between text as physical object and information flow in Calvino's If o,i a 

Winter� Night a Traveler ( r 98 r). The text's awareness of its own physicality is painfully 
apparent in the anxiety it manifests toward keeping the literary corpus intact. W ithin 
the space of representation, texts are subjected to birth defects ,  maimed and tor n 
apart , los t and stolen , and last but hardly least , pulverized when the wrong computer 
key is pushed and the stored words are randomized into miscellaneous bits. 

The anxiety is transmitted to readers within the text , who keep pursuing 
parts of textual bodies only to lose them , as well as to readers outside the text , 
who must try to make sense of the radically discontinuous narrative. Only when 
the titles of the parts are perceived to for m  a sentence is the literary corpus 
reconstituted as a unity. Significantly, the recuperation is syntactical rather than 
physical. It does not arise from or imply an intact physical body. Rather , it e1nerges 
from the patterns metaphor ical , grammatical, narrative , thematic , and textual -
that the parts together make. As the climactic scene in the library suggests ,  
the reconstituted corpus is a body of infor mation , emerging from the discourse 



community among which information circulates. 
The correspondence between transformations in human and textual bodies can 

be seen as early as William Burroughs's Naked Lunch ( 1959), written in the decade 
that saw the institutionalization of cybernetics and the construction of the first large
scale electronic computer. The narrative metamorphoses nearly as often as bodies 
within it, suggesting by its cut-up method a textual corpus as artificial, 
heterogeneous, and cybernetic as the bodies are. 25 Since the fissures that mark the 
text always fall within the units that comprise the textual body within chapters, 
paragraphs, sentences, and even words it becomes increasingly clear that they do 
not function to delineate the textual corpus. Rather, the body of the text is produced 
precisely by these fissures, which are not so much ruptures as productive dialectics 
bringing the narrative as a syntactic and chronological sequence into being. 

Bodies within the text follow the same logic. Under the pressure of sex and 
addiction, bodies explode or mutate, protoplasm is sucked out of cocks or nostrils, 
plots are hatched to take over the planet or nearest life-form. Burroughs anticipates 
Jameson's claim that an information society is the purest form of capitalism.26 
W hen bodies are constituted as information, they cannot only be sold but 
fundamentally reconstituted in response to market pressures. Junk instantiates the 

N dynamics of informatics and makes clear its relation to late capitalism. Junk is the 
N ''ideal product'' because the ''junk merchant does not sell his product to the 

consumer, he sells the consumer to his product. He does not improve and simplify 
his merchandise. He  degrades and simplifies the client." The junkie's body is a 
harbinger of the post1nodern mutant, for it demonstrates how presence yields to 
patterns of assembly and disassembly created by the flow of junk-as-information 
through points of amplification and resistance. 

The characteristics of information narratives include, then, an emphasis on 
mutation and transformation as a central thematic for bodies within the text as 
well as for the bodies of texts. Subjectivity, already joined with information 
technologies through cybernetic circuits, is further integrated into the circuit by 
novelistic techniques that combine it with data. Access vies with possession as a 
structuring element, and data are narrativized to accommodate their integration 
with subjectivity. In general, materiality and immateriality are joined in a complex 
tension that is a source of exultation and strong anxiety. To understand the links 
between information narratives and other contemporary fictions that n1ay not 
obviously fall into this category, let us turn now to consider the more general 
effects of informatics on narrative encodings. 

F U N C T I O N A L I T I E S  O F  N A R R A T I V E  

The very word narrator implies a voice speaking, and a speaking voice implies 
a sense of presence. Derrida, announcing the advent of grammatology, focused on 



the gap that separatei; speJk. 111g fro111 \-Vr it ir1g; st1cl1 ,1 cl1a11ge tra11sfc,r 111s tl1c 
11arrator fro1 1 1  spe '"1k.er to scr il)c, or 111orc: J.)rec1sely c1r1 �1l)se11cc toward wl11cl1 the 
111scr ipt1011s po111t.27 l11 for 111at1cs pusl1es this tra11sfor111at1on ft1r tl1er As wr iting 
yields to flicker i 11g s1gnifiers L111derwr1tte11 by b111ary d1gjts, the narrator beco111cs 
11ot so 111uch a scr ibe as a cyborg authorized to access the relevant codes. 

To see how the fu nction of the narrator changes, consider the seduction 
scene fron1 ''I Was an Infinitely Hot and Dense White Dot," one of the stor ies in 
Mark Leyner's My Cor,1sir1, My Gastroenterologist.28 The narrator, ''h igh on Sinutab ' ' 
and dr iving ''isotropically," so that any destination is equally probable, finds himself 
at a ''squalid little dive'' (6). 

I don't know . . .  but there she rs. I can't tell if she's a human or a fifth-generation 

gynemorph1c android and I don't care. I crack open an ampule of mating pheromone 

and let rt. waft across the bar; as I srp my drink, a methyl isocyanate on the rocks

methyl isocyanate is the substance which killed more than 2,000 peop le when 1t 

leaked in Bhopal, India, but thanks to my weight training, aerobic workouts, and a 

low-fat fiber -rich diet, the stuff has no effect on me. Sure enough she strolls over and 

occupies the stool next to mine . . . . My l ips are now one angstrom unit from her 

lips . . . . I begin to kiss her but she turns her head away. . . . I can't kiss you, we're 

monozygotic replicants - we share I 00% of our genetic material. My head sp ins. You 

are the beautiful day; I exclaim, your breath is a zephyr of eucalyptus that does a pas 

de bourre across the Sea of Galilee. Thanks, she says, but we can't go back to my 

house and make love because monozygotic incest is forbidden by the elders. What if 

I said I could change all that? . . .  What if I said that I had a miniature shotgun that blasts 

gene fragments into the cells of l iving organisms, altering their genetic matrices so that 

a monozygotic replicant would no longer be a monozygotic replicant and she could 

then make love to a muscleman without transgressing the incest taboo, I say. opening 

my shirt and exposing the device which I had stuck in the waistband of my black jeans. 

How'd you get that thing? she gasps, ogling its thick fiber-reinforced plastic barrel and 
the Uzi-Biotech logo embossed on the magazine which held two cartridges of gelated 

recombinant DNA. I got it for Christmas . . . .  Do you have any last words before I 

scramble your chromosomes, I say. taking aim. Yes, she says, you first 

Much of the passage's wit comes from the juxtaposition of folk wisdom and 
seduction cliches with high-tech language and ideas that makes them nonsensical. 
The narrator sips a chem ical that killed thousands when i t  leaked into the 
environment, but he is immune to damage because he eats a low-fat diet. The 
narrator leans close to the woman/ android to kiss her, but he has not yet made 
contact when he is an angstrom away, considerably less than the diameter of a 
hydrogen atom .  The character s cannot make love because they are barred by 
incest taboos, being replicants from the same monozygote, which 1.vould make 
them identical tw ins but does not seem to prevent them from being opposite 



sexes. They are governed b1r kinship rules enforced by tribal elders, but they ha\"e 
access to genetic technologies that intervene in and disrupt evolutionary modes of 
descent. The)- think their problem can be solved by an Uzi-Biotech \,·eapon that 
\\W scramble their chromosomes, but the narrator, at least, seems to expect their 
identities to survive intact. 

E,·en ,vithin the confines of a short story no more than five pages long, this 
encounter is not preceded or follo,ved by events that relate directly to it. Rather, the 
narrative leaps from scene to scene, \\-hich are linked by only· the most tenuous and 
arbitrary threads. The incongruities nuke the narrati\-e a kind of te�-mal android 
created through patterns of assembly and disassen1.bly. There is no natural bod)· to 
this text, any more than there are natural bodies ,,-ithin the text. fu the title 
intimates, identity merges \v"'ith t)rpograp1· (''I \\'"as a . . .  dot'') and is further conflated 
,,rith such high-tech reconstructions as computer simulations of gra,·itational 
collapse (''I \Vas an infinitely hot and dense ,vhite dot''). Signifiers collapse like 
stellar bodies into an explosive materialit)· that approaches the critical point of no,1a, 
ready to blast out\vard into dissipating ,va,·es of flickering signification. 

The explosive tensions ben,1een cultural codes that fa1niliarize the action and 
neologistic splices that dislocate traditional e�'Pectations do 111ore than structure the 
narrative. The)r also constitute the narrator, ,,-ho exi ts less as a speaking ,·oice 
endo,,·ed ,vith a plausible ps,"cholog)" than as a series of fissures and dislocations that 
push to\vard a ne,,- kind of subjecti,1it)·. To tmderstand the nature of this subjecti,'"ity·. 
let us imagine a trajector,· that arcs from storyteller to profes ional to so111e 
destin ation bey·ond. The shared coI11.111uniry· of ,·alues a11d prese11ce that Walter 
Benjamin had in mind ,vhen he e,·oked the traditional story·celler ,,·hose ,,,ords 
are ,voven into the rhythni.s of \\•ork echo faintl)· in allusio11s to the So11g of So11gs 
and tribal elders.29 Overlaid on this is the professio11alization that Lyotard \\'TOte 
about in Tlze Post111oder11 Co11ditio11, in ,,·hich the authorit\· to tell the storv i 

I , 

constituted by possessing the appropriate crede11tials that qt1alif).· one as a 111e111ber of 
a physically dispersed, electronicall,· bound professio11al conm1u1nt)'. 3° This phase ot
the trajectory is signified in a nu1nber of ,,·ays. The 11arrator i dri\,.ing ''isotropicall)'," 
indicating that physical location is no lo11ger neces ary or rele,·a11t to the productio11 
of the stOr-)1

• His authority de riv�es not fron1 his ph)rsical participatio11 in a 
community but his possession of a high-tech language that 111clt1des phero111ones, 
methyl isocyanate, and gelated recon1binant DNA, not to 111enrion the Uzi-Biotech 
phallus. This authority, too, is displaced even as it is created, for the i11co11gruitie 
reveal that the narrative and therefore the narrator are radicall1· t111Stable, about to 
mutate into a scarcely concei'\·able forn1, signified in the stOI')' b�,. tl1e high-tech. 
identity-transfor1ning orgasmic blast that never quite co111es. 

W hat is this form? Its physical manifestations vary , but the ability to 111a11ipulate 
complex codes is a constant. The looming transfor1nation, already enacted throt1gl1 
the passage's language, is into a subjectivity that deriv·es his authority' fro111 pos e" 111g 

the correct codes. Countless sce11arios exist in popular literatt1re ai1d ct1lture ,,·here 
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tak111g 011 a \pt1r1ot1s 1de11t1ty tl1at allo,vs 11 1111 to 111ove u11recogt11zecl witl1 i 11 a11 

infor111ario11al }'Ste111. There is , ho\vever, anotl1er \Vay to read tl1ese 11arrativcs . 

Co11stitt1t1r1g identity through author1zat1on codes cl1a11ges the person \vl10 uses 

ther11 111to another ki11d of subjectivity, precisely one who exists and 1s recogn1zed 

becau e he k110\vs the codes .  The surface deception is underlaid by a deeper 

truth. We becon1e the codes ,ve punch. The narrator is not a storyteller and not 

a professional authority, although these functions linger in the narrative as 

anachronistic allusions and ,vrenched referen tiality. Rather the narrator is a 

keyboarder, a hacker, a manipulator of codes .JI Assuming that the text was at some 

phase in its existence digitized, in a literal sense he (it?) is these codes .  

The construction of the narrator as a manipulator of codes obviously has 

important implications for the construction of the reader. The reader is similarly 

constituted through a layered archeology that moves from listener to reader to 

decoder. Because codes can be sent over fiber optics essentially instantaneously, there 

is no longer a shared, stable  context that helps to anchor meaning and guide 

interpretation . Like reading, decoding takes place in a location arbitrarily far 

removed in space and time from the source text. In contrast to fixed-type print, 

however, decoding implies that there is no original text no first editions, no fair 

copies, no holographic manuscripts . There are only the flickering signfiers, ,vhose 

transient patterns evoke and embody what G. W S. Trow has called ''the context of 

no context," the suspicion that all contexts, like all texts, are electronically mediated 

constructions . 32 What binds the decoder to the system is not the stability of an 

interpretive community or the intense pleasure of physically possessing the book 

that all bibliophiles know. Rather, it is her construction as a cyborg, her recognition 

that her physicality is also data made flesh, another flickering signifier in a chain of 

signification that extends through many levels, from the DNA that in-formats her 

body to the binary code that is the computer's first language. 

''Functionality ' ' is a term used by virtual reality technologists to describe the 

conununication modes that are active in a computer-human interface. If the user 

wears a data glove, for example, hand motions constitute one functionality. If the 

computer can respond to voice-activated commands, voice is another function

ality. If it can sense body position, spatial location is yet another. Functionalities 

work in both directions; that is, they both describe the computer's capabilities and 

also indicate how the user's sensory-motor apparatus is being trained to 

accommodate the computer's responses . Working with a VR simulation, the user 

learns to move her hand in stylized gestures that the computer can accommodate. 

In the process, changes take place in the neural configuration of che user's brain, 

some of which can be long-lasting. The computer molds the human even as the 

human builds the computer. 

.., 



When narrative functionalities change, a new kind of reader is produced by the 
text. The effects of flickering signifi cation ripple outward because readers are trained 
to read through different functionalities, which can affect how they interpret any text, 
including texts written before comp�uters were invented. Moreover, changes in 
narrative functionalities go deeper than structural or thematic characteristics of a 
specific genre, for they shift the modalities that are activated to produce the narrative. 
It is on this level that the subtle connections between information narratives and 
other kinds of contemporary fictions come into play. 

Drawing on a context that included information technologies, Roland Barthes 
in SI Z brilliantly demonstrated the possibility of reading a text as a production of 
diverse codes. 33 Information narratives make that possibility an inevitability, for they 
often cannot be understood, even on a literal level, without referring to codes and 
their relation to information technologies. Flickering signification extends the 
productive force of codes beyond the text to include the signifying processes by 
which the technologies produce texts, as well as the interfaces that enmesh humans 
into integrated circuits. As the circuits connecting technology, text, and human 
expand and intensify, the point where quantitative increments shade into qualitative 
transformation draws closer. 

\0 I f  my assessment is correct that the dialectic of pattern/ randomness is displacing 
N presence/ absence, the implications extend beyond narrative into many cultural 

arenas. In my view, one of the most serious of these implications for the present 
cultural moment is a systematic devaluation of materiality and embodiment. I find 
this trend ironic, for changes in material conditions and embodied experience are 
precisely what give the shift its deep roots in everyday experience. In this essay I 
have been concer ned not only to anatomize the shift and understand its 
implications for literature but also to suggest that it should be understood in the 
context of changing experiences of embodiment. If, on the one hand, embodiment 
implies that informatics is imprinted into body as well as mind, on the other it also 
acts as a reservoir of materiality that resists the pressure toward dematerialization. 

Implicit in nearly everything I have written here is the assumption that presence 
and pattern are opposites existing in antagonistic relation. The more emphasis that 
falls on one, the less the other is noticed and valued. Entirely different readings 
emerge when one entertains the possibility that patter n and presence are mutually 
enhancing and supportive. Paul Virilio has observed that one cannot ask whether 
information technologies should continue to be developed. 34 Given market forces 
already at work, it is virtually (if I may use the word) certain that increasingly we will 
live, work, and play in environments that construct us as embodied virtualities. Js I 
believe that our best hope to intervene constructively in this development is to put 
an interpretive spin on it that opens up the possibilities of seeii1g pattern and presence 
as complen1entary rather than antagonistic. Infor1nation, like humanity, cannot exist 
apart from the embodiment that brings it into being as a n1aterial entity in the world; 
and embodiment is always insta 11tiated, local, and specific. Embodiment can be 
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cyberspace l1 as r11ade available for coloruzation, let us also rc111e111bcr the frag111ty of a 
111aterial world that cannot be replaced. 0 
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" W i t Ii o , l t do 11 b t ,  i 11 o 1 ,1  r s o c i e t y . . . t Ii ere 
prevails a deep LOG OPHOBIA , a m1,1te fear 
of tlzose everzts, of tlzat 111ass of tJzings said, 
of tJze e111ergence of all those statenients, in 
partic11/ar of all that is violent, s11dden , 
orderless, and dangerous there, of that great 
arid incessant roaring of the discourse. '' 

-Mjchel Foucault, Tlte Order 0JT11ings 

I 
In Turin, during the latter half of the nineteenth century, the doctor, anthro
pologist, and physiologist Cesare Lombroso worked with manic zeal on a 
systematic model to explain deviancy, which in his eyes posed a threat. Lombroso 
tried to come to grips with, to destroy, behavior that was profoundly disturbing to 
him personally and to burgeois society in general, by tracing its origins to 
exclusively physical phenomena in order literally to put it behind bars: all that was 
revolutionary ,  eruptive, evil, criminal, and an  ever-recurrent theme feminine, 
or any combination of these attributes. Specific physical findings became 
hardened facts indicative of the abnormal psyche; these were then correlated 
unscrupulously with a definite vanishing point that endowed Lombroso 's 
endeavour with meaning to regiment atavism, passion, and madness by 
measuring it and thus binding it within that very system of order that it 
continually threatened to break out of. 

Lombroso lived and worked in the founding era of the new media. This was 
the era when the following appeared in print for the first time: Vircho,\''s cell 
pathology ( r 8 5 8); Fechner's psychophysics ( r 860); Wundt's lectures on the souls of 
men and animals ( 1 863); Griesinger's pathology of psychic disorders ( r86r  ; and, 
most important, the classic, major works of applied positivism in Europe (Charles 
Darwin in translation) . 
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The founding era of the new media at the fin de siecle and but one of the possible 
reference points to the twentieth: the works of Cesare Lombroso are, in many 
respects, hypertext-like, networked structures. 

First, the form: for the presentation of his evidence, Lombroso availed himself 
of the entire spectrum of techniques for registering, archiving, and visualizing that 
had been developed in the latter half of the nineteenth century. Always in parallel, 
he utilized methods for taking physiological measurements, including electrical 
recording systems; his beloved craniometry ( to measure the criminal skull); the 
entire range of anthropometry (from measuring ears, eyes, and hairline to analyzing 
innumerable physiognomic parameters); photography as a medium for systematic 
records but also as an aid to analysis; all the other techniques employed in crim
inological investigation (such as exegeses on fingerprinting and graphology); and, in 
addition, his inflationary use of statistics as a descriptive method. The  n1.yriad 
fragments Lombroso accumulated in this way drawings, pictures , tables, diagrams, 
bits of text he then wove into seemingly complex nets of argt1n1entation (in his 
archive in Turin, a Wunderkammer of horrors, this collected material lies side by 
side, for the most part not arranged in any order or hierarchy). A distinguishing 
feature of his books is his obvious delight in classification and structure: e.g., 
''Woman as a Criminal'' consists of two parts with nineteen chapters that contain 
over 2 50 subdivisions. The unassai lab le single fact, the careful ly contrived, 
incontestable ''actuality," dictates on a superficial level the structure and rhythn1 of 
the texts, which are underpinned again and again by an in1pressive array of figures 
on the cases Lombroso investigated. For example, the '' observation and study of 
23  ,602 insane persons'' ' led him to the certain conviction that the outbreak of 
madness coincided with the rising te1nperatures in certain n1011ths of the year. 

One of the verbs Lombroso uses most frequently is ' 'to con11ect." He is a 
veri tab le master of conjunction. He lin ks and correlates everything \vith 
everything else, even the most disparate data (for the 111ost part, raised by hi111self) 
and conjectures. In ''T l1e  Politica l Criminal and Revol L1tions ," for exa111p le, there 
are placed side by side maps of France showi 11g ''the distribution of races," of 
politica l parties and of ''the number of geniuses per 10,000 inhabita11 ts."2 
Alongside one another, in like n1anner, Lo1nbroso classi fies the variou Fre11cl1 
departements according to his ''genius index' ' a11d the ''geologica l soi l structure." ' 
In the second chapter of volun1e 2 , he co11nects t l1e  frequency and qua lity of 
revolts and revolutions in the world with an 1ongst other things cli111atic 
conditions: air pressure and baron1etric oscil lations'' and the ''i11hibi tive inflL1e11ce 
of mountains of significant height ."4 

The va lidity of any one, sing le assertion is 11ot q L1estio11ed at al l , for tl1is is a 
strategy to create the appearance of co111plexity. The si11gle fact attai11s i11con testa
bility for through its connection with a plethora of otl1ers it beco111es L111assai l._1ble. 
In an obsessive 111anner Lo1nbroso practices a kind of associa tive positivi 111 , a 11li 
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his opponents scie11tific, that is objected above all to tl1e fact that these 
atte111pts to explai11 deviant behavior gave social causes precedence over individual 
ones. Lombroso's n1ethods are described very aptly by Kurella: 

If Lombroso had been summoned to the prisons of Libau, Riga. Dorpat, and Reval to 

determine the causes of the Latvian-Estonian peasant revolt, he would have 

ascertained what the meteorological situation was at the time of the unrest, 

researched the exact racial background of the detainees, deduced their degeneracy 

from their physiognomy and physical characteristics, particularly the skull, determined 

how many were epileptics, hysterics, lunatics, or alcoholics, subtracted the vagabonds 

and persons with a criminal record, investigated how many of the women involved 

were menstruating at the time of the uprising, counted how many of the youths were 

consumed by belief in a fanatical doctrine . . .  and it is very doubtful whether there 

would have been many individuals left over; had a second expert subscribing to a 

materialistic view of history been summoned, on whom to prove that the criminal 

offences were purely economically determined.5 

3 .  
The (digital) Net is not a place of virtuality. It is not a possible place in the 
Kantian sense of a space that is actively appropriated and thus individualized. T he 
agents of the Net are assistants, algorithmic drones with clearly defined tasks and 
programs; they are the lackeys of the global computer world. They act on behalf of 
and on instructions, so, in spite of all their mobility and possibilities for promotion 
to leading agent, they are for this reason dependent/subordinate. It is possible for 
them to acquire opinions, but they have no intentions.The Net is thus an impossible 
place. At least, I propose we think of it as such. 

This will make many things easier (both in theory and in practice). As an 
impossible place (in the sense outlined above), it is not a suitable place for 
intentionally acting subjects to stay, not even temporarily.And as such (an impossible 
place), it has neither territory nor definable borders. In it, it is not possible to 
develop an identity, not even for the interim. The Net only becomes a virtual place 
if we conceive of it as a representation, a model of our down-to-earth world of 
experience. This way of thinking does not qualify for the advanced aesthetic praxis 
of the Net. It does not transcend that which we have already (not yet) understood. 

At the end of the twenties 1929 to be exact Georges Bataille, Carl 
Einstein, and Michel Leiris created a space for publishing things marginal and 
peripheral, things that lead a vagabond existence at the edge of the center, things 
incomparable and downr ight incommunicable. T he jour nal Documents was a 
project that experimented with the impossible. Incidents, events, textual mani
festations, photos, pictures, accidents: in short, unique phenomena were to come 
together within the framework of a m edium, the form of expression of the 
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V1sua. fie d of a female ado escent th ef. J.M., n an und sturbed state, 
from Lornbroso. "Woman as Crm nal." 905 

printed periodical. ,,·ere to engage and con\·erge in a ,'ibrant relationship de�/oid 
of hierarchies. A tactic,0 chat is at once poetic ai1d ocial, considering the shameless 
complexit)· of the "·orld and its pO\\·er structure . As a produce forn1, chis project 
,\·as in1possible and di appeared again qt1ickl1· fron1 the scene in 193 I .  Progranunat-
icall1· - a nice paradox - 1t  \,·as co1rurutted to che exploration and representation 
of the heterogenous, in the narro,,·er Bataille sense of e,·ef}·thing that is excluded 
from the 1·sten1 and e,·er')·da1· rouri11e: e,·er)'thir1g that resi t bei11g u11derscood b)· 
science :  the repellent. the ,·ile. tl1e \10le11t. the ir1 ti11cti,·ene of the death dri,·e. 
(Deleuze and Guattari 's fa,·ourite ph)·lt1111 ot- tibjecc that disn1rb, to ,,·hich the 
schizophrenic, the addict. the adon1asoch1 t .  the drea111er . . .  belo11g , originate in 
thought fron1 the sa111e cla11.) 

There is no need tor us to follo,\· Bataille' l1eccrc>ll>.._{!}1 through all its dark 
n,·ists a11d turns in order co reach its 11uclet1 char \\'e \\'a11t to 1ngle out tor the 
pt1rpo es of our debate: it i at the a.111e ri111e the e,·er-recurri11g atte111pt a11d ever
recurring failure to na111e the Other. the d1flere11t Other, the trange, a.11d it i the 
aesthetic project to re11der us sensible to tl1i other. difl:-erent , ar1d strange, or to 
maintain our sensibilit)· for it. In the 111otio11 ot- c ro si11g a border, heterology 
encircles the i111pos ible place, that is Ltnlocat�1ble, chat is act t1all)' e111pt) , tl1at i11 
practice is created in the 111otion of-c ro sing the border. 

4 .  

' 'W ith the help of algorith111s. \\'e sol,·e proble111 . Ho,,·e,·er. 11ot all proble111 · are 
sol,·ed algorith111ical11·:·-

At the risk ot-sl1pp111g 011 th1� ter111111ological ice. tl1e ,11gorit11111. 111atl1e111acic.1l 
a11d operatio11al tou11dac1011 ot-each a11d e,·er)' co111pt1ter a· ,,·ell as ot-tl1e co1111.1lece 
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Visual field of the same person during an apparent psychical epileptic seizure, 
from Lombroso, "Woman as Criminal," 1 905. 

mega-apparatus of the Net, is a signify ing practice of unambiguity. Processes and 
solutions to problems can only be expressed as algorithms, ''if we can specify a 
definite (computational) procedure by which means the problem can be solved'' 
(Kramer, I 5 9). The most important characteristics of an ''unambiguous procedure 
for the solution of problems'' are elements, determination, generality, and finity. 

If we look at these characteristics, we can appreciate what an enormous task 
faces artistic praxis if it engages with the prinicipally algorithmic rules of 
communication on the Net and if it enters the Net (providing we still think 
Adorno 's maxim worthwhile that ''thought is aesthetic when it remains true to 
the opacity of its subjects''8). Each one of the aforementioned characteristics is in 
diametric opposition to the ethical and aesthetic requirements of art, that is, to 
make or keep us sensible to the Unknown, the Other. A heterogeneous phenom
enon, neither a component nor a base but rather already something highly 
compounded, mixed, complex; it is not precisely fixed but roving and ex
territorial; it is not general but specific, condensed (create and concrete are words 
related etymologically); it does not operate within finite regulations nor within a 
finite period of operation, its consequentiality is not forseeable. 

The consequences for advanced aesthetic praxis that I deduce from this 
seemingly clear opposition are not simple, for they encompass two things; they 
amount to the testing of a double strategy for artistic action that would not be by 
any means opporturust1c. 

At the outset stands a very important realization: the claim made for the 
universality of telematic networks and the digital code as its informative content 
include an exaggerated and misleading promise of use value, namelJ:, the 
existence of the possibility of an all-embracing, one-for-all order, that in the 
course of the history of human thought and nature has always been a hollo\\7 



dream and often evoked by the culture industry for its own ends. One-for- all is 
not the great whole, but the complexly individual, the heterogeneous. That 
which is truly indivisible is the generality, the concept. 

There are aspects of knowledge, experience, and experiences that can be 
communicated exceptionally well by means of the electronic networks, also 
aesthetically. These are the aspects that are, in the widest sense, capable of being 
generalized, reproduced, serialized processed in symbolic machines. If you 
form them, you get design, which is not a bad thing. Indeed, we need it in our 
everyday life. The present praxis on the Net is full of such designer knowledge 
and experience and its representations (libraries, services, electronic magazines, 
cafes, galleries, discussion circles, pornographies, etc.). 

However, there are other attractions in experience and experiences that 
elude or are not even capable of reproduction or regimented consequences -
however intricately or complicatedly they may be organized: excess that is bound 
up with a specific place and in the presence of the Other, the extreme muse, the 
experience of duration tied to a specific locality, the accident, the surpr ising turn 
of events, passion, pain . . . .  For these unique events the networks are an impossible 
place, and this impossible place is already fleeing from them, before they have 
even had time to approach it properly. 

From this I deduce that it is our aesthetic duty to take that which is versi,s, 

that which is turned over, that which is turned inside out, seriously and to  
combine it with diversity and incalculability. However, this is only feasible if you 
take up a basic position that is split, somehow schizophrenic: facilitate the 
symbolic expression of place, of heterogenous events, in the global Net, use the 
Net to strengthen local events but at the same time keep the option open to do 
without it. To be inside and to be able to imagine what it is like outside, to be 
outside and think the inside :  it is the high-wire act, the activity itself and the 
movement on the border that make such a stance posssible. 

5 .  
This unfinished sketch of an ethical-aesthetically oriented theory and praxis of the 
Net is influenced by the Tractat1,1s Logico - PJ1ilosopl1ici1s by Ludwig Wittgenstein -
that reckless tightrope walker between uncompromisingly precise thinking and life, 
who went by the premise that philosophy is not something to be sat out on a 
professorial chair, but rather a continuous action of clarification in its very own 
medium, language. ''Philosophy is not a doctrine it is an activity . . . .  The results of 
philosphy are not ''philosophical sentences'' but the clari fication of s entences. 
Philosophy should make thought, that otherwise is cloudy and indistinct, clear and 
should sharply differentiate it'' (4. I r  2 ,  p. 4 I ) .  9 

The idea of the subject that is contained in this possesses the power to break 
free of the shackles of ontological ascriptions. 

Interface: 



''Tl1e \\ (.>rl(i .111<.i l1f� .1rc c)11c'' () 62 1 ,  yo) . 
' 'Tl1e tl11r1l111g, 1111ag111111g \LlbJcct cloe� r1<.>t exist ' '  (5 .63 r .  90). 
''Tl1c "iLlbJcct does 11ot bclo11g to tl1e worl,i, it is a border of the worlcl'' 

(5.632, 90) . 
Etl11cally jt1st1fiable aesthetic action ir1 the Net sl1ot1ld, according to tl1is, clarify 

the fragn1ents of expres ion contained 1n it a11d their relationships to each another. 
I \VOuld tern1 this activity subjective if it were to succeed in n1ak1ng the difference 
co life/the \Vorld able to be experienced by formulanng the boundaries of the Net .  
In principle this is only possible if we exhaust its possibilities. '' . . .  to go in every 
direction to the end of the possibilities of the world ''t o this thought comes from 
a theoretical work by Bataille on the aesthetic avant-garde and it is still well worth 

. . . . 
putnng 1t into pracnce. 

Activity on the border thus understood presupposes the constant willingness 
to and possibility of crossing that boundary. Just as we need an art of distinctiveness 
as a tool in life, so we also need a science of mind and of nature that takes a stand 
for uniqueness within diversity. This is difficult to think through, I know, but I shall 
try nonetheless, at least with reference to media theory :  the exceptional media 
meta-models of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, mechanics and electronics, 
that allow us to understand and to  reverse so many processes and relationships, are 
models for working out, to which option and access are central. What we need in 
the meantime are models of working toward, models of intervention, of operation 
(opisfortune, the root of operating, means riches). 

This is what taking action at the border, that which I call subjective, targets in 
relation to the Net: strong, dynamic, nervous, definitely process-oriented aesthetic 
constructions, that are introduced into the Net as wandering fictions, not in order 
to assume a virtual identity there that can then be retrieved in this or that state, but 
to demonstrate the impossibility of constructing identity through the exchange of 
pure symbols. The deficits that these constructions exhibit namely that, quasi 
reeling, they have lost their connection to  the real, is that which needs to  be 
developed as their strength: they produce new, autonomous realities that, daydream
like, develop alongside our experiences and our experience into constructs of the 
mind, visionary models, precipitating meaningful interference with order, turbu
lence but also inertia, they irritate, they help to  make greater complexity imaginable. 
Peter Burger once wrote something very nice about Bataille's thought : that there is 
''something somnambulistic about it: called by name, it crashes ." 1 1 This means no 
more and no less than inventing a heterology of the symbolic and putting it into 
practice. I 'm afraid that I cannot express it more concretely than that. 

This idea has to  be combined with a hope, without which it is not 
redeemable: using the concept of a physics of uniqueness ( like Otto Rossler tries to  
think it), artists and scientists will work together in  the Net on this kind of an 
operational ethics and aesthetics. 

The principle of such a tactic in the impossible place of the Net: once again, 
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it is a question of fending off the myth of reason, that takes action against heteroge
nous diversity for obvious reasons and tries to control it. The existing networks 
cannot help us to resist, however seductive, Circe Telekom may appear at first 
glance. At best, they can be used as a trial playground. And to realize that would 
be a great deal indeed. 

To sum up the double strategy for this tactic I have just described: 
r. To take seriously the social/  cultural /  geographic places, the places of identity, 

from which and in which we act: to use the net\vorks in order to strengthen them, 
that is, to facilitate their expansion, to let them grow stronger. For me, here the 
artistic work of Ingo Gunther is outstanding for example, his project on the 
library in Sarajevo or the failed one on Civitella or his planned one in Cambodia. 

2 .  To squander the existing, superfluous information-energies unproductively as 
in the aesthetic practice of the group Knowbotic Research in and w ith the 
networks : their interventions into the processes of the organization and 
generation of knowledge with the aid of irritating, turbulent fictions basically 
follows an economy of extravagance and is thus totally luxurious. 

6 .  

The French dentist, writer, and apparatus-theoretician of the media, Jean-Louis 
Baudry, used the term ''recoupement'' to designate that ''cutting-edge," that interface 
of ideological implications of technical visionings that is assigned to the media subject 
by the apparatuses' view, as the place of its deceptive and lurching ascertainment. 1 2 

One of the reasons for including this concept in the title of my presentation 
today is that I would like to recommend rereading the central heuristic texts of 
apparatus theory. W hat drives these texts is of paramount interest for us today from 
an artistic perspective :  the question of how, in the future, to conceive the interfaces 
as borders to the world of computer programs and computers the1nselves. 

The concern of apparatus heur istics in a debate that was by no means 
solely confined to film was not to lose sight of the fact that media apparatus 
serves to create illusions, is an instrument to produce a transcendental subject. 
Mise-en-scene of the contrived essence of media messages versus the n1edia as clear 
and simple apparatus of psychic substitution/ compensation ! To dra111atize the 
interface is a task that is becoming all the more urgent the 1nore the apparatus 
aspects at the border to the world of the Net fade into the background in favor of 
more direct connections of powerful in1aginations. I am thinking here of 
environments that dispense completely with the keyboard, the 1nouse, a11d the 
screen, where the communication with the progra111S takes place directly via haptic, 
gestural, and spoken mediation: intuitively. 

To dramatize the interface n1eans to keep it flexible; to keep or n1ake its 
signs/icons recognizable as constructs, as a result of a calculating 111achine. 

I am for a culture of double agents : the orders of the Net ma11agers a11d e11o·e-
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preneurs on the one hand and the orders of the individual users on the other come 
from opposing camps, they follow opposing interests. This must remain absolutely clear. 

7 .  
Etymologically, the prefix hyper also means excessive, to overshoot the mark. The want 
of moderation exercised by Cesare Lombroso in his computations and measurements 
of deviancy goes far beyond the narrow limits of the deterministic Darwinist method 
that he himself laid claim to. This manic encyclopaedist ensnared himself in the 
delirium he produced by setting facts, data, and personal descriptions on and against 
one another. The text that he spent a lifetime writing is superficially one that the police 
and the judiciary tried to make use of. The subtext which is present in each and every 
one of his books on the various types of deviancy, carries a different story. It tells of the 
obsessive, suffering, and passionate and in this sense pathological collector and 
hunter, who tried to find a way via positivist science to pacify and compensate for his 
own personal fears and desires (and it is highly probable that, in the main, he did find it). 
'' [T]he passions of a genial mind are vehement," wrote Lombroso in ''Genie und 
Irrsinn'' (Genius and Madness). ''[T]hey bestow color and life on the ideas projected by 
the mind. And if we believe to have discerned that passions do not rage with unbridled 
force in this or that genial person, then the only reason for this is that all these passions 
must give way to the principal passion: the insatiable craving for fame or the thirst for 
science and knowledge."t3The criminal and the genius: Cesare Lombroso must have felt 
these two poles, individual but striving for autonomous existence, above all in himself 
One can also read his books as a trail that he laid for others in order that they, too, would 
be able to snatch at least a notion of this feeling. 

Dante, who, like Petrach, was still very close to the dark, enign1atic side of 
medieval love poetry (''Minnesang," G. R. Hocke) was practising love already at 
the age of nine; this we learn from Lombroso. On the same page he qL1otes from 
Raphael's fantastic poetry that transforms ideas into feelings, ' 'How sweet is my 
yoke, how sweet is the chain of her dazzling white arms, when she entwines them 
round my neck. Death pangs grip me when I tear n1yself from their embrace. 
About a thousand other things I shall remain silent, for an excess of enjoyn1ent 
leads to death." 14 D 

T R A N S L AT E D  F R O M G E R M A N  B Y  G L O R I A  C U S TA N C E  A N D  T H E  AU T H O R .  
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F RO M  V I RTUAL R E AL I TY 

T O  T H E  V I RTUAL I Z AT I O N  

O F  R E AL I TY 

• S l a v o j Z i z e k  

How are we to approach ''virtual reality' ' from the psychoanalytical perspective? Let 
us take as our starting point Freud's most famous dream, that of Irma's injection; 1 the 
first part of the dream, Freud's dialogue with Irma, this exemplary case of a dual, 
specular relationship, culminates in a look into her open mouth: 

There's a horrendous discovery here, that of the flesh one never sees, the foundation 

of things, the other side of the head, of the face, the secretory glands par excellence, 

the flesh from which everything exudes, at the very heart of the mystery. the flesh in as 

much as it is suffering, is formless, in as much as its form in itself is something which 

provokes anxiety. Spectre of anxiety. identification of anxiety. the final revelation of you 

are this - You are this, which is so far from you, this which is the ultimate formlessness.2 

Suddenly, this horror changes miraculously into ''a sort of ataraxia'' defined 
by Lacan precisely as ''the coming into operation of the symbolic function''3 
exemplified by the production of the formula of trimethylamin, the subject floats 
freely in symbolic bliss. The trap to be avoided here, of course, is to contrast this 
symbolic bliss with ''hard reality." The fundamental thesis of Lacanian psycho
analysis is, on the contrary, that what we call ' 'reality ' ' constitutes itself against the 
background of such a ''bliss''; i .e . ,  of such an exclusion of some traumatic Real 
( epitomized here by a woman� throat) . This is precisely what Lac an has in mind 
when he says that fantasy is the ultimate support of reality: ''reality'' stabilizes itself 
when some fantasy-frame of a ''symbolic bliss'' forecloses the view into the abyss 
of the Real. Far from being a kind of figment of our dreams that prevents us from 
''seeing reality as it effectively is," fantasy is constitutive of what we call reality: the 
most common bodily ''reality'' is constituted via a detour through the maze of 
imagination. In other words, the price we pay for our access to ''reality' ' is that 
something the reality of the trauma must be ''repressed." 

What strikes you here is the parallel between the dream of Irma's injection 
and another famous Freudian dream, that of the dead son who appears to his 



f.1tl1er .111 ci .1clcirt:""l', l1i111 \\1itl1 till' rer>rt)acl1 , '· 1=atl1er , ca11't y<>ll see tl1at 1'111 
bt1rr1111g?'' 1 11 111, 111ter prt:tat1011 of tl1e dre.1 111 c>f lr 111a's ir1jectic)r1, l .. ;1car1 clra\\' S  <>t1r 
atte11tic1r1 co tl1e J�1propr1,1te re111ark by Eric Er1l ,011 tl1at after tl1c look i11tc) I r111a's 
throat, after 111\ e11cot111ter of-the lleal , l·rc11d .slzL111ld !,ave au1ak('11ed like the c irca111er 
of the drear11 of the bur r1ing son ,vho \vakes up whe11 he e11countcrs tl1is horri
fy1 11g ,1pparit1011: \vhen confronted w1th the Ileal 1n a11 1t<; ur1bearable horror, the 
drean1er \\'ake up ; i.e., escapes into ''reality." One has to draw a radical conclusion 
fro111 this parallel bet\veen the t\vo dreams : what we call ''reality '' 1s constituted 
exactly upon the n1odel of the asinine ''symbolic bliss'' that enables Freud to 
conti11ue to sleep after the horrifying look into Irma's throat. The anonymous 
drean1er \vho a,vakens into reality in order to avoid the traumatic Real of the 
burning son's reproach proceeds the same \way as Freud who, after the look into 
Irma's throat, '' changes the register''; i.e., escapes into the fantasy which veils the 
Real. What has this to do with the computer? As early as I 9 54 Lacan pointed out 
that in today's world, the \Vorld of the machine proper, the paradigm atic case for 
''symbolic bliss'' is the computer,4 as one can ascertain when one enacts a kind of 
phenomenological investigation, leaving aside (technological) questions of how 
the computer \,Vorks, and confining oneself to its symbolic impact, to how the 
computer inscribes itself into our symbolic universe. 

In other words, one must conceive the computer as a machine a penser (a thinking 
machine) in the sense that Levi-Strauss talks about food as an objet a penser (to think 
about) and not just an objet a manger (to eat) ; because of its ''incomprehensibility;' its 
almost uncanny nature, the computer is an ''evocatory object," s an object which, 
beyond its instrumental function, raises a whole series of basic questions about the 
specificity of human thought, about the differences between animate and inanimate, 
etc. no wonder that the computer metaphor is reproduced in miscellaneous fields 
and achieves universal range (we ''program'' our activities; we do away with a 
deadlock via ''debugging," etc.) .The computer is a third, new stage in Marx's scheme 
of development, which goes from tool (an extension of the human body) to machi ne 
(which works automatically and imposes its rhythm on man). On the one hand, it is 
closer to a tool in that it does not work automatically, man provides the rhythm, etc.; 
on the other hand, it is more independently active than a machine, since it works as 
a partner in a dialogue in which it raises questions itself, etc. In contrast to a mechan
ical machine , its internal action is ''nontransparent," stricto sensi,1 unrepresentable 
(we can ''illustrate'' its workings, as with a clutch or a gear box), and it operates 
on the basis of a dialogue with the user; for that reason, it triggers in the subject-user 
a split of the type ''I know, but nevertheless . . . . " Of course, we kno,v that it is 
''inanimate," that it is only a machine; nevertheless , in practice \\le act to,vard it as if 
it were living and thinking . . . . 

How then does one ''think \vith a computer'' beyond its instrumental use? A 
computer is not unequivocal in its socio-symbolic effect but operates as some kind 
of ''projective test," a fantasy screen on which is projected the field of nuscellaneous 
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social reactions. Tvvo of the main reactions are ''Orwellian'' (the computer as an 
incarnation of Big Brother, an example of centralized totalitarian control) and 
''anarchistic," which in contrast sees in the computer the possibility for a new self 
managing society , ''a cooperative of knowledge'' which will enable anyone to control 
''from below," and thus make social life transparent and controllable. The common 
axis of this contrast is the computer as a means of control and mastery, except that in 
one case it is control ''from above'' and in the other ' 'from below''; on the level of 
individual impact, this experience of the computer as a medium of mastery and 
control (the computer universe as a transparent, organized, and controlled universe in 
contrast to ''irrational'' social life) is countered by \-Vonderment and magic: when we 
successfully produce an intricate effect with simple program means, this creates in 
the observer who of course in the final analysis is identical to the user himself 
the impression that the achieved effect is out of proportion to the modest means, the 
impression of a hiatus between means and effect. It is of particular interest how 
on the level of programming itself, this opposition repeats the male/female difference 
in the form of the difference b etween ''hard'' (obsessional) and ' 'soft'' (hysterical) 
programming the first aims at complete control and mastery, transparency, 
analytical dismemberment of the whole into parts; the second proceeds intuitively: it 
improvises, it works by trial and thus uncovers the ne\v, it leaves the result itself ''to 
amaze," its relations to the object are more of '' dialog." 

The computer works most effectively of course as an ''evocatory object'' in the 
question of ''artificial intelligence'' here an inversion has already taken place \-vhich 
is the fate of every successful metaphor : one first tries to simulate human thought as 
far as possible vvith the computer, bringing the model as close as possible to the 
human ''original," until at a certain point matters reverse and it raises the questions: 
what if this ''model'' is already a 111odel of t/1e ''origi11al '' itself, iv/1at if lz1�111a11 i11telligetzce itself 
operates like a co,npil ter, is ''prograr11med, '' etc.? The con1puter raises in pure for1n the 
question of semblance, a discourse which \Vould not be a simulacrum : it is clear that 
the computer in some sense only ''simulates' , thought; )'et lzot�' does tl1e total sirt1itlatior1 
of thouglit differ fro,-11 ''real'' tl1011glzt? No vvonder, then, that the specter of artificial 
intelligence summons the paradoxes of the prohibition of incest ''artificial 
intelligence'' appears as an entity "vhich is simultaneously prohibited and considered 
impossible: one asserts that it is not possible for a machine to think, at the same time 
being occupied in prohibiting research i11 these directions, on the grounds that it is 
dangerous , ethically dubious, and so on. 

The usual objection to ''artificial intelligence'' is that in the final analysis, the 
computer is only ''programm ed," that it cannot in a real sense ''understand, '  while 
man's activities are spontaneous and creative. The first ansvver of the advocate of 
''artificial intelligence'': are not man's creativity , ''spontaneity," ''unpredictibility," etc., 
an appearance which is created by the simultaneous activity of a nL1mber of 
programs? So tl1e path to\-vard ''artificial intelligence'' leads via the construction of a 
system "vith multiple processors . . . .  But the mai11 ans\.ver of advocate of ''artifici .. tl 



i11tell1ger1ce'' 1 above all t l1,1t the co111pL1ter 1s f(1r fro111 ol)eyi11g a si111pJc lir1car-
111e<.·l1.:i111cal logic: its logic follo\vs c;odel's, tl1c logic of c;clf-refcre11cc, rcc tirsivc 
fu11ct1011s, paradoxes, where the \vhole 1s 1ts ow11 pare, self-c1ppl1c.able. fl1e idea of a 
co111pL1ter as a closed, co11sistent , li11ear 111achine is a 111echanical, precoinputer age 
concept : the computer is an inconsistent 111achine which, caught 10 a snare of \clf
reference, can never be totalized. Here the proponents of the computer culture seek 
the link bet\veen science and art: in the principled, not just empirical, nontotal1ty, 
and inconsistency of the computer is not such self-reflective activity of the com
puter homologous to a Bach fugue which constantly takes up the same theme? t, 

These ideas form the basis of the hacker subculture. Hackers operate as a circle of 
initiates who exclude themselves from everyday ''normality'' in order to devote 
themselves to programming as an end in itself. Their enemy is the ''normal," 
bureaucratic ,  instrumental, consistent, totalizing use of the computer, which does not 
take into account its ''aesthetic dimens ion."Their ''master- signifier," their manna, the 
aim ,  trick, of the hack is when one succeeds in beating the system (for example,  when 
one breaks into a protected, closed circuit of information). The hacker consequently 
attacks the system at the point of its inconsistency to perform a hack means to 
know how to exploit the fault, the symptom of the system. The universalized 
metaphorical range of the hack corresponds exactly to this dimension: so, for example, 
in the subculture of the hacker, Godel's theorem is understood as ''Godel's hack," that 
subverted the totalitarian logic of the Russell-Whitehead system . . . .  

Yet in contrast to this search for the point of inconsistency of the system , the 
hacker's aesthetic is the aesthetic of a ''regulated universe." I t  is a universe that 
excludes intersubjectivity, a relation to the other qua subject: notwithstanding all 
the danger, tension, amazement which we experience when imm ersed in a video 
game, there is a basic difference between that tension and the tension in our 
relation to the ''real world'' a difference which is not that the computer-gen
erated video world is ''just a game," a simulation; the point is rather that in such 
games, even if the computer cheats, it cheats consistently the problem is only a 
matter of cracking the rules which govern its activities. So, for the hackers, the 
struggle with the computer is ''straightforward'': the attack is clean, the rules are 
laid down, although it is necessary to discover them , nothing inconsistent can 
interfere with them as in ''real life." 

T herein consists the link of the computer world with the univer se of science 
fiction: we conceive of a world in which all is possible, we can arrange the rules 
arbitrarily, the only predetermined thing is that these rules must then apply; i.e., 
that world must be consistent in itself. Or, as Sherry Turkle puts it: all is possible, 
yet nothing is contingent what is thereby excluded, is precisely che real. 
Impossible qua contingent encounter . . . .  This reality, the reality of the other \\'hich 
is excluded here, is, of course, woman: the inconsistent other par excellence. The 
computer as partner is the means by which we evade the impossibility of the 
sexual relationship: a relationship with the computer is possible. Das Unlzeitnliche 



(the eeriness) of the computer is exactly in that it is a machine, a consistent other, 
stepping into the structural position of an intersubjective partner, the computer is 
an ''inhuman partner'' (as Lacan says of the lady in courtly love) .7 One can also 
explain from this the feeling of something unnatural, obscene, almost terrible 
when we see children talking with a computer and obsessed with the game, 
oblivious of everything around them : with the computer, childhood loses the last 
appearance of innocence. 

How then to resolve the discrepancy between the computer universe as a 
consistent ''regulated universe ' ' and the fact that the hacker tries to catch the system 
precisely at the point of its inconsistency? The solution is elementary, almost self
evident. We simply have to distinguish between two levels ,  two modes of 
inconsistency or self-reference: the hacker's finding of the point of nonconsistency, 
the point at which the system is caught in the trap of its own self-referentiality and 
starts to turn in a circle, always leaves untouched some basic consistency of the 
''regulated universe'' the self-reference at which the hacker arrives is, if ,ve can 
put it thus, a consistent self-reference. The difference between the two levels of self
reference with which we are concerned is contained in Hegel's distinction between 
''bad'' and ''proper'' infinity the computer's self-referentiality remains on the level 
of''bad infinity."We can clarify this distinction with two different paradoxes of self
ref erence which were both developed along the same subject, a map of England. 

First there was an accurate map of England, on which were marked all the 
objects in England, including the map itself, in diminished scale, on which they 
again had to mark the map, etc. ,  in bad infinity. This type of self- reference (which 
is today mainly familiar in the form of television pictures ,vhich are reflected by 
television) is an example of Hegel's bad infinity; the giddiness triggered by this 
vicious circle is far removed from ''proper'' infinity ,vhich is only approached by 
the other version of the paradox, ,vhich we encounter vvhere else in Lewis 
Carroll : the English decided to make an exact map of their country, but they \Vere 
never completely successful in this endeavor. The map grevv ever more enlarged 
and complicated, until someone proposed that England itself could be used as its 
own map and it still serves this purpose well today . . . .  This is Hegel's ' 'proper 
infinity'': the land itself is its own map, its O\vn other the flight into bad infini ty 
does not come to an end when we reach the unattainable final link in the chain 
but when we recognize instead that the first link is its O\vn other. From there we 
could also derive the position of the subject (in the sense of the subject of the 
signifier) : if the land is its ovvn map, if the original is its O\vn model, if the thing is 
its own sign , then there is no positive, actual difference between them, though there 
must be some blank space which distinguishes the thing from itself as its o,vt1 sigi1 , 
some nonentity, which produces fron1 the thing its sign that ''none11tity,'' that 
''pure'' difference, is the subject . . . . Here we have the difference between the order 
of sign and the order of signifier: from the sign ,ve 111ay obtain the sig11ifier by 
including in the chain of signs ''at least one' '  sign which is not si 111ply re111oved 



tro111 tl1e c.ie..,1gr1ated tl1111g, l1L1t 111,1rks tl1c J)C>1r1t at wl1icl1 tl1e ciesig11:1lccl tl1i11g 
bec.�o,11t's its o,� 11 s1g,1. Tl1e co111pt1ter's sclf-rcfcre11tial1ty rc111ai11� 011 t l1e level of bad 
111fi 11fity 111 that it ca11not reach any position of turnarou11d where 1t bcg1r1s to 
cl1a11ge into its O\v11 other. And perhaps we cot1ld find 111 this beyond any kind 
of ob curantisn1 the argument for the claim that ''the co111puter doesn't think." 

The reason why the computer ''doesn't think'' thus keeps to the above-
1nentioned logic of the reverse metaphor where, instead of the computer as model 
for the human brain, we conceive of the brain itself as  a ''computer made of flesh 
and blood''; where, instead of defining the robot as the artificial man, we conceive 
of man proper as a ''natural robot ," a reversal that could be further exemplified in 
a crucial case-in-point from the domain of sexuality. One usually considers 
masturbation an imaginary sexual act, i.e., an act where bodily contact with a 
partner is only imagined; would it not b e  possible to reverse the terms and to 
think of the sexual act proper, the act with an actual partner, as  a kind of 
''masturbation with a real (instead of only imagined) partner' '? The whole point 
of Lacan's insistence on the ''impossibility of a sexual relationship'' is that this, 
precisely, is what the ''actual'' sexual act is (let us just recall his definition of phallic 
enjoyment as  essentially masturbatory)! And, as we have already seen, this 
reference to  sexuality is  far from being a simple analogy: the Real whose 
exclusion i s  constitutive of what we call ''reality," virtual or not, is ultimately that 
of woman. Our point is thus a very elementary one: true, the computer-generated 
''virtual reality'' is a semblance; it does foreclose the Real in precisely the same 
way that, in the dream of Irma's injection, the Real is excluded by the dreamer's 
entry into the symbolic bliss yet what we experience as the ''true, hard, external 
reality'' is based upon exactly the same exclusion. The ultimate lesson of virtual 
reality i s  the virtualization of the very true reality. By the mirage of ''virtual 
reality," the ''true'' reality itself is posited as a semblance of itself, as a pure symbolic 
construct. The fact that ''the computer doesn't think'' means that the price for our 
access to ''reality'' is also that something must remain unthought. D 
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Notes Toward an Archeology of Media 

E r k k i  H u h t a m o  

lr1 his classic expose Arcl1eolog}1 of Ci11e,-11a, C. W Ceram sets the prehistory of the 
111oving image straight. He states, ''Knowledge of automatons, or of clockwork toys, 
played 110 part in the story of cinematography, nor is there any link bet\veen it and 
the production of animated 'scenes.' We can therefore omit plays, the baroque 
automatons, and the marionette theatre. Even the 'deviltries' of Porta, produced with 
the can1era obscura , the phantasmagorias of Robertson, the 'dissolving views' of 
Child, are not to the point. All these discoveries did not lead to the first genuine 
moving picture sequence."1 In another paragraph Ceram elaborates on his position, 
''-what matters in history is not whether certain chance discoveries take place, but 
whether they take e:ffect."2 

Curiously, the profuse illustrations of the English-language edition ( 1965), 
collected by Olive Cook, openly contradict these statements, producing an intriguing 
discursive rupture. A wide array of '' chance discoveries," many of those emphatically 
dismissed by Ceram, have been included , supported by meticulously prepared 
captions. For many readers this parade of optical ''curiosities'' fron1 the past must be 
the most evocative aspect of the book, rather than the author's pedantic attempts to 
trace the one-by-one steps that purportedly led to the birth of the cinema in the end 
of the nineteenth century.3 In his enthusiasm for or rather obsession \vith 
causal relationships, Ceram only has eyes for two kinds of things : technical inventio11s 
and their inventors. Other potential contributing factors (social, con1mercial, political, 
psychological, and so on) matter little, serving mostly as background details for the 
grand panorama of individuals and gadgets that unfold in the foreground. Ceram 
never ventures into speculations above the ''hard'' materiality of his sources. "*  

Although such a ''high positivistic '' tradition of scholarship n1a)' seem 
hopelessly outmoded , its shadow has not completely vanished. Many books on 
media and technology still retain a narro\v, artifact-centered, causal approach. This 
applies to accounts of electronic and digital technologies, as "\\1ell. As a case in point, 
the history of the computer usually has been dealt with in tern1S of the idea of 
constant technological progress.s Mainframes give "\vay to minicon1puters g1,·e 
way to microcomputers. New processors, operating systen1S, and sofu,,are appli-



cations appear, replacing their predecessors. Today's computers will be obsolete 
tomorrow relegated to the dump. The prime movers of this history are -
still visionary individuals (from Douglas Engelhart to Alan Kay, from Steve Jobs 
to Bill Gates), whose intuitions are elaborated by faceless engineers at research 
laboratories and eventually mass-marketed by enormous corporate bodies like 
Microsoft and Apple. 6 

In such accounts the focus has been almost exclusively on the ''internal'' history 
of computing. 7 Most of the important developments, they would have us believe, have 
taken place within dedicated scientific institutions, populated by privileged insiders (to 
which the author often belongs, or is at least affiliated). The other common approach 
is to look at computing strictly from a business point of view. Hardly any attempts 
have been made to write the ''anonymous history'' of the computer, along the lines 
called for by Siegfried Giedion in the 1940s: 

The gaps will show, we hope, how badly research is needed into the anonymous history 

of our period, tracing our mode of l ife as affected by mechanization [read: 

digitization J - its impact on our dwellings, our food, our furniture. Research is needed 

into the l inks existing between industrial methods and methods used outside 

industry - in art, in visualization [Giedion's emphasis J.8 

Such an ''anonymous history'' should include not only the industrial 
developments, but also the social history of the computer user, the history of the 
computer as an object of design and as a source of style and fashion, the histories of 
the computer in counter- and subcultural contexts, the history of the computer's 
encounter and gradual merger with media culture (from a passive ''reflection'' in a 
TV show or a newspaper caricature to the ''reality engine'' running various media 
systems) , and, indeed, the ''mental history'' of the computer the computer as a 
' 'dream machine," an immaterial object of desires, fantasies, fears, and utopias. An 
artifact-centered, chronological account of the computer is not completely mis
guided (although it could be seen as just another re-enactment of a myth, that of the 
idea of progress); yet it is severely restricted in its scope, and its very dominance can 
lead to unfortunate historical and ideological anamorphoses. 

T H E  T A G  O F  " N E W H I S T O R I C I S T "  

As the French historian Marc Bloch taught, our conception of the past always 
depends on our perceptions the kind of material we choose to focus on, the 
kind of questions we ask. 9 Any source, be it a detail of a picture, the design of a 
machine part, or a linguistic formula, can be useful if we approach it from a 
relevant perspective, viewing it within relevant webs of significations. Another 
historian with a comparable attitude toward historical sources was, of cot1rse, 
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11 111eter11tl1-ce11tt1ry ct1lt11re bt1ildi11gs, tecl111olog ies, co 111 111od1t1es, fasl1 1<>11s, but 
.1 lso i]lustratio11s a11d l iterary texts could all serve as i11scr iptio11s, which , if 
properly q11estio11ed a11d co11textt1alized, wottld lead us to understand ct1 ltL1re as a 
11 1t1lti-layered dy11a111 ic co11struction. In particL1 lar, Benjan1in was interested in the 
,vays i 11 wh ich a cL1lture perceived itself and conceptualized the ''deeper'' 
ideological layers of its construction. As To111 Gunning puts it, '' [I ]f Benjamin's 
1 11ethod is fully understood, technology can reveal the dream world of society as 
111uch as its pragmatic rationalization." 1 1  

In the Benjan1inian tradition, the German cultural h istor ian Wolfgang 
Sch ievelbusch has shown us how such a concept of h istory can be used to 
shed light not only on the explicit topic in question the railway, artifi cial 
lighting, stimulants but also on the ways in which artifacts are embedded in the 
complex discursive fabr ics and patterns reigning in a culture. From a pre
dom inantly chronological and positiv istic order ing of things, centered on the 
artifact, the emphasis shifts into treating h istory as a multi-layered construct, a 
dynamic  system of relationships, both mater ial and '' immater ial." Such approaches 
have recently gained ground in the field of media studies as well. Var ious media 
technologies, such as the telephone, film, radio, telev ision, and the mechanization 
of wr iting, have been researched by (re)placing them into their h istor ical, cultural , 
and discursive contexts by Tom Gunning, Siegfried Zielinski, Fr iedr ich Kittler, 
Carolyn Marv in, Av ita! Renell , Susan J. Douglas, Lynn Spiegel, Cecelia Tichi, 
William Boddy, and others. 12 

These recent approaches to m edia history distance themselves from the 
''objectiv ist fallacy' '  of the positiv ist tradition, admitting that h istory is just another 
discour se, a voice in the great chorus of all the voices in a society. 13 Thus 
h istor ians have began to acknowledge that they cannot ignore the web of 
ideological discourses constantly surrounding and affecting them. In th is sense, 
history belongs to the present as much as it belongs to the past. It cannot claim an 
objective status; it can only become conscious of its ambiguous role as a mediator 
and ''meaning processor'' operating between the present and the past (and, 
arguably, the future). Histor ical wr iting is re-presenting itself as a conversational 
discipline, as a way of negotiating with the past. 14 Such approaches have sometimes 
been labeled '' new histor icist'': 

The tag of new h istoricist has been attached to methods that replace the "old" 

h istoricism of the nineteenth century, and wh ich resist the bent of neopos1t1vism. 

facticity, and the myth of historical objectivity while at the same time re1ect1ng the 

notions of the autonomous text found in critical formalism. A new h 1stonc1sm 1ns1sts 

on reconnecting text with context. 15 



In line with these developments, I would like to present an outline for an 
approach that I call an ''archeology of the media." 16 W hile I share many interests 
with the new histor icist tendencies , emphasizing a synthetic, multi-perspectival, 
and cross-disciplinary approach to historical discourse and analysis, I see the aims 
of an archeology of the media with a more precise focus. I would like to propose 
it as a way of studying the typical and commonplace in media history the 
phenomena that (re)appear and disappear and reappear over and over again and 
somehow transcend specific histor ical contexts. In a way, an archeology of the 
media purports to explain the sense of deja vu that Tom Gunning has registered. 11 
Gunning has paid attention to the peculiar double - focus that is often created 
when we look back into the past from the present things in the past may 
suddenly seem strangely familiar, albeit, perhaps, surrounded by phenomena that 
seem completely alien to us . How do we account for this experience? 

F A N T A S M A G O R I E , L A  C I O T A T ,  A N D  C A P T A I N  E O  

In the Frankfurt Film Museum ,  in a display case with various samples of 
o nineteenth-century kaleidoscopes , there is an engraving titled La Kaleidoscorr1anie 
0 
M ou les Amateurs de bijoux Anglais (''Kaleidoscoman ia, or the Lovers of English 

Jewels," presumably from the first part of the nineteenth century). We see several 
people (and , in fact ,  a monkey !) immersed in their kale idoscopes. is There are two 
''kaleidoscomaniacs' '  so mes1ner ized by the visions they see inside the ''picture 
tube'' that they don't even notice other n1en courting their companions behind 
their backs. In a French lithograph, dated late 1 8 30s to early 1 840s , we see a 
husband bent under the hood of a daguerreotype camera, complaining , '' I don 't 
see anything!'' Behind his back h is cousin is embracing his beaut iful wife,  saying, 
''Keep on watching , it will appear !' ' 19 W hen stereography became a f ad in the 
I 8 50s, similar themes arose, with hu111orous depict ions of the less glor ious effects 
of the new fashion only now the cousin is likely to have been replaced by a 
door-to-door salesman of stereographic cards.20 

Recalling C.W Ceram's convictions, we might wonder if these occurrences 
are just '' chance discoveries ," with no causal relat ionship and thus no h istorical 
interest. And is it j ust another chance discovery that the current revival of 
immersive, peepshow-like exper ience in the form of the v irtual reality craze has 
resurrected the figure of the kale idoscomaniac this t ime in the guise of the 
''cybernerd," whose passion for the other world makes him a fool in this one? The 
f igure has made its appearance in the cinema and in satirical cartoons , as well as 
on MTV just recall the animated figures Beavis and Butt-Head in their head
mounted displays , performing '' I Got You Babe'' with (real-life) Cher. 

According to Ceram , there is no histor ical connectio11 betwee11 Et ie 11 11e 



Gaspard Robertson 's Fa11tas111aJ?<>ric showc.. , wl1icl1 bcgar1 111 J>aris at tl1c.: e11cl c>f tl1c 
eighteenth ce11tury, a11d the Lu1111crc brotl1cr5' c;i,1e11'l{lf(J!l,Y(lfJl 1e  prcsc11tat10tl<i a 
centt1ry later. Eve11 the use of the later11a ,,,a�ica principle for proJccting 1111agc<i 011 
a creen doesn't warrant Ceran1 posi ting a connectio11.2 1 However, if we cor11parc 
period illustratio11s of Fantas,nagorie audiences reacting with pan ic to the ghosts 
attacking them from the screen with the reports about early cinema audiences 
fleeing in ter ror when the train in the Lumiere brothers' film L'A rrivee d'un train 

a La Ciotat ( I 89 5) seemed to rush straight at them, we probably cannot avoid a 
sense of deja vu.22 And for someone who has visi ted modern-day Disneyland, the 
association that comes to mind might be the stereoscopic movie spectacle Captai,i 
EO, starring Michael Jackson. In Captain EO, the visual ''onslaughts'' have been 
enhanced by the usual 3-D effects, and also by laser beams, which appear to be 
released from the screen world to the space of the audience.23 And even if the 
audience did not react so  vividly on the spot, the publicity surrounding the 
theme-park experience made sure that we believe they did. 24 

Again, we may ask if there is any sense in comparing these occurrences, far 
apart in time and space, and related to very different technological contexts. I 
would argue that these parallels are not totally random, or produced completely 
independently by specific circumstances. Instead, all of these cases '' contain '' 
certain commonplace elements or cultural motives, which have been encountered 
in earlier cultural processes. I would like to propose that such motives could 
usefully be  treated as topoi, or ' 'topics," applying the ideas that Ernst Robert 
Curtius used in his massive s tudy Europaische Literatur und lateinisches Mittelalter 
( 1948) to explain the internal life of literary traditions.2s 

The idea of topoi goes back to the rhetorical traditions of classical antiquity. 
According to Quintili anus CV, ro,20), they were ''storehouses of trains of thought'' 
(argumentorum sedes), systematically organized formulas serving a practical purpose, 
namely, the composition of orations. As the classical rhetoric gradually lost its 
original meaning and purpose, the formulas penetrated into literary genres. 
According to Curtius, '' [T]hey become cliches, which can be used in any form of 
literature, they spread to all spheres of life with which literature deals and to 
which it gives form."26 Topics can be considered as formulas, ranging from stylistic 
to allegorical, that make up the ''building blocks '' of cultural traditions; they are 
activated and de-activated in turn; new topoi are created along the vvay and old 
ones (at least seemingly) vanish. In a sense, topics provide ''pre-fabricated'' molds 
for experience. They may seem to emerge ''unconsciously; '' they are, however, 
always cultural, and thus ideological, constructs. This is my main objection to 
Curtius , who sometimes resor ted to Jungian archetypes to explain the appearance 
of certain topoi. 21 In the era of commercial and industr ial media culture it is 
increasingly important to note that topoi can be consciously activated, and 
ideologically and commercially exploited. 

0 
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D I S C U R S I V E  I N V E N T I O N S  A S  A N  O B J E C T  O F  S T U D Y 

When vve deal with topoi such as the ones related to the stereotypical panic 
reactions to media spectacles ,ve deal with representations instead of actual 
experiences; we don't know (and perhaps never will) if any audience ever reacted to 
a Fat1tasn-zagorie or a Cinematographe presentation in the ways depicted in visual or 
li terary discourses. Claiming that they did or did not would be beside the point. What 
is interesting is precisely the recurrence of the topoi within these discourses. It could 
even be claimed that the reality of media history lies primarily in the discourses that 
guide and mold its development, and only secondarily in the ''things'' and ''artifacts'' 
that for writers like Ceram form the core aro 11nd which everything (r)evolves. 

In this respect I share Michel Foucault's determination '' [t]o substitute for the 
enigmatic treasure of 'things' anterior to discourse, the regular formation of objects 
that emerge only in discourse."2s These ''discursive objects'' can with good reason 
claim a central place in the study of the history of media culture. Even though 
Foucault referred to media systems only casually, a related (and Foucault-influenced) 
strategy has been adopted by Friedrich Kittler in his Discourse 1Vetworks 18o<Y1900, 
where he traces the gradual shift from one discursive system to another (the 
mechanization of "vriting with all its cultural and ideological implications), dra,ving 
on a great variety of inscriptions.29 As David E.Wellbery has noted, ''Kittler's discourse 
analysis follows the Foucauldian lead in that it seeks to delineate the apparatuses of 
power, storage, transmission, training, reproduction, and so forth to make up the 
conditions of factual discursive occurrences."30 Like Foucault, Ki ttler is interested in 
cultural macro-organisms, tracing their constitu tions and movements by reading 
innumerable and heterogeneous cultural fragments (from literary fiction to Freudian 
case studies to the ''anatomy'' of the typewriter) with the aid of discourse analysis. 

Instead of pursuing a systematic study of Foucauldian ''discursive formations' '
the ideological traditions of discourses reigning in and, in a '\Vay, constituting 
the life of, a society, based on the interplay of power and knowledge the media 
archeological approach I am delineating is actually closer to the field characterized 
by Foucault somewhat contemptuously as the history of ideas: ''the history 
of those age-old themes that are never crystallized in a rigorous and individual 
system, bu t whi ch have formed the spontaneous philosophy of those vvho did not 
philosophize . . . .  The analysis of opinions rather than of kno,vledge, of errors rather 
than of truth, of types of mentality rather than of forms of thought."31 

I maintain that registering false starts, seemingly ephemeral phenomena, and 
anecdotes about n"!edia can be revealing ( even ,vithout necessarily bei11g seen as traces 
of a cultural macro-structure, an epistel'f1e), if vve focus on the meanings that en1erge 
through the social practices related to the use of technology. I agree "vith Carolyn 
Marvin, a cultural historian of technology, \.Vhen she \.vrites that ''n1edia are not fi..,ed 
objects: they have no natural edges. They are constructed complexes of habits, beliefs, 
and procedures e1nbedded in elaborate cultural codes of co11u11unicatio11. The histOf)' 
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Fro111 ,t1cl1 a �10111t of vtc\v t111rcal12e(i ''drea,11 111acl1111es," or dt5ci,r51vc 111ve11tic,11s 
(1r1\'t'11t1011, tl1.1t e"i,t 011ly as d1scourscs), ca11 be JLJSt as rcveal1ng as realized artifacts. 
A CJ'\e 1 11 po111t, the ' 'telectroscope," \vas a discursive invention that was widely 
bel1e\1ed to exist 1n tl1e late n1neteer1th century. It was described as an electro-opt1cal 
device that e11abled an individual to ''increase the range of v1s1on by hundreds of 
111iles, so that, for instance, a 1nan in New York could see the features of his friend in 
Bo ton ,vith as 111uch ease as he could see the performance on the stage."3J Articles 
about the device were published in respected popular scientific jour nals , such as La 

1\!at,�re and T11e Electrical Revieiv; it vvas even said that Edison invented it. Time and 
again it ,vas ann ounced that it would be presented to the general audience at the next 

\VOrld's fair. Yet the telectroscope never made an appearance except in these 
discourses, which were widely distributed in the industrialized Western world. 

The telectroscope could be interpreted simply as a utopian projection of the 
hopes raised by electricity and by the telephone, realized decades later in the form of 
television. It should not, however, be discarded so easily. Television found its dominant 
form in broadcasting, which was very different from the role offered for the 
telectroscope as an individual and active ''tele-vision machine," meant for individual , 
person-to-person communication. Jaron Lanier's utopian vision of virtual reality ''as 
the telephone, not as the television of the future'' can thus be seen as another 
incarnation of a topos well-known more than a hundred years earlier. 34 I t  remains to 
be seen if Lanier's all-embracing, discursive version ofVirtual Reality will ever be 
realized, or if the rudimentary technology that inspired i t  will finally be molded into 
a form that is closer to the economically and ideologically constrained structures of 
broadcast television than to those of telecommunication. 35 The discursive formations 
that enveloped the emergence of virtual-reality technology at the turn of the 1980s 
and into the 1990s would provide an appropriate subject of study for the kind of 
approach I have been trying to delineate. 36 

In summary, it seems to me that a media archeological approach has two main 
goals .  First, the study of the cyclically recurring elements and motives underlying and 
guiding the development of media culture. Second, the '' excavation'' of the ways in 
which these discursive traditions and formulations have been ''imprinted'' on specific 
media machines and systems in different historical contexts, contributing to their 
identity in terms of socially and ideologically specific webs of signification. This kind 
of approach emphasizes cyclical rather than chronological development, recurrence 
rather than unique innovation. In doing so it runs counter to the customary way of 
thinking about technology in terms of constant progress, proceeding from one techno
logical breakthrough to another, and making earlier machines and applications obsolete 
along the way. The aim of the media archeological approach is not to negate the 
''reality'' of technological development, but rather to offer some balance by placing it 
within a wider and more multifaceted social and cultural frame of reference. D 
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''The involuntary Walker as Virtuous 

Subject yet only Semi-intelligent Agent'' 

()It 

''Birds, or No Ledge to Stand on'' 

D I S N E Y L A N D  

D a v i d  B l a i r  

It's 9:45 PM, and I'm wa1king through New Orleans Square at Disneyland in Anaheim, 
California. The water show is in full swing, with miraculous sudden set changes . . . .  
The giant pirate boat with fifty actors has turned and is completely hidden behind a 
corner too small for it, and multiple thi rty-foot evil magic- mirror faces hang on mist 
screens above the water. I decide to take a sudden turn myself, to visit the Pirates of 
the Caribbean ride. A few feet down the path, the crowd is gone, and the water show 
almost inaudible. The ride is on a narrow waterway with flat-bottom boats inexorably 
driven forward through the artificial landscape by a fearsome chain-and-gear 
mechanism hidden under the water. I 'm in my seat, and twenty seconds later 
we are underground, on a river in a cave system somewhere beneath Disneyland, 
somewhere in the Caribbean, probably near the storage space of that missing water
show pirate ship. And, simultaneously, I am almost back in the Carlsbad Caverns 
National Monument, true wonder of the unde1-world, alone, after midnight, during 
the production of my film WAX or the discovery of television among the bees. Floating on 
a boat attached by bottom chains to an artificial underground Disney-Caribbean 
river is not that much different from walking alone, at midnight, through the 
unbelievable underground and path-determined space of Carlsbad Caverns, moving 
in half-light among giant rock forms. That afternoon, deeper in the cave, I'd had a 
beekeeper's suit on and been standing around the corner of the one-vvay path from 
a cameraman, almost leaning on a fractionally detailed limestone formation. On the 
cameraman's cue, I was supposed to create a material wipe suddenly by \'\·alking 
around the corner, but we had to keep delaying the shot as tourists kept appearing 
behind me on the one- way path . . .  surprising me, but not themselves. I \,·as just 
part of the landscape, and several even said, ''The moon, huh?'' before turning the 
next corner and finding the camera. I was part of their ride, but they kne,,· I '"·as also 



thousands of feet underneath the moon, maybe somewhere in France on the set 
of a Melies movie, or perhaps back at Disneyland, back at Pirates of the Caribbean . 

An interesting and vital part of navigation in immersive environments is the effect 
of sudden mode change . . .  often, turnlng a corner, you are instantly in another 
environment, as if you had just passed through the spatial equivalent of a soft-edged 
wipe . What is shocking is that these mode changes can often take you to an 
environment that contradicts the one you just came from, both in appearance, and in 
meaning and use . .  like turning a smooth corner at the base of the Matterhorn at 
Disneyland, and ending up at the end of a row of urinals . 

The first effect of this spatial mode change, I believe, is that one becomes more 
suscep tible to association. In other vvords, free navigation in an immersive environ
ment leads to mode changes, and mode changes lead to an increase in association, 
so111etimes internal, and sometimes external .  The latter we call coincidence. 

Back in the early r 97os, I learned a lot from surreal audio theater pieces put out 
by the group Firesign Theatre. I hadn't listened to them for almost tvventy years until 
I bought them as used records, in preparation for a trip to SIGGRAPH '93 . Off the 
plane under the memorial statue at the John Wayne Airport in Orange County, 
California, in an enormous surrounding glass abutment that was the center of a high 

'C imperial postmodern bu ilding (so obviously built first in the computer that regular 
c-i holes had been designed in the mold of the parking garage's poured roof to allow 

what started as elephant feet underground to turn into a grid of optimistic palm trees 
above) ,  I realized I 'd better go to Disneyland before I got too busy. Four hours later, 
it ,,,as closing time at Disneyland, and I ,vas emerging from the bathroom across from 
the Matterhorn . I 'd just bought my first Walkman the month before, and ,vasn 't used 
to the dual alienation and audio overlay effect you get from a Walkman, so I put the 
headphones on again ,vrith self-conscious semireluctance, and vvent back to ' 'We're All 
Bozo's on This Bus'' (Firesign Theatre, 197 1 ) ,  vvritten at the beginning of the age of 
video as an imagination of what governmen t-inflicted simulation might really be 
like. Putting the story briefly, a bus comes to town , and Clem gets on board. It turns 
out that the bus is actually a seamless virtual reality environment, that may or may not 
take Clem to a future amusement park very similar to what I imagine is Ross Perot's 
vision of the Information Superhighway. 

While meeting the audioanimatronic president on the White House Ride, 
Clem reveals himself as a quasi-revolutionary hacker, who conversationall)· forces 
the robot president into maintenance mode, in order to talk to Dr. Memory, the 
real program running the simulation . Clem is inside the machine, and inside the 
program, calling out to Dr. Memory : ' 'Read me, Dr. Memory! Read me Dr. 
Memory! ' 'There's a full moon out, the Matterhorn is white, and the gondola cables 
are dark and visible against the sky. Suddenly, there's an additional voice and space 
on the tape, which it takes about ten seconds to identify as coming from the entire 
southern slope of the Matterhorn, which has begun to speak in the sublime voice 
of a woman on a microphone saying: ''Shutting Down System A. Shutting Dov\'n 
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sl1ut do,,,11 the er1tire Future Fair. 
Tl1e effect of 111odal cha11ge a11d associatio11, wl1ether tl1e latter takes place in the 

i111agi11atio11, or i11 the world as coincider1ce, is that you end up with a sort of spatial 
fictio11, ,vhat Jay Bolter i11 h.is book 011 electronic writing called a topical, or topo
graphic fiction , a fiction of aphorisms and situations, spread in front of you as a field of 
places that can change fron1 one to the other in a variety of ways. Traveling through 
the fiction is like navigating through an immersive environment, and v ice versa. 

H A P T I C  D I M E N S I O N S  

Navigation through irnmersive environments is of course a serious problem in the 
,vorld, an enjoyable problem in amusement parks, and a highly rhetoricized one in 
virtual worlds. Already, in an amusement park, we are often on the verge of fiction 
making. By the time we get to virtual reality, we find ourselves in the midst of a 
full-blown metafiction. 

Metafictions have been described as fictions that examine the creation of systems, 
especially themselves and other fictions, with particular attention to the ways in which 
these systems transform and filter reality. There is an assumption in this sort of fiction 
making that we are locked in a world we have created, a fictional world shaped by 
narrative and subjective forms developed to generate meaning and stabilize our 
perceptions. Metafictions don't operate on aesthetic assumptions of verisimilitude, but 
exult in their own ficticiousness. They assume that there are no true descriptions in 
fiction, only constructions, which may not have any relation to the world. 

Navigation in virtual worlds tends to disrupt the ordinary balance that exists 
between our exterior senses and our interpretive subjectivity. It is no accident that 
virtual reali ty has been compared with hallucinogens. LSD, alcohol, fatigue, and lucid 
dreaming have all provided us with many examples of this disruption, all tending to 
reveal what I would call the haptic dimensions of thought : a sudden intuition of the 
material nature of thought, of how thought is received from the environment, and at 
the same time transforms the environment. Acid trips, for example, are famous for 
their mode changes, sudden and powerful associations, and constant commentary on 
themselves, a unified metafictional experience that often leaves the user ,vith the 
powerful impression that thought is literally another and different physical sense. 

Of course, the same effect is common to exhaustion in immersive environments. 
After the Matterhorn spoke through speakers, I made the very long "'·alk back to ID)' 

hotel across the famous vast parking lot , past the gate and do\vn a long street ,v ith a 
new sidewalk that s\vitched from one side of the street to the other ever,· block. Four 
hours off the plane, with miniature golf to one side, the Charismacic Convention 
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Center to the other, and naked power pylons above, I was waiting for the next 
epiphany, as I could barely tell the difference between Disneyland and California. I 
received my epiphany in the appearance of a small rectangular concrete cover embed
ded in, and the same color as, the sidewalk. On the molded top there was engraved 
the word ''telephone," which in the tunnel of my exhaustion made me think too 
clearly about the power lines invisible under the overlit night street, about my tele
phone at home, barely lit and unseen by my wife, who was certainly asleep in another 
room; about the last phone I used to call her, a pay phone back at Disneyland in 
general, about both the limits of my knowledge, and the connectedness of words, my 
thoughts, and the world, and how, in making those connections, my thoughts had 
acted like a strange sense, seeing things so far away, or impossible to see. 

I believe this is related to something the mathematician Poincare said when 
describing his theory of conventionalism, the main purpose of which was to assert that 
the space described by the convention of Euclid's theorems did not rule out other 
spaces with their own self-consistent sets of rules. In certain descr iptions of space, he 
said, there could also be haptic dimensions where every muscle was a dimension. 

This thought fascinated p eople at the turn of the century, and was related by 
them to the notion that the fourth dimension was an alternate spatial dimension, at 

oo right angles to everything we know. In many ways, these enthusiasms were parts of an 
M attempt to deal with subjectivity as a dimension and as a sense an n-dimensional 

sense, since with so many possible descr iptions, there was no point in stopping the count . 
Nowadays, with human-computer interface technology, we have come to a 

literalization of the idea of hap tic dimensions. Now, the world can be mapped to 
muscles, so that a small hand gesture inside a dataglove can be used to navigate, or 
even to increase the amount of space available in a virtual world. 

Speaking about the human-computer interface in his book Virtual Reality, 
Howard Rheingold says, 

We build models of the world inside our head, using the data from sense organs and 

the information processing capacity of our brain. We habitually th ink of the world we 

see as out there, but what we are really seeing is a mental model. a perceptual 

simulation that only exists in the brain. That simulation capability is where human minds 

and digital computers share a potential for synergy. 

I find it fascinating that Rheingold is not just a great popularizer of virtual reality. 
He is also a popularizer of lucid dreaming technologies, which allow a dreamer 
literally paralyzed by sleep to communicate information from a parallel, artificial, and 
autonomous world out to sleep researchers, using a Morse code of eye wiggles. I take 
it as a clue that our equivalent of the turn-of-the-century fascination with haptic and 
higher dimensions can nowadays be found in the theme of potentially autonon1ous 
alternate worlds which exist in machines as virtual reality and artificial life, or in our 
world, as Jurassic Park, and which share among themselves the qual ities of n1etafiction . 
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111 Nortl1 A111er 1ca, \\ t: \vt:re alre.1dy 1111111er,cc.i a11c.i 11.1v1g�1ti11g \Vitl1i11 Jt1ras\ic f>,11 k ( )f 
coL1r.;,�,_/111,1s(ic f>t1rk, tl1L" fil111, 1<;  011ly a si11gle i11ter\t1(e \v1tl1i11 �ltl i111111crsive, 11avigal)lc 
e11\·1ro11111e11t 111ade t1p of the various 111ed1a that Jura\s1c t>ark , tl1c co11ce1)t, is 
prese11ted i11, ra11g111g &0111 ,vearable s}1irts a11d wrappi11gs for burgers at Mc.I )onalds 
to 111a11)· of tl1e booths at SIGGRA PH, and beyond tl1at to future then1c-park rides. 
Metafict1011al eler11e11ts are the audiences' navigation within thic; environn1ent . . .  
fron1 product to product, from place to place . . . best emblematized by the filn1 
audience's conu11on smile at the only really visible product placement in the ent1re 
filn1: the Jurassic Park men1orabilia that can be seen on screen in the Jurassic Park gift 
shop. Given the fact that the :film is part of an irnmersive environment , this moment 
is more than an advertisement for itself. It is like the Pirates of the Caribbean (though 
designed for a more limited and practical effect), a metafiction emblem of navigation, 
1nodal change, and potential association used to sell you shirts, or whatever you might 
,vant when you decide you want it. 

N avigation is an important theme within the film. Richard Attenborough, 
famous film director in our world, stars as the concept- and money-man behind 

Jurassic Park, a world within our world where dinosaurs live again. He transports our 
main characters to the island in the bellies of helicopters, to see and approve the 
mystery of his creation. First stop, after a brief witnessing of this creation, is the 
island's museum movie theater. There everyone is treated to a film within the film, 
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in which Attenborough clones himself to introduce us to the idea of reproduction 
,v ithout sex. Suddenly the movie theater becomes a theme-park r ide. Restra ining 
bars come dovvn  over the seatbound, a wall opens, and, diorama-style, a living 
laboratory behind a plate-glass wall begins to scroll past the riders; dinosaur
reproduction workers are visible inside the laboratory. The lawyer character whispers 
to Richard Attenborough : how marvelous, it's all so realistic . . . are those auto-
1natons? Attenborough replies : no, we have no animatronics here . They're real ! It is 
at this 1noment tha t the three scientist characters, so taken by this completely 
immersive environment there is no question of real or umeal for them !  decide 
that they have to navigate. Communally, they force up the restraiiling bars, and exit 
the r ide, cybernetic sailors on this narrative's oceanic pond ! 

If you've ever seen Mel Brooks's film Blazing Saddles, you' ll remember the 
famous horse chase, whose climax is a sudden modal change, where the chase 
crashes through a painted landscape backdrop, and finds itself backstage. With no 
loss of m omentum, the riders continue on to the next set, whe1·e they disrupt a 
Busby Berkeley- style movie in mid production. That's how I tend to view the 
scientist's jump off the ride, as well as the famous scene when the autonomous and 
ar tific ial Tyrannosaurus rex crashes through the Park's unelectric fence at the 
beginning of the film's recorded disaster. 

Of course, by that point in Jurassic Park, the associative process is already in 
overdrive. For instance, what are the dinosaurs? Before seeing them, n1.ost people 
already know that they are this age's miracle of computer-generated pseudo
autonomous entertainment reality. In the film, we also learn they are earthburied 
bone that can be made visible aboveground in the middle of the Badlands of South 
Dakota through the use of shock waves generated by elephant-gun shells, which 
create echoes that can be written to computer screens as image-processed pictures. 
They are DNA held inv isible within mosquitoes doubly hidden within miraculous 
transparent amber buried deep in the earth , which yet can be dug up, extracted, and 
revealed as equivalent to the wall-to-wall scrolling alphabetic texture that covers the 
cinema screen in the movie within the movie at the Jurassic Park Museun1 DNA 
letters actually generated during the dinosaur's fateful afterdeath n1ating with frogs 
that can change their own sex . I can't even begin to go into the number of 
descriptive associations this film can generate. To my mind, it is one of the great 
associative narratives, a truly atemporal, or should I say spatialized, film. 

S G I  

Which brings us to Jurassic Park, the potential virtual reality: Several weeks after seeing 
the movie, two days after Disneyland, I found myself a t Discovery Park, part of the 
Silicon Graphics booth at S IGGRAPH '93. It was here that I had a chance to reco11-
sider what I had thought to be one of the most subliI11e elen1ents of the fih11: the 
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<.1 1110. a t1r's �1re,,iot1<; body and bel1avior, tl1e scic11ti<;t sayc;;, ''Yot1 'll 11ever lo<>k at l11rcls 
tl1 e  a111e ,vay agai11." This pl1rase, tra11ger than it ,ee111s, a11d sa1d witl1 aware11ess <>f 
its etfect , echoes throt1gh the fil11 1 in hu 11dreds of \vays, beco111ing , as 1f by default ,  
a 111ain tl1 e1ne. Mon1e 11ts after the fatal pronouncen1ent, Richard Atte11borc)ugh 
arri\'es by helicopter to take the scientists to Jurassic Park, where it is their Job to 
judge \vhether this high-entertainment concept can fit in our ,vorld. The park 
i111plodes, the dinosaurs riot, and the scientists barely escape . . .  but they do, in the 
belly of a helicopter.At the film 's wordless end, the main scientist looks through the 
clear ,vindo,v. or dead eye, of his artificial bird , and finds what appears to be the 
sublime in the image of a pelican winding its wings over the ocean beneath him, 
which, except for an exterior shot of the helicopter in flight, is pretty n1uch the last 
shot in the film. Despite all the emotion on his face and in the soundtrack, I have 
to say that I really don't know what it is the scientist sees, but it certainly is a bird . 

At SIGGRAPH,  the day before I actually did find my way to SGI's Discovery 
Park, I was standing two halls away in line at the Virtual Reality Laboratory, part of 
a virtual reality museum ride created for an exhibit called Imaging, the Tools of 
Science to be installed at the Chicago Museum of Science and Industry. The visual 
interface was the Fakespace Boom 2C, a boom-suspended periscop estyle cube \Vith 
a high-resolution stereoscopic display inside . . .  more vividly, something like a 
large, swivelable,  realtime ViewMaster at the end of a very fancy articulating lamp 
stand.  Virtual Reality Lab was essentially a fly ride through several surreal and 
constructed worlds. 

First you find yourself in a bare, circular room , with your previously grabbed 
portrait on the wall ,  and a polygonally crude Fakespace Boom 2C recursively in front 
of you. Back in the real world, with the real boom , you can swivel around and look 
at the room, all the while inexorably advancing toward your portrait, ,vhich, at a 
certain distance, shivers into fragments that flock together and fly through the hole 
left by their disassembly. You have to follow them, through the hole, to find yourself 
floating in the clouds. The birds that were you depart ahead and above. To the side 
is a girder-thick red wire- frame cow, a sort of surrogate cloud, and directly ahead is 
a structure that once again you are inexorably heading to\i\Tard and then through. a 
sort of open-ended floating skyhouse made of four circuit boards in extreme per
spective, and a fifth right ahead . The moment before colliding ,vith the fatal frontal 
board , you can see the image of a flower, and by the miracle of modal change. ) ·ou 
find that you have passed through to emerge out of a patch of flo,,Ters in the center 
of a park, a main natural space in a Potemkin village made of texture-map flats. 

--



This, seen from the particular angle chosen by the Fakespace user, is all projected 
on a video screen behind the person standing with his head up to the swiveling box. 
I didn't actually get to put my head up to the box that day, as the line was quite long. 
Time is always a consideration at S IGGRAPH, and since I didn't have a watch, I 
turned around to ask the fellow behind me what time it was. Before he started to 
speak I could see he didn't have a watch, and so I stopped in midsentence, just as he 
started to say something that I couldn't hear. Out of politeness, I said, ''What?' ' and 
he said, ''Right now," so I said ''What?'' and he said, ''You asked me what time it was, 
and I said it's right now." I agreed. 

Twenty six hours later, just before finally getting to Silicon Graphics' Discovery 
World, I found myself waiting in line to pay for my lunch at the International Food 
Court. Again I needed to know what time it was, so I turned around and asked the 
person behind me. I recognized it was the same fellow just before he inevitably said, 
''I said, it's right now. Don't you remember?'' surprising both of us, as it had been 
estimated there were 1 0,000 other people with us in the Anaheim convention 
center. So, to be polite, as we obviously had something in common, I read his shirt, 
which said ''The V irtual Museum," and asked, ''W hat's the Virtual Museum?'' He 
didn't really want to answer, and I didn't really find out until the next day, when I 

N came across the actual Virtual Museum, back in ''Machine Culture," as the art sho,:v 
('<") was known during this S IGGRAPH year. The Virtual Museum being sort of a 

common interface for inexpensive, individually created virtual ,:vorlds, a sort of 
museum atrium through which one could enter, under arches, any compatible 
virtual world module you might pick up from the Internet, or a floppy disk. The 
Virtual Museum describes itself as therefore allowing anyone to explore ancient 
.Egypt , pre-Columbian Peru, and Atlantis. None of this information being offered by 
my space-time companion at the International Food Court, I decided to push the 
situation, so I read his convention badge, which always has one's name and job 
function printed on it at SIGGRAPH . . .  apparently he worked for a co1npa11y 
called Earth. So I asked, ''What's Earth?'' and he said, ''That's where I live." 

After that and lunch, I was off to Discovery Park, where the line was too long, 
so I talked my way in the back door. ''Discovery Park is an Interactive 
Entertainment and Virtual Reality Experience!' ' was written on the brochure, and 
inside, there were birds. 

First was a pterodactyl-shaped , user-mountable ride, where a canyon environ
ment appeared on three large high-definition screens in front of the vievver, ,vho 
steered the flying machine from its virtual back, with wing tips and pterodactyl
head occasionally visible. Everyone in the room could see the screens, a11d there 
was a bit of ambiguity whether or not the rider ,:vas actually the bird havj11g 
an out-of-body experience, with the annoyed bird-body continuously atte111pti11g 
to catch the eye of the floating oversoul. Networked to this was tl1e private, t\vo
million-pixel Fakespace Boom 3 C, which apparently allowed you to look arou11d 
while the pterodactyl-person did the steering through the inevitably progressi11g 
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I>eople \\ ere .11,o look.111g at b1rc.is c.i1ffere11tly 111 tl1e Ev�111s a11ci �l1tl1l:rla11cl l>o<)tl1, 
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co111�1lex ,111d er1closed h1gl1-defin1tior1 c1ty space. f11 the lleagar1-Bl11.,h years, \Ve 

\\'Oltld l1a\'e 1r11111ed1ately thought of the 111ilitary as the buyer or 111aker of such 
tly111g rides, as \\'ell as f1)'1ng things, and uncontrollable carnivores. But now is the 
t1111e \,·hen \\'e 111stead remember that Link, inventor of the flight simulator, can1e to 
tl1at de,,1ce fron1 his \VOrk designing rides for amusement parks. 

Link's flight sin1ulator took the roller coaster off the ground using pneumatic 
111otion, making the rider into a bird in a box. Before computer graphics could 
match the realism of that motion, miniature landscapes were built, reconstructions 
of appropriate countrysides, which the flight-simulator pilot could see through a 
111otion-controlled camera that floated on a grid above the model board. In this 
time before computer graphics, many people identified visual simulation \vith such 
physical miniatures, so that there it was no great associative leap from the model board 
to Disneyland. Of course, at that time, one of the logical associative paths leading 
out of Disneyland vvas the idea of government-inflicted simulation, presented ''In 
Technical Stimulation," as the Firesign Theatre put it. And certain ly, visiting 
Anaheim's ancient Disneyland, it is very easy to arrive at an idea of the intimate 
linkage of entertainment and death, especially in New Orleans Square, where 
Pirates of the Caribbean begins, after establishing the cave, with skeletal pirates 
guarding gold, and then proceeds through torture and rape to end with an 
ecstatically drunken pistol duel held in a gunpowder storage cellar. 

In Jurassic Park, the one skeptical scientist overhearing Richard Attenborourgh 
say that a mechanized tour of Jurassic Park is as safe as any amusement park ride, 
volunteers: ''But on the Pirates of the Caribbean, if the pirates get loose, they don't 
eat the tourists." So what should we see when \Ve look at birds flying free as a 
tyrannosaurus rex through the air? 

In WAX or the discovery of television among the bees,Jacob Maker ,vorks on a simple, 
local network of flight simulators, a 1983 precursor to vvhat in 1986 or so became 
SIMNET, a wide-area simulation networking scheme that allowed a group of pilots 
sitting in flight simulators somewhere in Tennessee to train ,vith people driving tank 
simulators in California, all together in the same limited, synthetic environment. This 
sort of nenvorked simulation prepared the \vay for the raid on Libya, the in,rasion of 
Panama, and ultimately for the Gulf War. The proposed successor to SIMNET is 
called DSI, or the Distributed Simulation Internet, if I have the correct acron)Til. 
which combines broader band width with new graphics and net\�·orking st..1ndards. 
literally allowing an army of linked individuals, spread across the globe, to join each 
other in that military amusement park. Not for mall>� different from ,,,.hat some 
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'tj- people propose for interactive, navigable, inunersive cable-TV gan1es. Of course , 
M what does program content mean in the context of this DSI? 

Or what is history? One of the first implementations of the DSI \vas a nunute
by-minute, foot-by-foot reconstruction of a Gulf War skir nush kno\vn as the Battle 
of 73 Easting. As you 1night expect, it plays the battle forward and back\vard , and 
allo,vs you to vievv it fron1 any angle. It also allO\VS yoL1 to create alternate battles 
from this reality base. Considering ho\v 111uch history has already been prepared in 
cyberspace, it is truly metafictional that 7 3 Easting vvas prese11ted to the senate as the 
first exan1ple of virtual history. 

Unfortt111ately, this is a nor n1al the111e i11 the hi tory of the history of 
technology. Television is an excellent exa111ple. According to Steve11 Spielberg's 
Raiders of tl1e Lost A rk, it ,vas possibly the God of Israel ,vho i11vented both 
television and virtual realit)'. But accordi11g to the Nazis and so111e other , it \Vas 
Patil Nipko,v who discovered television a11d virtual reality i11 Berlin in the I 880 . 
His fascinating electro111echanical telephone for tl1e eye cot1pled u11ique spi11ning
disk spiral scanners, kno,v n as in1ag1.. dissector� , \V1th 111agnetically co11trolled 
crystals that occultly served as light valves. 

Nipkow ,vorked for the city railroad co111pa ny during the electrificatio11 a11d 
''tra nsportificatio11 '' (which is a deliberate rl1)·111e \vitl1 �fortij1c,.1ti(J11) of Berli11, 
desig ning a streetcar se111aphore sig nal syste111. It is a 11ot o odd fact tl1at l1is 
television systen1 111ainly rese111bled the axles a11d ,vl1eels of a r �1ilroad car . . .  t,,·o 
spinni11g-disk sca11ners sy11cl1ronized by a fixed axle bet,vee11. 

By the 1 89os , tl1e signal syste111 was appare11tl)' i11 place, tl1e job l1 .1d probal1ly 
settled do\v11, a11d i11 l1is private 111ve11ti11g life, N1pko,v l1ad 111oved 011 , l)y�1assi11g 
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fL1rtl1cr licvclop111c11t 011 tl1e tcll·visio11 tc) fc)CLts <)11 J1i, 11ew c)l1sc\�I<>11, cJ1c 111ve11tio 11 
of a \Vorki 11g l1elicc.)pter. 

More than thirty years later i11 Wci111cr l3crli11 , co11structio11 bcga11 011 tl1c 
FL111ktt1r111, the Eiffel Tower of radio, defining what beca1nc tl1c co111111unicatio11s 
heart of� Berli11, an area so i111portant that it later was given tl1e nan1e of Adolf H1tler 
Platz . Nipkow was an old 111an, and practical, low-resolution , mechanical television 
syste111S based on his scanning schen1e had co111e i11to existence in Ger1nany, Britain, 
the United States, and elsewhere. This was television with less than forty lines, but it 
was a con1mercial television, with regular scheduled broadcasts from the Funkturm 
by 1 929. At that moment, it became clear that the real challenge for televisjon 
engineers lay in high-resolution television. Breakthroughs in high-frequency 
research promi sed broadcast systems and receiver sets with over 400 im age lines. 

Certain people knew that this same technology would also make possible a 
practical system of r adio-wave-based detection and ranging of distant flying 
objects what we know as radar. As a result, as mechanical television died a natural 
death, due in part to the worsening financial situation worldwide, a decision was 
made in the three main television-producing countries to promote the creation of a 
popular, entertainment-oriented high-definition television system; the goal, never 
publicly stated, was to create both the industrial and human resource base necessary 
to design and manufacture a practical air-defense system. 

This created a peculiar situation. Germany provides the best example. First, 
Hitler declared all German television research a state secret. Then the public search 
began for facts that would establi sh German priority in television research historical 
priority. Paul Nipkow was snatched from obscurity to become a new national hero, 



the Father of Television. England replied, or maybe they started it all, with the 
Edisonification of John Logie Baird, who became the Other Father of Television. 

In every country, television history, like television itself, was discovered, or 
invented. Books were written, and in other places, factories were built. In 1941 ,  

not long after the radar machines were switched on in England, Holland, Germany, 
and elsewhere, Paul Nipkow died, which triggered his greatest honor. Paul 
Nipkow's funeral was broadcast live on Fernsehsender Paul Nipkow, the Nazi 
high-definition television station named after him and broadcasting from atop 
the Funkturm in Berlin. 

PA R A LL E L  W O R L D S  

More than fifty years after Nipkow, or right now, as my more associationally 
minded colleague from Earth might say, we have mind amplifiers, as Howard 
Rheingold calls the modern computer. Artificial realities have increased in number, 
mechanical and immaterial transportation have improved, and with the necessary 
increase in modal changes have come increases in the descriptive power of 

\0 association and metafiction. 
('r') So, again, what should we see when we look at birds? Maybe, metafictionally, 

they could remind us of a navigational ethics: since the ride is so many different 
possible things, and since on occasion we are on the other side of the ride, go ahead 
and go where you are going, in whatever way you wish to travel, just try to 
remember you are responsible if you kill when you get there. Unfortunately, our 
usual sad situation is very much like that of the religious soul told to remember 
something after death, who, on arrival in the other world, only remembered once 
having had a conversation with someone, but not what was said. 

Several months ago, at the Cyberspace Conference in Austin, a fellow came up to 
me and said, ''Congratulations, I work at Hughes Aircraft, and I used to have the same 
job as that guy in your film." In WAX, a narrative metafiction,Jacob Maker works on 
the Intergrated Air Battle Mission Simulator, writing the code that controls the 
acquisition of target information. I t  is up to him to make sure that the gunsight 
displays work, that what the pilot sees, whether by radar, infrared, or simple sight, does 
coordinate with his use of weapons. By ''congratulations," the fellow fron1 Hughes 
meant that he used to be Jacob. After twelve to sixteen hours in a completely 
immersive, photorealistic flying environment, it was time to go outdoors, and as he 
told me: ''I'd go outdoors , just out onto the street, and I'd wonder . . . am I supposed 
to kill now? And what was really strange, you know, was that after a while, I started 
seeing these lines. They were just floating in the air, like the n1arks your guy was seeing 
in the film."The fellow from Hughes was much happier now, as he had gotten himself 
transferred out to a part of the company that was trying to find a way to co11vert flight 
simulators into personal amusement-park pods . 

• 



U11fort L111,1tely, 111 e 1tl1er e 11tertai11111e 11t <)r war, 11av 1g41t 10 11 1,111t t1sL1ally (re.:<.:. It 's 
closer to se 111i-auto110111ot1s . Oftc11, in bot l1, yot1 ca11 go where yoL1 war1t, but <> 11ly :1s 
lo11g as you 111ake sure you kil l a11d spe11d disposable inco r11e. c ;rotcS(JUC 11arrativc 
dealt with this particular difficulty of navigational etl1ics i11 i111n1er s1vc c11viro 11 111cnts 
long ago, by tra 11sferring autonomy to the artif icial world . . .  by stripping the creator 
of an artificial world of all free will, and passing a parody of that on to his or her cre
ations. Such fictions are invariably metaf ictions, as there is always a rather smooth 
continuum from the created and autonomous world to the narrative itself, which, being 
also a creation, is implicitly also autonomous. This is halfuray to recursion, the creation 
of endless mirrors, or other interfoldings of space and light, which in metafiction have 
always led to worlds within worlds, just around the corner from us but burdened with 
other space-time rules, not just alternate histories, but parallel universes. 

When the Jurassic scientist, embedded in the belly of the anonymously piloted 
helicopter, looks out through the metal bird 's window-eye at the free-floating 
pelican, it is easy for me to make the associative jump to the artificial-life scientists, 
who watch freely navigating autonomous graphic agents on computer machines , and 
see life. They claim that automatism, of the kind once given rhetorically in grotesque 
fictions to describe an ethical dilemma, has now become practical. W ith this, 
metafiction becomes perhaps experimentally verifiable. W indows open onto other 
worlds that might really be there. 

The Game of Life is a computer program a virtual, time-based machine that floats 
as distributed, changing patterns inside many popular mind amplifiers. This program 
consists of a small set of rules, a tiny grammar that controls an on/ off graphic display 
of dots clustered together as gridded pixels on the t wo-dimensional screen you see 
from outside the machine. The rules turn the pixel dots on and off, and make the dots 
interact with each other in order to determine the order of this flashing. Some of the 
patterns resulting from this interaction have the ability to grow and maintain 
themselves in complicated shapes, which can move through two-dimensional screen 
space, and even reproduce.W riters and players of the game claim that these dot-group 
pattern behaviors are mimetic of life it self. They then on occasion argue that anything 
that so clearly imitates life must be alive itself, potentially with a point of view, as part 
of a limited but autonomous alternate world embedded within our own. 

The Game of Life is an example of cellular automata in action. Cellular 
automata have also been practically applied to image processing. The pictures to be 
processed in this manner have often been machine gathered and transmitted to us 
through great noise from places not part of our normal point of view; for instance, 
the point of view of someone who can read the constituent parts of your blood; or 
the point of view of a television camera on the top of a rocket plummeting out of 
control toward the moon. 

Pictures to be processed are divided into pixels ; the grammars go to work on 
these pixels, forcing them to interact, forcing the picture to become more visible to us. 



Potentially living, or at least potentially autonomous, pixel groups self-organizing into 
potentially autonomous, substantial, though still changeable image shapes, leaving us 
with pictures that have more visible information than before the process started. 

As cinema collapses into the computer , where it will meet virtual reality, science, 
and many other residents of our cultural world, we approach a situation where all the 
film-production data, gathered from places beyond our ordinary point of view, are 
passed into a unitary workstation. The maker, sitting in front of the workstation screen, 
works on this data like cellular automata on pixels, forcing various pieces of meaning 
to interact so that pictures will become more visible to us. However, sin1ultaneously , 
the maker will also encounter real automata inside the machine. 

The maker slowly navigates through the real-time, proto-narrative space of 
the production data, applying any of a variety of processes to that data, in any 
se quence desired,  controlling composition within frames and between fr ames 
interactively, occasionally mixing real-world images with synthetic objects or 
character elements all the time composing literal and associative meaning. All 
processes ,  from the manipulation of synthetic geometries to the collation of 
associations, have been par tially mechanized, so that the narrative building proceeds 
with a partial autonomy that allows the workstation screen to look back . T he 

oo mind amplifier has become a mirror, and at a rhetorical and virtual distance behind 
M the mirror, anti-eyes connected to an anti-body in an alternate universe embedded 

in ours watch back with a glimmer of narrative intelligence, ready to play you back 
all the histories of that 73 Easting patch of desert, including the many possible 
alternate flight paths of semi-autonon1ous weapons over that part of virtual Iraq, 
misguided missiles that are willing to stop and assist you with both spell checking 
and story building , if that's what the story requires. 

In many Japanese newspaper offices, there are old and g iant composition 
typewriters with hundreds of keys for the thousa11ds of pictographic ka11ji 
character s. Each key has twenty-one shifts the Roman alphabet al1nost hides in 
a single key. W riters ,  however, now use personal word processors with the san1e 
number of typewriter keys we are used to, that hold both the 111iniature, alternate 
Japanese phonetic alphabet, along with the Ro1nan. As you type, the co111pt1ter 
collates your pseudo-phonetic strokes, cornpares the111 with a built-i11 ka,u·; chart, 
and offers you choices of alternate ka,�ji-pictures in a menu at the botto111 of the 
page a spell checker in reverse, an i11advertent poetry 111achine 111echa11izi11g the 
processes of association . In cinerna, as it slowly collapses into personal co111puters, 
kanji are replaced by i1nages and sound, a11d the se111i-pho11etic alphabet by yot1r 
descriptions of your in 1ages, the con1puter offering fill-i11-the-blanks associatio11 
opportunities (or, in less delicate software, spell-checki11g necessities), to l1elp yot1 
get that story into reasonably com111unicative shape. 

Give names to pictures in a sen1i-intelligent picture processor , and tl1e 111acl1i11e 
begins to sort the pictures i11to protoseque11ces. The 11 1aker looks at tl1ese, cl1ooses the 
clumpings that are pleasi11g, perhaps adjusts then1 a bit, the11 turns back to tl1e 



111.1cl1i11e, vvl1icl1 reapplies 1ts L1lti111ately 111t1t,1ti c)1 1al rL1ll'S <>f travel ;111c.l tl\\C)C 1at1c,1 1 ,  
addi11g orga11izatio11 i11 several possible ways, wl1icl1 arc tJ1e11 aga111 cl 1 c>\l'11 frc>111. 
Navigatio11 through choices 111ade by the 1nachine soon bcco111cs a pri111ary f or111 of 
story construction for tl1e 111aker, who travels througl1 111achi11c-offcred potc11t1al 
,vorlds, choosing the ones that becon1e virtt1al worlds, leaving a trail of partial and 
rejected t1niverses behind the maker, who has become a sort of aesthetic euge11icist. 

The maker is still on a flat-bottomed boat in Pirates of the Caribbean at 
Disneyland,  traveling inevitably forward, though in this case building rather than 
viewing. W hether traveling through alternate worlds, traveling through immersive 
environments that force the creation of association, or traveling through mech
anized association in order to create immersive environments, navigational ethics 
remain a priority. In the future, when you can go anywhere you want, cinema, by 
whatever name, will become a grotesquerie without grotesques . . . a metafiction 
where information wants to b e  free, and stories possessing senses, skills, and 
resources stutter in and out of existence in digital space-time, on earth and in other 
worlds. W ith immersive environments now even embedded within one another , 
with modal changes available at any moment, and association almost a style of 
knowledge, it's good to remember, though it may be difficult to remember, what it 
is you are supposed to remember. 

Personally, I work in the area of cinema that I call image-processed narrative: a 
type of narrative where both the images and the narrative are processed by both 
myself and machines , and where, in the process, navigational ethics are attempted. So 
I welcome this, our new protofuture, where the past imitates the future, where 
metafiction is potentially experimentally verifiable; where, as in the book I read last 
week , wrinkles in the universal background cosmic microwave radiation led an 
enviably optimistic popular cosmologist to the conclusion that the universe is alive, 
that it reproduces, and that as a result there are infinite connected or embedded 
universes probably related, struggling through the impractical difficulties of 
evolution in action. A protofuture world where new and old media imitate one 
another, where the single user is not much different from the single author, and 
where rhetorical autonomy has been extended to machines though hopefully, it 
will be  given to people in equal or greater amounts. 0 





C Y B  E R  W A R ,  G O  1) A N  1) T E L E  V I S  I O N : 

I N T E RV I E W  W I T H  P A U L  V I I� I  L I O  

• L o u i s e  K .  W i l s o n  

Beneat/1 Mirabeau b ridge f
l
ows the Seine 

And our love Must I remember 
Joy followed always after pain 

Let night come sound the hour 
Time draws in I remain 

Extract from "Mirabeau Bridge" by Guillaume Apollinaire, 
quoted by P V at the beginning of the interview. 

L O U I S E K . W I  L S O N : First of al l, I'd like to say that I approach your work 
as a visual artist. 

P A  U L V I  R I  L I  O : But, I always write with images. I cannot write a book if I don't 
have images. 

I believe that philosophy is part of literature, and not the reverse.Writing is not 
possible without images. Yet, images don't have to be descriptive; they can be 
concepts, and Deleuze and I often discuss this point. Concepts are mental images. 

W I  L S  O N  : In the text ''The Museum of Accidents," you write about the problem 
of positivism facing a museology of science, and the need for ''the science of an 
anti-science museum." 

V I  R I  L I  O : In ''The Museum of Accidents," I say at the end of the article that 
television is the actual museum. In the beginning, I say a museum of accidents is 
needed, and the reader imagines a building with accidents inside. But at the end, I 
say, no, this museum already exists, it's television. 

This is more than a metaphor: the cinema was certainly an art, but television 
can't be, because it is the museum of accidents. In other words, its art is to be the 
site where all accidents happen. But that's its only art. 



w I L  s o N : So in talking about the simulation industry and its function to 
'' expose the accident in order not to be exposed to it," could you say more about 
that in its relationship to television? 

V I R I L I O : One exposes the accident in order not to be exposed to the accident. 
It's an inversion. There is a French expression that says to be exposed to an accident, 
to cross a street without looking at the cars, means exposing oneself to be run over. 
This is more than a play on words, it's fundamental . For instance, when a painter 
exhibits his work, one says he exposes his work. Similarly, when we cross the street, 
we expose ourselves to a car accident. 

And television exposes the world to the accident. The world is exposed to 
accidents through television. An editor of the New York Times was recently inter
viewed in Le Nouvel Observateur, and he said something that I really agree with: 
television is a media of crisis, which means that television is a media of accidents. 
Television can only destroy. In this respect, and even though he was a friend of mine, 
I believe that McLuhan was completely wrong (in his idyllic view of television). 

w I L  s o N : But surely the commodification of the accident happened before 
television through simulation? 

V I  R I  L I  O :  To start with, the simulator is an object in itself, which is different from 
televison and leads to cyberspace. The US Air Force flight simulator the first 
sophisticated simulators were created by the US Air Force has been used in order to 
save gas on real flights by training pilots on the ground. Thus there is a cyberspace vision: 
one doesn't fly in real space, one creates a poor cyberspace, with headphones, etc . . . .  It 
is a different logic. In a way, the simulator is closer to cyberspace than televison. It creates 
a different world. So, of course, the simulator quickly became a simulator of accidents, 
but not only that: it started simulating actual flight hours, and these hours have been 
counted as real hours to evaluate the experience of pilots. Simulated flight hours and real 
flight hours became equivalent, and this was cyberspace, not the accident but some
thing else, or rather the accident of reality. What is accidented is reality. Virtuality will 
destroy reality. So, it's some kind of accident, but an accident of a very different nature. 

The accident is not the accident. For instance, if I let this glass fall, is it an accident? 
No, it's the reality of the glass that is accidented, not the glass itself . The glass is certainly 
broken and no longer exists, but with a flight simulator, what is accidented is the reality 
of the glass , and not the glass itself what is accidented is the reality of the whole world. 
Cyberspace is an accident of the real.Virtual reality is the accident of reality itself. 

W I  L s  O N :  But then simulation doesn't really pretend to be the glass? 

V I R I L I O : This is a little hard to explain. We have a sense of reality which is sustained 
by a physical sensation. Right now, I am holding a bottle: this is reality. W ith a data 



gl<.)\'t', I <.'OLtlti l1olc.i .1 v1rtL1al l)<)ttlt•. C:yl)er,ex 1, ,1 1 1 11lar: it is ;1 1 1  �t<. c 1clt· 1 1 t  c,( <;cxt1al 
re.1lity, 11erl1,1l1s tl1e 1 110,t e,tr<1<)rtl1t1.1ry .1cc1,le11t, l1L1t "t 1 I J  a11 ac.c.1c.lc.:11t. J W<)Ltlcl l,e 
tt:Ill!)tt·c.i to ,ay: tl1t' accide11t ic; sl1 1fti1Jg. It 110 lo11ger occL1rs 111 111.1ttcr, l)L1t 1 11 l 1gl1t c>r 
i11 1111.1ge'i. A Cyberspace i, a light show. T11L1s, tJ,c acc1c.ie11t t\ ir, ligl1t, 11ot 1rJ 111attcr. 
The creat1011 of a virtt1al i111age is a for111 of accident. Thic; explains why virtual reality 
is a cos111ic accident. It's the accident of the real. 

I disagree with 111y frie11d Baudrillard on tl1e subject of simulation. To the word 
,i111t1lation, I prefer the one substitution. This is a real glass, this is no simulation. Whe11 
I hold a virtual glass with a data glove, this is no simulation, but substitution. Here lies 
the big difference between Baudrillard and myself I don't believe in siinulationism, I 
believe that the word is already old-fashioned. As I see it, new technologies are substi
tuting a virtual reality for an actual reality. And this is more than a phase: it's a definite 
change. We are entering a world where there won't be one but two realities, just like 
we have two eyes or hear bass and treble tones, just like we now have stereoscopy and 
stereophony. There will be two realities: the actual and the virtual. Thus there is no 
simulation, but substitution. Reality has become symmetrical. The splitting of reality 
in two parts is a considerable event which goes far beyond simulation. 

w I L  S O N  : W hat about early cinema as a primitive form of this, when people 
left the cinema in fright? 

V I R I L I O : Unlike Serge Daney or Deleuze, I think that cinema and television 
have nothing in comm on. There is a breaking point between photography and 
cinema on the one hand and television and virtual reality on the other hand. The 
simulator is the stage in between television and virtual reality, a moment, a phase. 
The simulator is a moment that leads to cyberspace, that is to say, to the process 
by which we now have two bottles instead of one. I might not see this virtual 
bottle, but I can feel it. It is settled within reality. This explains why the term virtual 
reality is more important than the word cyberspace, which is more poetic. As far as 
gender is concerned, there are now two men and two women, real and virtual. 
People make fun of cybersex, but it's really something to take into account: it is a 
drama, a split of the human being! The human being can now be changed into 
some kind of spectrum or ghost who has sex at a distance. That is really scary 
because what used to be the most intimate and the most important relationship 
to reality is being split. This is no simulation but the coexistence of two separate 
worlds. One day the virtual world might win over the real world. 

These new technologies try to make virtual reality more powerful than actual 
reality, which is the true accident. The day when virtual reality becomes more 
powerful than reality will be  the day of the big accident. Mankind never 
experienced such an extraordinary accident. 

W I L s O N : W hat is your own feeling about that? 
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V I  R I  L I O :  I m  not scared, just interested. 
This is drama. Art is drama. Any relationship to art is also a relationship to 

death. Creation exists onl)· in regard to destruction. Creation is against 
destruction. You cannot dissociate birth from death, creation from destruction, 
good from evil. Thus any art is a form of drama standing between the t\vo 
extreme poles of birth and death, just like life is drama. This is not sad, because to 
be alive means to be mortal, to pass through. And art is aliv-e because it is mortal. 
Except that nov'-·, art has become more than painting, sculpture, or music: art is 
more than Van Gogh painting a landscape or Wagner composing an opera. The 
vvhole of realit)' itself has become the object of art. To someone like Zurbaran, 
,v-ho paints still lifes, lemons and pears are the objects of art. But to the electronics 
engineer who vvorks on the technologies of virtual reality the ,vhole realit)' has 
become the object of art, ,,rich a possibility to substitute the ,rirtual ,vith the real. 

w I L  s o N : Is there a transcendence of the bod,-? , 

V I  R I L I O : That is difficult to say. First , ,,·hat is under consideration is not onl)' 
the bodv itself , but the environment of the bod,· as ,,·ell. The notion of I I 

transcendence is a complex one. but it is true that there is something divine in 
this ne,"- technology·. The research on cyberspace is a quest for God. To be God. 
To be here and there. For example. ,,·hen I sa1·, ''I'm looking at >'OU, I can see you ," 
that means · · I  can see )'OU because I can't see ,vhat is behind )'OU : I see you 
through the frame I am dra,"·ing. I can't see inside )'Ou ." If I could see you from 
beneath or from behind . I ,,,ould be God. I can see ,Tou because ID)' back and my 
sides are blind. One can't e,7en imagine ,,·hat it ,,·ould be like to see inside people. 

The technologies of ,·irtual realit)' are attempting to make us see from 
beneath, from inside. from behind . . . as if "'re ,1.:ere God. I am a Christian, and 
even though I kno,,· ,,·e are talking about mecaph11sics and not about religion I 
must say that cyberspace is acting like God and deals ,,-,ith the idea of God v,·ho 
is, sees and hears eve�rthing. 

W I  L s  o N :  W hat ,,·ill happen \v·hen ,·irtual reality• takes the upper hand? 

V I R I  L I O :  It already has. If )'OU look at the Gulf War or ne,,· military tech
nologies, the)' are mo,·ing to,,·ards C)·ber,�:ars. Most ,·ideotechnologie and 
technologies of simulation ha,·e been used for ,,·ar. For example. video ,,,as 
created after World War I I  in order to radio-control planes and aircraft carrier . 
Thus ,,jdeo came '"rith the ,var. It took t\,·enty years before it becan1e a n1eans of 
expression for artists. Similarl1·, television ,,·as first concei,1ed to be used a some 
kind of telescope, not for broadcasting. Origi nally, S ,,·orkin , the in,,entor of 
tele,rision, '"ranted to place cameras on rocket so that it ,,·ould be pos ible to 
,vatch the sb.-. , 



w I L  s o  N :  So \Vas 1t o,,ly l1y a 111attcr c)f cJcgrec.:, tl1at tl1e c; L1lf W�lr l,cc�1111e t lic.: 

' 'v1rtt1al \Var," .111d 1t vvas live broaclc.1lit111g tl1Jt really cffcc.tc.:c.i tl11, c.l1a11gc? 

v I R  I L I O :  The l1igl1 Jevel of tl1e techr1ologies Ltsed d t1r111g the (;L1lf War 111akes 
this conflict quite t1niqL1e, but the very process of de-realization of war started 111 

1 945. War occurred in Kuwait, but it also occurred on the screens of the entire 
\VOrld. The site of defeat or victory was not the ground, but the screen . (I wrote a 
book called Desert Screen on the Gulf War.) Thus it becomes obvious that 
television is a media of crisis, a museum of accidents. 

w I L  S O N  : This must surely result in some psychic crisis? 

V I  R I  L I O : It is as if I was to take my eye, to throw it away, and still be able to see. 
V ideo is originally a de-corporation, a disqualification of the sensorial organs 
which are replaced by machines . . . . The eye and the hand are replaced by the data 
glove, the body is replaced by a data suit, sex is replaced by cybersex. All the 
qualities of the body are transferred to the machine. This is a subject I discussed in 
my last book, The Art of the Engine. 

We haven't adjusted yet, we are forgetting our body, we are losing it. This is an 
accident of the body, a de-corporation. The body is torn and disintegrated. 

W I L S  O N  : W ith the Gulf War, there was such incomprehension because it was 
so removed. 

V I  R I L I  O : The GulfWar was the first ''live'' war. World War I I  was a world war in 
space. It spread from Europe to Japan, to the Soviet Union , etc. World War II was 
quite different from World War I which was geographically limited to Europe. But in 
the case of the GulfWar, we are dealing with a war which is extremely local in space, 
but global in time, since it is the fi rst ''live'' war. And to those, like my friend 
Baudrillard, who say that this war did not actually occur, I reply: this war may not 
have occurred in the actual global space, but it did occur in global time. And this 
thanks to CNN and the Pentagon. This is a new form of war, and all future wars, all 
future accidents will be live wars and live accidents. 

W I L S O N : How will this removal affect people? 

V I R I L I O : First, a de-realization, the accident of the real. It 's not one, two, 
hundreds or thousands of people who are being killed, but the whole reality itself. 
In a way, everybody is wounded from the wound of the real. This phenomenon is 
similar to madness. The mad person is wounded by his or her distorted relationship 
to the real. Imagine that all of a sudden I am convinced that I am Napoleon: I am 
no longer PV, but Napoleon. My reality is wounded. V irtual reality leads to a 



similar de-realization. However, it no longer works only at the scale of individuals, 
as in madness, but at the scale of the world. 

By the way, this might sound like drama, but it is not the end of the world: it 
is both sad and happy, nasty and kind. It is a lot of contradictory things at the same 
time. And it is complex. 

w I L s o N : How can we address this loss? 

V I  R I L I  O : The true problem with virtual reality is that orientation is no longer 
possible. We have lost our points of reference to orient ourselves. The de-realized 
man is a disoriented man. In The Art of the Engine, I conclude by pointing at a 
recent American discovery, the GPS (Global Positioning System) which is the 
second watch. The first watch tells you what time it is, the second one tells you 
where you are. If I had a GPS, I could know where this table stands in relation to 
the whole world, with an amazing precision, thanks to satellites. This is 
extraordinary: in the fifteenth century, we invented the first watch, and now we 
have invented the GPS to know where we are. 

W hen you find yourself in the middle of virtual reality, you don't know 
where you are, but with this machine, you can know. This watch has been used for 
ships and not only can it tell you where you are, but also it can tell others where 
you are. It works in two ways. The question you're asking is really interesting. For 
one can't even know what it means to be lost in reality. For instance, it is easy to 
know whether you are lost or not in the Sahara desert, but to be lost in reality! 
This is much more complex! Since there are two realities, how can we say where 
we are? We are far away from simulation, we have reached substitution! I believe 
this is, all in the same time, a f antastic, a very scary, and an extraordinary world. 

W I  L S  O N  : But to return to this question of transcendence . . . .  

V I R I L I O : All in all, I believe that this divine dimension raises the question of 
transcendence, that is to say the question of the Judeo-Christian God, for instance. 
People agree to say that it is rationality and science which have eliminated what is 
called magic and religion. But ultimately, the ironic outcome of this techno-scientific 
development is a renewed need for the idea of God. Many people question their 
religious identity today, not necessarily by thinking of converting to Judaism or to 
Islam: it's just that technologies seriously challenge the status of the human being. All 
technologies converge toward the same spot, they all lead to a deus ex machina, a 
machine-God. In a way, technologies have negated the transcendental God in order 
to invent the machine-God. However, these two gods raise similar questions. 

As you can see, we are still within the museum of accidents. That's a huge, 
cosmic accident, and television, which made reality explode, is part of it. I agree 
with what Einstein used to say about the three bombs: there are three bombs. The 



tir,t C)llL' 1, tl1L' .1tc)111ic l)c>111l), \\ l11c 11 ciisi11 l c·gr .1t c·s re:1l ity, t ilt: SL<. c>11cl <>Ill' iii tl1t· cligit�il 
c)r c'<.)111i1t1tc:r l)c)111l1, \\ l11Ll1 dc•\trc>y\ tl1<: 1>r111c 11) IL· c>f rt.:ality 1Lself 1 1<>l t l1c actt1 .1l 
obJcc·t .111cl rL'bt11 lcis 1t ,  a11ci fi11.1lly tht· t l1irc{ bo111b is tl1e clc:111c>gr.1pl1ic 011e. Sc)111e 
e,pcrt, l1 .1\1e to t1r1d ot1t that i11 five tl1ot1sa11cl year\ fi·c>11 1  110\v, t l1 c  weigl1t of the 
pop t1 latio11 ,vill be l,eavier tl1a11 tl1e we1gl1t of tl1e pla11et . Tl1at 111ea11s tl1at l1u111ar1ity 
\\·ill co11stitt1te a pla11et of its O\vr1! 

W I L S O N : l)o you a lways separate the body fro111 technology? 

V I  R I  L I O :  No. The body is extremely important to n1e , because it is a planet. For 
instance, if you compare Earth and an astronomer, you will see that the man is a 
planet. There is a very interesting Jewish proverb that says: '' If you save one man, 
you save the world. That 's a reverse version of the idea of the Messiah: one man 
can save the world, but to save a man is to save the world. The world and man are 
identical. This is why racism is the most stupid thing in the world. 

You are a universe, and so am I ;  we are four universes here. And there are 
millions of others around us. Thus the body is not simply the combination of dance, 
muscles , body-building , strength, and sex: it is a universe. What brought me to 
Christianity is incarnation, not ressurection. Because man is God, and God is man, 
the world is nothing but the world of man or woman .  So, to separate mind from 
body doesn't make any sense. To a materialist, matter is essential :  a stone is a stone; a 
mountain is a mountain; water is water; and earth is earth. As far as I am concerned, 
I am a materialist of the body, which means that the body is the basis of all my work. 

To me, dance is an extraordinary thing, more extraordinary than most people 
usually think. Dance preceded writing, speaking, and music. When mute people 
speak their body language, it is true speaking rather than handicap, this is the first 
word and the first writing. Thus to me, the body is fundamental. The body, and the 
territory of course, for there cannot be an animal body without a territorial body. 
Three bodies are grafted over each other : the territorial body the planet, the social 
body the couple; and the animal body you and me. And technology splits this 
unity, leaving us without a sense of where we are. This, too, is de-realization. 

There is a Buddhist proverb which I like a lot. It says : ''Every body deserves 
mercy."That means that every body is holy This is to answer the body question. 

Technologies first equipped the territorial body with bridges, aqueducts, 
railways, highways, airports, etc . . . . Now that the most powerful technologies are 
becoming tiny (microtechnologies), all technologies can invade the body. These 
micro-machines will feed the body. Research is being conducted in order to 
create additional memory for instance. For the time being , technologies are 
colonizing our body through implants. We started ,vith human implants. but 
research leads us to microtechnological implants . 

The territorial body has been polluted by roads, elevators , etc. Similarl:'· our 
anima l body starts being polluted. Ecology no longer deals ,vith \\'ater. flora . 
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wildlife, and air only. It deals with the body itself as well. It is comparable with an 
invasion: technology is invading our body because of miniaturization. [Ref erring 
to the interviewer's microphone: ''Next time you come you won't even ask 
you'll just throw a bit of dust on the table !] 

There is a great science-fiction short story it's too bad I can't remember the 
name of its author in which a camera has been invented which can be carried by 
flakes of snow. Cameras are inseminated into artificial snow which is dropped by 
planes, and when the snow falls, there are eyes everywhere. There is no blind spot left. 

w I L  s o  N :  But what shall we dream of when everything becomes v isible? 

V I  R I L I  O :  We'll dream of being blind. T his is the art of the engine. Art  used to 
be painting, sculpture, music, etc., but now, all technology has become art. Of 
course, this form of art is still very primitive, but it is slowly replacing reality. This 
is what I call the art of the engine. For instance, when I take the TGV (''Train a 
Grande V itesse'') in France, I love watching the landscape: this landscape, as well 
as works by Picasso or Klee, is art. The engine makes the art of the engine. W im 
Wenders made road movies, but what is the engine of a road movie? It's a car, like 
in Paris, Texas. Dromoscopy. Now all we have to do to enter the realn1 of art is to 
take a car. Many engines made history. 

W I L S O N  : Finally to return to the accident! Is it possible to see the body itself 
as a simulator? (W ithin medical aerospace research, for exan1ple, the body's own 
accident, that of motion sickness, ca11 be eradicated.) 

V I R I L I  O : The body has a dimension of si1nulation. The learning process, for 
instance: when one learns how to drive a car or a van, once in the van, one feels 
completely lost. But then, once you have learnt how to drive, the whole van is i11 
your body. It is integrated into your body. Another exan1.ple: a 111an who pilots a 
Jumbo Jet will ulti1nately feel that the Boeing is enter ing his body. But what is 
going on now, or should happen in one or two generations, is the disintegration 
of the world. Real time ''live'' technologies, cyberreality, will pern1it the 
incorporation of the world within oneself. One will be able to read the entire 
world , just like during the GulfWar. A11d I will have beco111e the world. The body 
of the world and my body will be one. Once again, this is a divine visio11; and this 
is what the military is looking for. Earth is already being integrated into the 
Pentagon , and tl1e man in the Pentagon is already piloting the world war or the 
Gulf War as if he were a captai11 whose huge boat beca111e his ow11 body. Thus 
the body simulates the relationship to the world. 

W I  L s O N  : Are you sL1ggesting the hu1nan body \vill disappear i11 all se11ses of 
the word? 



V I  R I  L I O :  We l1.1,1e11 't re.1t·l1t•tl cl1.1t l)t111 1t )'t'l: ,v l1:1L I l1avc clt·scril)ccl is tl1t• c11cl, <>1 
a ,·i,i<)tl <JI� cl1e c11tl. Wl1.1t ,vi i i  �)rt•v,11 1 is tl1is ,vi i i  t<> re<IL1tc tl1c wc,rl,I t<> tl1c 11c >i11t 
,, l1 t' rt' t)11e c'OL1 lt1 posst•c;s tt. All 1111lit,1 ry t<..·c l111c)lc)g1es rt•ti L1cc tl1c wc)t ltl tc> 11c,tl1i11g. 
A 11ti ,111ct' 1111li tary tecl111olog 1es arc adva11ced tec..l111olt>gies, wl1at tlll'Y nctL1al ly 
�ketcl1 tod,1y is tl1e f11tL1re of tl1e civil real111. UL1t tl1is, too, 1� �111 acc1cle11t. 

W l1e 11 I ,vas a yoL1 11g soldier, I was asked to drive a huge var, wl1i]c I l1ad 
11c, ,cr drive11 a car. Here I a111, drivi11g tl1roL1g l1 a Ger111ar1 village (tl11s takes place 
dt1ring the occt1pation), and there was this pain ter who had settled his ladder on 
the side of the street. I thought that 111y big van was going to crash his ladder. That 
didn 't happen. I jt1 st passed through. D 

This 1ntervie\.v was conducted on October 2 r ,  I 994, and was originally published in the electronic 

journal CTHEORY. 
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T H E I� E  I N o  S o F T WA it E  

• F r i e d r i c h  K i t t l e r  

Granm1atologies of the present time have to start with a rather sad statement. The 

bulk of written texts including the paper I am reading from to you does not 

exist any more in perceivable time and space, but in a computer memory's 

transistor cells. And since these cells, in the last three decades of Silicon Valley 

exploits, have shrunk to spatial extensions below one micrometer, our writing 

may well be defined by a self-similarity of letters over some six decades. This state 

of affairs makes not only a difference to history when, at its alphabetical 

beginning, a camel and its hebraic letter gamel were just two and a half decades 

apart. It also seems to hide the very act of writing. 

As you know, we do not write anymore. This crazy kind of software engineering 

suffered from an incurable confusion between use and mention. Up to Holderlin 's 

time, a mere mention of lightning seemed to have been sufficient evidence of its 

possible poetic use. Nowadays, after this lightning's metamorphosis into electricity, 

man-made writing rather passes through microscopically written inscriptions 

which, in contrast to all historical writing tools, are able to read and write by 

themselves. The last historical act of writing may well have been the moment 

when, in the early seventies, Intel engineers laid out some dozen square meters of 

blueprint paper ( 64 square meters, in the case of the later 8086) in order to design 

the hardware architecture of their first integrated microprocessor. This manual 

layout of two thousand transistors and their interconnections was then 

miniaturized to the size of an actual chip and, by electro-optical machines, written 

into silicon layers. Finally, this 4004 microprocessor found its place in the new desk 

calculators of Intel's Japanese customer, 1 and our postmodern writing scene could 

just begin. For, actually, the hardware complexity of such microprocessors simply 

discards manual design techniques; in order to layout the next computer 

generation, the engineers, instead of filling out uncountable meters of blueprint 

paper, have recourse to computer-aided design (CAD), that is, to the geometrical 

or auto-routing powers of the actual generation. 

However, in constructing the first integrated microprocessor, Intel's Marcian 

E. Hoff had given an almost perfect demonstration of a Turing machine. Since 

I 9 3 7, computing, whether done by people or by machines, can be forrnalized as a 
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countable set of instructions operating on an infinitely long paper band and its 
discrete signs. Turing's concept of such a paper machine2 the operations of which 
consist only of writing and reading, proceeding and receding, has proven to be the 
mathematical equivalent of any computable function. Universal Tur ing machines, 
when fed with the instructions of any other machine, can effectively im itate it. 
Thus, precisely because eventual differences between hardware implementations 
do not count anymore, the so-called Church-Turing hypothesis in its strongest or 
physical form is tantamount to declaring nature itself a universal Turing machine. 

This claim, in itself, has had the effect of duplicating the implosion of hardware 
by an explosion of so ftware. Programming languages have eroded the monopoly of 
ordinary language and grown into a new hierarchy of their own. This postmodern 
Babylonian tower reaches from simple operation codes whose linguistic extension 
is still a hardware configuration passing through an assembler whose extension is 
this very opcode up to high-level programming languages whose extension is that 
very assembler. As a consequence, far-reaching chains of self-simil arities in the sense 
defined by fractal theory organize the software as well as the hardware of every 
writing.What remains a problem is only the realization of these layers which,just as 
modern media technologies in general, have been explicitly contrived in order to 
evade all perception. We simply do not know what our writing does. 

For an illustration of this problem, a simple text program like the one that has 
produced my very paper will do. May the users of W indows or UNIX forgive 
when I ,  as a subject of Microsoft DOS, limit the discussion to this most stupid of 
operating systems. 

In order to word process a text and, that is, to become yourself a paper 
machine working on an IBM AT under Microsoft DOS, you need first of all to 
buy some commercial files. Unless these files show the file extension names of 
EXE or of COM, word processing under DOS could never start. The reason is 
that only COM and EXE files entertain a strange relation to their proper name. 
At the one hand, they bear grandiloquent names such as WordPerfect, and, on the 
other hand, a more or less cryptic, because nonvocalized acronym, such as W P  
The full name, alas, serves only the advertising strategies of software 
manufacturers, since DOS as a microprocessor operating system could never read 
file names longer than eight letters. That is why the unpronounceable acronym, 
W P, this post-historic revocation of a f11ndamental Greek innovation, is not only 
necessary, but amply sufficient for postmodern word processing. In fact, it seems 
to bring back truly magical power. W P  does what it says. Executable computer 
files encompass, by contrast not only to WordPerfect but also to big, but empty, 
old European words, such as Mind or Word, all the old routines and data necessary 
to their self-constitution. Surely, tapping the letter sequence of W, P, and Enter on 
an AT keyboard does not make the Word perfect, but this simple writing act starts 
the actual execution of WordPerfect. Such are the triumphs of software. 

The accompanying paperware cannot but multiply these 1nagic powers. 
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l.111gt1,1gt'"· t:ll'Ltrl) t11c, ,111ci l1ter.1tL1rt', tilt' LI\L1,1l ,t>ftw.1rt· 111a11L1als i11t1cJclt1ce till: 
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L·o 111p LI tl'r S)'\te111 \, re�ot1 rce<i, add re<i, s �1.1ces, ,111cl otl1 er l1a 1 cl ware l)ar.1111 c ter\: W I� 
\\ l1e11 c.1lled '" 1tl1 co111111a11cl li11e argt1111c11t X,  wot1ld cl1a11gc tl1c 111c>r11tor scree11 
fro111 color A co 13 , start i11 111ode C, rett1r 11 fi11ally to 1 ), et cetera ad 111finitu 111. 

The e actio11s of age11t W P, however, are virtt1al ones, since each of the111 (as 
the a11i11g goes) l1as to run under DOS. It is the operating syste1n and, more 
preci ely, its co111.111and shell tl1at scans the keyboard for eight-bit file 11arnes on the 
i11put lir1e, transfor111s so111e relative addresses of an eventually retrieved file into 
absolt1te ones, loads this new version fro1n external mass memory to the necessary 
ra11do111 access space, and finally or temporarily passes execution to the opcode 
lines of a slave nan1ed WordPerfect. 

The same argument would hold against DOS which, in the final analysis, 
resolves into an extension of the basic input and output system called BI OS. Not 
only no program but also no underlying microprocessor system could ever start 
without the rather incredible auto-booting faculty of some elementary functions 
that, for safety's sake, are burned into silicon and thus form part of the hardware. 
Any transformation of matter from entropy to information, from a million 
sleeping transistors, into differences between electronic potentials necessarily 
presupposes a material event called r eset. 

In principle, this kind of descent from software to hardware, from higher to 
lower levels of observation, could be continued over more and more decades. All 
code operations, despite their metaphoric f aculties, such as call or return ,  come 
down to absolutely local string manipulations , and that is, I am afraid, to signifiers 
of voltage differences. Formalization in Hilbert's sense does away with theory 
itself, i nsofar as ''The theory is no longer a system of meaningful propositions, but 
one of sentences as sequences of words, which are in turn sequences of letters. We 
can tell [say] by reference to the form alone which combinations of the words are 
sentences, which sentences are axioms , and which s entences follow as immediate 
consequences of others."3 

W hen meanings come down to sentences , sentences to words, and words to 
letters, there is no software at all .  Rather, there would be no software if computer 
systems were not surrounded by an environment of everyday languages. This 
environment, however , since a famous and twofold Greek invention, consists of 
letters and coins, of books and bucks. 4 For these good economicai reasons, nobody 
seems to have inherited the humility of Alan Turing who, in the stone age of 
computing, preferred to read his machine's output in hexadecimal numbers rather 
than in decimal ones.s On the contrary, the so-called philosophy of the so-called 
computer community tends systematically to obscure hardware by soft\vare, 
electronic signifiers by interfaces between formal and everyday languages. In all 
philanthropic sincerity, high-level programming manuals caution against the 



psychopathological risks of writing assembler code. 6 In all friendliness, BI OS 
services are currently defined as existing to ''hide the details of controlling the 
underlying hardware fron1. your program."7 Consequently, in a perfect gradualism, 
DOS services would hide the BIOS, WordPerfect the operating system, and so on 
and so on until, in  the very last years, two fundamental changes in  computer design 
( or DoD politics) have brought this secrecy system to its closure. Firstly, on an 
intentionally superficial level, perfect graphic user interfaces, since they dispense 
with writing itself, hide a whole machine from its users. Secondly, on the 
microscopic level of hardware itself, so-called protection software has been 
implemented in order to prevent ''untrusted programs'' or ''untrusted users'' from 
any access to the operating system's kernel and input/ output channels. 8 

This ongoing triumph of software is a strange reversal of Turing's proof that 
there can be no mathematically computable problem a simple machine could not 
solve. I nstead, the physical Church-Turing hypothesis, by identifying physical 
hardware with the algorithms forged for its computation, has finally got rid of 
hardware itself. As an effect, software successfully occupied the empty place and 
profited from i ts obscurity. The ever-growing hierarchy of high-level program
ming languages works exactly the same way as one-way functions i n  recent 
mathematical cryptography. This kind of function, when used in its straight
forward form, can be computed i n  reasonable time, for instance, in  a time 
growing only in  polynomial expressions with the function's complexity. The time 
needed for its inverse form, however, that is, for reconstructing from the function's 
output its presupposed input, would grow at an exponential and therefore 
unviable rates. One- way functions, in other words, hide an algorithm from its 
very result. For software, this cryptographic effect offers a convenient way to 
bypass the fact that, by virtue ofTuring's proof, the concept of mental property as 
applied to algorithms has become n1.eaningless. 

Precisely because software does not exist as a machine-independent faculty, 
software as a commercial or American medium insists all the more. Every license, 
every dongle, every trademark regis tered for WP as well as for WordPerfect prove 
the functionality of one-way functions. In the U.S.A., notwithstanding all 
mathematical tradition, even a copyright claim for algorithms has recently 
succeeded. At most, f inally, there has been, on the part of IBM, research on a 
mathematical formula that would enable mathematicians to measure the distance 
in complexity between an algorithm and its output. Whereas in the good old 
days of Shannon's mathematical theory of information, the maximum of 
information coincided strangely with maximal unpredictability or noise,9 the 
new IBM measure, called logical depth has been defined as: ''The  value of a 
message . . .  appears to reside not in  its information (its absolutely tinpredictable 
parts), nor in its obvious redundancy (verbatim repetitions, unequal digit 
frequencies), but rather in what may be called its buried redundancy parts 
predictable only with difficulty, things the receiver could in  principle have 
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could adva11tageously replace all the old everyd.1y la11gt1age dcfi111t1011s of ()rig-
1r1al1ty, a t1thorsl1ip, a11d copyright i11 their necessary 111 exactncss, were 1 t 11ot for 
the fact that precisely this algorithm intended to co1npute the cost of algor1th111s 
1 1 1  ge11eral is Turing-uncomputable itself . 1 1 

Under these tragic conditions, the crim.inal law, at least in Germany, has recently 
abandoned the very concept of software as a mental property; instead, it defined 
sofnvare as a necessarily material thing. The high court's reasoning, according to 
\vhich without the corresponding electrical charges in silicon circuitry no computer 
program ,vould ever run, 12 already illustrate the fact that the virtual ambiguity 
bet\veen software and hardware follows by no means, as system theorists would 
probably like to believe, from a simple variation of observation points. On the 
contrary, there are good grounds to assume the indispensability and, consequently, 
the priority of hardware in general. 

Only in Turing's paper ''On Computable Numbers with an Application to the 
Entscheidungsproblem'' there existed a machine with unbounded resources in space 
and time, with an infinite supply of raw paper and no constraints on computation 
speed. All physically feasible machines, in contrast, are lim.ited by these parameters in 
their very code. The inability of Microsoft DOS to tell more than the first eight 
letters of a file name such as WordPerfect gives just a trivial or obsolete illustration 
of a p roblem that has provoked not only the ever-g rowing incompatibilities 
between the different generations of eight-bit, sixteen-bit and thirt y-two-bit 
microprocessors, but also a near impossibility of digitizing the body of real 
numbers 13 formerly known as nature. 

According to Brosi Hasslacher of Los Alamos National Laboratory. ''This means (that] 

we use digital computers whose architecture is given to us in the form of a physical 

piece of machinery. with all its artificial constraints. We must reduce a continuous 

algorithmic description to one codable on a device whose fundamental operations are 

countable, and we do this by various forms of chopping up into pieces, usually called 

discretization. The compiler then further reduces this model to a binary form 

determined largely by machine constraints. 

The outcome is a discrete and synthetic m1croworld image of the or·g1nal 

problem, whose structure is arbitrarily fixed by a d1fferenc1ng scheme a'ld 

computational architecture chosen at random. The only remnant of the cont.nuurri 1s 

the use of radix arithmetic, which has the property of we1gh1ng brts unequal y aPd for 

nonlinear systems rs the source of spurious s1ngular1ties. 

This is what we actually do when we compute up a model of the physical war d 



with physical devices.This is not the idealized and sure process that we imagine when 

usually argu ing about the fundamental structures of computation, and very far from 

Turing machines." 1 4  

Thus, instead of pursuing the physical Church-Turing-hypothesis and, that is, 
of ' 'injecting an algorithmic behavior into the behavior of the physical world for 
which there is no evidence," 1 s  one has rather to compute what has been called 
''the prize of programmability'' itself. This all-important property of being 
programmable has, in all evidence, nothing to do with software; it is an exclusive 
feature of hardwares, more or less suited as they are to house some notation system. 
When Claude Shannon, in r 9 3 7, proved in the probably the most consequential 
M .A. thesis ever written 16  that simple telegraph switching relays can implement, by 
means of their different interconnections, the whole of Boolean algebra, such a 
physical notation system was established. And when the integrated circuit, 
developed in the r 97os out of Shockley's transistor, combined on one and the same 
chip silicon as a controllable resistor with its own oxide as an almost perfect 
isolator, the programmability of matter could finally ''take control ' '  just as Turing 
had predicted. 11 Software, if it existed, would just be a billion dollar deal based on 
the cheapest elements on earth . For, in their combination on chip, silicon and its 
oxide provide for perfect hardware architectures. That is to say that the millions of 
basic elements work under almost the same physical conditions especially as 
regards the most critical, namely temperature-dependent degradations, and yet, 
electrically, all of them are highly isolated from each other. Only this paradoxical 
relation between two physical parameters, thermal continuity and electrical 
discretization on chip, allows integrated circuits to be not only finite state machines 
like so many other devices on earth, but to approximate that Universal Discrete 
Machine into which its inventor's name has long disappeared. 

This structural difference can be easily illustrated . ''A combination lock," for 
instance, ''is a finite automaton, but it is not ordinarily divisible into a base set of 
elementary-type components that can be reconfigured to simulate an arbitrary phys
ical system . As a consequence, it is not structurally programmable, and in this case 
it is effectively programmable only in the limited sense that its state can be set for 
achieving a limited class of behaviors." On the contrary, ''a digital computer used to 
simulate a combination lock is structurally programmable since the behavior is 
achieved by synthesizing it from a canonical set of primitive switching components." 18 

Switching components, however, be they telegraph relays, tubes, or finally 
micro transistor cells, pay a price for their very composability. Confronted as they 
are with a continuous environment of weathers, waves, and wars, digital computers 
can cope with this real number-avalanche only by adding element to element. 
However, the growth rate of possible interconnections between those elen'lents 
and of computing power as such, is proven to have as its upper bound a square root 
function. In other words, it cannot even ''keep up with polynomial growth rates in 
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l)rec1sely tl1js 111a)ci111al con11ecovity, 011 the otl1er or physical side, dcfi11cs 11011-
progra111111a ble syste111s, be it waves or beings. That is why these syste111s sl1ow 
poly11011ual growtl1 rates i11 co111plexity a11d, co11sequently, why onJy con1putatio11s 
do11e 011 11onprograi1m1able n1achines could keep up with them. In all evidence, this 
hypothetical but all-too-necessary type of n1-achine would constitute sl1eer hardware, 
a physical device working amidst physical devices and subjected to the same bounded 
resources. Software in the usual sense of an ever-feasible abstraction would not exist 
any 111ore. The procedures of these machines, though still open to an algorithmic 
notatjon, should have to work essentially on a material substrate whose very 
connectivity would allow for cellular reconfigurations. And even though th is 
' 'substrate can also be described in algorithmic terms, by means of simulation," 
its ''characterization is of such immense importance for the effectiveness . . .  and 
so closely connected with choice of hardware, that . . .  "21 programming them will 
have little to do anymore with approximated Turing machines. 

In what I tried to describe, drawing quite heavily from recent computer 
scientists, as badly needed and probably not-too-future machines, certain 
Dubrovnic observer's eyes might be tempted to recognize, under evolutionary 
disguises or not, the familiar face of man. Maybe. At the same time, however, our 
equally familiar silicon hardware obeys many of the requisites for such highly 
connected, nonprogrammable systems. Between its millions of transistor cells, 
some million power two interactions take always already place. There is electronic 
diffusion, there is quantum mechanical tunneling all over the ch ip. 22 Yet, 
technically these interactions are still treated in terms of system limitations, 
physical side effects, and so on.  To minimize all the noise that i t  would be 
impossible to eliminate is the price paid for structurally programmable machines. 
The inverse strategy of maximi zing noise would not only find the way back from 
IBM to Shannon, it may well be the only way to enter that body of real numbers 
originally known as chaos. 0 



T H E  WO R L D AS I N T E R FA C E  

Toward the Construction of 

Context-Controlled Event-Worlds 

P e t e r  W e i b e l  

Over the past 1 50 years the mediazation and mechanization of the image, from 
the camera to the computer, have advanced greatly. The transformation of techno
logical images in tandem with the technological transformation of the world 
through several scientific revolutions have evolved. This evolution of mach ine
aided image generation and transfer can be divided provisionally into eight stages. 

1 .  The first stage in the production of images wi th the aid of technology was 
obviously represented by photography, invented in 1 839 . The image produced 
itself without the hand of the artist, whose task was assumed by an independent 
machine, an image automaton. 

2 . At roughly the same t ime, the machine-aided transmission of images over long 
distances via scanning (breaking down a two-dimensional image into a linear sequence 
of dots over time) became possible.The telegraph, the telephone, telecopying, Nipkow's 
1 884 precursor to television, and the ' 'electronic telescope'' all contributed to the 
development of technology-based systems for the transmission of sound and both 
moving and still images. A machine-based transmission of images by necessity followed 
the machine-based production of images. Simultaneously, the discovery of electro
magnetic waves (Maxwell in 1 873, Hertz in 1 887) signified the birth of new visual 
worlds and telematic culture. 

3 .  The disappearance of reality (i .e . ,  real, material, physically tangible space) was 
followed by the simulation of reality. The spatial form of the image (as in painting) 
was followed by the temporal form of the image: film. The image was transformed 
from being a medium of space into a medium of time. 

4 .  The discovery of the electron and the cathode ray tube (both in r 897) 
established the basic conditions for electronic image production and transfer 
(leading to television). 

5 .  The magnetic recording of visual signals (instead of sound signals as had 
been possible since the early 1 900s) by video recorder ( 195 1 )  combined film, 
radio, and television (image recording and image transmission) in the new 
medium of video. 

6. Transistors, integrated circuits, chips, and semi-conductor technology 1·evo-
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7. Interactive teleco111111t1nicatio11 tech11ology e11ables art i11 tl1e netwc>rk , 
televirtuality, pt1rely i111111aterial art i11 data space, a11d teleprese11ce. ""[elerobotic<;, cable 
televisio11 , interactive television, and digital r1etworks with global spa11 constitt1te 
''electronic sL1per highways'' (Nan1 JL1ne Paik , 1974). Graphic tra ns11ussio11, the tele
phone, television, the telefax, wireless telegraphy , radio, etc. , evolved as the basis of a 
tele1natic culture characterized by the distinction between message-sender and 
n1essage, between body and message. The vehicle material of the code beco111es 
negligible. Matterless signs travel through space and time, waves spread out, and 
bodiless communication becomes possible. This realm of immaterial signs has settled 
into telematic civilization. The post industr ial information and code-based era dawns. 

8. The next stage until now banished to the domain of science fiction is 
already beginning to become reality in  the sphere of interface research and 
advanced sensory technologies. W hilst currently only external ''brain-wave'' and 
'' eye-tracker'' sensors are used in interactive media applications, the next step is 
becoming apparent: the development of ''brain-chips'' or ''neuro-chips'' in order to 
bypass classic electronic interfaces and link the brain as  directly as possible to the 
digital realm . Instead of the simulation of artifi cial and natural worlds , the 
simulation of the brain itself. 

T H E  T R A N S F O R M A T I O N  O F  P E R C E P T I O N  

I N  T H E  T E C H N I C A L  A G E  

The transformation of art under the Industrial Revolution led not only to a 
machine-based art ,  but also to the machine-based generation of images, and 
machine-supported vision. The primacy of the eye, anticipated in the famous 
lithograph The Eye, as a Strange Balloon, Drives towards tlze I,ifinite by Odilon Redon 
(1882) ,  as the dominant sense organ of the twentieth century is the consequence 
of a technical revolution that put an enormous apparatus to the service of vision. 
The rise of the eye is rooted in the fact that all of its aspects ( creatio11, transmission, 
reception) were supported by analog and digital machines. The triun1ph of the 
visual in the twentieth century is the triumph of a techno-vision. 

This can best be demonstrated by the interpretation of the \\Tord ''video.'' The 
Latin word video, meaning ''I see," referred to the activity of a subject. Toda)r it is 
the name of a machine svstem of vision. This tur n shO\\'S clearl)r that \,·e ha,·e , 
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entered a new era of vision, the technical vision, the machine-based vision. 
Machines generate, transmit, receive, and interpret images. Machines observe for 
us, see for us. The eye triumphs only with the help of machines. This mechanical 
perception has changed both the world and the human perception of the world. 
W ith machine vision man has lost another anthromorphic monopoly. 

From the iconographical point of view, two formative events occurred in the 
nineteenth century. 

First, through the advent of the technical image the fundamental idea of the 
image was changed. Hitherto, ''the image'' was a painting. But with photography the 
image escaped into other host media. Visual culture was no longer limited to the 
study of paintings , but extended to the study of photography, film, and so on. Image 
and vision dichotomized. The result of this encounter between image and technical 
media was the birth of the visual. 

Secondly, another division ocurred, namely the separation of the body and 
the message, through the invention of telegraphy (around r 840). Prior to this each 
message needed a physical, material carrier (a horse, a soldier, a pigeon, a ship). 
Suddenly, a message could be sent without a material carrier. S trings of signs could 
travel without a body. The  scanning principle (invented around r 840) turning the 
spatial, two-dimensional form of the image into temporal form is central here. The 
immaterial world of signs established the basis of telematic culture. 

T H E  A R T O F M O T I O N : C I N E M A T O G R A P H Y  

The concept of the visual radically changed with the technical transformation of 
the image, the image apparatus, and apparative percep tion. T he historical condition 
for the origin of the technical image is the Industrial Revolution, which 
formulated the hun1an body as a machine. Even human perception was con1pared 
with the performance of machines, and found not as reliable, fast, or as perfect 
as the machine. P M. Roget (to whom we also owe the thesaurus) discovered the 
persistence of vision ( r  824), the layers of the retina on which the afterimage is 
built. An obsessive metric and machine-oriented study of the human body began, 
leading to experimental physiology, medicine, psychology. Psycho-physiological 
research on percep tion became the analytical model (alongside the machine) for 
the genesis of technical images. The laws of perception were themselves turned 
into mechanisms. ''Philosophical toys," a cross between technique and illusion, 
made use of these experimental discoveries. Around 1 830 the physicist Michael 
Faraday constructed optical discs that could create the ''illusion of motion," using 
an apparatus-induced stroboscopical effect. Joseph Plateau built his fa 1not1s 
phenakistoscope in r 8 3 2 . The speed of machines was used to betray the eye and to 
create the simulation of n1otion. 

The nineteenth century's addiction to motion utilized technical machines to 



a11�tlyze a11d to sy11tl1es1ze 111ot1011 artificially. M,1chi11cs clcvclo �)ccl l)y c11gi r1ccrs, 
phy 1ci ts, etc., n1adc use of-the physiological defic 1e11c..1es of tl1c eye, discovered by tl1c 
phy 1c1a11s, to create optical illusions. Btit these 111acl11ncc; all(>wed 011ly singular access 
to tl1ese Joys of s1n1ulated 1notion. The first collective experience of optical illusic>r1s 
was 111ade possible through the laterna 1nagica, which, con1bincd with whee ]ed
technology by T. W Naylor in 1 843, projected 1nobile iinages onto the wall. Two 
classes of n1achines were used. One dissected motion into singular in1ages (analyses of 
motion), the other fused these images into the illusion of a continous movement 
(synthesis of motion). The later (photographic) cameras of Marey and Muybridge 
served to analyze motion, while the projector synthesized motion. The combination 
of the t wo machines was achieved by the brothers Lurniere in the '' cinetoscope de 
projection'' in 1895. Throughout the nineteenth century, scanning and sequential 
photography delivered the basic principles for the construction of those machines that 
could generate, transmit, and receive images. N ot surprisingly, by 1900 the first articles 
and experiments with names like ''television'' (Perskyi, 1900), ''distant electric vision'' 
(Swinton, 1908), and ''image dissector' ' (Farnsworth, 1927) appeared. 

T H E  A R T O F S E E I N G :  O P S E O G R A P H Y  

The graphic notation of motion, as developed by Marey and Muybridge, was, in the 
beginning of the twentieth century, not only used to simulate effects of motions, but 
to study f u rther the laws of perception, the ways of seeing. The experimental 
f ilmmakers of the twenties, fifties, and sixties further developed the ta sk of the 
nineteenth-century experimental physiologists. They created a visual vocabulary that 
was not made with the intention of creating illusion of motion; they did not want 
to create the art of motion, but to create the art of seeing. Their aim was to use the 
laws of perception and optics to create new forms of visual experience, of visual art. 
They taught us how to see differently with machines, revealing a world of images 
that could not have been seen or created without these machines. They created a 
writing of seeing, opseography, instead of motion (cinematography). They observed 
seeing, unfolded the techniques of seeing the seeing (opseoscopy). 

E N D O P H Y S I C S 

Endophysics is a science that explores what a system looks like when the observer 
becomes part of this system. Is there another perspective possible than that of the 
internal observer? Are we only inhabitants of the inner side of any interface? What 
does classical objectivity mean, then? Endophysics shows to what extent objective 
reality is  necessarily dependent on the observer. Ever since perspect1'v·e \.Vas 
introduced in the Renaissance, and group theory in the nineteenth century, the 

-



phenomena of the world are known to be dependent on the localization of the 
observer in a lawful manner (co-distortion) .  Only outside of a complex universe is 
it possible to give a complete description of it (Godel's theorem of undecidability) . 
For endophysics the position of an external observer is only possible as a model, 
outside of a complex universe not within reality itself. In this sense, endophysics 
offers an approach to a general model of simulation theory (as well as to ''virtual 
realities'' of the computer age) . 

Endophysics developed from quantum and chaos theory (to which Otto 
Rossler has contributed since r 97 5 , notably in the famous Rossler Attractor, I 976) . 

Another aspect of endophysics is the reinterpretation of issues related to quantum 
physics, which has introduced into physics the observer problem. Endophysics differs 
from exophysics, in that the physical laws of what one is observing are generally 
different from those of an imagined or real external point of view. Godel's theorem 
of undecidability, in contrast, is only valid internally, within the system. An explicit 
observer has to be introduced into the model world of physics in order to make the 
existing reality accessible. Endophysics provides a '' double approach ' ' to the world. 
Apart from the direct access to the real world (by the interface of the senses) a 
second observation position is opened from an imaginary observer position . Is the 
so-called objective reality only the endo side of an exo world? 

The history of cultural production has time and again provided evidence that 
we sense the possibility of the world only as the endo side of an exo world. The 
only scientific way of revealing whether the world has a second exo-objective side 
is to construct model worlds (or artificial worlds) on a level below our world, as 
endophysics does. 

Indeed, the endo approach has great promise for the complex technoworld of 
the electronic age, which is an age of second-order observer mechanisms. The impli
cations of the industrial (machine-based) and postindustrial (information-based) 
culture mechanization, new media, simulation , synthetization, semiosis, artificial 
reality are integrated into a new discourse. This approach provides a new theoret-
ical framework for describing and understanding the scientific, technical, and social 
conditions of the postmodern electronic world. The issues that endophysics addresses 
- from observer-relativity, representation , and non-locality to the world seen as 
merely an interface are the central issues of an electronic and telematic civilization. 

The observer reality and contingency of the manifestations of the world 
revealed to us by endophysics, the difference of observer-internal and observer
external phenomena, provide valuable forms of discourse for the aesthetics of 
self-reference (the intrinsic world of image signals) , virtuality (the immaterial 
character of picture sequences) and interac tivity (the observer-relativity of the 
image) as we see them defined by electronic art . The endoapproach to elec tronics 
implies tha t the possibility of experiencing the rela tivity of the observer is 
dependent on an interface , and that the world can be described as an interface 
from the perspective of an explicit internal observer. After all, isn't electronic art a 
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a co11text- a11d ol)server-orie11ted 011e. 1 1 1  tl1is way, it beco111ec; a 111otor c)f cl1a11gc, 

fro111 111oder11ity to post111oder11ity, i .  c., tl1e transitior1 fro111 closed, dccis1c>n

defir1ed and co111plete systems to open, non-defined, and incon1plete 011es, fro1l1 

t l1e vvorld of necessity to a world of observer-driven variables, fro111 1110110-

perspective to 111ultiple perspective, fro1n hegemony to pluralism, from text to 

context, fro111 locality to non-locality, from totality to particularity, fron1 

objectivity to observer -relativity, from autonomy to co-variance) from the 

dictatorship of subjectivity to the immanent world of the machine. 

We propose the introduction of two readings: first, the endo approach to 

electronics, and second, electronics as the endo approach to the world. The 

character of electronic art can only be understood as an endophysical principle) 

since electronics itself is an endo approach to the world. The construction of 

model- worlds on a lower level, as real worlds with an explicit internal observer 

(as in c losed-circuit installations, where the observer sees him/herself in the 

observation devices; feedback situations, or where the machine watches itself; or 

virtual-reality environments, where the hand of the external observer is simulated 

as part of the internal observer within the image) is in tune wi th the principle of 

endophysi cs . The description of the world in terms of interface and the 

acknowledgment of the non-objective, observer-objective nature of objects are 

corollaries of the endophysical theorem . The world interpreted as observer-relative 

and as interface is the doctrine of electronics interpreted as endophysics . The 

world changes as our interfaces do. The boundaries of the world are the 

boundaries of our interface. We do not interact with the world only with the 

interface to the world. Electronic art should help us to better understand the 

nature of electronic culture and the foundations of our electronic world. 

Through electronic art we tend more and more to see the world from within. 

In the age of electronics , the world is becoming increasingly manipulable as an 

interface between observer and objects . E lectronic technology has led to the 

insight that we are only part of the system that  we observe or with which we 

interact . For the first time we also have access to a technology and theory in which 

the world is imposed on us as an interface only visible from within. We are now 

also able to observe the system and the interface from the outside and conceive of 

the interface as being extended in nanometric and endophysical terms . In this 

sense we are able to break out of the pr ison of space and time coordinates 

described by Descartes . The grid of here and now becomes malleable. Virtual 

reality, interactive computer instal lations , endophysics, nanotechnology, etc. , are 

technologies of the extended present, ways of transcending the local event 

hor izon . All of this represents a technology that frees us from instances of reality. 



V I RT U A L - REA L I T Y SYST EMS 

Though the conception of virtual reality (VR) and cyberspace can be traced back 
to the sixties, their technology did not become available until the late 1980s. In his 
novel Simulacron III, published in 1964 and made into a film by Rainer W 
Fassbinder entitled Welt am Draht in 1 97 3 ,  Daniel F. Galouye proposed one of the 
key ideas for VR. The novel is a discussion of the problem of computer simulation 
from an epistemological, rather than a technological , point of view. Can simulation 
be recognized as such? Could reality and objectivity depend on factors other than 
just the observer? Galouye addresses problems of nether regions of model per
ception and concomitant problems of control by an external observer. The story 
concerns a corporation, Test PLC, which sets up a giant computer simulation of a 
large city with a population living under the illusion of inhabiting a ''real world." 
Products are tested on these simulated people in their simulated metropolis before 
their launch into the real market, i. e . ,  our own reality. The catch is, the simulated 
town's inhabitants are specifically designed to be complex to a degree, as to be able 
to generate their own subsequent simulation of a subordinate model world of 
inhabitants living under the illusion of life in a real world. Their observations 
eventually lead Test PLC's engineers to conclude in retrospect that they, too, might 
only be the figments of an apparently real world, which is actually the subordinate 
simulation of a superior (and system-external) observer; the veracity of their 
growing suspicions is strongly hinted at in the story. The book is an astonishing 
and convincing evocation of a principle that we call the endophysical principle. 

As human beings we are part of a world that we may also observe. Therefore 
we can only perceive it from the inside. Nevertheless the world's inhabitants (its 
internal observers) will always attempt to gain access to the perspective of some 
Super Observer, to obtain information that would comprehensively describe their 
world. Endophysics provides one tiny loophole through which such access could be 
gained. Through the generation of model worlds incorporating an explicit internal 
observer (who can be described in microscopic detail) in a computer, the 
otherwise inaccessible ''interface '' between explicit observer and the rest of the 
surrounding world can be explicitly explored. Through such a model of world
methods or meta-experiments, the opportunity arises to get behind the interface 
(''taking a look behind the curtain' ') and partially disentangle the observer-specific 
distortions in our own world. With the availability of computers for the 
generation of simulation, the external operator of a kinetic realm gaining access 
via the model to a second level of reality hitherto out of bounds is no longer part 
of witchcraft. 1 As early as 1 957 Alder and Wainwright demonstrated the feasibility 
for the computer simulation of molecular dynamics.2 The inhabitants (no longer 
demons) of such a simulated world could in theory have access to specific 
processes and interventions which would consequentially provide the1n with 
information about their world that would normally remain undiscovered. Yet, 
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.111c.,tl1t'r re,1c)l t1t1011ary ,vork, 111atl1 c111atical p l1ysic 1st Jloger jc.)scpl1 Uoscc,v1ch 
tieti11cti tl1c 1 1 1tcrf.1ce l1ypothes is 111ore acct1r�1tely : ''A co1n 111on 111ove111e11t shared 
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\\'Ottlti eve11 occt1r tl1at the whole world lying outstretched r ight before our eyes 
cot1ld co r1tract or extend in a matter of days; yet if this actually occurred there 
,,·o t1ld be 110 cha11ge i11 the impression on tl1e nund and thus no perception of 
sucl1 a change."3 In other words, Boscovich says that the world is volatile w ithout 
us be i11g able to perceive its volatility, since we ourselves are undergoing the same 
cl1anges. Henceforth, w ith the predicament of the endo (or interface) position, 
absolute objectivity must cede to observer-related objectivity. Impossible in the 
real world, crossing the border and abolishing the determination of the interface 
by the i11ternal observer has become possible in the model world. 

If the world is only clearly defined in its position along the interface between 
observer and the rest of the world, then it follows that in classical objective reality 
such an interface would, by definition, be inaccessible. However, the definition of 
the dependency of the objective world on the observer (qu antum theor y, 
Boscov ich's model of covar iance , Rossler's endophysical pr inciple)4 does show the 
way through an emergency exit. First, the interface can be studied in model 
worlds containing an explicit internal observer in a classical molecular dynamic 
s imulation of an excitable system (as the obser ver) and a cooled gas pressure 
amplifier (as the measur ing gauge), w ith the inclusion of a s ingle micro-particle to 
serve as the object. From this it also follows that what is objectively revealed 
cannot be recognized by the affected obser ver as he is part of it (Boscovich). 
Objectivity related to the observer 's invariance, however, does not lead to the 
revelation of true objective phenomena (as in Kant). Thirdly we know that a 
grow ing awareness of the observer-deter mined focus of the world can at least be 
a prerequisite for the dilation of the bars across the pr ison w indow of our own 
world. It suggests that we should be concerned with the recognition that objective 
reality can only be a reflection of the endo side of an exo world. The consequence 
could be the recognition, through the application of endophysical pr inciples, of 
hitherto unrecognizable observer-related phenomena that had been accepted as 
objective truth by the inhabitants of the real world, and thus mark them with an 
exophysical question mark. We would then be able to question the validity of 
apparently inv iolate laws guiding the inner workings of the existing universe 
between observer and world. 

An impor tant po int at this junction is that the technological media, and 
particularly the electronic media, represent one such artificial model \vorld, \\·ruch 
increasingly stretches over the world. Jean Baudr illard has compared this state of 



the postmodern world with metaphorically covering the land ( of reality) with a 
n1ap ( of hyperreality, simulation) deducing the ''agony of the real'' arising out of 
the inability to differentiate between simulation and reality. Endophysics provides 
an improved theoretical formula for an articulation of the characteristics of the 
artificial world, for the model characteristics of the media world. The world of 
computers may provide part of the instrumentation of  the initial stages of 
endophysics, which is still an emerging science. Virtual worlds are only one special 
case in point within endophysics. 

In the electronic age the ''interface'' between obser ver and object has become 
m anipulable. We know that perspective is not entirely ''objective," that its 
objectivity relies on the observer's point of view. The doubts cast by endophysics 
(subsequent to the theory of relativity, quantum and chaos theories) over the 
classical, objective nature of the world and its concomitant terms and programs 
amount to a descr iption of our media and computer worlds, in terms of natural 
science and physics. Interactive virtual worlds precisely follow the terms defined in 
meta-experiments, exo and endo sides, subordinate model worlds, non-localised 
distance correlations (Bell), observer-determined relativity, undecideability (Godel), 
internal and external observer, perspective distortion, and so on. 

The media represent no more than an attempt, from a position within the 
universe, to simulate a possible escape from that very universe. Media worlds 
are no more than artificially generated model worlds which demonstrate that if we 
are merely internal observers in the real world, we can be both internal and 
external observer in the media worlds. As toy world within a real universe, the 
media world according to Lacan must be equated to reality, as it is an ''effect of 
the real." It represents the first instance where communication between internal 
and external observer, between endo- and exoworld becomes possible. The media 
world expands the scope of the interface that already exists within the universe 
between the observer and his world. The media are providing the technology for 
the extension of dimensions of here and now. The promise is the fulfillment of a 
yearning for the eternity of now. A yearning for now no longer as a limited, 
localized experience, but rather a simultaneous, non-local, universal experience. 

New perceptions of reality could support or legitimize new art forms. There 
are several instances in this century when our perception of reality, as well as of 
ourselves, was radically challenged. Quantum and relativity theories altered the 
perception of  objectivity in the world;  psychoanalysis has transformed the 
perception of the subject. These trends have always found their way into the arts, 
where they were simultaneously promoted, lamented, delayed, aesthetically 
idealized, brought to attention, or ignored. An attendant sense of loss, be it 
aesthetic or epistemological, has been inevitable. It is the price each alteration of 
reality and any new era has to pay. The electronic universe, with its model worlds 
and computer simulations, with its interfaces and virtual realities, presents str·ong 
evidence to support the belief that comprehension of the world really is an 
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P O S T- O N T O L O G I C A L  A R T :  

V I R T U A L I T Y , V A R I A B I L I T Y , V I A B I L I T Y  

We k110\V that the conm1on link benvee11 both the technolog1cal/visual 111edia of 
fil111 a11d photography and the art media of painting and sculpture lies 1n the way 
visual inforn1at1on is stored. These n1aterial carriers 1nake it extremely difficult to 
rnanipulate that infor mation. Once recorded, visual infor mation is irreversible. The 
individual image is unmoving, frozen, static. Any movement is, at best, illusion. The 
digital image represents the exact opposite. Here each component of the image is 
v·ariable and adaptable. Not only can the image be controlled and manipulated in 
its entirety, but, far more significantly, locally at each individual point. In the digital 
media all the parameters of infor mation are instantly variable. Once a photograph, 
film , or video has been transferred into digital media its variability is dramatically 
improved. In the computer, infor mation is not stored in enclosed systems, rather it 
is instantly retrievable and thus freely variable. Through this instant variability, the 
digital image is ideally suited for the creation of virtual environments and 
interactive installations. Here, the character of the image changes radically. For the 
first time in history the image is a dynamic system. 

Dependency on the observer will be enhanced in a system where 
information is saved dynamically. The image is transferred into a dynamic field of 
instantly variable points controlled directly by the observer. The context according 
to which indeter minate variables will assume their for mal shape is now controlled 
directly by the observer, composing specific images from a field of var iables, a 
variable sequence of binary components. The event experienced by the observer 
will depend on machine-generated var iables determining their apparent shape or 
sound. The digital signal is defined by its original neutrality. Subsequently, it is 
transformed by input at the interface, its technological context, into image or 
sound signals, into a specific event .  The image is now constituted by a series of 
events, sounds, and images made up of separate specific local events generated 
from within dynamic systems. 

W hen defining the image we must now talk in terms of sequences of events 
of acoustic and visual variability and virtual infor mation: of dynamic sequences of 
local (acoustic, visual, or olfactory) events. This vision challenges accepted formal 
aesthetic assumptions. The experience of events replacing the t\vo-dimensional 
static image urges a radical revision of visual precepts, and the redefinition of 
context. The convention of a window onto a small part of a fixed event 1s 
becoming one of a door leading into a world of sequenced, multi-sensorial e,·ents, 
consisting of temporally and spatially dynamic experiential construcoons that the 
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observer is free to enter or leave at will. The quantifiable variables are now 
changed by their context. The context may constitute a different visual system, 
sound sequence, machine, human observer, distance, or pressure. We are able to 
construct ever-more sophisticated contextualities with the development of 
increasingly sophisticated state-of-the-art interface technologies (the human 
brain, limbs, light, movement, breathing may all transmit impulses via the interface 
toward the generation of context). 

Though it is difficult to pinpoint the dominant influences on our perceptions 
from among endophysics, micro-particle physics, chaos theory , quantum physics, 
genetic engineering, or the theory of complexity, it is obvious that we are above all 
ruled by developments in what is known as computational science. Computers 
represent the most universal device ever available, just as their combination with the 
information sciences has advanced the most complex possible conceptual 
approaches. The current state of development in computer technology represents the 
pinnacle of technological and scientific research and development, which has 
accompanied a history of thousands of years of human evolution. It should thus 
surprise no one if our current perception of the human mind is that of a parallel
processing network computer . 

Much will depend on the necessary incorporation of the major questions posed 
by historic aesthetic and conceptual assumptions. Thus, for instance, Plato's parable of 
the cave acquires renewed relevance in an age of simulated virtual realities :  the 
existence of mechanical modules in the brain has now become apparent, though their 
exact role is still very much in doubt; similarly the discovery of the Butterfly Effect in 
chaos theory has made possible the translation of the obser ver problem in quantum 
mechanics into macroscopic dimensions. Clearly any future development of ''brain 
sciences'' will have to be vitally concerned with the role of the brain and mind in any 
conceptions of subjectivity and objectivity. Specific brain functions are already 
explored through the application and study of visual worlds dealing with interactive 
functions between observer and artificial universes via a multi-sensorial interface. 

W ith the support of technology, traditional notions of our visual and aesthetic 
conceptions have been radically altered. The image has mutated into a context
controlled event-world. Another aspect of the variable virtual image is caused by 
the dynamic properties of its immanent system. As the system itself is just as 
variable it will behave like a living organism. It is able to react to the context
generated input, altering its own state and adapting its output accordingly. The 
possible interactive nature of the media arts is therefore constituted by the 
following three characteristic elements of the digital image : virtuality (the way the 
information is saved), variability (of the image's object) , and viability (as displayed 
by the behavioral patterns of the image). If we define a living organism as a system 
characterized by its propensity to react relatively independently to any number of 
inputs, then it follows that a dynamic visual system of multisensor ial variables will 
approximate a living organism and its behavioral patterns. 
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l)et·o111e ,-.1r1�1ble. 1 11 a11y v1rtt1al \\·oriel 1t\ state, as \:ve il ,1s tl1at of ic:s re1Jrcsc.::11tecl 
obJe<.·rs. 111.1, cha11ge accord111g co either 111tr111c;1c s 1 111L1latio11 algori cl1111s, or cl1c 
reacc1011 to exter11al obser\1er-ge11erated 111puts. The ter111 ''viability'' is applictl by 
llad1cal Cor1 truct1,·1s111 to co111plex dynan1ic syste111s that arc able to charige their 
state at1tono111ot1sly via a feedback reaction, and can react context-sensitively to 
\'ar)' tng 111puts  from their surroundings. In this sense v1ab1l1ty denotes the 
possession of lifelike properties ,vith the development of lifelike beha,·1or. The 
digital trinity of saved virtual information, variability of image-object, and 
viability of image behavior has in fact animated the image through the generation 
of a dynamic interactive visual system. In new-media art installations it is possible 
to incorporate one or several human observers into computer-generated virtual 
scenarios via computer-controlled junctions in the form of multisensorial 
interfaces. The traditionally passive role of the observer in art is thus abolished; he 
turns from a p osition external to  the object to become part of his observed visual 
reahn, whose virtual scenarios will react to  his presence and will in turn effect a 
feedback from him. The interactive installation has undermined our traditional 
assumptions about the image as a static object. 

The next stage in the evolution of new-media art is already concei\1able in the 
form of art in the netvvork. There \vill be sheer immaterial art '\vorlds floating in the 
Internet. A yet newer telematic culture will evolve, as interactive television and 
global telep resence along t he new global electronic superhighways and super 
information highways become possible. Developments beyond that in terms of 
interface research are as yet relegated to the reahn of science fiction . So far onl)· 
external ''brain-wave'' sensor technology is available, for instance in the use of e)'e
tracking sensors. The way forward seems to  point to circumventing the necessiC)· for 
the traditional electronic interfaces with the invention of ''brain chips,, or ' 'neuro 
chips." They ,vould access the brain with limited loss of information and link it 
more directly to  the digital universe. We are beginning to be able to foresee a ne,,· 
conception of corporeality and the human body :  the appearance of the terminal 
body that separates betvveen self (internal machine) and bod,· ( external machine . 
Once this development has become feasible, artificial intelligence generated b)· 
machines will be applied in the creation of artificial life sound and ,-isual s1·stems 
with an increasingly lifelike behavior. Here an increasing contribution ''--ill be made 
by genetic algorithms, autonomous agents, and S\varm architecture. The generation 
of virtual agents equipped with artificial intelligence and inhabiting otir data 
highways is already undergoing preliminary· in\·estigation. Researchers like Gerd 
Doben-Henisch at the Institute for Ne,v Media in Franfurt are \\·orking 011 the 
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development of ' 'Knowbots," immaterial creatures (Maxwell once called his 

demons of the molecular world ''hypothetical beings''), intelligent autonomous 

agents with virtual bodies who could be taught to learn. They would perform tasks 

in data banks and along the data highways. On a more banal level, immaterial 

data-filled spaces are already being set up through the all-encompassing global 

information networks existing between symbolically significant machines. These 

spaces are entirely intangible, immaterial, devoid of any corporeality. Conceivably a 

new kind of entity, the ' 'Knowbot," could be born within these spaces, for which 

there is no known precedent in history. Whereas robots still maintain some tangible 

link with the familiar continuity of corporeality and familiar aesthetic assumptions 

of material reality, even they have internal resources of potentially immaterial spaces 

ready for link up with available immaterial data networks. 

' 'Knowbots'' no longer have a material body. As immaterial entities they 

consist of formulae, mathematical functions that can be self-transforming and 

self-reproductive, they can be multilocal, omnipresent, and have many of the 

characteristics normally associated with human beings. Unrestrained by bodily 

realities, and independent of any possible user, they are able to manoeuvre themselves 

into immaterial data spaces , collecting, exchanging, transforming, generating any 

amount of information. We, as human beings tied to the traditional realities of our 

aesthetics, determined by the body and its material shape, are unable to register the 

presence of these ''Knowbots."They are the entities most representative of the state of 

post-ontological art. They are creatures possessing human properties such as (artificial) 

intelligence, (artificial) life, and (artificial) conscience, yet without any 1naterial 

existence. They represent the subject lacking ontological status. 

Ontological art represents the realm of hard fact of the Church-Turing 

Thesis, where existence and its formulation, recognition and predictability, syntax 

and semantics converge. Here nature appears in terms of computable numbers and 

computable images accounted for in a kind of universal computer. However, the 

real truth of the metaphorical computer reveals an image in direct contradiction. 

Increasing predictability and computability (chaos theory) has in fact revealed the 

intrinsic limitations of computability in the aleatoric structures of mathematics 

as discovered by Chaitin, as well as the absolute nonreducibility of the universe's 

nonpredictability. This an1ounts to a meta demasking. The descriptive terms (of 

macro-, micro- , and meta-universes) are dissipative and reversible. Information 

must be perceived as floating freely in the digital visual medium, able to be 

transformed instantly at random. The price paid for the viability of inforn1ation 

and the system lies in its volatility defined by variability and virtuality. Post

ontological art represents a dynamic model of covariance between observer, 

interface, and environment, where the observer may be incorporated as part of 

that environ ment or context, constituting a dissipative structure. Genetic algo

rithms that are able to separate the image from the observer-co11trolled context 

will constitute another dissipative structure. Thus, instead of the conventional 
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C O N S T RU C T I O N S  

A N D  R E C O N S T RU C T I O N S  

O F  T H E  S E L F  I N  

V I RT UA L  R E A L I T Y 

I .  I D E N T I T Y  W O R K S H O P S 1 

S h e r r y T u r k l e  

In an interactive computer game designed to represent a world inspired by the 
t elevision series Star Trek: The Next Generation, over a thousand players spend up to 
80 hours a week participating in intergalactic exploration and wars. T hey create 
characters who have casual and romantic sex, who fall in love and get married, 
who attend rituals and celebrations. ''This is more real than my real life," says a 
character who turns out to be a man playing a woman who is pretending to  be a 
man. In this game, the rules of social interaction are built not received. 

In another, more loosely- structured game, each player creates a character or 
several characters, specifying their genders and other physical and psychological 
attributes. The characters need not be human and there are more than two genders. 
All interactions take place ''in character." Beyond this, players are invited to help build 
the computer world itself. Using a relatively simple programming language, they can 
make a ''room' ' in the game space where they can set the stage and define the rules. 
That is, they make objects in the computer world and specify how they work. 
Rachel, an eleven-year-old, built a room she calls ''the condo." It has jewelry boxes 
containing magical pieces that transport her to different places and moments in 
history. When Rachel visits the condo, she invites her friends, she chats, orders pizza , 
and flirts. Other players built T V s  showing scenes taking place in the rooms of the 
game, a transportation system to navigate the space, and a magical theater that replays 
past game events. Some have built robots: a progran1 named ''Julia," for example, 
''pretends'' to be a person as she offers directions and helps to locate your friends. 

Both worlds exist on international computer networks, which of course 
means that in a certain sense, a physical sense, they don't exist at all. 

The first game, Trek Muse, and the second, LambdaMoo, are exan1ples of a 
class of virtual worlds known as MUDs an acronym for ''Multi-User 
Dungeons."2 In the early 1970s, a role-playing game called Dungeons and Dragons 
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of M Ul)s ,  refers to a virtt1a1 social space that exists on a 111achine. 

As of fall I 992, there were 207 111ttlti-user gai11es based on thir teen differe11t kinds 
of-software 011 the inter11ational con1puter network known as the Internet. Here J use 
the ter1 1 1  ''MUD'' to refer to all the var jous kinds. All provide worlds for social 
interactio11 in a vir tual space, worlds in which you can present yourself as a ''character," 
in which yot1 can be anony1nous, in which you can play a role as close or as far away 
fron 1  your ''real self'' as you choose.Where they differ is in how constrained that world 
is. It can be built around a medieval fantasy la11dscape in which there are dragons to 
slay and gold coins and magical amulets to collect, or it can be a relatively open space 
in which you can play at whatever captures your imagination, both by playing a role 
and by participating in building a world. 

In the MUDs, the projections of self are engaged in a resolutely postmodern 
context. There are parallel narratives in the different rooms of the MUD; one can 
move forward or backward in  time. The cultures ofTolkien, Gibson, and Madonna 

Richard Rosenblum, A// The World's a Stage. 1 993 



coexist and interact. Authorship is not only displaced from a solitary voice, it is 
exploded. The MUDs are authored by their players, thousands of people in all, 
often hundreds of people at a time, all logged on from different places. And the 
self is not only decentered but multiplied without limit. There is an unparalleled 
opportunity to play with one's identity and to ''try out'' new ones. 

My past research into the experiences of individuals working with computers 
has led me to underscore the power of this technology not only as a medium for 
getting things done but for thinking through and working through personal 
concerns. 3 It was a fifth grader I interviewed, Deborah, who inspired me to use the 
phrase ''the second self'' to capture this aspect of the computer's evocative power 
when she told me that ''when you program a computer you put a little piece of your 
mind into the computer's mind and now you can see it . . . .  And you can see the 
things you think and change them around."4 

Deborah made her remark after an experience with programming that did 
indeed change how she saw herself At the time Deborah first met the computer, she 
was eleven and was already involved with a crowd that was drinking, smoking, and 
using drugs. When she was shown how to use the computer to draw by giving 
commands to a screen icon she was resistant and hostile. Insecure about herself, she 
refused to do anything with the computer on her own. 

A breakthrough came when Deborah decided to restrict the commands she 
could give to the computer. She made a rule that she would allow herself only one 
turning command a right turn of 30 degrees. Once she had her rule, Deborah 
got down to serious work. She drew flowers and rabbits and stars and abstract 
designs, everything built up from right turns of 3 o degrees. 

Before she met the computer Deborah didn't think about her problems with 
food, with truancy, with tantrums, "vith drugs in terms of control. She thought 
that other people were good and she was ''naturally bad." Her computer experience 
provided categories more useful to her than good or bad: things could be in or out 
of control. The 3 o degrees world not only suggested that control was an issue, it 
presented a strategy for dealing with one's lack of control in the world at large: make 
a rule, make a safe place, experiment within it. 

Deborah presents a dramatic example of how technology can enter into the 
construction of identity. Her encounter with the computer took place at the 
moment of adolescence but, of course. no handle cranks or gear turns to graduate 
us from dealing with issues of identity after we pass through adolescence. Engage
ment with computational technology facilitates a series of ''second chances'' for 
adults to work and rework unresolved personal issues and more generally, to think 
through questions about the nature of self, including questions about definitions 
of life, intentionality, and intelligence. 

What is true of individuals working alone with a computer is raised to a 
higher power when people use computers to corru11unicate with other people a 
they do on the MUDs. In the first case, the person alone with the co111puter, I 
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l1Jve fot111(i tl1�1t 111c.iiv1c.lt1,1l\ t1sc co111�1t1ters t<> \V<>rk ll1rc>t1gl1 iclL·11tity issttcs t l1at 
ce11tc:r �1rot111ti co11trol ;111d 111astery ; 111 tl1c scc.c)11,f, wl1crc tl1c c <>lllJJLtter is ttse<I as 
a co111111t1n1cat1011s 111ed1u111, tl1ere 1s 111orc roo111 t<) t1sc tl1c co11trol J)rc,vic.lecl l-,y 
the cor11puter to develop a greater capacity for collabor�1t1or1 a11c.l cvc11 i11ti111,1cy. 
The 111edit1n1 er1ables the self to explore a social co11text as well as to reflect 011 its 
O\VIl 11att1re a11d powers. 

This essay explores constructions and reco11strt1ctions of identity in M Ul) 
environn1ents. My method of investigation has been ethnographic and clinical: 
play the games, ''hang out'' with game players in virtual as well as real space, 
intervie\.v game players in person both individually and in groups. Some of my 
richest data came from a series of weekly ''pizza parties'' for MUD-ers within 
the Boston area. There the topic was open and conversation turned to what was 
on the p layers' minds: most often love, romance, and what can be counted on as 
real in virtual space. 

I begin my report from this new social and psychological world by taking one 
step back to general considerations of how role-playing games enable people to 
work through issues of identity and then move on to the form this takes in MUDs 
which enhance the evocative potential of traditional games by further blurring the 
line between the game and what players refer to as T RW, or the real world. s 

Traditional role-playing prompts reflection on personal and interpersonal 
issues, but in games that take p lace in ongoing virtual societies such as MUDs, the 
focus is on larger social and cultural themes as well. The networked computer 
serves as an ''evocative object'' for thinking about community.Additionally, people 
playing in the MUDs struggle towards a new, still tentative, discourse about the 
nature of a community that is populated both by people and by programs that are 
social actors. In this, life in the MUD may serve as a harbinger of what is to come 
in the social spaces that we still contrast with the virtual by calling them ''real." 

2 .  RO L E - P L AY I N G GAME S 

As identity workshops, MUDs have much in common with traditional role
playing games. For example: the role-playing games p layed by Julee, a 
nineteen-year-old who has dropped out of Yale after her freshman year. Part of the 
reason for her leaving college is that she is in an increasingly turbulent relationship 
with her mother, a devout Catholic, who turned away from her daughter \vhen 
she discovered that she had had an abortion the summer before beginning college. 

From Julee 's point of view, her mother has chosen to deny her existence. 
When asked about her most important experience in role-playing games. Julee 
described a game in which she had been assigned to p lay a mother facing a 
conflict with her daughter. Indeed, in the game, the script says that the daughter 
is going to betray, even kill, the mother. 
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In the role- playing game, played over a weekend on the Boston University 
campus, Julee and her '' daughter'' talked for hours: why might the daughter have 
joined her mother's opponents, how could they stay true to their relationship and 
the game as it had been written? Huddled in a corner of an empty Boston 
University classroom, Julee was having the conversation that her mother had not 
been willing to have with her. In the end, Julee's character chose to ignore her 
loyalty to her team in order to preserve her daughter 's life. 

Clearly, Julee projected feelings about her ''real'' mother's choice onto her 
experience of the game, but more was going on than a simple reenactment. Julee 
was able to reexperience a familiar situation in a setting where she could examine 
it, do something new with it, and revise her relationship towards it. In many ways, 
what happened was resonant with the psychoanalytic notion of ''working through." 

Julee 's experience stands in contrast to images of role-playing games that are 
prevalent in the popular culture. A first popular image portrays role-playing games 
as depressing and dangerous environments. It is captured in the urban legend 
which describes an emotionally troubled student disappearing and committing 
suicide during a game of Dungeons and Dragons. Another popular image, and 
one that has been supported by some academic ,vriting on role-playing games, 
turns them into places of escape. Players are seen as leaving their ''real ' '  lives and 
problems behind to lose themselves in the game space. Julee's story belies both 
stereotypes. For her, the game is psychologically constructive rather than destruc
tive. And she uses it not for escape but as a vehicle for engaging in a significant 
dialogue with important events and relationships in her '' real' ' life. 

Role-playing games are able to serve in this evocative capacity precisely 
because they are not simple escapes fro111 the real to the L1nreal, but because they 
stand betwixt and between, both in and not in real life. But in the final analysis, 
what puts Julee 's game most firmly in the category of ga111e is that it had an end 
point. The weekend was over and so was the ga111e. 

MUDs present a far more con1plicated case. In a certain se11se, they don't have 
to end. Their boundaries are rnore fuzzy; the routine of playing then1 becon1es part 
of their players '  real lives. The virtual reality beco1nes 11ot so 111uch a11 alternative a 
a parallel life. Indeed, dedicated players who work with co111puters all day desc ribe 
how they ten1porarily put their characters to ''sleep," re111ain logged on to the 
game, pursue other activities, and periodically return to the ga111e space. 

Such blurring of boundaries between role a11d self present 11ew opportt111itie 
to use the role to work 011 the self. As one experienced player pt1t it, ''Yot1 are the 
character and you are not the character both at the sa111e ti111e," �111d ''yott are vvho 
you pretend to be."This ambiguity contribt1tes to the ga111es ' c1bility to be a place 
in which to address issues of ide11tity a11d i11tj111acy. Tl1ey take the possibilitie tl1at 
Julee found in role-playing gan1es and raise the111 to a higher power. 



3 .  V I R T U A L R E A L I T I E S :  

R O L E - P L A Y I N G  T O  A H I G H E R  P O W E R  

The not1011 ''you are who you pretend to be'' has a r11yt}1ic resor1ancc.:. T l1e 
Pygi11alion story endures because it speaks to a powerful fantasy: that we are not 
li11iited by our histories, that we can be recreated or can recreate ourselves. In the 
real vvorld, we are thr illed by stories of self-transformation. Madonna is our 
n1odern Eliza Doolittle; Ivana Trump is the object of morbid fascination. But, of 
course, for most people such recreations of self are difficult.Virtual worlds provide 
environments for experiences that may be hard to come by in the real. 

Not the least of these exper iences is the opportunity to play an ''aspect of 
yourself '' that you embody as a separate self in the game space. 6 

Peter is a twenty-three-year-old physics graduate student at the University of 
Massachusetts. His life revolves around his work in the laboratory and his plans for 
a life in science. He says that his only friend is his roommate, another student 
whom he descr ibes as being even more reclusive than he. This circumscribed, 
almost monastic, life does not represent a radical departure for Peter. He has had 
heart trouble since he was a child; his health is delicate, one small rebellion , a ski 
trip when he first came up to Boston, put him in the hospital for three weeks. His 
response has been to circumscr ibe his world. Peter has never traveled. He lives 
within a small compass. 

In an interview, Peter immediately made it clear why he plays on MUDs :  ''I 
do it so I can talk to people.' ' He is logged on for at least 40 hours a week, but it 
is hard to call what he does ''playing a game.' ' He spends his time on the MUDs 
constructing a life that (in only a seeming paradox) is more expansive than his 
own. He tells me with delight that the MUD he frequents most often is physically 
located on a computer in Germany: 

And I started talking to them [the inhabitants of the MUD] and they're like, "This costs 

so many and so many Deutschmarks." And I'm l ike, "what are Deutschmarks? Where 

is this place located?" And they say: "Don't you know, this 1s Germany." 

It is from MUDs that Peter has learned what he knows of politics, of economics, 
of the differences between capitalism and welfare-state socialism. He revels in the 
differences between the styles of Americans and Europeans on the MUDs and in the 
thrill of speaking to a player in Norway who can see the N orthem lights. 

On the MUD, Peter shapes a character, Achilles, who is his ideal self. Life in 
a University of Massachusetts dorm has put him in modest and unaesthetic 
circumstances. Yet the room he inhabits on the MUD is elegant, romantic. out 
of a Ralph Lauren ad. 

Peter 's story illustrates several aspects of the relationship of MUD-ing and 
identity. First, the MUD serves as a kind of Rorschach inkblot, a projection of 
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fantasy. Second, unlike a Rorschach, it does not stay on a page. It is part of Peter's 
everyday life. Beyond expanding his social reach, MUDs have brought Peter the 
only romance and intimacy he has ever kno"vn. At a social event held in virtual 
space, a ''wedding'' of two regular players on his favorite Germany-based MUD, 
Peter met Winterlight, one of the three female players. Peter who has known little 
success with women, was able to charm this most desirable and sought-after player. 
Their encounter led to a courtship in which he ,,?as tender and romantic, 
chivalrous and poetic. One is reminded of Cyrano ,vho could only find his voice 
through another's persona. It is Achilles , Peter's character on the MUD, ,vho can 
create the magic and ,:vin the girl. 

W hile Deborah's experience of technology and the self (,vhere she ,vas one
on-one with the computer) centered on issues of identity that \\'ere centered 
around control and mastery, Peter's experience (,vhere the con1puter is a n1ediator 
to a reality shared with other people) has put con1.putation n1ore directly in the 
service of the development of a greater capacity for friendship, the developn1ent 
of confidence for a greater capacity for intimacy. 

But what of the contrast bet\veen Peter and J L1lee? W hat ca11 ,ve say about the 
difference between role-playing games in the corridor of Bo ton U ni,Ter it)' and 
on computer virtual \,Vorlds? 

Julee and Peter both appropriate gan1es to re111ake the self. Their ga111es 
however, are evocative for different reasons. Julee's role-playir1g has the po"verfi.tl 
quality of real-time psychodra1na, but , on the other hand , Peter' ga1ne is ongoi11g 
and provides him vvith anony1nlty, invisibility, a11d pote11tial 111ultiplicity. 011goi11g : 
he can play it as much as he wants, all day if he vva11t , every day if he choo es as he 
often does. There are always people logged 011 to the ga111e ; there is al,,,ay so111eo11e 
to talk to or something to do. Anonyn1ous: once Peter creates hi character, that i 
his only identity on the game. His character 11eed 11ot ha,,e hi ge11der or share a11y 
recognizable feature with him. He can be ,vho l1e ,va11t a11d pl'"1y ,,,itl1 110 co11cer11 
that he, Peter, will be held accountable in ' 'real life' '  for his characters action , 
quarrels, or relationships. The degree to ,vhich he bri11gs the ga111e i11to hi real life 
is his choice. Invisible: the created character ca11 have any phy ical dec:;criptio11 and 
,vill be responded to as a function of that de criptio11. Tl1e plai11 ca11 experie11ce the 
self-presentation of great beauty ; the nerdy can be elegant ; the obese car, be lender. 
Multiplicity : Peter can create several character , playi11g OLtt a11d pla)1i11g ,,,itl1 
different aspects of his self. A11 ongoi11g ga111e, a11ony111ous perso11ae, physical 
invisibility, and the possibility to be not one but 111any, these are tl1e qt1dlities at the 
root of the holding po,ver and evocativ·e pote11tial of MUD. as ''ide11tity 
workshops." Faced vvith the notio11 that ' 'you are ,vhat yoL1 prete11d to be ," Peter ca11 
only hope that it is true,  for he is playi11g his ideal self. 

Peter plays what in the psychoanalytic traditio11 \VOL1ld be called ,111 ''ego ideal." 
Other players create a character or 111wtiple cl1aracters that are clo er to e111bod")-i11g 
aspects of then1selves that they hate or fear or perh,11-1 l1ave 11ot e,·er co11sciot1sl)' 
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Tl1e pO\\'er of tl1e 111ediu111 as a 1nater1a] for the project1011 of aspects of b<>tl1 
co11\cioL1s a11d u11co11 cioL1s aspects of the self suggests an ar1alogy betwce11 M UJ)\ 
a11d p )·chotl1erapeutic 11ulieL1s. The goal of psychotherapy is not, of course, s1n1ply co 
pro,ride a place for ''acting out'' behavior that expresses one's conflicts, but to furnish 
a co11tau1ed and confidential envirorune11t for ''working through'' unresolved issues. 
The distinction bet\veen acting out and \vorking through is crucial to thinking about 
MUDs as settings for personal gro\vth. For it is in the context of this distinction that 
the 1nuch-cliscussed issue of ''MUDs addiction'' should be situated. The accusation of 
being ''addicted'' to psychotherapy is only made seriously when friends or farnil)1 
suspect that over a period of time, the therapy is supporting repetitions and 
reenactments rather than new resolutions. MUD-ing is no more ''addictive'' than 
therapy \vhen it vvorks as a pathway to psychological gro\vth. 

Robert vvas a college freshman vvho in the months before beginning college 
had to cope ,vith his father's having lost his job and disgracing his family because 
of alcoholism. The job loss led to his parents' relocation to another part of the 
country, far away from all of Robert's friends. For a period of several months, 
Robert, now at coll ege, MUD-ed over 80 hours a \Veek. Around the time of a fire 
in his dormitory ""·hich destroyed all his possessions, Robert vvas playing over I 20 

hours a ,veek, sleeping four hours a night, and only taking brief breaks to get 
food, ,vhich he  vvould eat while playing. 

At the end of the school year, however, Robert's MUD experience \\·as 
essentially over. He had gotten his o,vn apartment; he had a job as a salesman; he had 
formed a rock band with a fevv friends. Looking back on the eJ(perience he thohghc 
that MUD-ing had served its purpose: it kept him from \\'hat he called his ''suicidal 
thoughts," in essence by keeping him too busy to have them; it kept him from 
drinking (''I have something more fun and safe to do''); it enabled hin1 co function 
\vith responsibility and competency as a highly placed administrator ; it afforded an 
emotional environment '.vhere he could be in complete control of ho,,· much he 
revealed about his life, about his parencs, even about something as simple for other 
people as where he ,vas from. In sum, MUDs had provided "'·hat Erik Erikson called 
a ''psychosocial moratorium." It had been a place from ,,·hich he could reas,emble a 
sense of boundaries that enabled him to pursue less bounded relationships. -

MUDs are a context for constructions and reconstructions ot- 1dencit)-: the)· ar:e 
also a context for reflecting on old notions of identit)- itself. Through co11cempor�· 
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psychoanalytic theory which stresses the decentered subject and through the frag
mented selves presented by patients (and most dramatically the increasing numbers 
of patients who present with multiple personality), psychology confronts the ways 
in which any unitary notion of identity is problematic and probably illusory. 
What is the self when it functions as a society? What is the self when it divides its 
labor among its constituent ''altars' ' or ''avatars''? Those burdened by posttraumatic 
dissociative syndrome suffer the question; inhabitants of MUDs play with it. 

These remarks have addressed MUDs as privileged spaces for thinking 
through and working through issues of personal identity. Additionally, when role
playing moves onto a sustained virtual space there is an attendant growth of a 
highly structured social world. The development of these virtual cultures is of 
signal importance: it makes MUDs very special kinds of evocative objects. 

4 .  E V O C A T I V E  O B J E C T S : 

G E N D E R , A C T A N T S ,  A N D " B O T S " 

In  The Second Self I called the personal computer an evocative object because it 
provoked self-reflection and stimulated thought. It led to reevaluations and recon
siderations of things taken for granted, for example, about the nature of intelligence 
free will, and our notions of \.vhat is alive. And I found that the computer did this not 
just because it presented people \.vith ideas as did traditional philosophy, but because 
it presented them \vith experiences, an ongoing culture of personal computing that 
provoked a new philosophy in everyday life. 

The same kind of process, this provocation of new discourse and reflection, 
is taking place around computer-mediated communications in virtual realities 
such as MUDs. But the emphasis of the new discourse and reflection is on social 
and cultural issues as well as individual ones. 

One dramatic example is the novel and compelling discourse that surrounds 
the experience of ' 'gender S\.vapping'' in virtual reality. In the MUDs, men may 
play the roles of women and women the roles of men, a conunon practice kno\vn 
as ''gender swapping." As MUD players talked to me about their experiences with 
gender swapp ing, they certainly gave me reason to believe that through this 
practice they were working through personal issues that had to do vvith accepting 
the ''feminine'' and/ or the ''masculine'' in their own personalities. But they were 
doing something else as well which transcended the level of individual personality 
and its dynamics. People were using gender swapping as a first-hand experience 
through which to form ideas about the role of gender in human interactions. In 
the ongoing culture of MUDs , these issues are discussed both within the space of 
the games and in a discussion group on USENET called ''rec.games.mud." 

Discussion on USENET about gender swapping has dealt vvith how female 
characters are besieged with attention , sexual advances , and unrequested offers of 
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\\" 1t 1 1es cd, a11d ope11ly disct1ssed. As this takes place, t11c MUI)  bcco111es a11 
e,'ocaa,·e object for a richer t111derstanding not 011Jy of sexual l1arass111cr1t bt1t of 
the social construction of ge11der. 

M UD-i11g thro,,, issues of the i111pact of gender on hu1nan relatior1s i11to 
high relief and brings the issue hon1e; the seriousness and intensit)' of d1scussio11s 
of gender an1ong MUD-ers speaks to the fact that the game allows its p layers to 
experience rather than merely observe what it feels like to be the opposite gender 
or to have no gender at all. 

MUDs are evocative objects for thinking about gender, but there are similar 
stories to tell about discussions in MUD environments about violence, property, 
and privacy. Vir tual communities compel conversations about the nature of 
community itself. 

On a MUD kno,vn as Habitat, which ran as an experiment in the United 
States and has become a successful commercial venture in Japan, players ,vere 
originally allowed to have guns. However, when you are shot, you do not cease to 
exist but simply lose all the things you were car rying and are transported back to 
your virtual home. For some players, thievery and murder became the highlight of 
the ''game." For others, these activities were experienced as a violent intrusion on 
their peaceful world. An intense debate ensued.8 

Some players argued that guns should be eliminated; unlike in the real ,,rorld, 
a perfect gun ban is possible with a fe"'v lines of code. Others argued that ,,!hat ,,,as 
damaging was not the violence but the trivialization of violence, and maintained 
that guns should persist, but their consequences should be made more real: \\.'l1en 
you are kil led, your character should cease to exist and not simply· be sent hon1e. 
Still others believed that since Habitat was ''just a game," and pla)'ing assassin ,vas 
part of the fun, there could be no harm in a little virtual violence. 

As the debate raged, a player ,vho was a priest in real life founded the · ·order 
of the Holy Walnut' '  whose members p ledged not to carf)· guns. In the end. the 
game designers divided the world into t\vo parts: in to,,·n, ,·iolence ,, as 
prohibited. In the wilds outside of to,vn, it ,vas allo,,·ed. E ven tuall::· a de111ocraac 
voting process was installed and a sheriff elected. Debates then enc;ued about the 
nature of Habitat laws and the prop er balance bet\,·een indi,·idual treedom 
and law and order. W hat is remarkable is not just the solunon, but the quali()· of 
the debate ,vhich led up to that solution. The denizens of Habitat ,,,ere pe11din; 
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their leisure time debating pacifism, the nature of good government, and the 

relationships between representations and reality. 

Virtual reality is not ''real," but it has a relationship to the real. By being 

betwixt and between, it becomes a play space for thinking about the real world. 

It is an exemplary evocative object. 

When a technology serves as an evocative object, old questions are raised in 

new contexts and there is an opportunity for fresh resolutions. I conclude with 

another example of how MUDs are able to recast a set of philosophical questions 

about personhood and program . People regularly use experiences in computer 

environments to think through and, in some cases, rework their definitions of 

personhood, agency, the meaning of the ' ' I ." 9 

When in the context of ''traditional'' computation, people meet a program 

that exhibits some behavior that would be considered intelligent if done by a 

person, they often grant the program a ''sort of'' intelligence, indeed a ''sort of'' 

life, but then insist that what the essence of human intelligence or indeed of 

human uniqueness is what ''the computer cannot do." Computers cannot have 

intentions, feelings, the sense of an ' ' I ." 

In MUDs, however, intelligent computational entities are present in a new 

context which gives questions about their status a new urgency and saliency. 

Some of the inhabitants of these virtual worlds are artificial intelligences, robots, 

affectionately referred to as ''bots," which have been built by enterprising players. 

When you wander about in a MUD, you find yourself in conversations with 

them, you find yourself asking them for directions, thanking them for being 

helpful, ordering drinks from them at a virtual bar, telling them a joke. And you 

find yourself doing all of these things before you know that they are not people 

but ''things ." (Of course, you may be a person ''playing'' the role ''an intelligent 

Batmobile'' or ''a swarm of bees.") The ''thingness'' of the bots is not part of your 

initial encounter or the establishment of your relationship with them . You have 

unintentionally played out a Turing test in which the program has won. 

Reaction to such experiences is strong, much of it still centered on the 

question of human uniqueness and ''whether a program can be an ' I ' ." (For 

example, within the Narrative Intelligence discussion group on the Internet, there 

is heated and ongoing debate about bots and the question of the ' ' I ." In this 

debate, sophisticated programmers of and players in virtual worlds have admitted 

to being nonplused when they first realized that they had unknowingly 

participated in casual social conversation with ''artificial intelligences," or Als.) 

But there is another discourse as well, marked by two new themes. 

First, instead of dwelling on the essence of''bots," conversation among MUD

ers about programs inhabiting virtual space turns to the ethics of whether ''they'' 

should or should not announce their artificiality. This discussion of full disclosure 

is taking place in the context of a virtual world where changing gender, race, and 

species is the norm. With people playing robots, there is a new level of self-
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In this spirit, I note that the second the1ne of the new discourse on the bots 
turns away from discussion of their essence and towards the n1ost practical n1atters 
of how the Ais function within the community: are they disruptive or facilitating, 
are they rude or are they kind? In this sense, MUDs may be harbingers of the 
discourse about the artificial in a post-Turing test world. 

There is a lot of excitement about virtual reality. In both the popular and 
academic press, there is enthusiasm and high expectation for a future in which we 
don gloves and masks and bodysuits, and explore virtual space and sensuality. 
However, from a point of view centered on the evolution of our sense of self and 
self-definition, there is reason to feel great excitement about where \Ve are in the 
present. In the text-based virtual realities that exist today, people are exploring, 
constr ucting, and reconstructing their identities. They are doing this in an 
environment infused with a postmodern ethos of the value of multiple identities 
and of playing out aspects of the self and with a constr uctionist ethos of ''Build 
something, be someone." And they are creating communities that have become 
privileged contexts for thinking about social, cultural, and ethical dilemn1as of 
living in constructed lives that we share with extensions of ourselves that ,,,.e have 
embodied in a program. 

Watch for a nascent culture of virtual reality that is paradoxically a culture of 
the concrete, placing new saliency on the notion that we construct gender and 
that we become what we play, argue about, and build. And watch for a culture that 
leaves a new amount of space for the idea that he or she \\tho pla)'S, argues, and 
builds is a machine. 0 
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T H E  A RT O F  C Y B E R S PA C E  

P i e r r e  L e v y 

From the point of view of its relationship to artistic works, cyberspace seems to 
cultivate a field of attraction that can be summed up in three interdependent clauses: 

I )  Messages are invoked, transmitted, sent back, expelled, drawn in, given this 
or that scenario depending on different tastes and situations, and whatever form 
they take, the messages revolve around receptors, which are now located at the 
center (in contrast to the image presented by the mass media). 

2) The established differences between author and reader, perfor mer and 
spectator, creator and interpreter become blurred and give way to a reading
writing continuum that extends from the designers of technology and networks 
to the final recipient, each one contributing to the activity of the other 
(disappearance of the signature). 

3) The divisions that separate the messages or ''works," which appear as 
microterritories attributed to ''authors," tend to become obliterated. Each and 
every representation may be subject to sampling, mixing, re-utilization, and so 
forth. According to the emerging pragmatism of creation and commL1nication, 
nomadic distributions of information fluctuate in an i11m1.ense deterritorialized 
semiotic backdrop. It is therefore natural that the creative effort is shifting away 
from the messages towards the devices, the processes and langt1ages, tl1e dynanuc 
''architectures," and environments. 

Certain questio11s that artists have been asking since the end of the nineteenth 
century are being asked once again, with even greater insistence, with the 
en1ergence of cyberspace. These questions directly alter the ''fra111ework' ' :  the 
work and its limits, its presentation, reception, reproduction, distribt1tion, inter
pretation, and the diverse types of separation that they carry. The framework is so 
altered that it now appears as if no fence will ever contain this deterritorializatio11 
in extremis: we must leap into a new space. It is the socio-technical environ 1nent of 
the proliferation and distribution of works that has engendered the 111utation. Yet 
can we continue to speak of works in cyberspace? 

For at least several centuries, in the West, the artistic pheno1neno11 has 
presented itself as follows: a person (the artist) signs a particular object or 111essage 
(the work), which other persons (the recipients, tl1e public, the critics) perceive, 
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111t1tat1011, a possibility that 111ay 11cver 111ater1alize or 011Jy very r11arg111ally 011c 
J1opes, above all, to preve11t it fro111 closing up pren1att1rely, before it has explored 
its rich diversity. This 11ew art forn1 allows what is precisely no longer an audience 
to eAi,erier1ce other r11ethods of comn1unication and creation. 

Rather than sending out a n1essage to receptors outside the act of creation 
'\Vho are invited to give meaning to the work after the fact, here the artist attempts 
to establish an environment, an arrangement of communication and production, a 
collective event which involves the recipients, transforms interpreters into players, 
and places the interpretation in the same loop as the collective activity. It is entirely 
possible tnat ''open works'' already foreshadow this direction. They remain, 
however, within the interpretive paradigm. The receivers of the open work are 
invited to fill in the blanks, to choose between possible directions, to confront the 
differences in their interpretations. But it is still a question of magnifying and 
exploring the possibilities of an unfinished monument, of placing one's initials in 
the honor roll beneath the artist's signature. Indeed, the art of involvement no 
longer constitutes a work at all, even open or undefined: it causes processes to 
emerge, it seeks to open up a career to autonomous lives, it invites one to grow and 
inhabit a world. It places us in a creative cycle, in a living environment in which we 
are always already co-authors. Work in progress? It shifts the emphasis from work 
to progress. Its manifestations will relate to moments, places, collective dynamics, 
but no longer to people. It is an art that bears no signature. 

Utilizing all the resources cyberspace offers, the art of involvement discovers 
the current of music. How do we make a symphony rise from the murmur of 
a multiple? How do we transform the sound of a crowd into a chorus, without a 
musical score? The collective intellect continually brings the social contract into 
play, it keeps the group in a state of renewal. Paradoxically, to do so requires time, the 
time to involve individuals, to form ties, to make objects appear, and create common 
landscapes and to return to them. In comparison to the watch or the calendar, the 
temporality of the collective imagination may seem delayed, interrupted, splintered. 
Yet it is all played out in the dark, invisible recesses of the collective: the melody, the 
emotional tonality, the secret pulse, the connections, and continuity that 1t brnds 
together at the very heart of the individuals of which it is composed. 0 
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re Oll: 

• A MERE DRONE in the e"Ter -expa11ding DIGITAL WORKPlACE? 

• FRUSTRATED by the RAPID PACE of CHANGE in a RADICAll.Y 
RESIRUCTURED WORLD? 

• A PATIIFTIC SI.AVE to a sol1lless NUMBER-CRUNCHING 
MONSI*ER? 

• SHACKLED to a NED-FASCIST data te1·1ninal'? 
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T I l lZ I N I · ( )  l l M A 1 · I ( ) N W A I ( 

f-1 a k , rn B e y 

Ht1111.1111ty l1as aJ,,,ay'I i11vcstcd l1eavily 111 a11y \Cl1c111c tl,at c)ffers esc.ti1c frc,111 tl1e 
bociy. A11d ,vl1y 11ot? Materi.11 reality is sL1cl1 a 111ess. So111e of tl1e e.1rl 1est '' rcligi <Jt1s'' 
art1t:1cts, �L1cl1 as Nea11derthal ochre burials, already sL1ggcst a belief i11 i111111ortality. 
Al] r11oderr1 (i.e., postpaleolitl1ic) religio11s contain the ''Gnostic trace'' of distrtist 
or e,,e11 outright hostility to the body a 11d the ''created'' world. Cor1te111porar)' 
''pri11utive '' tribes and even peasant-pagans have a co11cept of im111ortality a11d of 
goi11g-0L1t ide-the-body (ecstasy) without necessarily exhibit i11g any excessive bod)· 
hatred. The Gnostic trace accurnulates very gradually Oike n1ercury poisoning) u11til 
eve11tually it turns pathological. Gnostic dualism exemplifies the extre 111e positio11 of 
this disgust by shifting all value from body to ''spirit." This idea characterizes \\'hat 
,ve call ''civilization." A similar trajectory can be traced through the pheno111e11011 of 
''vvar." Hu11ter-gatherers practiced (and still practice, as an1ongst the Yanon1a1110) a 
kind of ritualized brawl (think of the Plains Indian custom of '' counting coup''). 
'' Real'' war is a continuation of religion and econonucs (i.e., politics) by other 
means, and thus only begins historically with the priestly invention of ''scarcity· '' in 
the Neolithic and the emergence of a ''warrior caste." (I categorically reject the 
theory that war is a prolongation of ''hunting.") World War II see111S to ha\·e bee11 
the last ''real'' war. Hyperreal war began in V ietnam with the involven1ent of 
television, and recently reached full obscene revelation ii1 the Gulf War of I 99 I .  

Hyperreal war is no longer ''econo1nic," no longer ''the health of the state." The 
Ritual brawl is voluntary and nonhierarchic (,iVar chiefs are al,vays te111poral)') ; real 
,var is compulsory and hierarchic; hyperreal vvar is imagistic a11d ps,·cholog1call,, 
interiorized (''pure war' ' ). In the first, the body is risked; in the second, the bod)· i-, 
sacrificed; in the third, the body has disappeared. (See P. Clastres 011 ,,,ar. 1 11 
Arclzaeology of Violence.) Modern science also incorporates an anti111aterial1�t b1a,. rl1e 
dialectical outcome of its war against Religion it has in so111e se11se beco111e 
Religion. Science as knowledge of material reality paradoxical11· deco111po-;e, the 
materiality of the real. Science has always been a species of priestcratc. a bra11ch ot
cosmology, and an ideology, a justificatior1 of ''the ,,·a1· thing are." The 
deconstruction of the real in postclassical physics 1nirrors the ,,acuu111 of t111realit')1 

which constitutes ''the state." Once the i1nage of Hea\·en 011 Earth. the ..,t ... e 110\\' 
consists of no more than the management of images. It 1s no lor1ger a force bt1t a 
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disembodied patterning of information. But just as Babylonian cosmology justified 
Babylonian power, so too does the ' 'finality'' of moder n science serve the ends of 
the Terminal State, the postnuclear state, the ''information state." Or so the New 
Paradigm would have it.And ''everyone'' accepts the axiomatic premises of the New 
Paradigm. The New Paradigm is very spiritual. 

Even the New Age w ith its gnostic tendencies embraces the New Science and 
its increasing etherealization as a source of proof-texts for its spiritualist world 
view. Meditation and cyber netics go hand in hand. Of course the information state 
somehow requires the support of a police force and prison system that would have 
stunned Nebuchadnezzar and reduced all the priests of Moloch to paroxysms of 
awe. And modern science still can't weasel out of its complicity in the very-nearly
successful conquest of Nature. Civilization's greatest triumph over the body. 

But who cares? It's all relative isn't it? I guess we'll just have to ''evolve' '  beyond 
the body. Maybe we can do it in a ''quantum leap." Meanwhile the excessive media
tion of the Social, which is carr ied out through the machinery of the Media, 
increases the intensity of our alienation from the body by fixating the flow of 
attention on information rather than direct experience. In this sense the Media 
serves a religious or priestly role, appearing to offer us a way out of the body by 
redefining spirit as information. The essence of infor mation is the Image, the sacral 
and iconic data complex which usurps the primacy of the ' 'material bodily 
pr inciple'' as the vehicle of incarnation, replacing it with a fleshless ecstasis beyond 
corruption. Consciousness becomes something which can be down loaded, excised 
from the matrix of animality and inunortalized as information. No longer '' ghost
in-the-machine," but machine-as-ghost, machine as Holy Ghost, ultimate mediator, 
which will translate us from our mayfly-corpses to a pleroma of Light.Virtual reality 
as Cyber Gnosis. Jack in, leave Mother Earth behind forever. All science proposes a 
paradigmatic universalism as in science, so in the social. Classical physics played 
midwife to capitalism, communism, fascism, and other modern ideologies. 

Postclassical science also proposes a set of ideas meant to be applied to the 
social: relativ ity, quantum ''unreality," cybernetics, infor mation theory, etc. W ith 
some exceptions, the postclassical tendency is towards ever greater etherealization. 
Some proponents of Black Hole theory, for example, talk like pure Pauline 
theologians, while some of the information theorists are beginning to sound like 
v irtual Manichaeans. 1 On the level of the social these paradigms g ive rise to a 
rhetoric of bodylessness quite worthy of a third-century desert monk or a 
seventeenth-century New England Puritan but expressed in a language of 
postindustrial, postmoder n feel-good consumer fre1izy. Our every conversation is 
infected with certain paradiginatic assumptions which are really no more than bald 
assertions, but which we take for the very fabric or Urgrund of reality itself. For 
instance, since we now assume that computers represent a real step toward artificial 
intelligence, we also assume that buying a computer 1nakes us more intelligent. In 
my own field I've met dozens of writers who sincerely believe that owning a PC 
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The industry of the past phase of civil ization (sometimes called "low technology") 'Nas 

big industry, and bigness always implies oppressiveness. The new high technology. 

however. is not big in the same way. While the old technology produced and 

d1str1buted material resources. the new technology produces and disseminates 

information. The resources marketed 1n high technology are less about matter and 

more about mind. Under the impact of high technology, the world 1s moving 

1ncreas1ngly from a physical economy into what might be called a "metaphysical 

economy." We are 1n the process of recognizing that consciousness rather than raw 

materials or physical resources constitutes wealth.2 

Modern neo-Gnosticism usually plays down the old Manichaean attack on the 
body for a gentler greener rhetor ic. Bishop Hoeller for instance stresses the 
importance of ecology and environment (because we don't want to ''foul our nest," 
the Earth) but in his chapter on Native Amer ican spirituality he implies that a 
cult of the Earth is clearly infer ior to the pure Gnostic spirit of bodylessness: 

But we must not forget that the nest is not the same as the bird. The exoter,c and 
esoteric traditions declare that earth is not the only home for human beings. that we 

d1d not grow like weeds from the soil. While our bodies indeed may have or1g1nated 

on this earth, our inner essence did not. To think otherwise puts us outside of all of 

the known spiritual traditions and separates us from the wisdom of the seers and 

sages of every age. Though wise in their own ways, Native Americans have small 
connection with this rich spiritual heritage.3 

In such terms (the body = the ''savage''), tl1e Bishop's hatred and disdain for 
the flesh illuminate every page of his book. In his enthusiasm for a trul,· religious 
economy, he forgets that one cannot eat ''information." ''Real ,vealth '' can ne,·er 
become immater ial until humanity achieves the final etherealization of 
downloaded consciousness. Inforn1ation in the form of culture can be called 
wealth metaphor ically because it is useful and desirable but it can ne,1er be 
wealth in precisely the same basic way that oysters a11d cream. or \\1l1eac and ,-ater. 
are wealth in themselves. Information is al\\1ays only inforn1ation 1bout �01ne 
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I 
thing. Like money, information is not the thing itself. Over time we can come to 

think of money as wealth (as in a delightful Taoist ritual which refers to ''Water 

and Money'' as the two most vital principles in the universe), but in truth this is 

sloppy abstract thinking. It has allowed its focus of attention to wander from the 

bun to the penny which symbolizes the bun. 4 In effect we've had an information 

economy ever since we invented money. But we still haven't learned to digest 

copper. The Aesopian crudity of these truisms embarrasses me, but I must perforce 

play the stupid lazy yokel plowing a crooked furrow when all the straight thinkers 

around me appear to be hallucinating. 

Americans and other ''First World'' types seem particularly susceptible to the 

rhetoric of a ''metaphysical economy'' because we can no longer see ( or feel or smell) 

around us very much evidence of a physical world. Our architecture has become 

syinbolic, we have enclosed ourselves in the manifestations of abstract thought ( cars, 

apartments, offices, schools) , we work at ''service' '  or information-related jobs, 

helping in our little way to move disembodied symbols of wealth around an abstract 

grid of Capital, and we spend our leisure largely engrossed in Media rather than in 

direct experience of material reality. The material world for us has come to symbolize 

catastrophe, as in our amazingly hysterical reaction to storms and hurricanes 

(proof that we've failed to ''conquer Nature'' entirely) , or our neo-Puritan fear of 

sexual otherness, or our taste for bland and denatured (almost abstract) food.And yet, 

this ''First World'' economy is not self-sufficient. It depends for its position (top of the 

pyramid) on a vast substructure of old-fashioned material production. Mexican 

farmworkers grow and package all that Natural food for us so we can devote our 

time to stocks, insurance, law, computers, video games. Peons in Taiwan make silicon 

chips for our PCs. ''Towel-heads'' in the Middle East suffer and die for our sins. Life? 

Oh, our servants do that for us. We have no life, only ''lifestyle'' an abstraction of 

life, based on the sacred symbolism of the Commodity, mediated by the priesthood 

of the stars, those larger-than-life abstractions who rule our values and people our 

dreams the media-archetypes; or perhaps ''mediarchs'' would be a better term. Of 

course this Baudrillardian dystopia doesn't really exist yet.s It's surprising, 

however, to note how many social radicals consider it a desirable goal , at least as long 

as it's called the information revolution'' or something equally inspiring. Leftists talk 

about seizing the means of information-production from the data monopolists. 6 In 

truth, information is everywhere even atom bombs can be constructed on plans 

available in public libraries. As Noam Chomsky points out, one can always access 

information provided one has a private income and a fanaticism bordering on 

insanity. Universities and ''think tanks'' make pathetic attempts to monopolize 

information they, too, are dazzled by the notion of an inforn1.ation economy 

but their conspiracies are laughable. Information may not always be ''free,'' but there's 

a great deal more of it available than any one person could ever possibly use. Books 

on every conceivable subject can actually still be found through interlibrary loan.7 

Meanwhile someone still has to grow pears and cobble shoes. Or, even if these 
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follo\\'111g 111e,sagc: \Va5 s(ra\vled 111c,s1ly acros, tl1c back cover of a recer1t isst1e: 

As you read these words. the Information Age explodes . . .  inside and around you - 11ith 
the Misinformation Missiles and Propaganda bombs of ovtnght Information Warf are. 

Traditionally. war has been fought for temtory/economic gain. Information Vvars 
are fought for the acquisrt1on of territory indigenous to the Information Age. i.e., the 

human mind itself. . . .  In particular. it is the faculty of the imagination that ,s under the 

direct threat of extinctJon from the onslaughts of mult1-med1a overload . . .  DANGER -

YOUR IMAGINATION MAY NOT BE YOUR O'IIN . . . .  As a cuiture sophist Cates. it 

deepens rts reliance on rts images, icons and symbols as a way of defining itself and 

commun1cat1ng with other cultures. As the accumulating mix of a culture's images floats 

around 1n rts collective psyche, certain 1somorph1c ,cons coalesce to produce and to 

proJect an "1llus1on" of realrty. Fads, fashions, artistic trends. J KNOVI THE SCORE. ' I  can 

take their images for realrty because I believe 1n the realrty of their images (their mage 

of realrty)." WHOEVER CONTROLS THE METAPHOR GO /ERNS THE Mll'IO.The con

drtJons of total saturation are slowly being realized-a creeping para ysis-from tre 

tr1v1al zat1on of spec1al/techn1cal kno'Nledge to the spec1a 1zat1on of tr 11a The 

IN  FORMAT ON WAR 1s a war we cannot afford to lose,The result 1s un mag1nab•e s 

I find myself very much in sympathy with the author's critique of media here, 
yet I also feel that a demonization of ''information' '  has been proposed which 
consists of nothing more than the mirror image of information-as-salvation. Again 
Baudrillard's vision of the Commtech Universe is evoked, but this time as Hell 
rather than as the Gnostic Hereafter. Bishop Hoeller wants everybody jacked-in 
and downloaded and the anonymous post-situationist ranter '\vants you to smash 
your telly, but both of them believe in the mystic power of information. One 
proposes the pax technologica, the other declares war. Both exude a kind of 
Manichaean view of Good and Evil, but can't agree on \vhich is \\·hich. The critical 
theorist swims in a sea of facts. We like to imagine it also as our Maqu1S. \\ith 
ourselves as the '' guerilla ontologists'' of its datascape. Since the nineteenth centuI)· 
the evermutating ''social sciences'' have unearthed a vast hoard of information on 
everything from shamanism to semiotics. Each '' discovery'' feeds back into social 
science and changes it. We drift. We fish for poetic facts, data ,,:luch \\rill intensif)r 
and mutate our experience of the real. We invent ne'\v hy·bnd ''sciences'' as cools for 
this process: ethnopharmacology, ethnohistOf)', cogruti,.re studies. lustof)· of ideas. 
subjective anthropology (anthropological poetics or ethno-poetics), dada 
epistemology, etc. We look on all this kno\.vledge not as ··good'' in itself. but 
valuable only inasmuch as it helps us to seize or to construct our O\\'Il happines-. 
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In this sense we do know of''information as wealth'' ;  nevertheless, we continue to 
desire wealth itself and not merely its abstract representation as information. At the 
same time we also know of ''information as war'' ;9 nevertheless, we have not 
decided to embrace ignorance just because ''facts'' can be used like a poison gas. 
Ignorance is not even an adequate defense, much less a useful weapon in this war. 
We attempt neither to fetishize nor to demonize information. Instead we try to 
establish a set of values by which information can be measured and assessed. Our 
standard in this process can only be the body. According to certain mystics, 
spirit and body are '' one." Certainly spirit has lost its ontological solidity (since 
Nietzsche, anyway) while body's claim to ''reality'' has been undermined by 
modern science to the point of vanishing in a cloud of ''pure energy." So why not 
assume that spirit and body are one, after all, and that they are twin ( or dyadic) 
aspects of the same underlying and inexpressible real? No body without spirit, no 
spirit without body. The Gnostic Dualists are wrong, as are the vulgar dialectical 
materialists. Body and spirit together make life. If either pole is missing, the result 
is death. This constitutes a fairly simple set of values, assuming we p refer  life to 
death. Obviously I'm avoiding any strict definitions of either body or spirit. I 'm 
speaking of'' empirical'' everyday experiences. We experience ''spirit'' when we 
dream or create; we experience ''body'' when we eat or shit (or maybe vice versa); 
we experience both at once when we make love. I'm not proposing metaphysical 
categories here.We're still drifting and these are ad hoc points of reference, nothing 
more. We needn't be mystics to propose this version of'' one reality.' ' We need only 
point out that no other reality has yet appeared within the context of our 
knowable experience. For all practical purposes, the ''world'' is ''one."10 Historically 
however, the body half of this unity has always received the insults, bad press, 
scriptural condemnation, and economic persecution of the spirit half. The self
appointed representatives of the spirit have called almost all the tunes in known 
history, leaving the body only a prehistory of primitive disappearance, and a few 
spasms of failed insurrectionary f utility. 

Spirit has ruled hence we scarcely even know hovv to speak the language 
of the body. W hen we use the word information we reify it because we have always 
reified abstractions ever since God appeared as a burning bus l1. (Information as 
the catastrophic decorporealization of ''brute'' matter.) We would now like to 
propose the identification of self with body. We 're not denying that the body is also 
spirit, but we wish to restore some balance to the historical equation. We calculate 
all body hatred and world slander as our evil.We insist on the revival (a11d mutation) 
of ''pagan'' values concerning the relation of body and spirit. We fail to feel any 
great enthusiasm for the information economy because we see it as yet another 
mask for body hatred. We can't quite believe in the infor1natio11 war, since it also 
hypostatizes information but labels it ''evil." In this sense, ''infor111ation'' would appear 
to be neutral. But we also distrust this third position as a lukewar111 cop-out a11d a 
failure of theoretical vision . Every ''fact'' takes different n1ea11ings as \v'e ru11 it 



tl1r()tlgl1 ()llf ti 1,1Jettlt",ll J1 11\1l1 1 1  ,lll(i \ll1C1y llS glt':11 1 1  ,lll({ Sll,l(IC>WS . r f"l1c f:1<·l is IJCV"I 

111ert or 11et1tr,1l, l1t1l 1t c.1 11 be bc>tl 1 gc)otl (111ti evil (c)r l)cyc)11cl tl1c1 1 1) i 1 1 cc>L1 11tl ·ss 
v.1r 1,1t 10 11, .1 11<.i co 1 11l111 1.1tio 1 1s .  We, fi 11a l ly, ,1rc tl1c .,rtisls c)f tl1is i111 111c .1st1ral1le 
ti 1sco t1rst'. We create v�1lt1es. We do tl1 1c; beca ttse we ,,re �1l1vc. l11fc>r1 1 1:1tic,r1 is as l1ig a 
1 1 1esc, ,ls tl1e 11 1ater 1�1l world 1t rcflcctc; a11d tra1 1sfor 1 1 1s. We c.· 111br.1cc tl1c 111ess , all c,f it. 
I t 's all life. Bt1t w 1tl1 in the vast cl1aos of the alive, ccrta11 1  111for 111at 1011 a11 cl ccrtai,1 
11 1ater ial tl1 i11 gs begin to coalesce into a poetics or a way-of-k 11c)w 111g or a w<1y-(>f
acting. We can draw certain pro te 111 conclusions, as long as we do 11 't pla<;ter tl1c.:11 1 
over and set the111 up on altars. Neither inforn1ation nor indeed a11y one ''fact'' 
constitutes a thing-in-jtself. The very word iriformatiort i 1npl 1es an 1dcolo6'Y, or 

rather a paradigm, rooted in unconscious fear of the silence of n1 atter ar1d of tl1e 
universe. Information is a substitute for certainty, a left over fetish of dogn1atics, 
a si,per-stitio , a spook. ''Poetic facts,, are not assimilable into the doctr ine of 
information. ''Knowledge is freedom,, is true only when freedom is understood as 
a psycho-kinetic skill. Infor mation is a chaos; knowledge is the spontaneous 
order ing of that chaos; freedom is the surfing of the wave of that spontaneity. These 
tentative conclusions constitute the shifting and marshy ground of our ''theory ." 
The TAZ wants all information and all bodily pleasure in a great complex 
confusion of sweet data and sweet dates facts and feasts wisdom and wealth. 
This is our economy - and our war. D 
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C O M M O N  L AW F O R  T H E  

E L E C T RO N I C  F RO N T I E R  

Networked Computing Challenges the Laws 

that Govern Information and Ownership 

A n n e  W .  B r a n s c o m b  

''Cyberspace," says John P Barlow, computer activist and co-founder of the Electronic 
Frontier Foundation, ''remains a frontier region, across which roam the few aboriginal 
technologists and cyberpunks who can tolerate the austerity of its savage computer 
interfaces, incompatible communications protocols, proprietary barricades, cultural 
and legal ambiguities, and general lack of useful maps or metaphors." 

It looks much the same to the legal profession. As networks become less the toys 
of the console cowboys and more ubiquitous in the daily lives of ordinary co111puter 
users, a new breed of lawyers is trying to adapt existing laws to the electronic frontier. 

The behavior of computer users in cyberspace, a tern1 for electronic space 
coined by science fiction writer Willian1 Gibson, confounds the carefully honed skills 
of lawyers to make sense of the n1.orass of new uses of i1uor n1.ation technology. The 
electronic environment of con1puter networks is marked by versatility, con1plexity, 
diversity, and extraterritoriality. All these characteristics pose challenges to the laws 
that gover n generating, organizing, transnutting, and archiving inforn1ation. 

Today the exchange of information in a network can defy efforts to stop distri
bution by the very speed with which the deed is accomplished via satellites and 
optical fibers. In 1988 it took only a matter of hours for the Worm, a rogue con1puter 
program, designed by Cor nell University graduate student Robert T. Morris, Jr., to 
circulate through and disable the Internet, the network used by scientists. 

The ease with which electronic impulses can be 111.anipulated , modified , and 
erased is hostile to a deliberate legal system that arose in an era of tangible things 
and relies on documentary evidence to validate transactions, incri1ninate 
nuscreants, and affirm contractual relations. W hat have been traditionally known 
as letters, jour nals, photographs, conversations, videotapes , audiotapes , and books 
merge into a single stream of undifferentiated electronic impulses. 

The complex environment and fluid n1.essages make it difficult to deter 11une 
which version of a document or electronic envelope is the draft or review or 
''published'' copy. The diversity of inputs and outputs also 111akes it difficL1lt to 
deternune who is the author, publisher, republisher, reader, or archivist. 



U tllil'l till' I ()7(> ll'\'l'lll)ll l)f till' ( '<)J)y1 1g l1t l ,l\V, ()Ill' l l lllSl ,lSSl l l l ll' tl1c1l .111y ( ) ?  ig i11 .1l 
\\l)rk l" FlJ<.)t l'L't l'ti l1)' .111 L111�1t1l)l1,l1L'll c <)i)yt 1gl1t t111t1l 11t1l1l i,l1L·cl. ( .<>11,e<1t1c1 1tly, wl1c11 
11rl'l l\t'I\ ,l ,, <)J k 1, �1t1l1l1,l1L'Li ,111tl t111<IL·r wl1 .1t i1rc>v1,c> 1t '" rl'lt.·a,t·cl .11 e 111attcrs <>f 
L't)tl\tlil·r.1l1IL' lt·g.11 111tL'fl''lt. Iii tl1c clL'Ctr<.>111c rL·c.·c>r<.i .1 <..C>J>yrrgl1tal)lc ''w11Li11g''' I f  c..o, l1y 
.111 111<it\ 1<1L1,1l c1r �1 grc1t1i1? St1 �1pc)�C \C)llll' 111t.•111l1cr, w1,l1 l<) cxtr,1ct JJ<>rt1c,11s <>f t ill' 
c.·011,'l'f\,1t1t)11 .111ti tr.111,111it tl1c111 to otl1crs. Wot1lci tl1at co11st1tL1tc fair Ll\l' <>r 1111sLl\l';. 

Tl1L1,, tl1c 111for11 1atio11 i11d L1<it ry, \vJ1icl1 l1a<; tl1riveti <>11 a co11vc11 ic11t arra11gl'.111c11t 
l1ct\\'l'L'tl \'l'Stl'd i11tercsts of nL1tl1ors, pL1blisl1crs, a11d libraries, 1s 11c)w c.011frc>11t 111g �1 

ti1flt·re11t cco110111ic c11viro11111c11t. Co1 1 1pL1tcr Ltscrs have greater freedc>111 to rcac J1 OLtt 
.111d clr.l\V fi-0111 ,1 chgital environ111e11t chunks of data in differe11t for111s. It i� difficult 
to ort OL1t \vho is entitled to co111pensation or royalties fron1 which use of data. 
More0\1er, \Vhe11 a distribL1ted network has n1ultipl e  participants, it will be n1ore 
co111plicated to deter111ine who is entitled to clain1 reco111pense for value added. 

La\\ryers, for whon1 legal ju risdict ion involves the statutory reach of persons 
residir1g vvithin certain boundaries, are further confounded by the extraterritori
ality ( or nonterritorial ity) of cyberspace. Electronic con1lllunities abound as nodes 
t ied together in a network, be they independent computer bullet in boards or 
inforn1ation network providers such as CompuServe, Prodigy Services Company, or 
the Electronic Inforn1ation Exchange System (EIES). 

The earliest global networks, such as the Society for Worldwide Interbank 
Financial Telecommunication (SW IFT), a system that transfers funds electronically, 
operate under very stringent rules to wh ich member banks subscribe when 
entering the system. University network services are scurrying to set up their own 
codes of conduct in the aftermath of the Internet Worm. How these codes of 
conduct will mesh with local, state, and national laws will prove challenging. 

A dialogue held on the Whole Earth ' Lectric Link (W ELL), a computer network 
operated out of Marin County, California, by Stewart Brand of Whole Eartlz Catalog 

fame, suggests that '' computer crackers' '  will push the outer limits of network security 
as long as any barrier exist s to the free flow of information.A recent revolt of Prodigy 
subscribers protesting censorship of electronic messages indicates that users \Vant 
more voice in determining the rules under which they will participate. 

Yet \vhat information should be free? Weather forecasts , perhaps ne\\.'S of 
impending disasters, epidemics, pests, volcanic eruptions? It is inconceivable that \\·e 
should contemplate a society in which everybody must pay a meter to learn chat a 
hurricane is on the way. But as more and more information is provided b)· the pri,·ate 
rather than the public sector, the line between what is public and \vhat is pr1\c1te blurs. 

Moreover, the demarcation between public and private seems to change 
constantly. W hat was yesterday freely obtainable (network sport ing e\·ents) con1es 
today on a pay-as-you-go basis ( on cable channels). Indeed, one obstacle to 
networked videot ex services has been the reluctance of consun1ers co pa\ for 
information in electronic form "vhen it is available in printed forn1 at a lo\\·er co·c. 
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The privatization and commercialization of information do not sit well with 
computer hackers, who look on computer networks as an open, sharing society 
in which the skilled contribute to the welfare of the cooperative. Yet, like the 
pioneers on the Western frontier, they are confronted by those who wish to fence 
in their private domains. 

Many computer professionals, for example, have objected to the proprietary 
control of the user interfaces, which programmers need to design compatible and 
sometimes competitive products. One such group, known as the nuPrometheus 
League (for the Titan who stole fire from the gods and gave it to humankind), 
distributed some of the source code of Apple Computer's Macintosh to a variety 
of computer professionals. 

The distribution was apparently a protest against aggressive litigation Apple had 
instigated against Hewlett-Packard Company and Microsoft Corporation. Apple 
claimed copyright infringement of its source code on the grounds that software sold 
by the defending companies appropriated the ''look and feel'' of its user interface. 

The letter accompanying the distribution of  the source code was signed 
''nuPrometheus League (Software Artists for Information Dissemination)' '  and 
stated : ''Our objective at Apple is to distribute everything that p revents other 
manufacturers from creating legal copies of Macintosh . As an organization, 
nuPrometheus League has no ambition beyond seeing the genius of a few Apple 
employees benefit the entire world, not just dissipated by Apple through litigation 
and ill will." 

Apple management, which had once encouraged the sharing of software on 
floppy disks to encourage the use of its computers, promised to prosecute ''to the 
full extent of the law." It declared that those in  possession of the code were 
recipients of stole11 property and could be prosecuted under federal laws that 
prohibit mailing stolen property across state lines. 

But U.S. law also has traditionally recognized that much information is freely 
available for all the world to take and develop as a shared resource. Indeed, the recent 
Supreme Court decision of Feist Pi,blicatiorzs v. Rural Telephone Service Company 
confirmed that the concept of shared information is alive and well. 

In this case, an independent telephone company refused to license the use of 
its telephone directory to Feist Publications, which packaged wider-a rea direc
tories. So Feist extracted the numbers, claiming they were facts that were not 
susceptible to copyright protection. 

The Supreme Court ag reed , putting to rest the labored efforts of a long line 
of lower courts that attempted to c raft a ''sweat of the brow' ' theory to cover the 
substantial investme nt made by data base providers in gathering, processing , 
packaging, and marketing their information products. 

T he application of intellectual property concepts to databases may become 
more complex as a result of the Feist decision. Under the copyright rubric, only 
original expression may be copyrighted , not facts or ideas. Computers can scan 
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�)rL'\L'tlt,\tl<.)11 tlr till' 'i<)ft\v,l rL' i)r<.lg1 .1111s lt\c:tl l<> ,c>rt t ill' 111fc>r111�1ti<>11, tl1t·y 11 1.1y 11c,L l1c 
111fi·1 11g1r1g till' C<.)l))'r1gl1t <.)f tl1L· ''c<>111�11l<1t 1011," tl1c: IL·g.11 l1c>c>k <>11 \v l1ic�1, clatal):tscs 
11c)\\ l1.111g tl1t•1r pr<)tect1ve 11,\ts. 

U11lt·,, C"c)11gres, c)r tl1e st,1tcs cl.1rify wJ1at 111 a clatal1asc ca11 l1e prc,tcctecl, 
i11 f<.)r 111at1011 prc)\11cier5 will l1ave to co11t111L1e to rely l,trgc]y 011 c.011t1,1c.ts wit l1 t l1eir 
ttsers. It 1s 11ot e11t1rely clear, l1owcvcr , wl1etl1er a co11tract t l1at appears 111<>111e11tarjly 
011 tl1e cree11 prior to Ltse 1s  valid if the user has had 110 opportu11ity to 11cgot1.1te 
tl1e ter111s. Ltrely, ir1for 111ation will not be shared with con1pet1tors u11lcss so111c 
qL1id pro qL10 is offered or some elee111osynary 1notive is apparent. Giv1ng away the 
frL1its of i11tellectual labor without fair and equitable compensation is a policy not 
de tined to st1rvive the rigors of a marketplace economy. 

At the other end of the spectrum of the debate over public and private 
infor 1nation are the protesters who would like to control the distribution of 
personal information about themselves. As more computer networks come on
line, more users are becoming aware that personal data are being gathered and 
correlated for someone else's purposes. T he regulation of transaction-generated 
information, such as the records from telephone calls or credit card purchases, is a 
legal nightmare waiting to happen. 

This issue caught the public interest through the controversy over caller I.D.,  
or automated number identification, which allows holders of'' 8oo'' numbers or 
anyone subscribing to the service to read a caller's number from a video 
terminal. This feature permits marketers to greet callers by their first names but, 
more important, to correlate their names and addresses with purchasing habits. 

In fact, the telephone number i s  fast becoming as least as important an 
identifier as the social security card or the diver's license number (which is one and 
the sam e in many states). Transaction-generated information can be mixed and 
matched with census data, postal codes, and such other publicly available informa
tion as automobile and boat registrations, birth registrations, and death certificates. 

T his  information, which has long been available  to small marketers at 
prohibitive costs from such large corporate information gatherers as  Equifax 
Marketing Decision Systems, can provide precise profi les of poten-tial buyers. But 
when Equifax joined forces with Lotus Development Corporation to offer an 
inexpensive product called Lotus Marketplace, a set of optical disks containing 
data on 80 million households and more than 1 20 million individuals, 30.000 
people wrote in to have their names removed from the database. 

Yet that database is typical of the type of information that is available ,\·hen crecht 
cards or any electronically readable media are used to make a purchase. K-.\11art 
Corporation, Sears, Roebuck and Co., and J. L. Hudson Compan)' collect point
of-sale data from credit card customers and either revvard frequent bu1·er� or 
appeal to their tastes and buying habits. One of the most aggress1,·e of the ne,,· 
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''relationship marketers'' is Quaker Oats, which has a database of 3 5 mill ion 
households to whom it sends discount coupons and tracks their redemption. 
Citicorp has been experimenting with a database of two million consenting 
customers who shop at supermarket chains across the country. 

Clearly, the uproar over Lotus Marketplace, which caused it to be canceled, 
indicates that citizens are becoming apprehensive about the information about 
them that is being collected and correlated. Yet digital data are almost totally 
unregulated because they do not neatly fit into any of the legal boxes we have 
developed over the past r oo years. Traditionally the established laws governing 
communications apply specifically to mail, newspaper, cable television , and radio 
broadcasting, in their s eparate legal pigeonholes. Signals in a digital environment 
do not differentiate between voice, video, and data. 

Already the lines between cable and broadcasting are becoming indistinct, as 
are the lines between what constitutes a common carrier (the telephone network) 
and a content provider (newspapers, journals, and books). The common carriers , 
such as Bell operating companies , are petitioning to become information 
providers as a quid pro quo for installing optical fiber to the home that will 
f acilitate the f ully digital and networked environment of the f uture. 

Ironically, the telephone companies are being besieged by demands to exercise 
control over the obscenity and pornography offered on the ''900'' paid-access calls ,  
as anxious parents deplore salacious conversations as well as excessive charges on 
their telephone bills. But in late 1 990, when Prodigy, an on-line service owned by 
IBM and Sears, admitted to controlling the content of messages posted on 
electronic bulletin boards, it met with just the opposite reaction from users. 

Prodigy was accused of censorship for curtailing an on-line discussion critical 
of its rates and for discontinuing several controversial computer conferences 
involving sexual preferences. The public debate blossomed into a full-fledged 
airing of the nature of open discussion on electronic media. 

Prodigy contended that it had the right to screen public messages posted on 
bulletin boards and conferences, on the basis that it was similar to the Walt Disney 
Productions cable channel, a family service. Many users disagreed. They likened the 
electronic forums in which they participated to the coffeehouses of Paris or a street 
corner or a private gathering in one of their homes. 

Indeed, electronic bulletin boards (many operated by individuals who allow 
access only to their friends) have grown up in an atmosphere of open, uninhibited 
discussion. The W ELL, for example, operates under the assumption that each person 
owns and is responsible for whatever he or she says. 

Whether the law will recognize such individual responsibility and control in 
electronic media remains to be seen. Nor is it certain that the law will absolve the 
network provider from liability for messages it allowed to be ''published'' or 
distributed. Indeed, there is considerable danger that the law will atten1pt to cover 
all electronic media under the same rubric without recognizing the vast diversity 
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l1,1c.·kt·r, ,  .1 tt·r111 tl1,1t 11.1, c t.>111t• to 1 11t·.1 11 t 1 1 1,c rLIJJt1 lc.>tts yc.Jt1 11g,tcrs wl1c> wreak l1av<>C 
,,·1tl1 co 111pt1lt'r sy'itc111s. 1 11 Febrt1,1ry 1 990, 111e111ber, <Jf a l1 .. 1c.kcr grc.>tlJ) c.1llc·c.i tilt.: 
I t'g1011 of 1)00 111 \\·ere .1 rrestcc.i a11d cl1argcd witl1 brc.1k1 11g 1 11tc> tl1e c· c, 111J)t1tcrs c,f 
Bell ot1tl1. Tl1ree of tl1e targets later pleaded gt1ilty to c;teali11g a Bcll�o ttth text file 
for its 9 1 1 cr11erger1cy telepl1011e syste111. 

Ther1, 1 11 May I 990, a two-year Secret Service operation called ) Llt1clevil 
ct1l11ur1ated i.r1 27 si 111t1ltaneous searches in which 40 con1puter systems were seized. 
011e inclico11ent for publishing the inforn1ation was dropped because the defe11dant's 
la\vyer convinced the authorities that the 1naterial was already published. Others arc 
still a\vaiting indiconent without the return of equipment that was seized. 

Sundevil precipitated an outcry f rom computer professionals that constitu
tional rights were being trampled on, and the electronic Frontier Foundation , 
devoted to protecting those rights, was established. The incident itself, however, is 
indicative of the confusion surrounding legal concepts that have survived the test 
of time in the noncomputer world but may not stand up to scrutiny in the  
electronic context . 

Property has traditionally been something that can be transferred from place 
to place or person to person.  Theft is defined as '' depriving the owner of the use 
thereof ." In an electronic environment ,  although a piece of software or a 
component of a database may be valuable, the intruder who accesses it without 
authorization is not depriving the owners or authorized users of its use, unless the 
data are maliciously destroyed or distorted. 

Some forms of miscreant behavior, such as introducing a message bearing a virus 
into a network, may not be destructive. Still, they may clog the computer's memory, 
denying authorized users access to their data. Any unauthorized entry alarms 
network managers because they fear some undesirable and deleterious consequence. 

A ''hacker'' law recently enacted in the U.K. makes unauthorized entI) ' 
punshishable as a misdemeanor and entry with malicious intent a felony. In the 
U.S., several states have passed special legislation to expand their computer crime 
laws to cover the insertion of viruses and other rogue programs into sofnvare or 
network systems. 

Proposed federal legislation would expand the Computer Fraud and Abuse 
Act of 1986 to cover ''reckless disregard ' ' for the consequences in addition co 
specific intent to cause damage or harm . There is also a move to enlarge the 
definition of venue. Such legislation would make it possible to try an alleged 
perpet rator in any state through which, from which, or into ,,·hich so1ne pare of 
the transmission is found to have occurred. 

Another potential legal issue surrounds the ability of computers to alter and 
distort data and images. With computerized capability to cut and paste u11age�. 
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what you see may not be what actually took place. An  incident that occurred in 
the weeks just before the election of November 6, 1990, in Massachusetts may be 
a harbinger of more widespread controversies. A popular Boston television 
journalist, Natalie Jacobson, interviewed the two contenders in the gubernatorial 
race. Both candidates, John Silber and W illiam Weld, were filmed in their homes 
to let the viewers see the intimate sides of their characters and family lives. 

During the interview, however, Silber berated the audience for denigrating 
those women w ho, like one of his daughters (as well as his wife), chose to ded
icate their lives to the care of husband, home, and children. The implication of his 
comments was that working mothers who left children in day care were selfish 
and uncaring. 

The outburst so rufiled working women, a large voting bloc, that the Weld 
campaign incorporated this segment into a political advertisement. The in1age of 
Silber, however, was enlarged and slightly distorted, so that he appeared more 
menacing than in the original shot. In addition, taking the conversation out of 
context made his words sound more threatening. The ad was widely criticized, and 
the Silber campaign took in1mediate action to have it withdrawn. 

T he incident raises interesting political as ,;veil as legal issues about the ease 
with which voice, data, and images can be downloaded and n1anipulated almost 
instantaneously for retransmission. Should a temporary restraining order have 
been available to prevent television stations from broadcasting the spot or would 
that have constituted prior restraint? Should Silber have a case against Weld for 
libel or slander? If so, what is the appropriate penalty, recompense, or sanction? 

On the other hand, should the television station have a right of action against 
the Weld campaign or other broadcasters for copyright infringen1ent for carrying an 
excerpt from a copyrighted newsn1agazine? Should the television correspo11dent 
have a right of action against Weld for distorting the image or changing its context? 
Was the copying and rebroadcast of the seginent a ''fair use'' of her work product? 

Still other relatively unexplored legal territory surrounds the way companies 
conduct business over networks. A recent California case, Rev/011 v. Lo<.<1.istico1L, I,zc., 
was the computer-age equivalent of shutting off the pl1ones for nonpayn1ent. On 
October 16, I 990, Logisticon, a software fir111, brought the operations of Rev 1011, 
the cosmetics firm, to a dead halt by ren1otely disabling the software that n1anaged 
the distribution of products from warehoL1se to retail stores. Logistico11 justified 
the curtailment of service because Revlon had refused to 111ake the next 
scheduled payment u11der its contract. 

Logisticon's action, w hich was characterized by a Revlon vice preside11t a 
'' commercial terrorism," resulted in a loss of three days of activity at Revlon's 111ai11 
distribution centers. Revlon raced to court, accusi11g Logistico11 of extortio11, breach 
of contract, and trespass, an1ong other co111plai11ts. Logisticor1 clai111ed a right to 
disable the software because Revlo11 had refused to l1onor the 1 1ext pay111e11t. 



"f l1t• lc.:g.tl i,,Llt'\ .1rc...· tl l\'ri .1tl W l1(> ' ' (>\\' t l t'tl'' till' S<>lt\\',ttt• 111st.1llt:ll ,v1tl 1 1 11 tile ' , 
l)lls1 11c..·,, t)tl1t'c...•,: W.1, tl1c...· .1g1c...·c...·111t·11t .1 ''J1ltrt� J1,1st•'' (>f- S<>ft,,•,1re <)r ,1 ' ' l1c.:c11sc'' t<> ll c 
\l)ft,, .1rt•? A 11ti (it1c...· , tt 111.1kc...· .1 (l t ff l'r<...' tlC<...'? I i,I l .. <.>gisticc>11 act i 1111>r <> J)crly 1,y 
<.il\l'Ilg.1g111g l(\ \()ft\\ .lrc...• \0 r>rL'C ll)lt()llsly, C)f \V,l"i it ,lCti11g \Vi tl1i11 it"i Jeg,11 r ig}1ts 111 

c..i1,.11',l111g tl1c.: t1,c of' 1t, 1-)r()1-1r 1t•t,1ry 1-)rt>clt1ct? \l1c1t1l(i it l1ave clisclc,sccl t<> Jtevlc) 11 
cl1e ex1 ,te11ce ot' tl1e re111otc c.1pal)1li t y to ti1,.1l)le tl1e ,oft\varc:? 

E , ·e11 111ore 1111port,111t tl1,111 tl1e SLt bstc1 1 1cc: of legal isst1es t l1at ,vi ] J ar ise frc>111 
c.i.1ta 11et,,·ork, 1s the quest 10 11 of what grot1p \vill detcr 111i11c: \Vl1ich Ia,vs <>r 
operat 111g r t1les sh,111 apply. No\vl1ere is th 1� 111ore clear tl1ar1 i11 tl1l! e 111erge 11ce c>f 
co111pt1ter bulletin board such as the W ELL. 

Without question , computer bulletin boards are an electronic }1ybrid, parts of 
,vh 1ch n1ay be looked on as either public or private, depending on the desires of 
the participants. These are analogous to mail, conversations , Journals , chitchat, or 
meeting . Under normal circumstances, this electronic environ 1nent 111ight be 
considered more like a street corner where one is entitled to 1nake 1nforn1al 
ren1arks co one's intimate friends. 

But many bulletin boards are accessed by users intent on ''publication'' for the 
record scientists pursuing common interests in a research project, for instance. The 
cooperative writing may therefore have substantial historical, political, or scientific 
value as a publishable research paper or journal article or treatise or textbook. 

A community is usually governed by its duly enacted laws , which represent 
the ethical values of the group. But what if the computer conference or electron 1c 
bulletin board crosses the borders of two or more states or nations? In that case, 
more than one legal system may apply wi th r ules that differ within the separate 
legal dominions. Should the community's laws be those of the geographic or the 
electronic locus? If the latter, how should the laws be promulgated? W ho should 
administer them? W hat sanctions should enforce them? W hat institutions are 
responsible for resolving disputes in the global information marketplace? 

Cyberspace is a frontier where territorial rights are being established and 
electronic environments are being djfferentiated in much the ,�·ay' the Western 
frontier was pushed back by voyageurs, pioneers, miners, and cattlemen. And the 
entrepreneurs are arriving with their new insti tutions and 1nforn1acion 
technology, in much the same way as the pony express and ratlroads pioneered 
communications networks during the nineteenth century. 

Lawmaking is a complicated process that takes place in a larger uru,·erse cha11 
the confines of legislatures and courts. Many la,vs are ne, ·er ,,rritten. l\1an1· scarutof) · 
laws are never enforced. Legal systems develop from communit) · standard and 
consensual observance as well as from litigation and legislati"·e deter nu 11at1on. �o. 
too, will the conunon law of cyberspace evolve as users e)..-press their concer11s a11d 
seek consensual solutions to common problems. 0 
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On Innocence Organized 

• A D I L K N O  G e e r t  L o v , n k  

it'/1e1z reflectio ,1 l1as passed tli ro 11,Rlr i1rlo 
1 1ifi11 i t 1,de, i1z1z(>ce 1zce is reestablislzed. 

- Heinrich von Kleist 

With the emergence of a privileged mediocrity, the innocent l ife became 
accessible to the masses .  No longer was Joe Average part of a class striving to 
historical ends (e.g. ,  revolution or fascism); enter a cold era, now de\•01d of 
passion. While outside, storms raged and change rapidly followed change, one 's 
own life \.Vas left to grind to a halt. Time, regardless of history, fashion, polincs, sex, 
and the media, was to take its due course . The innocent made no fuss , they 
despised it. ' 'Come what may." Average folks considered themselves cogs in some 
giant machine , and were proud to admit it. They saw to it the trains ran on 
schedule, and returned home at night in time for supper. Instead of che old 
barriers, such as caste, sex, and religion, innocence introduced such brorrudae as 
tolerance, openness, and harmony. Positivism became lifestyle. Pos1nv1st critique 
served the reconstruction of politics and culture. Good times \Vere had, one \\·as 
busily and dynamically engaged and abundantly employed. A clear and simple 
view on reality reigned. The innocent did not incorporate the Good, che,· just 
hadn't a clue, though not lacking in standards. Crime was not for them . Thus, the)· 
involuntarily became the objects of strategies of Good and Evil . 

We are talking about a life without drama, immediacy, E11tsc/1eid1111 ... e. Thing.; 
will never get hot. Nothing will ever have to be decided on. You don't need co 
break out, in order to be just you. Rock ye no boats . The innocent chri,·e on 
everyday ritual, it's what makes them happy. A failing ,,·ashing machine: uffice- co 
drive one up the wall : the bloody thing just has to funcnon. The plight aga!nsc 
materiality is that it's always breaking do\vn, failing, malfunctioning and ge11erall)' 
behaving in odd ways, and chat it cannot be quietl)' replaced. U ncran11neled 
consumption holds a promise that from no\v on, nothing \v1ll e\·er happen. I11 thi 
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undisturbed existence, luxury becomes so natural, it goes  unnoticed. The 
innocent conscience is distinguished by its air of cramped grass-rootsiness, 
evoking a universe where personal irritations may explode without war ning :  time 
and again, streetlight s, traffic jams and delays, bureaucratic hassles, bad weather, 
construction noises, diseases, accident s, unexpected guests and ditto incidents, 
comprise an assault on innocent existence. Nonetheless, one is caught up in 
uncalled-for events. This  attitude of disturbance-deterrence, devoted to job and 
professional affairs, excludes all risk and has relegated to the attainable the status 
of sole criterion. The summum bonum of happiness consists of soft porn, moped, 
the new medium-priced car, one's own house and mortgage, interesting hobbies, 
club life, kids, elaborate birthdays of f amily members and friends, book clubs, 
Christmas cards, cro ss-stitched embroideries, ikebana, tending the garden, clean 
clothes, the biosphere of pets and indoor plants, guinea pigs, the rabbit in the yard, 
the pigeons in the attic, holiday destinations, dinners out, a bit of catching up or 
a general chat, Greenpeace membership, or tele-adoption  through the Foster 
Parents Plan. This ideal of an unrippled and spotless life is characterized by an 
endearing pretense of being literal ly everybody's goal. Innocence is  under 
constant treatment from doctor s, therapists, beauticians, acupt1ncturists, and garage 
keepers. Innocence likes to be tinkered at. It co nsiders it its duty to develop 
further and, if necessary, reeducate. Courses are taken, ADILK NO sessions 
participated in, the theater, concert halls, expos visited, books read, directions to 
forest walks followed, and n1ar tial ar ts actively engaged in . Innocence as a 
universal human right encompasses animals, plant life, arcl i.itecture, landscapes, and 
cultural expression. This is the condition under which the world 1nay be 
ultimately salvaged: neither utopian nor fatalistic, but smoothly functioning. 

The advertisement campaigns accon1panying this way of life appeal to the 
childlike joy of having one's accomplishments rewarded. Sce11es of smiling dads and 
mums who can afford just anything. A reference to the authoritaria11 circu111Sta11ces 
under which the child is raised to maturity and lear ns to talk. Innocence 
presupposes the enclosed security of family, school, company, and sports club. Under 
''infantile capitalism'' (Asada), desire is ten1pted by the offer of a secure existe11ce. By 
displaying good behavior, the ongoing changes in the vast world outside are asst1red 
not to cause any catastrophes. Rebellion is punished and virtually pointle s. The 
household comprises a fortified oasis. The others are ju t like you, and 111ovir1g fro111 
one cell to another you get the i1npression that life is swell. Surprises are solely 
per missible within well-acquainted constellatio11s. The crush alo 11e 111akes for a 
composed exception to the rule. In sex tl1ere 111ay yet be roo111 for assault , ,vitl1 all 
that may imply. This is why the personal ad is such a11 in11ocent 111ediL1111, l1avi11g 
nothing to do with prostitution or 111oral decline whatsoever. Tl1e l1igluight of 
innocent existence consists of the weddi11g day, the happiest d._1y of yo L1r life. 
Marriage is the one occasion in lus/her existe11ce on wlucl1 Joe/Jill Average 1 11�1 ' 

dress up in all his/her decoratior1s, a11d show tl1e111selves to the ,vorld at large. Tl1e 
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tl1e br1degroo111 ', ,l1oe,, tl1e orcl1e'>tra OLtt�1,ic, tl1c c.1br 1olet <>r carri:1gc, Ll1t· cl)c:cr i11g 
011Jooker , tl1e h1,tor 1cal wcdc..i111g roo111, tl1e 111ov111g cll·r b,y 111.111's SJJeecl1lct, tl1c 
\ta11d1r1g ovanor1 a11d gift<;, tl1e d11111er at <;0111e f.:1<;l1 1or1able rt:staL1ra11t, the st1l,scc1t1c11t 
feast till the 111all hours: no troL1ble or expenses are spare(l to create sur rc)t111cli11b� i,1 
\vl1ich everybody ends up getting terribly pissed, yet 11ever severely d1sgraci11g 
the111selves. A day to rernember in horror for the rest of your life, yet f<>rever 
1n1possible to forget, a wound in your life, a n1ental tattoo ruthlessly 1nflictc.:ci by 
fanlily members. Millions of couples shack up forever, JUSt so tl1ey won't have to 
cope with this. The pressure lies in the fact that there is no option but for the whole 
thing to proceed smoothly, so that even if it does, any fun that might have been 
there is definitely out. The greater misery the night before, the bigger joy come 
wedding night. Afterwards, it's safe havens forever. 

As innocence to a substantial degree consists of defense, it cannot remain 
neutral under the continuous outside threat facing it (thieves, rapists, hackers, 
counterfeiters, the incestuous, psychopaths, renegades, bacteria, missiles, toxic clouds, 
aliens, etc.). Neither can it summon any childlike curiosity concerning events in the 
outside world. Innocence's protective coating mirrors any threat posed by its 
environment, thus causing it to take on an aura of organization. The Mafia, youth 
gangs, criminal conspirators, sects, drug cartels, banditry, pirates are all thought to be 
after mediocrity's naivete. They're omnipresent spooks. Before you know, you may 
be involved, guilty of, or victimized by, fraud. Innocence, desperate to turn its head, 
to pretend that nothing's the matter, threatens to succumb. Ignorance may prove 
fatal, a more practical strategy consists of localizing and channeling attacks. Hand out 
to each individual an electronic guarantee of innocence and sooner or later any 
felon will end up in some specialist jail. In fact, innocence shouldn't need any 
legitimization, all this registration and surveillance merely causes it to lose its aura . 
Everyone is a potential illegal immigrant; even though the contrary may be proven, 
one remains a risk factor. At the present phase, escape in anonymity becomes dail,· 
more dangerous and undesirable. Neutrality thus appears a chosen isolation, the final 
outcome of which is grotesque exclusion. Those who aren't thoroughly online can 
make no appeals to organized innocence's compassion. 

Organized innocence is obsessed with Evil, gazing at and dissecting it, 
categorizing and exposing it, in order to finally bypass it altogether. Innocence 
owes its existence to its seeming opposite. One cannot confess innocence. for 
every confession must needs be one of guilt, any gesture a false pose pertaining co 
goodness itself. Everybody is infor med to start with, everyone kno\\'S all about the 
next person and there's a silent agreement that some things are best left unsaid. 
The innocent are discreet and do not interfere with certain hidden domains l of 
power, of lust, of death). No boundary violations here. Holidays ma)· offer on1e 
compensation, but everything has its season. Next of kin are those ca .. 1�1ng 
maximum annoyance. They are parsimonious neighbors, nois) kids. tunn�· 
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couples. First annoyances are quickly made emblems, forever there to fall back on. 
The others are scrutinized distrustfully, a form of surveillance which it is 
impossible to sanction since there no longer exists any common intercourse 
defining a norm. Normality can no longer define any aberration. Only drug
related nuisance, streetwalkers' districts and cribs, travelers ' sites and refugees' 
centers may now temporarily unite citizens in mobs, for f ear of declining 
property values. This neighborhood resistance is not ideologically motivated, one 
simply never gets down to the point of formulation of transferable ideas. The 
neighbors are doing model airplanes, oneself pref erring Pierre Boulez, what room 
is left for any exchange? There is more to separate us than mere garden fences. 
Therefore, too, accusations of racism or discrimination are off the mark here. 
There isn't any moral order to deteriorate into bigotry. 

Stereotypes get blurred. No one knows what a Jew might look li ke, or what 
distinguishes Turks from Moroccans (''All Turks go by the name of Ali''). The 
other's features don't stick, because one has no sense of identity oneself . So much 
for pc advertising, public-information campaigns, even cookbook recipes. 
Multiculturalist society is a clash of featureless citizens and the heirs to identities. 
There is a severe misunderstanding with the In11ocent concerning the Other 
come from afar. T here is a great readiness to accept the concept of differing 
cultures. They're assumed to function in the same type of isolation as ours. W ho 
would wish to visit upon another a dull life li ke our own, culminating as it does 
in likewise padded solitude? Tolerance n1eans envy of the other's simplicity. Friday 
rounds are not considered backward (as were once the strictly Reformed), but as 
proof of a devotion and consistency no longer available to oneself . The suburbs 
are polytheistic: everything is believed in. There is more than what 's been taught 
you at school but what? Seeking, one has found, but anxiety remains as to what 
more is gonna show up. Gurus, healing stones, skyward apparitions, voodoo, and 
encounters all slip past, without one having ever a chance of sharing these 
experiences. For a moment, one gets the impression that there's quite a bit going 
o.n, that the surrounding world is full of deep acquaintances, of pronuses and 
optimistic prospects. Before long, one finds oneself alone with all the acquired 
experiential cross-country attributes, the textbooks, perfumed oils, tl1 e dandy 
windbrea ker the two of us bought together, remember, the empty personal 
organizer, and holiday picture albums. What macrosocial guiding principle may 
dissolve all this weeny human suffering, will resolve our confusion? W here are 
they, the builders of this new state of affairs, a1nidst and around us? T he refugee, 
as a cultural carrier, n1ay prove prophetic. Ultimately, it is they who reintroduce to 
us our exiled spirituality, so sought-after in the West. 

Innocence may be lost through committing murder, participating in a little 
S&M, joining a bikers' club, opting for art, going under cover, yet the underworld 
of entertainment offers no consolation. One final option much in vogue consists of 
defecting to the war or genocide. T here can, however, be no refuge fro111 the 
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l11110L·t•11t·e car111ot l1L' 11t·gatetl, or t<>111 r>t·11,.1tt·<l fc>r, l>y 1L, C>J>J><>,ttc."I lie < >11e tl1111g it 
c.111't st.111ti t\ p.,rty 11oc)11crs. l�l11s 11r<1ce,s <>f <.lt·cc>1111>c>s1l1011 w1tl1i11 11<>r111a lity c,ffers 
Ill) .1lter11.1tive J11ci puts t111 110 figl1t, r1or evc11 cl<>t'S 1t  1 11:1kt· ,1 J)<>1 r1t. " J  l1r<>l1gl1 it, 
11111oce11ce 1s exl1,1t1sted. ()11e ca1111ot l)e spr,tt:ly a11cl l1JJJPY �111 clay, fc)rt:vcr te:.·a rir1g 
.1st111der tl1e gr1111e by co11�trt1ctjve think111g. l 1111oc.e11c:.e 1s 11ot i11 cia11ger <Jf l)ci11g 
\v1ped ot1t by either revolt1tion or reactio11. It ca11 011ly w1tl1cr, g<) t111cler ir1 pc)vt:rty, 
slo,vly va11ish out of sight, as though 111ea11t to waste away. Grot1ndecl love affairs �1rc 
resolved by ordering a du111pster in which 011e's accu111t1lated 1n11oc.enc.e is disi1oseci 
of, 111 order to 1nake a cleaner, wilder start after interior redecoration procedures. A 
generation before, the politicization of the private n1anaged to get so1ne 1nnoc.ence 
out the front door, but it's regrouped with a vengeance and now has grunge rockers, 
ge11eration X-ers, trance freaks, and other youth categories all searching in vain for 
son1e firm footing they can react against in some other format than that of fashion 
or the media, innocence's latest organizational modes. Government itself 1s no\v the 
most outspoken antiracist, antisexist, antifascist, antihomelessness, and generally anti
anything the well-intended insurrectionists are liable to oppose. The one tlung left 
for innocent younger generations to vent their anger on is all forms of organized 
innocence itself. Abundant material for grounding an enormous social movement, 
to start working at innumerable separate issues, in order to discover a conunon 
grounds in all those disparate little divisions. Boycott insurance companies, raid 
those self-assured infant clothing shops, torch the redundan t gift stores we've a 
consumers' paradise to destroy! But let's not get excited . We'll have innocence fade 
away, see it quiet down. Tell you what, we' ll not even mention it. D 

ADILKNO, the Foundation for the Advancement of Illegal Knowledge (a.k.a. BILWET). 
Amsterdam, 1995. 
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() F T H E  F L E S H  M A C: I- I I N E  

C r i t i c a l  A r t  E n s e m b l e  

Over the past century, the two machines that comprise the state apparatus have 
reached a level of sophistication that neither is likely to transcend.1"hese co111p]cx 
111echanisms the war machine and the sight machine \vill go through rnan1, 
generations of refinement in the years to come; for the time being, ho\ve\'er, the 
boundaries of their influence have stabilized. 

The war machine is the apparatus of violence engineered to mai11tain the 
social, political, and economic relationships that support its continued existence in 
the world. The war machine consumes the assets of the world in classified rituals of 
uselessness (for example, missile systems that are designed never to be used, but. 
rather, to pull competing systems of violence into high-velocity cycles of \\1ar-tech 
production), and in spectacles of hopeless massacre (such as the Gulf War). The 
history of the war machine has generally been perceived in the West as histOI)' itself 
(although some resistance to this belief began during the nineteenth centu[}·). And 
while the war machine has not followed a unilinear course of progress. due to 
disruptions by moments of inertia caused by natural disasters or cultural exhausoon. 
its engines have continued to creep toward realizing the historical construcoon of 
becoming the totality of social existence. Now it has reached an unsurpassable 
peak a violence of such intensity that species annihilation is not onJ1· possible. but 
probable. Under these militarized conditions, the human condition becomes one or
continuous alarm and preparation for the final moment of collecti\·e mortalit:·· 

The everpresent counterpart of the war machine is the sight machine. It has 
two purposes: to mark the space of violent spectacle and sacrifice. and co co11crol 
the symbolic order. The first task is accomplished through sun·e1-ing and mapping 
all varieties of space, from the geographic to the social. Through the de\·elopn1e11c 
of satellite-based imaging technologies, in combination \\rith computer net\\'Ork 
capable of sorting, storing, and retrieving vast amounts of \-isual infor111acio11. a 
wholistic representation has been constructed of the social. policical. econonuc. 
and geographical landscape(s) that allovvs for near-perfect sun·eillance ot- all areas. 
from the micro to the macro. Through such v-isualization techniques. an)· ,1 ruacion 
or population deemed unsuitable for perpetuating the \"\·ar n1achine ca11 be 
targeted for sacrifice or for containment. 



The second function of the sight machine, to control the symbolic order, 
means that the sight machine must generate representations that normalize the 
state of war in everyday life, and which socialize new generations of individuals into 
their machinic roles and identities. T hese representations are produced using all 
types of imaging technologies as low-tech as a paint brush and as high-tech as 
a supercomputer. The images are then distributed through the mass media in a 
ceaseless barrage of visual stimulation. To make sure that an individual cannot escape 
the imperatives of the sight machine for a single waking moment, ideological 
signatures are also deployed through the design and engineering of all artifacts and 
architectures. This latter strategy is ancient in its origins, but with the velocity and 
the absence of spatial restrictions in the mass media ,  the sight machine now has the 
power to systematically encompass the globe in its spectacle. This is not to say that 
the world will be homogenized in any specific sense. The machinic sensibility 
understands that differentiation is both useful and necessary. However, the world 
will be  homogenized in a general sense. Now that the machines are globally and 
specifically interlinked with the ideology and practices of pancapitalism, we can be 
certain that a hyper-rationalized cycle of production and consumption, under the 
authority of nomadic corporate-military control, will become the guiding dynamic 
of the day. How a given population or territory arrives at this principle will be open 
to negotiation, and is measured by the extent to which profit (tribute paid to the 
war machine) increases within a given area or an1ong a given population. 

In spite of the great maturity of these machines, a necessary element still seems 
to be missing. W hile representation has been globally and rationally encoded vvith 
the imperatives of pancapitalism, the flesh upon which these codings are further 
inscribed has been left to reproduce and develop in a less than instrumental 1nanner. 
To be sure, the flesh machine has intersected both the sight and war machines since 
ancient times, but, comparatively speaking, the flesh n1achine is truly the slo"vest to 
evolve. This is particularly true in the West, where practices in health and medicine, 
genetic engineering, and the development of recon1binant organisms have thor
oughly intersected with nonrational practices (particularly those of the spirit). 
Even when they were secularized after the Renaissance, these practices have 
consistently been less successful, when compared to their counterparts, i11 insuring 
the continuance of a given regime of state power. Unlike the war machine and the 
sight machine, which have accon1plished their supren1e tasks the potential for 
species annihilation for the former, and global n1apping and mass distribution of 
ideologically coded representation for the latter the flesh n1-achine has utterly 
failed to concretize its imagined world of global eugenics. 

The simple explanation for the flesh machine's startling lack of develop111e11t 
is cultural lag. As the West shifted fron1 a feudal to a capitalist eco110 111y, ratio11al
izing the benefits of production in regard to war was a relatively si111ple t�1 k. 
National wealth and border expansion were clearly 111arked a11d ble 11ded \veil 
with the trace leftovers of feudal ideology. Manife t destiny, for exa111ple, did 11ot 
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� 1 .1ltl1 Ll'i L1rgt1e<.i tl1at tl1e t1e 11 ti1d 11ot l1a\'l' to be ratio11al11t:ti tl1r(>t1gl1 ect1lj_ r 
er1g111eer111g. s111ce 1c \\'a already rationalized by the divine order of tl1c cos,nos 
de\1g,1ed by God Hin1self. Although the 11011ratio11al 111otivacion of origi11al i r1 
\\"Ot1ld gt1ara11tee repl1cat1on of the \VO rk force, God had placed natural checks 011 

the popul at1on, so only those \vho \vere needed would be produced. The 
u11ci\·1lized lo,\'er classe coLtld be encouraged to have as n1any children as possible 
,\·ithout fear that the population would overrun those in God's grace, because God 
,,·ould sort the good from the bad through famine, disease, and other r1atural 
catastrophes. For this reason, the flesh could be left to its O\Vn means, free of human 
inter\· ention, and human progress could focus on fruition through econo111 ic  
progress. Spencerian philosophy, arriving half a century later, complemented this 
notion by suggesting that those fit for survival would be naturally selected in the 
social realm. The most skillful, intelligent, beautiful, athletic, etc., (\vhatever traics 
,vere desired by the "\var machine) would be naturally selected by the structure of 
the society itself that of '' open'' capitalist competition. Hence the flesh machine 
,,•as still in no need of vigorous attention; however, Spencer did act as a hinge for 
the development of eugenic consciousness by constructing an ideological 
predisposition for conflating natural and social models of selection (the former 
arrived a decade or so after Spencer's primary theses were published). This made it 
possible for genetic engineering to become a naturalized social function , intimately 
tied to social progress v..rithout being a perversion of nature in fact. it \\·as no,\' a 
part of nature. At this point eugenic consciousness could continue to de,·elop 
uninterrupted by feudal religious dogma until its traces e,·aporated out of capicali t 
economy, or until it could be better reconfigured to suit the needs of capitali n1. 
W hile the idea of a eugenic world continued to flourish in all capitalist cou11trie . 
and culm inated in the Nazi flesh experiment of the 1930s and earl)' 1940s. the 
research never materialized that \vould be neceSSar)' to ele,;ace the flesh machine to 
a developmental level on a par ,\11th the \\1ar machine. 

Perhaps there is an even simpler ex-planaoon. Large-scale machinic de\·elop
ment occurs at the pace of one machine at a rime, since scarce resource alJO\\. for 
onl)· so much indirect military research. After the \\'ar machine came co full fruition 
during World War I I, along ,v1th the attendant economic expan ion. it becan1e 
possible to allocate a generous helping of excess capital for the e�-pansion ot-the nex't 
machine. In this case, it \\'as the sight machine chat had pro,red ics ,ralue dur1r1° the 
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war effort with the development of radar and sonar, and thereby jumped to the 
front of the line for maximum investinent. It was also clearly understood at this 
point that global warfare required new attention to logistic organization. The road 
between strategic and tactical weapons and logistical needs had leveled out ,  and this 
realization also pushed the sight machine to the front of the funding line. 
Conversely, the need of the Allied powers to separate themselves ideologically as far 
as possible from Nazi ideology pushed the desired develop1nent of the flesh 
machine back into the realm of nonhuman intervention. Consequently, the alliance 
between the war machine and the sight machine continued without interruption, 
delivering increasingly sophisticated weapons of mass destruction. This alliance also 
gave r ise to an ever more enveloping visual/ information apparatus most notably 
satellite technology, television, video, computers, and the Net. 

While the war machine reached relative completion in the 6os, the sight 
machine did not reach relative completion until the 8os (die-hard \veb-users might 
want to argue for the 90s). Now a third machine can claitn its share of excess capital, 
so the funds are flowing in increasing abundance to a long-deferred dream. The 
flesh machine is here. It has been turned on , and , like its siblings the war n1achine 
and the sight machine, it cannot be turned off. As to be expected, ele111ents of the 
sight and war machines are being replicated in the construction of the flesh 
machine. It is these moments of replication that are of interest in this essay. 

A B R I E F  N O T E  O N  S C I E N T I F I C  I M A G I N A T I O N ,  

E T H I C S ,  A N D  T H E  F L E S H  M A C H I N E  

In the best of all possible \Vorlds, ethical positio11s relevant to the flesh 111achine 
would be primary to any discussion about it. Indeed, to read the literature 011 the 
flesh machine (which at this point is don1i11ated by the rnedical and scientific 
establishments), one would think that ethics is of key concern to those in the 11udst 
of flesh-n1achine development; however, nothi11g could be fi.1rther fro111 reality. The 
scientific establishment has long since den1onstrated that ,vhen it comes to 
machinic development, ethics have no real place other than their ideological role as 
spectacle. Ethical discourse is not a point a of blockage in regard to 111achinic 
development. Take the case of nuclear WLapons develop111e11t. The ethical argu111er1t 
that species annihilation is an unacceptable direction for scientific inquiry should 
certainly have been enough to block the production of such weaponry; ho,vever, 
the needs of the war n1achine rendered this discourse silent. In fact, the need of the 
war machine to overcome competing n1achinic syste111s 111oved 11L1clear ,veapon 
development along at top velocity. Handsome rewards and honors were paid to 
individuals and institutions participating in the nuclear initiative. I 11 a word, ethical 
discourse was totally ignored. If big science can ignore nuclear holocaust a11d pecie 
annihilation, it seems safe to assun1e that co11cer11s about et1ge1ucs or any of the 
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Arc1tic1al Orga11 (I�AO), i11 regarci to tl1c dcvclop11 1e11 t of arci fici ,11 <>rg(111 : 

Each of us attempting to advance medical science - \Nhether an engineer. chemist, 
theoretician. or physician - depends on persona l enthusiasm to sustain our work 

Optimistic, self-driven investigators succeed beyond the point 'Nhere the pess1m1st. 

convinced that the project cannot be done, has given up Commitment to the design . 
construction, and implanting of art1fic1al interna l organs requires a pos,tJVe , romantic. 

and unrestrained view of what may be attainable Members of our society share a 

bond gained by the belief that fantasy can be transformed into real it-;. 

and: 

ISAO convenes an extraord1nar I admixture of mavericks. "marchers to d ifferent 

drums," and very smart sc1ent1sts capable of converting "what 1f" into · ·v,hy not." 

These lovely rhetorical flour ishes pr imar ily function to rally the troopc; 1n \ \ 'hat 
\vill be a hard-fought battle for funding. It's time to move fast (the less reflection the 
better) if the AO model is to dominate the market; after all, there is serious 
competition from those who believe that harvesting organs from arumals (transgenic 
animals if need be) is the better path along \vhich to proceed. But it is the subtext ot
such thinking that is really of the greatest interest. From this perspecti\·e. science li\·e 
in a transcendental world beyond the social relationships of domination. If son1ething 
is perceived as good in the lab, it will be good in the \ \ ·orld, and the \\-a)· a -cienri t 
imagines a concept or application to function in the \\,'Orld is the \\1a)' it \'\·ill i11 tact 
function. The most horrifying notion, however, is the idea (bred from a maniacal e11 e 
of entitlement) that ''if you can imagine it, you may as \\·ell do ic:· as if- cience i, 
unconnected to any social structures or dynamics other than utopia and progres . 

Perhaps the only hope is that the funding and the opturu n1 \,· ill beco1ne o 
excessive that they \.Vill undermine machinic development. The 5trateg ic Dere11 e 
Initia tive, or ''Star Wars,'' is a perfect example of incidental res1c;tance tion1 the 
scientific establishment. Dur ing the Reagan-era bonanza for ,,,ar-111achi11e f-u11di11-!. 
the mos t ludicrous of promises \\·ere made by· big science in order co obta in 
research funds. The result \Vas a series of contrapnons tha t ep1to11uze the con1ed)· 
of science. Two of the finest examples are the rail gun that el -de rructed upo11 
launching its pellet projectile, and the deadl,· laser ra)' that had a ra116e ot-01il} three 
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feet. While the American taxpayers might see red over the excessive waste, a major 
section of the scientific establishment was apparently distracted enough by the 
blizzard of money that they failed to make any useful lethal devices. 

I F  I C A N  S E E  I T , I T ' S  A L R E A D Y D E A D  

The war machine and the sight machine intersect at two key points in the visual 
targeting of enemy forces (military sites, production sites, and population centers), 
and in visualizing logistical routes. Once sited and accurately placed within a 
detailed spatial grid, the enemy may be dispatched at the attacker's leisure, using 
the most efficient routes and means of attack. As long as the enemy remains 
invisible, determining proper strategic action is difficult, if not impossible. Hence 
any successful offensive military action begins with visualization and repre
sentation. A strong defensive posture also requires proper visual intelligence. The 
better the vision, the more time available to configure a counterattack. The 
significant principle here the one being replicated in the development of the 
flesh machine is that vision equals control. Therefore the flesh machine, like its 
counterparts, is becoming increasingly photocentric. 

Not surprisingly, much of the funding for the flesh machine is intended to 
develop maps of the body and to design imaging systems that will expedite this 
process (of which the Human Genome Project is the best-known example). From 
the macro to the micro no stone can ren1ain unturned. Every aspect of the body 
must be open to the vision of medical and scientific authority. Once the body is 
thoroughly n1apped and its n1echanistic splendor revealed, any body invader 
(organic or ochervvise) can be eliminated, and the future of that body can be 
accurately predicted. While such develop1nents sound like a boon to humanity, 
one need not be an expert in the field to be skeptical of their prospects. 

While it is hard to doubt the success of the war machine in reducing nulitary 
activity to the mechanized (that is, fully rationalized structures and dyna11ucs) , it 
is questionable whether the body can be reduced to a sinular state regardless of 
how well it is represented. One 1najor problen1 is that the body cannot be 
separated from its environment, since so n1any of its processes are set in n1otion 
by environmental conditions. For exa111ple, a toxic e11viron111ent can produce 
undesirable effects in the body. Visual representation alerts medicine to an 
invasion, so action can be taken to contai11 or eliminate the invader. I 11 this 
situation, medicine is reactive rather than preventive, and treats only the effect and 
not the cause. In fact, it diverts causality away fron1 ecological pathologies, a11d 
reinvests it back in the body. In  this manner, n1edicine beco111es a11 alibi for 
whatever created the toxic situatio11 that i11fected the body i11 the fir t place, by 
acting as if the infectant e1nerged inter11ally. The problen1 rai ed l1ere i the li111ited 
frame of representation in regard to the body 111ap, 1 11 co11Junct1011 \\'1tl1 a11 
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To co111pl1cate n1atters further, flesh-111achi r1e science a11d 11 1edici 11e l1a\1e tl1e 
unfortt1nate but necessary  habit of putting the cart before the horse. ·r· i,c fle 11 
111achi11e , unlike its counterparts, does not have the luxury of de\'eloping it vi t1al 
and \veapons systems simultaneously, nor ca11 \veapons develop111ent precede 
ad\ranced visual capabilities. The visual apparatus must co111e first. For exan1ple, 
antibiotics probably could not have been invented before the developn1e r1t of a 
rrucroscope . Consequently, as in most research and development, a scatter shoc 
method is employed, whereby all var ieties of vision machines are deve]oped in the 
hopes that a few may be of some use. This leads to thrilling headlines like the 
following from Dan iel Haney of the Associated Press: ''Brain Imagel)· Exposes a 
Killer."W hat this headline refers to is a new medical map, acquired through the use 
of positron-emission tomography, which reveals the part of the brain affected b)' 
Alzheimer's disease, and the degree to wh ich the brain has been eroded b)· the 
disease. This map can help physicians to diagnose Alzheimer's up to ten years before 
symptom onset. The comedy begins with the admission that there is no \\'a)' co 
predict when symptoms will begin to appear, and that there is still no knO\\'n 
treatment for the disease. All that medical science can do is tell the patient that she 
or he has the disease, and that she or he \vill be feeling its effect sometJ.me in the 
future. The excitement over being able to visualize this disease comes from the 
belief that if the disease can be seen, then cure is near at hand. Or. in the ,,·ords of 
the war machine, ''If I can see it, it's already dead." 

Since the process of visualization and representation in this case 1s at be<it onl�r 
an indication of a far-off possibility for cure , and hence is of little use for the panenc 
already diagnosed with the disease, it must be asked: \\'ho could benefit fron1 thi<; 
information? Alzheimer's is in fact doubly problematic because it can be ,isualized 
before symptom onset, and because genetic mapping can also be u ed to indicate an 
individual's likelihood of developing it. The flesh machine's 1nter sectio11 ,,�ch the 
surveying function of the sight machine becomes dramaticall)' clear in chi �1tuation. 
Those who would benefit most from this information are insurance co111pan1e<; and 
the employer of the person likely to be afilicted ,,rith the atln1en c. Such i11forniarion 
could be a tremendous cost-cutting device for both. Ho,,·e\·er, ethical di�cu ,ion 
about collecting bio-data lead one to believe that tlus kind of irtlornucion \\rould 
remain confidential in the doctor-patient relationship. Perhaps pri,·ac) · ,,rill be 
maintained. However, it seems more likel)' that if the information is percei, ied ro lead 
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to significantly higher profits , resources will be allocated by corporate sources to 
acqt1ire it. The most common strategy to watch for is legislative initiatives pursued 
under the spectacle of benevolence. Mandatory drug testing for some in private and 
public employment, under the authority of employee and public security, is an 
example of the means by \vhich privacy can be eroded. 

Finally there is the problem of representation itself. As the war machine 
demonstrates, the greater the visualizat ion of a frontier territory, the greater the 
degree of contestation at the visualized sight. In other words, the more that is seen, 
the more power realizes what needs to be controlled and how to control it. The 
brain is certainly going to be the key target, but happily, at this point, the research is 
too immature to vvarrant strategic intervention by state power. There are, however, 
good indicators of ho\v the coming battle will take shape. One needs only to think 
of the visualization of the body and its connection to varieties of smoking bans 
(from the legalistic to the normative) , or, in terms of populist countersurveillance, 
of the relationship between toxins (DDT, for example) in the environment to body 
visualization to understand the connection between v ision, discipline, and 
contestation. The prize-winner, however, is the v isualization of uterine space. 
Feminist critics have long sho\-vn ho"v this point of ultra-violent contestation is but 
the beginning of the age of flesh-machine violence. (This is also a point of great 
hope, as the discourse of the flesh machine has been appropriated from the experts. 
At the same time, this conflict has sho\-vn hovv fascist popular fronts are just as adept 
at appropr iation). In regard to uterine space, feminist critics have consistently 
pointed out that this variety of representation loads the ideological dice by 
presenting the space as separate from the vvholistic b io-system of the woman, thus 
reinforcing the notion of ''fetal space." This idea acts as a basis for ''fetal r ights," 
which are then argued as taking precedence over the rights of \vomen. 

A new era of bio-marginality has surely begun. Cer tainly this situation will 
only be reinforced by the visualization of diseases or abnor 111alities (actual or 
potential) in subjects soon to be classified under the sign of the unfit. The unfit \Vill 
be defined in accordance \Vith their utility in relationship to the machine \VOrld of 
pancapitalism. The mapped body is the quantified body. Its use is n1easured down 
to the penny. W ithout such a development, ho"v could any consumer have trust in 
the markets of the flesh machine? 

SEL L I N G  F LESH 

One of the oldest manifestations of the flesh machine is the idea of engineer ing 
the breeding of plants and livestock to produce what are perceived to be the 1110 t 
functional products within a given cultural situation. Increased k 110\vledge about 
this task has cer tainly contributed to the great abu11dance in the food su pply in the 
first world, thus shifting an individual's relationship to food fro111 one of need to 
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Tl11s part1c t1lar 111arket is of interest because it provides at th1s 1110111er1t tf1 c l,e t 
ill L1'->trat1or1 of the n1arket 1111peratives that are bei11g replicated in the ir1{it1strial 
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To better illuminate this point, consider the case of apples. At the turr1 of the 
century, there \Vere dozens of varieties of apples available to the bu)·ing public. 
No\v, in n1any places, when a consumer cruises through a supermarket in search 
of apples, the choice has been limited to three (red, green, and yello\v) . Choice has 
become increasingly limited partly because of logistical considerations. Like n1ost 
perishable fruits and vegetables these days, apples are bred to have a long shelf life. 
In order to have apples all year round , they must be transported from locations 
that have the conditions to p roduce them when other locations are unable co. 
Hence these apples must be able  to surv ive an extended distribution process, and 
not all varieties of apples are capable of resisting rotting for long periods of time. 
However, logistics alone does not adequately explain choice limitations. Perhaps 
more important to the formula are market considerations. 

Marketing agencies have understood for decades that desire is 1ntens1fied n10 t 

through visual appeal. How a product looks determines the probabilit)· of a con
sumer purchase more than any other variable. For apples, the consun1er ,,·ant 
brightly colored surfaces, a rounded form , and white inner flesh. In other ,,·ords. 
consumers want the perfect storybook apple that they have seen represented since 
they were children. Apples are bred to suit the cul rural construction of ··an apple." 
and only a few varieties of apples can simulate this appearance and meet chis de ire. 
This situation is yet another example of Baudrillard's universe of platoruc n1ad11e s. 
where consumers are caught in the tyranny of representation that passes as essence. 

Along with the domination of vision , there comes the need of the producer 
to offer the consumer a reliable product. The apples one bu1·s tomorro,,, ha,·e co 
look and taste like the ones bought today. Consequently, there is an ehmination of 
sense data other than the visual. If all that is needed to excite desire 1 appearance. 
why bother to develop taste and smell? Especially \,·hen a good produce c.an be 
guaranteed if it is completely tasteless (one can be sure chat the apple purchased 
tomorrow will taste like the one purchased today) .  In tlus s1ruacion. the t)'fanll)' ot
the image becomes glaringl,· apparent : one ,,·ould trunk that sn1ell and caste 
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would be the dominating senses when buying foods, since they would best 
articulate the pleasure of consumption. Not so. I t  is vision, and unfortunately 
many of the tastiest apples do not look very good, because they have none of the 
necessary storybook appeal. Consequently, various types of apples have been 
eliminated, or limited to distribution in localized markets. 

If the principles of product reliability and visual appeal are applied to the 
production/ consumption components (as opposed to those concerned with 
control) of the flesh machine, the reasons for some recent developments become 
a little clearer. The first problem that flesh producers must face is how to get a 
reliable product. At present too little is known about genetic processes to fulfill 
this market imperative. Consequently, they have had to rely on fooling the naive 
consumer. For example, one characteristic commonly sought after by those in the 
techno-baby market is intelligence. Unfortunately this characteristic cannot be 
guaranteed; in fact, flesh producers haven't the slightest idea how to replicate 
intelligence. H owever, they can promise breeding materials fron1 intelligent 
donors. While using the sperm of a Nobel Prize winner in no way guarantees a 
smart child (it doesn't even increase the probability, nor does it decrease the 
probability of having a below-average child), flesh dealers are able to use false 
analogies to sell their products. If two tall parents have a child, the probability of 
the child being tall is increased, so, the argument goes, wouldn't it be correct to 
say that if two people of above average intellige11ce have a child that it would 
increase the probability that the child will have above average i11tellige11ce? Many 
consumers believe this line of thought (the n1yth of hard genetic deter11unis1n has 
always been very seductive) and are therefore willing to pay higher prices for tl1e 
sperm of an intelligent 111an than they are for the spern1 of an average do11or. 
Although this fraud will probably not conti11L1e indefinitely in the future, an 
important ideological seed is being sown. People are being taught to think 
eugenically. The perception is growi11g that in order to give a child every possible 
benefit in life, its conception should be e11gi11eered. 

Another con1n1on strategy to better regulate flesh prodL1cts is to take a 
genetic reading of the e111bryo while still 1n the petri dish. If a genetic charac
teristic is discovered that is dee1ned defective, the creatL1re ca11 be ter11unated 
before implantation. Again, pare11tc;-to-be ca11 have their eugenic drea111s co111e 
true within the li111its of the ge11etic test. Even p..1re11ts using the old-fJsl1io11ed 
method of conceptio11 have the option of visualization (so11ar) to 111ake sure that 
the desired gender characteristic is realized. In each of these cases, better visual
ization and represe11tatio11, alo11g witl1 a11 expa11ded range of ge11etic tests, will 
help to insure that desired characteristics are always a part of tl1e f1esl1 product, 
which leads to the co11clL1sio11 that better visio11 111achines are as i111porta11t for 
pro.fit as they are for co11 trol. 

At the san1e ti111e, re111e111ber that the 111arketi11g practices of post111oder1uty do 
not wholly apply to tl1e flesh 111acl1ine, and at pre e11t te11d to fL111ctio11 011 ,ltl as-



11<:l'deli l).1sis. Fl·rt1l1ty c]i111cs, U)r L'Xiltllf1lc, J):trti c.·i11.1tL' as 11 1t1cl1 111 tl1<..· c< l>11<>111y c,f 
st·ar<:ity (.lltl1ot1gl1 it 111t1st l)e 11otc<.i tl1.1t ll1csc J)r<)<fttcts .111cl f)f<>c l',,c, cl<> Jl<>t i11ter�t>Ct 
tl1c ecor10111y of 11ccd) as tl1cy de.> 111 tl1c  eco110111y c>f (le"itrc. Wl11Je tl1ey 111ay t1sc tl1<.: 
practices described above, tl1ey also l1ave tl1c lt1xt1ry of l)e111g tl1e <>11ly <>f)t1c.J11 fc>r tl1ose 
\Vho l1ave bee11 de11ied tl1c ability to produce flcsl1 111atcrials. Tl1ose cl1n1cs tl1;tt ca11 
boast a product st1ccess rate of over 20 perce11t (111ost 11otab1y the C:e11tcr for 
Reproductive Medicines and Inferti lity at New York Hospital-Cor11cll Mcd1c�1I 
Center, with a success rate of 34 percent) cannot n1eet the demand for their goods and 
services. Apparently, the market for flesh goods and services has been preconstruc.tcd 
in the bio-ideology of capitalism. 

W H E N  W O R L D S C O L L I D E  

Assuming that the flesh machine is guided by the pancapitalist imperatives of 
control and profit, what will occur if these two principles come into conflict with 
one anocher? This has been known to happen as social machines march toward 
maturity. The sight machine is currently facing this very contradiction in the 
development of the Net. Currently the N et has some space that is relatively open 
to the virtual public. In these free zones, one can get information on anything, 
from radical politics to the latest in commodity development. As to be expected, a 
lot of information floating about is resistant to the causes and imperatives of 
pancapitalism, and from the perspective of the state is badly in need of censorship. 
However, the enforcement of limited speech on the N et would require measures 
that would be devastating to on-line services and phone-service providers, and 
could seriously damage the market potential of this new tool. (The Net has an 
unbelievably high concentration of wealthy literate consumers. It's a market pool 
that corporate authority does not want to annoy.) The dominant choice at present 
is to let the disorder of the N et continue until the market mechanisms are fully 1n 
place, and the virtual public is socialized to their use; then more repressive measures 
may be considered. Social conservatism taking a back seat to fiscal conservatism 
seems fairly representative of pancapitalist conflict resolution. The question is, \\.'111 

this policy replicate itself in  the flesh machine? 
A good example to evaluate with regard to this issue is the ever-elusi\·e •'gay 

gene," always on the verge of discovery, isolation, and visualization. Many actually· 
anxiously await thi s discovery to prove once and for all that gayness is an essential 
quality and not just a ''lifestyle'' choice. However, once placed in the eugeruc matri.x 
this discovery might elicit some less positive associations. In the typical alar nust 
view, if the gene comes under the control of the flesh machine, then it \\rill be 
eliminated from the gene pool, thus giving compulsory heterosexuality' a \\·hole 
new meaning. Under the imperative of control this possibility seen1S hkel1'; ho\,·e,·er. 
when the imperative of marketability is considered, a different scenar io eti'lerges. 
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There 111a)' ,,·ell be .1 s12.1ble 111ark.et po�1L1l.1t1011 for ,, 110111 till' \t:leccio11 ot-a ga, ge11e 

\vould be de\1rable. W11)· \\"C)LI1Li .1 goocl c.111 1c.1l1st tur11 l11s l1.1L·k c.111 a �10�1L1l.1t1011 th.1t 

represents c;o 111L1cl1 profit, 11c1t to 111e11t1011 tl1at g,1)· i11<.it\'tdL1al .l\ .1 sL1b111arket (C AE 

is asst111li11g that so111e l1eterc1\ext1als \\'OL1ld \�le<.·t tl1e g.1) ge11e tc.10) 111L1 t sL1l11111t to 

the flesh 111acl1111e to reprodtice? Aga111, 111arket .1 11d soL·1al 1111per.1t1, es cc.)111e 111to 

co11fuct, but it is t111k11t)\\·11 \\·l1icl1 111111er.10,·e ,,,11 be selected for e11ft1rce111e11t. 

The exc1111ple of tl1e ''g,1) gc11e '' �1t le.1st de111011strc1lC\ tl1e co111�1le,1t) of- tl1e tle,11 

111ach111e, a11d }10,,· clifficL1lt the task of a11al,·z111g tl11s tl11rd le\ 1atha11 ,,·1U be. Wl1.1t 1, 

certain 1s th.it the flesl1 111aclu11e 1s 111ter<.iepe11de11t \\'1tl1 a11d u1terrelated to tl1e ,, .1r 

111acl1111e a11d the 1gl1t 111aclu11e of p 111c.1p1tal1s111. a11d tl1at 1t I"I cert.11111, gc1111g tc.1 



111tc11s1fy the violc11cc a11d tl1c repress1011 of its i)rcclcccssors tl1r<JL1gl1 tl1c rati <J11al
izat1on of the fi11al con1po11e11t (1.e., the flesh) of tl1 c  product1011/cc,11st1111i,t ic,11 
process. Until 111aps are produced for the purpose of r<.;s1sta11e,e a11d arc crc>sse(l
refere11ced through the perspectives of nu111erous contestat1011al voices , there will be 

no way, practical or strategic, to resist this new attack on l1berat1011ist v1s1011s, 
discourse, and practice. D 
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MARTIN HEIDEGGER 

The Age of t h e  Wo rld Pic t 11 re 

References to Appe11d1xes a,id additional sources 111itl1i11 the Notes are to be [c,11nd in Alarti11 Hcide,s?,,gcr, Tl1e 
Quesoon Concerning Technology and Other Essays (Harper [,r- Rou1, 1977). 

I .  "Reflection" translates Besi1111u11,�. 011 tl1e 1nea11ing of the latter, see SR 1 5 5  110. 1 .  "Esse11cc" 
will be the translation of the noun Wese11 1n 111ost instances of its occurre11ce 1r1 this 
essay. Occasionally the tra11slat1011 "coining to presence" will be used. r tiosC'11 111uc;t 
always be u11derstood co allude, for Heidegger, 11ot to a11y 111ere ' ',vhat11ess," but to the 
tnanner 1n which a11yth111g, as what 1t 1s, take,; its cot1rse and "holds S\,vay" 111 its 
ongoing presence, 1.e., the 111anner 1n wh1ch 1t e11dures 1 1 1  its pre enc111g. ec QT 30, J 
no. 1 .  "What 1s" re11ders tlie prese11t part1c1ple se1e11d used as a noun, d,1� 5ic1c11dc. 
On the tra11slat1011 of the latter, see T 40 n.6. 
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,Irr c;n,111/ \('it1cs I i,·sc11J.l!f\ tc1/t I lt·ic.lt·ggcr c,c111pl ifie� the: st.1ccn1t�nt th.,t he 111.1kcs here ,,, h1� 
t11,( u,,1l)t1 of t11t' t1lt'l,1pl1y,ir, of l)t.·,c.1rtc:, .1, J}r<,v1c.l i11g the nt.·cc: s.1ry 111tcr1,rct1vc grl1Ur1cl 
for cl1c 111anner 111 \.vh1c. h . ill tht.• ,ubJcCt11c�, c.>f 111.1 11 ,, 'iclf-rc,11sc1<>\I sul>Jcc t, JJc1ng . nd 
all rh,1t J'i a11d n1ar1 - 1n th t.· 1r 1n1n1tc.iiatc.: .111ti 1 11<lt'i'iolul>lc rcl.1t1,,11 - c. c,111c tr> presence 111 
cl1e n1oc.icrn age. See Appcr1<l1x <J, l'P , so fr. 

I lc1dcggcr\ explanatory appc11c.i 1xcs bcg1n on p 1 37 of '/ht• (Jurst1ot1 C�o11crr11inv Ir, hnology 0111/ 
Other Essnys (Harper &. l'low, 1 977). 

4. Erlc/J11is, translated here as "�ubJect 1vc experience" and latcr as ''Jifc-cxpcricntc," 1s a ter,11 ,nuch 
used by life philosophers such as l)1lthey and ge11crally connotes adventure and event. It 
1s e111ployed some\vhat pejoratively here. The ter111 Erfal1ru11�, which i'i rcb11.1larly tr.111slatcd 
1n this essay as "experience," co11notes d1scovt::ry and lcar11 1ng, and also �uffcr1ng and 
undergoing. Here and subsequently (1.e., "mere rehg1ous experience"), "n1crc" i!, 111sertc{l 
co n1aintain the distinction between Erlebnis and Erfahrun}?. 

5 . Etitgotten,n .. �, here inadequately rendered as "loss of the gods," actuaJJy means son1cthi11g 111orc 
like "degodization." 

6 . Gn.,ndriss. The verb reissen means to tear, to rend, to sketch , to design, and the noun R1 r11cans 
tear, gap, outline. Hence the noun Grundriss, first sketch , ground plan, design. cor1notes a 
fundamental sketching out that is an opening up as well . 

7. "Binding adherence" here translates the noun Bindung. The noun could also be rendered 
"obligation." It could thus be said that rigor is the obligation to remain within the realn1 
opened up. 

8. Throughout this essay the literal meaning of vorstellen, which is usually translated with "to 
represent," is constantly in the foreground, so that the verb suggests specifically a setting 
in-place-before that is an objectifying, i.e., a bringing to a stand as object. See pp. r 27, 

1 29-30, 1 3 2; cf. Appendix 9, pp. 1 48 ff. Heidegger frequently hyphenates vorstellen in this 
essay and its appendixes so as to stress the meaning that he intends. 

9. "The comparing of the writings with the sayings, the argument from the word." Argu1,1e11tut11 ex 
re, which follows shortly, means "argument from the thing." 

10.  "Ongoing activity" is the rendering of Betrieb, which is difficult to translate adequately. le means 
the act of driving on, or industry, activity, as well as undertaking, pursuit, business. It can 
also mean management, workshop or factory. 

1 r .  The verb stellen, with the meanings to set in place, to set upon (i.e. , to challenge forth), and to 
supply, is invariably fundamental in Heidegger's understanding of the modern age. See in 
this essay the discussion of the setting in place of the world as a picture. For the use of 
stellen to characterize the manner in which science deals Wlth the real, see SR 167-16 

for a discussion in which stellen and the related noun Ge-stell serve centtall;· to 
characterize and name the essence of technology in crus age, see QT 1 4  ff. 

1 2 .  The conventional translation of Weltbild would be "conception of the \.vorld" or "phtlosoph)' of 
life."The more literal translation, "world picture," is needed for the follo\\.mg of 
Heidegger's discussion; but it is worth noting that "conception of the \VOrld'' bears a c'ose 
relation to Heidegger's theme of man's representing of the world as picture. 

I 3 .  durch den vorstellenden-herstellenden Menschen gestellc ist. 
1 4 .  Die Neuzeit is more literally "the new age." Having repeatedly used this ,vord in crus discu,,ion. 

Heidegger will soon elucidate the meaning of the "newness" of \Vhich it speaks. 
I 5 . The accepted English translation of this fragment is, "For thought and being are che same thing" 

(Nahm) . 
1 6. "Preserve" translates bewahren. The verb speaks of a preserving chat as such frees and allO\\', 

to be manifest. On the connotations resident in ivahren and related \\.'Ords forn1ed from 
wahr, see T 42 no. 9. 

17. The noun Vernehmer is related to the verb vertielirnen (to hear, co percei,·e. co understand} 
Verneh,nen speaks of an immediate receiving, in contrast co the setting-before (vor- telleu) 
that arrests and objectifies. 

1 8 . Gebild is Heidegger's own word. The noun Geb,lde means thing formed. creaoon, c.truccure. 
image. Gebild is here taken co be close to it in mearung. and it is a,,umed \vith the u-e 
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of"structured"- that Heidegger intends the force of the prefix ge-, which connotes a 
gathering, to be found in the word (cf. QT r9 ff.). "Man's producing which represents 
and sets before" translates des vorstellenden Herstellens. 

19. Wissen, d. h. ,  in seine Wahrheit verwahren, wi.rd der Mensch . . . .  Here the verb wissen (to know), 
strongly emphasized by its placement in the sentence, is surely intended to remind of 
science ( Wissenscheft) with whose characterization this essay began. On such knowing -
an attentive beholding that watches over and makes manifest - as essential to the 
characterizing of science as such, see SR r 80 ff. 

20. Wohl ist enge begrenzt unsere Lebenzeit, 
Unserer Jahre Zahl sehen und zahlen wir, 
Doch die Jahre der Volker, 
Sah ein sterbliches Auge sie? 

Wenn die Seele dir auch iiber die eigene Zeit 
Sich die sehnende schwingt, trauernd verweilest du 
Dann am kalten Gestade 
Bei den Deinen und kennst sie nie. 

HANS MAGNUS ENZENSBEBGEB 
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Vis u a I i  z a I i  o 11 Los I a nd  R e,� a i II e d : TI, c C c II es is 
Q u a n t II n1 T /, e or  y i II t /1 e Per ro  d 1 9 1 3- 1 9 2 7 

of th e • 

Quotanons from the Archive for History o_( Q11a11t11111 P/,ys,cs are take11 fron1 1nterv1e\.vs ofWerner 
Heisenberg by Thomas S. Kuhn and are on deposit at rhe A111er1can l 11st1tt1te of f>hys1c<; 111 
New York City, the American Phdosopluca1 Society 1n Phtladclph1a, the U11 1vers1ty of Caltfor111.:1 111 
Berkeley, and at the N 1els Bol1r Institute in Copenhager1. At the t1111e I wrote tl11s essay 111 1 976 
I had the benefit of d1scuss1ons with Gerald Holto11 and w1tl1 two 111oneers of tl1e qua11tt1111 tl1eory, 
E. C. Kemble and J. H. Van Vleck. 

I .  Niels Bohr, "The Aton1ic Theory and the Fu11dan1ental Pr1nc111les U11derly111g tl1e Dcscr1pt1011 
of Nature" in Aton1ic TI1t•or)' and the Dcscriptio11 of N11t11re (Ca111br1dgc: Harvar(l U11 1vers1ty 
Press, l 1934] 1 96 1 ), p. 1 08.  

2.  Wolfgang Pauli, "Exclusion Pr1nc1ple, Lorentz Group a11d l�ef1ect1on of S11ace-T1111e .ind Ch,1rge" 
in Niels Bohr a11d the Develo1n11c11t o_( Physics: Essays Dedicntccl to Niel� B<llir c111 t/,l' Occns,011 c>/ 

/,is Seve11tieth Birt/,day , Wolfga11g Pauli, ed. (New York: Perga111011 [>ress, r 9 s s), i1. 30. 
J. "A 11scha111111.�" 1<; so111ething superior to 111erely v1e\.v111g \.Vlth the se11Sl'S. I t  1s ., k111d of sight 

abstracted fron1 visual1zat1011 of physical l1rocesses 111 the \.Vorld of r>erce11t1011s. Fo, .1 
d1sct1ssio11 of the use of"A1 1scha111111,�" 111 Ger111an ph1Jo,oi1h1cal wr1t11lg'I 111 the 11111l'lee11tl1 
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Un1vcrs1ty t >rl'''· 1973) 
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tht· ,rr 1c tl} f>l1c>tc)gr.tf)h1c "rl'.tli ... 111" uf lhl· f1lr111c i111.1gt.· ,lfl reclefi11t.·cl "J>cc1fic.dly (l>tJt 
11ut t.',Llt1,1vely) 111 rel.1ctt)ll lo thl· 111c.rc.1,111gly i 1 11p<>rt.111t pc>'i1tic>11 <><.:<. u111ccl l,y the 
phl)tt>gr,1ph1c 1111.tgt.' 111 b<>t1rgt'<>1, \Clt1cc1c, 111 rcl,1t1c,11 t<> 111,1,'i C<Jll'>lllllJ)li<>11. 'f his J><) 1t1011 
h.1s ,;on1cch111g to do \V1tl1 that of goh.l (of thc ft·ti .. 11): the ph<>t<> l'i the 111c,r1cy c,( the 

"re.1l" (of"l 1fc'') a,surcs 1cs c.onve111e11t c.1rculat1on and appr<)f>riacion:r l1crcl1y, cl1c 1,l1<)tc> 
1, ur1.1111111ot1sly co11sccrated as gc11cral equivalent for, slanti,1rcl of, all "rcalisr11": the 

c1ne111at1c 1111agc could 11oc, 'vVtthout losing its "powc.:r" {the powlr of its "crc(lil,1licy"), 
nor al1gi 1  1cself \Vtth the photographic norn1s. The "strictly technical" level c>f the 

1111prove111ents of opocaJ apparatus a11d en1uls1ons 1s thus totally prograr11rned by 
the ideology of the "realist1c" reproduction of the world at work 111 the cor1scicucion 
of the photographic image as the "obJect1ve representation" par excellence. 

Bill NICHOLS 

Th e Wo rk of C u l t u re i n  t h e  Age of Cyberne t i c  Systetn s 

r .  The concept of the double hermeneutic derives from Fredric Jameson, Tire Political U11cc;nscious 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, r 98 I) ,  especially the final chapter. 

2. Walter Benjamin, "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction" rn Illu1111uations, by 
Harry Zohn, trans., (New York: Schocken Books, r 969), p. 22 I .  Further page references 
from this essay are given in the text. 

3 .  Walter Benjamin ,  Schriften, 2 vols. (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp Verlag, 195 5), I ,  p. 46 I .  Translated in 
Fredric Jameson, Marxism and Form (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1971), p. 77. 

4 .  Terry Eagleton, Marxistn and Li.terary Critidsm (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1976), p. 63. 
5. This quote is from James Clifford, "On Ethnographic Surrealism" Cornparative Studies in Soaety 

and History, vol. 23 ,  4 (October 1981) :  559-564, where he offers an excellent descr1pnon 
of the confluences between surrealism and certain tendencies witrnn early ethnography 
in I 92os France. 

6. See, for example, the essays in Part III, "Form and Pathology in Relationship" by Gregory 
Bateson, Steps to an Ecology of Mind (New York: Ballantine Books, 1972), where this phrase 
is introduced and applied to various situations. 

7. Quoted in Sherry Turkle, The Second Self: Computer and the Hurnan Spirit (New York: Simon and 
Schuster, 1984), p. 86. 

8 .  Steven J. Heims,John von Neuman and Norbert Wiener: From Mathert1atics to 1l1e Technologies of Li_fe 
and Death (Cambridge, MA: M IT Press, 1980), describes how research on antiaircraft 
guidance systems led Julian Bigelow and Norbert Wiener to develop a mathematical 
theory "for predicting the future as best one can on the basis of incomplete mformacion 
about the past" (p. 1 83). For an overview of the history of cybernetic theory and 
cognitive psychology in the context of its military-industrial origins, see Paul N 
Edwards, "Formalized Warfare," unpublished ms. (1984), History of Consciousness 
Program, University of California, Santa Cruz. 

9. Jean Baudrillard, "The Implosion of Meaning in the Media and the Implosion of the Social in 
the Masses" in Kathleen Woodward, ed., The Mytlis of ltifortnat1on, (Madison. Cod.a Pres�. 
1980), p. 1 3 9. 

IO. Sherry Turkle, p. 264. 
r r .  See Laura Mulvey, "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema," Screen, vol. 16, 3 (Autumn 197 _-): 6-1 �. 
1 2. Paul N. Edwards, p. 59. 
r 3 .  See, for example, Paul N. Edwards, for a more detailed account of tlus S)'Ilergi,;m bet\,·ee,1 the 

development of cybernetics and military needs. For a cyberneoc cheon· of alcohofum 
and schizophrenia, see Gregory Bateson, and Watzla\VlCk, Bea\in and Ja:kso:i 's stud}' of 
human interaction in a systems framework in Prag111acics of H111uat1 Coni, 111,uc,1cio,,. 
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1 4. John Stroud, "Psychological Moments in Perception-Discussions," in H.Van Foersta, et al., eds., 
Cyberttetics: Circular Causal and Feedback Mechanisms in Biological and Social Systems, Transactions 
of the Sixth Macy Conference (New York: Josiah Macy Foundation, 1949), pp. 27- 28. 

1 5 .  Jean Baudrillard, p. 1 39. 
1 6. See Nicos Poulantzas, Political Power and Social Class (London: New Left Books, 1975), pp. 2 1 1-21 4. 
17 .  James J. Myrick and James A. Sprowl, "Patent Law for Programmed Computers and Programmed 

Life Forms," American Bar Association Journal, no. 68 (August 198): 1 20. 
1 8. Myrick and Sprowl, p. 1 2 1 .  Some other relevant articles include: "Biotechnology: Patent Law 

Developments in Great Britain and the United States," Boston College International and 
Comparative Law Review, no. 6 (Spring 1983): 563-590; "Can a Computer be an Author? 
Copyright Aspects of Arti£cial Intelligence," Communication Entertainment I.Aw Journal, 4 
(Summer 1982): 707-'747; Peter Aufrichtig, "Copyright Protection for Computer Programs 
in Read-Only Memory Chips," Hofstra Laiv Review, I I  (February 1982): 329-370; "Patents 
on Algorithms, Discoveries and Scientific Principles," Idea 24 (1983):  2 1-39; S. Hewitt, 
"Protection ofWorks Created by Use of Computers," New Law Jo1,1rnal, 1 3  3 (March 1 1 , 
1983): 235- 237; E.N. Kramsky, "Video Games: Our Legal System Grapples with a Social 
Phenomenon," Journal of the Patet1t Office Society, 64 Qune 1982): 3 3 5-3 5 1 .  

19 .  This case's relevance for computer software litigation is discussed in  Peter Aufrichtig's "Copyright 
Protection for Computer Programs in Read Only Memory Chips,": 329-370. 

20. E.N. Kramsky, p. 342. 
2 1 .  2 1 4  US PQ 33t  7th Cir, 1982, pp. 3 3 ,  42, 43.  
22. Paula Samuelson, "Creating a New Kind of Intellectual Property: Applying the Lessons of the 

Chip Law to Computer Programs," Minnesota Lau, Revieu;, 70 (December 1985): 502. 
23 .  Cited in Christine Overall, "'Pluck a Fetus from its \,Vomb": A Critique of Current Attitudes 

Toward the Embryo/Fetus," University of Western Ontario Latv Revieiv, vol. 24, 1 ( 1 986): 6-7. 
24. Overall , p. 7. 
25 .  Anthony Wilden, "Changing Frames of Order: Cybernetics and the Machina Mundi" in 

Kathleen Woodward, ed., The Myths of I1iforn1atio11, p. 240. 
26. Gregory Bateson, "Conscious Purpose and Nature" in Steps to a,i Ecology of J\lfind, p. 437. 
27. Gregory Bateson, "Style, Grace and Information in Primitive Art," Steps to an Ecolo,zy of lvf.ind, p. 145. 

DAVID TOMAS 

Fro ni t /1 e Ph o t o g rap h t o Po s t p I, o t o ,'? rap It i c P r a c t i c e 

I .  The concept of subject denotes that which is or has been conve11tionally photographed and which 
has or will produce an image on a photosensitive emulsion. It is therefore the object of 
photographic activity. Although "subject" and "image" are interchangeable terms at the 
level of the photograph, the term "subject/image" is used in the present case because of its 
dual en1phasis on the taking and n1aking aspects of photographic production: the choice of 
a subject is syn1bolized by the fra1ne of a viewfinder (a takin.'< process) and defined by the 
significant difference produced by its inscripnon on a photosensitive support (a 111akit1.S? 
process). On the role of the ligh t -presence/ darkness-absence binary classification systen1 in 
photography, see David Tomas, "A Mechanism for Meaning: A Ritual and the 
Photographic Process," Se,niotica, 46, 1 ( 1983): 1-39. See also D. Tomas, "The Ritual of 
Photography," Sen1iotica, 40, 1 /2 (1982): 1-25. 

2. D. Tomas, "Toward an Anthropology of Sight: Ritual Perforn1ance and the Photographic Process," 
Semiotica, 68, 3 /  4 ( 1 988)· 259-260, and Se,niotica, 23;  Gregory Bateson, "The Scie11ce of 
Mind and Order" in Steps to ati Ecology of Mind (New York: Ballantine Books, 1972), xxiii
xxv; and Leo Strauss, "On the Interpretation of Genesis," L'Ho,nrne, 2 1 ,  1 ,  ( 1 98 1) ,  5-20.The 
relevant portion of the Judeo-Christian origi11 111yth 1s preser1ted in the first ten verses of 
Genesis (King James Version): 

I .  In the beginnjng, God created the heaven and the earth. 
2. And the earth was without forn1, and void; a11d darkness ,vas upo11 the face of the 

deep. And the spir1 t of God n1oved upon the face of the \,vaters. 



l ·\nll ( ,,ltl , Ill, I el tl1crc l>c lagl11; ,lllll tl1c1c \\.1s l1gl1l 

t· 11tl ( •llll .,,,. chc laghc, th.it 1t , .... ,-. g,>c,,I ,incl < ;c,cl (hv,,lc(I the 11 ,ht coin 
tl1c.· ll.11 k11c,� 

, A. 11ll ( •l'tl t ,,llt•tl thl' lighc I >.1\, .111(1 the tl.11 kr1c he c.11Jc,I N1gl1t Anc.1 tl1c evening 
.1ntl cl1t• 11tl>r11111g \\'<.:rt• the first ti ,y. 

C> Anll ( ;lltl ,,u tl. I t•t tht·rc.· llt' .1 lir111.1111e11t 111 the 1111cl t «>I the ,1tcr , and let tt d1\I ,de 
tht· \\,lCcr, fr'l>lll the \\':ttcr • 

7 Ant! c;o<..I 111.1<.lt· the tir111.1111c11c, .111cl ll1v1<.lc,I the.· \V,1tcr which were 11ncicr the 
t1r111J111t·11t fro111 till' ,,�.1cl.'rs ,vh1ch ,vl'rt: .1l>c>vc: tl1c tir111 111cr11· ancl 1t \V o 

8 A11tl (;oJ c.,1Jlc:<.1 cl1e fir111an1c11t I lcavcr1 . A11ll the cvc111ng .111cl thc 111orn1ng \Vere 
the: SCCOlltf liay. 

9 And God 1i.11J ,  Let tl1e ,vatcr, u11dcr tl1c: l1c,1vcn be g.1thcrcd t<>gcthcr tlllto one 
place, arid let the dry land .1ppcar: and ic ,vas so. 

co A11d God called tl1e dry la11d Earth; and the gatl1cr1ng together of the v:atcrs 
called he Seas: and God saw chat it ,vas good. 

3 .  0111e of the general cuJturaJ connections bct\vt:cn the biological eye, photogr.1ph1c car11era. a11d 
a ritual of photography are outlined 1n D. Ton1as, ''Toward a11 Anchrop(>lc>gy ot Sight 
Ritual Performance and the Photographic Process," see note 2. 

4. For a discussion of the relationship between n1arked and un1narked eler11ents 111 ,;c1111oc1c sy tc111s. 
see Linda R. Waugh, "Marked and Un111arked. A Choice BeC\veen Unequals 1n Sc1111ot1c 
Structure," Setniotica, 38, 3/ 4 ( 1982): 299-3 I 8 .  On the 1n1portance of light for b1olog1c:al life 
and the relanon of vision co photobiology, see George Wald, "Life and Light" 1r1 l..asers and 
Light: Readitigsfrotn Scientific An1erican (San Franc1sco:W H Freeman, 1 969), pp. 101-1 1 3 .  

5 .  N1epce quoted in Louis Jacques Mande Daguerre, An Histoncal and Descripti11e Account ef the £11,,ous 
Processes of the Daguerreotype and the Dioran·1a by Daguerre (facsimile McLean and Giroux 
editions of 1 839), introduction by Beaumont Newhall (Ne\.vYork:Wincer Hou e, 1971) 
McLean edition, p. 41 (emphases in the original). See also the foUo,a,.1.ng con1r11er1cs fro1n 
the first general treatise on photography, Robert Hunt's A Popular Treatise on the Art ef 
Photography, Imluding Daguerreotype, and All the Net,, fvletliods <?f Prod11citt� Pictures by tlrt 
Che,nical_Agency of Light (Glasgow: Richard Griffin, 1 84 I), facs1nule edition, inrroducaon 
and notes James Yingpeh Tong (Athens: Ohio Uruvers1cy Press, 1973) facsimile ed1aor1. p. 111: 

The announcement of the discovery of a process by '\vhich light - the mo t 
subtle of the elements, the mysterious agent of V1s1on - \Vas made co pencil, 011 

solid tablets, the objects it illuminated, and permanently fix the fleeting shado'\\', 
possessed, at the same time, so much of the marvelous and beaunful. :is co excite 
more than common wonder. 

Today, light is still considered the "agent" of a photographic vision. See, for example. 
771e Manual ef Photography, revised by Ralph E. Jacobson, 1n cooperaaon ,v1th 
Sidney F. Ray, G. G. Attridge and N. R. Axford, (London and Boston: Focal Pre 
7th revised edition 1978), p. 20: "PHOTOGRAPHY, as far as the photographer is 
concerned, starts with light." 

6. In Elizabeth EastJake's words, photographic facts are " . . .  neither the pro'\-ince of :art nor o 
description . . .  " -both representanonal mediums embodying an o,•ertl)' cen1poral process 
of inscription, Lady Elizabeth Eastlake, "Photography," Quarterly Reviei,, (London). 101 ,  
(April 1 8 57): 442-468. Reprinted in Beaumont Ne,vhall. ed . .  PJ1ot�rapl1y: Essa}S at1d 
Images (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1980) pp. 1-95. p. 94 

7. On the linear nature of historical knowledge, see Claude Lev,-Srrau s. 11 : l\?e \/1,rd 
(London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, [1 962] 1972), p. �5 

8 .  Eastlake, op.cit., note 6, p. 93. 
9. Friedrich Nietzsche, Twilight ef tlie Idols and the Anti-Christ. R J HollingdaJe, crans. and comn1enun, 

(New York: Penguin Books, [ 196 ] 1979), p. 38, see also Appendi'\ C. pp. 190-191 

10. Bateson, op. cit., note 2, "Form, Substance, and Difference:· pp. 44 -465: ''llacholo21es o 
Epistemology," pp. 478-487, and "The Roots of Ecological Cr1 1,,'' pp. 4 -493 

I l .  Ibid., p. 465. 
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1 2 .  Friedrich Nietzsche, Tl1e L·se and Abuse of History, crans. Adrian Collins (Indianapolis: Bobbs
Merrill, [sec. ed.] 1 979), p. 6 .  

1 3 .  Ibid., p. 8. 
1 4. Ibid., pp. 9-1 r ,  69. The "super-historical" is a second trans-historical consciousness that functions 

inversely from the 11nhistorical because ic operates from "'1.thin the confines of the 
historical co negate the differences upon ,,·hich the great narrative of histor,· is forged. The 
super-historical is the condition of all art and religion, a condition that refuses to 
ackno"·ledge che cransience of the present. In.stead, it seeks the eternal and continuing in 

v,hich a historical consciousness cannot exist because it is the product of change and 
e\•olucion, or, in Nieczsche's ,,·ords, ··me process of becoming:' 
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1 .  Fritz Novotny, Cezanne und das Ende der wissenschafiliche Perspektive (Vienna: Scroll, 1939' . 
2. H . H. Arnason, A History of Modern A rt (London :Thames and Hudson, ( 1969], 1 983), p 9 
3 .  During this period Panofsky (1927) also wrote his landmark essay on perspecove as a symbolic 

form, but major discussions concerning its implications did not begin unol later 
See, for example, John White, "Developments in Perspective," Jour,zal of clze 11-arbu,g a,,d 
Courtlarzd Institutes (London: 1949-1 95 1 ) and the rebuttal by M. H. P1renne. ''The 
Scientific Basis of Leonardo da Vinci's Theory of Perspective," 111e Br1c,s/, Journal 

for Philosophy of Science, 3 ( 1952) : 169- 1 85 . There wil l  be a considerably more thorough 
survey of these discussions in the author's Literature on Perspective, \vhich 1s Volume J 
of a four - volume standard bibliography on perspective. 

4. It is noteworthy that national standards for technical drawing were established \\.ith respect 
to distinctions between first-angle (Britain) and third-angle (United Scates) projection in 
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5 . For an introductory bibliography on algorithms for perspective 1n computer graphics. see 
William G. Mitchell, The Reconfigured Eye: Visual Tn ,ch in tire Posc-Pl,oto.._�rapl,ic Er,1 
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1993 ), pp. 244-245 .  

6. See Mitchell , The Reconfigured Eye, pp. 1 17-1 3 5 .  
7. See the author's "Developments in Perspective," in TI1e Visual 1\!i11d · Art and .\ J..zt/1e1rra1ics, 

Michele Emmer, ed., (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. 1993) ,  pp. 199-.105 

8. Jurgis Baltrusaitis, Anamorphoses ou perspectives ct4rieuses (Par1s:Vrm, 1 95,J. 
9 . I am grateful to my colleague and friend Andre Corboz for bringing chis example 

to my attention. 
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Lagrange - und Spline -Interpolition (Zi.irich: Institut fur Kartographie, Eidgenossische 
Technische Hochschul e, 1985) .  

1 1 .  For another description, see Bruno Ernst, Der Zauberspiegel des Maurits Cornelis Escher (Berlin: 
Taco, 1986). 

12 .  For a basic description of the difference between vector and rastor graphics, see Mitchell, The 
Re-Con.figured Eye, pp. 4-6. 

1 3 .  See Mitchell, The Reconfigured Eye, p. 1 54 .  
1 4. See Mitchell , The Reconfigured Eye, p. 4. 
1 5 .  Robert Lansdale, Texture Mapping and Resamplingfor Computer Graphics, M.A.Sc., Department of 

Electrical Engineering, University ofToronto,January 1 99 1 .  
16 .  A more detailed analysis of these problems would explore how Lansdale's approach, which is an 

extension of image-precision algorithms, reverses the direction of projection used in 
Renaissance perspective, whereas object-precision algorithms maintain the direction of 
the projection used in Renaissance perspective. 

1 7 .  Benoit Mandelbrot, The Fractal Geon1etry of Nature (New York: W H. Freeman, 1 977). 
1 8 .  Michael Fielding Barnsley, Fractals Everyivhere: The First Course in Fractal Geon1etry (Boston: 

Academic Press, 1988) . 
19 .  See L. Casey Larijani, The Virtual Reality Prin,er (Ne,v York: McGra,v-Hill, Inc., 1 993). 
20. The Kodak Guide to Imaging, Michael D. Gurley and Frederick P. Burger, eds., (Rochester: 

Eastman Kodak, 199 3) ,  p. 5. 
2 1 .  See Michael McGreevy, "Virtual Reality and Planetary Exploration," Virtual Reality: Applicatiot1s 

and Exploratio11s, Alex Wexelblatt, ed., (Boston: Acadenuc  Press, 1 993), pp. 163-197. 
22 .  For further discussion of these problen1s, see the author's "Ott1ca, percezione e prospetnva ," in 

Specchi americani: ri.flessi e 111etan10,fos1 de/le tradi;;:io11i filos<?_f,che c11ropee 11el 1111ovo 111ondo, 
Catrina Maronne, ed., (San Sepolcro: 1 994). 

23.  Heinrich Klotz, Florian Rotzer, and Peter Weibel, "Perspekt1ven der Co111puterkunst. Ei11 
Gesprach" in Ki1nstliclte Spiele, Georg Hart\vagner, Stefan Iglhaut, a11d Florian Roczer, 
eds., (Muruch: Boer, 1993), p. I 23 .  

24. Charles Charnplin, GeoYJ?,e Lucas, TI,e Creative ltnp11lse: L11cas_f,/111 's First Tr11c11ry Years (New York: 
Harry Abranu, 1 992). For a 1nore detailed study see Tho111as G. Sn1ith, !11d11strial L(eht a11d 
Magic: The Art of Special Effects (New York: Ballantine Books, 1 9  6). 

25 .  Steve Aukstakalnis, David Blatner ( The Art a11d c1c11ce <?.f llirtllal Reality: ilicc>11 1\fir,1.'<e lBerkeley: 
Peachp1t Press, 1992). pp. 238-242) regardir1g t\vo progra111s that have been developed to 
this end, na111 ely, 11-Vis1on and Capri. 

26. Kim Michael Fairchild, "l11forn1at1on Manage111e11t Using Virtual Real1ty-llased V1sual1zat1ons," 
in Virtual Reality Ap11licatio11 a11d Explorat1011s, Alar, Wexelblatt, ed., (Bosto11: Acade111ic 
Press, 1993), pp. 43-74. 

27. See Grigore Burdea, Ph1lbpe Co1ffet, La realitr 11irt11clle (Paris: Her111es), p. 1 96. This book also 
contains a useful bibliography 011 pp. 3 5 5-3 76. 

28 .  Armand Fellous, "STY-Synthetic TV: Fro111 Laboratory l)rotorype to Product1011 Tools," in 
Virtual Worlds and M11/ti111edia, Nadia Magnenat Tl1al111an11 a11d Daniel Thaln1a1111, eds., 
(Chichester:John Wiley and Sons, 1 993), pp. 1 27- 1 33 .  

29. Gerhard Schnutt, "Virtual Reality i11 Arcl1itectt1re," i11 rlirt11al �Vc>rlds, pp. 8 5--97. 
30. Francesco Antinucci, "La citta d1 Giotto. Installaz1011e cli realca virtuaJe," l�eaLzzazione: l11fobyte; 

Produzione: Inst1tuto d1 psicolog1a del CNR 1n collaboraz1one co11 ENEL, reported 111 

Futuro re111oto (Nove111ber 25-Dece1nber 1 5 ,  1993 , Mostra d 'Oltre111are, Napoli, (Ercola110: 
La Buona Sta111pa, 1 993): 14 .  

3 I .  See the video "A Vision ofV1rtual1cy," (GMD: Schloss B1rl1 11ghovc.r1, Dece111ber, 1 993). 
32. One of the interesting aspects of the 111creas111gly 1nternat1011al sce11e 1s tl1at tl1c sa111e ,oftware 1s 

being used for different e11ds 1n Japan, Canada, and the U111tes States. \vhile Jt tl1e sa111e 
ti111e, Toronto fir111s such as Top1x a11d Spin l)roduct1011s are creat111g apphcat1011s for 
Canada.Japan, a11d the U11ited States. 

3 3 .  This has led to a new field of scie11tific v1sualizat1011. For a basic 111troduct1011 see Richard MJrl... 



Prt'ic.lt1l)tl. W 1lh.1ni l!t·11zc)1l, I Ju \rc,1n1/ C,,,,,,,11,,,, J<r11<ll11r1011: t/1s1111l,zat1011 {New Yorl 
rlar l y Abra111,. I .989) 

J4 Warrt•r1 llobinctc. "Elcccro111c Expan.,ion of I lu111a11 l'crcc11L1c>n," I tll,o/e l:,1,1/i l<.e,11r111 
(�a11 Frar1c1,to, P.dl 1991)  1(r-2t ()nc f:1.,c111:1t1ng appli,ac1c,11 <>I tl11s J>r111c11>lc 1i explored 
111 llobinett\ article, "Tl1l' Nanon1a11ipulacor A V1rcu.1l ll,·.1l1t} Jntcrf:_1cc fcJr .1 Sc.11111111, 

Tunneling Microscope," CB # 3 1 75, UN(:. C:}1.1pcl f Jill, NC 27599-3 1 7s.  ltc>b111ett l1.1s 

also produced one of che standard atce111pts co classify tl1l' cxperu:ncc ,n new 
cechnolog1es 111 "Synthetic Experitnce. A J>roposc..:d Taxono111y," l'r1:sc11r,•, Vl>l. 1 ,  2 (Spr1r1g 
1 992): 229-247. 

J S  teve Aukstakaln1s, David Blacner, The Art a11d Sc1e11ce of Virtual Reality, pp 23 .24. 
36 Ken Pin1entel and Kevin Te1xe1ra, V,rcual Reality. TI1ro11�J, the Nelv Lookin.'1 (Jlass (New Yr,rk: 

lntel/W1ndscrest/McGra\v-H1U, Inc., 1992), pp. 7, 1 7  
37. For a survey of recent stud1es, see M.tchael K1ene, Ciova,1,11 Paolo Pannin, Rvn1iscl1e Ve.dut, n a11s 

den1 Louvre (Braunschwe1g: Anton Ulrich Museum, 1993). 
3 . Mitchell, The Reco,if,gured Eye, pp. 244- 245. 
39. The following is taken from newsgroups: 

sc1. crypt, talk.politics .crypco,sci .answers,news.ans\vers, talk.answers; Subject C rypcogra ph)· 
FAQ (01/10: Overview);January 1 7, 1994. Orgaruzation:The Crypt Cabal; Rt!ply-To: 
crypc-cornmencs@math.ncsu.edu Many people have contr1buced to this FAQ. In 
alphabetical order: Eric Bach, Steve Bellovin, Dan Bernstein, Nelson Bolyard, Carl 
Elhson, Jim Gillogly, Mike Gleason, Doug Gwyn, Luke O'Connor, Tony Pact1, William 
Setzer. We apologize for any omissions: 

6.8. What is 'authentication' and the 'key-exchange problem'? 
The 'key-exchange problem' involves ( r )  ensuring chat keys are exchanged so chat che 

sender and receiver can perform encryption and decryption, and (2) doing so in 
such a way that ensures an eavesdropper or outside parry cannot break the code. 
'Authentication' adds the requirement that (3) there is some assurance to the 
receiver that a message was encrypted by 'a given enaty' and not ·someone else.' 

The simplest but least available method to ensure all constraints above are 
satisfied (successful key exchange and valid authentication) is employed by pri\·ace 
key cryptography: exchanging the key secretly. Note that under this same scheme. 
the problem of authentication is implicitly resolved. The assumption under the 
scheme is that the only sender will have the key capable of encrypting sensible 
messages delivered to the receiver. While public-key cryptographic methods sol\·e a 
critical aspect of the 'key exchange problem,' specifically their resistance co anal}' is 
even with the presence of a passive eavesdropper during an exchange of ke)·s. 
they do not solve all problems associated \vith key exchange. In parncular. ,;ince 
the keys are considered 'public knowledge' (particularly \vith RSA) some ocher 
mechanism must be developed co testify co authenticit)•, because posse ion of ke}-S 
alone (sufficient to encrypt intelligible messages) is no evidence of a particular 
unique identity of the sender. 

One solution is co develop a key-distribution mechanism that assures char listed ke:· are accuall)· 
those of given entities, sometimes called a 'trusted auchorit)·'The auchont)' C)-ptcall)' 
does not actually generate keys, but does ensure via some mechanism that the fucs of 
keys and associated identities kept and advernsed for reference b�· senders and 
receivers are 'correct.' Another method relies on users to c:hscr1buce and crack each 
other's keys and trust in an informal, distributed fashion. This has been popularized � 
a viable alternative by the PGP software \vruch calls the mode) the ·\\·eb of cru c.' 

Under RSA, if a person wishes co send evidence of their idennt)· 1n addition co an encr;'Pted 
message, they simply encrypt some informaoon \\'Ith their pri\'ate ke)', called the 
'signature,' additionally included 1n the message sent under the public-ke}' enCT)ipaon 
to the receiver. The receiver can use the RSA algorithm · in re\·erse · co \ enf)• that the 
information decrypts sensibly, such chat onl,· the gi\·en entit)' could ha\�e encr;-pted 
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the plaintext by use of the secret key. Typically the encrypted 'signature' is a 'message 
digest' that comprises a unique mathematical 'summary' 
of the secret message (if the signature were static across multiple messages, once 
known previous receivers could use it falsely). In this vvay, theoretically only 
the sender of the message could generate their valid signature for that message, 
thereby authenticating it for the receiver. 'Digital signatures' have many ocher 
design properties as described in Section 7. 

40. On the problems involved, see Ethics, Copyright, and the Botton1 Line, Stewart McBride, ed., 
(Camden: Center for Creative Imaging) particularly Fred Richcin, "An Image Based 
Society," pp. 29-36. For reference to Kodak's research, see "When It's Created It's 
Copyrighted," in The Kodak Ci-tide to Itnaging, Michael D. Gurley, Frederick P Burger, 
eds., (Rochester: Eastman Kodak, 1993), pp. 39-40. There is also an electronic bulletin 
board sponsored by ASMP and supported by Kodak called che Electron-ic Picture Round 
Table (EPIX). See also the book by Fred Richtin, In 011r Ot1111 It11age: Tize Cotning 
Revolution in Photography (New York: Aperture, 1990) . 

4 1 .  Sven Sandstrom, Levels of Unreality: Studies itz Stn1£t11re atid Cotistn1dlo11 i11 ltalia,i Mural Pai11ti11g 
(Uppsala: Almqvist and Wikselld, 1963). (Acea Universicatis Upsallensis. Figura. nevv Series, 4). 
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(Cambridge: Harvard Unjversity Press, 1990), pp. 65-67. 

2. Quoted in Eames and Ean1es, p. 67. 
3 .  For a survey of per�peccival instruments, see Maran Ke111p, 77,c c1c11ce <?f Arc (Ne\v Haven: Yal e  

Uruversicy Press, 1990), pp. 1 67-220. 
4 .  Ke1np, pp. 171-172.  
5. Kemp, p. 200. 
6 .  See Bruno Lacour, "V1suahzac1on and Cogi11t1on: Th111k1r1g \Vtth Eye and Hands," K110111ledge and 

Soc,ecy: t11dies 111 the ocrolo,�y <?f C11lt11re Past and Presc11r, (vol. 6 1 9  6): 1-40. 
7. For a con1prehensive account of 3-D con1pucer grapl11cs tech111que , �ee W1lliarn J. Mitchell, The 

Reco11fi�urcd E}'t'. t '1s11c1/ Tn,th 111 the Posr11hot<��ra1,hic Era (Ca111br1dge: MIT Press, 1992), pp. 
I 1 7- 1 62. 

8 .  Jas1a Reichardt, The Co111p11ter i11 Arr (Lor1dor1 and Ne\\. York: cud10 V1 ta a11d Van Noscrar1d 
Reinhold Co111pan)', 1971) ,  p 1 5 . 

9. L. G. Roberts, ,\Jc1cl,i11e Pcrccpt1c>11 of111ree-di111c11sic>11al olids, MIT L1ncolr1 Laboratory TR 3 r 5 ,  
I 96 3 ;  L G. Roberts, Hon1<1,(?Ct1eo11s ,\ ft1tr1.x Reprcsc11tatio11s r111d ,\ft1111p11latio11 <?f -Di111c11s1011al 
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function as it normally would but with an expanded range made possible through the 
environmentally embedded computers. 
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prehistory of the cinema-the attitudes, fears, and hopes of contemporar1es. An exhaustive 
chronology of the irrunediate development leading to the cinema has been compiled by 
Deac Rossell, A Chronology of Cinenia 1889- 1896, Film History, vol. 7, 2 (Sum111er 1 995) 

4. This approach is epitomized by such popular accounts of the history of the computer as A 
Cornputer Perspective, by the office of Charles & Ray Eames, Glen Fleck, ed., (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Press, 1973), and Peggy A. Kidwell & Paul E.  Ceruzz1, LAndtnarks 
in Digital Cornputing: A Smithsonian Pictorial History (Washington and London: Smithsonian 
Institution Press, 1994). There is no need here to emphasize the well-known h1Stor1caJ ties 
between the idea of progress and the Industrial Revolution. 

5. A good example of such a hero-based account of the computer is Howard Rheingold's useful 
but biased Tools for Thought: The People and Ideas behind the Next Computer Revolution (New 
York: Simon & Schuster, 1985) .  

6. This is even the case with Raymond Kurzweil's massive compendium The Age of Intelligent 
Machines (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1 990). 

7. Siegfried Giedion, Mechanization Takes Commarid: A Contribution to Anonyn1ous History (New York: 
W W  Norton, 1969 [ 1948]), p. vi. 

8. Marc Bloch, The Historian's Craft, Peter Putnam, trans., (Manchester: Manchester Uruversity Press, 
1 954) [originally published in French, 1949]. 

9. Susan Buck-Morss, The Dialectics of Seeing: Walter Benjamin and the Arcades Project (Cambridge, 
MA: MIT Press, 1 989), p. ix. 

10. Tom Gunning, "Heard over the Phone: The Lonely Villa and the de Lorde Traclition of the Terrors 
ofTechnology," Screen, vol. 32, 2 (Summer 1 99 1) :  185 .  

1 1 . See Tom Gunning, op cit. and "The World as Object Lesson: Cinema Audiences, Visual Culture 
and the St. Louis World's Fair, 1 904," Film History, vol. 6 ( 1994): 422-444; Siegfried 
Zielinski, Audiovisionen. Kino und Fernsehen als Zwischenspiel in. der Geschichte, (Reinbek bei 
Hamburg: Rowohlt, 1989); Friedrich A. Kittler, Discourse Networks 1800/1900, Michael 
Metteer with Chris Cullens, trans., (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1 990 ( 1985]) and 
Grammophon Film Typewriter (Berlin: Brinkmann & Bose, 1986); Avital Ronell, T11e 
Telephone Book: Technology, Schizophrenia, Electric Speech (Lincoln: University of Nebraska 
Press, 1989); Carolyn Marvin, When Old Technologies �re Neiv: T11ink111g Abo11i Eleccr1r 
Communication in the Late Nineteenth Century (New York and Oxford: Oxford Uru,:ersit)· 
Press, 1988); Susan J. Douglas, Inventing American Broadcasting 1 899- 1922 (Balnmore and 
London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, I 987); Lynn Spiegel, 1\1ake Roo111 for Tt ': 
Television and the Family Ideal in Postwar America (Chicago and London:The University of 
Chicago Press, 1992); Cecelia Tichi, Electronic Heartl1: Creating an A1rrer1can Telev1s1011 C11lt11re 
(New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991); William Boddy, ''Electronic Vision: 
Genealogies and Gendered Technologies," a paper presented at the Finnish Soc1eC)' for 
Cinema Studies Conference, Helsinki. January 1993 (unpublished). 

I 2.  For a brilliant analysis of historical writing as a cliscursive practice, see Hayden White, 
Metahistory: The Historical Imagination in Nineteenth Century Europe (Baltimore John, 
Hopkins University Press, 1973). 
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1 3 .  Benjamin's influence could also be detected behind this emphasis. According to Susan Buck
Morss's interpretation, in  Passagen-Werk he aimed at writing a " 'materialist philosophy of 
history,' constructed with 'the utmost concreteness' out of the historical material itself . . . .  
As the 'ur-phenomena' of modernity, they were to provide the material necessary for an 
interpretation of history's most recent configurations." (Susan Buck-Morss, op.cit., p. 3 .) 

1 4. Anne Friedberg, Window Shopping. Cinema and the Postmodern (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1993), p. 6. 

1 5. Other media scholars, particularly in Germany, have used this concept, according to their own 
definitions. See for example Siegfried Zielinski: "Medienarchaologie. In der 
Suchbewugung nach den unterschiedlichen Ordnungen des Visionierens," EIKON 
(Vienna), Heft 9 ( 1 994): 32-3 5 .  

16. Tom Gunning: ''Heard over the Phone," op. cit., p. 1 8 5 .  
17. The kaleidoscope was invented by the British scientist Sir David Brewster in 1 8  I 5 or I 8 16; his 

Treatise on the Kaleidoscope was published in 1 819 .  
1 8 .  Reproduced in Rolf H .  Krauss, Die Fotografie in der Karikatur (Seebruck am Chiemsee: Heering

Verlag 1978), p. 49. 
19.  See the anonymous stereograph dating from the I 86os, reproduced on a ViewMaster reel (Reel 

X, image 5) annexed to the Wim van Keulen book JD lniagics: A Stereoscopic Guide to the 
JD Past and its Magic Images 1838-1900, AA Borger (The Netherlands): 3-D Book 
Productions, 1 990. For another manifestation of the same motive, see the stereogran1 
visible on the table in C. W Ce ram, op. cit., p. I I 2 .  For a general history of stereography, 
see William C. Darrah, Tlie World of Stereographs (Gettysburg: Willian1 C. Darrah, 1 977). 

20. The film projector is basically a n1odified later11a 111agica, 1n "vhich tl1e transparent glass 
slides have been replaced by roll film. Making the 6.L11 n1ove i11 front of the lens required 
a machinery that derived from clockwork n1echanisn1s, as well as from revolvers and 
machine guns. Robertson projected fron1 behind the screen, Wlth a n1ovi11g lanter11 
(on wheels, or on tracks); the Lunueres (usually) fro111 the front of the screen (a11d behind 
the audience). The physical rnoven1ent of the lantern \Vas replaced by the virtual 
movement on the screen. 

2 1 .  Two illustrations showing audience reactJon, said co date fro111 r 797 and r 798, but probably later, 
have been published in Cera1n, op. cit., p. 38 .  The reactio11 to the Lu11uere fiJ111 111ay be a 
purely discurs1ve creation. There are scattered re111arks: wr1t1ng about l1is first 
cine,natographe show (in the Nij£:�orodskilistok JOU r11al, July 4, 1 896) the Russia11 writer 
Maxim Gorki me11tio11s that "it l1ad been said that 1t [the tra111] \vill rush straight ir1to the 
obscurity where we are," but l1e is disappointed. The tra1n rushing toward the aud1e11ce 
was featured 1n early Lum1ere posters or sketches (sec En1n1ant1elle Toulet, 
Ci11e111atographe, i11 11e11tion du siccle, Paris: Gall1n1ard, 1988, pp. 1 1 ,  1 4.) The 111otive also 
appeared in early filn1s about a fool who ca11not tell tl1e d1fi-erence berwee11 reality a11d 
illusion in the c1nen1a, such as The Co11ntry111a11 a11d the Ci11e111ato.r:ra1,h (R. W. Paul, 1 901) .  

22.  Paying attention to sinularities, we should not try to explain a\.vay d1ffere11ces: F,1 11tas11111.'<orie 
was connected with the tradition of n1agic shows, with the fasci11at1on of the show 
being in the unexplained quality of tl1e tricks. In the case of the Lun11ere scree11ings, 
tl1e ci11en1ato,�raphe as a technical novelty was an 1111portant aspect of the appeal of tl1e 
show. Thus the projector was kept v1sible for the a t1d1cnce, whereas Robertso11's 111agic 
lanterns were hidden fro111 sight. Yet Charles Musser's observatio11 that "Robertso11 's 
ren1arks [i11 his Me111oiresj played 011 the si111ulta11eous realization that the projected 1111age 
was only an 1mage and yet one that the spectator believed \.Vas real" 111ay a�Jply to tl1e 
Lumiere's (early) audiences as well. See Charles Musser, The E111e�(?e11re <!f Ci11e11111: The 
A,nerican Screen to 1907, part r of the Histor)' <?.f the A111erica11 Ci11e111a (New York.: Cl1arles 
Scribner's Sons, r990), p. 24. 

23.  A promotional video ( 1 993) by the Sl1owscan Corporation, a cor11pa11y produci11g a11ti 
1narketing specialty film, opens \V1th a s1r11ulacio11 cheater seque11ce where \V111d, 111oke, 
water, fire, a fisl1 and even a UFO are "tl1rown" fro,11 the scree11 to tl1e audience space. 
The audience reactions show pleasure rather tl1a11 terror. 



.:.4. l�r1l,1 ll-.1,l'll.'r I ( lit c1u,, J .,11111 I Jt1r,1r11,c· ,11ul rlu I 11ri11u·1111 ,\ 111/d/1· l(!l'S, Wdl.ud lt:l r.ts�, 11.111'1., (l..c.111clo11 
ltlll l lt:nll·� ll..t)uth:tlgl' ,\ntl Kt.·l�.1 11 J>.1ul, 1 <J7'J) l<>r1�1111.11ly pul>li�hrd 111 C ,  �, 111.111, ' ')t8 l  

.! ,  l:, 11,1 ll<)l)t.·rt ('u1 t1u,, J.,,r,11 I ,rc,,1r11r1· ,11,d tl,c l.11,c11,1·,111 Al,ddlr lll!t'S, J>. 7rJ . 
.:.<,. ' ' I  An ,ll l(:�<lrtl .ti figurL' in l\.1l1.1l \ }1:�11s (:1,,,\1 "" l·lc111tlr1• ( 1 X J , )  I 1,; only r.cu111>rt.•hc11'i1l,lc by the 

f.ll t th.1t 1c ,, r(>t>lt'tl in thl' tlt'tJ)l't ,tr.tt.1 of thL· ,c,ul It bC'l<>11g, I<> the l<>t � c,f .1rch.11c 
prt)C<) 1111.igt•, 111 thc colh:c.t1vt: u11tonc;c1c)uc;." (l.:.r11c;t ltc,bt:rt ( urlilt'i, /.11ti11 l .. it,·r,1t11rt• ,,,ul 
rl,r I 111011c1111 J\. f,d,1/,· IL.l!t'(, p. 1 o s ) 

27 Mtl hcl Fouc.1ult, '1 JH• Archt1£1lt>,l!Y of K110111lc�(!<', A. M. <;hcr1d,1n )1l11th, tran, . • (l..<>tttlc,n:·1 av1st<>< i·, 
198.?) , p. 47. 

28. Fr11 . .'dr1cl1 Kittler. Disct>11rs,• Nct111orks 18oo/t900, Michael Mcttccr with C�llr1\ ( ullcns, tr.ins., 
(Sta11ford: Stanford University l)ress, 1990). 

29. (->reface to Kittler: Discourse Netu,orks 18oo/t900, op cit., p. xu. 
30. Pret:1cc co Kittler: Discourse Net111orks 18oo/t900, pp. 1 3(.>- 1 37. 
J 1 .  Carolyn Marvin, Wl,en Old Tec/1110/o}?ies Were Net11, op. c1t., p. 8 .  Mark J>ostcr hac; crir1c12c.;<l 

Marvin's "cL1lturalisc" posit1011 for not go111g "far enough 1n quest1on1ng do1111nant 
theoretical a11d d1sc1phnary paradigms in relation to the new con1n1un1cat1011aJ 
forn1s." See Mark Poster, The Mode of Infor,nation (Chicago:The Un1versity of Chicago 
Press, 1990), p. 5 .  

32. Electrical Revie111 (May 25, I 889): 6, cit. Marvin, op. cit., p. 197. 
J 3. See John Perry Barlow, "Life in a Data-Cloud. Discussion with Jaron Lan1er," Mondo 2000, 2. 

Innovations like the CU-SeeMe software, the Internet Phone, and the VR ML 
programming language have been claimed to be rudimentary steps toward the real1z.atton 
of Lanier's vision. 

34. A model for this could be the Sega Channel, an interactive, all-video-game channel planned 
for cable television. Sega may adopt its previously developed head-mounted display for 
home use as an interface to be used for both individual and collective game playing 
through the Sega Channel. 

LOUISE K, WILSON 

Cyberwar, God  a n d  Telev i s i o n : In te rview with  Pa ul  Vi r i l io  

CTHEORY would like to thank Magali Fowler and Rania Stesan for assistance W1th translation 
during the interview. A very special thank you to Gildas Illien for the actual translatton of 
the text from French into English. 

FRIEDRICH KITTLER 

Th ere i s  No Softwa re 

1 .  Klaus Schrodl, "Quantensprung," DOS 1 2/ 1990, 102.f. 
2. Cf. Alan M. Turing, "On Computable Numbers, with an Application to the 

Entscheidungsproblem," Proceedings of the Londoti Mathernatical Society, Second Series. 
vol. 42 ( 1937): 249. 

3 .  Stephen C. K.leene, as quoted by Robert Rosen in "Effective Processes and Natural La,,·." 
The Universal Turing Machine. A Half Century Survey, Rolf Herken, ed., (Hamburg
Berlin-Oxford, 1988), p. 527. 

4. Johannes Lohmann, "Die Geburt der Tragodie aus dem Geiste der Muz.ik.," (Archi,· fiir 
Musikwissenschaft, 1980): 174. 

5 .  Andrew Hodges, Alan Turing: The Enigma (New York, 1983), p. 399. 
6. "TOOL Praxis: Assembler-Prograrnmierung auf dem PC," Ausgabe 1. (Wurzburg 19"9) : 9. 
7. Nabajyoti Barkalati, 771e TM:lite Group 's Macroassernbler Bible (Indiana, 1989), p. 52  . 
8 .  Friedrich Kittler, "Protected Mode," Cotnpi,ter, Macht 1111d Gegenu1ehr. l1ifon11l111kerlr1ne11 _fi,r ei11e 

andere Iriformatik, Ute Bernhardt and Ingo Ruhmann, eds., (Bonn. 199 1 ): 34-+4. 
9. Friedrich Kittler, "Signal-Rausch-Abstand," Materialitdt der Ko1111n11tukatio11. Hans-Ulrich 

Gumbrecht and K. Ludwig Pfeiffer, eds., (Frankfurt/M .. 198 ) :  343-45. 
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10. Charles H. Bennett, "Logical Depth and Physical Complexity," Herken: 230. 
1 1 .  With thanks to Oswald Wiener/Yukon. 
1 2 .  M.  Michael Konig, "Sachlich sehen," Probleme bei der Uberlassung van Soft1.vare (c't 3 ,  1990), 73 

(Bundesgerichtshofentscheidung vom 2.5 . 1 98 5 , Az. I ZB 8/84, NJW-RR 1986, 2 19. 
Programs are defined as "Verkorperungen der geistgen Leistung, damit aber Sachen"). 

1 3 .  I am at a loss of understanding how Turing's famous paper could, in its first line, "briefly 
describe the 'computable numbers' as the real numbers whose expressions as a decimal 
are calculable by finite means" (On Computable Numbers, 230), then proceed to define 
the set of computable numbers as countable and finally call Pi, taken as "the limit of a 
computably convergent sequence," a computable number (2 56). 

1 4. Brossl Hasslacher, "Algorithms in the World of Bounded Resource," Herken: 42 1 . f. 

I 5 .  Hasslacher, Herken: 420. 

16 .  Friedrich-Wilhelm Hagemeyer, "Die Entstehung von lnformationskonzepten in der 
Nachrichtentechnik," Eitie Fallstudie zur Theoriebildu11g in der Tecl,11ik in /11d11strie 1111d 
Kriegsforschung, Phd. dissertation, Berlin, ( 1979): 432. 

1 7 .  Alan Turing, "Intelligent Machinery, A Heretical Theory," in Sarah Turing and Alan M. Turing 
(Cambridge, 1 959), p. 1 34. 

I 8. Michael Conrad, "The Prize of Programn1abilicy," Herkc11: 289. 
19. Conrad, Herken: 293. 
20. Conrad, Herken: 290. 
2 1 .  Conrad, Herke11: 304. 

22. cf. Conrad, 303.f. 

PETER WEIBEL 

T J, C f;f,I O r  [ d a S I 11 IC  r { a C C  
� 

1 .  cf. "Ma.JC\,vcll's de111011," in J C M,lX\\ ell. T1tt"ory ,,{ Heat (Nt·,, York. 1 872). 
2 .  B.J. Alder a11d T. E. Wa111,vr1gl1t. 5t11d1c.< 111 ,\f<>lcc11/t1r l)y11111111cs O C'l1c111 l'h)'i 27, 1957), pp. 

I 208-09. 
3 .  R.J. Boscov1cl1,Theor1a l'h1lo'il>pl11J NJtur.1li, (V1e1111a, 1 758), reprint: A 77,cc>t}' 1.1f ,,'c1t11rc1/ 

J>l,ilosClJ>lty (Ca111br1dge MIT l'rt'""· 1 9(>(>) 
4. Otto E. llo,;sJcr, [11dophy.,1k. I),c l { ,·It des 11111crc11 Bct>b,1cl,1c,.-.. l>t'tt:r We1bt·l. t'li . .  (13l'rltn. 1992). 
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c () ll s t r II  ( t i (l I, s tl ll d R r ( () ,, .( r LI ( t i () II J <>.{ I I, ( ,) ( Ir i ,, I . i I ( II t1 I R (' a I , I }' 

r .  Ar11y Bruck111a11, a gradu.1te stut1e11c at MIT\ Mt•tha l.1hor.1lory. ,, .1, 111y re,;,e.1rt 11 a,;,.,1,t.111t 
an<l d1.1logue }1art11t·r dt1r111g .1 'ill1t1111er c)f 111te11,1,t· ,,·ork (ll1 tl1t· M Ul) flht·110111ena. 
n1y u11dt•r,tand111g of th1,; .1ctivity a11ci Jt'i 11111)ort.111rt· o,vt''> 111Ltt h to ot1r c oll.1bor,1t1011 
The fehc1tt'lU\ phra'it' "identity ,,·ork,;,J101.,.," for de,lrtl11ng the MUl)\ Jl'i)'chol(1g1cal 
po"ver 1, of hl'r cc1111age 

2. For a gener,11 111 troduct1011 to L .1111bl1aM()() a11cl MUI )-111g. ,ee (>,,vet (�t,rlt\, "MLtdt11ng 
�oc1al Pht·nc>111c11.1 111 Text-B.1,t·d V1rtt1al 1icaltt1t·,." Prott•cd111g-, ot f) IA(�92 (A\atlable 
Via Jl10llyn1ouc; ftp fro111 �)Jrcftp ,erox C ()Ill, r1ul1/MO()/r1,1pt·r, / l) [A('92 ) 
a11<l An1y 13ruck111a11. " ldt·nttty Work,bop. E111c.:rgent �or1.1! .111ti 1'"' l hc)ll)gtl,11 t >J1e110111c11.1 
111 Tcxt-13.1,;ed V1rlu.1l l�t·:iltry.'' Marlh, 1 992, UllJ'lt1hltc;hell ()11 \'trtu.11 l t)111111t1111ty 1 1 1  
ge11cral, ,ec Allurt1t1ere r�c),,11111c Stc)11e, "Will the llc.11 Jic1tl1 t>ica,e �t.111tl U11? l3ot111ti.1r 
)t()rte, al1c)ut Virtual Cultt1rcc;" 111 Mic l1ael liet1<.:li1k.t. cti . ('yl1er,11,1t e l 1rc;t )tl'f"I" 
((�.1111br1tigt· Mll Pre'ic;, 1 992). 

3 .  <iherry furklc. !1,c ,Scco11d ,'-;elf (;<>,111111 tc1� ,111d the J /11111,111 ,S1,i11t (Nt''" Yc>1 k. ·  S1111c)11 .111li 
)c 11 u,;ter, 1 984) 

4. Tut klt', 'fl,c .�c(o11cl .Self. t1 r 44 
� For 11 1orc.: 111c1ter1,1! <>11 tl1e cc1r1t1a,t \\Ith l1.1d1t1c111JI 1olt· 11l.1y111g 'il'l' G.11) Al.111 F111t'. ,,;;J,,u<',I 

/·1111tasy l�olc f'I,,)''"(! G,1111<, ,,� ·"c>r1,1l I r  h,td� (('hit .1gc> .1 he U111, e1,1t\ c1f ( ')11c .,go Jl1 c,,. 



1 983) I IL'nry jl'nl...111,' ,tutly <>I f.1n rtilturl', li•;;'l./1111/ l'oar/11•r, · 'Ji·l1 11i ion l·1111s 1111,/ />11rt1ri1111t!>ry 

c:11/111,c (Nl'\V Yc,rl... llout ll'tlgl', 1 992.), 1llu1111 n.1cc, the gt.· 111..'r.1! <tt1t·,t1c,11 c,f hc,w 111cltv1clu.ils 
apprc,prt.lte fantasy 111.1tcr1.1ls 111 the co11c;truct1c>11 of 1cJc11t1ty. 

6 urfl1e Well" l1ac; a "tOJ)tc" (t1tS( llSSl{)ll grc)llJ1) ()11 "()11 line l'c.:rS<>ll,lC .. f 11 ., Mart h 24, I ')'Jl J)C)Sl111g 
to this group F. lla11dall Far111cr nott.:cJ that 111 (1 gr<>up <>t about 50 J L1bit,1t uc;1..r:-., ,1l>t,11t 3 

quarter experic11ced their onl111c personae a, separate crcatt1res th.it .,c:c i11 w.1ys they cir, 
111 real life, and a quarter experienced their onl111e personae as separate c:rcaturt·\ th.it .1ct 
10 ways they do 11ot i11 real life. 

7. Of course, talci11g the analogy between a therapeutic 1111l1eu and virtual rt.:alicy seriously 111ca11s 
that incidents when players lose the1r anony111ity are potentially psycl10Jog1cally 
damaging. 111 therapy, the transference is to the person of the therapist or to the therapy 
group; in virtual space, the transference is to the "body" of the MUD often as represented 
by its "wizards" or syste111 administrators. 

8 .  For more detail on this example, see Chip Morningstar and F. RandaJJ Far1ner, "The Lessons of 
Lucasfilm's Habitat," in Benedikt, ed., Cyberspace: First Steps (Cambridge: MIT Preo;s, 
1992), pp. 289-291 .  

9. See Turkle, "Thinking of Oneself as a Machine," in The Second Self: Computers and the Hunzan 
Spirit (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1 984). 

HAKIM REY 

Th e Info r m a t i o n  Wa r 

I .  The new "life" sciences offer some dialectical opposition here, or could do so if they worked 
through certain paradigms. Chaos theory seems to deal with the material world in 
positive ways, as does Gaia theory, morphogenetic theory, and various other "soft" 
and "neohermetic" disciplines. Elsewhere I've attempted to incorporate these 
philosophical implications into a "festal" synthesis. The point is not to abandon all 
thought about the material world, but to realize that all science has philosophical and 
political implications, and that science is a way of thinking, not a dogmatic structure 
of incontrovertible Truth. Of course quantum, relativity, and information theory are all 
"true" in some way and can be given a positive interpretation. I 've already done chat in 
several essays. Now I want to explore the negative aspects. 

2 . Stephan A . Hoeller, Freedom: Alche,ny for a Voluntary Society (Wheaton, IL: Quest, 1992), pp. 229-230. 

3 .  Hoeller, Freedom: Alchemy for a Voluntary Society : 1 64. 
4. Like Pavlov's dogs salivating at the dinner bell rather than the dinner-a perfect illustraaon of 

what I mean by "abstraction." 
5 . Although some might say that it already "virtually" exists. I just heard from a friend in 

California of a new scheme for "universal prisons" offenders will be allo'\ved to live ac 
home and go to work but will be electronically monitored at all times, like Winston 
Smith in 1984. The universal panopticon now potentially coincides one-to-one with the 
whole of reality; life and work will take the place of outdated physical incarceraaon-che 
Prison Society will merge with "electronic democracy" to form a Surveillance Stace or 
information totality, with all time and space compacted beneath the unsleepmg gaze of 
RoboCop. On the level of pure tech, at least, it would seem that we have at last arr1,·ed 
at "the future." "Honest citizens" of course will have nothing co fear; hence terror \'\,ll 
reign unchallenged and Order will triumph like the Universal Ice. Our onl)' hope ma,· 
lie in the "chaotic perturbation" of massively linked computers, and in the venal scup1dit)· 
or boredom of those who program and monitor the system. 

6. I will always remember with pleasure being addressed, by a Bulgarian delegate co a conference I 
once attended, as a "fellow worker in philosophy." Perhaps the capitalise version \\ould be 
"entrepreneur in philosophy," as if one bought ideas like apples at roadside stands. 

7 .  Of course information may sometimes be "occult," as in conspiracy cheon'. Informaaon ma}· be 
"disinformation." Spies and propagandists make up a land of shado,\· information 
economy, to be sure. Hackers who believe in freedom of informanon have m)· S) ::ipath)·. 
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especially since they've been picked as the latest enemies of the Spectacular State, and 
subjected to its spasms of control-by-terror. But hackers have yet to "liberate" a single bit 
of information useful in our struggle. Their impotence, and their fascination \vith 
Imagery, make them ideal victims of the Information Sta te, which itself is based on pure 
simulation. One needn't steal data from the post-military-industrial complex to know, in 
general, what it's up to. We understand enough to form our critique. More information 
by itself will never take the place of the actions we have failed to carry out; data by itself 
will never reach critical mass. Despite my loving debt to thinkers like Robert Anton 
Wilson and T. Leary I cannot agree with their optimistic analysis of the cognitive 
function of information technology. It is not the neural system alone \vhich \vill achieve 
autonomy, but the entire body. 

8 .  "Nothing Is True," NO 6, Box 1 75, Liverpool L69 8DX, UK. 
9 . Indeed, the whole "poetic terrorism" project has been proposed only as a strategy in this very \var. 
10. "The 'world' is 'one"' can be and has been used to justify a totality, a metaphysical ordering of 

"reality" with a "center" or "apex": one god , on(' icing, etc., etc. This 1s the n1orusm of 
orthodoxy, which naturally opposes Dualism and its ocher source of power (evil)
orthodoxy also presupposes that the one occupies a higher ontological position than the 
many, that transcendence takes precedence over 1nm1anence. What I call radical ( or 
heretical) n1onism demands uruty of one and 111any on the level of 1nm1anence; hence 1t 
is seen by orthodoxy as a turrung-up<.ide-do\vr1. or sacurnal1a, \\'ruch proposes that e\'er,r 
one is equally divine. Radical mon1sn1 1s ''on the side of'' the 111a11y-\\'h1ch expla111s \Vh)' 
it seems to li e  at the heart of pagan polythe1,n1 and ha111ar11s 111, as ,,·ell as extre111e forrns 
of monotheism such as Isma1hsn1 or Ranter1s111, ha ed on " 111ner light" teacl1111gs. "All is 
one," therefore, can be spoken bv any lu 11d of 1110111st or .111ci-dual1sc a11d ca11 111ean 111a11y 
different things 

r I . A proposal: the ne\v theory ofTao1,t d1alecnL�. Think of tl1e \'1nly.tng d1c;k, \\ 1th J spot of black 
in the \-vh1te loze11ge, and vice versa - ,eparated riot l)y J straight hne but J-11 s-curve. 
Anl1r1 Baraka s.i,· , that d1alect1cc; J'i JUSl "sep.1r.1c111g out the gooLi fro111 tl1e bad"- but tl1e 
Tao1'it rs "beyond good a11d evil ." fl1c dJalectic ts supple, but tl1e T.101st Lhalect1c 1c; 
dO\\i nr1ghc sinuous For exa111plt'. 1 11ak111g use of the Taoist ti1.1lecc1c, ,ve c.111 ree\,1lu.1te 
Gnoc;1s once again Trt1e.:, 1 c  present, a negat1\1t' v1C\\ of the boti, anti t1f beco111111g. But also 
true that It has played tl1e role of the eter11al rl'hel aga1 11'it all orll1odo>.:y. a11d tht'i 111akes 1t 
111terest111g 1 11 it, l1bert1 r1e a11d re\1olut1or1ary 111a111fe,cat1011s, the (; 11os1, po,c;esse, 111a11y 
c;ccret'i, so111c of \\'h1ch are actually· \Vorrl1 l,.nc)\\ 1 11g. Tl1e orga111zaL1011al for111, of Gnos1s -
the crackpot c.ult, the ,ecrec ,oc1ecy- sec111 pregi1,111c \Vt Ll1 110, ... 1b1ht1e, for the 
TAZ/I111111ed1at1st proJect  Of cour<;t\ .1c; I've pointed ot1t else,\. l1t·rc, 11t1t ,111 G110, 1c; 1, 
dual1st1c There .1lc;o e, . .ic;cs a 1 11c1ni"t Gnostic trac.i1t1or1 , \\ l11c h ,t1111et1n1c, born)\\'" l1e.1,rily 
fro111 l)ual1,111 .111d 1,; oftc11 co11fuseci \\ 1tl1 tt. Mc>11ist C, 110 ... 1, 1, ant1-e,cl1atolog1cal, t1s111g 
rclig1ou'i lang1.1age to describe th1c; \\·orld. not Hc:i\·en t)r the c;no'itlt (>Jero111.1 ShJn1.1111,111, 
ccrta1n "crazy' for111'i ofTao1,111 anc.i T.111tr..1 .111<.i I cn. heterodo, ,t1fi,;n1 .1nc.J l<i111.11'1,1 11 , 
Chr1,;t1ar1 ,111 t1 r1011uan, such as tl1c l�.1nter,, ctc. - ,h.1rt• .1 t·o11v1ct1011 of the hohnt''i, of tl1c 
" inner c;p1r1t," a11d of the actual]}' real, t l1c \vorlc.i. The,l' ,lrt.• our ,p1r1tt1.1l ,lnCt'"ilOr, 0 
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R o y A s c o t t is a pioneer of telematics and interactivity in art. His seminal 
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H a n s M a g n u s E n z e n s b e r g e r is a poet, essayist,journalist, 
translator, and dramatist. He is the author of many books including Civil Wars: 
From L.A . to Bosnia (New Press, 1995), Europe) Critical Essays (Continuum, 1 982); 

and The Consciousness Industry. 

V i I e m F I u s s e r , born in 1920, emigrated in 1939 to Brazil, where he 
taught the philosophy of science at the University of Sao Paulo. He returned to 
Europe in the 1 970s while writing on the philosophy of language and photog
raphy. His book Towards a Philosophy of Pliotograplzy was published in I 984 by 
European Photography (Gottingen). Flusser's writing on technology developed 
into an extended discourse with electronic media. He wrote and lectured widely 
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Europe remain mostly untranslated. He died in 1 992. 

N . K a t h e r i n e H a y I e s , a professor of English at UCLA, is the 
author of Cl1aos Ut1boi1nd: Orderly Disorder i,1 Co11te111porary LiteratrJre at1d 
(Cornell University Press, 1 995) .  She is currently completing Virt11al BtJdies: 
Informatics and Cot1tetnporary Lirerat11re. 

M a r t , n H e i d e g g e r ( r  8 9-1976) is \videly regarded as one of tl1e 
central figures of the existentialist 111oven1ent, and has l1ad a 111ajor i11fluence i11 the 
areas of phenomenology and ontology. His se11u11aJ work, ei,1 1111d Zeit (Bei11g a11d 
tin1e), (Harper & Row, 1962) affected the philosophical and ctiltural la11dscape of 
continental Europe for decades. One of Heidegger's later works, T/1e  Q1 1cstic>11 
Co11cer1ii11g Tec/1110/ogy (HarperCollins, 1977), deals with tl1e issue of deht1111a11ization 
in 111odern society, which Heidegger ter111ed the ''darkeni11g of the world." 

K a t h y R a e H u f f m a n is a freelance curator, writer, a11d 11et\vorker 
based in Austria si11ce 1 99 I .  She has been active i11 the field of 111ed1a art si11ce tl1e 
early r 98os. Huffman was ct1rator of tl1e Long Beacl1 Mt1�et1111 of Art fro111 
1 979-1984. Fro111 1 984- 1 99 r she served as curator/prodt1cer of tl1e Co11te111por.1ry 
Art Television (CAT) Fund, at the ICA Bosto11 and the WBGH Nc,v Telcv1s1011 
Workshop. Huffrr1an 1s currently a 111e111ber of H ILU i11ter111ediale ProJekt
forschung, a production and research platfor111 for .1rt a11d 11e,v tecl111ology i11 
Vien11a specializing in 11etworking and 111ctadec;1gn. lie cre�1ted a rcal/v1rtt1al 
Internet project, ''Siberian Deal,'' with Eva Wohlge111t1th, wl1ich was .1,varded tilt' 
111ulti111ed1a prize at tl1e Video fest Berl111, 1 996. 



E r k k i f-f LJ 11 l CJ rn o 1s ., 1 1 1 l·<. l 1.1 rest·:1rcl1t· r ,  writer, .111c.l c llr.1l<)r. J f c  
\Vl>rkc<.l .ls .l 11r<.1ft·ss()r <.>f 111t•c.l 1 .1 stt1tl1t·s ,ll till' U 11 ivcrsit y c,f l ... 11>1.111<. I , I 111J, r1cl, 
l)t•t\\ t'l'tl 1 994 1 99(>, .,11ci pt1rst1cs l1is act1v1t1cs ,ls .1 wa11c.lcri11g scl1c> l,1r. I I ltl1 t:1111, 
11.1� �1t1blrsl1t·d 11t111 1crot1s stt1cl1es a11d artic.le� 111 tc11 la11gt1(1ges A111cJ11g tl1c 1 11<'> t 

fl'Cl'Ilt ,,re ' 'E11c.,pst1latccl 13ociies i11 Motio11: S 1111t1 lators �111cl tl1t (�tie t c,r .. l (Jt, I 
l 11 1111ersio11," i11 Criticc1! lss11es i,, tl1e []/ectro,1ic Media (SUNY l'r<.:\\, 199s); ''Scc�� i,1g 
l)ceper Co11tact: l 11teractive Art as Metaco111111entary," i11 c;(JJIV<'(�c11cl' (Ur, iversity <> 

Lt1tor1 & Joh11 Libbey, U.K.,  Autu111n 199 5); and ''T1111e Macl1i11es ir1 tl1e C ,.1llery: 
An Arcl1eological Approach in Media Art," in ltnrrLersed in 'Jec/1110/o�y: Art a,,cl Vis11,1/ 
E11viro11t11e11ts (MIT Press, I 996) . H uhtamo has lectured worldwid<: and cttr,lte,I 
several international exhibitions of media art , inclucling Digital Mediations. witl1 
Stephen Nowlin (Art Center College of Design Gallery, Pasadena, CA, 1 995) . 

F r i e d r i c h K i t t I e r has a doctorate in philosophy and has b<:e11 a 
professor of aesthetics and tl1e history of media at the Institute of Aesthetics, 
Humboldt University, in Berlin since 1993.  Kittler studied German and French 
literature and philosophy at the University Freiberg/Breisgau. His publications 
include: Discourse Networks 180(),1900 (Stanford University Press, 1990), Cra1-r111101,J1011 
Film Typewriter (Brinkmann & Bose, 1 986), Dichter Mutter Kind ( r99r ) , and Drac11/as 
Vermachtnis: Technische Schriften ( r 99 3) .  

P i e r r e L e v y , born in r9  56,  is a philosopher and professor in the 
hypermedia department at the University of Paris at St. Denis. He is also a 
scientific advisor for TriVium, a French software company. Levy is a member of 

the Revue Virtuelle council at the Centre Georges Pompidou in Paris, and has 
published seven books about the cultural meanings of the digital revolution. His 
last two books are L' Intelligence collective, pour une anthropologie di, cyberspace (La 
Decouverte, 1 994) and Qu'est-ce que le virtue[? (La Decouverte, r994). 

G e e r t L o v i n k , born in 1 9  5 9 in Amsterdam, Holland, stud1ed political 
science a t  the University of Amsterdam. He is a member of Ad1lkno. the 
Foundation for the Advancement of Illegal Knowledge, a free association ot-n1edia
related intellectuals (Agentur Bilwet in German). Lovink is a radio progran1 
producer for Radio Patapoe and VPRO radio in Amsterdam, and a co-fou11der 
of The Digital City, the Amsterdam-based Freenet, and Press No,,·. the Dutch 
support campaign for independent media in former Yugoslavia. O,·er the la -r te,,· 
years he lectured on media theory in Bucharest and Budapest. and participated 
in conferences on independent media, the arts, and ne\,. technologie- i11 
Eastern Europe. Among his publications are Adil.kno's ''Empire of Images (191..! ·): 
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' 'Cracking the Movement'' (1 990/Bewegungslehre, 1991/ 1994) on the squatter 

movement inAmsterdam; ''Hoer zu oder Stirb'' (1992) on free radio; ''MedienArchiv'' 

(1 992/Bollmann Verlag, 1993); and ''Der Datendandy'' (1994) . 

L e v M a n o v i c h is a theorist and critic of new media. He was born in 

1960 in Moscow, where he studied fine arts and computer science. He completed 

his education in the United States, receiving a Master's degree in experimental 

psychology from New York University and a Ph.D. in visual and cultural studies 

from the University of Rochester. He has lectured widely on electronic art, and 

his writings have been published in seven countries. He is an assistant professor at 

the University of Maryland, where he teaches computer graphics, computer 

animation , and the theory and history of media. In 1995 ,  he was awarded a Mellon 

Fellowship in Art Criticism by the Cal ifornia Institu te of the Arts. He is currently 

working on two books: a collection of essays on digital real ism and a history of 

the social and cultural origins of computer-graphics technologies, entitled T11e 
Engineering of Visiorz from Cor1str1,ctivistt1 to Virti1al Reality. 
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� A r t h u r I . M i I I e r is a professor of history and the philosophy of 

science, and heads the departinent of science and technology studies at University 

College London . He is a Fellow of the American Physical Society, a corresponding 

Fellow of l'Academie Internationale d'Histoire des Sciences, and is director of the 

International History of Physics School at the Ettore Majorana Centre for Scientific 

Culture in Erice, Sicily. Professor Miller has lectured and written extensively 

on the history and philosophy of nineteenth- and twentieth-century science and 

technology, cognitive science, scientific creativity and the relation between art and 

science. He is the author of several books, including Albert Ei1istei11 s pecial T11eory1 of 
Relativity: E111erge,-1ce (1 90 5), Early l11terpretatio11 (190 5-19 1 1  ), and l111aJ?ery i,1 Scie11tific 
TI1oitglzt: Creati,-zg 20tlz Cerittl')' Plzysics (MIT Press, 1 986) . He has been featured on 

numerous radio and television programs. His latest book, l11sig/1ts of Ge11i11s : I111agery 
a11d Creativity i,1 Scierzce a11d Art, is scheduled for publication in 1 996 .  

B t I I N t c h o I s edited two volumes of the anthology Movies a11d l\lerl1ods 
(University of California Press, 1 976, 1985) and authored Ideology a11d rl,e I,,,agc 
(Indiana University Press, 1 98 1 ), Represe11fit1g Reality: Issr1es a11d Co,,cepts i,, Docr1-
1r1e,-itary (Indiana University Press, 199 r ) ,  and most recently, Bli1rred Bo1J 11darics: 
Qi,estiotzs of Mea11ir1g i11 Co,-1tet1tporary C11LtrJre ( Indiana University Press, I 994) . 

He is currently working on several books that address questions of style and cross

cultural representation . 



K e v i r1 R o b I r1 s \\'C)r ks ,lt tilt' C.e11tre fc>r UtlJa11 .111cl l,cgic111 I I )cvclOJ>-
111e11t �t L1ti1t''I .tt tl1e U111vt:r,1ty <1f Nt'\-\'Ca,tlt: I- I t: is C<>-,tlttl1c,r, \\'i tl1 J .. r._111�· Wel,stcr. 
c)t. l, Ifc.,r,,1,1t1<>11 'Ji·c/111<)/0�)1: f)<>) t- /11cl1,\t11<1l .">c>r1et}1 c>r C . .',1JJtt,1/ist C<>11tr<>I.' (Al)lcx, 1 1; 6) 
a11,i ·11,c ·1z·cl111ic,1/ l':1.x: l:,f11c,1tiv11, Cc1111111,1ers, a,1tl l11c/1,stry (\t Mart111'� J>r<· , r <; <J). 
1iob111" 1\ also co-eci1tor \V1tl1 Les Lev1do\v of Cy/Jf>({! Worltls: ·17,<' 1vlilit,1ry J,ifor111a1,011 

<>Cil'f)' (Free As oc1at1011, 1 989). 

F I o r i a n R 6 t z e r ,  born in 1953 ,  pursues his study of philos<JpJ1y a a 
freelance writer, critic, curator of exhibitions, and organizer of ir1terr1atio11al 
conferences. His work deals primarily with the philosophy of digital r11edia a11d 
informational society, as well as 1nedia aesthetics. He is the author of !Jic 'Jclc11olis. 
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C R E D I T S  
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A proJect of this scope is necessarily a collaborative effort. 5trelc.11 111g tl1e bc,t111c.l
aries a11d holding to the practicalities is never a11 easy 111attcr, a11d 111L1cl1 gralJlL1clc 
for on-going discussion, professional nudging, and good hun1or gc) to M1cJ1ael 
Sand at Aperture for supporting and sustaining this book throug}1 all of 1tc; �tagcs. 
The authors, scattered throughout the world, gave their work, time, suggestions, 
and enthusiasm at every point in a time of overwhelming schedules and trans
formation . For this one can only thank them formally and hope that the book 
serves to incite yet further discourse. For the splendid cover images I would like 
to thank Alan Rath, Cheryl Haines, and SmartArt Press. The Critical Art Ensemble 
contributed the extraordinary images dividing the sections of the anthology. For 
their incisive work and advice I off er thanks and deep respect . I am truly grateful 
to Andreas Broeckman at V2 in Rotterdam, who translated the Flusser text, and 
who offered much help along the way. Some of the work for this book was done 
while on a stipend sponsored by the Kulturreferat in Munich, arranged by Stefan 
Iglhaut and Florian Retzer. The work at the Villa Waldberta and the Medienlabor, 
Munich, demonstrated sometimes too clearly that telecommuting worked. 
To both my sincere thanks. The interns at Aperture, Cindy Williamson and Lesley 
Martin, spent countless hours ensuring that all the details were in order and to 
them I express my indebtedness and appreciation. Finally, I want offer my deepest 
appreciation to Sandy Stone, who took time from a dizzying schedule to write 
the preface for this book. Both a pioneer and a presence, Sandy has always found 
a way to civilize, scrutinize, and cultivate a community whose circumference 
seems ever-expanding. D 
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